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Portland Community College can help you take charge of your future. For more than 25 years,
PCC has provided exceptional educational opportunities for men and women. Here are some of the
many reasons you'll want to make PCC part of your future:
• Quality, affordable instruction in over 80 career programs, hundreds of college transfer courses,
solid basic education programs and a wide variety of non-credit hobby and personal enrichment
courses.
• Custom-designed training to meet the job upgrading needs of business, industry, labor and
government.
• Three full-service campuses and a number of educational centers within easy driving distance of
district residents.
•

Convenient enrolling, with phone or mail registration for many courses-plus
MasterCard for tuition and fee payment.

VISA and

•

Flexible day and evening class scheduling to meet the needs of both part-time and full-time
students.

• A full range of quality student support services including comprehensive academic advising,
counseling, job placement services, child care, financial aid, health services, testing for career
decisions and tutoring on a drop-in basis.
• Approved for veterans training. Financial aid available.
For more information about attending PCC, call (503) 244-6111,
or toll-free (800) 634-7999

Cover illustration by Elsa Warnick
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Calendar of Instruction
Classes
Begin

Final
Exams

End
OfTerm

Fall 19a9

September 25

December 11-16

December 16

Winter 1990

January 2

March 12-17

March 17

Spring 1990

March 26

June 4-9

Summer 1990

June 25

June 9
September 1"

'Summer final exam schedules vary. Consult instructor.
'*11-week classes
For registration calendar details (phone, mail and in-person registration
dates, adds/drops, late registration, etc.), see the appropriate term's
Schedule of Classes.

Accreditation
Portland Community College is accredited by the Northwest Association of
Schools and Colleges Commission on Colleges, the accrediting agency for
this region. Many programs within the college have accreditation from
professional associations. Documents describing Portland Community
College's accreditation and licensing are available for review in the college
library. information regarding accreditation from professional associations
can be obtained by contacting the department chairperson of the individual
program in Question.

Equal Opportunity
Portland Community College affirms the right of all individuals to equal
opportunity in education and employment without regard to race, color,
religion, national origin, sex, age, handicap, marital status or any other
extraneous considerations not directly and substantially related to effective
performance. Inquiries about this policy or regarding compliance with
federal and state law may be referred to the college Director of Employee
Relations or to the appropriate state or federal agency.

Using This Catalog
This catalog is arranged in six major sections. A detailed table of contents
begins each division where appropriate.
The Generallnfonnation section introduces Portland Community
College and its programs, then covers topics such as admissions,
registration, academic regulations, special programs and services, and
student services and activities.
The Support Courses and Programs section provides information on
counseling, handicapped student services, developmental education,
English as a Second Language (ESL), and General Education Development
(GED). In addition, this section includes physical education, mathematics
and writing courses that have been developed for career program and
Associate of General StUdies students.
The Career Courses and Programs section details PCC's two-year
Associate of Applied Science degree programs, certificate programs and
many subject areas of interest to career students. Transfer programs that
are closely related to these career programs are also covered.
The Associate of General Studies section highlights this popular
degree, which allows the student to develop an individualized course of
study.
The Transfer Courses and Programs section lists programs that are
designed to transfer to a four-year college or university, plus individual
courses that are transferable to four-year institutions. These courses are
also avenues for personal and career enrichment. Since the transfer
programs are often closely related to their two-year career program
counterparts, there are frequent references to the Career Courses and
Programs section.
The final major section, Course Descriptions, contains details on more
than 1,800 PCC credit classes that are referenced in the courses and
programs information.
A list of professional staff, index, and district map complete this catalog.

The programs, policies, requirements and regulations published in this
catalog are continually subject to review in order to serve the needs of the
community, and are subject to change as circumstances may require.
Please contact the Office of Admissions if you have any questions.
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Introducing
Portland
Community
College
Porlland .Community College is a two-year, multi-campus college with
three major campuses, two centers and a number of satellite locations. It
offers ~ducational opportunities in a district with a 1,500 square mile area,
comprised of all or parts of five counties with nearly BOO,OOOresidents.
Ann.ual enrollment is more than 70,000, producing nearly 14,000 full-time
equivalent students. PCC enrolls more students than any other college in .
the state.

Long-Range Goals: Student Success
•

To promote a student-centered learning environment where students
know that faculty and staff are accessible and supportive of their
individual needs.
To offer high-quality student support programs which assist students
in making educational decisions and which improve the probability of
student success.
To facilitate student career development and individual goal setting
through the active involvement of faculty and staff.

•

Mission and Long-Range Goals
•

Mission
Porlland Community College provides quality education in an atmosphere
that encourages the full realization of each individual's potential. The
Colleqe offers students of all ages, races, cultures, economic levels, and
prevtous educational experience opportunities for personal growth and
attainment of their goals.
To achieve its mission Porlland Community College offers accessible and
affordable education to the residents of its district. As a public,
comprehensi~e,. ~ost-secondary institution, this multi-campus college
offers lower diVISion college transfer programs, occupational and technical
programs, basic skills education, and community education programs.
Part~erships with business, industry, labor, educational institutions and
public sector agencies provide training opportunities for the local workforce
and promote economic development.
Through ~ffective teaching and supportive student services, Portland
Community College prepares students for success as individuals, members
of a democratic society, and citizens of a rapidly changing world.

Long-Range Goals: Curriculum and Instruction
•

To offer curricula which are regularly assessed and updated in order to
maintain high academic and technical standards and to meet the needs
of students and the community.
• To support faculty in their use of traditional and innovative instructional
methods, materials, and equipment.
• To provide and make accessible library collections and learning
resources which support instruction.
• To provide opportunities for students and staff to broaden their
awareness and understanding of our multi-cultural and international
society.
• To support economic and community development through educational
partnerships with business, labor, and public sector agencies.
• To provide convenient educational opportunities for professional
development and personal growth.
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•

To assist the students' transition between the College and other
educational institutions and between the College and the work place.

•

To build a sense of community by providing an active student life
program, including orientation, lectures, cultural events and
ceremonies.

Long-Range Goals: Organizational Development
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

To ensure the quality of instruction by attracting and retaining excellent
faculty and staff dedicated to the mission and goals of Porlland
Community College.
To develop racial and cultural diversity and gender balance within the
student body, faculty, and staff.
To promote employee job satisfaction and productivity by providing a
variety of staff development and well ness programs and by creating
internal opportunities for career growth.
To improve communication by encouraging clear and helpful
information within the college community and to the general public.
To enhance employee and student understanding of the college's
decision-making processes and to provide opportunities for increased
involvement in them.
To increase public awareness of the college's mission, programs, and
services through effective community relations.
To ensure the public's trust by effectively managing the financial and
physical resources of the college.
To continue to meet the educational needs of the district through
ongoing strategic planning and institutional assessment.

PCC Campuses
Portland Community College operates five educational facilities for career
(vocational/technical), transfer (lower-division collegiate), General
Education and Community Education courses and programs. Through the
·Open Campus" the college offers courses at numerous locations
throughout the community-in
local schools, community centers,
businesses and other convenient locations. The administrative offices for
the college are located at the Sylvania Campus. All correspondence to the
college should be sent to Portland Community College, P.O. Box 19000,
Portland, Oregon 97219-0990.

Cascade Campus
The Cascade Campus, situated in North Portland near the river and port
facilities, provides programs designed to meet the needs of the urban
neighborhood. People of all ages and purposes atlend Cascade and receive
the individual atlention that is possible at a smaller campus.
Cascade Campus
705 N. Killingsworth
Portland, Oregon

Open Campus
The Open Campus' guiding principle is convenience to students. Courses
are offered seven days per week at about 200 locations throughout our fivecounty district. The Open Campus also offers on-site training, specifically
tailored to the needs of business, industry and government agencies.
Compenents of the Open Campus include:
Adult Basic Education/General Education Development
Community Education
Dislocated Workers Project
English as a Non-Native Language
English as a Second Language
Government Contracts Acquisition Program
Institute for Continuing Education of Health Care Professionals
Institute for Employee Development
Institute for Management and Professional Development
Microcomputer Training Program
Professional Skills Training
Refugee Project
Small Business Development Center
Small Business International Trade Program

An adjunct of the Rock Creek Campus is the Tektronix, Inc. "on-slle" office,
which offers scheduled program classes, contracted classes and support
services to the over 10,000 employees who work at the Beaverton Industrial
Park and other area Tektronix locations. Most on-site services and classes
are also open to the public.
Tektronix On-site Office
Building 74, Millikan Way
Beaverton, Oregon
627-2343

Sylvania Campus
Located in Southwest Portland, the Sylvania Campus (named for its perch
on Mt. Sylvania) provides a peaceful setting overlooking the Tualatin
Valley. ,It is the largest PCC campus, serving over 19,000 students per
year. The college's administrative offices are also located at Sylvania.
Sylvania Campus
12000 S.w. 49th Ave.
Portland, Oregon

PCC Contracted Educational Service Districts
Oregon Coast Community College
332 S.W. Coast Highway
Newport, Oregon 97365 (503) 265-2283
Tillamook Bay Community College
2510 First Avenue
Tillamook, Oregon 97141 (503) 842-8222
Treaty Oak Community College
300 East 4th Street
The Dalles, Oregon 97058 (503) 296-6182

Perhaps the most visible parts of the Open Campus are the Ross Island and
Southeast Centers, plus the Community Education locations in Forest
Grove, Newberg and St. Helens. More information about Open Campus
activities may be found under Special Programs and Services in this
section of the catalog.
.
The Open Campus is becoming an increasingly important part of PCC's
commilmentto carrying education beyond the bounds of the traditional
campus.

Rock Creek Campus
The Rock Creek Campus is located on 256 acres near Washington County's
Sunset Corridor. Beginning as a campus offering mostly vocational .
subjects, Rock Creek has broadened its scope and nearly 60 percent of its
students are now taking lower-division collegiate classes in such fields as
art, anthropology, literature, computer science, business and biology.
Rock Creek Campus
17705 N.W. Springville Road
Portland, Oregon
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local share of operation and building construction. In 1971 the name of the
district was changed to the "Portland Community College District." The
citizens of the district showed continuing support for their college in 1980,
and again in 1986 as they voted to increase the PCC tax base.

The Portland Community
College Foundation
The Portland Community College Foundation was established in 1982 as a
nonprofit corporation to solicit, record and administer private support for
the educational programs of Portland Community College. The Foundation
is governed by a Board of Trustees whose members are business,
professional and civic leaders in the Portland area. The Foundation is
linked to the college through the PCC Development Office, which provides
staff support for the Foundation's fund raising efforts ..

Students
Portland Community College serves more than 70,000 students annually.
Over 64,000 reside within the five-county college district and some 4,000
students come from other Oregon areas. Fewer than 1,800 students are not
Oregon residents, with foreign students and Washingtonians representing
the largest portion of this group. Of the total student population, about
56% are women and 44% are men. Over 40,000 students enroll in credit
courses.

The PCC Foundation provides an opportunity to invest in the future of the
community and the college. Donors may designate their contributions to
the program of their choice and all donations are tax deductible.
Contributions may be in the form of cash gifts, securities, deferred gifts,
gifts in trust with reservation of income to donors, and transfer of real
property equipment.
Foundation funds are pooled to generate maximum return and improved
coordination of scholarship programs. For more information about the
PCC Foundation and its programs, contact the Director of Development at
the Sylvania Campus.

Because Portland Community College serves such a large district, it is able
to offer a wide variety of programs. To complement this diversity,
individual campus offerings and services are customized to better meet the
needs of the students at each location.
.

Staff
Nearly 3,900 full- and part-time staff members serve Portland Community
College and its students. The teaching staff meets the standards of the
Oregon State Board of Higher Education and those followed by community
colleges nationally. PCC's outstanding faculty has studied at many of the
leading institutions in the country and bring years of practical, "real-world"
experience to the teaching profession. A detailed list of PCC's professional
staff and the credentials of the academic staff may be found in the back of
this catalog.

College History
Portland Community College originated from the adult education program
of the Portland Public Schools. On May 15, 1961, School District NO.1
(Portland), established the college as a separately operating unit of the
school district. Because the college included students from many areas
outside of the Portland school district, in 1965 the Portland school board
appointed an advisory council to supervise the activities of the college and
to give representation to areas outside the Portland school district.
As the advisory council and the school board developed programs and
plans for the rapidly growing college it became evident that the college
needed to be a separate governmental unit with its own elected board to
represent the areas from which students came.
In 1968 the voters of the five-county area approved the formation of a new
college district named the "Metropolitan Area Education District," which
included the school districts of Portland, Sauvie Island and Riverdale in
Multnomah County; Lake Oswego in Clackamas County; SI. Helens,
Scappoose and Vernonia school districts in Columbia County; Newberg
school district in Yamhill County and all of Washington County. In 1968
the voters approved a tax base which provided the college with funds for the
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Enrolling

At PCC
New Students
Portland Cqmmunity College has an open admissions policy, meaning that
anyone can enroll at the college. Previous college experience or a high
school diploma is not necessary for entry. However, certain programs or
courses may require prerequisite course work or an instructor's signature
for enrollment.
New students enrolling in credit courses are required to complete an
admission form and will receive assessment and advising services in order
to get started properly. Admission forms are available in the quarterly class
schedule or in PCC Admissions Offices:
Cascade Campus: Student Center A level (244-6111, ext. 5291)
Rock Creek Campus: Building 2, Mall (244-6111, ext. 7225)
Southeast Center: Room 024 (244-6111, ext. 6252)
Sylvania Campus: College Center, Mall (244-6111, ext. 4519)

Students Transferring
From Other Institutions
Credits from other institutions may be accepted toward degree requirements
if credits were completed at a fully accredited college or university. Send
transcripts of previous course work to:
Portland Community College
StUdent Records
P.O. Box 19000
Portland, Oregon 97219-0990
Transfer students should plan to meet with a department chair or advisor to
review program requirements.

to you. Orientation includes skills assessment, an overview of college
learning resources a description of student services and more.
If you answered NO to these questions or are enrolling in non-eredit
classes, proceed directly to registration.

Advising
New pee Students
After your orientation you will be referred to:
•

program (department) advising
or

•

general advising and schedule assistance
or

•

a counseling center for career planning or assessment, personal
counseling or study skills assistance.

Non-credit or non-degree students may also seek scheduling and advising
help:

High SchaulRelease Form

Cascade: Sludent Center A15 (244-6111, ext. 5271)
Rock Creek: Building 2 (244-6111, ext. 7297)
Southeast: Room 24 (244-6111, ext. 6252)
Sylvania: College Center, Mall (244-6111, ext. 4619)

Sludents who are under the age of 16 and who wish to enroll in PCC
classes during regular high school hours will need a release form signed by
the parent or guardian and by the principal or district school official. These
forms are available in district high school counseling centers and need to
be presented at the time of registration.

Returning Students
Take advantage of advising from your program department or the advising
center at this time. Counseling and skills assessment are available on an
ongoing basis for your convenience.

For more information, contact any PCC admissions office.

Orientation and Skills
Assessment·
New pee students
•

Are you seeking a transfer degree or a technical career degree or
certificate at PCC?

•

Are you planning to transfer from PCC to another institution?

•

Are you undecided about your major but planning to graduate from
pee?

• Are you planning to take more than seven credits?
If you're new at PCC and answered YES to any of these questions you must
schedule an orientation through the admissions office at a time convenient

International Student
Admission
Portland Community College values its many international students from
over 66 nations. Currently more than 450 students from foreign countries
are enrolled. Ouestions about admissions should be directed to the
International Student Affairs Office at the Sylvania Campus.
International student applicants must complete all correspondence and
forms in English. To be considered for admission to PCC, the following
must be submitted to the International Student Affairs Office:
1. International Student Application for Admission form.
2. Declaration of Finances form.
3. $25 application fee, which is non-refundable and non-transferable
(cashier's check, money order or cash). Personal checks from local
banks only will be accepted.
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4. Tuberculosis certification form.
5. Proof of government or private scholarship support (if applicable).
6. Proof of college-level English ability. (A minimum TOEFL score of
500 is required.)
7. Recent photograph (2' x 3').
8. For transfer students only:
a. Official transcripts from other colleges or universities.
b. Letter of consent from previous colleges' foreign student
advisor.
c. Copy of 1-94 and 1-20 10.
d. Copy of pages one through four of passport.
When all of the above has been received by the International Student Affairs
Office, the applicant will be considered for admission. (An 1-20 form will
not be issued to any individual until all the required information has been
received and approved.) All students must enroll by the last scheduled day
of registration of each term. International students must pursue a full
course of study (12 credit hours or more per term) to be certified on the 120 form.
International students must pay all tuition and fees at the time of
registration. Payment of out-of-country drafts must clear the business
office approval procedure before registration is final. Students requesting
this billing service must file authorization forms with the business office
prior to registration. Deferred tuition is not available for international
students.

Non-Traditional Credit
In all cases of non-traditional credit a student must have an established
PCC transcript before the credit can be recorded.
The following non-traditional credit procedures are available with
departmental approval:

Formal Course Work at Non-Accredited
Institutions
Credit may be granted for course work taken at training sites other than
those listed in the "Transfer Credit Practices Directory" published by the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers.
Examples include hospitals, banks, corporations, business schools, etc.
Students must furnish detailed training records, course outlines and,
whenever possible, transcripts. Individual departments will evaluate and
assign PCC equivalencies. A maximum of 45 credit hours can be assigned
through this process. Only those subject areas taught by PCC will be
considered. Contact the Graduation Office for details.

Military Service Credit
PCC equivalencies can be granted for military training aller careful
evaluation of training records and information provided in the "Guide to the
Educational Experiences in the Armed Services." Block credit is not
granted and only the subject areas taught by PCC will be considered.
Contact the Graduation Office for details.

Military Service Physical Education Credit
Two hours of credit on a pass/no pass basis can be granted for military
experience. A copy of the DO 214 is required. Applications should be
made on the Non-Traditional Credit form and be approved by the
Graduation Office.

College Level Entrance Examination Program
(CLEP)
Students enrolled at pec may receive credit from certain college courses
by submitting official scores from the College Level Entrance Examination
Program. School policies currently allow credits to be granted based on
scores of 500 and above for the humanities, social sciences and natural
sciences general exams. Minimum scores of 50 are accepted on certain
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subject area exams. CLEP credit is not given for English, foreign languages
or math credits earned in this manner will be recorded on the student's
transcript and will count toward graduation. Application is made on the
Non-Traditional Credit form and processed through the Graduation Office.

Course Challenge
Some courses offered at Portland Community College may be challenged.
This allows a student to receive credit by taking a specialized examination.
Students who wish to challenge a course must accept the following
conditions:
1. Be currently registered in credit courses at PCC.
2. Have an established PCC transcript before the challenge credits will be
recorded.
3. Receive permission from the instructor or department chairperson. If
currently enrolled in the course, the challenge must be requested
within the first three weeks, and formal withdrawal completed no later
than the end of the third week.
4. Challenge credit hours may not be used to meet residency
requirement.
5. May not challenge a course on which a letter grade (A, B,C,D,F) or W,
CIP, I, NP P or an X has been received.
6. Complete the challenge petition form furnished by the Business Office
and pay a $1 0 non-refundable fee.
7. Complete the examination. (Student may challenge the same course
only once.)
8. Complete the challenge within two consecutive terms.
9.

If the challenge is successful. return the challenge petition to the
Business Office and pay the course tuition rate in effect at the time of
testing (less the initial $10 fee). This charge is in addition to any
tuition already paid.
10. If the challenge is unsuccessful, the $10 fee is forfeited.

How to Register

Procedure

The college offers three types of registration: mail, telephone and "inperson." Specific registration information is contained in the quarterly
Schedule of Classes, mailed throughout the district or available at any PCC
facility, plus many other public sites around the community. Those living
outside the PCC district may call any PCC Admissions Office to request
that a schedule be sent to them.
Tuition and fees must be paid at the time of registration. Checks are
accepted for the exact amount and MasterCard or VISA may be used.
Deferred notes are granted, but a minimum of 30 percent of the total
assessment must be paid. Students using agency-paid tuition must have
the letter of authorization prior to registration.

Tuition
The Portland Community College Board of Directors evaluates tuition rates
annually. The following rates are subject to change.
1989-90 Tuition
Tuition
per cr. hr.
1-9 cr. hr.

PCC
District
$23.50

1G-19cr. hr.

$235.00

$475.00

$75.00 per cr. hr.

Above 19cr. hr.

$23.50

$47.50

$75.00 per cr. hr.

Out of
District
$47.50

Present the above documents to registration personnel at the time you
register for classes at PCC.
Residents of other community college districts in Washington will be
assessed out-of-district tuition. Oregon and Washington residents not
meeting the above criteria will be assessed out-of-district tuition.

Full-Time Students
To be considered full-time, a student must be enrolled for a minimum of 12
credit hours.

Special Fees
Certain classes have expenses not included in tuition. These are identified
as special fees in the Schedule of Classes and are in addition to tuition.

Lab Fees
Classes with lab fees have the amount indicated for each course under
"FEES· in the Schedule of Classes. Lab fees are payable with tuition at the
time of registration.

Out of State or
International

Senior Citizens

$75.00 per cr. hr.

Those residents of Oregon for at least 90 days and in the PCC district (see
boundary map on inside back cover) 62 years of age or older may enroll for
classes free of tuition charge. Special and lab fees must be paid by all
senior citizens

Residency
Residence is a person's permanent home. It is the place where one intends
to remain, and to which one expects to return. Residence is not established
by mere attendance at a college.
In-District Student
An American citizen, immigrant or permanent resident who has established
and maintained residence in Oregon at least 90 days prior to the first day of
class and resides in the Portland Community College District.
Out-ol-District Student
An American citizen, immigrant or permanent resident who has established
residency in Oregon 90 days prior to the first day of class but not in the
Portland Community College District. (see boundary map on inside back
cover).

Seniors residing out of the state or out of the PCC district and enrolling in
classes will be charged in-district tuition. Refer to the Schedule of Classes
for more detailed information.

Methods of Payment
Tuition and fees must be paid at the time of registration.

Checks
Checks will be accepted for the EXACT amount of tuition with the following:
1. Check must be drawn on students own account
2.

PCC Membership Card

3.

Bank-printed check

4. Oregon Driver's License or

Out-ol-State Student

5.

An American citizen, immigrant or permanent resident who has not
established residency in Oregon 90 days prior to the first day of class.

There is a $10 service fee charged on all returned checks.

International Student
A citizen of another country here on other than an immigrant visa.

Reciprocity Agreement
Portland Community College will grant in-district tuition to Washington
residents of Clark, Columbia Basin, Lower Columbia, Walla Walla or
Yakima Valley Community College districts and the other community
college districts of Oregon if students meet the following criteria and
observe the procedures listed below.
Criteria
1.

2.

Provide letter of verification from community college of residence
which states the program you are enrolling at PCC is not offered at that
institution.
and
Provide a formal petition for in-district tuition (petitions available in
registration areas at all PCC campuses)

Bank guarantee card or major credit card

MasterCard and VISA
MasterCard and VISA will be accepted for payment of tuition and fees,
deferred notes, work orders, library, PE and parking fees. All credits to
MasterCard and VISA must be processed in person.

Agency-Paid
The student or agency must provide the college with the letter of
authorization PRIOR to registration for agency-paid tuition. Each student
will be charged a $5 processing fee per term.

Deferred Notes: Installment Basis
A minimum of 30% of a student's total assessment must be paid on all
tuition deferments.
Eligibility
1. The student must register using a legal social security number.
2. The student must not have any outstanding debts with Portland
Community College.
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3. Tuition deferments will be approved only for students taking four (4) or
more credit hours.
4. Deferred notes will not be granted for students who use the telephone
registration option, Community Service (non-credit) classes, CEU
classes, or international students.
5. Students under 18 years of age must have a parent or guardian co-sign
the note in the presence of a college official.

Tuition Refund Schedule

Policy
1. A service charge of $5 is assessed each borrower, no part of which
may be refunded if note is prepaid.
2. In the event of a withdrawal, all refunds will be applied to any
outstanding balance according to the refund schedule and any
remaining balance will be immediately due and payable.
3. Failure to withdraw within a refund period will not dismiss
the obligation of a student to pay this note.
4.

Late payments will result in interest of 10% per annum from date of
note. Additional failure to pay in full may result in withholding of
transcripts, as well as the additional assessment of collection and
attorneys' fees; also subject to collection through the Oregon State
Renter's Refund and Income Tax Offset.

Late Registration
The last day to register for a class is normally the first Friday of instruction.
Exceptions to this policy may be allowed only by written departmental
permission.
A $5 late registration fee is assessed beginning the second Monday of a
regular term. For class sessions less than regular term, late fees will be
charged after two days of a three-week class, three days of a four-week
class, etc. The fee does not apply to students who have already registered,
nor to registrations for special events such as late starting classes or
specially scheduled programs.

Canceled Classes
To be eligible for a refund of canceled classes students must drop from the
class by submitting an Add/Drop form to the registration area.

Adding or Dropping a Class
Students wishing to change their schedule by adding or dropping classes
must make a formal change by submitting the completed Add/Drop form to
the registration area. A non-refundable fee of $5 will be charged for 1-5
sections on an Add!Drop form; thereafter, an additional $1 for each section
over five will be charged. This applies to each Add/Drop form processed.
CAUTION: Students should be aware that registering for classes after
instruction has begun is detrimental to their learning. Also, students
registering late may not be granted make-up privileges.

Withdrawing from College
Formal withdrawal from college must be made through the registration area
at each campus. Students who merely stop attending classes without
formally withdrawing will receive the grades assigned by their instructors
and will not receive a refund of tuition and fees. Students receiving
financial aid or veterans benefits must notify the appropriate office of their
intentions to withdraw.
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Refunds will be processed when an Add!Drop Form is submitted to the
Registration area.
Classes Scheduled:
1 week class.

100% if Dropped:
Prior to 1st day

2 through 3 weeks

Prior to 2nd class"

4 through 7 weeks
8 or more weeks

Prior to 3rd class"
By Friday of second week··

• If class is held three or more days per week
•• Saturday classes only - by Monday of third week
All other classes-full refund if dropped PRIORto one-sixth of class
duration
NOTE: Alter the refund period, tuition for dropped classes cannot be
exchanged to pay for added classes. You may be assessed additional
tuition at this time
Processing of all refund checks will take a minimum of six weeks after the
first day of classes.

Financing Your
Education
Financial Aid
The Financial Aid Office administers a variety of aid programs in the form of
scholarstiips, grants, loans and part-time employment to eligible students
who need money to allend college. Availability of all aid is subject to
available funds at the time of application.

Payment of Awards
Tuition and fees are deducted from grants and loans at the time of
registration. Any remaining money will be issued to the student (for books
and living expenses) by check during the first week of the term, or after,
depending on the actual date of registration.

Satisfactory Academic Progress
Federal regulations require that students receiving financial aid maintain
satisfactory progress toward their degree or certificate program. The
Financial Aid Office reviews academic performance each term. Students
who do not meet the standard of satisfactory progress may be placed on
academic probation or financial aid may be discontinued. Every allempt is
made to provide students with counseling and other assistance needed to
maintain satisfactory progress. A copy of PCC's Financial Aid Satisfactory
Academic Progress Requirements is available in the Financial Aid Office.

Application/Eligibility

For More Information

Students must complete a Financial Aid Form (FAF) in order to have their
eligibility determined. These forms are available in the Financial Aid Office
at Cascade, Rock Creek, Southeast and Sylvania. The forms are also
available in high schools. The form must be completed and mailed as
directed.

The Financial Aid Office provides information and counseling to students
who have financial concerns or questions about financial aid. If you have
questions, please calf us at244-6111. Financial aid staff members are
located at the following locations: Cascade, Rock Creek, Southeast and
Sylvania.

You should apply a minimum of 10 to 12 weeks prior to the time you will
begin school if you expect to have your aid available when you start.
However, applications are accepted as funds permit, and if you are eligible
payments may be retroactive to the beginning of the term.

Scholarships

Application Deadlines
The first priority deadline for financial aid applications is March 31 for all
programs except Stafford Loans, Parent Loans for Undergraduate Students
(PLUS) and Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS). Deadlines for these
three programs vary throughout the year.
Applications arriving after the March 31 deadline will be processed after
those meeting the March 31 deadline. Financial aid is determined in part
by the availability of funds Late applicants may apply but should be aware
that adequate funds may not be available.

Award Notification
Completed applications (with required documentation) are processed
predominantly during the spring and summer. Students will be notified of
financial aid awards by mail. Aid offers are accepted when the student
returns the signed financial aid award letter to the Financial Aid Office.
Deadlines for acceptance are printed on the letter and offers not accepted by
the due date will be withdrawn.

Portland Community College awards a number of scholarships each year
through the PCC Foundation. Scholarships are generally awarded on the
basis of academic progress and financial need. Scholarship criteria,
deadlines and award amounts vary. Most scholarships have an April
application period for awards in the following year. Students interested in
applying for scholarships should pick up a listing at any PCC Financial Aid
office or the PCC Development office at the Sylvania Campus, or check the
student newspaper (The Bridge) and department bulletin boards. Some of
the individual scholarships administered by PCC are:
Beverly Enterprises Scholarship (nursing students)
. Zelma Gordon Scholarship (nursing students)
Dr. DeBernardis Scholarship (college-wide)
Donald Aldrich Scholarship (automotive technology students)
Mable Bliss Scholarship (business students)
PCC Foundation Scholarship (college-wide)
Margaret Mary Galati Scholarship (refugee assistance)
Stan Schmidt Scholarship (speech students)
Erich Porshman Scholarship (music and art students)
Heitzman Scholarship (auto body and paint repair students)
J. Leonard Kraft Scholarship (liberal arts students)
Commery Warrell Scholarship (home economics students)
2+2+2 Scholarships (2+2+2 cooperative engineering honors program)

Veterans Educational Benefits
Eligibility
Veterans, disabled veterans and the dependents of certain veterans may be
eligible for educational benefits from the Veterans Administration. Portland
Community College is approved for the training of veterans. Most of the
programs offered byPCC have been approved by the VA, so students can
choose from a wide variety of degree programs.
The College operates a central Veterans' Services Office, at the Sylvania
Campus, with all student files located at that site. Veterans using their
benefits for the first time, and those entering PCC from other colleges, are
required to make application at the Sylvania office. The office is open
during normal business hours and evenings during the first week of each
new term. No appointments are necessary. A Veterans' advisor and several
Veterans' clerks are available to assist continuing students and those
making first-time applications for VA educational financial aid. New
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students are advised to telephone the office before making application to
ensure that they are aware of any documents required for support of a VA
claim for payments.
To assist those students already certified for VA educational payments, a
Veterans' Services contact person is available part-time at Rock Creek,
Cascade, and Southeast. This contact person can receive new term
schedule forms, provide standard VA forms and arrange telephone contact
with the central Veterans' Services Office.
Veterans (Chapters 3D, 31, 32, 34, & 106) and Dependents
(Chapter 35)
Eligible students receive monthly VA checks in amounts based upon daily
rates of attendance.

State of Oregon OVA Education Aid
Educational aid is available to eligible Korean and Vietnam era Oregon
veterans and who are no longer eligible to receive federal VA educational
benefits. The amount of available aid ranges from $35 to $50 per month
while attending approved courses of study. Veterans should contact the
veterans counselor in the Veterans Services Office to determine if they are
eligible.

for the shorter term lengths. Students in modular or clock hour
programs have different criteria for establishing full, three-quarter and
half-time loads.
3. Drop Deadlines: Students receiving VA educational benefits have until
the end of 30 calendar days of instruction or the official PCC Add-Drop
date, whichever comes first, to drop classes without VA money penalty
(based on class attendance). Any class dropped after that point will be
reported to the VA as a non-punitive grade.
Students are responsible for notifying the Veterans Services Office of any
change in courses attempted or credit load.
4.

Probation: Students failing to meet the minimum standards of
academic progress may be granted one term of probation.
5. Termination of Certification: Students failing to meet the minimum
standards of academic progress will have their certification terminated
in the following cases:
a. Failing to pass ALL courses in anyone term
b.
c.

Tutorial Assistance
Veterans (Chapter 34) and dependents (Chapter 35) can receive up to $84
per month to help defray tutorial expenses when the student has a
deficiency in a course in which they are currently enrolled.

VA Work-Study
Veterans (Chapter 30, 31, 32, & 34) attending college on a full-time basis
may contract to work part-time for the Veterans Administration. Additional
details and applications for these and other benefits are available from the
Veterans Services Office at PCC.
The following is printed in accordance with Federal and State regulations:

Standards of Satisfactory Academic Progress
for Students Receiving Veterans Benefits At
Portland Community College
Students receiving Veterans Administration educational benefits are
responsible for demonstrating satisfactory progress toward a degree in an
identified program of study. By regulation, the VA will pay ONLY for
classes and grades which advance students toward their stated objective.
Therefore, if you take a class or receive a grade which does not help you
earn the degree you have told the VA you are attempting, then you are not
making satisfactory progress. Portland Community College has
established the following criteria to define "satislactory academic progress."
1. Grades: Satisfactory grades are: A,B,C,D and P. The only punitive
grade is an F. Non-punitive grades are: W, NP, I, X and CIP. The VA
will not pay for any class when an Audit is given. Explanation of these
grades can be found in this catalog under 'Academic Regulations."
(Each punitive and non-punitive grade has different consequences on
the amount of money you will receive from the VA. To understand the
consequences of each grade please contact the Veterans Services
Office.)
2.

Criteria for Assessment: In order to make satisfactory academic
progress, students must receive satisfactory grades in the number of
credits or clock hours they have been certified as attempting and must
maintain a 2.00 accumulative grade point average (GPA). Students
certified as full-time must complete 12 or more credit hours per term.
Three-quarter time students will be required to earn a minimum of nine
credit hours per term and half-time students must complete six credit
hours per term. This requirement is modified during summer term
when the number of instructor-student contact hours (i.e. standard
class sessions) is increased proportionately each week to compensate
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Failing to pass a course for which they are certified in each of
two consecutive terms
Failing to maintain a 2.00 accumulative GPA in their major at
end of the probationary period. In lieu of the GPA requirement,
students in programs graded on a PassiNo Pass basis will be
making satisfactory progress as long as they pass 85% of the
PassINo Pass courses they attempt.

Student Rights: Students have the right to explain any extenuating
circumstances which might have resulted in their unsatisfactory
progress. Requests for limited exemptions to the standards of
satisfactory academic progress may be made to the veterans'
coordinator.
7. Portland Community College reserves the right to refuse to certify for
VA educational benefits any student who has twice been terminated for
unsatisfactory academic progress.

6.

Evaluation of Prior Credit
VA regulations prohibit repeating courses for which a passing grade has
been received. It is the snicents responsibility to provide Portland
Community College with transcripts from all colleges previously attended.
The VA will not pay beyond the student's first term at PCC, until all
previous college credits are evaluated. Evaluation of transcripts may result
in an adjustment in the length of time the student may be certified in a
program.

Air Force ROTC Scholarships
Portland Community College participates in a crosstown Air Force ROTC
program with the University of Portland. Students who qualify may
compete for AFROTC scholarships which are awarded on a competitive
basis for the four, three-and-one-half, three, two-and-one-half and two-year
awards. Scholarships are available in many academic disciplines (both
technical and non-technical) and are open to students on the basis of
demonstrated academic abilities and leadership potential. These
scholarships can cover full tuition, fees, a book allowance, and $100 per
month (tax free) during the academic year. Inquire at the Office of Student
Financial Aid or contact AFROTC Detachment 695, University of Portland,
at (503) 283-7216.

Academic
Regulations
Degree and Certificate
Program Requirements
Students may graduate under requirements existing at the time of initial
enrollment as long as they have successfully completed at least one term in
a college credit course per academic year. All returning students that have
not been enrolled in a college credit coursers) for one academic year must
meet new degree requirements. Continuing students who graduate after
summer 1984 must meet the math and English competency requirements
for degrees.

Associate Degree Requirements: Specific
Associate

of Applied

Science Degree

The college may change courses and course numbers within a program. In
addition, there may be time limitations on acceptance of credits. Students
should consult a program advisor about their course of study.

The Associate of Applied Science degree is designed for those students
who complete approved course work in an applied science career program
plus a minimum of 18 quarter hours of General Education.

Associate Degree Requirements:
Comprehensive

General Education courses are included in the Associate of Applied Science
Degree in order to introduce students to areas of study outside the major
purpose of their program. General Education encourages students to
.
explore a variety of courses selected from various academic groupings that
will expand their knowledge, develop their ability to think and reason,
provide insight into their role as a citizen in an ever-changing world and
promote the development of a life-long learning program.
The Associate of Applied Science degree program requires a minimum of
18 quarter hours of General Education courses outside of the major area of
study. The student must choose courses from three or more of the
following academic groupings:
1. Arts and Humanities

1.

All associate degrees shall consist of a minimum of 90 quarter hours
with passing grades.

2.

All candidates for degrees must have as a minimum a cumulative 2.00
grade point average (C average) for courses applied toward the degree.
3. All candidates for degrees must attend Portland Community College at
least two terms and accumulate at least 30 quarter hours of satisfactory
work at PCC.
4.
5.

Candidates for all degrees must file a petition one term in advance of
the final term. For further information contact the Graduation Office.
All candidates for degrees must demonstrate competency in basic
mathematics and writing skills within five years prior to receiving .their
degree.
a.
Competency in writing can be demonstrated in 'anyone of the
following ways:
•

Complete WR 115 with a C grade or higher.

•

Pass a placement examination at a level that permits
admission to WR 121 or an equivalent course.

•

Successfully complete written language courses for which

WR 115 skills are a prerequisite (e.g. WR 121).
b.
Competency in mathematics can be demonstrated in anyone of
the following ways:
•

Complete OEM 20 with a C grade or higher. OEM 20 may
not be applied to associate degree requirements.

•

Pass a placement examination showing math skills at or
above those required for successful completion of OEM
20.

•

Successfully complete one or more math courses
requiring skills at or above those required for completion
of OEM 20.

c.
Courses taken to meet minimum competencies may not be
applied to associate degree requirements.

2.

Science and Mathematics

3.

Physical EducationlHealth

4.

Social Sciences

5.

Business

For specific, qualifying courses in these groupings, see a PCCcounselor,
academic advisor specialist, or department advisor.
Twelve credit hours in anyone academic grouping are the maximum
allowed toward General Education in Associate of Applied Science and
Associate of General Studies degrees. Exceptions may be made by petition.
Career programs may have minimum skill levels necessary for successful
entry into the program. Courses taken by a student to meet these minimum
skill requirements cannot be used for General Education requirements.
Students should consult a department chairperson or a faculty
representative in an Associate of Applied Science degree program for
recommendations and help in selecting General Education courses which
would be appropriate to the student's goals and interests. Students are
encouraged to take writing skill courses that pertain to their field.
Candidates for the Associate of Applied Science degree must satisfy the
following requirements:
1.

Comprehensive degree requirements (see above).

2.

Complete a program of approved course work in the major field.

3.

Complete an addilional18 quarter hours of General Education outside
of the major field of study. WR 115 may not be applied toward the
General Education requirement for an associate degree.

A degree will not be awarded if the student owes money to Portland
Community College for any reason.
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Associate of General Studies Degree
An Associate of General Studies is specifically designed for students
wishing to acquire a broad education, rather than pursuing a specific
college major or career program. Class work may include courses selected
from a variety of career/technical and college transfer courses offered by the
college. Because of the flexibility of this degree, it may not fulfill
requirements for transfer to a four-year institution. Students are
responsible for checking with the college of their choice if transferability is
desired.
Candidates for the Associate of General Studies degree must satisfy the
following requirements:
1. Complete comprehensive degree requirements.
2.
3.

Complete WR 121 and WR 122 and/or WR 123.
Complete an additional 18 hours of General Education chosen from
three or more of the following academic groupings: Arts and
Humanities, Science and Mathematics, Physical Education/Health,
Social Science, and Business. Twelve credit hours in anyone
academic grouping are the maximum allowed toward General
Education. For specific, qualifying courses in these groupings, see a
PCC counselor, academic advisor specialist, or department advisor.
4. Complete at least a total of 90 quarter hours of college credit courses.
Students are encouraged to consult a counselor or faculty advisor.
A maximum of 24 credit hours of ENNL courses may be counted toward an
Associate of General Studies degree.
Associate

of Arts and Associate

Associate of Science Degree
Candidates for the Associate of Science degree must satisfy the following
requirements:
1. Complete comprehensive degree requirements.
2.

Complete six quarter hours of English Composition.

3.

Complete three quarter hours of Personal Health plus one quarter hour,
of Physical Educalion or complete HPE 298:

4.

Complete a minimum of nine transfer credits in each of the following
academic groupings: Science and Mathematics, Social Sciences, Arts
and Humanities .. '
Complete a total of at least 90 transfer quarter hours.

of Science Degrees

The Associate of Arts and the Associate of Science degrees are primarily
designed for students planning to transfer credits to a four-year institution.
(Up to 108 quarter hours may be transferable in the Oregon State System of
Higher Education.)
Students should consult a PCC advisor with respect to selecting
appropriate courses and meeting any additional requirements at four- year
colleges and universities.
Unless transfer programs are specifically designed by PCC departments,
program/discipline titles will not appear on Associate of Arts or Associate
of Science diplomas.
Associate of Arts Degree
Candidates for the Associate of Arts degree must satisfy the following
requirements:

5.

'Students are advised to check with the school to which they plan to
transfer for the school's health and physical education requirements.
"Disciplines within the academic groupings are as follows:
Science and Mathematics: Biology, Botany, Chemistry, Computer
Science, General Science, Geology, Math, Physical Science, Physics
and Zoology.
Social Sciences: Anthropology, Economics, Geography, History,
Pol itical Science, Psychology, and Sociology.
Arts and Humanities: Art, Foreign Language, Journalism, Literature,
Philosophy, Speech Communication, Theater Arts and Writing
(excluding WR 121 and 122 which are in the English Composition
requirement).

1.

Complete comprehensive degree requirements.

2.

Complete six quarter hours of English Composition.

Certificates

3.

Complete three quarter hours of Personal Health plus one quarter hour
of Physical Education or complete HPE 298:

4.

Complete a minimum of nine credits of transfer courses in each of the
following academic groupings: Science and Mathematics, Social
Sciences, Arts and Humanities .. '

Certificates are awarded in most career programs at Portland Community
College to students who satisfactorily complete the prescribed courses of
study and maintain at least a 2.00 grade point average (GPA).

5.

Complete a one-year sequence in a foreign language (either first or
second year). Advanced students should contact a foreign language
instructor about meeting this requirement. Students who received their
pre-college education in a language other than English may substitute
a minimum of nine transfer credits in English or American Literature,
or a minimum of nine transfer credits of second year courses in the
Arts and Humanities academic grouping for the foreign language
requirement. (One year of American Sign Language may be
substituted for a foreign language. Students should consult a
counselor or advisor, plus the institution to which they wish to transfer
before selecting this oplion.)
,
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Continuing Education Units
Portland Community College works in conjunction with various
professional associations and individual employers to offer Continuing
Education Units (CEUs) as a form of certification for the successful
completion of occupationally related instruction. The CEU is a measure of
the amount of organized upgrading instruction that a student has
successfully completed. One CEU is defined as 10 contact hours of
participation in an organized continuing education experience under
qualified instruction. Contact the instructional department in your area of
interest for more information.

Grading Systems
The college has two grading systems. When regulations permit, a student
may elect to be evaluated on either a pass/no pass (PINP) basis or on a
graded (A, S, C, D, F) basis. Degree or certificate requirements or Subject
Area Curriculum Committees may designate certain courses as graded only
or pass/no pass only. Students should note that a pass grade does not
satisfy the prerequisite of C or better required for entry into some
courses-the English Composition sequence, for example. Transfer
students should be aware that four-year institutions limit the number of
pass/no pass credits that may be applied to a major or degree. Students
electing to take an eligible class on a pass/no pass basis must make
arrangements with the teacher during the first three weeks of the course.

Attendance

I

Ii
I

II

Students who do not attend the first class meeting may not be allowed to
continue in the class. Students are expected to attend all class meetings of
the courses in which they are enrolled, and repeated absences may affect a
student's grade. Students have the responsibility to officially withdraw from
a class when they stop attending and to observe established deadlines.
Excessive absences without withdrawing by the deadline may result in the
assignment of F grades.

Definitions of Approved Grades
A

Superior. Honor grade indicating excellence earned as a result of a
combination of some or all of the following as outlined by the teacher
in the course handout: superior examination scores, consistently
accurate and prompt completion of assignments, ability to deal
resourcefully with abstract ideas, superior mastery of pertinent skills,
excellent attendance, probable success ina field relati ng to the subject
or probable continued success in sequential courses.

S

Above average. Honor grade indicating competence earned as a result
of a combination of some or all of the following as outlined by the
teacher in the course handout: high examination scores, accurate and
prompt completion of assignments, ability to deal well with abstract
ideas, commendable mastery of pertinent skills, excellent attendance,
probable continued success in sequential courses.
Average. Standard college grade indicating successful performance
earned as a result of a combination of some or all of the following as
outlined by the teacher in the course handout: satisfactory
examination scores, generally accurate and prompt completion of
assignments, ability to deal with abstract ideas, fair mastery of
pertinent skills, regular attendance, sufficient evidence of ability to
warrant entering sequential courses.

•

C

D

F

P

Substandard but receiving credit. Substandard grade indicating the
meeting of only minimum requirements as outlined by the teacher in
the course handout earned as a result of some or all of the following:
low examination scores, generally inaccurate, incomplete or late
assignments, inadequate grasp of abstract ideas, barely acceptable
mastery of pertinent skills, irregular attendance, insufficient evidence
of ability to make advisable the enrollment in sequential courses.
Failure. Non-passing grade indicating failure to meet minimum
requirements as defined by the teacher in the course handout earned
as a result of some or all of the following: non-passing examination
scores, inaccurate, incomplete or late assignments, failure to cope with
abstract ideas, inadequate mastery of pertinent skills. repeated absence
from class.
Pass. Acceptable performance. A grade of P represents satisfactory
achievement which would have been graded C or better on the regular
grading scale. Students should note that a P does not satisfy the
prerequisite of C or better required for entry into some courses, the
English Composition sequence, for example. Teacher's permission
during the first three weeks of class is required for this option unless
the class must be taken on a pass/no pass basis only.

NP No pass. Unacceptable performance when a student has arranged for
the pass/no pass option in a class which permits it or when the class
must be taken on a pass/no pass basis.

Definitions of Approved Marks
SC Satisfactory completion. Mark used when a student satisfactorily
completes Continuing Education Units (CEU's).
NSCNot satisfactory completion. Mark used when a student does not
satisfactorily complete Continuing Education Units (CEU's).
Incomplete. When the quality of work is satisfactory, but some minor,
yet essential, requirement of the course has not been completed, and
for reasons acceptable to the teacher, a report of I may be made and
additional time granted for completion of the work. If the course is not
completed within a year, the I becomes permanent on the tra.n~ript
unless the course is repeated and a grade earned. The conditions for
completion of the work should be stated in writing, signed by the
teacher and the student, and kept on file in the department or progra.m
office. An I may not be assigned as a withdrawal. An I does not entitle
a student to repeat a course without paying tuition. It may be
impossible to receive an I in some courses where, for example,
equipment usage is required.
W Withdrawal. This mark is to be used only by student records when the
student has followed established school procedures for properly
withdrawing from class within the specified time limits.
X Insufficient basis for grade. This mark is used only when in the
judgment of the instructor there is insufficient basis for a grade.
CIP Course in progress. A mark used only for designated classes in
modular programs or in self-paced programs that do not conform to
the normal academic calendar. If the course is not completed within a
year, the CIP becomes permanent on the transcript unless the course
is repeated and a grade earned.
R

Repeatedcourse. F, NP, I, or CIP will be replaced with an R when the
course is repeated and a grade earned. Other grades and marks are
permanent. (Note that R is not used for those courses which may be
taken more than once for additional experience and credit unless the
student has received an F, NP, I, or CIP.)
AUD Audit. A student may pay tuition for and attend a course without
receiving a grade or credit for the course. Teacher's permission during
the first three weeks of class is required for this option, and certain
courses, at the teacher's discretion, may not allow audits. Teachers are
expected to state on their course handouts any specific audit
requirements.

Computation of Grade Point Average
Grade points are computed on the basis of 4 points for each credit of A, 3
points for each credit of S, 2 points for each credit of C, 1 point for each
credit of D, and 0 points for each credit of F. Grades of P and.NP and
marks of SC, NSC,I, W, X, CIP, R, and AUD are disregarded In the
computation of the grade point average. The grade point average is the
quotient of total points divided by total credits in which A, S, C, D, and F
are received.

Grade Changes
If a student feels that there has been a mistake in a grade, the teacher
should be contacted immediately. If a grade dispute cannot be resolved
with the teacher, the student has, within one year following receipt of a
grade, recourse to the student grievance procedure. Note that requests for
grade changes after one year following receipt of a grade will not be
considered unless the teacher who issued the grade agrees to such
consideration.
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Honors

Transcripts

Honor Roll

To obtain a transcript of classes completed at PCC, fill out a Transcript
Request form in the Business Office at one of the college centers or mail a
letter which includes your social security number, There is a $2 fee per
copy.

The criteria for the Honor Roll is enrollment in a minimum of 10 credit
hours of graded classes (excluding Pass/No Pass hours), with grade point
averages at one of the following levels:
President's List: 3.76 - 4.00 GPA
Dean's List:

3.51 - 3.75 GPA

Honor's List:

3.25 - 3.50 GPA

Phi Theta Kappa
Phi Theta Kappa is an honorary society designed for students in two-year
colleges who have established academic excellence (3.50 grade point
average or above). Membership forms are available through the Associated
Students of Portland Community College (ASPCC).

Standards for Student Progress
Portland Community College is open to any citizen of the PCC district who
can benefit from the instruction offered. The student who is not making
satisfactory progress will be provided with counseling, advising, and
instruction which will be aimed at maximizing opportunities for the student
to benefit from their learning experience at PCC.
Any individual may be denied admission or continued admission if the
appropriate college procedure indicates that the individual cannot benefit
from the instruction desired. The procedure may be based on, but is not
limited to, an evaluation of educational experiences, work history or
appropriate testing.

Student Records:
Confidentiality
The PCC district shall follow all applicable state and federal laws, rules and
regulations which apply to student records. All information contained in
the office of Student Records which is personally identifiable to any student
shall be kept confidential and will not be released except upon prior written
consent of the subject student or other order of a court of competent
jurisdiction.
Portland Community College may publish "directory information" as a part
of the operation of departments internal to the college without the student's
written consent. Such information may include name, address, class
standing, date of attendance, major, date and type of degree and degrees
and awards received.
A student may direct in writing that such directory information be kept
confidential. This option may be exercised by filing a written, dated and
signed request at the Registration Office prior to the closing of registration
during the term of the academic year in which the student first enrolls.
Students 18 years of age or older and the parents of students who are under
18 years of age have certain rights with respect to student records under
PL-380. These include:
1. The right to inspect the educational records of the student and to
obtai n a copy upon request.
2.
3.

The right to challenge the accuracy of the records if they are believed
to be misleading or to violate privacy or other rights of the student.
Except as may be provided by law, the right to prevent the release of
any or all information from the records to any other party. In this
connection it is the college's policy not to forward transcripts or copies
of other educational records to any other school, prospective employer
or other person except upon written request of the student.
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Withholding of Transcripts
If a student owes money to the college for tuition, an official copy of that
person's transcript will be released upon request. However, grades on the
transcript will be furnished only for those terms for which the student has
paid tuition. Grades applying to any term for which a student has not paid
tuition will not appear on a copy of the transcript.
If a student owes money to the college for such things as library fines,
bookstore charges, towel fees, parking fines, NSF checks or other
miscellaneous items, the college will hold the student's transcript until
payment is made in full.
A student owing money for a preceding term will not be prevented from
enrolling for a following term if the current tuition and costs are paid.

Student Rights and
Responsibilities
The mission of Portland Community College as a comprehensive
community college is to provide educational opportunities for a wide variety
of individual and community needs. The rules and regulations of the
college exist in order to provide an atmosphere which supports and fosters
this mission. The college expects students to conduct themselves
responsibly and in ways which reflect consideration and respect for the
rights of others. Portland Community College may take appropriate
disciplinary actions when student conduct materially and substantially
interferes with the operation of the college.
Every student has a right to conditions which allow pursuit of education.
The right to academic freedom includes freedom of speech, freedom of
expression and freedom of association. Students have rights to study, to
have a safe and healthy environment, and to redress for grievances,
including due process and appeal. Further, students have the right to
privacy which is protected by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act. These rights, as well as rights to access of student records, campus
rules and regulations, and grievance and disciplinary procedures are
included in the "Code of Student Conduct" handbook, which is available in
the ASPCC Offices and the Student Affairs Office.

Grievance Procedure
Any student or group of students with a grievance concerning school
policy, personnel or facilities has the right to be heard promptly. Grievance
procedures should start with the instructor or department chairperson.
Copies of the grievance procedures are available from ASPCC offices or
executive deans.

Special
Programs and
Services
The Open Campus
Community Education
At Portland Community College, education doesn't begin or end with the
certificate or degree programs. PCC's Community Education programs
provide non-credit and career enhancement classes to communities within
the PCC district.

Dislocated Workers Project
The Dislocated Workers Project offers a comprehensive range of services,
including outreach and recruitment prior to plant closure, orientation and
skills assessment, job search instruction, job placement assistance, career
and educational counseling, job development, occupational retraining and
referral to social services. This project is offered in cooperation with Mt.
Hood Community College. For more information, call 252-0758.

Institute for Continuing Education
Of Health Care Professionals
The Institute gives health care practitioners opportunities for professional
growth by sponsoring (or co-sponsoring) workshops and seminars on a
variety of topics. Programs are held on and off PCC campuses as needed.
The institute's services include curriculum development, instructional
design, program evaluation, help with faculty selection, marketing and
promotion, participant registration and other support services. For more
information, call 244-6111 , ext. 2596.

Community Education offers many classes in locations other than PCC's
own facilities-in local schools, community centers and other convenient
locations throughout the district.
Community Education classes are primarily designed for adults and are
offered during the evening hours or on weekends. They are also designed
for the communities in which they are offered. Courses range from special
art workshops to karate, small business classes, professional development
seminars and workshops.
Community Education offers both traditional and non-traditional classes in
Hillsboro, Tigard, Vernonia, Forest Grove, Scappoose, St. Helens, Newberg,
Sherwood, Beaverton, Lake Oswego and Tualatin, in addition to PCC
campuses and centers. These courses and offerings are designed to meet
the needs of students who would otherwise have to travel great distances to
take advantage of classes at a particular campus.

Community Education Offices
PCC Cascade Campus, 240-5303
Suite 2310, Lloyd Center
Portland
PCC Southeast Center, 777-8020
2850 S.E. 82nd Avenue
Portland
Downtown and Northwest Portland, Beaverton, Tigard,
Southwest Porlland (Wilson, Lake Oswego, Sylvania):
Ross Island Center, 244-6111
049 S.w. Porter
Portland
Sherwood, Newberg:
538-9774 or 223-9326
621 E. 1st Street
Newberg
Aloha, Rock Creek:
PCC Rock Creek Campus, 645-4461
17705 N.w. Springville Road
Portland
Scappoose, SI. Helens, Vernonia:
397-1311
1510 St. Helens St.
St. Helens
Forest Grove, Hillsboro:
690-7311 or 357-6111
2437 Pacific Ave.
Forest Grove

lnstltute for Employee Development
The lED provides customized training and specially services to business,
industry, labor, government, and a variety of associations. The lED
develops contracts with clients for assessment, training, workshops, and
support services (Le., counseling, advising, testing, and tutoring). In
addition, the lED helps develop seminars and conferences for targeted
professional groups. The individuals and companies served by these
programs are an important group of new students who want and need
access to education and training not found in traditional college offerings.
For more information, call 244-6111, ext. 2818.

Institute for Management
And Professional Development
Management training in both customized workshop and traditional
classroom formats, is offered by PCC's Institute for Management and
Professional Development.
Modular training programs are struclured to serve organizations of all sizes
in business, industry, labor and government. Currently practicing business
managers and consultants provide the training, emphasizing participatory,
"hands-on" activities.
For more information, call 244-6111, ext. 2818.
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Microcomputer Training Program
The Microcomputer Training Program's offerings range from basic
computer literacy to advanced instruction in complex, specialized software
applications, using both traditional classroom formats (listed in the
schedule of classes) and specially contracted, customized workshops.
A travelling van carries 20 PC's to deliver on-site training, and a computer
lab is located at the college's Southeast Center.
For more information, call 244-6111, ext. 6203.

Professional Skills Training
Professional Skills Training is a unique, off-campus training program,
providing opportunities to develop marketable job skills in fields not
normally addressed by ongoing college programs.
An interview with the Professional Skills coordinator is required to
determine an individual's educational goals and to determine if a suitable
training site is available. Certain skills require the ability to read and
understand technical manuals, use basic math skills and write. Basic skills
may be assessed at any PCC Testing Center.
Professional Skills Training is an approved program for state worker's
compensation clients and disabled veterans. Contact Professional Skills
Training at 244-6111 , ext. 2817, for more information or for an
appointment.

Small Business Development Genter (SBDG)
Helping businesses grow and prosper is the goal of the SBDC. Classes
and workshops are provided on practically every aspect of starting and
running a business. The Small Business Management program covers the
full spectrum of small business management, including free counseling and
an extensive resource center. For detailed information, call 244-6111, ext.
2828 or 273-2828 direct.

Small Business International Trade Program
Located at the World Trade Center in Portland's Yamhill Market Complex,
this program provides technical help and hands-on training to those
moving into the field of international trade.
Often working with Small Business Development Centers and other
educational institutions statewide, workshops and conferences stress
licensing, U.S. and foreign imporVexport laws, shipping and transportation,
marketing, and other keys to success in this field.
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Other Special Activities
Lintner Genter for Advanced Education
The Lintner Center is an educational consortium connecting the technical
industries in Washington County with key educational institutions. The
center, housed at the Rock Creek Campus of Portland Community College,
represents PCC, Portland State University, the Oregon Institute of
Technology, Oregon State University and the University of Oregon.
Named after Paul Lintner, former president of ESI, the Center is a
collaborative effort between business and higher education to provide
responsive, academically sound programs for the place-bound worker. For
more information call 690-7322.

Teleconferencing
PCC's teleconferences use satellite-delivered, live programs, including
workshops, seminars and other special training programs for business,
industry, various associations, college staff and students. Continuing
Education or other certilication units are often available.

Telecourses
"Telecourses" are courses delivered by television that offer people unable to
visit a college campus the opportunity to begin or continue their education.
The components of a telecourse consist of a textbook, study guide,
television programs and an instructor to guide them through the course.
Telecourses are equivalent to on-campus courses and carry the same
course numbers and college transferable credits.
Telecourses are offered through Portland Community College in
cooperation with Oregon Public Broadcasting and the TCI, Rogers and
Columbia Cable companies in the Portland area, and Cooke Cable in St.
Helens. For more information, call 244-6111, ext. 4481.
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Student
Services and
Activities
Student Services
Bookstore
Portland Community College operates four book stores. Full-time
bookstores are located at Sylvania and Rock Creek, while part-time
bookstores are located at Cascade and Southeast Center. VISA and
MasterCard are accepted, as are checks for the amount of purchase only,
with two forms of identification.

Business Office
The college business offices accepts payments for tuition, parking, PE and
library fines, work orders and miscellaneous charges. Checks, MasterCard
and Visa are accepted. Current PCC students may cash checks up to a $10
maximum per day if:
1.

Check is drawn on student's own account

2.

Check is a local, bank imprinted check

3.

Oregon drivers license or Oregon I.D. card required

4.

PCC membership card required

There is a $10 service charge on all returned checks.

Child Care Center
The Child Development Center on the Sylvania Campus is operated by the
Home Economics Department. The primary purpose of the Center is to
provide a laboratory educational experience for students in PCC's early
childhood education program. As a benefit of the educational program,
available space in the fully licensed Center is offered to student parents and
college staff who preregister. Programs include short-hour care for 14
month to six year olds, full day care for three and four year olds, preschool
for four year olds, and a parent-ehild cooperative for three year olds. Type
of care varies depending on the program.
Because the Center is staffed by PCC students with supervision of
instructors and not all children do well in a laboratory school selling, this
environment may not be suitable for all children. A parent may be required
to make other arrangements for a child if Center staff determine that
satisfactory adjustment to the Center is not achieved. The Center has
guidelines for problem resolution which will be followed in this situation.
For application and current rates contact the Home Economics Department
at244-6111, ext. 4217.
The benefits of this program are available to all children without regard to
race, color, handicap, age, sex, religion, or national origin. Any person
who believes that he or she has been discriminated against in any USDArelated activity should write immediately to the Secretary of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C., 20250.
A federally sponsored Head Start program is located on the Cascade
Campus. Contact Cascade Student Services for information on eligibility.

Child Care Resource Referral
For students who are also parents, PCC has a service designed specifically
to help with child care needs.
Child Care Resource Referral can provide referrals for child care centers,
family day care providers, and school-age child care programs. They can
also help parents become informed child care consumers. Information and
brochures are available on searching for quality care and how to make the
selection that will work best for both parent and child.
Updated information on community child care resources and help choosing
the best child care option is available by calling 244-6111, ext. 4366.
There is no charge for thisservice.

Counseling Services
Portland Community College provides, free of charge, a comprehensive
program of counseling services designed to assist students in solving
problems and in developing academic and personal potential. Professional
counselors are available at the Cascade, Rock Creek, and Sylvania
Campuses. They help students in matters such as career development and
exploration, learning problems and study skills, and assessment of
abilities, interests and values. Counselors can also help with family,
personal and social concerns. For more information, see Counseling in the
Support Courses and Programs section of this catalog.

Food Services
The college offers weekday food services at Sylvania, Southeast, Ross
Island, Cascade and Rock Creek. Saturday service is available at Rock
Creek, Southeast and Sylvania.

Health Services
Portland Community College provides health services to students at offices
staffed by a nurse-practitioner on the Sylvania Campus and emergency
medicallechnicians althe Rock Creek and Cascade Campuses. These
facilities provide help for minor injuries, common illnesses and information
on preventive medicine. Students requiring a physician's care are referred
to a local health care agency.
Information is available on sickness prevention, nutrition and diet. Limited
health care counseling is available on request. Arrangement for special
laboratory tests and injections can be made through the nurse-practitioner
at Sylvania.
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Housing
Portland Community College does not provide housing for students
attending the college. However, information regarding housing in the
Portland area can be obtained through an Associated Students of Portland
Community College office. These offices also provide listing services for
landlords seeking tenants and for students who need roommates.

Insurance
Students are not insured by Portland Community College for health and
accident. However, students under age 65, who are registered for six or
more credit hours, may purchase student health insurance on a voluntary
basis. The application form and brochure which describe and give costs for
the coverage are available in the Business Office.

Job Placement
The Office of Student and Graduate Job Placement is a job referral service
for Portland Community College students and graduates at all campuses. It
is designed to provide equal opportunity to job leads at any time during
college and upon graduation. Services include employer contact to develop
job openings, campus recruiting for employers, direct assistance to
students through workshops and seminars, and personal help for resume
writing, interviewing techniques and job search development.
Currently enrolled students in need of employment to finance their
education can check the part-time job listings posted at each college
campus. All campuses receive the identical job listings daily.
Graduate placement representatives are available during scheduled hours at
each campus. They will help students develop a competitive resume and
graduate placement file, and aid in seeking a full-time position in the
student's field of study.

As an addition to these services, several classes of special interest are
offered in the regular college curriculum. These include specific courses
on career exploration, study skills and language development. Special
adaptive physical education classes for students with disabilities are offered
through the Physical Education Department.
Interested students should contact the OSD to schedule an appointment
with a counselor, who can assist in program planning and in making
arrangements for necessary academic support services. Students are
encouraged to contact OSD as early as possible to request and arrange for
services. For more information, see Disabilities Studies in the Support
Courses and Programs section of this catalog.

Parking
Parking at all PCC campuses and centers is available for vehicles with a
current PCC parking permit, which can be obtained at the Sylvania and
Cascade Safety and Security offices. Rock Creek and Southeast Center
permits are available at the information centers at those locations.
To receive a PCC parking permit, student must provide the following:
license number, make, model and year of vehicle. If a second car is to be
driven to the college. a supplemental registration card and decal are
required. Permits must be obtained within one week after classes begin.
Decals must be affixed to the left side of the rear bumper. Campus parking
regulations will be issued at the time of vehicle registration. Violation of
campus parking regulations may result in parking fines and/or
impoundment of vehicles.

Testing

Membership Card

A wide variety of tests and inventories is available through the Counseling
Services Office, the Office of Students with Disabilities and the Central
Testing Office. These services help students gain self-understanding and
an increased ability to make decisions regarding career and educational
plans. A $5 fee per test is charged for non-students.
In addition to the above tests, basic skills assessment tests are required for
most new students. See Placement Testing in the General Information
section of this catalog for more information.
General Education Development (GED) tests are also offered through PCC.
See the GED Office for testing times and appointments. Persons passing
the five GED tests earn a Certificate of Equivalency from the Oregon Board
of Education, which indicates a level of educational development equivalent
to that of a high school graduate.
For more information on testing services, contact the Testing Services
Office at Sylvania, Rock Creek, Cascade or Southeast Center.

All registered Portland Community College students are eligible to receive a
PCC membership card. This validated card must be presented for any
transaction with the Business Office, Library or Physical Education
Department. There is a $1 charge for duplicate cards.

The Tutorial Services Volunteer Program provides individual tutoring for
students who need academic support in reading, English or mathematics.

Placement office locations and hours may be found in the quarterly class
schedule or by calling 244-6111, ext. 4580.

Library and Media Centers
Libraries and audio visual centers are located on each campus with
collections and hours reflecting local needs In keeping with the college's
mission, the collections serve transfer and career/technical students The
libraries and centers house 78,000 books, 900 current magazine
subscriptions and over 9,000 AV programs. The libraries are connected by
an on-line public catalog. A courier makes daily deliveries between
Portland Community College and Portland libraries.

Office of Students with Disabilities
The Office of Students with Disabilities (OSD) offers a variety of supportive
services that facilitate access to educational opportunities for students with
disabilities at PCC. OSD exists to help students realize their personal and
educational goals.
Supportive services can be provided, dependi ng on the nature of the
disability and availabil ity of resources. Documentation of an existing
disability may be required of students. Services offered include: sign
language interpreting, note taking services, proctored testing, taping of
printed materials, physical assistance for classroom activities, special
tutorial support for students with learning disabilities or hearing
impairments, counseling, advising, and vocational program planning. A
variety of adaptive equipment is available
Accessible transportation is available to students who have mobility
impairments and no other viable means of transportation. This service is
limited and provided on a priority basis There is a small fee charged.
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Tutoring
Volunteer tutors from the community work at all campuses, at times to fit
student schedules.
Also, one-to-one tutoring is available for students who are unable to attend
Adult Basic Education or English as a Second Language classes because
they lack transportation, child care or have medical problems. For more
information, contact the Student Services Office at the nearest PCC facility.
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Student Activities
The college encourages activities that complement the instructional
program by giving students opportunities for leadership, representation in
college decision making, and by offering participation in social, cultural
and recreational activities. Student activities, organizations and programs
are open to all students. Information is available at Associated Students of
Porlland Community College (ASPCC) offices.

Forensics
Speech and debate opportunities are provided through an active Forensics
Club on the Sylvania Campus.

Intramurals
The Intramural Office organizes a variety of events, activities and
tournaments open to all PCCstudents enrolled for at least one credit and to
all PCC faculty and staff. Presentation of a valid PCC membership card is
. necessary to participate in intramural activities, all of which are offered at
little or no cost to students. A variety of intramural activities is scheduled
during each of the three principal academic terms. Activities offered may
include racquetball, golf, weight lifting, turkey trot, basketball, mushball,
volleyball, skiing and bowling.

Sports
The college sports program is funded by the Associated Students of
Porlland Community College.
The men's and women's basketball teams practice and play games on the
Cascade and Rock Creek campuses, but any PCC student enrolled in 12
credit hours, meeting all of the eligibility requirements, is eligible to
compete for one of the 12 player positions on either team.
The men's and women's swim clubs practice and compete on the Sylvania
Campus in an independent schedule with private four-year colleges and
other community colleges. Any PCC student enrolled in 12 credit hours is
eligible.
Men's and women's bowling clubs practice and compete in the Oregon
Collegiate Bowling League. Any student enrolled in any credit class is
eligible to compete for a position on one of these teams.
For more information call the Athletic Department at 244-6111.

Student Government (ASPCC)
The Associated Students of Portland Community College (ASPCC) at
Cascade, Rock Creek, Southeast and Sylvania invite students to get
involved with activities, research, committees, clubs and organizations.
Student council members are hired rather than elected, and are paid for
their services. Other paid positions include secretary, activities assistant
and signmaker. Volunteers are also encouraged to be active in clubs and
committees. ASPCC provides housing referral, carpool and book buy-back
exchanges.

Student Newspaper
The Bridge, PCC's weekly student newspaper, is published during the fall,
winter and spring terms. Students are encouraged to take part in writing,
editing, photography and selling advertisements for the newspaper. The
editor and business manager are selected by a committee of students,
faculty, staff, administrators and journalism professionals.

Theater
The drama program offers students a chance to perform and to assist in the
production of plays featured each term.
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Support Courses and Programs
Adult Basic Education (ABE)
Counseling Services
Developmental Education
Disabilities Studies
English as a Second Language (ESL)
General Education Preparation (GED)
High School Completion
International Education
Mathematics, Physics and Writing Support Courses
Physical Education Activity Program
Sign Language Studies
T utoring

26
26
27
27
28
28
29
29
30
30
31
31

Support Courses
And Programs
PCC is committed to providing instruction and services that provide
students with the opportunity for self-improvement. as well as the skills
needed for success in PCC's Career and Transfer Courses and Programs.
The college's Support Courses and Programs offer this opportunity. in a
variety of formats. See the PCC schedule of classes for classes available
during a specific term.

Adult Basic Education
(ABE)
244-6111, ext. 6911
Description: A free program in basic skills for students whose abilities
range from non-literate to the eighth-grade level. Development of reading
skills is emphasized although arithmetic skills, life skills and other basic
skills are included.
Prerequisites: ABE classes are open to anyone 18 or over who desires to
improve basic reading, writing and arithmetic skills at the pre-high school
level. Students who are 16 or 17 must first obtain an official release from
high school before attending class.
Course of Study: Daytime and evening classes are offered at all
campuses and at many other locations in the community.
To enroll, individuals must attend an orientation session.
These orientation sessions, for both day and evening classes, are held on a
regular basis throughout each term and are listed in the PCC schedule.

Counseling Services
Cascade Campus
Student Center A15
244-6111, ext. 5271
Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/123
244-6111, ext. 7300
Sylvania Campus
College Center Building B31
244-6111, ext. 4350
Description: Counsel ing and guidance (CG) courses are .off~red for: 1)
Individuals in the process of developing a new career or thinking of a career
change; 2) Individuals who would like to assess and strengthen pe.r~onal
skills to maximize the college learning experience, career opportunities and
the lifelong learning process.
Counseling and guidance courses are offered at each PCC location and in
the community. Consult the Counseling Department ~r the schedule. of
classes with respect to the courses and workshops being offered dUring a
given term.
Prerequisites: With the exception of CG 111 College Learning & Study
Skills CG 280M CG 280AB Exploratory Cooperative Education and CG
1.100' Para-Professional Counseling, there are no prerequisites. However,
students are encouraged to consult a counselor prior to enrolling in a
cou rse or workshop.
Courses: The following courses (CG 100 - CG 280AB) may be transferable
to a four-year institution. Consult the Counseling. Department ,or t~e
receiving institution with respect to the transferability and application of
credit Students enrolling in CG 14201 through CG 14204 may transfer a
maximum of three credit hours.
LAB
LEC
HR/WK HR/WK
3
3
3

CR
3
3
3

COURSE NO

TITLE

CG 100

COLLEGE SURVIVAL AND SUCCESS

Individuals may attend classes as long as reasonable progress is being
made

CG 111

COLLEGE LEARNING & STUDY SKILLS

CG 140

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Do not preregister Registration will take place at the first class attended.
There is no charge for ABE classes

CG 14201

INTRO TO ASSERTIVENESS

1

1

CG 14202

STRESS MANAGEMENT

1

1

CG 14203

VALUE CLARIFICATION

1

1

CG 14204

DECISION MAKING

1

1

CG 143

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENTFORTHE

3

3

CG 209

JOB FINDING SKILLS

CG 280M

COOPERATIVE ED CAREER EXPLORATION

CG 280AB

COOPERATIVE ED CAREER EXPLORATION·

Upon entering an ABE class, students' reading, writing and math abilities
are assessed and individual programs of study are developed to guide them
toward their personal academic goals One-to-one and small group
instruction with the aid of volunteer tutors maximize the personal help
available to each individual. To help with their studies, students may
purchase books but are not required to do so Students may attend as long
as reasonable progress is being made
Since reading is considered the most essential academic skill for adults to
function in society, it is the primary focus of ABE activities. As such, the
ABE class provides an excellent opportunity for pre-GED, vocational and
ESL students to strengthen their reading abilities
For further information on the ABE program, phone 244-6111, ext 6911.
See also the "General Education (GED) Preparation" and "English as a
Second Language" sections in this catalog for related instruction.

DISABLED

1

1

3

12

1

SEMINAR1

The one credit courses listed below consist of a total of 8 - 12 lecture and
discussion hours each. These courses may be offered in a one or two day
workshop or over the full term.
LEC

LAB

HR/WK

HR/WK

COURSE NO

TITLE

CG 0.695

STOPPING TEST ANXIETY

1

CG 069501

POSITIVE FAMILY RELATIONS

1

1

CG 069502

OVERCOMING

SHYNESS

3

3'

CG 069503

CONFIDENCE

BUILDING

1

CG 069504

COPING WITH ALCOHOLISM

1

CG 0.69506

SINGLE AGAIN

1

CG 069508

WOMEN IN THEIR MIDDLE YEARS

1

CG 0.768

BASIC LEARNING SKILLS

3

CG 1.100

PARA-PROFESSIONAL

3

COUNSElING

CR
1

"
3'

'These are variable credit courses and may be offered for one, two or three
credits.
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Developmental
Education
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II
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Cascade Campus
Student Center A15
244-6111, ex!. 5271
Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/122
244-6111, ext, 7215
Southeast Center DB
244-6111, ex!. 6230
Sylvania Campus
. Social Science Building A23
. 244-6111, ex!. 4192
Description: Programs in developmental education are designed to help
students prepare for PCC academic and vocational programs and for their
chosen careers. Many students already enrolled in vocational and transfer
courses take developmental classes as required to meet program standards.
Courses in this department include developmental reading, writing and
mathematics. Also available are support services including Drop-in
Centers, Alternative Learning Centers, Technical Learning Skills and
tutoring. Financial aid is available, depending on the sludents circumstances, for developmental education courses. For more information,
contact the Financial Aid Office.
Prerequisites: For accurate placement, students are required to take the
college English and mathematics placement test. For specific information,
contact the campus nearest you.

Alternative Learning Center
CR
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
3
1

CR
1
1
3'
1
1
1
l'
3
3'

Developmental English and mathematics instruction is offered on an
individualized basis through the Alternative Learning Centers at Cascade,
Rock Creek and Sylvania. Instruction is available by computer, videotape,
slide-tape programs, tutoring and other non-traditional teaching modes.
Students may enter at any tlme.and proceed at their own rate.

Drop-in Centers
Drop-in Centers offer tutorial assistance to students in many academic
programs. Students may "crop-in" during any regularly scheduled tutoring
time. For more information, contact the Drop-in Center at Cascade, Rock
Creek or Sylvania.

Technical Learning Skills
The Technical Learning Skills program offers preparation, support and
employment assistance to students in vocational programs. For more
information, contact the technical learning skills staff.

Developmental Reading and Writing
Courses:
COURSE NO

LEC
HR/WK

CR

3
3
3

3
3
3

BASIC VOCABULARY BUILDING
5
BASIC PENMANSHIP
2
GRAMMAR REVIEW
5
BASIC LEARNINGSKILLS
3
READING FOR ENJOYMENT(CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE) 3
READING FORENJOYMENT (APPRECIATION OF LITERATURE) 3
BASIC READINGSKILLS I
5
BASIC READINGSKILLS II
5
BASIC READINGSKILLS III
5
COMPREHENSIVELANGUAGEDEVELOPMENT I
15
SPELLING I
3
SPELLING II
3
BASIC WRITING SKILLS I
5
BASIC WRITING SKILLS II
5
BASIC WRITING SKILLS III
5
LEARNING SKILLS LABORATORY
35

3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
9
3
3
3
3
3
5

TiTlE

Transfer Courses
DER 115
DER 116
DER 117

SPEED READINGAND VOCABULARY
COLLEGEVOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT .
ADVANCED SPEEDREADINGAND VOCABULARY

Developmental English
DE 0.527
DE 0.76110
DE 0.767
DE 0.768
DER0.531
DER0.534
DER0.76510
DER0.76520
DER0.76530
DER0.772
DEW 0.76610
DEW 0.76620
DEW 0.76710
DEW 0.76720
DEW 0.76730
DIC 0.593

Developmental Mathematics
COURSE NO
OEM 10
OEM 20
DIC 0.593

TITLE
FUNDAMENTALS OFARITHMETIC
BASIC MATH (ARITHMETIC)
LEARNINGSKILLS LABORATORY

LEC
HR/WK
4
4
35

CR
4
4
5

The DEM courses listed below meet for one lecture hour per day for 12
consecutive school days.
OEM
OEM
OEM
DEM
OEM
OEM
DEM

21
22
23
24
25
26'
27

RATIO PROPORTION
METRIC SCIENTIFIC NOTATION
GEOMETRY
PRE-ALGEBRA
FRACTIONS
DECIMALS
ARITHMETIC WORD PROBLEMS

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Disabilities Studies
244-6111, ex!. 4341
Description: Specific academic and instructional support services are
available to disabled students needing to improve basic skills in order to
complete a program. These services include assessment of skill levels,
vocational counseling, program advising, one-to-one and small-group
instruction in the basic skills needed. Additional academic support services
available include interpreting for the deaf, note taking, writing for the
mobility impaired, and generally any support service that is directly related
to successful participation in the classroom selling.
Prerequisite: Students must consult with a counselor from the Office of
Disabilities Studies prior to enrolling in a course.
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Courses
COURSE NO
CG 140
CG 143
CG 0.768
DERO.77203

LEC
TITLE
HR/WK
CAREERDEVELOPMENT
3
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT FORTHE DISABLED
3
BASIC LEARNING SKILLS
3
COMPREHENSIVE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT FORTHE DEAF 3

CR
3
3
3
3

English as a Second Language. ESL special topics may be offered to meet
special needs.
ESL classes are offered at each of PCC's campuses and at a variety of
community sites throughout the district. Not all levels are offered at each
location every term.
There are no fees for ESL classes. Classroom sets of textbooks are provided
so that students do not have to buy books. However, students may
purchase textbooks for home study; all textbooks used in ESL classes are
available at PCC bookstores on each campus.
All new students must be tested to be assigned to the proper class.
Students must be on time for testing. Individuals who are more than fifteen
minutes late will be asked to come to a later testing session. Consult the
schedule for testing times.
For more information, phone 244-6111, ext. 6911.
See also the Adult Basic Education (ABE) and General Education (GED)
Preparation sections in this catalog for related instruction.

General Education
Preparation (GED)
244-6111, ext. 6911
Description: GED preparation is a free course in high school level skills
needed for the GED test. This test provides the opportunity for adults who
have not graduated from high school to obtain a High School Equivalency
Certificate. Reading, writing, mathematics, science and social studies are
covered.
Prerequisites: GED preparation classes are open to anyone 1B or over
without a high school diploma. Students who are 16 or 17 must first obtain
an official release from high school attendance before attending class or
taki ng the test.
Course of Study: Daytime and evening classes are offered at all
campuses and at many other locations in the community.
To enroll, individuals must attend an orientation session. Orientation
includes a description of the program and a reading assessment.
These orientation sessions, for both day and evening classes, are held on a
regular basis throughout the term and are listed in the PCC schedule.

English as a Second
Language (ESt)
244-6111, ext. 6911
Description: The ESL program offers free classes for persons whose
native language is not English. Reading, writing, conversation and
American culture are stressed.
Prerequisites: ESL classes are open to U.S. citizens and immigrants who
want to improve their basic Engl ish language proficiency. (Refugee students
should contact the PCC Refugee ESL Project at 244-6111 , ext. 2812 for
more information. Visitors and other foreign students should contact the
foreign student advisor.)
Course of Study: The ESL program offered by the GED/ABE/ESL Department consists of four levels: A, B, C and D. These classes provide
instruction from beginning to a high intermediate level of proficiency in
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Individuals may attend classes as long as reasonable progress is being
made.
Do not preregister. Registration will take place at the first class attended.
Early in the GED preparation process, students' reading, writing and
mathematics abilities are assessed, and individualized programs of study
are developed to guide students toward their desired GED test scores.
Official GED practice tests are used to predict students'scores on the actual
GED test. One-to-one and small group instruction maximize students'
contact with an instructor.
Students may wish to purchase one or more books to help with their
studies. Books should be purchased after students have attended enough
classes to know which ones they need to study.
The CEO Certificate: A GED certificate may be earned and used by
people who have not completed high school and who are at least 16 years
old. The GED certificate is accepted as a substitute for a high school
diploma by many employers, apprenticeship programs, community .
colleges and universities. It is used all over the United States and Canada
although passing scores may vary from state to state.

In Oregon, the certificate is awarded by the Oregon Department of Education
when an individual takes the five tests that make up the GEDlest battery and
receives a score of 40 or more. Each test has a time limit. Becausesome
colleges and training programs require a score higher than 40 for
admission, discuss your plans with your instructor.
For further information on the GED program, phone 244-6111, ext. 6911.
The GED Test The GED test battery includes five tests:
1. Writing Skills: This test is divided into two sections. Part I will include
sentence structure, usage and mechanics. Part II will require students to
write an essay on a topic about which adults would be expected to have
general knowledge.
2. Social Studies test: Content will include history, economics, political
science, geography and behavioral science. Skills that will be tested
include comprehension, application, analysis and evaluation.
3. Science test: Content will include life science, biology and physical
sciences, earth science, physics and chemistry. Skills that will be tested
include comprehension, application, analysis and evaluation.
4. Interpreting Literature and the Arts: Content will include popular
literature, classical literature and commentary about literature and the arts.
Skills assessed include comprehension, application and analysis.
5. Mathematics: Content will include arithmetic (measurement, number
relationships and data analysis), algebra and geometry. Skills that will be
tested are problem solving abilities and higher level thinking skills.
•

I
I
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High School Completion
Cascade Campus
Student Center A15
244-6111. exi. 5276
Rock Creek Campus
Building 3/127
244-6111. exl. 7227
Sylvania Campus
College Cenler Building B31
244-6111, exl. 4473
Portland Community College offers a high school completion program for
students without high school diplomas. Students bring their high school
transcripts for evaluation and are advised about proper courses needed to
satisfy the state's minimum high school requirements and earn college
credit at the same time. Contact the high school completion counselor at
Cascade, Rock Creek, Southeast or Sylvania.

International Education
Sylvania Campus
Social Science Building B17
244-6111. exl. 4298
PCC recognizes the importance of international education at the community
college level. Programs are designed to educate citizens to appreciate the
economic and cultural implications of international cooperation. There is
an effort throughout all departments to increase awareness and understanding of world affairs and world cultures which can enrich career opportunities.

International Studies Certificate
pec offers a certificate in international studies. It is designed for students,
community leaders and representatives of business and industry who are
interested in current questions of foreign policy, relations among nations,
international resources, and international trade. Consult the catalog section
"International Studies" and counselors for details.

Foreign Language
pcc offers language and culture studies in English as a Non-Native
Language (ENL), French, German, Japanese, Spanish, and Russian.
Students may choose from 4- 6- or 8-credit per term options to satisfy the
requirements in certain first and second year foreign language courses.
Consult the catalog section under the specific language for details.

English as a Second Language
The ESL program offers free language and culture classes for persons
whose native language is not English. These classes are non-credit and are
open to U.S. citizens, immigrants, and visitors who desire to improve their
English language proficiency. For more information consult the catalog
section "English as a Second Language" or phone 244-6111 , ext. 6911.

World Trade and Transportation
The World Trade and Transportation programs seek to teach relevant
knowledge and skills spanning all practical foreign and domestic trade and
transportation activities. Instruction is by practicing experts who have
practical ex~~rience and offer classes and seminars on weekends and
evenings and at off-campus sites. The program serves business people
trading overseas, air and ship transportation professionals, individuals
desiring to enter the trade and transportation profession, or those planning
to start an import/export business as well as the general business
community. For additional information please contact the Institute for
Management and Professional Development at 244-6111, ext. 2818.

Study Abroad
The Office of International Education offers information on a broad range of
credit-bearing international work and study opportunities. Options include
long and short term programs to various locations abroad. For information
on specific locations call the Office of International Education at 244-6111,
ext. 2567.

International Cooperative Education
The International Cooperative Education program offers work opportunities
in several countries. Students earn academic credit for this experience
Employment is usually for eight weeks, extending from the middle of June
to the end of August. A student's monthly stipend depends on the position
and country, but may range from no stipend (with free room and board) to a
generous stipend (with no prearranged room and board). Contact the
college International Cooperative Education Coordinator at 244-6111, ext.
4559 for more information.

International Student Exchange
Portland Community College and Nagasaki Wesleya Junior College in
Japan have a sister college relationship which affords one to three students
from each institution an exchange opportunity for one year. PCC students
pay tuition to and receive credit from PCC in Japanese language and
culture. Previous Japanese language is not a prerequisite; however, it is
strongly recommended. More information may be obtained from the
program coordinator, Office of Cooperative Education, at 244-6111, ext.
4560, or from the Office of International Education at244-6111, ext. 2567.
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International Activities

1 These

International students are valued for the cultural enrichment they contribute
to the classroom and to the college environment. Each term over 400
students from 67 countries enroll. A foreign student academic advisor and
a foreign student admissions specialist are part of the network of support
services for international students. Information can be obtained from the
International Student Admissions Office.

Physics

International Relations Club - PCC has an International Club which meets
regularly both on and off campus, evenings and days. The clubs plan
forums as well as dinners and a variety of other social and intellectual
gatherings. For more inlormallon contact the Department of Social Science.
International forums focusing on a wide range of topics are presented on all
campuses throughout the year. Students and members of the community
are invited to attend these events. Announcements are printed in the
student newspaper, The Bridge, and flyers are posted throughout the
college. Additional information is available from the Office of International
Education at 244-6111 , ext. 2567.

Additional information on mathematics courses may be found under
"Developmental Education" and under "Mathematics" in the transfer portion
of this catalog.

Prerequisite: For accurate placement, students are required to take the
mathematics placement test.
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TITLE
FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HRIWK
3
2

CR
4

Writing
For additional PCC writing courses and programs, see "Developmental
Education" (in this section), "Technical Writing" (in the Career Courses and
Programs section), and "Writing" (in the Transfer Courses and Programs
section).
Description: Instruction is available in defining career goals, developing a
resume and developing an understanding of the employment process; and
developing technical writing skills as needed for the successful completion
of career programs and entry-level employment. These courses are
designed to meet the requirements for Associate of Applied Science and
~ssociate of General Studies Degrees, and Career Certificate programs. WR
1'-.110The Resume and Employment Interview may be used to fulfill the
General Education requirement for the Associate of Applied Science and
Associate of General Studies degrees.

TITLE
THE RESUMEANO EMPLOYMENTINTERVIEW
INTRO TO TECHNICAL WRITING

LEC
HR/WK
1
3

CR
1
3

Physical Education
Activity Program
(PE 10)

Description: The mathematics support courses are designed to fulfill
course requirements in career programs, meet general education
requirements in career and general studies degree programs, or prepare
students for entry into college transfer mathematics courses.

LAB
HR/WK

COURSE NO
PHY 101

COURSE NO
WR 1.110
WR 1.127

Mathematics

LEC
TITLE
HR/WK
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
4
MATHEMATICS APPRECIATION
3
ALGEBRA I
4
ALGEBRA II
4
COMBINED ALGEBRA I AND II
8
ALGEBRA I & II REVIEW
4
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
4
GEOMETRY OVERVIEW
1
ARITHMETIC CAN BE FUN
5
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATION EXAM: MATH REVIEW 3

College transfer physics courses are listed under "Physical Science" in the
Transfer Courses and Programs section of this catalog.
Description: This course covers the concepts of physics and their
relationship to practical application in various mechanically-related
occupations. The course credit may be used to fulfill a portion of the
General Education requirement for the Associate of Applied Science and the
Associate of General Studies degrees.

Contact the English Department at Cascade, Rock Creek or Sylvania for
further information.
Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for WR 1.110 The Resume and
Employment Interview. Successful completion of WR 115 Introduction to
Expository Writing or taking the writing placement examination and scoring
at the level required for entry to WR 121 English Composition is required
for entry into WR 1.127 Introduction to Technical Writing.

Mathematics, Physics
And Writing Support
Courses

COURSE NO
PCM 30
PCM 3S
PCM 60
PCM 65
PCM 69
PCM 70
PCM 75
PCM 76
PCM 0.613
PCM9.690

courses meetlor a total of 10-12 hours.

CR
4
3
4
4
8
4
4
l'
l'
l'

See the transfer section for a description of transfer PE offerings.
Description: This program is designed for Career Program and Associate
of General Studies students for the purpose of promoting an individual
approach to fitness and recreation and serving as a fitness activity for
students unable to enroll in PE 185 Activity (coeducation) courses.
Students work with a PE staff member to set up the guidelines and
objectives for an activity program. Contact the Physical Education
Department at Rock Creek or Sylvania for further information.
The guidelines listed below apply to all activity programs:
1. Only one credit can be earned per term.
2. Only one validation can be earned per day.
3. A minimum of 50 minutes is required per activity/validation.

4. A maximum of three credits apply to the Associate of Applied Science
and Associate of General Studies degrees at PCC.
5. Depending on the term, arnaximum of 20 validations are required for a
"P" (Pass) grade. However, students are encouraged to use the facilities
more often.
6. Students in this program must use the facilities at the same campus for
the term.
For more information about the use of facilities, contact the Physical
Education Department at Rock Creek or Sylvania.
Prerequisites: Departmental approval is required prior to enrolling.

Sludents should be aware of the following factors:
1.11 is recommended that all students taking physical education classes,
dance classes, participating in intramurals or competing in the college
sports programs have a physical fitness form on file in the Physical
Education Department office. One physical fitness form is recommended for
two years of continuous enrollment.
2. Insurance for accidents, injuries, etc., is the student's responsibility.
Applications for an accident and injury insurance program can be obtained
. at the Business Office.
3. Students must supply their own clothing and shoes for PE classes.
LAB
COURSE NO
PE 010

TIT
PHYSICAL EDUCATiON ACTIVITY PROGRAM

HR/WK
2

CR
1

Sign Language Studies

Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for enrolling in ITP
101 American Sign Language I. Successful completion of each course in
the sequence (or equivalent skill) is required before enrolling in a higher
level course. An exception is that successful completion of ITP 102
American Sign Language II is required before enrolling in ITP 203 Manual
Coded English Systems.
Students concerned with credit transferability should contact a department
advisor and the college or university to which they will transfer before
enrolling in a Sign Langu~ge Studies course.
Courses:
ITP 101
ITP 102
ITP 103
ITP 201
ITP 202
ITP 203
ITP6.210

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE III
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE IV
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEV
MANUAL CODED ENGLISH SYSTEMS
CURRENTISSUES IN DEAFNESS

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Tutoring
Volunteer tutors are available to help with basic skills in reading, writing,
math and speaking English. Some tutors can also help with academic
subjects. Tutorial services are available at all PCC locations in addition to
a variety of other community sites. For more information, see "Developmental Education" or contact the Volunteer Tutoring program at 244-6111 ,
ext. 4903.

Description: In addition to (and separate from) the Interpreter Training
Program, PCC offers several types of deafness-related courses: American
Sign Language, Manual Coded English and a course in issues related to
deafness. American Sign Language courses are for those individuals
interested in learning a second language and in communicating with deaf
people. These courses are intended for non-majors. Courses are offered as
both day and evening classes making them available to the community at
large. Courses are offered at Cascade, Sylvania and Rock Creek campuses.
The goal of these courses is to provide students with a basic understanding
of American Sign Language and of deaf culture so that they will be able to
communicate with deaf people. These courses stress conversational skills.
At the completion of the sequence, students will have basic conversational
skills in American Sign Language. No interpreting skills are included in this
sequence; students will not be qualified to perform any interpreting
services.
American Sign Language is the language most deaf adults use when
communicating with each other. Although many deaf adults are able to
communicate using other sign systems or by using spoken or lipread
English, American Sign Language may be their preferred language. For
those people wishing to develop communication skills in order to
communicate with deaf adults in a casual conversational selling, the Sign
Language Sludies program recommends the American Sign Language
sequence: ITP 101, ITP 102, ITP 103, ITP 201, ITP 202.
Manual Coded English is a generic term to describe all of the sign language
systems which were developed to visually represent spoken and written
English. These sign language systems are not languages, but rather codes
for English as are Braille and Morse Code. These sign language systems
are used frequently in educational settings. For those people wishing to
develop communication skills for educationally related purposes, the Sign
Language program recommends ITP 203 Manual Coded English Systems.
For people wishing to learn all types of sign language systems, the Sign
Language Studies Program recommends that American Sign Language
courses be taken prior to taking Manual Coded English Systems.
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Career Courses and Programs

Career subject areas are arranged under the following headings.
More detailed listings may be found in the index.

Emergency Medical Technician
Fire Protection Technology

Agricultural Careers
37
Alcohol and Drug Counselor
39
Apprenticeship
40
Auto Body Repair
;'
40
Automotive Service Technology
41
Aviation Maintenance Technology
.42
Building Construction Technology
43
Business
44
Civil Engineering Technology
54
Computer Software Technology (See Software Engineering Technology) 99
Computer Field Service
55
Computer Information Systems
56
Criminal Justice Careers
58
Dental Assisting
60
Dental Hygiene
61
Dental Laboratory Technology
62
Diesel Service Mechanics
63
Dietary Manager
63
Dietary Technician
64
Drafting
64
Early Childhood Education
67
Education
68
Electrical Trades
,
71
Electronic Engineering Technology
71
Electronic Service Technology
73
Emergency Dispatch Operator - 911
74

~~~~i~c~~~~i~·~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~
Hotel and Restaurant Management
Industrial Video Production Internship
Institute for Management and Professional Development
Interpreter Training Program
Landscape Technology
Legal Assistant
Machine Technology
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Medical Laboratory Technology
Medical Office Assisting
Medical Record Technology
Microcomputer Information Systems
Microelectronic Technology

75
76

81
82
82
84
85
:~

:
.

89
90
91
91
93
93

~~;~~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~
Professional Skills Training
Radiologic Technology
Real Estate
Refrigeration
Software Engineering Technology
Technical Writing
Veterinary Technology
Vocational Music
Welding

96
97
98
98
99
100
100
101
103

Career Subject Areas by Location
The following chart is intended to give a general indication of career degrees, certificates and special interest areas by PCC location.
Students may complete a college transfer Associate of Arts or Associate of Science degree at anyone of PCC's three full-service campuses (Cascade,
Rock Creek or Sylvania). Selected transfer, career, support and community education courses are offered at a variety of sites throughout the PCC
district. Consult the Quarterly class schedule for information on courses offered during a given term.
Testing centers are located at Cascade, Rock Creek and Sylvania. When appropriate, staff at the testing centers will help students assess their
readiness for a selected course or program.
Career areas of study are identified on the chart as follows:
C -- Certificate
A - Associate Degree
S - Special Interest Area
Cascade
Campus

Subject Area
Agricultural Mechanics

Rock
Creek
Campus

Ross
Island
Center

Southeast
Center

Sylvania
Campus

A

Agriculture Production

S

Alcohol and Drug Counselor

A

Apprenticeship

A

Auto Body Repair

C,A

Auto Body Painti ng

C

Automotive Service Technology

C,A

Brake Specialist

C

Alignment Specialist

C

Transmission/Drivetrain Specialist

C

Engine Performance Specialist

C

Aviation Maintenance Technology

C,A

Building Construction Technology

C,A

Business
Accounting

C,A

C, A

A

A

A

A

InformationlWord Proc.

A

A

A

A

Office Management

A

A

A

A

Escrow Services

S

General Office Clerk

C

C

C

C

General Secretary

C

C

C

C

General Secretary: InformationlWord Proc.

C

C

C

C

A

A

C,A

C,A

Administrative

Secretary

S

Income Tax Preparation and License Renewal
Management

S

Legal Secretary
Meichandising

C,A

A
A
C,A

Purchasing

S

Real Estate

A

Small Business
Telecommunications Administration

S

Civil Engineering Technology
Computer Field Service
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S

S

C
C,A
A

SubJect Area
Computer Information Systems:
Programmer/Analyst
Data Processing/Computer

Operator

Criminal Justice Careers

Cascade
Campus

Rock
Creek
Campus

A

A

Ross
Island
Center

Southeast
Center

Sylvania
Campus

A

A

A

A

A

A

C,A

C,A

C,A

C,A

A

Correctional Administration

C

Industrial Retail Security

C

Dental Assisting

C

Dental Hygiene

A

Dental Laboratory Technology

C,A

Diesel Service Mechanics

C,A

Dietary Manager

C

Dietetic Tech nician

A

Drafting

C,A

Architectural Drafting Technology

C,A

General Drafting

C

Industrial Drafting

C,A

Industrial Illustration

C,A

Early Childhood Education

C,A

Education
Media Assistant

C,A

Library Assistant

C,A

Instructional Assistant, Special Education

C,A

Vocational Teacher Education

A

Electrical Trades

C

Electronic Engineering Technology

C,A

Electronic Service Technology

C,A

Emergency Dispatch Operator

C

Emergency Medical Technology
Fire Protection Technology

C
C,A

Graphic Arts
Commercial Art

,

A

Graphic Reproduction Technology

C

Camera/Prep

A

Litho Press

A

Photog raphy

S

Home Economics
Balancing Work and Family

S

Fashion Design and Construction

S

Interior Design

S

Parent Education

S

Culinary Arts

C

Hotel Management

A

Restaurant Management

A
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Cascade
Campus

Sublect Afea

Rock
Cfeek
Campus

Ross
Island
Centef

Southeast
Centef

Sylvania
Campus

G

Refrigeration Service Engineer (RSES)

G

Industrial Video Production Internship

G,A

Interpreter Training Program
Landscape Services Technician

G

Landscape Technology

A
G,A

Legal Assistant

G,A

Machine Technology
Management and Professional Development
ManagemenVSupervisory

Dev.

Productivity and Operations Mgt.

G,A

G,A

G,A

G,A

G,A

G,A

G,A

G,A
G,A

Mechanical Engineering Technology
Medical Laboratory Technology

A

Medical Office Assisting

G

Medical Record Clerk

G

Medical Records Technology

A

Microcomputer Information Systems

C

Microelectronic Technology

S
A

Nursing
Opticianry

G,A
G,A

Professional Skills Training

G

Refrigeration
Radiologic Technology

A

Software Engineering Technology

A

Technical Writing

G

Veterinary Technology

A

Vocational Music

G,A
A

Welding
World Trade and Transportation
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G

C,A

C,A

G,A

G,A

Career Courses
And Programs
PCC has more than 80 career certificate and degree programs designed to
prepare students for entry-level employment or to upgrade the skills of
persons in a variety of occupations. The college joins in a cooperative
effort with 85 advisory committees which include approximately 800
professional representatives of business, industry. labor and government.
These volunteers help Portland Community College develop and maintain
quality career courses and programs.
Faculty members and department chairs in various career programs are
available to advise students on course and program options and on the
selection of an appropriate sequence of courses. Contact the Advising
Center at Cascade, Rock Creek or Sylvania for assistance in locating an
appropriate advisor.
Counselors are available for those who want help in exploring career
opportunities. Contact the Counseling Center at Cascade, Rock Creek or
Sylvania for more information or to schedule an appointment with a
counselor.
Requirements for Associate Of Applied Science Degrees and Certificates:
Associate of Applied Science Degrees and Certificates are awarded in a
variety of career programs at PCC. Please read the Academic Regulations
portion of the General Information section of the catalog for a detailed
explanation of degree and certificate requi rements.

Cooperative Education
Cooperative education is supervised work experience in business. industry
or public agencies. directly related to a student's major program of study.
This work experience allows students to apply the knowledge and skills
developed in their "on-campus" program and to explore career options.
Students also earn course credit for their work experience.
Cooperative Education is an elective or a requirement in most career
programs and is usually only available for second-year (or advanced)
students. Contact a department advisor in the program of interest, or
contact the Cooperative Education Office at Cascade. Rock Creek or
Sylvania for more information.

Agricultural Careers
Rock Creek Campus
Building 3/219

244-6111, ext. 7282
Programs:
Agricultural Mechanics
Agriculture Production Emphasis
Agriculture Transfer
Career opportunities in the agriculture industry include employment in the
production and processing of food. fiber and agriculture by-products; sales
of equipment, feed, seed, fertilizer and animal health products; service and
repair of famn machinery; marketing of agricultural commodities; and jobs
such as field representatives, agriculture extension agents. research and
instructional personnel.
Instructional facilities include classrooms, laboratories, greenhouses and
the college famn.The 150 acre college-owned famn consists of pemnanent
pastures as well as cropland and maintains registered Angus and
commercial cow/calf herds, registered Dorset and commercial ewe flocks.
Other livestock may be at the farm during the school year.

Agricultural Mechanics
Career Description: The agricultural mechanic maintains, repairs and
overhauls farm machinery such as pumps, hydraulic systems, tilling
equipment, trucks and other mechanized, electrically powered or motordriven equipment on famns or in famn equipment repair shops.
Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites. However, students
should consult the Agriculture Department chair prior to enrolling in a
course.
Course of Study: The first year offers a foundation in the field of
agricultural mechanics. In the second year of the program, the student's
time can be divided between classroom work or field experience. Because
the program is designed to meet a variety of student needs, a number of
flexible features have been built into the curriculum. Students who are not
working toward a degree or certificate may elect to take only courses that
interest them. They may choose to spread the study time over a longer
period, combining a limited number of hours each term with full-time
employment.
Consult with the department chair for information concerning courses,
credit. class and laboratory hours per week, cooperative work experience
arrangements and General Education requirements.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree -114 credit hours; includes 96
credit hours of required program courses and 18 credit hours of
General Education. A departmental advisor will assist the student in
selecting appropriate General Education courses.
Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

rrnr

First Tenn
os 3502
os 3100

SHOP PPACTICE
DIESELENGINEREBUILD

LEC
LAB
HRfNK HRtNK
5
5

CR

20
20

B
8

20
20

8
8

20
20

8'

second Term

os

3300AA

os 3302AA
Third Tenn

os 3.200
os 3.301

FUEL INJECTIONSYSTEMS
FUELINJECTIONPUMPS
TRUCK POWERTPAIN
ENGINEDIAGNOSTICTUNE-UP

5
5
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Students taking agriculture production courses may consult with an
advisor, and design a schedule of courses with General Education and
elective courses that most effectively complement an occupational career
and student goals.
Upon completion of the two-year program, students may receive an
Associate of General Studies degree.
Agriculture Production courses:
COURSE NO
LAT9.280AA
AG 9.815
AG 9.811
AG 9.807
AG 9.808
AG 9.809
AG 9.810
AG 9.812
AG 9.813
AG 9.814

TITLE
COOPERATIVE ED: AGRICULTURE
FORAGE AND CROP PRODUCTION
BASIC ANIMAL SCIENCE
BEEF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
SHEEP PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
SWINE PRODUCTION
DAIRY PRODUCTION
HORSE CARE AND MANAGEMENT
LIVESTOCK SELECTION AND EVALUATION
ADVANCED LIVESTOCK SELECTION

LEC
LAB
HR/WK 'HR/WK
40
3
2

2
3

2
2

3

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

4 .

2

2

CR
10
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

Agriculture Transfer

Agriculture Production Emphasis
Career Description: Career opportunities exist in livestock or crop
production occupations, farm supply sales, and in the processing and
distribution of agricultural commodities.
These courses are designed to introduce.students to careers in agriculture
and related service occupations, to offer supplemental instruction for
individuals employed in agricultural related occupations and to provide
instrucUon for those interested in agriculture as a secondary income.
Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for entry into most
courses. See the course descriptions in the back of this catalog for a listing
of individual course prerequisites.
Course of Study: Emphasis is placed on acquiring knowledge and
developing practical skills through hands-on experience. In addition to the
college facilities, cooperative work experience and field trips involving local
producers and agricultural businesses provide training and potential
opportunities for future employment. Student activities include competitive
collegiate livestock judging, exhibiting college-owned livestock at local
fairs and involvement with various agricultural organizations and events.
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Career Description: The two-year Agricultural Transfer program is
designed for students who intend to continue their agriculture education at
a four-year institution.
Program Prerequisites: Students must take the writing and math
placement examinations and score at the level necessary for entry into WR
121 English Composition and MTH 100 Intermediate Algebra. A strong
background in math, science, communications and study skills is
necessary for students enrolling in the agriculture transfer program.
Previous experience and training in agriculture, including high school or
vocational agriculture, are beneficial but not a prerequisite.
Course of Study: Prospective students should review a catalog of the
school where they intend to transfer and develop class schedules with
advisors at PCC.to most effectively meet these requirements, Individuals
who would like to receive a degree from PCC may petition for an Associate
of General Studies degree.
A block transfer agreement, which allows 108 credit hours, exists for
students transferring to the Oregon State University Department of
Agriculture Education and General Agriculture. Forty-five of these credits
may be selected from PCC's agriculture offerings. The remaining 63 credits
must be general college transfer courses, with emphasis placed upon math,
science and communications. The agriculture courses at pce are designed
{ to introduce production techniques and basic management as well as
provide a maximum of practical experience. The practical experience is
provided through hands-on labs at the college farm and with local farms
and agricultural businesses.
Two-year Suggested Sequence
(Primarily for students transferring to Oregon State University or olher
agriculture universities.)
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

3
3
2

2

3
4
3

2

CR

First Term
BI 101
WR 121
AG 9.811
PE 185
MTH 100

BIOLOGY
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
BASIC ANIMAL SCIENCE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (COEDUCATION)
INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA

2
2

4
3
3
1
4

Second Term
BI 102
MTH 101
AG 9.808
PE 185
WR 122

BIOLOGY
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
SHEEP PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (COEDUCATION)
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3

2
2

4
4
4
1
3

'1

COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK

CR

Third Term
BI
AG
AG
PE
SP

103
9.809
9.813
185
111

BIOLOGY
SWINE PRODUCTION
LIVESTOCK SELECTIONAND EVALUATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION(COEDUCATION)
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH

2
2

4
4
3
1
3

2

Fourth Term
CH
AG
AG
HE

104
9.807
9.814
252

GENERALCHEMISTRY
BEEFPRODUCTIONAND MANAGEMENT
ADVANCED LIVESTOCKSELECTION
FIRSTAID
ELECTIVE

5
4
3
3
3'

Fifth Term
CH 105
LAT 8.107

GENERALCHEMISTRY
SOILS AND PLANT NUTRITION
ELECTIVE

3
2

5
3
9'

Sixth Term
CH 106
AG 9815

GENERALCHEMISTRY
FORAGEAND CROP PRODUCTION
ELECTIVE

3
2
9'

, Recommended electives should be selected from the following: Business,
economics, accounting, computer science, physical science, social
sciences and humanities.

Alcohol and Drug
Counselor
Cascade Campus
Terrell Hall Room 301
244-6111, ext. 5245, 5209
Career Description: Alcohol and drug counselors work in public and
private sector organizations to provide diagnosis, assessment, education,
referral and treatment services to clients with alcohol and drug problems.
In addition, the program may be used to provide preparation for individuals
interested in employment in prevention and early intervention programs.
Program Prerequisites: All students applying for admission to the
Alcohol and Drug Counselor program must meet the following requirements:
1) Readiness for entry into WR 121 English Composition, to be determined
by placement tests including a writing sample;
2) Completion of AD 9.401 Alcohol: Use, Misuse and Addiction, with a
grade of 'C' or above;
3) Documentation of not abusing alcohol or drugs for 18 months prior to
admission;
4) An interview with a department advisor.

rehabilitation. criminal justice, community services or related fields. On a
space-available basis, some program courses are available for current
alcohol and drug counselors who meet course prerequisites.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 95 credit hours; includes 77
credit hours of required program courses plus 18 credit hours of
General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning General Education classes.
Required Courses: Students are required to attend an advising session
upon admission to the program. Projected course offerings, suggested
guidelines, and scheduling procedures will be addressed at this orientation.
Students may enroll in AD 9.401, AD 9.410, AD 9.412, WR 121, WR 122,
HEC 225 and General Education courses prior to being accepted into the
program.
Excellent writing and spelling skills are required by practicum sites.
Students will be expected to have achieved mastery in these areas prior to
practicum placement.
COURSE NO
AD 9.280M
AD 9280AB
AD 9.401
AD 9404
AD 9408
AD
AO
AD
AD
AO
AD
AD

9410
9412
9.415
9415M
9417
9420
9423

AD 9426
AD 9.429
AD 9429M
AD 9431
AD 9432
HEC 225
WR 121
WR 122

LEe
LAB
TITLE
HRlWK HRlWK
PRACTICUM ALCOHOlJURUG COUNSELING
24
PRACTICUM: ALCOHOlJURUG
2
COUNSELING- SEMINAR
ALCOHOL: USE, MISUSE AND ADDICTION
3
THEORIESOF COUNSELING
3
FAMILY WORK:INTERVENTION,EDUCATION
AND COUNSELING
3
3
DRUGS: USE, MISUSE AND ADDICTION
WOMEN, ALCOHOL & DRUGS
3
TECHNIOUESIN ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING
3
1
BASIC COUNSELINGSKILLS MASTERY
ALCOHOLISM GROUPCOUNSELING
3
3
ADVANCED GROUPCOUNSELING
CASE MANAGEMENT AND ALCOHOLISM/
DRUG COUNSELINGI
CASE MANAGEMENT AND ALCOHOLISM/
DRUG COUNSELINGII
ADVANCED COUNSELINGOFALCOHOL/
DRUG CLIENTS
3
1
ADVANCED COUNSELINGSKILLS MASTERY
ETHICAL AND PROFESSIONALISSUES
3
3
MULTICULTURAL COUNSELING
4
NUTRITION
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
3
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
3

CR
6

3
3
3
3
1

3
3
3

3
1
3
3
4

3
3

General Education Courses
Students with previous college experience need to have thei r transcripts
analyzed to determine their general education course requirement.
Transferability of credits is subject to the approval of the institution to
which the student wishes to transfer. Students interested in using program
courses toward a transferable degree need to consult a program advisor.
Students are encouraged to take introductory psychology, sociology, and
biology courses.

While participating in the program, recovering students will agree to abstain
from alcohol or drug use. All other students must agree to not abuse
alcohol and drugs while in the program.
Course of Study: The majority of program courses are offered in late
afternoons or evenings to accommodate students working during the day.
The program has been designed to update the skills of individuals currently
working in alcohol and drug counseling related areas. It also trains students
preparing to work in psychiatry or psychology, nursing, social work,
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Apprenticeship
Open Campus/Southeast
Center
244-6111, ext. 6905, 6205

COURSE NO
TE 9.074
TE 9.133
TE 9.133AA

Career Description: Portland Community College provides classes in
accordance with the Apprenticeship and Training Law for the State of
Oregon. These classes cover instruction ih technical areas of the trades,
and are intended to complement the skills learned on the job for both men
and women.
Each apprenticeable trade has a joint Apprenticeship committee which
outlines the procedures a person must follow to become a journeyman
(usually two to five years of supervised, on the job experience in various
aspects of the trade and class work at PCC). The training committees
outline the type of supportive courses needed to prepare qualified
journeymen and work with PCC to set up related training. PCC employs
the instructors and provides classroom facilities.
The following is a list of apprentice trades conducting related training
classes with the PCC Apprenticeship Department: automotive, bakers,
carpenters, cement masons, cooks, diesel mechanics, drywall finishers,
f1oorcoverers, ironworkers (outside), manufacturing plant electricians, mill
and cabinetmakers, molder and coremakers, N.W. electric line construction
workers, N.W. electric tree trimmers, inside electricians, meatcutters,
painters, pipefillers/metaltrades, plumbers, residential electricians,
sheetmetal workers, stationary engineers, and steamfitters.
Program Preroquisltes:
Students pursuing a designated and sponsored
Oregon State Bureau of Labor and Industries occupation will have to meel
entrance requirements of their chosen career area. For entrance information, please call the Apprenticeship and Training division at 229-6008.
Course of Study: At PCC more than 750 men and women attend classes
in the evenings or on Saturdays as a pari of their on the job training
program. PCC provides approximately five percent of an apprentice's
training through supportive in-class work while 95 percent of the student's
training is received on the job.
An associate degree program for journeymen and apprentices who wish to
expand their knowledge and skills is also available.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
•

Associate of Applied Science Degree -A minimum of 90 credit hours.
Includes 45 credit hours granted for journeyman status, 27 credit hours
of related training (based on the individual's educational objectives) and
18 credit hours of General Education. Consult the Industrial Occupations Department chair for assistance in program planning.

Trade Related Courses: These courses are designed to upgrade skills in
various occupations. In addition to these courses, pec may develop
additional courses upon request to meet the needs of industry. Contact the
Industrial Occupations Department for more information.

TE 9.139AA
TE
TE
TE
TE

9.152
9.152AA
9.152AB
9.152AC

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

9.155
9.156AA
9.159
9.160
9.683

0
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CR
l'
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
l'
l'
2

'These courses are one day workshops.

Auto Body Repair
Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/126
244-6111, ext. 7246
Caroer Description: The auto body repair person repairs damaged
vehicles by straightening frames, removing dents from fenders and body
panels, welding torn metal, replacing badly damaged parts and refinishing.
Course of Study: The program is designed to train students for semiskilled positions in the auto body repair field. Training is varied to give
students a broad understanding and background in the different phases of
the auto body industry.
PCC offers the following

forms of rocognition:

•

One-year Certificate of Completion (Auto BodylPainting): 42-48 credit
hours; Painting I, Painting II and Painting III: General Shop are
required. Students completing the requirements of Painting III: General
Shop in a cooperative education experience (on-the-job learning) will
receive a 42 credit hour certificate.

•

Two-year Certificate of Completion (Auto Body Repair): 96 credit hours
of required courses.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree (Auto Body Repair): 114 credit
hours; includes 96 credit hours of auto body courses and 18 credit
hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance
in planning General Education classes.
LEC
LAB

COURSE NQ
AB 3.141
AB 3.102
AB 3.105AA
AB 3.106
AB 3.109
AB 3.114
AB 3.111
AB 3.108
AB 3.126
AB 3.112
AB 3.119

4(J

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HRJWK HRJWK
INDUSTRIAL HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL SAFETY
10
BLUEPRINT READING FOR GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION PART I
3
BLUEPRINT READING FOR GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION PART II
3
RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL BUILDING
MAINTENANCE
2
INTRODUCTION TO MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR
1
2
MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR: WASHERS AND DRYERS1
2
MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR: ELECTRICAL RANGES 1
2
MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR: REFRIGERATORS
AND FREEZERS
1
2
BASIC LOCK SERVICE AND REPAIR
2
1
COMMERCIAL LOCK SERVICE AND REPAIR
2
1
FIRST AID FOR INDUSTRY
8
CPR FOR INDUSTRY
8
BASIC RIGGING
3

TITLE
SHOP PMCTICES
PARTS REPLACEMENT I
AUTO BODY WELDING
METAL FINISHING
PLASTIC FILLER
FRAME ANALYSIS & REPAIR
PANEL REPLACEMENT
PAINT FUNDAMENTALS
UNIBODY COLLISION REPAIR
ESTIMATING
GENERAL SHOP

HRJWK
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

HRJWK WK
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

CR
4
4
4
4
16
16
16
4
4
8
16

Auto Body Painting
COURSE NO TITlE

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HRJWK WK CR

Automotive Service Educational Program (ASEP)

First Tenn
AB 3.131

AUTO PAINTING I

20

12

16

AUTO PAINTING II

20

12

16

AUTO PAINTING III: GENERALSHOP

20

12 16'

40
40

12 10'
12 10'
12 2'

Second Term
AB 3132

Third Term
AB 3.133

Cooperative Work Experience
AB 3.280AA
AB 3.2~C
AB 3.280AB

COOPERATIVEED: AUTO BODY REPAIR
COOPERATIVEEDUCATION: AUTO BODY PAINTING
COOPERATIVEED:AUTO BODY REPAIR- SEMINAR 2

'With departmental approval, the requirements for this course may be met
by successfully completing a ten credit hour cooperative education
experience (on-the-job learning).
lWith departmental approval, these courses may be taken for variable credit
(one credit for 40 hours of work) and applied toward a certificate or degree
in lieu of required courses.
JThe seminar is optional.

Automotive Service
Technology
Sylvania Campus
Automotive Metals 8uilding 810
244-6111, ext. 4151
career Description: The automotive service technician diagnoses, maintains and repairs the mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic,
electrical and electronic components of automobiles.
Program Prerequisites: Successful completion of the program requires
the ability to read and understand technical manuals and a functional
understanding of basic mathematics, including decimals and fractions. A
placement test is required.
Course of Study: Students may begin studies at any time,
selecting one of six certificate or degree programs that are
offered and planning schedules to meet their needs. The program consists
of three-week instructional units, each unit being a short course in a
specialized area. At the completion of each unit students receive satisfactory
achievement ratings by successfully performing actual, on-the-job
objectives. Students may then proceed to another unit or leave the program
for employment with the option to return at a later date. Portions of the
automotive modules may involve lecture. Students should contact the PCC
Automotive Shop for the times and beginning dates of the three week units.
Students will have additional costs for tools and equipment. Contact the
department for details.
PCC o"ers the following fonns of recognition:
•

•
•

Students may receive course work and pec college credit for passing the
Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) tests. See an automotive advisor for
details.
ASEP is an educational partnership between Portland Community College
and General Motors Corporation. It is a GM-specific program designed to
prepare the student technician as an incoming dealership technician. The
curriculum reflects current GM technology.
The student spends one term on campus in the classroom and lab. The
following term, student technicians work for their sponsoring GM
dealership, earning a wage and gaining practical, on-the-job experience as
they put to use the skills learned in the classroom. The terms will alternate
until completion of the program.
Technical training is provided on campus, in the lab/classroom and at the
dealership. This includes diagnosis, service and repair of current
production vehicles and the latest developments in drive train, ignition,
fuel, and emission control management systems. Also covered are heating!
venVair conditioning and body/chassis electrical systems. General
Education courses from arts and humanities, science and mathematics,
social science and business provide the academic background. ASEP is an
Associate of Applied Science degree program. It requires a total of 84
weeks (seven terms of 12 weeks). During "on-campus" terms, the student
attends classes five days per week. Each "work experience" term, the
student will accrue a minimum of 480 clock hours working in the
sponsoring General Motors dealership.
To be eligible for the ASEP program, the applicant must:
1. Be age 1B or over at the time of the first dealership work experience
period (second Quarter).
2. Be a high school graduate or have a GED equivalent.
3. Be able to meet the general admission requirements of Portland
Community College.
4. Be able to pass college entry level requirements for English, mathematics
and mechanical aptitude.
5. Obtain an authorized General Motors dealer sponsor.
6. Possess a valid driver's license.
7. Have a sincere desire for a career in the automotive service industry.

Engine Perfonnance Specialist (27 week certificate)
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

3401
3402
3.403
3.409
3412
3413
3419
3423

AM 3433

UNIT 1 ENGINE REPAIR
UNIT 2: ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS I
UNIT 3 ENGINE PERFORMANCE I - DIAGNOSTIC
UNIT 9 FUEL SYSTEMS I
UNIT 12 ELECTRICALII
UNIT 13 EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEMS
UNIT 19 FUEL SYSTEMS II
UNIT 23 ENGINEPERFORMANCE11DIAGNOSTIC AND REPAIR
UNIT 33: ENGINE PERFORMANCE III DIAGNOSnC AND REPAIR

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

3
3
3
3

3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

25

3

4

25

3

4

25

3

4

25

3

4'

25

3

4

25

3

4

25

3

4'

25

3

4

3
3

TransmlsslonJDrive Train Specialist (9 week certificate)
AM 3407
AM 3417
AM 3.427

Specialist Certificates: Brake Specialist-12 credit hours (9 weeks),
Alignment Specialist - 12 credit hours (9 weeks), TransmissionlOrive
Train Specialist -12 credit hours (9 weeks), Engine Performance
Specialist- 36 credit hours (27 weeks).

AM 3404
AM 3414

Two-year Certificate in Automotive Service Technology - 88 credit
hours (successful completion of 22 three week units).

AM 3424

Associate of Applied Science Degree - 106 credit hours (requirements
for two-year certificate plus 1B credit hours of General Education). See a
program advisor for help in planning General Education classes.

LAB
HR/WK WK CR

COURSE NO TITLE

UNIT 7: MANUAL DRIVE TRAIN AND AXLES
UNIT 17: AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION/
TRANSAXLE I
UNIT 27: AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION/
TRANSAXLE II

Steering and Suspension Specialist (9 week certificate)
UNIT 4: STEERING& SUSPENSIONSYSTEMS I
UNIT 14: STEERINGAND SUSPENSION
SYSTEMS II
UNIT 24 STEERINGAND SUSPENSION
SYSTEMS III
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COURSE NO

Brake Specialist
AM 3.405
AM 3.415
AM 3.425

LAB
HAlWK WK CR

TITlE

(9 week certificate)

UNIT 5: BRAKE SYSTEMS I
UNIT 15: BRAKE SYSTEMS II
UNIT 25: BRAKE SYSTEMS III

25
25
25

3
3
3

4'

25
25
25
25
25
25

3
3
3
3
3
3

4'
4
4
4
4
4

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4'
4
4
4
4

25
25

3
3

4
4

25
25
25
25

3
3
3
3

25

3

25
25

3

4'

25

3

4'

25
25
25
25

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

Two-year Certificate
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

3.400
3.401
3.402
3.403
3.404
3.405
3.406

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

3.407
3.408
3.409
3.411
3.412
3.413
3.414

AM 3.415
AM 3.417
AM
AM
AM
AM

3.418
3.419
3.422
3.423

AM 3.424
AM3,42S
AM 3.427
AM 3.433
AM 3.441
AM 3.442
AM 3.443

UNIT 0: AUTO PARTS CLERK
UNIT 1: ENGINE REPAIR
UNIT 2: ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS I
UNIT 3: ENGINE PERFORMANCE 1- DIAGNOSTIC
UNIT 4: STEERING & SUSPENSION SYSTEMS I
UNIT 5: BRAKE SYSTEMS I
UNIT 6: HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
UNIT 7: MANUAL DRIVE TRAIN AND AXLES
UNIT 8: ImRO TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS I
UNIT 9: FUEL SYSTEMS I
UNIT 11: ENGINE REPAIR I
UNIT 12: ELECTRICAL II
UNIT 13: EMISSION cosrao;
SYSTEMS
UNIT 14: STEERING AND
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS II
UNIT 15: BRAKE SYSTEMS II
UNIT 17: AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION!
TRANSAXLEI
UNIT 18: ImRO TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS II
UNIT 19: FUEL SYSTEMS II
UNIT 22: ELECTRICAL III
UNIT 23: ENGINE PERFORMANCE 11DIAGNOSTIC AND REPAIR
UNIT 24: STEERING AND
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS III
UNIT 25: BRAKE SYSTEMS III
UNIT 27: AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION!
TRANSAXLE II
UNIT 33: ENGINE PERFORMANCE 111DIAGNOSTIC AND REPAIR
UNIT 41: DIAGNOSIS AND REPAIR I
UNIT 42: DIAGNOSIS AND REPAIR II
UNIT 43: DIAGNOSIS AND REPAIR III

, Elective modules (Unit 24 and Unit 25 are required for the specialist
certificates in Steering or Brakes.) Other units may be substituted,
depending on individual needs.

4'

Aviation Maintenance
Technology
Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/209
244-6111, ext. 7255, 7238
Gareer Description: An aircraft mechanic licensed under Part 65 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations may maintain or alter aircraft within limitations
specified by the regulations. The license also permits the holder to
supervise other people in maintaining aircraft and to approve work for
return to service. In addition, the licensed mechanic may perform 1DO-hour
inspections. After perfonning 1OD-hour inspections or maintenance, the
mechanic must certify airworthiness or approval for return to service in a
signed entry in the appropriate aircraft record. The Aviation Maintenance
program is approved by the State Division of Vocational Education, the
Veterans Administration and the Federal Aviation Administration.
Course of Study: The Aviation Maintenance program is offered in a
recommended sequence of 25 three-week modules. However, flexibility in
program design does allow some variations in schedule. Any variation
should be approved by the departmental representative. The program is
further broken down into three areas of study.
General: These classes contain requirements which are common to both
airframe and powerplant ratings. They should be completed prior to entry
into the airframe and powerplant areas.
Airframe: Students who have completed all classes in the airframe and
general areas may receive a certificate of completion which qualifies them
to take FAA tests for an Aviation Mechanics License with the Airframe
Rating.
Powerplant: Students who have completed all classes in the powerplant and
general areas may receive a certificate of completion which qualifies them
to take FAA tests for an Aviation Mechanics License with the Powerplant
Rating.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:
•

Airframe Certificate - 64 credit hours of required aviation maintenance
technology courses; includes 24 credit hours of required general
courses and 40 credit hours of required airframe courses.

•

Powerplant Certificate - 60 credit hours of required aviation maintenance technology courses; includes 24 credit hours of required general
courses and 36 credit hours of required powerplant courses.

•

Two-year Certificate of Completion - minimum 100 credit hours of
required aviation maintenance courses, including general airframe and
powerplant courses.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree - minimum of 11B credit hours;
includes 100 credit hours of aviation maintenance courses and 1B
credit hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor for
assistance in planning General Education classes.

Aviation Maintenance Courses:
Each course listed below will include lecture. Please contact a program
advisor for further details.
COURSE NO

TITlE

LAB
HAlWK WK

CR

3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

General
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

42

0
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3.101M
3.202
3.204,
3.205
3.206
3.333

INTROTOA & P
BASIC ELECTRICITY
FAR. & RELATED SUBJECTS
A & PAPPLIED MATH
MATERIAL & PROCESSES
A & P ELECTRICITY

30
30
30
30
30
30

COURSE NO

TinE

HR/WK

WK

CR
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Airframe
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

3.208
3.209
3.210
3.211
3.212
3.215
3.307
3.313
3.314

AP 3.416

WELDING, SOLDERING & BRAZING
ASSEMBLY & RIGGING
AIRCRAFT FINISHES
BONDED AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
SHEET METAL
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES & INSPECTION
AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS & LANDING GEAR
INSTRUMENT, COMMUNICATIONS &
NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
AIRFRAME: FM EXAM PREPARATION

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

30
30

3
3

ENGINE THEORY
ENGINE INSTALLATION & INSPECTION
PROPELLERS
TURBINE ENGINE THEORY AND OVERHAUL
IGNITION SYSTEMS
FUEL METERING SYSTEMS
ENGINE OVERHAUL & LUBE
TOP OVERHAUL-ENGINE MACHINE SHOP
POWERPLANT: FM EXAM PREPARATION

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Powerplant
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

3.217
3.218
3.220
3.221M
3.223
3.224
3.319
3.322M
3.425

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Optional
AP
AP
AP
AP

3.526
3.527
3.528
3.529

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree - minimum of 114 credit hours,
including 96 credit hours of building construction courses and 18
hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance
in planning General Education classes.
Courses:

COURSE NO
BCT3.102
BCT3.103
BCT3.104
BCT3.105
BCT3.106M
BCT3.107M
BCT3.1OB
BCT3.109M
BCT3.109BB
BCT3.11 0
BCT3.111
BCT3.112
BCT 3.113M
BCT3.118
BCT3.12O
BCT3.121
BCT 3.280

A & P SELF STUDY/TUTORIAL
A&PMAKEUP
A & P SHOP PRACTICE
ROTARY WING MAINTENANCE

30
30
30
30

3
3
3
3

Building Construction
Technology
Rock Creek Campus
Building 3/207

244-6111, ext. 7294
Career Description: Career possibilities exist for self-employment as
well as employment by others in jobs in residential construction projects,
basic accounting, purchasing, sales (construction-equipment, carpentry
materials and supplies), estimating, building inspection and contract work.

4
4
4
4

TinE
INTRO TO ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
RESIDENTIAL DRAFTING
LIGHT COMMERCIAL DRAFTING
INTRO TO CONSTRUCTION
SITE LAYOUT
FLOOR FRAMING
WALL FRAMING
ROOF FRAMING I
ROOF FRAMING II
EXTERIOR FINISH
INTERIOR FINISH
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
REMODELING
CABINETRY
CONSTRUCTION CODES AND ESTIMATING
CONTRACTS, SPECIFICATIONS AND
CONSTRUCTION BOOKKEEPING
WORK EXPERIENCE

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK WK CR
8
20
4
8
20
4
8
20
4
8
20
4
8
20
3 4
8
20
3 4
8
20
3 4
8
20
3 4
5
20
3 4
5
20
3 4
5
20
6 8
5
20
6 8
8
20
16'
5
20
16'
10
15
3 4
10

15
40

3

4
16'

'The student must receive instructor approval prior to enrolling in BCT
3.113AA, BCT 3.118 or BCT 3.280. These courses may be taken for
variable credit and applied toward/ a building construction certificate or
degree in lieu of required or elective courses. Prior to enrolling in these
courses, the Building Construction Department will determine how the
credit will be applied toward a certificate or degree. Sixth term students may
take either 12 weeks of work experience, 12 weeks of cabinetry or a
combination of six weeks of cabinetry and six weeks of work experience.
Occupational Upgrading Courses: In addition to the following classes
designed for upgrading skills of those employed in the building construction industry, the college may arrange special upgrading classes upon
request.
COURSE NO
BCT 9.100
BCT9.104
BCT9.106
BCT9.107
BCT9.109
BCT9.111

LEC
HR/WK
INTRO TO UNIFORM BUILDING CODES
4
PLAN EXAMINING (COMMERCIAL)
3
FIELD INSPECTION (COMMERCIAL)
3
BASIC ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES
3
INTRODUCTION TO COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION 3
MILLWORK

rms

LAB
HR/WK WK

2
4

12
12
12
12
12

CR
4
3
3
3
4
2

Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites if the student begins
the program in courses that do not involve the use of building construction
tools and equipment. BCT 3.105 Introduction to Construction or instructor
approval is a prerequisite for all other BCT courses.
Course of Study: The program is designed to help students develop the
technical qualifications needed in building construction and to prepare
those with construction experience for management and executive
positions. The Building Construction Department should be contacted with
respect to program costs and employment opportunities. Safety is
extremely important. In order to complete class projects, the'student must
be able to demonstrate the safe and proper use of all tools and equipment.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:
•
•

One-year Certificate of Completion - minimum of 48 hours of required
building construction courses .
Two-year Certificate of Completion - minimum of 96 hours of required
building construction courses.
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Business
Cascade Campus
Jackson Hall 218
244-6111, ext. 5317
Rock Creek Campus
Building 3/207
244-6111, ext. 7227
Southeast Center D18
244-6111, ext. 6230
Sylvania Campus
Social Science Building B7b
244-6111, ext. 4293
Programs:
Business Administration
Two-year Career Degrees:
Associate of Applied Science in Accounting
Associate of Applied Science in Management
Associate of Applied Science in Merchandising
Two-year Transfer Business Administration Degrees.
Associate of Arts
Associate of Science
Career Certificates:
Accounting Clerk (one year; 48 credit hours)
Merchandising
Areas of Concentration (no certificate or degree awarded):
Escrow Services
Income Tax Preparation and License Renewal
Purchasing
Small Busi ness
Business Technology
Two-year Career Degrees:
Associate of Applied Science in Administrative Secretary
Associate of Applied Science in Administrative Secretary (InformationlWord
Processing Emphasis)
Associate of Applied Science in Administrative Secretary (Office
Management Emphasis)
Associate of Applied Science in Legal Secretary
One-year Career Certificates:
General Secretary
General Secretary (InformationlWord Processing Emphasis)
General Office Clerk
Telecommunications Administration (27 credit hours)
All Business Department courses and programs of study require a
minimum of college entry-level competency in English and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements are specified through the listing
of prerequisites. Students with questions about this entry-level readiness
should arrange for evaluations of their skill levels through the PCC
Counseling Department. Placement examinations to assist students in
selecting appropriate writing and mathematics courses are required prior to
registration. Additional testing may be required for selected business
courses.
Due to the rapid changes in employment opportunities, technological
advances and certifying agency regulations, business programs are subject
to change.

Business Administration Programs
Portland Community College offers two kinds of associate degree programs
within the broad area of business administration. One is designed for
students who will enter the work force after completing their two-year
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degree, and the other is designed for those who will transfer to a four-year
college or university to pursue a bachelor's degree. Associate degree
programs may be completed in approximately six tenms,assuming the
student is enrolled on a full-time basis. These programs are described in
the following pages. One-year career certificate programs are also offered
through the Business Administration Department.
Career Degree Programs
Associate of Applied Science Degree programs (non-transfer): Three
associate of applied science degrees in business administration are offered.
They are: Accounting, management and merchandising. These two-year
degrees emphasize skills to be used on the job upon completion of the
degree requirements, and are not designed for students intending to
transfer to four-year schools. Courses with three-digit numbers may be
transferable to four-year colleges and universities. If transferability of
courses is a concern, students should consult with the institution of their
choice regarding transfer possibilities. A short video tape explaining
general transfer requirements is available for student viewing. Contact the
Business Department for further details.

Accounting
Career Description: The Associate of Applied Science in Accounting
program prepares students for entry into the accounting field as bookkeepers, accounting clerks or accounting assistants who perform routine
calculations, posting and typing duties; check items on reports; summarize
and post data in designated books; and perform a variety of other duties
such as preparing invoices or monthly statements, preparing payrolls,
verifying bank accounts, keeping record files and making periodic reports
of busi ness activities.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
Course of Study: The two-year Associate of Applied Science degree
program includes accounting and specialty courses in addition to general
business and General Education courses.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 93 credit hours; includes 69
credit hours of required courses, 9 credit hours of approved electives
and 15 credit hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor
for assistance in planning General Education courses.
Required Courses in Suggested Sequence - Accounting
LEC
COURSE NO

TITLE

LAB

HR/WK HR/WK

CR

First Term
BA 101
PCM 30
BA 2.101
BT 121
WR 121

INTRODUCTIONTO BUSINESS
BUSINESSMATHEMATICS
INTRODUCTIONTO ACCOUNTING
TYPINGI
ENGLISHCOMPOSITION

4
4

4
4

3

3'

5

3'
3

Second Term
BA
BA
BA
BT
WR

211
226
256
220
214

PRINCIPLESOF ACCOUNTING I
BUSINESSLAW
INCOME TAX
BUSINESSMACHINES - CALCULATORS
BUSINESSCOMMUNICATIONS

3
3
3

COMPUTERSIN BUSINESS
ACCOUNTINGAPPLICATIONS: MICROCOMPUTERS
PRINCIPLESOF ACCOUNTING II
PRINCIPLESOF ECONOMICS: INTRO,
INSTITUTIONS& PHILOSOPHIES
ELECTIVE

4
3
3

3'
3
3
3'
3

3

Third Term
BA
BA
BA
EC

131
200
212
201

3

1

4'

2

3'
3'

3
3'

I,

!

..•.•.••
:.'.l

~

LEC

HRIWK

COURSENO TITlE

Required Courses in Suggested Sequence - Management

LAB

HRIWK

CR

Fourth Tenn

I,'

BA 200

MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTAlS

3

3'

First Tenn

[:1

BA 215

BASIC COST ACCOUNTING

3

3'

BA 101

EC 202

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MACROECONOMICS

3

3

PCM

~:

Ii
Ii
II

II

6

GENERAl EDUCATION

Fifth Tenn
BA 213

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING III

BA 299
EC 2m

I'

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK

COURSE NO TITlE

1·:.1

30

4
4
3

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS

BA 2.101

INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING

BT 121

TYPING I

WR 121

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

5

MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTAlS

3

3'

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I

3

3'

SPECiAl STUDIES: ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS

3

3'

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MICROECONOMICS

3

3

BA 200

ELECTIVE

3'

BA 211

GENERAl EDUCATION

3

BA 238

SAlES

3

BT 220

BUSINESS MACHINES - CAlCULATORS

WR 214

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

BA 222

FINANCE

I

BA 271

ANAlYZING

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

3

3'

3

3'

second Term

3'
3

Third Term

ELECTIVE

3'

BA 2m

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAl

GENERAl EDUCATION

6

BA 212

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II

3

BA 226

BUSINESS LAW

3

,Prerequisites for business classes are listed in the course description
section of this catalog.
2Approved electives are listed at the end of the Business Administration
program description.
3Students who can touch type should substitute a business elective.
4Students who have completed high school bookkeeping or have had work
experience with full-eycle bookkeeping responsibilities should substitute an
approved elective and start the accounting series with BA 211 in the second
term. A guide to accounting prerequisites follows:
BA 209 - Requires BA 2.101, BA 211 or instructor's consent
BA 211 - Requires BA 2.101, high school bookkeeping or lull-cycle
bookkeeping experience, PCM 30 or PCM 60 and readiness for WR 121.
BA 212 - Requires BA 211
BA 213 - Requires BA 212 and PCM 60
BA 215 - Requires BA 212
BA 222 - Requires BA 212 and PCM 60
BA 271 - Requires BA 212
SA 299 - Requires BA 212
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to student's selection of
courses.

Management
Career Description: A management graduate enters business as a
supervisory trainee who will coordinate activities and direct personnel to
attain operational goals. Management supervisors assign duties to workers
and establish work schedules. They may also evaluate performance, and
may recommend hiring, promotions and dismissals.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
Course of Study: This program and individual courses are available at
several PCC locations. Please call a campus or center for further information. The emphasis of the Management program is on management
principles, marketing, accounting, office management and small business
management.
PCC o"ers the following fonn of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 96 credit hours; includes 78
credit hours of required courses, 6 credit hours of approved electives
and 12 credit hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor
for assistance in planning General Education classes.

3'
3

3'

Sixth Tenn

4
4
3'

3

3

I!

CR

BUSINESS

3
3'

BA 244

INTRODUCTION TO RECOROS MANAGEMENT

3

BA 250

SMAlL

3

3'

3

3'

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Fourth Tenn
BA 223

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING

EC 201

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: INTRO, INSTITUTIONS
& PHILOSOPHIES

3

3

~oo

~

GENERAl EDUCATION

6

Fifth Tenn
BA 131

COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS

4

4'

BA 113

CREDIT PROCEDURES

3

3'
3'

BA 213

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING III

3

BA 224

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

3

3

ELECTIVE

3'

Sixth Tenn
BA 200

ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS:

BA 222

FINANCE

MICROCOMPUTERS

3

2

3'

3

3'
3'

BA 251

OFFICE MANAGEMENT

3

BA 285

BUSINESS RELATIONS

3

GENERAl EDUCATION

, Prerequisites for business courses are listed in the course description
section of this catalog.
2Students who have completed high school bookkeeping or have had work
experience with full-eycle bookkeeping responsibilities should substitute an
approved elective and start the accounting series with BA 211 in the second
term.
3Approved electives are listed at the end of the Business Administration
program description.
4Students who can touch type should substitute a business elective
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to the student's selection of
courses.

Merchandising
Career Description: Persons working in this field supervise the selling,
receiving and checking of merchandise, keep inventory records, prepare
displays, assist in ordering merchandise for sale, or assist in promotion .
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional requirements for individual business
courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
Course of Study: This program and individual courses are available at
several PCC locations The program emphasis is on retail buying, selling
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and managing. Practical experience is provided through outside work
experience. Graduates of the merchandising program are prepared to enter
junior executive training in a retail or wholesale outlet.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:
II Associate of Applied Science Degree - 96 credit hours; includes 81
credit hours of required courses and 15 credit hours of General
Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning
General Education classes.
Required Courses in Suggested Seqaence- Merchandising
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

First Tenn
BA 101
PCM 30
BA 238
WR 121

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
SAlES
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
GENERAL EDUCATION

4
4
3
3

4
4
3
3
3

Second Term
WR 214
BA 2.101
BT 220
BA 226
BA 285
BT 2.171

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS MACHINES - CAlCULATORS
BUSINESS LAW
BUSINESS RELATIONS
KEYBOARDING ON MICROCOMPUTERS

3
3
5

3
3'
3'
3
3

5

I'

3
3

Third Term
BA 211
BA 223
EC 201
BA 249
SP 111

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS:
INTRO, INSTITUTIONS & PHILOSOPHIES
RETAILING
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH

3
3

3'
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

Fourth Tenn
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA

209
2.318
212
250
280M
280AB

ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS: MICROCOMPUTERS
FASHION MERCHANDISING
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II
SMAlL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
COOPERATIVE ED: MERCHANDISING
COOPERATIVE ED: MERCHANDISING - SEMINAR

3
3
3
3

ADVERTISING
CREDIT PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION TO BUYING
COOPERATIVE ED: MERCHANDISING
COOPERATIVE ED: MERCHANDISING - SEMINAR
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3

VISUAl MERCHANDISING
COOPERATIVE ED: MERCHANDISING
COOPERATIVE ED: MERCHANDISING - SEMINAR
GENERAL EDUCATION

3

2

12

3'

3
3'
3'
3'
l'

Fifth Tenn
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA

239
113
2.215
280M
280AB

12

3
3'
3
3'
I'
3

Sixth Tenn
BA 2.317
BA 280M
BA 280AB

12

3
3'
I'

, Prerequisites for business courses are listed in the course description
section of this catalog.
2Students who have completed high school bookkeeping or have had work
experience with full-cycle bookkeeping responsibilities should substitute an
approved elective and start the accounting series with BA 211 in the third
term.
JSubstitute another microcomputer course (BT 2.172 - BT 2.183) if you
already possess basic typing skills.
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to student's selection of
courses.
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Transfer Degree Programs:
Associate of Arts or Science In Business Administration
Portland Community College offers transferable degrees titled Associate of
Arts or Science in Business Administration. These degrees are for students
interested in pursuing a bachelor's degree in Business Administration from
a four-year college or university after completing an associate degree. In
these programs, students can take most or all of their lower division
coursework at PCC and transfer their college credits to a four-year college.
Candidates for the Associate of Science in Business Administration must
satisfy the following requirements:
A. Complete comprehensive degree requirements.
B. Complete WR 121, WR 1221 or WR 2141, and WR 123.
C. Complete three credit hours of personal health plus one credit hour of
physical education or complete HPE 298.2
D. Complete MTH 103, MTH 104, MTH 101 or MTH 105, and MTH 106.
Complete EC 201, EC 202 and EC 203. Complete a three term sequence or
approved equivalent of transfer courses in Arts and Humanities.
E. Complete BA 131, BA 211, BA 212, BA 213 and BA 226.
F. Complete a lotal of at least 90 transfer credit hours.
'PSU requires WR 214; other colleges require WR 122.
2PSU requires HPE 298; the requirements of other colleges vary.
Candidates for the Associate of Arts in Business Administration must
satisfy the Associate of Science requirements in Business Administration
(above) and in addition satisfy the following requirement:
Complete a three term sequence in a foreign language. Students who
received their pre-eollege education in a language other than English may
substitute a three term sequence in English or American Literature or a
second year sequence in arts and humanities for the foreign language
requirement.
Students should determine the specific requirements of the college to which
they plan to transfer and consult with a Business Department faculty
member before planning their programs. Some colleges and degrees will
specify additional coursework. Handouts detailing the specific requirements
of the three universities in the Oregon State System of Higher Education are
available from Business Department faculty members and the departmental
offices.
Waivers and substitutions are permissible only with the approval of the
Sylvania Business Department chair.
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to student's selection of
courses.

Career Certificate Programs
Accounting Clerk Certificate Program

Required Courses in Suggested Sequence - Merchandising Certificate
COURSE NO

Career Description: This program prepares students for entry-level
positions in bookkeeping. Entry-level bookkeepers perform routine tasks
such as bank reconciliations, journalizing, posting, worksheets, accounts
payable, accounts receivable and payroll, plus clerical duties such as typing
and filing.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
Course of Study: The program emphasizes bookkeeping and accounting
specialty courses plus typing, filing and business machines, in addition to
general business and General Education courses.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:
•

One-year Certificate of Completion - 48 credit hours as outlined in the
suggested sequence of courses.

Required Courses in Suggested Sequence - Accounting Clerk
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK

CR

First Tenn
BA 1()1
PCM 30
BA 2101
BT 121
WR 121

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING
TYPING I
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

5

4
4
3'
3'
3

Second Term
BA
BA
BT
EC

211
226
220
201

WR 214

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I
BUSINESS LAW
BUSINESS MACHINES· CAlCULATORS
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS INTRO.
INSTITUTIONS & PHILOSOPHIES
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

3'
3'

131
200

212
244
202

COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS
ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS MICROCOMPUTERS
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II
INTRODUCTION TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MACROECONOMICS

4
3
3

4'
3'
3'

3
3

'Prerequisites for business courses are listed in the course description
section of this catalog.
2Students who have completed high school bookkeeping or have had work
experience with full-eycle bookkeeping responsibilities should substitute an
approved elective and start the accounting series with BA 211 in the second
term. See the accounting associate degree program for a guide to the
accounting course sequence.
3Students who can touch type should substitute a business elective.
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to student's selection of
courses.

Merchandising Certificate Program
Career Description: Persons completing this program are prepared to
enter the merchandising field at entry-level positions and as management
trainees with department, chain and specialty stores.
Program PrereqUisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:
•

CR

First Tenn
BA 101
BA 2.101
BA 238

INTRODUCTIONTO BUSINESS
INTRODUCTIONTO ACCOUNTING
SAlES
ELECTIVE

4
3'
3
6'

4

3
3

Second Tenn
PCM 30
BA 285
BA 249
WR 121

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
BUSINESS RELATIONS
RETAILING
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

4
3
3
3

ADVERTISING
BUSINESS MACHINES· CAlCULATORS
COOPERATIVEED: MERCHANDISING
COOPERATIVEED: MERCHANDISING - SEMINAR
ELECTIVE

3

4
3
3
3
3'

Third Term
BA
BT
BA
BA

239

220
200M
200AB

5
12

3'
3'
l'
3'

, Prerequisites for business courses are listed in the course description
section of this catalog.
2Students who have completed high school bookkeeping or have had work
experience with full-cycle bookkeeping responsibilities should substitute an
approved elective.
3Approved electives are listed at the end of the Business Administration
program description.
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation w;th an advisor is critical to student's selection of
courses.

Areas of Concentration

Third Term
BA
BA
BA
BA
EC

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK

rme

The Business Administration program offers courses in escrow, income tax
preparation and license renewal, purchasing and small business for
students who want to develop skills in these areas or who wish to upgrade
existing skills. These areas of concentration do not offer a degree or
certificate. Special care is needed to schedule courses in required
sequence. Courses may be offered only once a year.

Escrow Services
Area of Concentration: The escrow officer is responsible for the final
settlement between buyer and seller. The services involved in a property
transaction vary according to instructions from the parties; therefore, they
must be handled by a person skilled in the performance of the many details
required to quickly and safely close a real estate transaction.
COURSE NO
BA 2.265
BA 2266
BA 2267

TITLE
INTRODUCTIONTO ESCROW
ESCROWPROCEDURES
ESCROWPROBLEMS

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK
3
3
3

CR
3
3
3

Income Tax
Area of Concentration: All preparers of individual income tax returns
who charge a fee for their services are now required by Oregon law to
complete 60 clock hours of basic income tax instruction before taking the
state licensing exam. All preparers must be at least 18 years of age and be a
high school graduate or GED recipient. A minimum of 20 clock hours must
be completed each year following the applicant's initial licensing in order to
renew the license. This renewal program consists of advanced study of
income tax law, theory and practice. Two courses are offered to provide
interested individuals with an opportunity for meeting Oregon statutory
education requirements .

One-year Certificate of Completion - 45 credit hours; includes 33 credit
hours of required courses and 12 credit hours of approved electives.
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COURSE NO
BA 9.703
BA 9.106

TiTlE
INCOME TAX PREPARATION:BASIC
INCOME TAX PREPARATION:ADVANCED

LEC
HRIWK
7
3

CR
7
3

Purchasing
Area of Concentration:
In any business organization, equipment,
materials and supplies must be purchased. The purchasing function is very
similar in all organizations. A purchasing agent is the individual generally
responsible for securing new materials, services and goods as needed. Two
courses are currently offered for either introduction to this business activity
or upgrading of skills.
COURSE NO
BA 100
BA 101

TITLE
PURCHASING I
PURCHASING II

LEC
HRlWK
3
3

CR
3
3

COURSE NO

TITlE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

co

CR

BA

Second Term
BA
BA
BA
BA

200
211
226
238

SA

MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS
PRINCiPlES OFACCOUNTING I
BUSINESSLAW
SALES
ELECTIVE

3
3
3
3

CREDITPROCEDURES
ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS: MICROCOMPUTERS
PRINCiPlES OFACCOUNTING II
SMALL BUSINESSMANAGEMENT
BUSINESS RELATIONS

3
3
3
3
3

3'

SA

3'

3
3
3'

Third Term
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA

113
200
212
250
285

2

3'
3'
3'
3'
3

, Prerequisites for business courses are listed in the course description
section of this catalog.
2Studenls who have completed high school bookkeeping or have had work
experience with full-cycle bookkeeping responsibilities should substitute an
approved elective.
3Approved electives are listed at the end of the Business Administration
section.
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to the student's selection of
courses.

Approved Electives for
Business Administration Programs:
These electives apply to all Business Administration degrees, certificates
and areas of concentration that have electives identified in the curriculum.
Contact the Business Department at any PCC location for further information.
Prerequisities for business courses are listed in the course description
section of this catalog.

Small Business
Area of Concentration:
These courses are designed for persons
interested in working in a small business. The spectrum of opportunities is
so broad in small business that emphasis is placed on developing
techniques for owning and operating a small business rather than directing
students to a specific work field.
Courses are available at several PCC locations. Please call a campus or
center for further information.
Prerequisites:
College entry-level competencies in English and in
computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual business
. courses are listed in the course description section.
Suggested Sequence - Small Business
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HR/WK

CR

First Term
BA
BA
BA
BA
SP

48

101
223
244
2.101
111

0

INTRODUCTIONTO BUSINESS
PRINCiPlES OF MARKETING
INTRODUCTIDtnO RECORDSMANAGEMENT
INTRODUCTIONTO ACCOUNTING
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH
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4
3
3
3
3

4
3
3
3'
3

COURSE NO
BA 113
BA 131
BA 100
BA 161
BA 203
BA 200
BA 200
BA 211
BA 212
BA 213
BA 215
BA 218
BA 222
BA 223
BA 224
BA 227
BA 238
BA 239
BA 244
BA 249
BA 250
BA 251
BA 256
BA 271
BA 280AC
BA 280AD
BA 280AG
BA 280AH

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HRlWK HRlWK
CREDITPROCEDURES
3
COMPUTERSIN BUSINESS
4
PURCHASINGI
3
PURCHASINGII
3
INTRODUCTIONTO INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
3
MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS
3
ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS: MICROCOMPUTERS 3
2
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING I
3
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING II
3
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING III
3
BASIC COSTACCOUNTING
3
PERSONALFINANCE
3
FINANCE
3
PRINCiPlES OF MARKETING
3
PERSONNELMANAGEMENT
3
BUSINESSLAW II
3
SALES
3
ADVERTISING
3
INTRODUCTIONTO RECORDSMANAGEMENT
3
RETAILING
3
SMALL BUSINESSMANAGEMENT'
3
OFFICEMANAGEMENT
3
INCOMETAX
3
ANALYZING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
3
COOPERATIVEED:ACCOUNTING
12
COOPERATIVEED:ACCOUNTING - SEMINAR
COOPERATIVEEDUCATION: MANAGEMENT
12
COOPERATIVEEDUCATION:
MANAGEMENT - SEMINAR

CR
3
4'
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3

il
81
81
81
81
81

81

81
8
8
8

8
8
8

~
8

lEC
COURSE NO TITLE
HRJWK
BA 285
BUSINESS RELATIONS
3
BA 2m
SPECiAl STUDIES: ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS
3
BA 2.327
ADVANCED SAlES
3
BT 2.170
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS
BT 2.170M
INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: BASICS
8
BT 2.171
KEYBOARDING ON MICROCOMPUTERS
BT 2.172
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING
BT 2.172M
WORD PROCESSING ON MICROS: BEGINNING
BT 2.173
MICRO WORD PROCESSING
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
BT 2.173M
WORD PROCESSING ON MICROS
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
2
BT 2.174
INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: HARD DISK
8
BT 2.174M
INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: HARD DISK
8
BT 2.175
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
8
BT 2.175M
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
8
BT 2.176
la-KEY INSTRUCTION ON MICROCOMPUTERS
BT 2.177
BEGINNING SPREADSHEET
BT 2.177M
SPREADSHEETS ON MICROS: BEGINNING
8
BT 2.178
SPREADSHEETS (BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
BT 2.178M
SPREADSHEETS ON MICROS
(BEGII,NING TO INTERMEDIATE)
2
BT 2.180
DATA BASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
MICROCOMPUTERS
BT 2.180M
DATA BASE ON MICROS: BEGINNING
8
BT 2.181
OATABASE MANAGEMENT ON MICROCOMPUTERS
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
BT 2.181M
DATA BASE ON MICROS
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
2
BT 2.182
DESKTOP PUBLISHING ON MICROCOMPUTERS
BT 2.182M
DESKTOP PUBLISHING ON MICROS
8
BT 2183
PROJECT MANAGEMENT ON MICROCOMPUTERS
BT 2.183M
PROJECT MANAGEMENT ON MICROS
8
BA 2.215
INTRODUCTION TO BUYING
3
BA 2.318
FASHION MERCHANDISING
3
BA 9.235
ADVANCED CREDIT ANALYSIS
3
BA 9236
CREDIT MANAGEMENT CASE STUDIES
3
BT 122
TYPING II
BT 123
TYPING III
BT 124
TYPING IV (SKILLBUILDING)
BT 240
FILING
3
EC 202
PRlNCIPILES OF ECONOMICS MACROECONOMICS 3
EC 203
PRlNCIPILES OF ECONOMICS: MICROECONOMICS 3
PCM 30
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
4
PS 204
GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS
& THE ECONOMY
3
PSY 201
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
3
SP 111
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH
3
WR 214
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
3

LAB
HRJWK

5
4
5
5
4

Administrative Secretary
CR
3
3
3
1
l'

l'

5

3

2
4
4
4
4
5
5
4
5

3'
1
l'

2

3'

l'

Career Description: An administrative secretary possesses skills and
abilities to perform the tasks required in an office, and is also prepared to
assume secretarial responsibilities of an interpretive and decision-making
nature. Administrative secretaries analyze the scope and variety of their
work in relation to the company's operations and set their own priorities
and schedules. They may be required to use automated equipment such as
microcomputers. They possess strong stenographic skills.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business administration and business technology courses are listed in the
course description section of this catalog.
Course of Study: The program emphasis is on the responsibilities of the
secretary who is called upon to work independently, solve problems and
make decisions.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
•

l'
3

Associate of Applied Science Degree - 90 credit hours; includes 75
credit hours of required courses and 15 credit hours of General
Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning
General Education classes.

Required Courses in Suggested Sequence - Administrative Secretary
lEC
COURSE NO

l'
5
2
5
4
5
4

5
5
5

3
3'
1
l'
l'
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3

'The OM" designation after the number indicates that the course is available
on Macintosh microcomputers. Not all campuses have Macintosh
availability.

Business Technology Programs
Portland Community College offers four associate degrees and four
certificate programs of study within the broad area of business technology.
Associate degree programs may be completed in approximately two years,
and a certificate program may be completed in one year, assuming the
student is enrolled on a full-time basis.
The Associate of Applied Science degrees in Business Technology are: Administrative secretary, administrative secretary (information/Word
processing emphasis), administrative secretary (office management
emphasis) and legal secretary. These applied science degrees emphasize
application skills to be used on the job upon completion of the degree
requirements.

TiTlE

HRJWK

LAB
HRJWK

CR

First Term
BT 111
BT 122
BT 2.580
PCM 30
WR 121

STENOGRAPHY I
TYPING II
PRE-TRANSCRIPTION SKILLS
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3

2
5

3
4
3

3'
3'

Second Term
BT
BT
BT
BT
BA

112
220
225
240
101

STENOGRAPHY II
BUSINESS MACHINES· CAlCULATORS
MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION
FILING
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS

3
2
3
4

2
5
2

3
3'
3'

1
5
2

3'
3'

Third Term
BT
BT
BT
BA
BA

116
123
113
285
2.101

OFFICE PROCEDURES
TYPING III
STENOGRAPHY III
BUSINESS RELATIONS
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING

3
3
3
3

3'
3
3

Fourth Term
BA
BA
BA
WR

226
244
251
214

BUSINESS LAW
INTRODUCTION TO RECOROS MANAGEMENT
OFFICE MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3
3

3'
3
3

Fifth Term
BT 124
WR 227
BT 2.170
BT 2172
BT 2.177
BT 2.180

TYPING IV (SKILLBUILDING)
TECHNICAL WRITING I
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS DOS
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING
BEGINNING SPREADSHEET
DATA BASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
MICROCOMPUTERS
GENERAL EDUCATION

5
5
5

3'
3
1
1
1

Sixth Term
BT 280AE
BT 280AB

COOPERATIVE ED SECRETARIAL (ADMIN)
COOPERATIVE ED: SECRETARlAl- SEMINAR
GENERAL EDUCATION

20

5'
l'
9
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, Prerequisites are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
28T 211,212, and 8T 213 will be required unless dictation tests at 100
words per minute have been mastered in 8T 113.
NOTE:Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every temn. Consultation with advisor is critical to the student's selection of
courses.

Administrative Secretary
(InformationIWord Processing Emphasis)

Course of Study: The program emphasis is on information systems,
machine transcription and the use of automated equipment such as
microcomputers and dedicated systems
pec offers the following form of recognition:
Associate of Applied Science Degree - 90 credit hours; includes 69
credit hours of required courses, 3 credit hours of approved electives
and 18 credit hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor
for assistance in planning General Education classes.

Required Courses in Suggested SequenceAdministrative Secretary (InformationlWord Processing Emphasis)
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

CR

First Term
BT 124
BT 2580
PCM 30
WR 121

220
122
101
214

116
225
285
2101

3
3
4
3
3'

3
4
3

BUSINESS MACHINES - CALCULATORS
TYPING II
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
GENERAL EDUCATION

5
5
4
3

3'
3'
4
3
3

OFFICE PROCEDURES
MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION
BUSINESS RELATIONS
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING
GENERAL EDUCATION

3'
3
3
3
3

3
2
3
3

Fourth Term
BT
BA
BA
BT
BT
BT
BT

201
226
244
2170
2.172
2177
2.180

CR

BT
BA
WA
BT

240
251
227
202

FILING
OFFICE MANAGEMENT
TECHNICAL WAITING I
WORD PROCESSING PROCEDURES II
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3
2

3'

BT 280AC
BT 280AD

1

F1
COOPEPATIVE ED: WORD PROCESSING
COOPEPATIVE ED: WORD PROCESSING - SEMINAR 1
GENEPAL EDUCATION

20

5'
l'
6

Administrative Secretary
(Office Management Emphasis)

pee offers

WORD PROCESSING PROCEDURES I
BUSINESS LAW
INTRODUCTION TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS DOS
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING
BEGINNING SPREADSHEET
DATA BASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
MICROCOMPUTERS
GENERAL EDUCATION
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1
3
3
5
5
5
5

3'
3
3
1
1
1
1
3

the following form of recognition:
Associate of Applied Science Degree - 95 credit hours; includes 68
credit hours of required courses, 12 credit hours of electives, and 15
credit hours of General Education Consult a program advisor for
assistance in planning General Education classes.

Required courses in suggested sequenceAdministrative Secretary (Office Management Emphasis)
LEC

LAB

HR/WK

HR/WK

CR

First Term
BA
BT
BT
BA

2101
121
2.580
101

INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING
TYPING I
PRE-TPANSCRIPTION SKILLS
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
GENEPAL EDUCATION

3'
3'
3'

3
4

Second Term
BA 211
PCM 30
BA 206
BT 122
SP 111

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS
TYPING II
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH

3'
4
3'
3
3

3
4
3
3

Third Term
BA
WA
BA
BT

251
121
212
220

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II
BUSINESS MACHINES - CALCULATORS
ELECTIVE

SA

Bl

SI
SA
B1

81

81

Career Description: Supervises and evaluates office personnel.
Establishes short range and long range plans for the office. Coordinates
office activities to meet organizational objectives Analyzes and organizes
office operations and procedures such as correspondence control,
personnel evaluation, and systematic records management.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business administration and business technology courses are listed in the
course description section of this catalog.
Courseof Study: Thisprogramistargetedforpeopleenrolledinbusinesstechnology
andil.Jsiressadministraliorcarrercour.ES,~IeOONaTlPlo~intusi~
interestedinbecomingofficemanagersorthosealreadyinofficemanagementwhowishto

TITLE

SA

om

2Approved electives are listed at the end of the Business Technology
program descriptions.
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to the student's selection of
courses.

COURSE NO

8T
\\R

Bl

Prerequisites are listed in the course description sections of this catalog

•

co
Fa

3'

updatetheirsk~ls
TYPING IV (SKILLBUILDING)
PRE-TPANSCRIPTION SKILLS
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

Third Term
BT
BT
BA
BA

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

Fifth Term

Second Term
BT
BT
BA
WA

rrns

Sixth Term

Career Description: An administrative secretary possesses skills and the
abilities to pertorm the tasks required in an office, and is also prepared to
assume secretarial responsibilities of an interpretive and decision-making
nature Administrative secretaries analyze the scope and variety of their
work in relation to the company's operations and set their own priorities
and schedules. They may be required to use automated equipment such as
microcomputers. They possess strong word processing skills.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business administration and business technology courses are listed in the
course description section of this catalog.

•

COURSE NO

5

3
3
3'
3'
3'

COURSE NO

TITlE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

Fourth Tenn
BT 2.170
WR 214
BT 240

INTRODUCTIONTO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
FILING
GENERAl EDUCATION
ElECTIVE

5

1
3
3
.6
3'

2

3'
3
3'
3
3'

3
3

Fifth Tenn
BA
BA
BT
WR

200
244
201
227

ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS: MICROCOMPUTERS
INTRODUCTIONTO RECORDSMANAGEMENT
WORD PROCESSING PROCEDURESI
TECHNICAL WRITING I
ELECTIVE

3
3
1
3

BUSINESS RELATIONS
SPREADSHEETS(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
DATA BASEAND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
MICROCOMPUTERS
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING
GENERAl EDUCATION
ElECTIVE

3

BT 2.172

3
3

5
5
5

l'
6
3'

'Smdents who have completed high school bookkeeping or possess work
experience with full-eycle bookkeeping responsibilities should substitute an
approved elective and start with BA 211 in the second term.
2l"yping IV may be substituted with permission of instructor.
3Restricted elective.
~Prerequisiles Ior business administration and business technology
courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
NOTE: Scheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to the student's selection of
courses.
Restricted Electives for the Office Management Option:
Prerequisites for these courses are listed in the course description section
of this catalog.
COURSE NO
BA 131
BA 213
BA 223
BA 224
BA 226
BA 238
BA 250
BT 9.240
SOP 101
SOP 105
SOP 111

Course of Study: This program is located at the Sylvania Campus.
However, individual courses may be available at another campus or center.
In addition to secretarial skills, the program emphasizes knowledge of legal
terminology and procedures.
PCC offers the following

Sixth Tenn
BA 285
BT 2.17B
BT 2.180

Legal Secretary
Career Description: In addition to handling secretarial responsibilities,
the legal secretary keyboards legal documents (such as wills, contracts,
complaints and motions), maintains client records, files court documents,
and may be required to use automated equipment such as microcomputers.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business administration and business technology courses are listed in the
course description section of this catalog.

LAB
LEC
TITlE
HR/WK HR/WK
COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS
4
1
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING III
3
PRINCiPlES OF MARKETING
3
PERSONNELMANAGEMENT
3
BUSINESS LAW
3
SAlES
3
SMAlL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
3
SURVEY OF TElECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY
3
PRINCiPlES OF MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION
3
INTERPERSONALCOMMUNICATION
3
CORRESPONDINGEFFECTIVElY AT WORK
3

fonn of recognition:

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree - 92 credit hours; includes 74
credit hours of required courses and 18 credit hours of General
Education. CONSULT WITH YOUR LEGAL INSTRUCTOR FOR
ASSISTANCE IN PLANNING YOUR SCHEDULE EACH TERM.
Required Courses in Suggested Sequence - Legal Secretary
LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

3

2
5

3
3'
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

2

3
3'
3
3
3

3
3
2
1
2
3

2
1
2

3'
3'
3'
3'

LEGAL PROCEDURESI
LEGAL TRANSCRIPTIONAND TERMINOLOGY
APPLIED STENOGRAPHYI
MICRO WORD PROCESSING
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
GENERAl EDUCATION

3
3
3

2
2
2

3'
3'
3'

5

3'
3

LEGAL PROCEDURESII
INTRODUCTIONTO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS
BEGINNINGSPREADSHEET
COOPERATIVEED: SECRETARIAl
COOPERATIVEED: SECRETARlAl- SEMINAR
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
GENERAl EDUCATION

3

1
5
5
12

3'
1
1
3'
l'
4
3

COURSE NO

TITlE

CR

First Tenn
BT
BT
WR
BT

111
122
121
240

STENOGRAPHYI
TYPING II
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
FILING
GENERAl EDUCATION

3
3

Second Term
BT 112
BT 2.580
BA 226
WR 214

STENOGRAPHYII
PRE-TRANSCRIPTIONSKILLS
BUSINESS LAW
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
GENERAl EDUCATION

Third Term

CR

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BA

113
116
225
201
2.590
2.101

"';i

STENOGRAPHYIII
OFFICE PROCEDURES
MACHINETRANSCRIPTION
WORD PROCESSINGPROCEDURESI
,BUSINESS EDITING SKILLS - PROOFREADING
INTRODUCTIONTO ACCOUNTING

4

1
3

Fourth Tenn
BT
BT
BT
BT

131
2.601
211
2.173

Fifth Tenn
BT 132
BT 2.170
BT 2.177
BT 280M
BT 280AB
PCM 30

1
4

Sixth Tenn
BT 2.521
BT 2.180
LA 105
BT 280M
BT 280AB

1D-KEY BUSINESS MACHINES
DATA BASEAND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
MICROCOMPUTERS
INTROTO LITIGATION I
COOPERATIVEED: SECRETARIAl
COOPERATIVEED: SECRETARIAl-SEMINAR
GENERAl EDUCATION

5
5
3
12

1
3
3'
l'
6
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, Prerequisites for business administration and business technology
courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
2BT212 and BT 213 will be required unless dictation tests at 100 words per
minute have been mastered in BT 211.
NOTE: SCheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to the student's selection of
courses.

NOTE: SCheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to the student's selection of
courses.

G

(I

c

ce
pt
p

a
b
d
C
th

Certificate Programs
Portland Community College offers several certificate programs within the
broad area of Business Technology. Certificate programs include General
Office Clerk, General Secretary, General Secretary (InformationlWord
Processing Emphasis) and Telecommunications Administration.

P

•

General Office Clerk
Career Description: A general office clerk performs a variety of clerical
duties such as answering phones, copying data, compiling records and
reports, tabulating and posting data in record books, and computing wages,
taxes, commissions and payments. The clerk may be responsible for cash,
receipts, bills, checks and inventory, and may operate various office
machines including microcomputers, open and distribute incoming mail,
. prepare outgoing mail, keep books and order supplies. In addition, a clerk
may perform clerical work in searching and investigating information
contained in files, including keeping files current and maintaining
necessary registers.
.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business administration and business technology courses are listed in the
course description section of this catalog.
Course of Study: This program is available at all PCC campuses. The
program emphasis is on typing, filing, business machines and machine
transcription.
pec offers the following fonnof recognition:
•

One-year Certificate of Completion - 48 credit hours; includes 44 credit
hours of required courses and 4 credit hours of approved electives.

Required Courses in Suggested Sequence - General Office Clerk
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HRfWK

•

One-year Certificate of Completion - 48 credit hours as outlined in the
suggested sequence of courses.
Required Courses in Suggested Sequence - General Secretary
COURSE NO

TYPING IV (SKILLBUILDING)
FILING
.BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

5
3
4
3
3

3'
3
4
3
3

Second Term
BT 122
BT 220
BT 2.580
BA 101
WR 214
BT 2.170

Career Description: The secretary performs general office work,
assisting company officials with executive and clerical duties. The secretary
takes and transcribes dictation, interviews office callers, answers and makes
phone calls, handles business mail, writes routine correspondence and may
use automated equipment such as a microcomputer.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business administration and technology courses are listed in the course
description section of this catalog.
Course of Study: The program emphasis is on shorthand, typing, filing,
business machines and machine transcription.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:

CR

First Tenn
BT 124
BT 240
PCM 30
BA 2.101
WR 121

General Secretary

TYPING II
BUSINESS MACHINES - CALCULATORS
PRE-TRANSCRIPTION SKILLS
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS

5
5
3
4
3

5

3'
3'
3'
4
3
1

Third Term
BT 116
BA 244
BA 285
BT 2.172
BT 2.177

OFFICE PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT
BUSINESS RELATIONS
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING
BEGINNING SPREADSHEET
ELECTIVE

1 Prerequisites

3
3
3
5
5

3'
3
3
1
l'
4

for business administration and business technology
courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
2For your elective credits, choose BT 225 Machine Transcription and one
additional microcomputer course with a BT prefix: BT 2.173-BT 2.1 B3 and
BT 2.590 Business Editing Skills: Proofreading.
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TITLE

LEC
HRfWK

LAB
HR/WK

3

2
5

3'
3'
3'
4
3

2
5
2

3'
3'
3'
3
3
1

CR

First Tenn
BT 111
BT 122
BT 2.580
PCM 30
WR 121

STENOGRAPHYI
TYPING II
PRE-TRANSCRIPTIONSKILLS
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3
4
3

Second Term
BT 112
BT 220
BT 225
BT 240
WR 214'
BT 2.170

STENOGRAPHYII
BUSINESS MACHINES - CALCULATORS
MACHINETRANSCRIPTION
FILING
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
INTRODUCTIONTO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS

3

OFFICEPROCEDURES
STENOGRAPHYIII
TYPING IV (SKILLBUILDING)
BUSINESS RELATIONS
INTRODUCTIONTO ACCOUNTING
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING

3
3

2
3
3

5

Third Term
BT
BT
BT
BA
BA
BT

116
113
124
285
2.101
2.172

1

2
5

3
3
5

'Prerequisites for business administration and business technology
courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
NOTE: Not all courses are offered every term. Consultation with advisor is
critical to the student's selection of courses.

3'
3'
3
3
3
l'

,
General Secretary
(Information/Word Processing Emphasis)

Program Prerequisites: The telecommunications administration courses
are primarily aimed at the individual currently working in some aspect of
telecommunications. BT 9.240 - Survey of Telecommunication Industry is a
prerequisite for all other telecommunications administration courses. There
are no prerequisites for entry into the Survey course; however, the Survey
curriculum has been developed based on the assumption that the student
has had some prior experience with voice and data systems.

Career Description: The operator in an informationi\Yord processing
center keyboards information on automated equipment such as microcomputers or dedicated systems from hard copy or transcription equipment.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in English
and in computational skills. Additional skill requirements for individual
business administration and business technology are listed in the course
description section of this catalog.
Course of Study: The program emphasis is on machine transcription and
the use of automated equipment.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
•

One-year Certificate of Completion - 49 credit hours as outlined in the
suggested sequence of courses.
Required Courses in Suggested Sequence General Secretary (Informationl'Nord Processing Emphasis)

COURSE NO

TITlE

LEC
HR/WK

Individuals who would like to become telecommunications specialists must
meet the education and experience requirements of the job titles previously
listed and then acquire telecommunications knowledge and skills through
on-the-job training, specially seminars and formal coursework at a college
or a university.

LAB
HR/WK

CR

5

3'

5

1

First Term
BT 124
BT 2170
BT 2173
BT 2.580
BA 101
WR 121

TYPING IV (SKILLBUILDlNG)
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS
MICRO WORD PROCESSING
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
PRE-TRANSCRIPTION SKILLS
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

5

3

3'
3'

4

4

3

3

Second Term
BT 122
WR 214
BA 285
BT 240
BT 2.172
BT 2.178
BT 2180

TYPING II
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
BUSiNESS RELATIONS
FILING
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING
SPREADSHEETS (BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
DATA BASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
MICROCOMPUTERS

5

3'

3

3

3
3

3

3
5
5

1

3

5

Third Term
BT
BT
BT
BT
BA

116
123
225
201
244

OFFICE PROCEDURES
TYPING III
MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION
WORD PROCESSING PROCEDURES I
INTRODUCTION TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT

3
2
1
3

Course of Study: The telecommunications administration courses are
offered at the Cascade Campus. The courses are designed to prepare or
upgrade individuals for the position of telecommunications specialist in
business, industry and other public and private organizations. Organizations that use telephones, computers, word processors and electronic mail
systems need qualified personnel to manage their communications
systems .

1

3'

5
2

3'

4

3'

3'
3

'Prerequisites for business administration and business technology
courses are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
NOTE: SCheduling requirements may prevent all courses from being offered
every term. Consultation with advisor is critical to the student's selection of
courses.

Telecommunications Administration
Certificate Program
Career Description: The telecommunications specialist is involved with
the day-to-day operations of telecommunications systems and facilities,
which may include telephone and data systems, networks, transmission
facilities, documentation and accounting. In addition, the telecommunications specialist may analyze the needs for additions and modifications to
telecommunications systems and facilities.
Most organizations acquire voice and data systems, train existing personnel
to operate and manage these systems and develop job descriptions and
reporting relationships that are appropriate to meeting the organization's
objectives. Typical job titles that may have telecommunications specialist
responsibilities are analysts, technicians, switchboard operators/
supervisors, secretariesAvord processors, administrative assistants,
managers and management trainees and accountants.

Because most telecommunications specialists have acquired their skills on
hardware and software that is specific to their job situation, members of
local industry, including the Tele-Communications Association (TCA),
asked PCC to develop a telecommunications administration curriculum that
is applicable throughout the industry.
PCC offers nine three-credit-hour courses in telecommunications
administration. Classes will be scheduled, according to the demands of
students and local industry, during the evening to accommodate the
daytime working student. All of the telecommunications courses will
transfer to Marylhurst College toward a Bachelor's Degree in Business
Management (Telecommunication Systems Management option).
Marylhurst's program is an upper-division curriculum, primarily aimed at
preparing individuals for the position of telecommunications manager and
positions further up in the management hierarchy. Students interested in
pursuing coursework beyond the PCC telecommunications courses should
contact a PCC Business Department advisor at the Cascade Campus, 2446111, ext. 5317, for help in planning a curriculum that meets the
individual's objectives.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
•

Certificate of Completion - successful completion of the 27 credit hours
of Telecommunications Administration courses as outlined below.
Contact the Cascade Business Department for information.
Telecommunications administration courses: Consult the term schedule of
classes for the times and locations of telecommunications administration
courses.
BT 9.240 or equivalent knowledge is a prerequisite for all other courses.
COURSE NO
BT 9.240
BT 9.242
BT 9243
BT 9.244
BT 9.245
BT 9.246
BT 9.247
BT 9248
BT 9249

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
SURVEY OF TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY
3
TELECOMMUNICATION ADMINiSTRATION
3
BASIC DATA COMMUNICATION
3
LOCAL AREA NETWORKING (LAN) AND
OFFICE SYSTEM INTEGRATION
3
BUSINESS TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
3
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS AND NETWORK DESIGN
3
REGULATION OF THE TELECOMMUNICATION
INDUSTRY
3
VENDOR'S SERVICES
3
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS: PLANNING,
DESIGN, INSTALLATION & MAlNT
3

CR
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

3

I
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Approved Electives for Business Technology Programs:
Prerequisites for business administration and business technology courses
are listed in the course description section of this catalog.
LEC
LAB
COURSE NO
BT 111
BT 121
BT 123
BT 124
BT 201
BT 202
BT 211
BT 212
BT 213
BT 214
BT 220
BT 240
BA 203
BA 200
BA 211
BA 218
BA 227
BA 250
BA 251
BA 2.101
BT 2.170
BT 2.170M
BT 2.171
BT 2.172
BT 2.172M
BT 2.173
BT 2.173M
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT

2.174
2.174M
2.175
2.175M
2.176
2.177
2.177M
2.178
2.178M

BT 2.180
BT 2.18OM
BT 2.181
BT 2.181M
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT
BT

2.182
2.182M
2.183
2.183M
2.590
9.240
9.242
cs 101
EC 201
PCM 30
PSY 101
SP 111
WR 227

HRlWK HRlWK
TITLE
3
2
STENOGRAPHY I
5
TYPING I
5
TYPING III
5
TYPING IV (SKILLBUILDING)
WORD PROCESSING PROCEDURES I
1
4
2
3
WORD PROCESSING PROCEDURES II
3
2
APPLIED STENOGRlfHY I
3
2
APPLIED STENOGRAPHY II
APPLIED STENOGRAPHY III
3
2
SHORTHAND SKILLBUILDING
3
2
5
BUSINESS MACHINES - CAlCULATORS
3
FILING
INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAl BUSINESS
3
MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTAlS
3
3
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING I
3
PERSONAL FINANCE
BUSINESS LAW II
3
3
SMAlL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
3
OFFICE MANAGEMENT
3
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING
5
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS
4
INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: BASICS
8
5
KEYBOARDING ON MICROCOMPUTERS
5
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING
WORD PROCESSING ON MICROS: BEGINNING
8
4
MICRO WORD PROCESSING
5
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
WORD PROCESSING ON MICROS
2
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
2
4
INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: HARD DISK
8
4
INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: HARD DISK
8
8
4
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
4
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
8
5
lD-KEY INSTRUCTION ON MICROCOMPUTERS
5
BEGINNING SPREADSHEET
SPREADSHEETS ON MICROS: BEGINNING
8
4
5
SPREADSHEETS (BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
SPREADSHEETS ON MICROS
2
2
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
DATA BASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
5
MICROCOMPUTERS
4
8
DATA BASE ON MICROS: BEGINNING
DATABASE MANAGEMENT ON MICROCOMPUTERS
5
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
DATA BASE ON MICROS
2
2
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
5
DESKTOP PUBLISHING ON MICROCOMPUTERS
4
DESKTOP PUBLISHING ON MICROS
5
PROJECT MANAGEMENT ON MICROCOMPUTERS
8
4
PROJECT MANAGEMENT ON MICROS
BUSINESS EDITING SKILLS - PROOFREADING
2
3
SURVEY OF TElECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY
3
TELECOMMUNICATION ADMINISTRATION
4
2
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: CONCEPTS
PRINCiPlES OF ECONOMICS: INTRO,
3
INSTITUTIONS & PHILOSOPHIES
4
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS
3
PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN RELATIONS
3
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH
3
TECHNICAL WRITING I

I'

li:
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CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
l'

'The "M" designation after the number indicates that the course is available
on Macintosh microcomputers. Not all campuses have Macintosh
availability.
Small Business Development Center
Special services for small businesses are offered by PCC's Small Business
Development Center. For information, see the Special Programs and
Services section of this catalog.

3
3'
1
l'
1
l'
1
1
l'
3
3'
1
l'
3
3'
1
I'
1
l'
1
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
3

Civil Engineering
Technology
Sylvania Campus
Science Technology Building B-8
244-6111, ext. 4163
Career Description: Civil engineering technicians assist civil
engineers in planning, design and construction of highways,
underground utilities, bridges, dams, buildings and environmental protection facilities.
Program Prerequisites:
Students entering Civil Engineering
Technology must have: 1) A knowledge of elementary algebra
(i.e., recent completion of PCM 60 with PCM 65 recommended),
and 2) skill in reading, writing and conversational English
(placement in WR 115 and DER 115). High sch~ol courses in
chemistry and' physics are helpful, but not required,
Course of Study: Students have a choice of four engineering
technology programs: Civil, Electronic, Software or Mechanical.
Information regarding Electronic, Mechanical and Software
Engineering Technology may be obtained elsewhere in this
catalog.
Civil Engineering Technology students receive instruction in
mathamatlcs, mechanics, soils, hydraulics, surveying, struclures, construction materials, pollution control, computer-aided
drawing and project management.

Students receiving an associate of applied science degree in Civil
Engineering Technology may transfer to the Oregon Institute of
Technology with junior standing either in their major or in
Industrial Management. B.S. degrees in Civil Engineering
Technology or Industrial Management are available through OIT's
Metro Campus and Klamath Falls Campus. Consult a program advisor for
help in program planning.
PCCoffers the following fonns of recognition:
•

Two-year Certificate of Completion: 92 credit hours of required courses.

• Associate of Applied Science Degree: 110 credit hours; includes 92
credit hours of required courses plus 18 credit hours of General
Gducation. Consult a program advisor for help in planning General
Gducation classes.
Suggested

Sequence

COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

6.1010C
6.1020C
6.1030C
6.1040C

STATICS
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ORIENTATION
SPATIAL GEOMETRY
TECHNICAL ALGEBRA/TRIGONOMETRY
GENERAL EDUCATION

See an advisor for help in selecting General Education electives and
confirm that your selections are on PCC's list of approved General
Education courses.
CR

2
1
2

4

4

6

2
1

3
9
3

3
3

6
3

5
3
1

8
7

6201
6.202
6203
6.204

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
TECHNICAL ENGINEERING PHYSICS
INTRODUCTION TO THERMODYNAMICS
TECHNICAL ALGEBRA WITH
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
TECHNICAL CHEMISTRY
ENGINEERING SEMINAR
GENERALEDUCATION

CET 6.205
CET 6.206

4
2
1

3
3
5
3'

1

3'

third Term
CET630lOC
CET6.302
CET6.303
GE 115

APPLIED CALCULUS
SURVEYINGFUNDAMENTALS
ENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGY
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS I
GENERAL EDUCATION

10
1

3
9

2
3
3'

3
3
3
3

4

Fourth Term
CET 6.401
CET 6.402
CET 6403
GE 226

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY I:
WATER QUALITY
FLUID MECHANICS
REINFORCED CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY
PLANE SURVEYING
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3
3

4
4
4

3'

FlhhTerm
CET 6.150
CET 6.151
CET 6.152
CET 6.153

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY II:
HYDROLOGY AND HAZARDOUS WASTES
SOIL MECHANICS
BOUNDARY SURVEYING
COMPUTER AIDED DRAWING I
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3
1

3
3
3
6

4
4
4

3
3'

Sixth Term
CET 6.160
CET
CET
CET
CET

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY III:
WATER AND AIR TREATMENT
6.161
ROUTE SURVEYING
6.162
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
6.163
COMPUTER AIDED DRAWING II
6.28OAA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION:
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3
1

3
3
6
8

20ptional cooperative education work experience placements are available.
For more information, see an advisor.

4

Second Term
CET
CET
CET
CET

Physical Education and Health: Three credits recommended for OIT
transfers.
Science and Mathematics: MTH 103 and MTH 104 are suggested.
Business: No suggestions.

First Term
CET
CET
CET
CET

below are required for the A.A.S. degree. A maximum of 12 credits is
allowed in each area except physical education and health in which a
maximum of three credits is allowed.
Arts and Humanities: WR 121, WR 122, and WR 227 are required for the
AAS. degree and it is recommended that these courses be completed by
the end of the of the fourth term. SP 111 is recommended for OIT transfers.
Social Science: PSY 201 is recommended for OIT transfers.

4

4
3
3
2'
3'

,Eighteen credits of General Education covering three of the five areas listed

Computer Field Service
Cascade Campus
Jackson Hall 218
244-6111, ext. 5317, 5257
Career Description: The computer field service technician installs,
repairs, adjusts and aligns computers as required by business and industry.
In addition, the technician performs on-site preventive and remedial
maintenance on computers in business and industry.
Program Prerequisites: Students must demonstrate, by appropriate test,
eligibility to enter all first term classes. The prerequisites for each course
are listed with the course descriptions section of this catalog. Entry into the
second year of the program requires completion of all first year courses
with a grade of C or better in each course, or demonstrated equivalent
proficiency. Departmental approval and space availability are required for
advance placement.
Success in this field is partly dependent on the ability to visually distinguish colors and very small detail and on manual dexterity, which will
include the ability to handle and manipulate small, delicate parts.
Course of Study: This program will be offered starting each fall term as
daytime classes. Another group will be admitted winter term if resources
and enrollment permit. Students wishi ng to enroll must contact the
Computer Field Service Department, since space in the program is limited.

pec offers the following form of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree: 96 credit hours; includes 78
credit hours of required technical courses plus 18 credit hours of
General Education. Consult a program advisor for help in planning
General Education classes.
Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

4
4
3

3
3
3

CR

First Term
CFS 6.710
CFS 6.711
CFS6.121

ELECTRICALFUNDAMENTALS I
ELECTRICALFUNDAMENTALSII
INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERSYSTEMS
GENERALEDUCATION

5
5
4
3
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COURSE NO

TITLE

SIU

LEC
LAB
HRJWK HR/WK

CR

Second Term
CFS 6.722
CFS 6.723
CFS 6.127

DIGITAL FUNDAMEflTALS I
DIGITAL FUNDAMEflTALS II
SOLID STATE CIRCUITS
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS I
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS II
BUSINESS RELATIONS
INTRO TO TECHNICAL WRITING
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
3

3
3
3

Third Term
CFS 6.730
CFS 6.731
BA 285
WR 1.127

4
4
3
3
3

3
3

Summer Term
CFS 6.280M

COOPERATIVE ED: COMPUTER FIELD SERVICE
TECHNOLOGY

20

5'

'Summer cooperative cducation may be substituted for the fourth term
Cooperative Education requirement with departmental approval. This is a
variable credit course. Contact a department advisor for further information.
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CFS 6.280AB

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS I
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
APPLICATION AND SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING
COOPERATIVE ED: COMPUTER FIELD
SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
COOPERATIVE ED: COMPUTER FIELD
SERVICETECHNOLOGY - SEMINAR

3
3
3

3
3
3

4
4
4

20

5

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS II
3'
OPERATING SYSTEMS
3
COMPUTER MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOTING I 3
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3

4
4
4
3

NETWORK AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS
3
COMPUTER MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOTING 113
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS AND
CUSTOMER RELATIONS
3
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3

4
4

3

4
3

Sixth Term
CFS 6.261
CFS 6.263
CFS6.265

Casacade Campus
Jackson Hall21B
244-6111, ext. 5317
Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/212
244-6111, ext. 7227
Soulheasat Center
Room A5
244-6111, exl. 6903
Sylvania Campus
Social Science Building
244-6111, exl. 4393

Sp
ap

pro
pre
Bu
(Pc

PC
II

Su

co
B17

Fi
. CiS
BA

CR

Fifth Term
CFS6.241M
CFS 6.252
CFS 6.253

ins
sp;

MT

Fourth Term
CFS6.251M
CFS 6.242
CFS 6.221
CFS6.280M

Computer
Information Systems

Programs:
Computer Information Systems - Programmer/Analyst
Data Processing - Computer Operator

~

Computer Information Systems·
Programmer/Analyst

Se

Career Description: The computer programmer/analyst is responsible
for all phases of program design and development. This includes problem
definition, analysis, detailed logic development, coding, testing, implementation (in high and very high level languages), verifying the program
accuracy and preparing program documentation. Programmer/analysts
may also be called upon to provide technical support 10 others who may be
using very high level programming languages.
Program Prerequisites: The first term major courses in this program
(CIS 101, CIS 102) require no prerequisites. However, in order to follow
the recommended sequence of courses, candidates should be ready to enter
WR 121 and MTH 100 (readiness can be demonstrated through placement
tests or documented, previous college level work). Those candidates with
insufficient background to enter at this level may need to extend the time it
takes to complete the program. Faculty advisors will provide information
regarding options to those students who may need to take preparatory
course work.
Course of Study: Graduates of the program are generally initially
employed as computer programmer/analysts; however, the program also
inlroduces students to other specialties in the field of business information
systems so that other technical positions may be available.

~

This program parallels the DPMA (Data Processing Management
Association) curriculum for the lower division undergraduate program in
computer information systems. It is intended to cover the material
described in the courses designated as CIS-1 through CIS-6 and the
corresponding business and General Education courses as required by the
DPMA curriculum.
Depending on the number of positions available, interested and qualified
students are placed in cooperative education positions with local
institutions and companies.
Because of rapid changes in information technology, this program is
frequently revised and updated. Please contact the departmenl for current
program information.
The student is expected to work with an advisor in planning term by term
class schedules leading toward fulfillment of all program requirements.
Students with academic problems should contact an advisor at the earliest
opportunity.

Ck

CI

W
BA

II!

TI
CI
SA

~
W
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CI
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I:
"

Students who plan to work toward a bachelor's degree at a four-year
institution should contact the college or university of their choice to obtain
specific information on transferability. Many of the courses in the CIS
program are transferable to the Linfield College Bachelor of Arts Degree
program in Systems Analysis, to the University of Portland program in
Business Computer Systems and to the Oregon Institute of Technology
(Portland Center) program in Industrial Management -Information Systems
Special ization. A faculty advisor will provide specific information on
appropriate coursework.
PCCoffers the following fonn of recognition:
Associate of Applied Science Degree - 104 credit hours; includes 86
credit hours of required CIS, EDP, mathematics and business courses
and 18 credit hours of General Education courses.
Suggested Sequence
LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

TITLE

CR

First Tenn
CIS 101
MTH 100
BA 211
WR 121
CIS 102

INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS:CONCEPTS
INTERMEDIATEALGEBRA
PRINCIPLESOF ACCOUNTING I
ENGLISHCOMPOSITION
INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS:
MICRO APPLICATIONS

4
4
3
3

2

4'
4
3
3

2

INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS:PROGRAMDESIGN4
COMPUTEROPERATIONSI
3
COLLEGEALGEBRAFORBUSINESS
4
PRINCIPLESOF ACCOUNTING II
3
BUSINESSCOMMUNICATIONS
3

2
3

APPLICATION PROGRAMDEVELOPMENTI (COBOL) 4
PRINCIPLESOFACCOUNTING III
3
TECHNICAL WRITING I
3
STATISTICSI
4
ELECTIVE

2

4

4
4

3
3
4
3
3
4A2
4

To enter the fourth term CIS courses, students should have completed all of
the required non-major courses specified in terms one, two and three, or
have obtained a waiver issued by the department chair.
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HRlWK

CR

Fourth Term
CIS 233C
CIS 245
PHL 221
SDP lOS

APPLICATION PROGRAMDEVELOPMENTII (COBOL) 4
OPERATINGSYSTEMS
4
SYMBOLIC LOGIC
3
INTERPERSONALCOMMUNICATION
3
ELECTIVE
3

2
2

APPLICATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTIII (COBOL)4
DATA BASEPROGRAMDEVELOPMENT
4
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS METHODS
4
ELECTIVE
3

2
2

SPECIAL STUDIES:4TH GENERATIONLANGUAGES
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
STRUCTUREDSYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
GENERALPSYCHOLOGY
3

2
2

4
4

3
3
3A2

Fifth Tenn
CIS 234
CIS 275
CIS 244

4
4
4

3A2

Sixth Term
CIS 299
CIS 278
CIS 246
PSY 201

CS 233U
CIS 122D
CIS 122S

CIS 280M
CS 261
CS 249
CST 2.110
CST 2312

LAB
HR/WK

INTRODUCTIONTO UNIX
3
C PROGRAMMING
4
DATA BASEMANAGEMENTFORMICROCOMPUTERS4
ELECTRONICSPREADSHEETSFOR
MICROCOMPUTERS
4
ADVANCED PROGRAMDEVELOPMENT(BASIC)
4
ASSEMBLERLANGUAGEPROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT(BAL)
COOPERATIVEWORK EXPERIENCE
COMPUTERSCIENCE:PASCAL I
4
INTRODUCTIONTO PROGRAMMINGIN FORTRAN 4
PROGRAMDESIGNTECHNIQUES- PASCAL
4
INTRODUCTIONTO UNIX - SYSTEM V
4

3
2
2

CR
3
4
4

2
2

2

4

16
2
2
2
2

4
4

4
4
4

EDP2.112

COMPUTEROPERATIONSII

3

3

4'

'Students who take EDP 2.112 are eligible for the one-year certificate in
Computer Operations after completing their fourth term in the CIS
Programmer/Analyst program.
Course equivalencies:
MTH 101 for MTH 105
WR 122 for WR 214
WR 123 for WR 227
SOP 107 for PSY 201
SP 111, SP 215, SP 130 or SP 100 for SOP 105
MTH 231 for PHL 221

Data Processing· Computer Operator

Third Term
CIS 133C
BA 213
WR 227
MTH 103

Electives:
cs 140

LEC
HR/WK

TITLE

Recommended:

Second Term
CIS 103
EDP2.111
MTH 105
BA 212
WR 214

COURSE NO

CIS 233B
CIS 254

•

COURSE NO

Programming

ICIS 101 is also available in a three-eredit hour telecourse format. A one
credit lab (CIS 109) may be taken with the telecourse for the four full
credits.
2For students wishing to transfer to a four-year college or university, MTH
106 Elementary Calculus may be taken in place of MTH 103 during the
third term. Also, in place of the elective in the fourth and fifth terms,
students may take MTH 103 Statistics I and MTH 104 Statistics II
respectively.

3

Career description: The computer operator operates computer
equipment and monitors the execution of computer programs. Job duties
may also include the analysis and reporting of the performance and
utilization of a computer system. Lead positions are also responsible for
supervision of other staff and recommendations for selection of computers
and peripheral equipment.
Program Prerequisites: The first term major courses in this program
(CIS 101, CIS 102) require no prerequisites. However, in order to follow
the recommended sequence of courses, candidates should be ready to enter
WR 121 and PCM 70 (readiness can be demonstrated through placement
tests or documented, previous college level work). Those candidates with
insuflicient background to enter at this level may need to extend the time it
takes to complete the program Faculty advisors will provide information
about options to those students who may need to take preparatory
coursework.
Course of StUdy: The certificate program is intended to prepare the
student for employment as a computer operator on a small computer
system or as an assistant operator or auxiliary equipment operator on a
large computer system. Completion of the two-year degree program will
Qualify a student for employment as a computer operator on a medium to
large scale computer system. The degree program also includes course
work in operations management to prepare students for future supervisory
positions.
Depending on the number of positions available, interested and Qualified
students are placed in cooperative education positions with local
institutions and companies.
Because of rapid changes in information technology, this program is
frequently revised and updated Please contact the department at for current
program information.
The students are expected to work with an advisor in planning both term by
term schedules and fulfilling the total program requirements Students with
academic problems should contact an advisor at the earliest opportunity
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Approved Electives:

Students who plan to work toward a bachelor degree at a four year
institution should contact the college or university of their choice to obtain
specific information on transferability. Some of the courses in the Data
Processing - Computer Operator program are transferable to the Linfield
College Bachelor of Arts Degree program in Systems Analysis and to the
University of Portland program in Business Computer Systems. A faculty
advisor will provide specific information on appropriate course work.

pce offers

LEe
LAB
COURSENO TITlE
HR/WK HRJWK
BA 212
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING II
3
BA 213
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING III
3
BA 226
BUSINESSLAW
3
CIS 233C
APPLICATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTII (COBOL) 4
PHL 221
SYMBOLIC LOGIC
3
MTH 105
COLLEGEALGEBRAFORBUSINESS
4
MTH 231
DISCRETEMATH
4
CIS 122D
DATA BASEMANAGEMENT FORMICROCOMPUTERS4
2
CIS 122S
ELECTRONICSPREADSHEETSFOR
MICROCOMPLITERS
4
2
CIS 210M
MICROCOMPLITERAPPUCATIONS II
4
2

the following forms of recognition:

•

One-year Certificate of Completion - 47 credit hours as outlined in the
suggested sequence of courses.
• Associate of Applied Scieoce Degree - 93 credit hours; includes 76
credit hours of required EDP, CIS, mathematics and business courses
and 1B credit hours of General Education courses.
Suggested Sequence
Certificate Program and First-year Degree Program
LEC
COURSENO TiTlE

LAB

HR/WK HR/WK

CR

CR
3
3
3
4
3
4
4
4

Course Equivalencies:
WR 122 for WR 214
WR 123 for WR 227
SDP 107 for PSY 201
SP 111, SP 215, SP 130 or SP 100 for SDP 105

First Term
CIS 101
CIS 102
WR 121
PCM 70

INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS: CONCEPTS
INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS
MICRO APPLICATIONS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ALGEBRA I & II REVIEW

4
3
4

4
3
4

Second Term
CIS 103
EDP2111
WR 214
BA 2101

INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS PROGRAM DESIGN4
COMPLITEROPERATIONSI
3
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
3
INTRODUCTIONTO ACCOUNTING
3

2
3

COMPLITEROPERATIONSII
BASIC OPERATINGSYSTEMS
4
APPLICATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTI (COBOL) 4
TECHNICAL WRITING I
3
GENERALPSYCHOLOGY
3

3
2
2

4
4
3
3

Criminal
Justice Careers
Cascade Campus
Terrell Hall Room 401
244-6111, ext. 5288, 5209

Third Term
EDP2.112
EDP2105
CIS 133C
WR Z27
PSY 201

4'
4
3
3

Certificate students may substitute CIS 245 Operating Systems for EDP
2.105.

Criminal Justice

1

Fourth Term
EDP 2113
MTH 100
BA 211

ADVANCED COMPUTER OPERATIONSI
INTERMEDIATEALGEBRA
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING I
ELECTIVE

3
4
3
3

ADVANCED COMPUTER OPERATIONSII
OPERATINGSYSTEMS
ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS MICROCOMPUTERS
INTERPERSONALCOMMUNICATION

3
4
3
3

4
4
3
3'

Fifth Term
EDP2114
CIS 245
BA 200
SDP 105

3
2
2

4
4
3
3

24
3

6
4
3'

Sixth Term
EDP2.280M
EDP2134

COOPERATIVEED:
ADVANCED COMPUTER OPERATIONS
OPERATIONSMANAGEMENT
ELECTIVE

3

'The student must have approval from the Department Chair on the
selection of an elective.
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Programs:
Criminal Justice
Correctional Administration
Industrial/Retail Security
Career Description: Persons in the criminal justice field may work in a
municipal, county, state or federal law enforcement organization or
corrections system. Other positions requiring law enforcement training are
available at all levels of government and in private industry. Duties range
from crime prevention programs to investigative and uniform patrol duties.
Technical skills such as data processing and criminalistics are used to
support overall law enforcement operations.
Program Prerequisites: Student must demonstrate through transcripted
record or by appropriate placement test score the following:
Reading comprehension
Spelling
English
Writing sample demonstrating readiness for WR 121
Math competency for graduation for all PCC programs
Student must also consult a program advisor to affirm educational goals
and background information that may affect a person's hiring (use of drugs,
felony arrest. etc.) A student should also be prepared to discuss with the
advisor any physical, mental, or emotional conditions that may affect
employment. All students must attend an orientation prior to acceptance
into the program.
Course of Study: Students may earn a degree or a certificate in the
Criminal Justice program at Portland Community College. The Associate of
Science Transfer program (to a four-year college or university) offers a
balanced curriculum that provides students with a background in
professional, law-related courses, reinforced by General Education
offerings.

The Associate of Applied Science Degree emphasizes skills required for
entrance into law enforcement professions.
Pee offers the following fonns of recognition:

COURSE NO

Associate of Science Degree - 90 credit hours are required (a maximum
of 108 credit hours are transferable to a four-year institution). See a
program advisor for other curriculum options.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree - 92 credit hours; includes 75
credit hours of required courses and 18 credit hours of General
Education. Consult a program advisor for help in planning General
Education classes. This program is designed for people already
professionally employed in the field.

HPE 298
SOC 204
WR 121

213
228
203
220

SOC 205
SP 111
WR 122
CJA 219
CJA 217

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEM - COURTS
GENERAl SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL CHANGE TRENDS IN GROUP BEHAVIOR
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
INTRODUCTION TO POLICE COMMUNITY
RELATIONS & CRIME PREVENTION
INTERVIEWING & INTERROGATION

COURSE NO

CJA 212
CJA 215
SOC 206
CJA 280M

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEM - CORRECTIONS
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL LAW
FORENSIC SCIENCE & CRIMINALISTICS
GENERAl SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL PROBLEMSCONFORMITY AND DEVIANCE
COOPERATIVE ED: CRIMINAL JUSTICE

CJA 111

LEC
HRIWK

LAB
HRlWK

CR

3
2

2

3'

243
214
201
218

NARCOTICS & DANGEROUS DRUGS
INTRO TO CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
GENERAl PSYCHOLOGY
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSPECTIVES OF
VIOLENCE & AGGRESSION
ELECTIVE

CJA 112

3
3
3'

SP 111
WR 122
CJA 219

3
3
3

HPE 298
WR 121

CJA217
3

3

3
3
3

3
3'
3

CJA 210
CJA 211
PSY 202

INTRO TO JUVENILE CORRECTIONS
INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMICS OF JUVENILE
BEHAVIOR
ARREST, SEARCH & SEIZURE
INTRO TO CIVIL LAW
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

LAB
HRlWK

CR

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEM - POLICE
HEALTH & FITNESS FOR LIFE
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

3
2
3
3

2

3
3'
3
3'

3
3

3'
3'

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINALJUSTICE
SYSTEM - COURTS
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
INTRODUCTION TO POLICE COMMUNITY
RELATIONS & CRIME PRMNTION
INTERVIEWING & INTERROGATION
ELECTIVE

3
3
3

3
3'
3

3
3
3

3'
3'
3'

3
3

3
3
3'
3'

Third Term
CJA 113
PSY 111
CJA 212
CJA 215
PS 203

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEM - CORRECTIONS
PERSONALITY & DMLOPMENT
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL LAW
FORENSIC SCIENCE & CRIMINALISTICS
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

3
3

Fourth Tenn
CJA 218
3

3
3'
3'

3
3
12

3
3'

3
3
3

3'
3'
3

CJA 214
CJA 243

3
4

3'
4'

3

3'4

3
3
3
3

3'
3'
3'
3

CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSPECTIVES OF
VIOLENCE & AGGRESSION
INTRO TO CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
NARCOTICS & DANGEROUS DRUGS
ELECTIVE

3
3
3
3

3'
3'
3'
3'

INTRO TO CIVIL LAW
3
ARREST, SEARCH & SEIZURE
3
INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRlALJRETAIL SECURITY 3
INTRODUCTION TO DYNAMICS OF
JUVENILE BEHAVIOR
3
INTRO TO JUVENILE CORRECTIONS
3
ELECTIVE
3

3'
3'
3'

Fifth Tenn
CJA
CJA
CJA
CJA

211
210
220M
226

CJA 222

Fifth Tenn
CJA 222
CJA 226

LEC
HRlWK

TITLE

Second Term

Fourth Tenn
CJA
CJA
PSY
CJA

3'
3'
3
3
3'

First Tenn

Third Term
CJA 113

3
3
3
3
3

Suggested Sequence - Criminal Justice Associate of Applied Science

Second Term
CJA 112

INTRO TO EVIDENCE
POLICE REPORTWRITING
GENERAl PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY: APPLIED
ELECTIVE

Program permission required
SP 100 may be substituted for SP 111
3 See program advisor
~ Students have option of taking either: CJA 217 or CJA 219 in the second
term and CJA 222 or CJA 226 in the fifth term

First Tenn
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
SYSTEM - POll CE
HEALTH & FITNESS FOR LIFE
GENERAL SOCIOLOGY: SOCIOLOGY
IN EVERYDAY LIFE
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

CJA
WR
PSY
PSY

1

Students who plan to transfer to law enforcement. social science, social
work or General Education programs at a four-year institution should
contact that institution for transfer information and see the department
chairperson for specific institutional requirements.

CJA 111

CR

2

Suggested Sequence - Criminal Justice Associate of Science (Transfer
Program)

TITLE

LAB
HRIWK

Sixth Tenn

•

COURSE NO

LEC
HRlWK

TITLE

3'
3'
3

Sixth Tenn
CJA
CJA
WR
PSY
SOC

213
280M
228
220
206

INTRO TO EVIDENCE
COOPERATIVE ED: CRIMINAL JUSTICE
POLICE REPORT WRITING
PSYCHOLOGY: APPLIED
GENERAl SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL PROBLEMSCONFORMITY AND DEVIANCE
ELECTIVE

3
3
3

3'
3'
3'
3

3
3

3
3'

12

(loonoles on page 60)
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1

Program permission required

IndustriallRetaii Security

2

SP 100 may substituted for SP 111

Career Description: Individuals work as security guards and administrators of security systems in public and private businesses and industries.
Program Prerequisites: Students with long-range goals of employment
in law enforcement or security are admitted. Interested students should
contact the chairperson of the Government Services Department if they
intend to pursue this program.
Course of Study: This is a training program that deals with security and
administration by means of a curriculum that allows individuals to develop
skills marketable in the private sector. The certificate program may be
completed independently or in conjunction with an Associate of Applied
Science Criminal Justice Degree program.
pcc offers the following form of recognition:
• One-year Certificate of Completion - 45 credit hours of required
courses.

See program advisor
4 Students have option of taking either: CJA 217 or CJA 219 in the second
term

3

Criminal Justice Electives
Students in the Criminal Justice program should consider taking elective
courses related to Criminal Justice (examples; alcohol, drugs, psychology,
sociology, etc.)
The following criminal justice courses may be considered with program
advisor assistance.
COURSE NO
CJA 216
CJA 221
CJA 222
CJA 223
CJA 224
CJA 229
CJA250
CJA 29901
CJA 29906
FP 5.237
CJA 5.221
CJA5293
CJA 5.294
CJA5.295
SOP 105

LAB
LEC
HRlWK HRIWK
TITLE
3
ADVANCED CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
3
INTRO TO PROBATION & PAROLE
3
INTRO TO JUVENILE CORRECTIONS
3
INTRO TO CORRECTIONAL PROCESS
3
INTRO TO CORRECTIONS ADMINISTRATION
3
COMMUNITY BASED CORRECTIONS
3
INTROOUCTION TO THE CRIMINAL MINO
3
SEARCH AND SEIZURE SEMINAR
3
CRISIS INiERVENTION
3
FIRE INVESTIGATION (CAUSE DETERMINATION)
SURVEY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROBLEMS II
6
(SECURITY)
3
CURRENT SECURITY PROBLEMS I (INTERNAL)
3
CURRENT SECURITY PROBLEMS II (EXTERNAL)
3
INTRODUCTION TO SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
3
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

COURSE NO
CJA 211
CJA 21201
CJA 213
CJA 214
FP 101
SOP 101
SOP 105
SOP 107
CJA 220M
CJA 5.293
CJA 5294
CJA 5.295
WR 228

Correctional Administration
Career Description: This program is for students who wish to work in
local, state or federal correctional institutions as a corrections officer or
guard.
Program Prerequisites: It is recommended that students take this
certificate program in conjunction with a two-year course of study or have
already satisfied the General Education requirements from PCC or another
institution.
Course of Study: Thirty credit hours of criminal justice coursework are
required.
pec offers the following form of recognition:
•

CJA
CJA
CJA
CJA
CJA
CJA
CJA

211
21201
220
221
223
224
225
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Program permission required
See prog ram advisor

5j
Pc
P
Pc

T'
ev

cc

(~
PI
I

CR
3'
3'
3'
3'
3
3
3
3
3'
3'

3'
3'

3'
6'

Sylvania Campus
Health Technology Building CBa

244-6111, ext. 4236

LEC
TITLE
HRlWK
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM - POLICE
3
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM - COURTS
3
INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 3
CORRECTIONS
3
INTRO TO CIVIL LAW
3
INTRO TO CRIMINAL LAW
3
INTRO TO PENOLOGY
3
INTRO TO PROBATION & PAROLE
3
INTRO TO CORRECTIONAL PROCESS
3
INTRO TO CORRECTIONS ADMINISTRATION
3
INTRO TO CORRECTIONS CASEWORK

1

2

LEC
HRIWK
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6

[X

Dental Assisting

Certificate of Completion - 30 credit hours of required courses.

COURSE NO
CJA 111
CJA 112
CJA 113

TITLE
INTRO TO CIVIL LAW
INTRO TO CRIMINAL LAW
INTRO TO EVIOENCE
INTRO TO CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
INTRO TO FIRE PROTECTION
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
ORGANIZATIONS & PEOPLE
INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRlAlJRETAlL SECURITY
CURRENT SECURITY PROBLEMS I (INTERNAL)
CURRENT SECURITY PROBLEMS II (EXTERNAL)
INTRODUCTION TO SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
POLICE REPORTWRITING
ELECTIVE

su

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Career Description: Dental assistants work directly with the dentist in
treatment of the patient. The dental assistant may also instruct patients in
preventive home care, maintain office records and supply inventories, serve
as a receptionist, and in general, participate in the efficient operation of a
modern dental office. One of the chief functions of the dental assistant is to
expose and process diagnostic dental radiographs.
Program Prerequisites: (1) The applicant must have completed high
school with a GPA of at least 2.0 (or have GED test scores of 40 or better in
all five subject areas). (2) Satisfactory scores in basic math and English
tests. (3) Satisfactory scores in dexterity and perception tests.
Course of Study: PCC offers a one-year Dental Assistant program,
admitting up to 45 students each September. Applications are accepted,
and applicants are tested, from January 1 until the program is filled. All
supporting documents must be received by the start of fall term. Graduates
of the program earn a certificate in dental assisting and Qualify to take the
National Dental Assisting Board examination, the Oregon State Radiological
Proficiency and the Oregon State Expanded Duties examinations.

Application forms may be obtained from, and should be submilted with
supporting documents to:
Dental Programs
Sylvania, HT cSa
Portland Community College
P.O. Box 19000
Portland. OR 97219-0990

Dental Hygiene
Sylvania Campus
Heallh Technology

To qualify for graduation from the DA program, each student must furnish
evidence of having completed the Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
course offered by the American Red Cross or other recognized agencies
(within one year prior to graduation).
PCC offers the following

Career Description: The registered dental hygienist (RDH) is a licensed,
professional oral health educator and clinician. Dental hygienists work
under the general supervision of a licensed dentist. Their responsibilities
include cleaning and polishing teeth as well as various periodontal
procedures which pertain to the supporting tissues of the teeth. Further, the
dental hygienist is often responsible for designing and implementing oral
health educational programs for individual patients, for community grotips
and in educational and public health settings.

form of recognition:

•

One-year Certificate of Completion - 49 credit hours of required
courses.
Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

TITlE

LEC
HRlWK

LAB
HRIWK

CR

First Term
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
CG

5.501
5.506
5.520
5.530
5.537
5.503
5.504
111

INTEGRATED BASIC SCIENCE I
CLINICAl PROCEDURES LAB I
DENTAL RADIOLOGY I
DENTAL MATERIALS I
CLINICAl PROCEDURES I
DENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION
THE DENTAL PATIENT
COLLEGE LEARNING & STUDY SKILLS

3
1
1
2
1
1
3

6
6
6

3
2
3
3
2
1
1
3

Second Term
DA 5.502
DA 5.507
DA 5.522
DA 5.532
DA 5.538
DA 5.518
DA 5.551
HPE 298

INTEGRATED BASIC SCIENCE II
CLINICAl PROCEDURES LAB II
DENTAL RADIOLOGY II
DENTAL MATERIALS II
CLINICAl PROCEDURES II
EXPANDED DUTIES I
DENTAL OFFICE PROCEDURES I
HEALTH & FITNESS FOR LIFE

2
1
1
1
1
1
2

10
4
4

2

2
3
3
3
1
1
1
3

Third Term
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA
DA

5.508
5.515
5.524
5.534
5.539
5.519
5.552
5.560

CLINICAL PROCEDURES LAB III
DENTAL PHARMACOLOGY
DENTAL RADIOLOGY III
DENTAL MATERIALS IIi
CLINICAL PROCEDURES III
EXPANDED OUTIES II
DENTAL OFFICE PROCEDURES II
ETHICS AND JURISPRUDENCE

15
6
6
1
1
2
1

3

Building COa

244-6111, ext. 4236

5
1
2
2
1
1
3
1

Program Prerequisites: (1) High school completion with a GPA of2.0
or better (or GED test scores of 40 or belter in all five subject areas). (2)
Applicants must have completed one year each of high school biology,
algebra, English composition and general chemistry or their college
equivalents with a grade of 'C' or better. (3) Satisfactory scores in a battery
of English, math and science tests.
Course of Study: PCC offers a two-year program and admits 18 students
each Seplernber, Applications are accepted from December 15 through
March 1 and :11 supporting documents must be received by March 15.
Students will take 33 credit hours of specific General Education in addition
to the dental hygiene courses in order to receive an Associate of Applied
Science degree in Dental Hygiene. Classes are taken in sequence and
completion of each term's classes is a prerequisite for continuing on to the
next term.
.
Sludents may be eligible to take the written National Board Examination in
March or April of the second year, and graduates of the program may take
state board examinations in Oregon (or in any other state). If successful,
they may apply for a license to practice. To qualify for graduation from the
DH program, each student must furnish evidence of having completed the
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) course offered by the American Red
Cross or other recognized agency. Application forms for the program may
be obtained from and should be submitted with supporting documents to:
Dental Programs
Sylvania, HT cSa
Portland Community College
P.O. Box 19000
Portland, OR 97219-0990
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
•

Associate of Applied Science Degree -111 credit hours. Includes 93
credit hours of required program courses and 18 credit hours of
General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning General Education classes.
Sequence of Courses
COURSE NO

LEC
HRIWK

TITlE

LAB
HRIWK

CR

First Term
DH 101
DH 101AO
DH 113
BI 231
PSY 101

DENTAL HYGIENETHEORY I
DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE I
DENTAL ANATOMY
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY I
PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN RELATIONS

2
3
3

9
2
3

4
3
3
4'
3'

Second Term
DH 102
DH 102A0
DH 120M
DH 128
CH 102M
BI 232

DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY II
DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE II
DENTAL HEAlTH EDUCATION STRATEGIES
ORAL HISTOLOGY
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY PRINCiPlES
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY II

2
9
2
2
4

3

3

3

2
3
2
2
5
4'
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COURSE NO

rrns

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

Third Term
DH 103
DH 103AO
DH 109
DH 129
BI 234
soc 204

DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY III
DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE III
DENTAL RADIOLOGY I
ORAL PATHOLOGY
MICROBIOLOGY
GENERAL SOCIOLOGY:
SOCIOLOGY IN EVERYDAY LIFE

2
2
3
3

9
3

2
3
3
3
4'

3

3'

4
3

4'
3'

Summer Term
HEC 225
WR 121

NUTRITION
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

Fourth Term
DH
DH
DH
DH

104
104AO
108
211M

DH 231
DH 246
DH 260

DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY IV
DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE IV
COMMUNITY DENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION
DENTAL RADIOLOGY II:
DENTAL RADIOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION
ORAL ANATOMYIPAIN CONTROL
PHARMACOLOGY
PERIODONTOLOGY I

2
12

1
3
3
2

3
2

2
4
1
2
4
3
2

Fifth Term
DH
DH
DH
DH
DH
DH
SP

105
l05AO
130
250
252
261
111

1

106
106AO
232
236
253

PCC offers the following forms of recognition:
•

Two-year Certificate of Completion - 81 credit hours of required
courses.
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 99 credit hours; 81 credit hours
of required courses plus 18 credit hours of General Education. Consult
a program advisor for assistance in planning General Education
classes.
Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY V
DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE V
DENTAL MATERIALS
PUBLIC HEALTH
COMMUNITY DENTISTRY I
PERIODONTOLOGY II
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH

2
1
2
1
2
3

15
2
3

2
5
2
2
2
2
3'

rrnr

LEC
HRJWK

LAB
HRJWK

,

[

CR

First Term
DT 5630
DT 5.650
DT 5800
OEM 20

DENTAL TECHNOLOGY
DENTAL MATERIALS I
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY LAB I
BASIC MATH (ARITHMETIC)
GENERAL EDUCATION

2
2
1
4
3

19

2
2
6
4
3

DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY VI
DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE VI
NITROUS OXIDE SEDATION
ETHICS & JURISPRUDENCE
COMMUNITY DENTISTRY II

2
1
1

18
1
3

4
6
2
1
2

May be taken prior to entry into program.

Dental Laboratory
Technology
Sylvania Campus
Health Technology Building C8a
244-6111, ext. 4236
Career Description: The dental laboratory technician constructs dental
appliances and certain types of restorations for the patient according to a
written prescription from a licensed dentist. These restorations include full
and partial dentures, crowns and bridges, ceramics, orthodontic appliances,
etc. The technician may work in a commercial dental laboratory, a dental
clinic, a private dental office or in a public health agency. The technician
may also work with a dental materials manufacturer.
Program Prerequisites: (1) High school completion with a GPA of 2.0
or better (or GED scores of 40 or better in all five subject areas). (2)
Satisfactory scores in basic math and English usage tests. (3) Satisfactory
scores on manual dexterity tests (including carving)
Course of Study: PCC offers a two-year DLT program and admits up to
24 students each September. Applications are accepted from January 1 and
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DT
DT
DT
HE

5.660
5.lm
5.945
252

C

~

]l

Second Term

Sixth Term
DH
DH
DH
DH
DH

applicants are tested until the program is full. All supporting documents
must be received by the start of fall term. Graduates of the program are
immediately employable at entry-level obs as dental technicians. Those
students entering the DLT program may elect to complete either the
certificate program or the Associate of Applied Science Degree curriculum.
The associate degree program requires 18 General Education credits in
addition to the required DLT courses. Application lorms may be obtained
from and should be submitted with supporting documents to:
Dental Programs
Sylvania, HT CBa
Portland Community College
P.O. Box 19000
Portland, OR 97219-0990

DENTURE TECHNIQUES I
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY LAB II
SCIENCE OF DENTAL MATERIALS I
FIRST AID
GENERAL EDUCATION

2
1
3
3
3

DENTURE TECHNIQUES II
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY LAB III
ORAL ANATOMY
PERSONAL HEALTH
GENERAL EDUCATION

2
1
3
3
3

19

2
6
3
3
3

e

2
6
3
3
3

P

Third Term
DT
DT
DT
HE

5662
5.804
5.506
250

19

I

I

Fourth Term
DT
DT
DT
BA

5.946
5700
5.806
250

SCIENCE OF DENTAL MATERIALS II
INLAY CASTING, CROWN & 8RIDGE
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY LAB IV
SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
GENERAL EDUCATION

2
3
1
3
3

DENTAL CERAMICS
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY LAB V
SCIENCE OF DENTAL MATERIALS III
THE RESUME AND EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEW
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
1
2
1
3

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
PARTIALS, CLASP & BAR
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY LAB VI
DENTAL SPECIALTIES
DENTAL SEMINAR
GENERAL EDUCATION

1
2
1
2
2
3

19

2
3
6
3
3

Fifth Term
DT 5.720
DT 5.808
DT 5.947
WR 1.110

19

3
6
2
1
3

Sixth Term
DT
DT
DT
DT
DT

5.680
5.710
5810
5.845
5.850

19

1
2
6
2
2
3

n
h

LEC
LAB
HRIWK HRlWK WK CR

COURSENO TmE
DS 3.504

SMALLMARINEDIESEL(PLEASURECRAFT)
ENGINETUNE-UP
5
OS 3.600
LIVEEQUIPMENT& LAB
5
DS 3.701
AUTOMOBILEDIESELENGINEREBUILD
5
DS 3.702
AUTOMOBILEDIESELENGINEDIAGNOSTIC
TUNE-UPS
OS 3.280M COOPERATIVE
ED: DIESELSERVICEMECHANICS
OS 3.280AB COOPERATIVE
ED:DIESELSERVICEMECHANICSSEMINAR
2
1 DS 3.600 and DS 3.280AA are offered for variable credit.

20
20
20
20
40

8'

16'
8'
8'

10'
2'

2 These

courses are electives and require departmental approval prior to
enrollment. See a program advisor for further information.

Diesel Service
Mechanics
Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/107
244-6111, ext. 7246, 7210
Career Description: The diesel service mechanic repairs and maintains
diesel engines on trucks, buses, construction and other heavy equipment.
The work also includes service and repair on the drive lines and related
equipment.
Course of Study: The program is designed to prepare students for a
semi-skilled, entry-level position in the diesel service mechanics field.
Training is varied to give students a broad understanding and background
in the different phases of the diesel service industry. Students have
additional costs for tools and books.
PCC offers the following

fonns of recognition:

•

Two-year Certificate of Completion - minimum of 96 credit hours of
required Diesel courses.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree -114 credit hours; includes 96
credit hours of required Diesel courses and 18 credit hours of General
Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning
General Education classes.

The lecture and lab hours listed below are figured on an average for a 25hour week. Exact lecture and lab hours for each course may vary.
LEC
LAB
COURSENO TITLE
HRIWK HRlWK WK CR
os 3.100
DIESELENGINEREBUILD
5
20
6 8
os 3.101
FUNDAMENTALS
OFELECTRICITY
5
20
6 8
os 3.102
DIESELSTARTING& CHARGINGSYSTEMS
5
20
6 8
os 3.200
TRUCKPOWERTRAIN
5
20
8
os 3.201
HEAVYDUTYPOWERTRAIN
5
20
6 8
os 3.202
BRAKES,SUSPENSION& STEERING
5
20 6 8
os 3.300M FUELINJECTIONSYSTEMS
5
20
6 8
os 3.301
ENGINEDIAGNOSTICTUNE-UP
5
20 6 8
os 3.302AA FUELINJECTIONPUMPS
5
20
6 8
os 3.400
FUNOAMENTALS
OFHYDRAULICS
5
20 6 8
os 3.401M MOBILE& HYDROSTATIC
HYDRAULICS
5
20
6 8
os 3.502
SHOPPRACTICE
5
20 6 8
os 3.503
SMALLMARINEDIESEL(PLEASURECRAFT)
ENGINEREBUILD
5
20
8'

Dietary Manager
(Food Service Supervisor)
Sylvania Campus
Health Technology Building
244·6111, ext. 4217

D8e

This program is offered for occupational upgrading.
Career Description:
Food service supervisors, under the direction of
registered dietitians, provide food service in health care facilities such as
hospitals, nursing homes and convalescent hospitals. Duties may include
preparation of modified diets, food and equipment purchasing, kitchen
management and supervision of kitchen workers .
Program Prerequisites:
Students must be currently employed in a
health care facility. A high school diploma is required for those students
desiring membership in the Dietary Managers Association.
Course of Study: This program is approved by the Dietary Managers
Association, thus meeting Oregon regulations for health care facilities. It
includes 90 clock hours of classroom instruction and 150 clock hours of
supervised work experience at the sludenl's place of employment. One
course is offered each fall, winter and spring term.
PCC offers the follOWing fonn of recognition:
•

Certificate of Completion - 12 credit hours. Those students who hold a
high school diploma are also eligible for membership in the Dietary
Managers Association.
Suggested Sequence
LEC
LAB
COURSENO TITLE
HRlWK HRlWK
CR
First Tenn
HEC9.930
DIETARYMANAGERI
3
5
Second Term
HEC9.931
DIETARYMANAGERII
3
5
Third Term
HEC9.932
DIETARYMANAGERIII
3
5
4
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COURSE NO

Dietetic Technician

DIT 7.328
DIT 7.333
SOC 204

DIT 7.329
DIT 7.334
DIT 7.339

LAB
LEC
HR/WK HR/WK
1
3
2
3

NUTRITION
SCIENCE OF FOOD MANAGEMENT
FOOD SYSTEMS FIELD EXPERIENCE
HUMAN BIOLOGY II

4
2
1
2

6
2

CATERING MANAGEMENT
DIET OFFICE PROCEDURES
HEALTH CARE FIELD EXPERIENCE
FACILITIES DESIGN
ELECTIVE

2
3
1
3

4
B
2
6
8

THERAPEUTIC NUTRITION
NUTRITION CARE FIELD EXPERIENCE I
SANITATION AND SAFETY
GENERAL EDUCATION
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3
1
3
5

12

3

NUTRITION CARE FIELD EXPERIENCE III
PURCHASING AND COST CONTROL
DIETEnC SEMINAR
GENERAL EDUCATION

1

3
3
4

12

5
3
3
4

Architectural Drafting Technology

CR
3
3
3
3
1

4
4
3
3
5
3
3
3
4

Fourth Term
DIT7.:m
DIT 7.327
DIT 7.337

3
3

3

Programs:
Architectural Dra~ing Technology
General Drafting
Industrial Dra~ing
Industrial Illustration

Third Term
DIT 7.320
DIT 7.324
DIT 7.326
DIT 7.335

5
3

1

3

Sylvania Campus
Science Technology Building B8
244-6111, ext. 4163

Second Term
DIT 225
Oil 7.316
DIT 7.325
BI 5501

12

NUTRITION CARE FIELD EXPERIENCE II
FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT
GENERAL SOCIOLOGY: SOCIOLOGY
IN EVERYDAY LIFE
GENERAL EDUCATION

Drafting

First Term
ORIENTATION FOR DIETETIC TECHNICIANS
FOOD AND THE CONSUMER
HUMAN BIOLOGY I
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

CR

Recommended Courses:
Computer Classes
Resume Writing

PCC offers the following form of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree: 90 credit hours; includes 72
credit hours of required courses plus 1B credit hours of General
Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning all
classes.
Suggested Sequence

DIT 7.315
DIT 7.340
BI 5.500
WR 121

LAB

HR/WK

Sixth Term

Career Description: Dietetic technicians assist people in making positive
lifestyle changes Courses in nutrition, foods, and management prepare the
technician to work with the dietician as a member of a food service or health
care team. Depending on the setting, duties may include: taking diet
histories, screening patients for nutritional status, supervising dietetic
assistants, clerks or food service personnel, using computer systems for
diet office and management activities, monitoring food quality, counseling,
and educating individuals about their nutritional needs. Employers include
hospitals, long-term care facilities, nutrition programs for the elderly, child
nutrition and school lunch programs, public health nutrition programs,
health and fitness centers, food service systems management fi rms, as well
as other non-traditional job settings.
Program Prerequisites: A personal counseling session with a Dietetic
Technician program advisor is required. Documented competency levels
are required in reading, writing, and mathematics Must score at or above
DER 115 - Speed Reading and Vocabulary; WR 115 Introduction to
Expository Writing; OEM 20 Basic Math (Arithmetic)
Course of Study: Field site placements begin with the first term. Program
is approved by the American Dietetic Association (ADA) and graduates are
advised to take the examination for national registration.

TITLE

LEC

HR/WK

Fifth Term

Sylvania Campus
Health Technology Building D8e
244-6111, ext. 4217

COURSE NO

TITLE

3
5
3
5

Career Description: Career possibilities exist for both self-employment
or working for hire. Graduates may pursue various drafting jobs with
construction firms, architectural product manufacturers, building design
firms, engineers, architects, city, county, state and federal dra~ing
departments, and general business dra~ing departments. Drafters are
needed to develop site plans, construction details, building designs, cost
estimates, specifications, plans for remodeling and adrlitions to existing
buildings. Drafting skills are also needed to become plans examiners,
building inspectors and construction supervisors.
Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for this program.
However, students must be able to read, write and speak the English
language in order to successfully complete program requirements. New
students must take the college's placement exams for math and English
prior to department advising and registration. Students must meet or
exceed the college minimum math and English (OEM 20 and WR 115)
competency requirements prior to second term courses (this may be
accomplished by passing the placement exam).
Course of Study: This program is designed to help students develop the
technical qualifications needed in architectural dra~ing. The Architectural
Dra~ing Department should be contacted for program advising, program
costs and employment opportunity information.
Students are required to complete the following course with a ·c· or better
grade: CG 209DR Job Finding Skills - Drafting -1 cr. (require.dyrior to last
term or required first year if student is seeking a one-year certificate)
Consult a department advisor for information on PCC's acceptance of
courses taken at other colleges, in high school or the transferability of pce
courses to other colleges. Some colleges may grant transfer credit toward a
bachelor's degree. Oregon Institute of Technology Metro Campus offers
B.S. degrees in Industrial Management and Civil Engineering Technology
(Field Construction Management option; a Structural Design option is

available in Klamath Falls). Students transferring to O.I.T.must complete
the following requirements:
1. An associate degree in architectural drafting
2. Maintain a minimum GPA of2.25
3. Complete a minimum of 18 credit hours of General Education. The
student should select the General Education courses from the following list:
Math: MTH 100, MTH 101, MTH 102, MTH 200
Writing: WR 121, WR 122, WR 227
Physics: PHY 201, PHY 202, PHY 203
Fundamentals of Speech: SP 111
Social Sciences: PSY 201 and any other 3 credit hour college transfer
social science course
Health Education: HE 222, HE 250, HE 251, HE 252, HE 262, and HPE 298.
Three credit hours are required.
Humanities: 9 credit hours. Consult a department advisor with respect to
the selection of specific humanities courses.
Exploring Architecture: Classes which allow the subject material to be
tailored to fit the individual student's needs are offered both day and
evening each term. Interests such as Advanced High School Drafting,
Interior Architecture, Perspectives/Renderings, Blueprint Reading, or
Finishing Your Own Designs can be the subject of a class with individual
instruction offered for one or more students. Contact the Architectural
Drafting Department for more information on tailoring a class to your
individual needs.
.

'Gne course in physics is required prior to second year program. PHY 101
is recommended.
COURSE NO

•

One-year Certificate of Completion - 40 credit hours including: 21
credit hours of required architectural drafting courses; 14 credit hours
of required general drafting courses; 4 credit hours of physics; and 1
credit hour of CG 209DR.

•

Two-year Certificate of Completion - 86 credit hours including: 60
credit hours of architectural drafting courses; 21 credit hours of
required general drafting courses; 4 credit hours of physics; and 1
credit hour of CG 209DR.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree -104 credit hours includes: 60
credit hours of architectural drafting courses; 21 credit hours of
required general drafting courses; 4 credit hours of physics; 1 credit
hour of CG 209DR; and 18 credit hours of General Education courses.
Consult a department advisor for assistance in planning General
Education classes.

ADT 3.421
ADT 3.442
DRF6.16OBA
CG 209DR

RESIDENTIALPlANS
ESTIMATINGAND CONTRACTS
INTERMEDIATEAUTOCAD
JOB FINDINGSKillS - DRAFTING
GENERAl EDUCATION

4
3
4
1

12
1

8
3
3
1
3

COMMERCiAL PlANS
SPECIFICATIONS
INDUSTRIAL ILLUSTRATION1I1-A
GENERAl EDUCATION

4
3
2

12
1
6

8
3
4
3

PROJECTPLANS
ARCHITECTURALHISTORY
COOPERATIVEED:ARCHITECTURALDRAFTING
COOPERATIVEED:ARCHITECTURAl DRAFTINGSEMINAR

4
3

12
1
40

8
3
10'

SixthTenn
ADT 3.621
ADT 3.550
ADT 3.280AA
AD(3.280AB

TECHNICAL FREEHANDSKETCHING
TECHNICAL LETTERING
INTRODUCTIONTO DRAFTING
ALGEBRAI
GENERAl EDUCATION

1
2
4
4

3
12

CR
2
2
8
4'
3

'If necessary to meet third term ADT 3.332 Structural Systems, prerequisite.
Second Term
ADT 3.212
ADT 3.232
ADT 3.241
DRF6.158BA
CIS 110

INTRODUCTIONTO RESIDENTIALPLANS
ENVIRONMENTALCONTROLSYSTEMS
BUILDING CODES/MATERIALS
INTRODUCTIONTO AUTO CAD
MICROCOMPUTERAPPLICATIONS
GENERAl EDUCATION

1
4
3
1
4

3
4
1
3
2

2
5
3
2
4'

1
1
3
1
1
3

3
3
3
1
3
2

2
2
4
1
2
4'
3

'Applies toward 18 hours of General Education.
Third Term
ADT3.311
ADT 3.321
AOT 3.332
ADT 3.342
ADT 3.352
PHY 101

SITE PlANS
STRUCTURALDRAFTING
STRUCTURALSYSTEMS
ARCHITECTURALDESIGN
INTRODUCTIONTO LIGHT COMMERCIAL PlANS
FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS
GENERAl EDUCATION

1

2l"his is a variable credit course. Prerequisites are listed in the course
description section of this catalog.
Occupational Upgrading Courses:

First Tenn
DRF6.112
DRF6.114
DRF6.116
PCM 60

CR

Fifth Tenn
ADT 3.521
ADT 3.560
DRF6.13001

Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO TITLE

LAB
HR/WK

Fourth Tenn

PCC offers the follOWing forms of recognition:

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HR/WK

LEC
HR/WK

TITlE

COURSE NO
ADT9.200
ADT9.410
ADT9.420
ADT9.430

TITLE
BLUEPRINTREADING
PROJECTDRAFTINGI
PROJECTDRAFTINGII
PROJECTDRAFTINGIII

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK
1
3
1
4
1
4
4
1

CR
2
3
3
3

General Drafting
Career Description: See the Industrial Drafting and Industrial Illustration
descriptions.
Program Prerequisites: Acceptance into this program requires skill in
English. Advising and coursework are available to prepare those with
inadequate English and technical language skills. Registration in drafting or
illustration courses requires department advising and placement. PCM 60
or equivalent skills will be needed prior to fourth term (PCM 65 or
equivalent is recommended).
Course of Study: General drafting is offered both day and evening and is
the first year of either the industrial drafting program or the industrial
illustration technology program.
The scheduled program is most easily followed when entering the first term
classes in the fall or winter terms. However, the first term classes are
offered each term and, with careful planning, a student may enter at the
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beginning of any term. Contact a program advisor for possible curriculum
variations and cooperative education work experience. The majority of the
course work in these programs consists of lecture and lab formal. The short
lecture followed by supervised lab time allows the student to complete
most drawing projects during class time and allows both student and
instructor to frequently discuss the student's progress. A modern CAD
(computer aided drafting) lab provides the opportunity for CAD skill
development using CADKEY 3-D and AUTOCAD software.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
• One year Certificate of Completion - 50 credit hours of required first
year drafting courses. The curriculum includes the technical courses in
the first three terms. Certificate students are not required to take
General Education courses.
Suggested Sequence
First Year Program: General Drafting
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HRlWK

LAB
CR

HRlWK

First Term
DRF6.112
DRF6114
DRF6.116
DRF6158CA

TECHNICAL FREEHANDSKETCHING
TECHNICAL LrnERING
INTRODUCTION TO DRAFTING
INTRODUCTION TO CADKEY 3-D
GENERAL EDUCATION

1
2
4
1

3
12
3

2
2
8
2
3'

Second Term
DRF6140
DRF6.146
DRF6152
DRF6158BA
DRF6213
DRF6315

ELECTRICAL & SHEETMETAL DRAFTING
PIPING AND STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
INTRO TO ELECTRONICSCHEMATIC DRAFTING
INTRODUCTION TO AUTO CAD
PRACTICAL DESCRIPTIVEGEOMETRY
INDUSTRIAL ILLUSTRATION I

3
3
3
3
3
12

2
2
2
2
2
8

INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE MANUFACTURING
INTERMEDIATE AUTOCAD
INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING II
MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

3
12
3

'WR 121 English Composition is required. In order to meet college
requirements, the remainder of the General Education credits should be
selected from the following:
WR 122 English Composition
WR 227 Technical Reporting I
SP 111 Fundamentals of Speech
PSY 201 General Psychology
PHD 251 Introduction to Photography
Computer Language, 4 credits (see department advisor for selection of
appropriate course)
Physical education, 3 credits
Health education, 2 credits
Mathematics (100 or above), science or social science, 8 credits
2DRF6.160CA may be substituted for DRF 6.160BA.

Industrial Drafting
Career Description: The industrial drafter is a skilled technician who
interprets engineering data and direction, develops sketches and plans to
guide production of machines and mechanical products, and produces
detailed working drawings The industrial drafter may also be involved in
mechanical, electrical, piping, structural, sheetmetal, pictorial and
electronic schematic drafting projects.
Program Prerequisites: For acceptance into the fourth term of the
Industrial Drafting program the student must have completed PCM 60
(peM 65 recommended) or equivalent and the first year of the general
drafting program.
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•

Two-year Certificate of Completion - 89 credit hours including: 87
credits of required drafting courses, one credit of CG 209DR, Job
Finding Skills - Drafting and one credit of BA 2.170, Introduction to
Microcomputers: DOS.
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 107 credit hours including: the
89 credits required for the two-year certificate and 18 credits of
appropriate General Education courses.
Suggested Sequence
Industrial Drafting
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEe
HRlWK

LAB
CR

HRlWK

Fourth Term

Third Term
DRF6134
DRF6160BA
DRF6202
DRF6210

Course of Study: This program is offered both day and evening. Upon
completion of the first year of the general drafting program, students may
choose to specialize in the industrial drafting program for a second year of
study. The second year sequence of courses prepares students for entrylevel drafting positions in the manufacturing and electronics industry as
well as the consulting engineering field.
Our modern CAD lab plays a significant role in both second year drafting
courses and in a variety of CAD courses.
The majority of the courses involve short lecture and discussions of
specific concepts. followed by supervised lab time where the student is
helped with suggestions on various techniques and drafting solutions.
Students are encouraged to try both independent and group problem
solving methods.
The Associate of Applied Science degree in Industrial Drafting or Industrial
Illustration will transfer to Oregon Institute of Technology Metro Campus
and provide the student junior standing in the industrial management
program.
pec offers the following forms of recognition:
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4
3'
8
3

DRF 6240
DRF6241
DRF 6216
DRF 6220
BA 9000
CG 209DR

CASTING AND MOLDING DRAFTING
ADVANCED STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
INDUSTRY ORIENTATION
DRAFTINGMATH AND PROBLEM SOLUTION
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS COMPUTER LAB
JOB FINDING SKILLS - DRAFTING
GENERALEDUCATION

1
1
1
4

2
2
2
5

3
3
2
6
10

20

1
6'

Fifth Term
DRF 6250
DRF 6251
DRF 6252
DRF 6253
DRF 6218
DRF 6161BA
DRF 6221

FLUID POWERDRAFTING
KINEMATICS DRAFTING
LOGIC SCHEMATIC DRAFTING
ELECTRONICMACHINE DRAFTING
GEOMETRICDIMENSIONING & TOLERANCING
ADVANCED AUTOCAD
DRAFTING DESIGN AND PROBLEM SOLUTION

3
3
3
3

TOOL AND FIXTURE DRAFTING
PACKAGING DRAFTING
MACHINE DESIGN DRAFTING
GENERALEDUCATION

3
3
5

2
2
2
2
3
3'

6

Sixth Term
DRF 6260
DRF 6.261
DRF 6262

'See footnote following third term for information.
2AUTOCAD & CADKEY are available at three levels: introduction,
intermediate and advanced. Both the two-year certificate and the AAS
degree require four of these six courses. Which four is the student's
decision and should be selected in consultation with a faculty advisor.

2
2
3
9'

Industrial Illustration
Career Description: The industrial or technical illustrator is a skilled
technician who interprets engineering drawings, specifications and
photographs to create a pictorial representation of an object, design or idea.
Many illustrators create exploded views, assembly views, cutaways, flow
diagrams and perspectives. These illustrations are used in technical
manuals, printed literature, slides, displays and engineering proposals.
Program Prerequisites: For acceptance into the fourth term industrial
illustration courses the student must complete PCM 60 (PCM 65
recommended) or equivalent, and the first year of the General Drafting
program or have consent of the department.

The Associate of Applied Science degrees in Industrial Drafting or Industrial
Illustration (with appropriate General Education) will transfer to Oregon
Institute of Technology and provide the student junior standing in the
Industrial Management Program.
PCC offers the follOWing forms of recognition:
• Two-year Certificate of Completion - 90 credit hours including: 83
credits of required drafting courses and seven credits of required
program support courses.
•

Associate of Applied Science Degree - 108 credit hours including: the
90 credits required for the two-year certificate plus 18 credits of appropriate General Education courses.
Suggested Sequence - Industrial Illustration
TITLE

LEC
HRlWK

LAB
HRlWK

INDUSTRY ORIENTATION
DRAFTING MATH AND PROBLEM SOLUTION
INDUSTRIAL ILLUSTRATION II WITH CAD
SHADING & RENDERING TECHNIQUES
JOB FINDING SKILLS - DRAFTING

1
4
4
1
1

2
6
12
2

Program Prerequisite: A personal counseling session with an Early
Childhood Education program faculty advisor.
Course of Stud,: Two program options are available: a certificate
program which prepares students to be aides in day care centers, and an
associate degree program which prepares students for a variety of teaching
positions in day care centers, preschools or other child care settings. The
degree program includes placement at field sites for off-campus practicums.
PCC offers the following forms of recognlUon:
•

Certificate of Completion - 45 credit hours as outlined in the suggested
sequence of courses. A ·C· average in each term is required prior to
being enrolled in the next term .
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 90 credit hours; includes 54
credit hours of required early childhood education courses, 18 credit
hours of elective early childhood education courses and 18 credit hours
of General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning electives and General Education classes .
Suggested Sequence - Certificate Program

CR
2
5
8
2
1

INDUSTRIAL ILLUSTRATION III
CAMERA/PREP 1
TYPESETTING I
GENERAL EDUCATION

4
2
2

12
2
2

8
2
2
6'

TECHNICAL PUBLICATION PRODUCTION
AIRBRUSH ILLUSTRATION I
GENERAL EDUCATION

4

12
4

8
2
9'

ECE 7.402
ECE 224
PSY 240M
WR 121

'See footnote following third term for information.

Occupational Upgrading Courses
COURSE NO
DRF 9.620
009.649
009.853

LEC
LAB
TffiE
HRlWK HRIWK
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER AIDED GRAPHICS 1
2
TECHNICAL SKETCHING
2
3
BLUEPRINT READING & SKETCHING
4

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HRIWK

3
3

3

CR

CR
2
3
2

INTRO TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
INFANCY
INTERPERSONAL AWARENESS AND
GROWTH TECHNIQUES
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

1
3

1
3
4'

Second Term
ECE 7.410
ECE 7.415
ECE 226
HE 262
PSY 240AB

Sixth Term
DRF6.299
CA 3.350

TITLE

First Term

Fifth Term
DRF6.130
GRA4.314
GRA4.320

Career Description: Teachers of young children plan and participate in
suitable learning experiences in child care situations: music, art, dance,
science, math and language. They also supervise play and physical needs
of small children, organize daily activities, keep records of children's
progress, and confer with parents.

COURSE NO

Fourth Term
DRF 6216
DRF6.220
DRF6.316AA
DRF6.317
CG 209DR

Sylvania Campus
Health Technology Building DBe

244-6111, ext. 4217

Course of Stud,: This program is offered both days and evenings. Upon
completion of the first year of general drafting, students can choose to
specialize in industrial illustration for a second year of study. The second
year sequence of courses prepares students for entry-level work in two- and
three-dimensional technical drawing and art production for technical
publications. Our modern 21-station CAD lab plays an increasingly
significant role in second year courses.
The majority of the courses involve short lecture and discussions of
specific concepts. This is followed by supervised lab time, during which the
student applies concepts and problem-solving techniques to drawings. The
lecture/lab structure is enhanced by industry tours, guest speakers and
student group involvement in design, writing, illustration and production of
published technical manuals.

COURSE NO

Early Childhood
Education

OBSERVING AND GUIDING I
TEACHING MATERIALS IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CHILD DMLOPMENT
CHILDREN'S HEALTH AND FIRST AID
INTERPERSONALAWARENESS AND
GROWTH TECHNIQUES
ELECTIVE

2

8

3
3
3

3
3
3

l'

Third Term
ECE 7280
ECE 7411
ECE 7.419
ECE 7.460
HEC 109
PSY 24C\f1C

PARENT AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
OBSERVING AND GUIDING II
ECE CURRICULUM I
SPECIAL PROJECTS IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
FOOD, NUTRITION AND YOU
INTERPERSONALAWARENESS AND
GROWTH TECHNIQUES

3
2
3
1
4

8

3
5
3
1

3
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Department approval is required for all elective courses. Electives are listed
in the suggested sequence of courses, based on an average number of
credits needed to complete program requirements. A department advisor
will assist the student in scheduling appropriate electives.
1 Recommended

COURSE NO
ECE 260
ECE7.280
ECE 7.415
ECE 7.431
ECE 7.451
ECE 7.452
ECE 7.453
ECE 7.455
ECE 7.456

Suggested Sequence - Associate of Applied Science Degree Program
COURSE NO

TmE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

First Tenn
ECE 7.402
ECE 224
PSY 240M
WR 121

INTRO TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
INFANCY
INTERPERSONAL AWARENESS AND
GROWTH TECHNIQUES
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

3
3

3

4
3
1
3

1
3

4'

Second Term
ECE 226
ECE 7.410
ECE 7.415
HE 262
PSY 240AB

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
OBSERVING AND GUIDING I
TEACHING MATERIALS IN EARLY
CHILDHQOD EDUCATION
CHILDREN'S HEALTH AND FIRST AID
INTERPERSONAL AWARENESS AND
GROWTH TECHNIQUES
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
2

PARENT AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
OBSERVING AND GUIDING II
ECE CURRICULUM I
SPECIAL PROJECTS IN EARLY
CHILDHOOO EDUCATION
FOOD, NUTRITION AND YOU
INTERPERSONAL AWARENESS AND
GROWTH TECHNIOUES

3
2
3

ECE CURRICULUM II
DIRECTED PARTICIPATION I
ELECTIVE
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
2
3
3

ECE CURRICULUM III
DIRECTED PARTICIPATION 1\
ELECTIVE
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
2
3
3

DIRECTED PARTICIPATION III
ELECTIVE
GENERAL EDUCATION

2
3
3

8

3
5
3
3

3
3

Third Term
ECE7.280
ECE7.411
ECE7.419
ECE 7.460
HEC 109
PSY 240AC

8

3
5
3
1
3

1
4

Fourth Tenn
ECE 7.420
ECE 7.440

9

3
5
3'
3

Fifth Tenn
ECE 7.421
ECE 7.441

12

3
6
3'
3

Sixth Tenn
ECE 7.442

20

9
3'
3

ECE7.458
ECE 7.461
ECE7.480
ECE7.481
ECE 7.482
ECE7.483
ECE 7.484
ECE 7.485
ECE7.486
ECE 7.487
ECE 7.488
ECE7.489
ECE7.490
ECE 7.491

electives include:

LEC
LAB
HRJWK HR/WK
TmE
3
LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN KINDERGARTEN
3
PARENT AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS
TEACHING MATERIALS IN EARLY
3
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IN EARLY
3
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE IN EARLY
3
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
3
SCIENCE FOR PRESCHOOL
3
MUSIC IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
3
CREATIVE MOVEMENT FOR YOUNG CHILDREN
LANGUAGE AND LEARNING DISABILITIES OFTHE
3
TODDLER AND YOUNG CHILD
3
INFANT/fODDLER CARE
2
EXPlORING THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE 2
3
ADMINISTRATION OF CHILD CARE CENTER
3
CHILD, FAMILY, COMMUNITY
THE PROFESSIONAL IN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
GUIDANCE OF YOUNG CHILDREN
EARLY CHILDHOOD MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES
INFANT/fODDLER MATERIALS AND ACnVITIES
EARLY CHILDHOOD ENVIRONMENTS
INFANT/fODDLER ENVIRONMENTS
EARLY CHILDHOOD PRACnCUM I
INFANT/fODDLER PRACTICUM I
OBSERVING YOUNG CHILDREN
OBSERVING INFANTS AND TODDLERS

3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2

36
36

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
12
12
2
2

Education
Cascade Campus
Terrell Hall 8-3
244-6111, ext. 5253 or 5282
Paraprofessional Programs:
Media Assistant
Library Assistant
Instructional Assistant, Special Education
Elementary Education Transfer
Vocational Teacher Education
This is a group of one-year programs which are designed to fill
the needs of local school districts and libraries for trained paraprofessionals. Since the job descriptions and needs of the
districts vary, a variety of programs .and courses are offered.
The design of these programs consists of a required core, a
group of required specialty courses and a number of elective
courses. Certificates are offered under the general heading of
education paraprofessional with endorsements in the following
areas: media assistant, library assistant, and instructional
assistant, special education.

Library!Media Assistant
Career Description: The library/media assistant is trained in working
with all aspects of media center operations, including instructional
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materials and printed material. Areas of concentration include: 1) library
skills, which include technical processing, circulation procedures, use of
referencematerials and operation of resource centers; 2) production of
instructional materials, such as charts, transparencies, duplicating
processes and slide-tape shows; 3) operation and minor maintenance of
audio-visual equipment; 4) operation of a single-eamera videotape system;
and 5) Apple computer operation, word processing, data base, spreadsheet,
use of various computer software packages for graphics and lettering,
software evaluation, and doing on-line data base searching. The graduates
will qualify for jobs in public schools, public libraries and some local
industries. Employment opportunities are good to excellent throughout the
metropolitan area.

Option One
Library Assistant courses required in addition to core:
COURSE NO TiTlE
ED 6.102
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION I
ED 6.110
LIBRARY PROCEDURES
ED 6.111
SELECTION OF LIBRARYMATERIALS
ED 6112
INTROTOJUVENILE LITERATURE
ED 6.114
REFERENCEMATERIALS
ED 6.115
STORYTELLING
ED 136
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
ART 3308AA
SIGN PAINTING I

LEC
lAB
HRJWK HRlWK
3
6
3
2
2
3
3
2
3
4

CR
5
3
3
3
3
2
3
2

Program Prerequisites: Students in the paraprofessional programs at
PCC are required to demonstrate competencies in areas of English and
reading by passing appropriate placement tests. Their scores must qualify
them to enroll in WR 115.

Recommended Electives: Other courses may be substituted with departmental permission. Students are required to take six credit hours from this
list.

Course of Study: PCC offers the following three options:

COURSE NO TITLE
ED 100
SP£CIAl PIROJECTSIN EDUCATION
ED 6.101
AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT II
ED 6103AA
EDUCATIONAl MEDIA P1RODUCTIONII:
COMPUTERS
ED 6104
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION III
PHOTOGRAPHY
ED 6.105
TELEVISION PRODUCTION I
ED 6.171
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION II

Option one is a one-year program to develop skills used in public, private
and specialized libraries, with emphasis on print materials and use of
various types of media. Students take classes in reference materials, library
procedures, library materials, children's literature and related areas. Two
terms of practicum are included.
Option two is a one-year program to develop skills used in media centers,
production centers and audio-visual departments. Emphasis is on non-print
materials such as transparencies, photography, graphics, displays and
charts, duplicating processes and audio-visual equipment. Students take
classes in production, audio-visual equipment, television and related areas.
Two terms of practicum are included.
Option three is the Associate of General Studies degree. Students
take a combination of 72 credit hours from options one and two,
plus 18 credit hours of General Education in order to complete
the 90 credit hours necessary to receive an associate degree.
Students completing the two-year option have varied experiences
in the field of libraries, media centers and audio-visual departments. Each
student's program must be approved by the Education Department.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:
•

One-year Certificate of Completion (Education Paraprofessional with a
Media Assistant endorsement) - 45 credit hours.

•

One-year Certificate of Completion (Education Paraprofessional with a
Library Assistant endorsement) - 45 credit hours.

•

Two-year Associate of General Studies - 90 credit hours. Seea program
advisor for assistance in program planning.
Core for Library/Media Assistant Programs

LEC
LAB
COURSE NO TITlE
HRlWK HRlWK
ED 111
CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION (SEMINAR)
3
ED 133
MEDIA AND MATERIALS
3
ED 209
PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE)
12
ED 210
PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE)
12
HE 112
FIRST AID AND EMERGENCYCARE
10
BT 121
TYPING I
5

,One day workshop

CR
3
3
3
3
l'

LEC
lAB
HRlWK HRlWK
15
3
3

6

3
2
3

6
2

CR
5'
2

5
3
3

'Variable credit; students may receive one credit for every three
hours of instruction per week for one term.
Option Two
Media Assistant courses required in addition to core:
LEC
LAB
COURSE NO TiTlE
HRlWK HRlWK
ED 6.102
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION I
3
6
ED 6.103AA EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION II:
COMPUTERS
3
ED 6.104
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION III:
PHOTOGRAPHY
3
6
ED 6.105
TELEVISION PRODUCTION I
2
2
ED 136
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
3
ED 6.171
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION II
3
ED 6.111
SELECTION OF LIBRARY MATERIALS
2
2
ART 3.30SAA SIGN PAINTING I
4

CR
5

5
3
3
3
3
2

Recommended electives: Students are required to take five credit hours
from this list.
COURSE NO TITLE
ED 199
SP£CIAl PIROJECTSIN EDUCATION
ED 211
PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE)
ED 6.101
AUDIO VISUAL EOUIPMENT II
ED 6110
LIBRARY P1ROCEDURES
ED 6.112
INTROTO JUVENILE LITERATURE
ED 6114
REFERENCEMATERIALS
GRA 4.308
LITHO PRESS 1

LAB
HR/WK
15
12
1
3
3
3
3
2
2

LEC
HR/WK

CR
5'
3
2
3
3
3
2

lVariable credit; students may receive one credit for every three hours of
instruction per week for one term.
Option Three: Associate of General Studies Degree Students must select
classes from Option One and Option Two plus 1B credit hours of General
Education for a total of 90 credit hours. Students selecting Option Three
must set up a program through the Education Department.
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Instructional Assistant, Special Education
Career Description: The instructional

assistant's responsibilities may
include the following: 1) working under the supervision of a teacher; 2)
assisting small group instruction in reading, math, spelling etc.; 3)
assisting individual students in the above academic areas and self-help
skills, daily living skills, physical therapy and other skills, depending on the
functioning level of the student; 4) following behavior programs as directed
by the teacher; 5) preparing and assembling materials. The particular
responsibilities assigned to an assistant depend on the program and
personnel in each school. Employment opportunities are excellent in
Portland and in the surrounding area as a result of the present legislative
support for equal education for the handicapped (PL 94-142).

One-year Certificate of Completion (Education Paraprofessional with an
Instructional Assistant, Special Education endorsement) - 45 credit
hours.

•

Two-year Associate of General Studies - 90 credit hours. See a
program advisor for assistance in program planning.

COURSE NO
ED 111
ED 136
ED 209
ED 210
ED 211
ED 133
ED 205
ED 251
ED 252

TITLE
AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE I
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II
AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE III
TECHNIQUES FOR TUTORING ADULTS
SPECIAL PRClJECTS IN EDUCATION
PRACTICUM: SPECIAL EDUCATION
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION
INTRO LEGISLATION, HISTORY &
CERTIFICATIONPROC OF SPECIAL ED
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3
3
3
2
2
1
1

3
3
3
2
2
2
2

2
2

LAB
lEC
HRlWK HRlWK
TITLE
3
CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION (SEMINAR)
3
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
12
PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE)
12
PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE)
12
PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE)
3
MEDIA AND MATERIALS
5
TUTORING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
OVERVIEW OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS 3
3
BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
3

Career Description: Experienced individuals from business and industry
CR
3
3
3
3
3
l'

3
3
3
3
3

can qualify to teach their specialty in high schools and community colleges.
The specialty areas now accepting teachers with less than a BA degree are:
accounting, bookkeeping, child care services, cooperative work experience.
construction, computer science, electricity/electronics,
food service,
graphic arts, health occupations, marketing, mechanical repair and metals.
Employment opportunities are available in both private and public
institutions across the country and overseas.

Program Prerequisites: Anyone entering this program must have three
years of verified work experience. In most trade areas the teacher candidate
should have three years at the journeyman level. All students entering this
program must take the PCC math and English placement tests.
Course of Study: The professional courses prepare a student in the
knowledge, sensitivity and skills required to become a successful teacher.
Students will be required to spend at least one term as a teaching assistant
in a local high school or community college program.
These courses also meet the requirements for certification as a cosmetology
instructor. More information may be obtained from the State Board of
Cosmetology.

- Students are

lEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK
3
3
3
1
6
15
2
40
3

3

Vocational Teacher Education

Assistant, Special Education Program

'One day workshop

COURSE NO
ITP 101
ITP 102
ITP 103
ED 125
ED 199
ED 212
ED 258
ED 267

3

Recommended electives are listed below:

PCCoffers the following forms of recognition:

Suggested Courses: Severely and Mildly Handicapped
required to select 9 credit hours.

CR

Elementary Education Transfer

•

ED 251
ED 252
ED 295
PSY 101

INTRODUCTIONTO MENTAL RETARDATION
INTRODUCTIONTO TEACHINGTHE
LEAlRNINGDISABLED STUDENT
INTROTOJUVENILE LITERATURE
MATHEMATICSWORKSHOP
BASIC DISTAR I
BASICDISTARII
BRAILLEI
BRAILLEII

LAB

HRIWK

The elementary education transfer program is an associate of arts degree.
transferable to four-year public universities and colleges in Oregon. For
more detailed information, please see an education faculty advisor.

Course of Study: PCC offers a 45-credit-hour
certificate with
emphasis on field experience in public or private elementary and
secondary schools. The program has three purposes: 1) to train
students to work with special needs students in an academic or
vocational environment;
2) to allow students to progress toward
teacher certification
at a four-year institution; and 3) to provide
exploratory
experiences
for students who are consideri ng regular
or special education as a career.

COURSE NO
ED 111
ED 133
ED 209
ED 210
ED 211
HE 112
ED 20S
ED 207AC

ED 268
ED 269

lEC

HRIWK

'Variable credit; students may receive one credit for every three hours of
instruction per week for one term.

programs at
PCC are required to demonstrate competencies in areas of English, reading
and math by passing appropriate placement tests. Scores must be high
enough to qualify students for enrollment in WR 115, DER 115 and PCM
60.

lEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK
TITLE
3
CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION (SEMINAR)
3
MEDIA AND MATERIALS
12
PRACTICUM (rIELD EXPERIENCE)
12
PRACTICUM (i=IELD EXPERIENCE)
12
PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE)
10
FIRST AID AND EMERGENCY CARE
5
TUTORING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
SEMINAR: ADAPTIVE SIGN FOR
3
SPECIAL POPULATIONS
3
OVERVIEWOF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS
3
BEHAVIORMANAGEMENT
3
LEISUREFORSPECIAL POPULATIONS
3
PSYCHOLOGYAND HUMAN RELATIONS

TmE

ED 6.112
ED 6125
ED 6.127
ED 6.128
ED 6151
ED 6152

Program Prerequisites: Students in the paraprofessional

Required Courses - Instructional

COURSE NO

CR
3
3
3
3
5'
12
3
3

In some cases certain courses may be accepted by Oregon State University
and applied toward a BA in Industrial Arts Education. Students interested
in this should contact the PCC program administrator for more information.
Up to 45 credits of vocational/technical
this degree.

coursework

may be applied toward

PCC offers the fonowlng fonn of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 90 credit hours; includes a
minimum of 21 credit hours of professional courses, nine credit hours
in communication courses and 1B credit hours of General Education
courses. Students may receive a maximum of 45 credits for their
occupational training and industrial work experience. Consult a
program advisor for help in planning General Education classes.
Professional Courses
LEC
LAB
COURSE NO
ED 110
ED 132
ED 133
ED 209
ED 281
ED 292
PSY 101

TInE
HR/WK HR/WK
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING
3
EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
3
MEDIA AND MATERIALS
3
PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE)
12
PHILOSOPHY AND TECHNIQUES OF
TEACHING AT A COMMUNITY COLLEGEJH.S.
3
CURRICULUM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
3
PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN RELATIONS
3

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Open Campus/Southeast Center

244·6111, ext. 6905, 6205

1,

I

Courses of Study: PCC offers, at our Cascade Electrical Training Center,
an opportunity to enter the Manufacturing Plant Apprentice Electrical
program. Students must prepare for and meet state electrical apprentice
standards to fulfill their complete on the job training program. Apply
through Oregon State Apprenticeship and Training, 1400 SW 5th, Portland,
Oregon, or call them at (503) 229-6008.
PCC is an approved training agent for continuing education for journeymen
electrical license renewal through the State of Oregon Electrical Licensing
Division.
PCC awards a Certificate of Completion upon successful completion of
each cou rse.
TmE
ELECTRICAL I: 1ST YEAR, 1ST TERM
ELECTRICAL 11:1ST YEAR, 2ND TERM
ELECTRICAL 111:1ST YEAR, 3RD TERM
ELECTRICAL IV: 2ND YEAR, 1ST TERM
ELECTRICAL V: 2ND YEAR, 2ND TERM
ELECTRICAL VI: 2ND YEAR, 3RD TERM
ELECTRICAL VII: 3RD YEAR, 1ST TERM
ELECTRICAL VIII: 3RD YEAR, 2ND TERM
ELECTRICAL IX; 3RD YEAR, 3RD TERM
ELECTRICAL x; 4TH YEAR, 1ST TERM
ELECTRICAL XI: 4TH YEAR, 2ND TERM
ELECTRICAL PLANT MAINTENANCE I
ELECTRICAL PLANT MAINTENANCE 11
LOW ENERGY ELECTRICAL
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE CHANGES

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

NEC BLUEPRINT READING
NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE, ADVANCED
ELECTRICAL ESTIMATING I
ELECTRICAL FIELD JOB MANAGEMENT
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
SOLID STATE DEVICES
BASIC PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION I
ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION 11
ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION 111
ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION IV
ELECTRICAL MOTOR DRIVE SYSTEM
ELECTRICAL MOTOR CONTROLS
ELECTRICAL/CALCULATIONS AND PLANNING
(DESIGN) I

9.069
9.083
9.090
9.090AA
9.091
9.107
9.121
9.121AA
9.122AA
9.123
9.124
9.125
9.143AA
9.145
9.688

LAB
HRIWK

CR

3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Sylvania Campus
Science Technology Building B8

career Description: The electrician is a person who may work in the
following areas: Inside/outside or manufacturing plant. These are Oregon
licensed occupations and a person MUST meet State standards to practice
these occupations. Please contact the Oregon State Licensing Division at
(503) 373-1268 in Salem for specific licensing requirements.
Program Prerequisites: DEM 20 Basic Math and WR 115 Expository
Writing are recommended.

COURSE NO
TE 9.610
TE 9.611
TE 9.612
TE 9.613
TE 9.614
TE 9.615
TE 9.616
TE 9617
TE 9.618
TE 9.619
TE 9.620
TE 9.052
TE 9.052AA
TE 9.058
TE 9061
TE 9.061AB

nne

Electronic
Engineering Technology

Electrical Trades

i

LEC
HRIWK

COURSE NO

LEC
LAB
HRIWK HRIWK
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
10
3
10

CR
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1

244-6111. ext. 4163
Accredited by the Technology Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (TAC/ABEl)
Career Description: Within the electronic research, development and
manufacturing industry, electronic technicians playa vital role in product
development, product manufacturing, and in-house and field servicing.
Electronic technicians construc!, test, troubleshoot, repair and calibrate
electronic instruments and systems. These tasks require the application of
state-of-the-art design, analysis, troubleshooting and manufacturing tools
and techniques. Electronic technicians: 1) use industry-standard electronic
test instruments in making measurements, 2) use development and test
situations to write, test, and apply software-based engineering tools, and 3)
help write and modify systems documentation and procedures for testing
and calibration.
Minimum requirements for electronic technician positions include an
associate degree or equivalent training.
Program Prerequisites: The Electronic Engineering Technology (EEl)
program is available to high school graduates (or equivalent) by application
to the Engineering and Technology Department. Program applicants must
show, by high school or college transcripts or PCC placement examinations, that they are prepared to take MTH 101 College Algebra and WR 121
English Composition. Students meeting these qualifications will be
accepted into the program on a first-come, first-served basis until available
classes are full.
Students without a high school diploma or equivalent may petition for
conditional acceptance and, if granted, will gain full acceptance upon
completion of specified coursework.
Course of Study: The mission of the EET program is three-fold:
1. To prepare electronics technicians for entry-level positions in product
development, product manufacturing, and in-plant and field servicing
within companies involved in electronics research, development and
manufacturing.
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2. To lay the foundation for future career development by offering lower
division courses so that graduates can transfer to the bachelor of science
programs at Oregon Institute ofTechnology in electronic engineering
technology, computer engineering technology and industrial management.
3. To provide specialized job upgrading and continuing education courses
for practicing engineers and technicians.
The EET program is successfully meeting the three-fold mission stated
above. Many program graduates are now employed by various local
electronics companies in positions ranging from product development to
manufacturing to in-house and field servicing positions.
Articulation with O.I.T.'s four-year program has been enhanced with the
establishment of O.I.T.'s Metro Center. Our graduates can complete the
associate degree program and then continue their education toward a
baccalaureate degree while working full-time for one of our local electronics
companies.
Many practicing engineers and technicians take advantage of our day and
evening course offerings for technical upgrading and continuing education.
Our most popular upgrading course sequences are microcomputer
systems, electronic computer-aided-engineering, and industrial control and
robotics. In addition, short courses are offered in technical areas that are of
current interest to practicing engineers and technicians.
The curriculum offers in-depth study in basic circuits, analog circuits,
digital and microprocessor systems, and software applications to the field
of electronics. The course of study begins with Ohm's Law and progresses
logically to advanced topics in 16-bits microcomputer technology, the
application of linear integrated circuits, and computer-aided-engineering
tools used within the industry. Instruction is balanced between theory and
practice with approximately half of the instructional time taking place in a
laboratory setting. Three general-purpose electronics laboratories are
equipped for twelve laboratory stations. Each station includes a Tektronix
dual-trace oscilloscope and TM-500 Electronic Measurement Systems
(DVM, power supply, counter/timer, and function generator). Students work
two to a laboratory station to insure adequate hands-on experience.
Specialized systems within these labs include device curve tracers,
spectrum and logic analyzers, and circuit and device testers.
Specialized facilities include a $250,000 laboratory based on Intel
Microcomputer Development Systems. This unique laboratory includes a
network of Intel Development Systems complete with in-eircuit emulators
and single-board computers for prototyping custom systems. The lab also
includes IBM PC/XT computer systems to support software development
and CAE projects based on the application of programmable logic devices.
A new computer aided engineering (CAE) laboratory, which includes
Mentor Graphics work stations, supports an innovative design automation
curriculum.
Due to the dynamic nature of the electronics induslry, the curriculum is
continually being updated and revised to meet the changing human
resource needs of local companies. Please contact the Engineering and
Technology Department for current program information.
PCC offers the following fonns of recognition:
• Two-year Certificate of Completion - 85 credit hours of required electronics, mathematics and science courses with a minimum GPA of 2.00.
•

Associate of Applied Science Degree -1 05 credit hours; includes 85
credit hours of required electronics, mathematics and science courses
and an approved 20 credit hours of General Education courses with a
total minimum GPA of 2.00 overall and in science, mathematics,
electronics, and software courses.
Students who have earned the Associate of Applied Science degree in this
program may transfer to the Oregon Institute of Technology with junior
standing. on. has both an evening program in the Portland area as well as
a full-lime degree program in Klamath Falls, leading to the Bachelor of
Science Degree in Electronic Engineering Technology.
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Suggested Sequence
Faculty advisors are available to provide program information, to advise
students on meeting program requirements, and to assist in other ways as
appropriate. Contact the Engineering and Technology Department for more
information.
First term courses are offered fall, winter, and spring terms.
Evening courses are scheduled so that all major course sequences begin
fall term. Some sequences may also start winter term. All courses
necessary to complete the associate degree are available in the evening.
COURSE NO

TITlE

LEC

LAB

HR/WK

HR/WK

CR

First Tenn
EET 110
EET 111
EET 112
MTH 101
WR 121

PROGfVlMMING FOR ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND DEVICES I
DIGITAL SYSTEMS I
COLLEGEALGEBRA
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3
3
3

3
3
3

4
4

4

4

3

3'

Second Term
EET 121
EET 122
CST 2.110
MTH 102
WR 122

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND DEVICES II
DIGITAL SYSTEMS II
PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES - PASCAL
TRIGONOMETRY
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3
3
4
4
3

3
3
2

4
4
4
4
3'

ELECTRONICCIRCUITS AND DEVICES III
DIGITAL SYSTEMS III
CALCULUS FOR ELECTRONICS
UNIX AND C
TECHNICAL WRITING I

3
3

3
3

4
4
4'

Third Term
EET 131
EET 132
EET133.
CST 2.666
WR 227

5
4
3

2

3
3

3

4
3'

Fourth Tenn
EET 241
EET 242
EET 244

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS I
LIN EM SYSTEMS I
ELECTIVE
SEMINAR I
ELECTIVE

3

4
4

4'
1
4'

LEC
COURSE NO

TITlE

LAB

HRJWIC HRJWIC

CR

Fifth Tenn
EEl 251
EEl 252
EEl 254
PHY 201

MICROCOMPlJTERSYSTEMS II
LINEARSYSTEMS II
SEMINARII
GENERAl PHYSICS
ElECTIVE

3
3
1
3

3
3

MICROCOMPlJTERSYSTEMS III
POWERELECTRONICS
GENERAl PHYSICS
ElECTIVE
GENERAl EDUCATION

3
3
3

3
3
3

4
4
1
4'
4'

3

Electronic
Service Technology
Cascade Campus
Jackson Hall Room 218
244-6111, ext. 5317, 5352

Sixth Tenn
EEl 261
EEl 262
PHY 202

4
4
4'
4'
3'

'Applies toward the 20 credit hours of General Education.
2MTH 200 & MTH 201 will satisfy this requirement and also the science or
math requirement in fourth term.
rrhis must be a laboratory science course or a math course more advanced
than the one taken to satisfy the third term math requirement.
"lhis course must be selected from the social sciences.
sPHY 211 and 212 may be substituted for PHY 201 and 202.
6ApprovedTechnical Electives: (10- 12 credits) Students may petition the
department to accept other courses which relate to the purpose of the
program.
Elective Courses
COURSE NO
EEl 243
EEl 246M
EEl 253
EEl 255
EEl 256
EEl 257
EEl 266
EEl 271
EEl 272
CST 2210
WR 9.600
GRA9.601

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
RF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
3
3
ELECTRONICDESIGNAlJTOMATION I
3
3
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
3
3
INDUSTRIALCONTROl/ROBOTICSI
3
3
ELECTRONICDESIGNAlJTOMATION II
3
3
OPTICALENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGY
3
3
ELECTRONICDESIGNAlJTOMATION III
3
3
FIELD EFFECTDEVICES
3
NETWORKANALYSIS
3
DATA ABSTRACTIONSAND STRUCTURES- PASCAL 4
2
TECHNICALWRITINGII
3
GRAPHICSFORTECHNICALWRITERS
3

CR
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
3
3

Job Upgrading Courses: The following job upgrading courses are not
part of the Associate of Applied Science degree or the Certificate of
Completion in Electronic Engineering Technology. These courses are
designed for practicing engineers and technicians who require job
upgrading in specific areas of electronics.
Alternate scheduling strategies can be used for both on-campus and offcampus offerings of these job upgrading courses or other courses may be
developed to meet the needs of industry. Contact the department office if
you would like these courses at your location.
Courses: Referto the course descriptions sections of this catalog for an
explanation of course content.
LEC
COURSE NO
EEl 9.600
EL 9.620
EL 9.622
EL 9624
EL 9.626
El 9.642
EL 9.643
EL 9.644

rmr
INSIGHTSINTO LOGIC DESIGN
USINGPROGRAMMABLELOGIC DEVICES
BASICAC/DC I
BASICAC/DC II
DIGITALLOGIC FUNDAMENTALS
SEMICONDUCTORDEVICES
DIGITALCIRCUITSWORKSHOP
MICROCOMPlJTERWORKSHOPI
MICROCOMPlJTERWORKSHOPII

HR/WK
20
3
3
3
3
20
20
20

LAB

HRJWIC

CR

20
3
3
3
3
20
20
20

3'
4
4
4
4
3'
3'
3'

Career Description: Electronic technicians service electronic,
computer-controlled
electronic and electromechanical systems.
Servicing includes repair, maintenance, calibration, evaluation,
analysis, installation and testing. Technicians trained in system
servicing are employed by servicing organizations and by manufacturers and users of electronic and related equipment.
Servicing present-day equipment requires computer literacy and
training in a variety of analog and digital electronic systems.
Troubleshooting skills are essential, including proper use of
standard and specialized test and evaluation equipment, plus the
use of detailed service information.
Program Prerequisites: Entry-level English and math competencies are required. English: Qualify for WR 121 English Composition by placement test, writing sample or 'C' or better grade in
WR 115. Math: By placement test, or 'C' or better grade in PCM 65
Algebra II. Prerequisites for individual courses are listed in the course
descriptions section of this catalog.
Entry to the second-year of the program (last three terms)
requires completion of all first year courses (first three terms)
with 'C' or beller grade in each course, or the demonstrated equivalent
proficiency.
The electronic service technology (EST) program accepts entry-level
students fall (September) and winter (January) terms. All applicants must
have an interview with an EST faculty member to qualify for entry.
Interviews are held year around. For interview appointment call the
Business and Industry Division, Cascade Campus. Counselors, employers
and prospective students are invited to meet our staff and tour our facilities.
Please call for arrangements.
Course of Study: Electronic service technology is a two-year (six term)
certificate and associate degree program located in Jackson Hall, Cascade's
new computer and electronics complex. In addition, ESToffers a one-year
certificate of completion. The program trains students for entry-level
positions as electronics technicians. Basic course and lab work includes
electrical fundamentals, linear and IC solid state, digital and microprocessor fundamentals. Systems course and lab work includes audio,
microcomputer, microcomputer on local area network, RFcommunications,
data communications, video, instrumentation and control. Second-year
students are required to work on-site through cooperative education, a joint
EST-industry venture.
Hands-on training is emphasized through lab experiences where
troubleshooting and related skills are developed. Lab facilities
are equipped with actual audio, RF communications, video, desktop microcomputer network, data communication, instrumentation and control systems for student training. Lab facilities
contain quality, up-to-date standard and specialized test
equipment from companies recognized as leaders in their fields.
Industry support includes cooperative work experience where
students work on-site at an approved location in each of the last
three terms of the program. An active advisory committee of
representatives from local electronics industries assists our
faculty. In addition, industry supports the EST program with
grants and donations of equipment and services.

lOne week courses.
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COURSE NO

TITlE

lEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

Fifth Term
EL
EL
EL
EL

6.447
6.457
6.462
6.280AD

VIDEO SYSTEMS I
VIDEO SYSTEMS II
FCC LICENSE REVIEW
COOPERATIVEED:
ELECTRONICS SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
GENERALEDUCATION -

3
3
2

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL·
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
COOPERATIVEED:
ELECTRONICSSERVICETECHNOLOGY
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3

3
3

4
4
2

8

2'
6

Sixth Term
EL 6.465
EL 6.760
EL 6.280AD

PCC offers the following

One-year certificate in Basic Electronic Service - 45 credit hours of
required first-year (first three terms) electronic service technology
coursework.

•

Two-year Certificate in Electronic Service Technology - 78 credit
hours of required electronic service technology coursework.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree -- 96 credit hours: includes 78
credit hours of required electronic service technology coursework plus
18 credit hours of General Education. Consult a program counselor for
assistance in planning General Education coursework.
Suggested Sequence
lEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

4
4
3
1

3
3
3
2

5
5
4
1

SOLID STATE II
SOLID STATE III
DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS I
DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS II

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

AUDIO SYSTEMS I
AUDIO SYSTEMS II
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS I
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS II

2
2
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
4
4

RF COMMUNICATIONS I
RF COMMUNICATIONS II
COOPERATIVE ED:
ELECTRONICS SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
COOPERATIVE ED: ELECTRONICS
SERVICE TECHNOLOGY - SEMINAR
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3

3
3

TITlE

First Term
EL
EL
EL
EL

6.710
6.711
6.712
6.713

ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS I
ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS II
SOLID STATE I
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS

Second Term
EL 6.720
EL 6.721
EL 6.722
EL 6.723

Third Term
EL
EL
EL
EL

6.427
6.437
6.730
6.731

Fourth Term
EL 6.452
EL 6.464
EL 6.280AD
EL 6.280AE

8

2'
6

lAdvanced Lab may be substituted for Cooperative Ed: Electronics with
permission of Business and Industry Division.

forms of recognition:

•

COURSE NO

3
3

8

2'
1
6

Emergency Dispatch
Operator (9-1-1)
Cascade Campus
Student Center A15
244-6111, ext. 5271
Career Description: An emergency dispatch operator is a person who
receives information from citizens and public officials (police, fire, medical)
at a public safety answering point (PSAP) commonly referred to as a "9-1-1
Center". The job involves the operation of complex communications
equipment including radio console, multi-line telephone system, and
computer terminal(s) to dispatch police, fire, ambulance, and other
emergency and non-emergency calls. Dispatchers keep accurate records of
communications received and transmitted and do related work as required
by personnel in emergency service functions.
Program Prerequisites: To be admitted into the program, the following
process must be completed:
A. Complete and return the program application form certifying ability to
type 25 words per minute to the Student Services and Education Division
Office, Student Center A15, by the announced deadline date.
B. Complete a battery of tests at a specified date which include: A written
test that is adapted from a test used by a 9-1-1 center to screen applicants
and the college written English, reading and computation placement lests.
C. Criminal Background Check: Applicants will be required to pass a
criminal. background check.
D. Oral Interview: Those who score highest on the tests and have a
satisfactory criminal background check will be invited to interview. The
interview is based on industry standards commonly used for applicant
screening of entry level emergency dispatch operators.
NOTE: The program will admit 30 students every fall term. Letters of
acceptance will be sent to each applicant who meets all of the requirements.
This letter does not ensure a person a place in the Emergency Dispatch
Operator 9-1-1 program. The first 30 people to officially complete fall
registration, including payment of a $50 non-refundable deposit, will be
guaranteed a space,

\

:
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PCC Program: This is a one year (three term) intensive training program
for students interested in a career in emergency communications. A
maximum of 30 students will be accepted annually. The curriculum
includes skills, knowledge, and abilities that have been identified as critical
for career entry by 9-1-1 Center Directors, PCC 9-1-1 Advisory Board, and
professional emergency dispatch organizations. The three term Public
Safety Emergency Dispatcher Operator sequence will follow the national 80hour Emergency Dispatch Operator Training Program developed by the
Associated Public-Safely Communications Officers, Inc. Field experience
and on-the-job training are required during all three terms of the certificate
program.
Students leave the program with minimum job entry level skills. Full-time
enrollment is required. For more information, contact the Student Services
and Education Division located at Cascade Campus, 705 North
Killingsworth. Phone 244-6111, ext. 5271 (voice mail ext. 5424 to leave a
message).
NOTE: Custom designed courses and workshops can be provided to
aqencies and institutions wishing professional upgrading for their staff.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:
•
•

COURSE NO

EDO 5.103
EDO 5.280AC
EDO 5.280AD
EDO 5.110
FP
SP
BT
BT
BT

101
101
2.170
2.172
2.180

EMT9.420

Required Program Sequence: The following courses are required of all
students enrolled in the Emergency Dispatch Operator 9-1-1 program and
are open to professional dispatchers and to other professionals working in
fields related to 9-1-1 dispatch. This is subject to course availability, class
size and department permission. In addition, public sector organizations
such as local 9-1-1 dispatch centers may contact the department for
professional in-service courses and seminars for their professional staff.

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL LAW
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: 9-1-1
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: 9-1-1 - SEMINAR
PUBLIC SAFETY EMERGENCY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 11
INTRO TO FIRE PROTECTION
ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS
BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING
DATA BASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
MICROCOMPUTERS
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: 9-1-1
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: 9-1-1-SEMINAR
CRISIS INTERVENTION
MANAGEMENT OF STRESS IN CRISIS
INTERVENTION ENVIRONMENTS
PUBLIC SAFETY EMERGENCY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS III
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE:
FIRST RESPONDER

TITLE

lEC
HRM'K

LAB
HR/WK

CR

Fall Term
ED05.101
EDD5.280AC
ED05.280AD
EDO 5.109
BT 2.171
WR 1.127

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINALJUSTICE SYSTEM POLICE
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: 9-1-1
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: 9-1-1-SEMINAR
PUBLIC SAFETY EMERGENCY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS I
KEYBOARDING ON MICROCOMPUTERS
INTRO TO TECHNICAl WRITING

3
8

3
2
1

5

3
1
3

3
3

3
8

3

5
5

3
2
1
3
3
3
1
1

5
8
1
3

2
1
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Emergency
Medical Technician
Open Campus/Southeast
Room 810
244-6111, ext. 6205

COURSE NO

CR

Spring Term

ED05.111

Certification by Associated Public-Safely Communications Officers,
Inc., upon successful completion of the three term sequence in
emergency telecommunications.

LAB
HR/WK

Winter Term

ED05.280AC
ED05.280AD
ED05.105
ED05.107

One-year Certificate of Completion - 46 credit hours of required
courses.

lEC
HRM'K

TITlE

Center

Programs:
EMTI
EMTII
EMTIII
EMTIV
First Responder
EMT I RefresherIRecertificalion
Career Description: Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) respond to
medical emergencies and provide immediate care to the critically ill or
injured. Those successfully completing EMT training will be eligible for
state board examinations and certification and will qualify to fill a variety of
occupations involved in public and private sector organizations needing
personnel with both the basic life support skills and knowledge of the EMT I
and the advanced life support skills and knowledge of the EMT II, EMT III
and EMT IV. In Oregon the EMT IV level is equivalent to a paramedic.
Program PrerequIsites: 1) Minimum education: High school graduate,
GED or equivalent; 2) Minimum age of 18; 3) Above average physical
condition; 4) Pass or have completed a basic English examination to the
level of WR 121; 5) Pass or have completed a basic math examination to
the level of PCM 60.
PCC Program: The EMT Program is operated district wide. Students considering a career as a paramedic must meet the Oregon State Health
Division and the Oregon Board of Medical Examiners' certification
requirements.
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The continuing education program is designed to correlate classroom,
laboratory and field experience to EMT certification standards established
by the State of Oregon Health Department and the State Board of Medical
Examiners.
Students who would like to receive a degree from PCC may work toward an
Associate of General Studies Degree. Students who are interested in
pursuing course work beyond the Emergency Medical Technology courses
should contact a departmental advisor for assistance in planning a
curriculum that meets the individual educational objectives.
pee oners the following fonn of recognition:
• Certificate of Completion - Students may receive individual certificates
for the successful completion of each of the EMT courses (EMT I, EMT
II, EMT III, EMT IV).

The Fire Protection degree is a two-year course of study leading to an
associate of applied science degree designed for students wishing to enter
the fire science field and for persons already employed in related fields or
as firefighters. PCC has developed several intern/student training
programs in cooperation with the metropolitan fire agencies. The program
is currently being revised. This will provide six specialty tracks/options and
award up to 21 credit hours of education for those desiring to specialize in
a particular function of the fire science service.
pee oners the following fonns of recognition:
•

Associate of Applied Science Degree: 97 credit hours; includes 69
credit hours of required fire science courses and 28 credit hours of
General Education. Students should contact a department advisor for
assistance in planning a course of study.

Suggested Sequence

•

Fire Suppression (currently in effect) - for students planning to be
firefighters. Credit is awarded through the academic portion of FSAB
Firefighter III.

•

Fire Prevention (projected for 1990/91) - for students planning to
specialize in the area of fire inspection, prevention and investigation.
Credit is awarded through the academic portion of FSAB Fire
Preventionllnvestigation Officer I.
Fire Supervision (projected for 1990/91) - for students planning to
prepare for supervisory positions in the fire science service. Credit is
awarded through the academic portion of FSAB Fire Officer I.

COURSE NO
EMT9.401
EMT9.401AA
EMT 9402
EMT 9.403
EMT 9404
EMT 9408
EMT9420

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
EMERGENCYMEDICAL TECHNICIAN I
4
4
EMT I REFRESHERiRECERTIRCATION
3
EMERGENCYMEDICAL TECHNICIAN II
4
6
EMERGENCYMEDICAL TECHNICIAN III
11
8
EMERGENCYMEDICAL TECHNICIAN IV
8
6
EMT II D· DEFIBRILLATION
4
4
EMERGENCYMEDICAL SERVICE:FIRST RESPONDER3
1

CR
8
3
6
15
15
1
3

Fire Protection
Technology
Southeast Center
Room 86

244-6111, ext. 6244
Program:
Fire Suppression
Those training in the Fire Protection Technology programs are preparing for
occupations and advancement in fire suppression, investigation, prevention, emergency medical services, hazardous materials technology, college
transfer, and other educational programs. Employment exists in both public
and private sector organizations that require individuals with specific
training in fire suppression, code enforcement and investigation, hazardous
materials and emergency medical skills. The PCC program is designed to
correlate classroom, laboratory and field experience in public and private
sector fire organizations. The programs that follow are designed for
students wishing to enter the fire service (pre-service) and professional
firefighters who wish to obtain a PCC degree, certificate, or to meet specific
State of Oregon Fire Standards and Accreditation Board (FSAB) certification
requirements. The programs also address technical training and education
required by business and industry.
Program Prerequisites: 1) High school completion or GED test scores
of 50 or above in all five subject areas. 2) Satisfactory placement scores in
mathematics, English, writing and reading. 3) Above average to excellent
vision and physical condition. 4) Minor violations or infractions of the law
could impact entry into this program.
eourse of Study: Courses in the Fire Protection programs are closely
correlated to the accreditation standards adopted by the FSAB. Students
completing the degree program in Fire Protection Technology will satisfy all
of the FSAB Firefighter I, II, III educational standards.

•

•

Emergency Medical (projected for 1990/91) - for students planning to
specialize as paramedics in the fire science service. Credit is awarded
through EMT III.

•

Hazardous Materials (projected for 1990/91) - for students planning to
specialize as hazardous materials technicians. Credit is awarded
through the academic portion of FSAB Hazardous Materials Technician
II.

•

College Transfer (projected for 1990/91) - for students preparing to
transfer the AAS Degree in Fire Science Technology to Eastern, Western
or Southern Oregon State College in the Fire Administration program.
Certificate Options: Certificates are also being revised. Contact the
department for further information.

Suggested Sequence - Suppression Track
COURSE NO

TITlE

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

CR

First Tenn
MTH 100
MTH 101
WR 121
FP 101
FP 5.100
FP 5250

INTERMEDIATEALGEBRA
COLLEGEAlGEBRA
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
INTROTO FIREPROTECTION
FIRESCIENCE ORIENTATION
FIREFIGHTINGSKILLS I

4
4
3
3
1
3

5

4'
4'
3
3'
l'
5'

Second Torm
FP 5257
WR 214
FP 5275
PHY 101
PHY 201
FP 5251
FP 5391

FIRESERVICEHYDRAULICS
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
FIRESCIENCEI PHYSICS
FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS
GENERALPHYSICS
FIREFIGHTINGSKILLS II
NATURAL COVER/FORESTFIREFIGHTING

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

FUNDAMENTALS OF FIREPREVENTION
FIRESCIENCE II CHEMISTRY
FUNDAMENTALS FORCHEMISTRY
GENERALCHEMISTRY
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH
FIRESERVICERESCUEPRACTICES
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION/BLUEPRINTREADING

3
3
3
4
3
3
3

2
2
3
5

3
3
3'
4'
4'
5'
3

Third Torm
FP 5.262
FP 5277
CH 100
CH 104
SP 111
FP 5.268
FP 209

2
3
3
2

3
3'
4'
5'
3
3
3

j

.!
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Graphic Arts
Sylvania Campus
Communications Technology Building B5e
244-6111, ext. 4264 or 4277
Programs:
Commercial Art
Graphic Reproduction Technology
Photography

Commercial Art
Career Description: Careers in commercial art include graphic design,
illustration, package design, fashion illustration, cartooning, sign painting,
1V graphics, layout, paste-up and art direction.
Course of Study: Commercial art is an area of specialization that focuses
on the application of art in advertising.
pee offers the following fonn of recognition:
•

Associate of Applied Science Degree -103 credit hours; includes 85
credit hours of required courses and 18 credit hours of General
Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning
General Education classes.
Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

LEC
HR/WK

TITLE

LAB
HRIWK

CR

First Tenn (17-18 Credit Hours)
CA 3.318AA
CA 3.315
ART 195
ART 292
ART 291
DRF 6.127
GRA4.320

GRAPHIC DESIGN I
ADVERTISING LmERING I
BASIC DESIGN
WATERCOLOR
DRAWING
TECHNICAL ART ILLUSTRATION I
TYPESmlNGI
GENERAL EDUCATION

2
3

4
4
3
4
6
4
2

2
2
2
2
3
2
2'
3'

Second Term (16-18 Credit Hours)
CA 3.319AA
CA 3.316
ART 196
ART 291
ART 292
ART 217
CA 3.308AA
GRA4.314

GRAPHIC DESIGN II
ADVERTISING LmERING II
BASIC DESIGN
DRAWING
WATERCOLOR
LmERlNG (CALLIGRAPHY)
SIGN PAINTING I
CAMERAiPREP 1
GENERAL EDUCATION

2
3

4
4
3
6
4
3
4
2

2
2
2
3
2
1
2
2'
3'

4
4
3
4
6

2
2
2
2
3
3'
2

Third Term (16 Credit Hours)
CA 3.320AA
CA 3.317
ART 197
ART 292
ART 291
WR 121
GRA4.308

GRAPHIC DESIGN III
ADVERTISING LmERING III
BASIC DESIGN
WATERCOLOR
DRAWING
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
LITHO PRESS 1

3
2

2

Fourth Tenn (15 Credit Hours)
CA 3.325AA
CA 3.332
ART 290
GRA4.305AA
BA 239

GRAPHIC DESIGN IV
COMMERCIAL ILLUSTRATION I
PAINTING
PRODUCTION STANDARDS
ADVERTISING
GENERAL EDUCATION

4
4
6
2
3
3

2
2
3
2
3'
3'
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COURSENO TITLE
Fifth Tarm
CA 3.326AA
CA 3.334
CA 3.337
CA 3.330
ART 290
ART 226
GRA4.370
Sixth Tsrm
CA 3.327AA
CA 3.336
CA 3.341
CA 3.328
ART 290
PHO 251

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

CR

4
4
4
4
6

2
2
2
2
3

(19 Credit Hours)
GRAPHICDESIGNV
COMMERCIALILLUSTRATIONII
FASHIONILLUSTRATION
VISUALCOMPOSITION
PAINTING
MODERNARTHISTORYEARLY20THCENTURYART
SCREENPRINTINGI'
GENERALEDUCATION

Prerequisite:

2

3
2
3'

(16-17 Credit Hours)

GRAPHICDESIGNVI
COMMERCIALILLUSTRATIONIII
STORYILLUSTRATION
ADVANCEDSTUDIO
PAINTING
INTRODUCTIONTO PHOTOGRAPHY
(NON-DARKROOM)
PHO 252
BASICPHOTOGRAPHY
(DARKROOM)
CA 3.350
AIRBRUSHILLUSTRATIONI
1 Prerequisite:
BT 121 Typing 1 or equivalent

2

3
2
3

3
2

4
4
4
8
6

2
2
2
4
3

6
4

3
4'
2

DEM 20 Basic Math or equivalent

3

Minimum number of General Education credits -18

4

PHD 252 can be taken in lieu of PHD 251

Elective Courses
ART 199M
INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERGRAPHICS
INTHEARTS
CA 3.351
AIRBRUSHILLUSTRATION"
GRA4.306M ESTIMATING
GRA4.316
CAMERA/PREP2
PH03.102
PHOTOGRAPHY:COMMERCIAL

• 4
4
2
6
2

6
6

3
2
2
6
4

Graphic Reproduction Technology
Career Description:
The fields of printing and graphic reproduction
include opportunities in estimating, graphic layout. typesetting, camera and
image assembly, platemaking, press operation. and screen printing.
Program Prerequisites:
Qualify for WR 115 or above on the English
placement test and qualify for DEM 20 or above on the math placementtesl.
Courso of Study: Graphic reproduction technology is a three to six term
program. It is divided into a camera/prep option and a litho press option.
in order to give students job-entry skills with emphasis in a particular
phase of graphic reproduction. The first year is the same for both options
so that students develop a broad understanding of the graphics industry.
During the first year. students should work with an instructor or advisor to
select the area of graphic reproduction that is best suited to their interests
and abilities. More concentrated sludy and training will be arranged in this
chosen area. The program emphasizes development of manual skills and
an understanding of the many technical variables that affect print
production.
PCC offers

the follOWing

fonns of recognition:

•

One-year Vocational Certificate - Graphic Reproduction Technology47 credit hours; including 36 credit hours of required graphics courses
and 7 hours of General Education.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree Camera/Prep - 94 credit hours;
includes 58 credit hours of required graphics courses, 8 credit hours of
electives and 21 credit hours of General Education courses.
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Associate of Applied Science Degree Litho Press - 94 credit hours:
includes 58 credit hours of required graphics courses, 8 credit hours of
electives and 21 credit hours of General Education courses.
Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning General Education
and elective courses.
Suggested Sequence

•

One-year Vocational
Graphic Reproduction

Certificate:
Technology

COURSENO TITLE
First Tenn
GRA 4.300 INTRO TO GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION
GRA 4.308 LITHO PRESS 1
GRA 4.314 CAMERA/PREP1
GRA 4.32OAB TYPESETTING
GRA 4.370 SCREEN PRINTING I
MTH 100
INTERMEDIATE
ALGEBRA
Second Term
GRA 4.310 LITH0 PRESS2
GRA4.316
CAMERA/PREP2
Third Term
GRA4.318
CAMERA/PREP3
GENERALEDUCATION

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

CR

2
2
2
2
2
4

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
4

6
6

6
6

6
6

6
5

6

6
5

Two-year Associate of Applied Science Degree: CameraJPrep
COURSE NO

TinE

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

CR

Fourth Tenn
GRA4,3OSAA
GRA4,350
WR 121

PRODUCTIONSTANDARDS
CAMERAJPREP4
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

2
6
3
3

6

2
6
3
3'

Fifth Tenn
GRA 4,306AA ESTI MATING
GRA 4352
CAMERA/PREP 5
ELECTIVE
GENERALEDUCATION

2
6
2
6

6

2
6
2'
6

Sixth Tenn
GRA 4.354

CAMERA/PREP 6
ELECTIVE
GENERALEDUCATION

6
3
8

6

6
3'
8

Two-year Associate of Applied Science Degree: Litho Press
Fourth Tenn
GRA4,3OSAA
GRA 4360
WR 121

PRODUCTIONSTANDARDS
LITHO PRESS4
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

2
6
3

6

2
6
3
3'

Fifth Tenn
GRA 4306AA ESTIMATING
GRA 4,362
LITHO PRESS 5
ELECTIVE
GENERALEDUCATION

2
6

6

2
6
2'
6

Sixth Tenn
GRA 4,364

LITHO PRESS 6
ELECTIVE
GENERALEDUCATION

6

6
3'
8

'Students should select electives from the areas of art, business, chemistry
or physics, computers, or other areas as approved by your program
advisor.

Photography
Description: The photography curriculum is designed to provide: 1) a
college transfer sequence (PHO 251, PHO 252 and PHO 253) in photography, 2) support courses (PHO 251 and PHO 3,102) in the commercial art
program, 3) a General Education elective (PHO 252 only) in Associate of
Applied Science and Associate of General Studies degrees, and 4) general
interest credit photography courses that may be used for personal or
professional purposes and may be included as part of an individualized
Associate of General Studies degree program. Contact the Visual and
Pertorminq Arts Department (244-6111, ext, 4285) for more information.
Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites. However, prior to
enrolling in PHO 251 or PHO 252 the student should contact the Visual and
PerfolTOingArts Department (244-6111, ext. 4285) about equipment
needed to complete class projects.
Course of Study: Photography courses are offered at several locations
throughout the college district. Consult the PCC schedule of classes for the
courses offered during a given term.
COURSE NO
PHO 251
PHO 252
PHO 253
PHO 3,102
PHO 3.104
PH03106
PH03.107

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOGRAPHY
(NON-DARKROOM)
3
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY (DARKROOM)
2
6
ZONE SYSTEM PHOTOGRAPHY
2
6
PHOTOGRAPHY: COMMERCIAL
2
6
PHOTOGRAPHY:PORTRAIT
2
6
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY:TRANSPARENCIES
2
6
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY:NEGATIVES
2
6

CR
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

Home Economics
Sylvania Campus
Health Technology Building D-8e
244-6111, ext. 4217, 4218
Home Economics Transfer Program
Areas of Concentration:
Balancing Work and Family Seminars
Fashion Design and Construction
Interior Design

Home Economics Transfer Program
Description: Home economics provides a broad liberal education, with a
focus on the family. Career opportunities for home economists include
positions in social agencies, government agencies, community services,
business, industry, health services, research laboratories, design,
merchandising, teaching, day care and foreign service.
Many lower division courses required of apparel design, fashion merchandising, interior merchandising and general home economics majors at
Oregon State University and George Fox College are offered at PCC.
Students must coordinate their programs through the PCC Home
Economics Department and the four-year school to which they expect to
transfer.
Home Economics Courses:
COURSE NO
HEC 109
HEC 111
HEC 191
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC
HEC

210
211
222
224
225
226
231
232
236
244
249
250
260
270
271
290
299

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
FOOD, NUTRITIONAND YOU
4
BEGINNINGCLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
1
CAREERSIN FASHIONS, TEXTILES,
AND INTERIORDESIGN
2
CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION
1
CLOTHING AND CULTURE
3
MARRIAGE
3
INFANCY
3
NUTRITION
4
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
3
INTRODUCTIONTO INTERIORS
3
PLANNING OF INTERIORS
2
2
NUTRITIONAND THE LIFE CYCLE
3
PRESENTATIONTECHNIOUESFORINTERIORS
3
DECISION MAKING AND THE CONSUMER
3
TEXTILES
3
2
LEARNING EXPERIENCEIN KINDERGARTEN
3
NORMAL AND APPLIED CLINICAL NUTRITION
4
FUNDAMENTALS OF FASHION
3
PERSPECTIVESON EFFECTIVEPARENTING
3
SPECIAL TOPICS IN HOME ECONOMICS
3

CR
3
3
1

3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
4

3
4

3
4

3
3
3

Balancing Work and Family Seminars
Career Description: This course is offered in the community at business
sites, The course is designed to introduce participants to skills which will
help them balance work and family responsibilities and increase productivity at both. Classes are custom designed to fit the needs of the clients.
Subject matter may include: time management, financial management,
communications, parenting, self-esteem, managing stress, goal setting and
aging parents, Call the Home Economics Department for further information,
COURSE NO
HEC 9401

TITLE
BALANCING WORKAND FAMILY

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK
3

CR
3

t:
"

I
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Fashion Design and Construction
Career Description: These courses are for the sewer who wants to
increase skill in fitting, designing and construction techniques. Emphasis is
onskills used in the fashion industry including alteration, pattern making,
draping, custom designing and sewing, tailoring and sample sewing.
Not all courses are offered every term and some courses are offered in
alternate years.
These courses are elective occupational supplementary classes. Students
may work toward an Associate of General Studies degree with an area of
concentration in fashion design and construction if they desire. Students
should contact the Home Economics Department for advice.
Prerequisite: Intermediate sewing skill is needed for most of the classes.
See course descriptions for specific prerequisites.

P

H
R

C

Courses:
COURSE NO
HEC 9.904
HEC 9.905
HEC 9.919
HEC 9.923
HEC 9.924
HEC 9.925
HEC 9.926
HEC 9.927
HEC 9.929
HEC 191
HEC 211
HEC 250
HEC 271

TITlE
TAILORING WOMENS WEAR
TAILORING MENS WEAR
DRAPING I
FLAT PATTERN MAKING I
FLAT PATTERN MAKI NG II
BASIC FmlNG AND ALTERATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES IN FIniNG
AND ALTERATIONS
FmlNG AND ALTERATIONS PROBLEMS
DRAPING II
CAREERS IN FASHIONS, TEXTILES,
AND INTERIOR DESIGN
CLOTHING AND CULTURE
TEXTILES
FUNDAMENTALS OF FASHION

P

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3

CR
4
4
3
3
3
4

3
3
3

4
4
3

3
3
2
2
3
3
3

2

1
3
4
3

Interior Design
Career Description: These courses are for students who want to increase
skill in the area of interior planning and for students specializing in sales
areas within the field of interiors. Emphasis is on the planning of aesthetic
interiors and on special business skills for merchandising interiors and
interior products such as draperies, furniture and lighting.
Not all courses are offered every term and some courses are offered in
alternate years.
These courses are elective courses. Students may work toward an Associate
of General Studies degree with an area of concentration in interior planning
and merchandising if they desire. In addition, students may plan a program
that will transfer to Oregon State University for a major in interior
merchandising with no loss of credit. Students should contact the Home
Economics Department for advice on an appropriate sequence of courses.
Courses:
COURSE NO
HEC 9.947
HEC 9.949
HEC 231
HEC 232
HEC 244
HEC 191
HEC 250
HEC 23S
HEC 249

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
3
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES IN INTERIORS
SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERIORS
3
3
INTRODUCTION TO INTERIORS
2
PLANNING OF INTERIORS
2
3
3
PRESENTATION TECHNIOUES FOR INTERIORS
CAREERS IN FASHIONS, TEXTILES,
2
AND INTERIOR DESIGN
3
2
TEXTILES
FAMILY HOUSING AND ITS ENVIRONMENT
3
3
DECISION MAKING AND THE CONSUMER
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CR
3
3
3
3
4
1
4

3
3

to
ar
m

Parent Education
Career Description: These courses are designed to help participants
develop skills for successful parenting, learn more about their roles as
parents and to enhance their relationships with their children. The classes
are taught by PCC parent education instructors with expertise in working
both with children and adults. Some classes are lecture/discussion and
others are interactive with parents and children together. Each class is
tailored to the ages of the children and includes study topics. The study
topics for the term are chosen by the participants and the instructor in each
class. Topics include: development, guidance, communication, self-esteem,
health, current issues and others.
LEC
LAB
HR/WK HRIWK
TITLE
2
PARENTS AND CHILDREN LEARN TOGETHER
2
3
PARENTING SKILLS
1
1
UVINGAND LEARNING WITH YOUR BABY
1
1
LIVING AND LEARNING WITH YOUR TODDLER
3
LIVING AND LEARNING WITH YOUR TWO YEAR OLD 1
1
EFFECTIVE PARENTING OFTEENS
LEARNING WITH YOUR THREE YEAR OLD:
2
A COOPERATIVE PRESCHOOL

o

H

c
p

c
o

CR
3
3
1
1
2
1

Home Economics Cooperative Education
Career Description: All pec home economics programs and areas of
concentration include education and training at appropriate work sites. With
instructor approval this field experience may be taken as cooperative
education. Cooperative education sites are carefully selected to meet the
training needs of the student and are supervised jointly by the college
instructor and the employer.
Training plans are developed to meet each student's individual needs.
Credit hours at the work site and for the seminar vary depending on the
training experience.
Progra!ll Prerequisites: Departmental approval.
Courses:
COURSE NO
HEC 280M
HEC 280AB

n

s

Courses:
COURSE NO
HEC 9.402
HEC 7.457
HEC 9.420
HEC 9.421
HEC 9.422
HEC 9.424
HEC 9.425

y,
w

LEC

LAB

TITLE
HR/WK
COOPERATIVE ED: HOME ECONOMICS
COOPERATIVE ED: HOME ECONOMICS - SEMINAR 2

HR/WK
40

CR
10
2

p

~

P
£

LEC

Hotel and Restaurant
Management

COURSE

NO

TmE

HR/WK

BA 211

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I

EC 201

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: INTRO.

s PHILOSOPHIES

INSTITUTIONS
PCM

30

WR 121
WR 214

Sylvania Campus
College Center Building B8a
244-6111, ext. 4317 or 4217

3

3

3

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS

4

4

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3

3

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

3

3

GENERAL EDUCATION

6

6

LEC
COURSE

Portland Community College offers a variety of training programs
to prepare students for entry into hospitality careers. The Hotel
and Restaurant Management programs provide a background for
middle management positions. Since corporation procedures
vary, a graduate of the PCC program should expect to begin
work as a management trainee.
The Culinary Arts program trains students for jobs as pantry workers, short
order cooks, di nner cooks and baker's helpers.

Hotel ManagementlRestaurant

Management

Career Description: Management trainees and assistant manager
positions are available mainly with chain and franchise operations.

NO

TITLE

HRIWK

HR

3.110

ORIENTATION

HR

3.112

FOOD

PURCHASING

HR

3.113

FOOD

PRODUCTION

HR

3122

SECURITY

HR

3.124

FOOD & BEVERAGE:

HR

3.126

HOSPIT ALiTY

MANAGEMENT

HR

3.12601

MANAGEMENT

INTERNSHIP

HR

3.128

HOSPITALITY

HR

3.129

3

PRINCIPLES

3

3

PRINCIPLES

3

3

3

3

CASH

CONTROL
MANAGEMENT

MARKETING

PRINCIPLES

3131

PERSONNEL

MANAGEMENT

HR

3132

PROPERTY

HR

3133

MICROCOMPUTER

HR

3245

EQUIPMENT

LAYOUT

HR

3310

SANITATION

AND

HR

9110

MAINTENANCE

BA

2101

INTRODUCTION

BA

211

PRINCIPLES

OF ACCOUNTING

I

EC

201

PRINCIPLES

OF ECONOMICS:

INTRO,

WR

121

ENGLISH

WR

214

BUSINESS

CONTROL

MANAGEMENT

DESIGN

AND

ENGINEERING

TO ACCOUNTING

& PHILOSOPHIES
MATHEMATICS

COMPOSITION

LAB

HR

3110

ORIENTATION

HR

3112

FOOD

PURCHASING

PRINCIPLES

3

3
3
3

HR

3113

FOOD

PRODUCTION

PRINCIPLES

3

3

HR

3.202

CULINARY

HR

3120

HOTEL

4

HR

3203

MEAT

HR

3122

SECURITY

3

HR

3204

STOCKS.

HR

3.124

FOOD & BEVERAGE:

3

HR

3205

FISH

HR

3126

HOSPITALITY

MANAGEMENT

HR 3206

POULTRY PREPARATION

HR

312601

MANAGEMENT

INTERNSHIP

HR 3207

SPECIAL TOPICS IN CULINARY ARTS

HR

3.128

HOSPITALITY

4
3
3

HR

3.129

OPERATIONS

GENERAL
AND

3

CASH

CONTROL

SYSTEMS

MANAGEMENT

s

INTERNSHIP
SEMINAR

3

3
2

4
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4
3

3

3

13

13

LEC
COURSE

NO

TITLE

HR/WK
SKILL

DEVELOPMENT

IDENTIFICATION
AND

AND

FABRICATION

BASES. SOUPS AND SAUCES
SHELLFISH

PREPARATION

LAB
HR/WK

12

CR
4

15

7
3

15

3

8

10

2

8

10

2

6

3

OF ORGANIZATION
3

3130

HOSPITALITY

COST

HR

3.131

PERSONNEL

MANAGEMENT

HR

3.132

PROPERTY

HR

3133

MICROCOMPUTER

HR

3.245

EQUIPMENT

LAYOUT

HR

3310

SANITATION

AND

HR

9.110

MAINTENANCE

CONTROL

3
3

MANAGEMENT

3

& HOSPITALITY

APPLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

10
3

MANAGEMENT

HR

BA 2.101

3

SERVICE3

MARKETING

PRINCIPLES

CR

2

3

3

These courses are designed for people in the food service
industry who want to sharpen their skills and to keep up with trends in the
industry, as well as those wanting to gain skills to enter food service
careers. Courses are scheduled so that more than one may be taken at a
time or courses may be taken independenlly. A certificate is awarded upon
the successful completion of each course.

INSTITUTIONAL

3

3

3

3

COMMUNICATIONS

HEC 9942

INDUSTRY

3

3

3

SAFETY

TITLE
HOSPITALITY

3

3
AND

COURSE NO

3

3

Culinary Arts Courses

Associate of Applied Science Degree (Restaurant Management) - 90
credit hours. Includes 72 credit hours of required program courses
plus 1B credit hours of General Education courses.
Hotel Management Courses

TECHNIQUES

3

3

& HOSPITALITY

GENERAL EDUCATION

•

HOUSEKEEPING

4

3

OF ORGANIZATION

HR

INSTITUTIONS

3
10

SEMINAR

COST

• Associate of Applied Science Degree (Hotel Management) - 90 credit
hours. Includes 72 credit hours of required program courses plus 1B
credit hours of General Education courses.

HR/WK

& SERVlCE3

INTERNSHIP

HOSPITALITY

BUSINESS

HR/WK

SYSTEMS

3130

30

CR

3

HR

PCM

LAB
HRIWK

INDUSTRY

MANAGEMENT

PCCoffers the following fonus of recognition:

LEC

AND

GENERAL
AND

TO HOSPITALITY

APPLICATIONS

Course of Study: The associate degree program is designed to prepare
students for a variety of positions within the hospitality industry. Two
options are available: Hotel Management and Restaurant Management. For
proper scheduling, the student should confer with the Hotel and Restaurant
Management Department.

AND

CR

3

Restaurant Management Courses

Programs:
Hotel Management
Restaurant Management
Culinary Arts Courses

TO

LAB
HRIWK

3
AND

DESIGN

SAFETY

AND

ENGINEERING

TO ACCOUNTING

3

2

4
3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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Students will work the first term as a technical assistant, the second term as
a production assistant and the third term as a producer. The minimum skill
criteria for each job must be satisfactorily achieved prior to beginning the
next level of video production responsibilities. Graduates of the program
will be well suited for television production positions in industrial in-house
facilities and production companies. Also, graduates will be provided with a
videotape of their best production which will be of tremendous assistance
when demonstrating production skills to potential employers.
For more information and a program application, contact the coordinator of
Television services or the instructor.
pce offers the following form of recognition:
•

Certificate of Completion - 33 credit hours; requires the successful
completion of the technical assistant, production assistant and producer
portions of the industrial video production internship and six hours of
General Education courses. General Education courses must be in
speech, English, writing and/or related approved courses. Students may
be given credit for General Education courses taken prior to enrolling in
this internship.
Industrial Video Production -Internship Courses
LAB
COURSE NO
IVP 9.601
IVP 9.602

Industrial Video
Production Internship
Sylvania Campus
Communications
Technology
244-6111, ext. 4405, 4276

Building

B4h

Career Description: This performance based certificate program gives
self-directed students a unique three term experience in video production.
Interns work in various production positions, taking progressively more
responsible roles. Numerous course activities will involve students in a
variety of television productions, including live classes transmitted over
local cable and microwave systems and projects focusing on the orientation, promotional and training needs of PCC clients. A non-traditional
studenVteacher relationship requires commitment and self-direction on the
part of the interns.
Program Prerequisites:
Admittance to this program requires demonstrated commitment to the study of television and video by those selected,
Potential interns should already have a basic working knowledge of video
production and have played a significant role in producing one or more
programs. PCC's television studio and telecommunications facilities
provide an educational production house environment for a limited number
of dedicated interns.
The selection process for the IVPI program includes submission of an
application with references and demonstrated wriling competence
(equivalent to completion of WR 121 with a 'C' or better). Students who are
finalists for admission into the program will be interviewed and given a lest
to determine subject matter knowledge level.
Course of Study: Classes and productions will be scheduled during
daytime hours. However, students might be asked infrequently to attend
meetings or work on productions during evening hours.
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IVP9.603

TITlE
INDUSTRIAL VIDEO PRODUCTION:
TECHNICAL ASSISTANT (GRIP)
INDUSTRIAL VIDEO PRODUCTION:
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
INDUSTRIAL VIDEO PRODUCTION:
PRODUCER
GENERAL EDUCATION

HRlWK

CR

25

9

25

9

25

9
6

Institute
For Management
And Professional
Development
Ross Island Center C12
244-6111, ex1. 2818
Programs:
Management/Supervisory
Development
Productivity and Operations Management
World Trade and Transportation

Management I Supervisory Development
Career Description:
The ManagemenVSupervisory
Development
program provides a comprehensive offering for those desiring
either to enter or to continue private or public sector managerial
or supervisory careers. By interacting with currently practicing
managers and supervisors, the participant develops a practical
knowledge of applicable concepts and techniques. This helps the
individual develop a personalized managerial style for future
growth.
Program Prerequisites:
There are no program prerequisites.
However, all courses require a minimum of college entry-level
competency in computational and grammatical skills. Additional
skill requirements are specified for each course.

c
o

in
In

p

I

I

Course of Study: The managemenVsupervisory development courses are
offered throughout the Portland Community College district. For specific
information on to transferability or for program information, contact the
Institute for Management and Professional Development.
PCCoffers the following fonns of recognition:
•

Certificate in ManagemenVSupervisory Development-18 credit hours
of managemenVsupervisory development courses are required. Of this
total, all credits must be within these areas:(1) 12 hours of core courses
and (2) six hours from other offerings.

•

Advanced Certificate in ManagemenVSupervisory Development-A
minimum of 45 credit hours is required. Of this total, 36 credits must be
taken from four course areas, including (1) twelve hours of core
courses, (2) nine credit hours in Human Behavior, including SDP 200
Organizations and Social Responsibility, (3) nine credit hours in
specialty area and (4) six credit hours of electives (see course
categories for more information). In addition to the 36 credit hours, nine
must be selected from the restricted elective course list. This must
include either BA 2.101 Introduction to Accounting or BA 211
Principles of Accounting.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree in ManagemenVSupervisory
Development-A minimum of 90 credit hours is required. Of this total,
45 credit hours must be taken from four course areas including (1) 12
credit hours of core courses, (2) nine credit hours in Human Behavior,
including SDP 200 Organizations and Social Responsibility, (3) nine
credit hours in a specialty area and (4) 15 credit hours of electives from
other human behavior and specialty offerings (see course categories).
Also, 27 credit hours must be taken from the restricted elective course
list, including either SA 2.1 01 Introduction to Accounting or BA 211
Principles of Accounting and 18 credit hours of General Education.

Productivity and Operations Management
Career Description: This program is designed to prepare
students for productivity and operations management positions.
Job responsibilities may include quality assurance, materials
handling, inventory control, master planning, project management and forecasting.
Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in
computational and grammatical skills. Additional
prerequisites
are listed in the course descriptions for each course.
Course of Study: This program is offered throughout the
Portland Community College district including various metropolitan business facilities. For specific information on transferability
or for program information, contact the Institute for Management and Professional Development.
PCCoffers the following forms of recognition:
•

Certificate in Productivity and Operations Management-18 credit
hours of productivity and operations management classes. (These
credits may be applied toward the Associate of Applied Science degree
in ManagemenVSupervisory Development.)

• Associate of Applied Science Degree in ManagemenVSupervisory
Development- 90 credit hours. Twenty-seven credit hours in the
specialty area including: 18 credit hours in productivity and operations
management courses, SA 2.101 Introduction to Accounting and six
additional credit hours in either productivity and operations management or business courses; 45 credit hours in managemenVsupervisory
development courses (see Associate degree requirements); 18 credit
hours in General Education areas (see associate degree requirements).

World Trade and Transportation
Career Description: The World Trade and Transportation program seeks
to provide participants with knowledge and skills spanning all forms of
foreign and domestic trade and transportation activities. Instruction is by
practicing experts.

Program Prerequisites: College entry-level competencies in computational and grammatical skills. Additional prerequisites are listed in the
course descriptions for each course.
Course of StUdy: This program is offered throughout the Portland
Community College district, including various metropolitan business
facilities. For specific information on transferability or for program
information, contact the Institute for Management and Professional
Development.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:
•

Certificate in World Trade and Transportation -18 credit hours in
world trade and transportation classes. (These credits may be applied
toward the Associate of Applied Science Degree in ManagemenV
Supervisory Development.)
• Associate of Applied Science Degree in ManagemenVSupervisory
Development - 90 credit hours. Twenty-seven credit hours in the
specialty area including: 18 credit hours in world trade and transportation courses, BA 2.101 Introduction to Accounting and six additional
credit hours in either world trade and transportation or business
courses; 45 credit hours in managemenVsupervisory development
courses (see associate degree requirements); 18 credit hours in General
Education areas. (See associate degree requirements.)
Course Categories
COURSE NO

LEC
HR/WK

CR

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

POWER READING 1\ THINKING
3
MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS
3
PRODUCTIVITY MANAGEMENT
3
TRAINING THE EMPLOYEE
3
LABOR - MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
3
THE TROUBLED EMPLOYEE
3
PUBLIC RELATIONS
3
WORK ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT
3
SAFETY AND SECURITY MANAGEMENT
3
INTRO TO MANUFACTURING CONTROL
3
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: PERSONNEL
3
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
PERFORMANCE AND COMPENSATION
STRATEGIC PLANNING
3
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS/DATA ANAL YSIS3
COOPERATIVE ED: MANAGEMENTI
SUPERVISORY DEVELOPMENT
COOPERATIVE ED MANAGEMENTI
SUPERVISORYDEVELOPMENT- SEMINAR
1
FUNDAMENTALS FORTRANSFORMING INDUSTRY
3
TRENDS IN MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION
6
MANAGEMENT WORKSHOPS
10

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

TITlE

Core
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP

101
111
115
216

PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION
CORRESPONDINGEFFECTIVELYAT WORK
IMPROVING WORK RELATIONS
BUDGETING FOR MANAGERS

Human Behavior
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP

105
106
107
117
121
130
200

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
EFFECTIVE MEETING MANAGEMENT
ORGANIZATIONS 1\ PEOPLE
CUSTOMER RELATIONS
LEADERSHIP SKILL DEVELOPMENT
CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING
ORGANIZATIONS AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Specialty
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP

109
199
201
202
204
206
210
212
214
218
222
223

SDP 240
SDP 260
SDP 280M
SDP 280AB
SDP 289
SDP 298
SDP 299

3
3
3
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Recommended Restricted Electives
Business Administration
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA
BA

101
131
211
212
213
222
223
226
238
2.101

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING I
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING II
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING III
FINANCE
PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING
BUSINESS LAW
SALES
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING

4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4'
4'
3'
3'
3'
3
3
3'
3
3

3
3
3

3'
3'
3'

4
3
3
3

4
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
4
3

3
3
3
3
3
4
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

4
4
3
3
4
4

4
4
3
3
4
4

3

3

'Any other BA or BT classes will be accepted.
Economics
EC 201
EC 202
EC 203

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS:
INTRO, INSTITUTIONS & PHILOSOPHIES
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MACROECONOMICS
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MICROECONOMICS

'Highly recommended
Productivity
and Operations
SDP 265
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP
SDP

267
269
271
273
277
279
281
283
285
287

Management

FUNDAMENTALS OF PRODUCTION AND
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
MATERIAL REOUIREMENTS PLANNING
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
MASTER PLANNING
CAPACITY MANAGEMENT!
PRODUCTION ACTIVITY CONTROL
JUST IN TIME
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
BILLS OF MATERIAL
FUNDAMENTALS OF DUALITY MANAGEMENT
DATA ANALYSIS FOR DUALITY IMPROVEMENT

(Sign Language/English)

World Trade and Transportation
SDP9.204
SDP9.210
SDP9.211
SDP9.212
SDP9.250
SDP9.252
SDP9.254
SDP9.258
SDP9.260
SDP9.296

INTRODUCTION TO TRANSPORTATION
BASIC MOTOR RATES AND TARIFFS
INTERMEDIATE MOTOR RATES AND TARIFFS
ADVANCED MOTOR RATES & TARIFFS
INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE
& TRANSPORTATION
INTRODUCTION TO EXPORTING
BASIC IMPORTING
SURVEY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW
INTERNATIONAL TRADE & BANKING
TRENDS IN TRADE & TRANSPORTATION

Microcomputers
CIS 101

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: CONCEPTS

Sociology
SOC 240

SOCIOLOGY OF WORK & LEISURE

Interpreter
Training Program

'Highly recommended
For further information regarding management and business related
courses, please contact the Institute for Management and Professional
Development.

Sylvania Campus
College Cenler Building
244-6111, ext. 4672

Career Description: An interpreter is a person who receives a message
in one language and relays that message as accurately as possible in
another language. The primary role of the interpreter is 10 facilitate
communication between people who do not share a common language.
When interpreting between deaf and hearing people, the interpreter relays a
signed message into a spoken language and a spoken message into a
signed language or system.
A professional interpreter may work in a variety of settings such as
education, social service, religion, government, business, performing arts,
professional conferences, job training programs, scientific/technical areas, .
mental health, medical, law and law enforcement. Interpreters may
specialize in one area or may freelance in a variety of settings.
Students wishing to enroll in the Interpreter Training Program (ITP) should
consider the locations of potential employment. Many jobs are opening in
smaller towns throughout the State of Oregon. In the Portland area or any
larger metropolitan area, jobs will be more competitive. Be prepared to
relocate upon graduation.
Program Prerequisites: 1) Readiness to enroll in WR 121 English
Composition as demonstrated by test scores from the Comparative
Guidance and PlacementTest and a writing sample; 2) Completion of the
math portion of the Comparative Guidance and PlacementTest. (These test
scores are used for counseling purposes and will not be used in determining eligibility for program entrance); 3) Attendance at one program
orienlallon session; 4) A program interview.
To apply for admission, the following must be completed in numerical
order as listed:
I. Program Application Form - Available in any counseling department or
from the ITP secretary between January 1 and the week before the start of
the fall term. Submit the completed form to the ITP secretary.
II. English and Math PlacementTests - Taken in the Testing Center. Submit
results to the ITP secretary.
III. Attendance at a program orientation may be done prior to or after steps I
and II: Contactlhe ITP secretary to reserve a date and time.
IV. Program interview.
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Note: There is space for 30 students every fall term. Letters of acceptance
will be sent to all applicants who meet the four requirements. This letter
does not ensure a person a place in the ITP. The first 30 people to officially
complete fall registration will be guaranteed a space.
Beginning in fall 1990, completion of ITP 6.210 Current Issues in Deafness
will be a prerequisite for entrance into the Interpreter Training Program.
Also beginning in fall 1990. preference for entrance into the Interpreter
Training Program will be given to applicants who have completed ITP 101
and ITP 102, American Sign Language I and II, or who demonstrate an
equivalent level of competency.
Course of StUdy: This is a two-year (six term) training program for
students interested in an interpreting career. A maximum of 30 students will
be accepted annually. The curriculum includes knowledge of deaf history
and culture, interpreting theory and linguistic theory, skill development in
American Sign Language. Manual Coded English, fingerspelling,
interpreting processes and interpersonal communication. Experience
through observations of professional interpreters, interpreting in mock
situations and interpreting in internship settings are also part of the
curriculum. Students complete the program with minimum job entry-level
skills. Full-time enrollment is required. For more information, contact the
Interpreter Training Program.
A lecture course titled ITP 6.210 Current Issues in Deafness is available to
sign language students to give them information about the people with
whom they will communicate using sign language. Concurrent enrollment
in an American Sign Language course is recommended but not required.
For information on sign language courses available to students who are not
Interpreter Training Program majors, please see course listings under Sign
Language Studies.

•

Two-year Certificate of Completion - 78 credit hours of required ITP
courses.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree - 96 credit hours which include 78
credit hours of required ITP courses and 18 credit hours of General
Education electives. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning General Education electives.

Required Program Sequence: The following courses are required of all
students enrolled in the ITP. Students must receive passing grades as
determined by program policy in all courses to maintain student status in
the program.

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEI
CURRENTISSUESIN DEAFNESS
ENGLISHCOMPOSITION
PSYCHOLOGYAND HUMAN RELATIONS
IMPROVISATIONFORINTERPRETERS

CR

3
3
3
3

2

4

2

2

3
3
3
3

Second Tenn (winter term)
ITP 112
ITP 6.250
ITP 6.240

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEII
DEAFHISTORYAND CULTURE
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE:LINGUISTICS I
GENERALEDUCATION

ITP6.160

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEIII
INTERPRETINGPROCESSI: TEXTANALYSIS
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE:LINGUISTICS II
INTRODUCTIONTO INTERPRETING:
ETHICSAND ROLE
PRE-INTERPRETING:DUAL TASK
GENERALEDUCATION

3
1
2

2
2

3
2
3

3
1
3'

'Students may elect to take 6 credit hours of General Education in either the
second or third term.
Fourth Tenn (fall term)
ITP 211
ITP 213
ITP 6320
ITP 6.400
ITP 6.410
ITP 6350

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEIV
INTERPRETINGTHEORYI
INTERPRETINGPROCESSII
FIELD EXPERIENCE
MOCK INTERPRETINGI (QUALIFYING EXAM I)
SPECIALIZEDDISCOURSEI
GENERALEDUCATION

3
3
2

1
3

2

3
3
2

4
3
2
1
1
2
3

Fifth Tenn (winter term)
ITP 212
ITP 214
ITP 6.420
ITP 6.330
ITP 6360

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEV
INTERPRETINGTHEORYII
MOCK INTERPRETINGII (QUALIFYING EXAM II)
INTERPRETINGPROCESSIII
SPECIALIZEDDISCOURSEII
GENERALEDUCATION

3
4

2
6

3
1
3

2

4
4
2'
3
2
3

MANUAL CODED ENGLISHSYSTEMS
INTERPRETINGTHEORYIII
INTERPRETINGPROCESSIV
INTERPRETINGINTERNSHIP
GENERALEDUCATION

3
3
3

2

9
3

4
3
3
3'
3

'Students who receive passing scores on the qualifying exam at the end of
the fourth term will enroll in ITP 6.430 Interpreting Internship, which is nine
lab hours per week for three credits.
2Students who complete ITP 6.430 during the fifth term will enroll in ITP
6.440 Special Projects in Interpreting, which is six lab hours per week for
two credits.

Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/209
244-6111, ext. 7255, 7256

First Tenn (fall term)
ITP 111
ITP6.210
WR 121
PSY 101
ITP6.441

ITP 113
ITP6.310
ITP 6.260
ITP 6.230

Landscape Technology

All courses within the ITP are open to individual professional interpreters
and to other professionals working in fields related to deafness. This is
subject to course availability, class size and departmental permission. In
addition, groups and organizations such as school districts may contract
with the ITP for professional special in-service for their interpreting staff.
Also, credits for group in-service can be earned through enrollment in ITP
9.600 Interpreter Training: Professional Upgrading.
LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK

CR

Third Term (spring term)

ITP 216
ITP 215
ITP 6340
ITP 6.430

PCC offers the follOWing fonns of recognition:

rrns

LAB

HRIWK

Sixth Tenn (spring term)

Note: Custom-designed courses and workshops can be provided to
agencies and institutions wishing professional upgrading for their staff.
(See ITP 9.600.)

COURSE NO

LEC

HRIWK

COURSE NO TffiE

3

4

3
2
6

3
2
6'

Programs:
Landscape Services Technician
Landscape Technology
Employment opportunities in the landscape field include working with
wholesale growers, wholesale plant growers, landscape contractors, retail
nurseries including design, and positions in landscape maintenance and
gardening. Landscape work involves the design, installation and
maintenance of landscapes. In addition, sales and maintenance jobs are
available at wholesale and retail nurseries.
The lirst year of the Landscape Technology program offers a basic core of
classes in plant care, plant identification, soils, irrigation systems and
landscape construction practices. Students successfully completing the
first year core curriculum may receive a one-year Landscape Services
Technician Certificate or enter the second year option in landscape
technology.
Career Courses and Programs • 85

Landscape Services Technician
career Description: The landscape services technician works in sales or
maintenance at wholesale and retail nurseries, and on landscape installation and maintenance crews.
Program Prerequisites: There are no program prerequisites. However,
individual courses may have prerequisites listed in the course descriptions
section of this catalog.
Course of Study: The first year core of classes is designed to develop
knowledge and skills in plant care, plant identification, soils, irrigation
systems and landscape construction practices. Students successfully
completing the first year curriculum may seek entry-level employment as
landscape services technicians or may enter the landscape technology
second year program.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
• One-year Certificate - 43 credit hours of required landscape courses.
Certificate students are not required to take General Education classes.

TITLE
PLANT MATERIALS - DECIDUOUS
PESTICIDES
LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES
BASIC HORTICULTURE
GENERAl. EDUCATION

Cooperative education experiences (on-me-lob learning) may be taken on a
variable credit basis. Six credit hours of cooperative education are required
and the student may take an additional three credit hours as elective.
Consult a department advisor with respect to program planning .

CR

3
2
2
3

4
2
3
2

5
3
3
4
3'

3
2
2
2

4
2
2
3

5
3
3
3
3'

LAT 8.254
LAT 8262
LAT 8.265

PLANT MATERIALS· EVERGREENS
SOILS AND PLANT NUTRITION
LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION I
PLANT PROPAGATION
GENERAl. EDUCATION

Third Term
LAT 8103
LAT8110
LAT 8.105
LAT 8.112

LAB

LEC
HR/WK

HR/WK

CR

2
2
2

3
2
2

3
3
3

2
2
2

3
3
2

3
3
3
7
3

PLANT MATERIALS - ANNUALS AND PERENNIALS
NATIVE PLANTS OF OREGON
ADVANCED PLANT MATERIALS

Fourth Term
Required:
LAT 8.217
LAT 8223
LAT 8233

Second Term
LAT 8.102
LAT 8.107
LAT 8.108
LAT 8.109

TITLE

Summer Offerings:
LAB
LEC
HR/WK HR/WK

First Term
LAT 8101
LAT 8.104
LAT 8.111
LAT 8.106

In addition to department requirements and electives, students who are
working for the MS degree are required to take 18 hours of General
Education in the two year sequence. Consult a program advisor for
assistance in planning general education classes.

COURSE NO

Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

PCC offers the following form of recognlUon:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree in Landscape Technology -107
credit hours including 89 hours of required courses and 18 hours of
General Education. Consult a department advisor with respect to
program planning.
Suggested Sequence - Landscape Technology - MS Degree Program

LANDSCAPE DRAFTING
SITE SURVEYING AND ANALYSIS
TURFGRASS IDENTIFICATION
ELECTIVE
GENERAl. EDUCATION

Electives (Select two)
LAT 8.214
LAT 8.215
LAT 8.235

PLANT COMPOSITION I
LANDSCAPE DESIGN PROCESS
TREE CARE AND MAINTENANCE FALL

2
2
2

3
3
3

TURFGRASS CULTURAl. PRACTICES
LANDSCAPE BUSINESS OPERATIONS
LANDSCAPE ESTIMATING AND BIDDING
ELECTIVE
GENERAl. EDUCATION

2
4
2

3
4
3
6
3

Fifth Term
PLANT MATERIALS - FLOWERING TREES
AND SHRUBS
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE DESIGN
LANDSCAPE SEMINAR
GENERAl. EDUCATION

3
3
2
1

4
4
3

,General Education is not requi red for the one-year certificate. Consult a
program advisor for assistance in planning General Education classes.

Landscape Technology
Career Description: Landscape students are prepared for entry-level
work in landscape construction and design or landscape management. In
the construction area students work with contractors on installation of
landscapes. Those that specialize in management work primarily in
maintaining landscapes, both private and public. With proper licensing,
many students establish their own businesses in both construction and
management.
Program Prerequisites: Successful completion of the first year
landscape curriculum or instructor approval. Please check the appropriate
course description for individual course prerequisites.
Course of Study: The curriculum consists of a series of 34 credits of
required courses that offer information and skills needed in all phases of
landscaping and a series of elective courses with 12 credit hours required
that allow students to better prepare themselves for the segment of the
landscape industry they are most interested. The curriculum is geared to
both the theory of landscaping and to practical "hands-on" learning.
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5
5
3
1
3'

Required:
LAT 8.241
LAT 8.243
LAT 8.264

Electives (Select two)
LAT 8.218
LAT 8.219
LAT 8.240
LAT 8.242
LAT 8.266

LANDSCAPE DESIGN SMALL PROPERTIES
LANDSCAPE ILLUSTRATION
TREE CARE AND MAINTENANCE: WINTER
PLANT MATERIALS -INDOOR
PLANT COMPOSITION 11

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
LANDSCAPE SITE GRADING
PLANT MATERIALS - ANNUALS AND PERENNIALS

2
2
2

3
3
3

3
3
3
6
3

2

3

2
2

2
2

Sixth Term
Required:
LAT 8220
LAT 8222
LAT 8.254

ELECTIVE
GENERAl. EDUCATION

Electives (Select two)
LAT 8221
LAT 8.250
LAT 8.263

LANDSCAPE DESIGN PROBLEMS
PLANT DISEASES, INSECTS AND
WEED IDENTIFICATION
BONSAJ·SAIKEI

3
3

Required

Legal Assistant
Cascade Campus
Jackson Hall 218
244-6111, ext. 5212 or 5317
Career DescriptIon:
The legal assistant is a trained paraprofessional who assists an allorney in the performance of certain
limited professional services under the allorney's direction and
supervision. Legal assistants may perform many tasks under
such direction, but they cannot accept a case, set a fee, give
legal advice or appear in court.
Program
Prerequisites:
There are no program prerequisites.
Consult a program advisor and course descriptions with respecl
to individual course prerequisites.
Course of Study: Porlland Community College, in consultation
with the Oregon State Bar, offers an educational program with
both a certificate and an associate degree. While completing the
required core courses, students may select from among nine
course clusters, allowing an opportunity for specialization.
Contact the Legal Assistant Department for further information.
Transferability
of Courses: Students in the PCC legal assistant degree
program may transfer up to 45 legal assistant credits to Portland Stale
University toward a bachelor of science degree in General Studies. Students
must also meet the general university requirements at Porlland State
University, which include WR 121 and WR 323 (WR 323 must be taken at
Porlland State University) and HPE 29B. However, PCC students should
check with the Portland State University Office of Admissions to insure that
legal assistant courses meet current Portland State University requirements
specified in their catalog. For a BA. or B.S. major in General StUdies
students should check the specific requirements at Portland State
University.
PCC offers the following
•
•

forms of recognition:

One-year Certificate of Completion - 45 credit hours; includes 12 credit
hours of required core courses and 33 credit hours of specialty courses.
Associate of Applied Science Degree - 90 credit hours; includes 12
credit hours of required core courses, 33 credit hours of specialty
courses, 27 credit hours of elective courses and 1B credit hours of
General Education. Consult a program advisor for help in program
planning.

Core Courses (12 credit hours)

LEC
TITLE
HR/WK
CR
INTROTO LAW AND LAW ETHICS
3
3
INTRO TO LAW OFFICE MANAGEMENT
3
3
INTRO TO LEGAL RESEARCHAND LIBRARYUSE
3
3'
TECHNIOUES OF INTERVIEW
3
3
, Prerequisites: LA 100 lntro to Law and Law Ethics; LA 101 lntro
to Legal Terminology.
COURSENO
LA 100
LA 124
LA 203
LA 107

Specialty Cluster Options: In addition to the required core courses,
credits from the cluster courses listed below must be completed to earn
PCC certificate or associate degree.
Family Law
LEC
COURSENO TITLE
HR/WK
LA20B
INTRO TO FAMILY LAW
3
LA 113
INTROTO INCOMETAX LAW
3
LA 219
INTRO TO CONSUMERLAW
3
LA 105
INTRO TO LITIGATIONI
3
LA 221
INTRO TO BANKRUPTCYLAW
3
LA 111
INTROTO PROBATEPRACTICE
3
litigation
LA 105
INTROTOLITIGATIONI
3
LA 206
INTROTOLITIGATIONII
3
LA 116
INTROTO REALPROPERTYLAWI
3
LA 101
INTROTOLEGALTERMINOLOGY
3
CJA 112
INTRODUCTION
TOCRIMINALJUSTICESYSTEM:
COURTS
3
3
LA 226
INTROTOCRIMINALLAWFORLEGALASSISTANTS 3
3
LA 104
INVESTIGATION
TECHNIOUESFORLEGALASSISTANTS
3
Property Law
LA 116
INTROTOREALPROPERTYLAWI
3
LA 217
INTROTOREALPROPERTYLAWII
3
LA 113
INTROTOINCOMETAXLAW
3
LA 221
INTROTO BANKRUPTCYLAW
3
LA 219
INTROTOCONSUMERLAW
3
Taxation
LA 113
INTROTOINCOMETAXLAW
3
LA 116
INTROTOREALPROPERTYLAWI
3
LA 109
INTROTOESTATEPlANNING
3
LA 221
INTROTOBANKRUPTCYLAW
3
LA 222
INTROTO CORPORATE
LAWPRACTICE
3
LA 214
FIDUCIARYTAX & ACCOUNTING
3
Probate Practice
LA 111
INTROTO PROBATEPRACTICE
3
LA 113
INTROTOINCOMETAXLAW
3
LA 109
INTROTO ESTATEPLANNING
3
LA 101
INTROTOLEGALTERMINOLOGY
3
LA 214
FIDUCIARYTAX & ACCOUNTING
3
LA 210
ADVANCEDESTATEPLANNING
3
Office Management
LA 225
ADVANCEDLAWOFFICEMANAGEMENT
3
BA 226
BUSINESSLAW
3
PCM 30
BUSINESSMATHEMATICS
4
BA 212
PRINCIPLESOFACCOUNTINGII
3
BA 200
ACCOUNTINGAPPLICATIONS:MICROCOMPUTERS3
3
LA 101
INTROTOLEGALTERMINOLOGY
3
BA 131
COMPUTERSINBUSINESS
4
, Elective: Student may choose any legal assistant course.

33
the

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
4'
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Criminal Law
COURSE NO TmE
INTRODUCTIONTO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM:
CJA 112
COURTS
INTRO TO CRIMINAL LAW FORLEGAL ASSISTANTS
LA 226
INTROTO LITIGATION I
LA 105
INTRO TO LITIGATION II
LA 206
INTRO TO LEGALTERMINOLOGY
LA 101
INVESTIGATIONTECHNIQUES FOR LEGALASSISTANTS
LA 104

LEC
HRlWK

CR

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

LEC

Business Law
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

222
116
113
221
101
219
215

INTROTO CORPORATELAW PRACTICE
INTRO TO REAL PROPERTYLAW I
INTRO TO INCOME TAX LAW
INTROTO BANKRUPTCY LAW
INTRO TO LEGALTERMINOLOGY
INTRO TO CONSUMER LAW
INTRO TO EMPLOYEEBENEFITPROGRAMS

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

INTRO TO FAMILY LAW
INTRO TO PROBATEPRACTICE
INTROTO LITIGATION I
INTRO TO REALPROPERTYLAW I
INTRO TO INCOME TAX LAW
INTRODUCTIONTO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM:
COURTS
INTRO TO LEGALTERMINOLOGY
INTRO TO CRIMINAL LAW FORLEGAL ASSISTANTS
INVESTIGATIONTECHNIQUES FORLEGAL ASSISTANTS
WORKER'SCOMPENSATION

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

General
LA 208
LA 111
LA 105
LA 116
LA 113
CJA 112
LA
LA
LA
LA

101
226
104
220

PCC offers the following forms of recognlUon:
• One-year Certificate - 45 credit hours; satisfactory completion of Basic
Machine Technology I, II and III.
• Two-year Certificate - 90 credit hours; satisfactory completion of the six
term sequence.
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 108 credit hours; completion of
requirements for two-year certificate plus 18 credit hours of General
Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning
General Education classes.
COURSE NO TmE

LAB

HRJWK HRJWK

CR

Day Program
MCH 3.210
MCH 3.220
MCH 3.230
MCH 3.234
MCH 3.240
MCH 3.250M
MCH 3.26OM

BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYI
5
BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYII
•5
BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYIII
5
PROJECTMACHINE TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYIV
5
ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYv-N/C-C.N.C. 5
ADVANCED MACHINETECHNOLOGY VI CAM.
5

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

15
15
15
10
15
15'
15'

1 Prerequisite: Working knowledge of milling practice and basic trigonometry.
'Machine Technology V or CNC experience required.

Night Program
LEC
COURSE NO TITLE

LAB

HRJWK HR/WK

CR

Term I Equivalent
MCH 3.211
MCH 3.212
MCH 3.213

BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYI-A
BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYI-B
BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYI-C

3
3

6
6
6

6
6
3

3
3

6
6
6

6
6
3

3
3

6
6
6

6
6
3

3
3

6
6
6

6
6
3

ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYV-A N/C-C.N.C.2
ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYV-B N/C-C.NC.2
ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYV-C N/C-CN.C.2

6
6
6

5'
5'
5'

6
6
6

5'
5
5

Term II Equivalent

Machine Technology
Sylvania Campus
Automotive Metals Building A8

244-6111, ext. 4604

MCH 3.221
MCH 3222
MCH 3.223

BASIC MACHINETECHNOLOGY II-A
BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYII-B
BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYII-C

Term III Equivalent
MCH 3.231
MCH 3.232
MCH 3.233

BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYIII-A
BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGY111-8
BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGYIII-e

Term IV Equivalent'
Career Description: Machinists operate various types of metal removing
equipment such as lathes, drill presses, milling machines, grinders and
computer numerical controlled machines. Machinists may specialize in the
operation of one type of machine or may work in a shop where they are
required to perform equally well on several different machines.
Program Prerequisites: Successful completion of the program requires
the ability to read and understand technical manuals and a functional
understanding of basic mathematics including decimals and fractions.
PCC Program: The machining curriculum offers training in preparation for
entry-level employment in the machine trades industry. Students have the
opportunity to study basic machining processes. including operation of the
engine lathe, milling machine, sensitive drill press, surface grinder, tracer
lathe, radial drill press and tool and cutler grinding. Also, students receive
training in basic metallurgy, blueprint reading, shop mathematics, and
related aspects of the craft. Students will learn the manual data input and
the computer-aided manufacturing processes, used by computer
numerically controlled equipment. Students enrolled in machine
manufacturing technology will spend 25 hours per week in machining and
related machine theory classes.
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MCH 3.241
MCH 3.242
MCH 3.243

ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYIV-A
ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYIV-B
ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYIV-C

Term V Equivalent'
MCH 3.251M
MCH 3.252M
MCH 3.253M

Term VI Equivalent'
MCH 3.261M ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYVI-A CAM.
MCH 3.262M ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYVI-B CAM.
MCH 3.263AA ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGYVI-C CAM.

2
2
2

'AII night courses at the Term IV, V and VI equivalent levels are offered only
when requested by sufficient numbers of students.
'Prerequisites: Working knowledge of milling practice and basic trigonometry.
Lellered courses (A, B, C) are evening equivalents to day offerings and are
offered (depending on class size) in a sequence that enables students to
progress through the curriculum as quickly as possible.

LEC

six
JI

Mechanical Engineering
Technology

COURSE NO
MET
MET
MET
MET

6.201
6.202
6.203
6.204

244-6111, ext. 4163

MET 6.205
MET 6.206

career Description: Mechanical engineering technicians assist
mechanical engineers in planning, design, and manufacturing
related to machinery, heating, and air conditioning systems.
Technicians solve design problems and plan and test experimental machines and equipment using instruments, equipment and
gauges.

Third Term

CR

e-

CR

Program Prerequisites: Students entering Mechanical Engineering Technology must have: 1) A knowledge of elementary algebra
(i.e., recent completion of PCM 60 with PCM 65 recommended),
and 2) skill in reading, writing and conversational English
(placement in WR 115 and DER 115). High school courses in
chemistry and physics are helpful, but not required.
Course of Study: Students have a choice of four engineering
technology programs: Civil, electronic, software or mechanical. Information
regarding Civil, Electronic or Software Engineering Technology may be
obtained elsewhere in this catalog.
Mechanical Engineering Technology students receive instruction
in mathematics, mechanics, thermodynamics, hydraulics,
machine design, heating and air conditioning, electricity, energy,
manufacturing processes, computer-aided drawing, and project
management.
Students receiving an Associate of Applied Science Degree in
Mechanical Engineering Technology may transfer to the Oregon
Institute of Technology with junior standing either in their major
or in Industrial Management. A B.S. degree in Industrial
Management is available through OIl's Metro Campus and B.S.
degrees in Mechanical Engineering Technology and Industrial
Management are available through OIl's Klamath Falls Campus.
Consult a program advisor for help in program planning.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:
• Two-year Certificate of Completion: 95 credit hours of required courses.
• Associate of Applied Science Degree: 113 credit hours; includes 95
credit hours of required courses plus 18 credit hours of General
Education. Consult a program advisor for help in planning General
Education classes.
Suggested Sequence

9
5
5

n~

ne-

re

LEC
COURSE NO

TITLE

LAB

HR/WK HR/WK

CR

First Term
MET 6.1010M STATICS
MET 6.1020M ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ORIENTATION
MET 6.1030M SPATIAL GEOMETRY
MET 6.1040M TECHNICAL ALGEBRA/TRIGONOMETRY
GENERALEDUCATION

2
1
2
4

8
7
4
6

LAB

HRJWK HR/WK

CR

Second Term

Sylvania Campus
Science Technology Building B8

15
15
15
10
15
15'
W

TITlE

4
3
3
5
3'

MET 6.301
MET 6.302
MET 6.303
GE 115

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
TECHNICAL ENGINEERING PHYSICS
INTRODUCTION TO THERMODYNAMICS
TECHNICAL ALGEBRA WITH
ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
TECHNICAL CHEMISTRY
ENGINEERINGSEMINAR
GENERALEDUCATION
APPLIED CALCULUS
SURVEYINGFUNDAMENTALS
ENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGY
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
ENGINEERING GRAPHICS I
GENERALEDUCATION

2
1

3
9
3

3
3
1

4
2
1

6
3

5
3
1
3'

8

7
3

10
1

3
9

2
3
3'

Fourth Term
MET
MET
MET
MET
GE

6.401
6.402
6.403
6.404
262

FUNDAMENTALS OF THERMODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS: HEAT ENGINES
ENGINEERING BASIC
FLUID MECHANICS
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
GENERALEDUCATION

3
2
1
3
3

4
4
3
3

4
3
2
4
3
3'

MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY
THERMODYNAMICS: HVAC
DYNAMICS
COMPUTER AIDED DRAWING I
GENERALEDUCATION

3
2
4
1

3
4
6
6

4
3
6
3
3'

TECHNICAL ENGINEERING PHYSICS II
MACHINE DESIGN
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
COMPUTER AIDED DRAWING II
PROJECTDESIGN

2
4
3
1

3
6

3
5
3
3
2

Fifth Term
MET
MET
MET
MET

6.150
6.151
6.152
6.153

Sixth Term
MET 6160
MET 6.161
MET 6.162
MET 6.163
MET 6.164

6
8

or
MET 6.280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
GENERAL EDUCATION

8

2'
3'

'Eighteen credits of General Education covering three of the five
areas listed below are required for the A.A.S. degree. A maximum of 12 credits is allowed in each area except physical education and
health in which a maximum of three credits is allowed.
Arts and Humanities: WR 121, WR 122, and WR 227 are required for the
AA.S. degreeand it is recommended that these courses be completed by
the end of the fourth term. SP 111 is recommended for OIT transfers.
Social Science: PSY 201 is recommended for OIT transfers.
Physical Education and Health: Three credits recommended for Oil
transfers.
Science and Mathematics: MTH 103 and MTH 104 are suggested.
Business: No suggestions.
Seean advisor for assistance in selecting General Education electives and
conlirm that your selections are on PCC's list of approved General
Education courses.
10ptional cooperative education work experience placements are available.
For more information, see an advisor.
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Medical Laboratory
Technology
Sylvania Campus
Health Professions

Admissions,

,r
S
H

College Cenler Mall

244-6111, ext. 4908

2

Career Description: The medical laboratory technician performs routine
clinical laboratory testing procedures to provide scientific information
needed in diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of disease. Examples
include: Identification of normal and abnormal blood cells such as those
seen in anemias and leukemias; determination of diabetic and hypoglycemic blood-glucose levels and identification of bacterial, fungal and parasitic
infectious agents. Technicians use sophisticated instrumentation for these
evaluations which encompass quantitative and qualitative chemical and
biological analyses of body specimens. Technicians function under the
supervision of qualified medical technologists and pathologists. The local
metropolitan area offers very good employment opportunities and jobs are
readily available in smaller communities throughout the country.
Opportunities are available in hospitals, independent laboratories, research
and industry for graduates of the program.
Program Prerequisites: Because of limited laboratory space and clinical
facilities as well as the delicate balance of job opportunities in medical
laboratory science, the Medical Laboratory Technology program has a
limited enrollment. Admission to the first year of the program is based on
achievement examinations in chemistry, biology, algebra and English at the
high school level. It is strongly recommended that applicants have
completed high school chemistry, biology, algebra and English or their
equivalents. Students should not interpret acceptance into the first year of
the program as automatic eligibility for entrance to the second year of the
program. Continuation into the second year is contingent upon performance during the first year. Each student entering into the second year is
required to complete the health physical examination form provided by the
MLT department. Students planning to enroll in lhe Medical Laboratory
Technology program should contact the Health Prolessions Admission
Office for specific eligibility requirements and an appointment for a program
advising session. Because of the unique responsibilities involved in the
practice of clinical laboratory science, the Medical Laboratory Technology
Department reserves the right to require that a student who appears to the
department unsuited for clinical laboratory science be counseled into
another area of study.
Course of Study: Students are prepared to perform routine clinical
laboratory tests under the supervision of a pathologist, medical tech nologist or physician. The course combines on-campus instruction in
fundamental principles with clinical experiences gained through rotation in
clinical laboratories. The graduates are eligible to sit for national examinations for certification given by several agencies.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:

n
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a
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p
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LEC
COURSE NO
BI 205
CH 102M
MLT 5.412

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

BI 206
BI 234

90

0

ZOOLOGY'
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY PRINCIPLES
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY I
GENERAL EDUCATION
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3
4
3
3

3
3
3

ZOOLOGY
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY PRINCIPLES
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY II
GENERAL EDUCATION

CR

3
4
3
3

4
5
4
3

s
h

g
A
A

ZOOLOGY
MICROBIOLOGY
GENERAL EDUCATION

4
4
6

a

Only those students who have completed the first year requirements and
have been officially accepted into the second year of the MLT Program may
enroll in the courses listed below.

p
p
p

COURSE NO

3
3
6

3
3

A

H

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

CLINICAL CHEMISTRY I
HEMATOLOGY
BACTERIOLOGY I
IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY I
CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE I

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
20

3
3
3
3
3

CLINICAL CHEMISTRY II
BACTERIOLOGY II
IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY II
CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE II
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
3
3

3
3
2
20

3
3
3
3
3

CLINICAL CHEMISTRY III
MEDICAL PARASITOLOGY
MEDICAL MYCOLOGY
ROUTINE ANALYSIS
CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE III
GENERAL EDUCATION

3
2
2
2

2
2
1
1
20

3
3
2
2
3
3

TITLE

Fourth Term
MLT 5.421
MLT 5.450
MLT 5.460
MLT 5.465
MLT 5.470

Fifth Term
MLT
MLT
MLT
MLT

5.422
5.461
5.466
5.471

3

Sixth Term
MLT 5.423
MLT 5.462
MLT 5.463
MLT 5.430
MLT 5.472

3

Seventh Term
CR

First Term
BI 204
CH 101M
MLT 5.411

HR/WK

Third Term

Associate of Applied Science Degree - 102-104 credit hours; includes
84-86 credit hours of required MLT courses and 18 credit hours of
General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning General Education courses.
Suggested Sequence - Only those students who have been officially
accepted into the first year of the MLT program may enroll in MLT 5.411
and MLT 5.412.
TITLE

o
u
e
k

LAB

HR/WK

Second Term

•

COURSE NO

TITLE

4
5
4
3

MLT 5.469
MLT 5.473

CLINICAL SEMINAR
CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE IV

4'
36

'Sludents may lake this course for two to four credits. Consult a program
advisor.

8
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Medical Office
Assisting
Sylvania Campus
Health Technology

Building

CBb

244-6111, ext. 4247
Those training in the Medical Office Assisting program will find occupations involved with both administrative and clinical aspects of health care in
clinics and physicians' offices. The program is designed to correlate
classroom and laboratory experience with practical experience in
ambulatory medical facilities. Clinical experience is scheduled during day
and evening hours and can occur any day of the week. Students may
consult with a Medical Office Assisting program faculty advisor about
alternate approaches to completing portions of the Medical Office Assisting
program curriculum.
Program Prerequlsit8s:
1) High school completion or GED test scores
of 40+ in all five subject areas; 2) Satisfactory scores in basic math, English
usage and typing placement tests; 3) Satisfactory mental and physical
examination by a licensed physician; 4) Two statements of recommendation
from a recent employer, teacher or counselor; and 5) Program advising
session with a Medical Office Assisting faculty advisor. Students must also
have transportation to clinical facilities throughout the Portland metropolitan area.
Admission instructions may be obtained from the Health Professions
Admission Coordinator at the Sylvania Campus. Qualified applicants are
accepted in the order in which the application process is completed.
Application documents should be sent to the attention of:
Health Professions Admission
Portland Community College
Post Office Box 19000
Portland, OR 97219-0990
Career Description: The medical office assistant schedules and receives
patients, obtains patient data, maintains medical records, handles telephone
calls, correspondence, reports and manuscripts, purchases and maintains
supplies and equipment, assumes responsibilities for office care, insurance
matters, office accounts, fees and collections. Medical duties incl~de
assisting with examinations and treatments, taking medical histones,
perfonming certain diagnostic tests (ECG and laboratory procedures) and
maintaining instruments and equipment.
Course of StUdy: Students are prepared to function under the supervision
of a licensed physician. The program is accredited by the American Medical
Association Committee on Allied Health Education and Accreditation in
collaboration with the American Association of Medical Assistants.
Graduates are eligible to take the national certifying examination given
through the American Association of Medical Assistants.
PCC offers the following
•

form of recognition:

Certificate of Completion - 46 credit hours of required Medical Office
Assisting courses. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning a general studies degree, if desired.
Suggested Sequence
LEC
LAB
COURSENO TmE
HRJWK HRJWK
CR
First Term
M0A5.611 MEDICAl.TERMINOLOGY
4
4
B15.5OO
HUMANBIOLOGYI
2
2
3
MOA5.674AA MEDICAl.LEGALASPECTSI
1
1
M0A5.690 MEDICAl.OFFICEASSISTANTSEMINARI
2
1
M0A5.670 MEDICAl.OFFICEADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES5
5
M0A5.676 MEDICAl.OfFICEADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES
LA4
2

LEC
LAB
COURSENO TmE
HRIWK HRIWK
Second Term
B15.501
HUMANBIOLOGYII
2
2
M0A5.672 MEDICAl.OFFICECLINICAl.PROCEDURES
3
M0A5.6n
MEDICAl.OFFICECLINICAl.PROCEDURES
LAB 6
HE 112
FIRSTAIDANDEMERGENCY
CARE
10
M0A5.685 ADMINISTRATIVE
DIRECTED
PRACTICE
8
M0A5.691 MEDICAl.OFFICEASSISTANT
SEMINARII
2
M0A5.675 MEDICAl.LEGALASPECTSII
Third Term
M0A5.697 INTRODUCTION
TOMEDICALSCIENCE
3
M0A5.686 CLINICAl.DIRECTED
PRACTICE
8
M0A5.610 HEALTHRECORD
TRANSCRIPTION
LAB
8
M0A5.609 TRANSCRIPTION
OFFICEPROCEDURES
2
MOA5.692 MEDICAl.OFFICEASSISTANT
SEMINARIII
2
MOA5.696 MEDICATIONS:
MEDICAl.OFFICEASSISTANTS 2
MLT5.476M MEDICAl.OFFICELABORIENTATION
2
3
M0A5.687 SPECIAl.
TVDIRECTED
PRACTICE
35

CR
3
3
3

1
2
1
1
3

2
2
1
1
2
3

2

Medical Record
Technology
Sylvania Campus
Health Techrology Building
244-6111, eAt. 4247

CBb

Programs:
Medical Record Clerk I
Medical Record Clerk II
Medical Record Technology
Medical Record Technician
Career Description: Those training in the Medical Record Technology
program will find occupations involved in the maintenance of patient
information systems in health-care facilities such as clinics, h?spitals,
nursing homes and physician's offices. The programs are designed to
correlate classroom and laboratory experience with practical experience in
health-care facilities. Clinical experience is scheduled during day and
evening hours and can occur any day of the week. Stud~nts may consult
with a Medical Records Technology program faculty advisor about alternate
approaches to completing portions of the Medical Record program
curricula.
Program Prerequisites:
1) High school completio~ or G~D test scor~
of 40+ in all five subject areas; 2) Satisfactory scores In basic math, English
usage and typing placement tests; 3) Satisfactory mental and physical .
examination by a licensed physician; 4) Two statements of recom~~ndatlon
from a recent employer, teacher or counselor; and 5) Program a~vlslng
session with a Medical Record Technology program faculty adVISOr.
Students must also have transportation to clinical facilities throughout the
Portland metropolitan area. To advance to third tenm s~nding, a student
must successfully complete ("C' grade or better) the pnor two terms.
Admission instructions may be obtained from the Health Professions
Admissions coordinator at the Sylvania Campus. Qualified applicants are
accepted in the order in which the application proc~ss is completed.
Application documents should be sent to the attention or.
Health Professions Admission
Portland Community College
Post Office Box 19000
Portland, OR 97219-0990
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Medical Record Clerk I, II

Medical Record Technology

Career Description: The Medical Record Clerk I is trained to function in
the admitting office, in the medical record department or as a medical
receptionist. This training program also qualifies an individual for many
other health related office positions. The Medical Record Clerk I admits
patients, maintains related files and retrieves records, requisitions supplies
and services and performs related clerical duties.
The Medical Record Clerk II works either in the transcription department or
in an individual office in health-care facilities such as hospitals, long-term
care facilities, clinics, health insurance offices and various health agencies.
The Medical Record Clerk II transcribes on word processing equipment
medical records dictated for inclusion in the patient's record.
Course of Study: The Medical Record Clerk I Program prepares students
to function under supervision at entry-level as an admitting interviewer,
medical receptionist or medical record clerk. The program is two terms in
length. A third term program (Medical Record Clerk II) prepares students to
function as entry-level medical transcriptionists. The Medical Record Clerk
I and II three term sequence is the basic first year core program for the
Medical Record Technology programs.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:

Career Description: The Medical Record Technician reviews medical
documents, transcribes records, compiles health statistics, assists medical
staff and may supervise a medical record department. Duties include
reviewing medical records for completeness and accuracy, coding diseases
and operations, retention or retrieval of medical records, release of
information to third parties, compiling statistics, preparing special studies,
tabulating data from records for research by the medical staff, quality
assurance and supervising the day-to-day operation of a medical record
department.
Program Prerequisites: Successful completion (·C· grade or better) of
Medical Record Clerk I and II courses.
Course of Study: This program is designed to prepare students to
function under administrative supervision. The program is accredited by the
American Medical Association Committee on Allied Health Education and
Accreditation in collaboration with the American Medical Record Association. Graduatesare eligible to take the national certifying examination given
through the American Medical Record Association.
PCC offers the following form of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - minimum of 97 credit hours;
includes 79 credit hours of required medical record courses and 18
credit hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor for
assistance in planning General Education classes.

•

Certificate of Completion: Medical Record Clerk I (2 terms) 32 credit hours.
• Certificate of Completion: Medical Record Clerk II (3 terms) 48 credit hours.
• Proficiency Certificate: Medical Transcriptionist.
Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning General Education
classes.
Suggested Sequence - Medical Record Clerk I
COURSE NO

TffiE

LAB
LEC
HRlWK HR/WK

Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURESI
HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURESLAB I
MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY
HUMAN BIOLOGY I
HEALTH RECORDCLERK SEMINAR I
GENERAl EDUCATION

CR
4
2
3
3'

2
2

Second Term
MRT 5602
MRT 5604
MRT 5607
MRT 5609
MRT 5.611
BI 5.501
CIS 110

MEDICAl TERMINOLOGY II
HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURESII
HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURESLAB II
HEALTH RECORDCLERK DIRECTEDPRACTICE
HEALTH RECORDCLERK SEMINAR II
HUMAN BIOLOGY II
MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

3
2
1
2
1
3'

3
2
2
8
2
2
2

Medical Record Clerk II
Third Term
MRT 5613
MRT 5612
MRT 5.614
MRT 5.605
MRT 5608

TRANSCRIPTION OFFICEPROCEDURES
INTRO TO MEDICAL SCIENCE
HEALTH RECORDTRANSCRIPTION LAB
HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURES111
HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURESLAB III
GENERAl EDUCATION

1 81 231, BI 232 Anatomy and Physiology may be substituted with
permission of Medical Record Technology program faculty advisor.
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CR

MRT 5.770
MRT 5775
MRT 5.785
MRT 5795
MRT 5.782
MRT 5792

MEDICAl RECORDSCIENCE I
MEDICAl RECORDLAB I
MEDICAl LEGAL ASPECTS
MEDICAl RECORDSEMINAR I
HEALTH CAREDELIVERYSYSTEMS
MRT DIRECTEDPRACTICEI
GENERAl EDUCATION

4
1
3
1
3

3
3

1

3

Fifth Term
MRT 5780
MRT 5.771
MRT 5776
MRT 5.793
MRT 5796

HEALTHDATA PRESENTATION
MEDICAl RECORDSCIENCE II
MEDICAL RECORDLAB II
MRT DIRECTEDPRACTICEII
MEDICAl RECORDSEMINAR II
GENERAl EDUCATION

3
3

MEDICAl RECORDSCIENCE III
MEDICAl RECORDLAB III
MRT DIRECTEDPRACTICE111
MEDICAl RECORDSEMINAR 111
DATA MANAGEMENT OF HEAlTH INFORMATION
GENERAl EDUCATION

5

4
16
2

3
3
2
4
1

3

3

Sixth Term
MRT 5772
MRT 5777
MRT 5794
MRT 5797
MRT 5798

2
3

1
4
16
2

5
2
4
1
2
3

Occupational Upgrading Courses: In addition to the following classes
designed for upgrading skills of those employed in the health industry,
special upgrading classes may be arranged upon request.

2
4
8
2

LEC
LAB
HRIWK HRlWK

Fourth Term

First Term
MRT 5.603
MRT 5.606
MRT 5601
BI 5500
MRT 5.610

TITLE

2

LEC
2
1
6

COURSE NO
MRT 201
MRT 9406
MRT 9407
MRT9.411
MRT 9412

HRIWK
TITLE
3
GENERAl MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY
3
MEDICAl RECORDINDEPENDENTSTUDY
5
MEDICAl RECORDSEMINAR ORWORKSHOP
2
INTROTO MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY I
2
INTROTO MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY II

CR
3
3

5
2
2

Microcomputer
Information Systems
Cascade Campus
Jackson Hall 218
244-6111, ext. 5317
Sylvania Campus
Social Science Building 817
244-6111, ext. 4393
Microcomputer information systems are developed and utilized by
individuals in a wide variety of job lilies (corporate executives, department
managers, small business owners, secretaries, accountants, etc.) with
various job responsibilities. Typicalmicroeompuler information systems
functions include applications design and development, software and
hardware evaluation and selection, software integration, system maintenance, data management-security and integrity, documentation and
training.

COURSE NO

WR 214

•

One-year certificate of completion-48-52 credits as outlined in the
suggested sequence of courses. A department advisor will assist the
student in selecting an appropriate sequence of courses.
Suggested Sequence: This sequence is suggested for full-time sludents.
Part-time students may enroll in any course of interest as long as the
individual course prerequisites are met.

LAB
HR/WK

CR

CIS 212M
CIS 145

3
2
4

1
2

3
2
4

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
MICRDCOMPUTERAPPUCATIONS III
MICROCOMPUTERSOFTWAREEVAlUATION
ELECTIVE

Electives
Business Option:
CIS 1220
CIS 122S
BT 2.173
BA 200

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT FORMICROCOMPUTERS4
ElECTRONIC SPREADSHEETSFOR
MICROCOMPUTERS
4
MICRO WORD PROCESSING
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE)
ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS: MICROCOMPUTERS 3

2
2

4

5
2

3
3

2
2
2
3
2
2

4
4
4
3
4
4

2

4
3

Programming Option:
CIS
CIS
CIS
CS
CS
CS

133C
233B
233C
140
233U
261

APPLICATION PROGRAM DEVElOPMENT I (COBOL) 4
ADVANCED PROGRAMDEVELOPMENT(BASIC)
4
APPLICATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTII (COBOL) 4
INTRODUCTIONTO UNIX
3
C PROGRAMMING
4
COMPUTERSCIENCE: PASCALI
4

Technical Option:
CIS 140
BT 9.240
BT 9.244

MICROCOMPUTER OPERATINGSYSTEMS
SURVEY OFTELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY
lOCAL AREA N8WORKING (LAN) AND
OFFICESYSTEM INTEGRATION

4
3
3

3

Graphics Option:
DRF 6.158BA
DRF 6.158CA

lEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

4
3
3

2

4
3
3

INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS: PROGRAM DESIGN4
MICROCOMPUTERAPPLICATIONS II
4
INTERMEDIATEAlGEBRA
4
PRINCiPlES OF ACCOUNTING II
3
ELECTIVE

2
2

4
4
4
3

TITLE

lEC
HR/WK

Third Term

Some classes in the program will require prospective students to show by
high school or college transcripts or PCC placement examination that they
are prepared to take WR 121 English Composition and MTH 100
Intermediate Algebra. In some cases BA 2.1 01 Introduction to Accounting
might be required before students may enroll for BA 211 Principles of
Accounting I. Students should consult with a department advisor prior to
enrolling in microcomputer information systems courses.
The individual courses are available during the days, evenings and
weekends, at a variety of sites throughout the district. Please see the
Schedule of Classes for a listing of the courses that are available during a
given term. Contact the Computer Information Systems Department at
Sylvania or the Business and Industry Department at Cascade for further
information. This program is designed to prepare and upgrade the student
for career positions involving the evaluation, selection, and use of
microcomputer hardware and software packages. It also enables students
in other disciplines to acquire skills in using the microcomputer as a
managerial, organizational, and analylicaltool. The one-year curriculum
provides a foundation in computer system concepts with an emphasis in
microcomputer applications and practical experience.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:

COURSE NO

TITLE

INTRODUCTIONTO AUTO CAD
INTRODUCTIONTO CADKEY 3-D

3
3

2
2

CR

First Tenn
CIS 101
CIS 102
BA 211

WR 121

INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS: CONCEPTS
INTRODUCTIONTO COMPUTERS:
MICRO APPLICATIONS
PRINCiPlES OFACCOUNTING I
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

Second Term
CIS 103
CIS 210M
MTH 100
BA 212

Microelectronic
Technology
Cascade Campus
Jackson Hall218
244-6111, ext. 5317
Career Description: Microelectronics is the basic manufacturing
technology for producing electronic systems from extremely
small parts or elements. Microelectronic technicians have an understanding
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of the basic processes required to design, fabricate and use microelectronic
circuits. Specific job titles describe the specialty areas of this work, and
include wafer process technician, photofabrication technician, layout
design technician, maintenance support technician, and similar titles in the
areas of thick and thin film hybrid manufacturing.
Program status: Most careers in this field require basic electronics
understanding similar to that obtained in other electronic technology
programs. We expect that in the near future 'microelectronics manufacturing technology' will become a specialty option under existing PCC
electronics programs. This option will probably be offered for students
during the second year of the program and/or subsequent to graduation.
Program PrerequIsItes: As defined above, second year standing within
a related electronics technology program will be a minimum requirement.
(understanding of electronics fundamentals, as well as some solid state
physics, chemistry, mathematics and rudimentary computer science) See
this catalog's listing of the electronics technology program of interest for
their minimum entrance requirements.

Nursing
Sylvania Campus
Health Technology Building C8d
244-6111, ext. 4466, 4208
Career Description: This program is designed to prepare the student to
be licensed as a registered nurse (R.N.). R.N.s deliver nursing care in a
variety of health care settings.
Program PrerequIsites: Persons entering the nursing program must
have a high school diploma or equivalent, satisfactory scores in two preadmission tests (math and English grammar), and satisfactory completion
(pass up. or "C· or above) of the following prerequisite classes: Human
Development (PSY 215 - 3 cr.) and Microbiology (B1234 - 4 cr.). A
physical examination by a licensed physician or nurse practitioner
indicating satisfactory health status is required following acceptance into
the nursing program. Prior to the start of clinical, the student must have
evidence of a negative PPD test for tuberculosis, proof of immunity to
measles and a current CPR card.
Information about circumstances that may interfere with licensure must be
provided. A person may be denied admission to the program if, in the
judgement of program officials, that person would not be able to profit from
the program.

Applications for the nursing program are taken from September 1to March
1 each year for classes that begin in September at the Sylvania Campus.
Contact the Health Professions Admissions Office at the Sylvania Campus
for information, admission instructions and an application.
Application documents should be sent to:
Health Professions Admissions Office
Portland Community College
P.O. Box 19000
Portland, OR 97219-0990
(503) 293-4908
Students requesting to transfer from another nursing program must submit
a written request to the Nursing Department accompanied by transcripts
and nursing course descriptions. Transfer students are accepted on a
space available basis. In order to facilitate their integration into the nursing
program, all accepted transfer and re-entering students will be required to
successfully complete selected topics coursework prior to entry into the
program.
Pari-lime Siudy: Students who desire to complete the nursing program on a
part-time basis may request to defer their entry into nursing coursework for
one or two years following acceptance into the program.
To initiate part-time study, the student must complete the application
process, including pre-admission tests. Upon acceptance, the student
should submit a letter to the nursing program requesting a one- or two-year
study deferral.
Course of Study: The nursing program is based on a model that emphasizes one's ability to care for sell and progressively builds upon the basic
human needs of people, scientific and psychosocial principles, human
development, communication and nursing care skills. The student moves
from a concept of caring for self toward application of concepts in the role
of an R.N. providing complex nursing care.
Progression: To advance from term to term, students must have successfully completed the previous term's coursework by receiving a grade of
"Pass" or "C· or above in all required courses. All first-year courses must
be completed before progressing to the second year.
PCC Nursing Program Accreditation: National League for Nursing
(voluntary); Oregon State Board of Nursing (required).
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 98 credit hours, including 48
credit hours of required nursing courses, 32 credit hours of support
courses and 18 credit hours of General Education electives.
Required Sequence
COURSE NO TITLE
BI 234
MICROBIOLOGY
PSY 215
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

4

3

CR

5'
3

3

'B1234 is ollered for nursing for four (4) credits.
First Tenn
NUR 106
PSY 111
GS 5.503

FOUNDATIONS FOR NURSING
PERSONALITY & DEVELOPMENT
BASIC SCIENCE PRINCiPlES

20

8

3

2

3
4

8
4
3

20
3

B
4
4

8

20

8

3
3

3

3
4

8

3

Second Term
NUR 107
HEC 270
BI 231

FOUNDATIONS FOR SELF-CARE
THROUGH THE LIFE CYCLE
NORMAL AND APPliED CLINICAL NUTRITION
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY I

Third Term
NUR 108
_
PHL 205M
BI 232
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CLIENT INTERVENTIONS FOR
SELF-CARE DEFICITS - STABLE CONDITIONS
CONTEMPORARY MORAL PROBLEMS:
BIOMEDICAL ETHICS
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY II

arch

s.

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CLIENT INTERVENTIONS FOR
SELF·CARE DEFICITS - COMPLEX CONDITIONS
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY
GENERAL EDUCATION

8
3
6

24

8
3
6

CLIENT INTERVENTIONS FOR
SELF-CARE DEFICITS - UNSTABLE CONDITIONS
GENERAL EDUCATION

8
6

24

8
6

COURSE NO

pus

TITLE

CR

Fourth Tenn
NUR 206
81 241

Fifth Tenn
NUR 207AC

bmit

~

rsing
dlo

e

10na

Idor

r~ar
~a·
sic

II

Sixth Tenn
NUR 208

CLIENT INTERVENTIONS IN A VARIETY
OF HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS
GENERAL EDUCATION

8
6

24

8
6

Courses for Transfer and Re-entry Students
NUR 9.4ooAN
NUR9.4008N
NUR 9.4ooCN
NUR 9.4ooDN
NUR9.4ooEN
NUR9.4ooFN
NUR 9.400GN
NUR 9.4ooHN
NUR 9.4OO1N

Course of Study: This program will be offered starting each September as
daytime classes. Students wishing to enroll must contact the Opticianry
Department, since space is limited. The opticianry program teaches all
phases of opticianry. Skills studied include prescription analysis, spectacle
lens and rigid contact lens design and fitting philosophies, retail eyeglasses
dispensing, and the measuring and evaluation of contact lenses. Also
included are instructions in optical mathematics, geometric optics, the use
of precision measuring anq evaluation instruments, lens grinding,
finishing, the assembly of eyeglasses into frames, and frame repair.
Business-related courses are included in the program.
PCC offers the following fonns of recognition:

SELECTED TOPICS
SELECTED TOPICS
SELECTED TOPICS
SELECTED TOPICS
SELECTED TOPICS
SELECTED TOPICS
SELECTED TOPICS
SELECTED TOPICS
SELECTED TOPICS

I (NUR 106A)
II (NURl 068)
III (NUR 106C)
IV (NUR 106D)
V (NUR 107A)
VI (NUR 107B)
VII (NUR 108A)
VIII (NUR 1088)
IX (NUR 109)

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

ves

role

One-year Certificate of Completion - 37 credit hours of required optics
courses.

iii Two-year Certificate of Completion - 76 credit hours of

required optics courses.
II Associate of Applied Science Degree - 94 credit hours; includes 76
credit hours of required opticianry courses plus 1B credit hours of
General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning General Education classes.
Oplicianry

Program: Professional

Upgrading

PCC offers a variety of evening and weekend classes dealing with various
aspects of opticianry such as dispensing, contact lenses, and anatomy and
physiology of the eye. The spring term professional upgrading offerings
concentrate on review for national and state licensing and competency
examinations. College credit, ABO and NCLE CU credits are available. The
upgrade courses are open 10 all opticians currently practicing their
profession.

Opticianry

ss·
I
usl

Cascade Campus
Terrell Hall401
244-6111, ext. 5288

IS
rt

CR

5'
3

Career Description: About one-half of the people in the United
Stales under the age of 45 and virtually 100 percent of the population over 45 require at least part-time vision corrective devices.
Workers in a variety of occupations are involved in providing
vision care. Ophthalmologists and optometrists diagnose medical
and visual problems and may prescribe optical devices to correct
visual abnormalities. Those who fill the doctors' prescriptions are
called opticians. Opticians are classified in a variety of positions,
three of which are dispensing optician, ophthalmic laboratory
technician and contact lens optician. Opticians can work in
various settings, including wholesale, retail and laboratory
situations.
There are growing demands and excellent job opportunities for
opticians who have an associate's degree in opticianry, as more
and more states adopt licensing mandates. Statistics show that the middleaged and elderly population is growing. As people grow older, vision
undergoes normal changes requiring corrective lenses. Increasing public
awarenessof the importance of good eyesight has also increased the
demand for trained opticians, as have industrial safety precautions and
demands for sports and fashion eyewear.
Program Prerequisites: Students must demonstrate algebra-level ability
to enter all first term classes. Entry into the second year of the program
requires completion of all first year courses with a grade of 'C' or better in
each course, or demonstrated equivalent proficiency. Success in this field
is partly dependent upon manual dexterity, visual ability and the ability to
work with numerical calculallons,

Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

TITLE

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

First Tenn
OT
HE
OT
OT
OT
OT

6.350
250
6.353
6.356
6.359
6.362

OPTICAL MATH I
PERSONAL HEALTH
GEOMETRIC OPTICS I
SURFACING I
FINISHING I
SURVEY OF OPTICIAllRY
GENERAL EDUCATION

1
3
1
1
1
1

2
4
5

1
3
2
3
3
1
3
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COURSE NO

TITlE

lEC

LAB

HR/WK

HR/WK

eR

second Term

OT 6354

GEOMETRIC OPTICS II

2
1
2

OT

6.355M

OT

6351

INTRODUCTION

TO CONTACT

LENSES

MATH II

OPTICAL

OT 6357

SURFACING II

3

OT 6360

FINISHING II

3

OT 6.363

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY OF THE EYE

1

GENERAL EDUCATION

3

Third Term
1

OT 6352

OPTICAL MATH III

OT 6365

CONTACT LENSES II

2

2

OT 6.361

FINISHING III

4

3

OT 6364

INTRODUCTION TO DISPENSING

2

2

BA 101

INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS

4

GENERAL EDUCATION

3

Fourth Term
OT

6370

ADVANCED

OT

6.376M

CONTACT

LENSES

FABRICATION

OT

6382

CONTACT

LENS

OPHTHALMIC
OT

6.280M

I

3
3

III
INSTRUMENTATION:

OPTICS

I

COOPERATIVE

ED:

ED: OPTICIANRY

OT

6.280AB

COOPERATIVE

BA

2.101

INTRODUCTION

3
8

OPTICIANRY

l'
3'

- SEMINAR

TO ACCOUNTING

GENERAL EDUCATION

3

Fifth Term
OT 6.371

ADVANCED FABRICATION II

4

3

OT 6.377M

CONTACT LENSES IV

4

3

OT 6.280M

COOPERATIVE ED: OPTICIANRY

8

OT 6280AB

COOPERATIVE ED: OPTICIANRY • SEMINAR

OT 6.383

PERCEPTION, SPECIALTY LENSES AND
LOW VISION:

BA

285

BUSINESS

OPHTHALMIC

OPTICS

2
l'

II

2

RELATIONS

2
3'

GENERAL EDUCATION

3

Sixth Term
OT

6372

ADVANCED

OT

6.378M

CONTACT

OT

6.280M

COOPERATIVE

ED: OPTICIANRY

OT

6280AB

COOPERATIVE

ED: OPTICIANRY

OT

6385

REVIEW

OT

6.384

REVIEW FOR NATIONAL

FOR NATIONAL

CONTACT

BA 249

FABRICATION

III

4

LENSES V

4
8
- SEMINAR

AND STATE EXAMS

LENSES
& STATE EXAMS:

DISPENSING

1

1

RETAJUNG

3

3'

GENERAL EDUCATION

3

'Field experience takes place in appropriate on-the-job learning environments. The seminar supplements the field experience portion of the course
through feedback sessions, instruction in job-related areas and linkages to
the student's on-eampus program. Students prepare resumes, job
descriptions and plans for training objectives with employer's and teacher
or coordinator's approval. Prerequisite: employment in an approved careerrelated position. A minimum of two credit hours per term of OT 6.280AA
and one credit hour per term of OT 6.280AB is required during the second
year.
20r approved business course SUbstitute.
Recommended General Education Courses: Business communication, English composition, speech, data processing and computer science,
college algebra, health, psychology, business administration, office
administration and management and professional development. Some
business courses are required for the associate of applied science degree.
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Professional
Skills Training
Ross Island Center
Room 811
244-6111, ext. 2817
Career Description: Professional skills training is a unique off-eampus
training program which provides an opportunity to develop marketable job
skills in areas not normally addressed by traditional career/technical programs.
Program Prerequisites: An interview with the Professional Skills
coordinator is required to determine an individual's instructional
goals and to determine if a suitable training site is available.
Certain skills require the ability to read and understand technical
manuals, use basic math skills and to write. Persons may have
their basic skills assessed at any PCC testing center.
Professional skills training is an approved program for state worker's
compensation clients and disabled veterans. A Professional Skills staff
member is available to explain the program to an individual or counselor.
Contact the Professional Skills Department for an appointment or further information.
Course of Study: Students train at off-campus sites under the supervision of a skilled trainer. Students train with the skilled person for 40 hours
per week with no breaks for traditional school vacations. Length of the
program depends on the skill being taught. The students receive no wages
for time spent in training and do not replace regular employees. Students
interested in this program must intend to pursue a skill as a profession
when they complete the program. Hobbyists or persons wishing to explore
a new career should not apply.
Descriptions of some of the professional skills training opportunities are listed below.
Jewelry manufacturing and design· This program covers the repair,
design and manufacture of jewelry. The course prepares the student for
entry-level employment, however, it should not be construed that the
student would be a journeyman in jewelry upon completion of the six terms
of training. Tools and supplies are required.
Shoe repair· This program covers jack work, shoe disassembling, heel
installation, sanding, beveling, preparation for half soles, finish work,
machine operation, hand stitching and customer relations. Tools are
required.
Other skills· Professional skills provides training in a variety of skilled
areas. Length of these programs depends on the particular skill being
taught. Examples of other skill areas include, but are not limited to: auto
upholstery, appliance repair, floral design, gunsmithing, office machine
repair, furniture making, saddle making, vending machine repair, prosthetic
manufacturing and pharmacy technology.
Students interested should contact the Professional Skills Training
Department at the Ross Island Center, 049 SW Porter.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:
•

One-year Certificate of Completion - 64 credit hours; this consists of 52
weeks, 8 hours per day, with a professional skills trainer.

•

Two-year Certificate of Completion - 96 credit hours; this includes 78
weeks, 8 hours per day, with a professional skills trainer. The two-year
certificate is available only in jeYIelry manufacturing and design.

-

• Associate of Applied Science Degree -114 credit hours; includes 96
credit hours of required jewelry instruction plus 18 credit hours of
General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning General Education classes. The AAS degree is only available
in jewelry manufacturing and design.
A maximum of 24 credit hours of professional skills credit may be applied
to an Associate of General Studies Degree.

-

tion offered by the American Registry of Radiologic Technologists and are
eligible for licensure as a radiologic technologist in Oregon. PCC's
program is approved by the American Medical Association's Committee on
Allied Health Education and Accreditation. Students are required to
maintain ·C" grades (minimum) in all required courses and must maintain
an overall grade point average of 2.00 for graduation.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:
•

Radiologic Technology

JUs

Job

~

Sylvania Campus
Health Professions Admissions
College Center Malt
244·6111, ext. ~90B

kills
nal

Career Description: The radiologic technologist is an important member
of the health team and works in close relationship with physicians,
particularly radiologists. Frequently, technologists are involved to varying
degrees in the administrative operations and management of a radiology
department, in radiological imaging and in patient care.

r.
r in·

Radiologic technology is primarily concerned with the diagnosis of disease
and injury. The radiographer may be employed in medical offices or
hospitals within different areas of radiographic imaging.
The radiographer performs effectively by:

urs

ore
\1.

-

applying knowledge of the principles of radiation protection for patient,
self and others

-

applying anatomy, positioning and radiographic techniques to
accurately demonstrate anatomical structures on a radiograph

-

lir,

nTIS

el

determining proper exposure factors to achieve optimum radiographic
technique with minimum radiation exposure to patient

-

examining radiographic images to evaluate technique, positioning and
other pertinent technical qualities

-

exercising discretion and judgment in the performance of medical
imaging procedures

-

providing patient care essential to radiographic imaging

-

recognizing emergency patient conditions and initiating life saving first
aid.

Associate of Applied Science Degree: 108 credit hours; includes 90
credit hours of required Radiologic Technology courses and 18 credit
hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor for help in
planning General Education classes.
Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

LEC
HRJWK

TITlE

LAB
HRJWK

CR

First Tenn
RAD 100
RAD 101
RAD 105
RAD 110
MRT 201
RAD 106
81 231

INTRa TO RADIOLOGY
RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING I
METHODS OF PATIENT CARE
RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC I
GENERAL MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY
RADIOLOGIC PHYSICS I
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY I

2
2
2
3
3
3

2
2
16

3

1
3
3
2
3'
3
4

'MRT 201 oHered for Radiologic Technology for two credits,
making a total of 18 credits for rirst term.
Second Term
RAD 102
RAD 115
RAD 120
RAD 107
81 232

RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING II
PRINCIPLES OF EXPOSURE I
RADIOGRAPHICCLINIC II
RADIOLOGICPHYSICS II
ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGYII
GENERALEDUCATION

2
2

RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING III
RADIOGRAPHICCLINIC III
RADIATIONPROTECTION- BIOLOGY
RADIOLOGICPHYSICS III
ADVANCEDRADIOGRAPHICPROCEDURES
SURVEYOF DISEASE
GENERALEDUCATION

2

2
3

2
2
16
2
3

3
3
2
3
4
3

2
16

3
2
3
3
2
2
3

Third Term
RAD 103
RAD 130
RAD 202
RAD 108
RAD 201
RAD 203

3
2
2
2

2

Program Prerequisites:
Radiologic technology students must be
at least 18 years of age and have a high school diploma or the
equivalent with a minimum grade point average of 2.00. All
applicants must take a math and English placement test at PCC.
Preference is given to applicants that have demonstrated abilities
in math, science, English, human anatomy and physiology and
medical terminology. Students begin the program only in
September and attend continuously for 24 months. During the
clinical phase of the program students are required to wear
uniforms.

etic

Applications are accepted from October 1 through April 1 each
year. Official high school and college (if applicable) transcripts
are required. Additional infomnation is available from the
Admission Office or the Radiologic Technology department.
Course of StUdy: The Radiologic Technology program is eight terms in
duration (24 continuous months) and is affiliated with Portland area
hospitals. Graduates are eligible to take the national certification examina-

152
8
Jr
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LEC
COURSENO TITlE
Fourth Tenn

HR/WK

Required Courses
CR

40

5
3

Fifth Tenn
RAD
RAD
RAD
RAD
RAD

RADIOGRAPHIC PATHOLOGY
RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING rv
RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC V
FILM AND PROCESSING
BASIC PRINCIPLE OF COMPLITERTOMOGRAPHY/
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
GENERAl EDUCATION

260
204
210
212
281M

2
2
2

2
24
2

2

2
3
3
3
2
3

Sixth Tenn
RAD
RAD
RAD
RAD
RAD

205
208
215
217
220

RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING V
VASCULAR IMAGING
PRINCIPLES OF EXPOSURIEII
ALTERNATE IMAGING MODALITIES
RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC VI
GENERAl EDUCATION

2
2
24

3
2
3
2
3
3

Seventh Tenn
RAD 230

RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC VII
GENERAL EDUCATION

LEC
COURSENO TITLE

RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC IV
GENERAl EDUCATION

RAD 140

LAB
HR/WK

40

5
3

40

5

RE
RE
RE
EC

110
112
116
201

EC
EC
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE

202

203
118
150
151
226
228
230
241

BA 226
BA 227

HR/WK
3
3
3

CR

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

REAL ESTATE PRACTICES
REAL ESTATE LAW I
REAL ESTATE FINANCE I
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: INTRO,
INSTITUTIONS & PHILOSOPHIES
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS MACROECONOMICS
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MICROECONOMICS
REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL I
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS I
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS II
REAL ESTATE FINANCE II
REAL ESTA TE APPRAISAL II
REAL ESTATEAPPRAISAL III
REAL ESTATE OFFICE MANAGEMENT/
SUPERVISION OF SALES PERSONNEL
BUSINESS LAW
BUSINESS LAW II

3
3
3

, Related classes: The list of related classes is available from the departmenl
For information about continuing education courses, contact the Southeast
Center Community Education Department at 244-6111 , ext. 6260.

Eighth Tenn
RAD 240

RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC VIII

Real Estate
Sylvania Campus
Social Science Building B7b
244-6111, ext. 4287, 83406
Programs:
Real EstateSales
Real EstateBroker
Real EstateAppraisal
Real Estate Continuing Education
Associate of Applied Science Degree in Real Estate
Career Description: A real estate salesperson or broker may secure
listings of properties for sale or rent, interview prospective buyers and
renters, quote purchase prices, discuss conditions of sales or terms of
leases and draw up earnest money receipts and loan applications. An
appraiser interviews persons familiar with property being appraised;
inspects the property; searches public records of sales, leases, assessments and other transactions to determine property value; compiles
materials and sets a correct, definite rate; and submits reports to corroborate value as established.
Course of Study: In conjunction with the Oregon State Real Estate
Agency, PCC offers classes which prepare individuals to take license exams
for the Oregon Real Estate Sales, Broker and Appraiser licenses. In
addition, real estate continuing education classes are offered each term in
accordance with Oregon State Real Estate Agency requirements.
PCC offers the follOWing fonns of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - minimum of 90 credit hours;
includes 45 credit hours of required classes, 27 credit hours of related
classes' and 18 credit hours of General Education courses. Consult the
Real Estate Department for assistance in program planning.

Refrigeration/HvAc
Southeast Center
244-6111, ext. 6205, 6905
Career Description: This field is usually divided into three industries:
domestic, commercial and industrial. The domestic field covers home
refrigerators, freezers and window air conditioners. The commercial field
includes all small automatic systems such as for stores, supermarkets,
central air conditioning, water coolers, beverage coolers and truck
refrigeration systems The industrial field includes the large processing
systems and air conditioning systems, packing plants, cold storage and ice
rinks. These systems require the attention of a refrigeration operating
engineer.
Program Prerequisites: RefrigerationlHVAC have individual course
prerequisites Example: Refrigeration I is required before Refrigeration II,
etc. It is also required that a student test into OEM 20 Basic Math and WR
115 Expository Writing.
Course of Study: The program is designed to prepare students for semiskilled positions in the RefrigerationlHVAC industry and for the changing
jobs which are occurring in the RefrigerationlHVAC industry. Training is
varied and students may enter at different levels, depending on their
backgrounds Students may also enter any term.
PCC awards a certificate upon successful completion of each course.
LEC LAB
COURSE NO TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
CR
TE 9.242
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

9243
9244
9245
9246
9246AB
9246AC
9246AD

TE 9246AE
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REFRIGERATIONI
REFRIGERATION II
REFRIGERATION III
REFRIGERATION IV
REFRIGERATIONV
SHOP - COMMERCIAL/RIEFRIGERATION
SHOP -INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION
SHOP - COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL
AIR-CONDITIONING AND HEATING
SHOP - RESIDENTlA1JREFRlGERATION

2
2

1
1

2

1

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
2

2
1

2
2

m

II!

Ii

i

!
'A
3
3
3

COURSE NO
TE 9.247AA
TE 9.237
TE 9.238
TE 9.239
TE 9.240
TE 9.153
TE 9.153AA
TE 9.114
TE 9.115
TE 9.151
TE 9.161AA
TE 9.153
TE 9.234
TE 9.233
TE 9.250
TE 9.25OAA
TE 9.253
TE 9.253AA

LEC
TITLE
HRtNK
REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR OPERATION
& SERVICE
2
REFRIGERATION ELECTRICAL I
2
REFRIGERATION ELECTRICAL II
2
REFRIGERATION ELECTRICAL III
2
REFRIGERATION ELECTRICAL IV
REFRIGERATIONAMMONIA SYSTEMS
2
REFRIGERATIONAMMONIA SYSTEMS II
2
TRANSPORT REFRIGERATION I (THERMO-KING)
1
TRANSPORT REFRIGERATION II (THERMO-KING)
1
PNEUMA TIC CONTROLS
2
INTRODUCTION TO BOILERS
2
BOILERS: ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
2
OIL FURNACE SERVICE
2
ADVANCED OIL BURNERS
2
HEAT PUMPS
2
HEAT PUMPS II
2
NATURAL GAS EQUIPMENT I
2
NATURAL GAS EQUIPMENT II
2

lAB
HRtNK

CR

1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1

1
1
1
1

Refrigeration Service Engineers Society (RSES)
Refrigeration Service Engineers Society (RSES) is a nonprofit educational
association which has been in existence for over 50 years for the sole
purpose of providing continuing industry education.
Each year approximately 6,000 members enroll for one or more of the 300
plus training classes conducted by RSESchapters throughout the world.
RSEScurrently offers 13 training programs.
Prerequisites: Any RSESmember in good standing who meets the
requirements of the Multnomah Chapter Educational Committee may enroll.
Please contact RSESat 242-1929 for information.
LEC
LAB
CQURSE NO
TE 9650
TE 9.651
TE 9.652
TE 9.653
TE 9654
TE 9.655
TE 9656
TE 9657
TE 9658
TE 9.659
TE 9.660
TE 9.66OAA
TE 9.661

TITLE
RSES: REFRIGERATION I
RSES: REFRIGERATION II
RSES: REFRIGERATION III
RSES: ELECTRICITY I
RSES: ELECTRICITY II
RSES: ELECTRICITY III
RSES: HEATING I
RSES: HEATING II
RSES: HEATING III
RSES: SHOP
RSES: CONTROLS I
RSES: CONTROLS II
RSES: HEAT PUMPS

HRtNK
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
3

HRtNK

1
1
1
2
2
2

CR
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

RSEScourses are generally 36 weeks in length. Classes begin in
September of each year and registration is done only at this time.

Software Engineering
Technology
Sylvania Campus
Science Technology Building B8

244-6111, ext. 4163
Career Description: A software engineering technician assists in the
development of software for microprocessor based systems. Duties usually
include troubleshooting, testing, and maintaining computer programs to
assure compliance with established standards and specifications.

Program Prerequisites: Placement in WR 121 English Composition and
MTH 101 College Algebra. Skill in keyboarding is recommended.
Interested students should contact a Software Engineering Technology
advisor to have placement test results and previous post-secondary course
work evaluated. Students with previous work experience in software
engineering or electronics who desire advanced placement in the program
must contact an advisor prior to registration.
Course of Study: Graduates of this program are typically employed as
hardware or software technicians. However, the program also sufficiently
introduces students to other specialties in the software and electronics
industry so that other technical positions may be appropriate.
Depending on the number of positions available, interested and qualified
students are placed in cooperative education positions with local firms after
the first year of study.
Due to frequent changes in software and electronics technology, this
program is frequently revised and updated. Please contact the Software
Engineering Technology Department for current program information.
Faculty advisors are available to provide guidance toward an orderly
progression through the program and to assist in other ways as appropriate. The student is expected to work with an advisor in planning both tenn
by term schedules and in fulfilling the total program requirements.
Students with academic problems should contact their advisor at the
earliest opportunity.
Graduates of this program may transfer to Oregon Institute of Technology
as juniors and may pursue a B.S. degree in Computer Engineering
Technology, Software Engineering Technology, or Industrial Management.
Students wishing to transfer to any other four-year institution should
contact that institution to obtain specific information. A faculty advisor will
assist students in selecting appropriate coursework.
Students who do not take courses applicable to this program for four or
more terms (including summer term) will need to have their transcripts
reevaluated using the current requirements when returning to the program.
Students must maintain a 2.0 overall GPA to remain in the program.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - 91 credit hours; includes 72
credit hours of required Software Engineering Technology courses and
19 credit hours of General Education.
LEC
LAB
COURSE NO

TITLE

HRtNK

HRtNK

CR

4
3
4
3
3

2
3

4
4
4
3
4

First Tenn
CST2.110
EEl 112
MTH 101
WA 121
EEl 112

PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES - PASCAL
DIGITAL SYSTEMS I
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
DIGITAL SYSTEMS I

3

Second Term
CST 2210
MTH 231
EEl 122
WA 122

DATA ABSTRACTIONS AND STRUCTURES - PASCAL 4
DISCRETE MATH
4
DIGITAL SYSTEMS II
3
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
3

2

4
4
4
3

TEAM PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES - MODULA-2
INTRODUCTION TO UNIX - SYSTEM V
DIGITAL SYSTEMS III
TRIGONOMETRY

4
4
3
4

2
2
3

4
4
4
4

4
4
3
3

2
2
3

Third Term
CST 2.310
CST 2312
EEl 132
MTH 102

Fourth Tenn
CST 2.410
CST 2.412
EEl 241
WA 227

110AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS - MODULA-2
LANGUAGE PROCESSOR DESIGN - MODULA-2
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS I
TECHNICAL WRITING I
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COURSE NO

Fifth

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

TmE

pec offers the following Iorm of recognition:
CR

term

CST 2.510
CST 2.512
EEl 251
PSY 101

SOFTWAREENGINEERING,TOOLS, AND C
LOW LEVEL LANGUAGES - 8086
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS II
PSYCHOLOGYAND HUMAN RELATIONS

4
4
3
3

2
2
3

PROJECTMANAGEMENT
OPERATINGSYSTEMS DESIGNS - C/8086
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS III
INTRODUCTIONTO SPEECH COMMUNICATION

4
4
3
3

2
2
3

4
4
4
3

Sixth Iarm
CST 2.610
CST 2.612
EEl 261
SP 100

D Certificate of Completion - successful completion of 9 -15 credit hours

of technical writing courses.
Sequence of Courses
LEC
COURSE NO
WR 227
WR 9.600
WR 9.601

TITLE
TECHNICAL WRITING I
TECHNICAL WRITING II
GRAPHICS FORTECHNICAL WRITERS

LAB

HR/WK HRIWK
3·
3
3

CR
3
3
3

Optional Courses
3

Additional courses which will be useful in preparation for transfer to O.I.T.
include:
SP 111 Fundamentals of Speech
PSY 201 General Psychology
PE 1B5 Physical Education (2 terms)
HPE 29B Health and Fitness for Life
MTH 200, 201 Calculus
PH 211, 212 Physics (w/calculus)

WR 9.280M
WR 9.280AB

COOPERATIVEEO;TECHNICAL WRITING
COOPERATIVEEO;TECHNICAL WRITING - SEMINAR 1

20

5'
1

1 This is a variable credit course. See the course description for further
explanation.

Technical Writing
(Evening Certificate Program)
Rock Creek Campus
Building 3/206
244-6111, ext. 7258
Sylvania Campus
Communications
Technology
244-6111, ext. 4568

Building A4j

Career Description: Technical writing is a career that encompasses two
professions: Science, business and communication. The types and
complexity of writing tasks within the technical writing job market varies
greatly and may include policy and procedure manuals, proposals,
technical sales literature and technical manuals.
Prerequisites: The major prerequisite for an applicant in the technical
writing profession is a "working knowledge" in a technical discipline. The
student must take a writing placement examination and score at the level
required for entry to WR 121 English Composition. With instructor
approval, the placement examination may be waived for students who have
successfully completed WR 227 Technical Report Writing I or WR 214
Business Communications.
Course of Study: Technical writing is an evening program that is
designed to provide individuals working in technical and business
professions with the opportunity to acquire or upgrade technical writing
skills. Business and industry need individuals with technical and business
skills and technical writing skills to develop'technical sales literature,
technical manuals, proposals, policy and procedure manuals, etc. The
program consists of three three-credit hour courses that will be offered
during the evenings or weekends and an optional cooperative education
experience. Refer to the course descriptions for further explanation.
In addition to the evening courses, PCC offers technical writing courses
during the day. Consult the PCC Schedule of Classes or the English and
Foreign Language Department at Rock Creek or Sylvania for details on the
classes to be offered during a given term.

100

0
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Veterinary Technology
Rock Creek Campus
Building 3/111
244-6111, ext. 7330
Career Description: The veterinary technician is an assistant to the
veterinarian, and is skilled and knowledgeable in the practical application of
aspects involved in the care and handling of animals, clinical laboratory
procedures, animal diseases, animal nutrition, pharmacology, radiography,
anesthesiology and medical and surgical assistance.
Program Prerequisites: Because of limited space available for
laboratory and clinical procedures courses, as well as the need for
individualized instruction, the program has a limited enrollment. Admission to the first year of the program is based on high school and college
grades, chemistry, biology, math and writing placement tests, a lelter of
recommendation and an interview. 40 hours of observation with a
veterinarian is also required. This may be done as a paid employee or on a
volunteer basis. This is a seven-term program. Continuation into the
second year is contingent upon performance during the first year and
students should not interpret acceptance into the first year of the program
as automatic eligibility to enter the second year of the program. Contact the
Veterinary Technology Department for specific eligibility requirements.

urs

CR
3
3
3
5'
1

I

(Note: Only those students who have been officially accepted into the
Veterinary Technology program or have the department chairperson's
approval may enroll in program courses.)
Course of Study: This program is accredited by the Committee on Animal
Technician Activities and Training of the American Veterinary Medical
Association. It is designed to help students develop the technical skills
needed to perform in a veterinary medicine environment. Graduates are
prepared to do entry-level work as technicians in small and large animal
hospitals and clinics, laboratory animal research facilities, educational
institutions, military service and commercial firms. Graduates of this
program are eligible to take the Oregon Board of Veterinary Medical
Examiners certification examination for veterinary technicians and may also
travel to other states to take their licensing examination.
PCC offers the following form of recogniUon:
• Associate of Applied Science Degree - minimum of 107 credit hours;
includes 86 credit hours of veterinary technology courses and 18 credit
hours of General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance
in planning General Education classes.(Course work from other
colleges may substitute for the General Education requirement.)
Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK

TInE

First Term (fall)
vs 8100AA
INTRa

TO VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY

2
2

VS 8102AA

VETERINARY MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY

CH 104

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

4

AG 9.811

BASIC ANIMAL SCIENCE

2

BI 100

3
2

CR

2
2
5'

LIFE SCIENCE PRINCIPLES FOR
VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY

Second Term (winter)
vs 8.101AA ANIMAL NURSING

ANO RESTRAINT

VS 8105

COMPARATIVE VETERINARY ANATOMY

VS 8116

VETERINARY PARASITOLOGY

ANO PHYSIOLOGY I
VS 8.119

PHARMACEUTICAL

CH 105

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

Third Term (spring)
vs 8106
COMPARATIVE

2

2

3

5'

3
3

MATHEMATICS

1
4

VETERINARY ANATOMY

AND PHYSIOLOGY II

3

VS 8115

ANIMAL HEALTH RECORDS SYSTEM

2

VS 8117

RADIATION SAFETY

2

CH 106

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

4

MLT 5.801

VET TECH APPLIED CLINICAL LAB PROCEDURES I HEMATOLOGY URINALYSIS

5

Seventh Term (spring)
vs 8.203
VETERINARY PROCEDURES
ANIMAL NUTRITION

VS 8213

LARGE ANIMAL DISEASES

VS 8280AE

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: CLINIC III

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

MLT 5802

y

Fifth Term (fall)
vs 8201
ANESTHESIOLOGY,

10

SURGICAL AND

4

3

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3'

Career Description: Graduates may pursue jobs as a private teacher of
music, as an instrumental musician, a composer, arranger, orchestrator or
copyist of commercial music or as a recording studio engineer,
Program Prerequisites: Students must submit an application to the
Vocational Music Department. After the application is submitted, an appointment will be scheduled for an interview with a music instructor.
Students will receive guidelines for a resume which they must bring to the
interview If the resume and interview document the student's qualifications,
a performance, recording or writing audition/test will be scheduled and
scored Upon successful completion of the audition/test, students will be
placed on a waiting list for entrance at the beginning of fall term. A sample
of the application, resume, written test and the audition may be obtained
from the Music Department on the Cascade Campus.
Each student must develop a course of study with a program advisor.
Course of Study: This program is designed for the occupationallyoriented music student whose career goals can best be reached by
improving skills in music performance, music writing or studio recording
technology - or in a combination of courses in those areas.
the following forms of recognition:

•

Two-year Certificate of Completion - 79 credit hours; includes 48 credit
hours of required vocational music courses and 31 credit hours of
elective vocational music courses.

•

Associate of Applied Science Degree - minimum of 97 credit hours;
including 48 credit hours of required vocational music courses, 31
credit hours of elective vocational music courses and 18 credit hours of
General Education. Consult a program advisor for assistance in
planning General Education classes.

5'

29

16

Vocational music is a two-year program in music performance,
recording technology and music writing,

16
11

2
4

Cascade Hall 8-37
244-6111, el15250 or 5251

VET TECH APPLIED CLINICAL LAB PROCEDURES I CHEM SERO.MICRO

01

3

Vocational Music

VETERINARY

TECHNOLOGY - CLINIC I

4

lApplies toward General Education requirements.

Fourth Term (summer)
VS 8280AA

4

(VS 8.280AG may be substituted for VS 8.280AE)
WR 121

pce offers

11

2
2
3

SEMINAR

VS 8210

The following core of vocational music courses will be required of all
program students. All sequential courses must be taken and passed in
sequence.
LAB
HRlWK

MEDICAL NURSING J

2

4

VS 8209AA

VETERINARY PHARMACOLOGY

4

4

COURSE

VS 8.211

APPLIED RADIOGRAPHY

2

MUS

205

INTRODUCTION

PSY 101

PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN RELATIONS

3

3
3'

MUS

206

INTRO TO THE HISTORY OF ROCK MUSIC

MUS

207

INTRO TO THE HISTORY

MUS

9101

COMMERCIAL

MUSIC

THEORY

I

MUS

9102

COMMERCIAL

MUSIC

THEORY

II

3

3

MUS

9103

COMMERCIAL

MUSIC

THEORY

III

3

3

3

3'

Sixth Term (winter)
vs 8202
ANESTHESIOLOGY,

3

SURGICAL AND

MEDICAL NURSING II
VS 8207

PUBLIC HEALTH AND SANITATION

VS 8208AA

SMALL ANIMAL DISEASES

VS 8.28Qo\C

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

CLINIC II

(VS 8.280AG may be substituted for VS 8.280AC)

2
2
3

4

2
3
16

4

LEC

MUS 9110

NO

TITLE

HRlWK
TO JAll HISTORY
OF FOLK MUSIC

MUSIC WRITING I

CR

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

MUS9111

MUSIC WRITING II

3

3'

MUS9112

MUSIC WRITING III

3'

MUS 9157

ELEMENTS OF ARRANGING MUSIC I

MUS 9.158

ELEMENTS OF ARRANGING MUSIC II

3
3
3
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COURSE NO
MUS 9.159
MUS 9.113
MUS 9.114
MUS 9.115
MUS 9.120
MUS 9.121
MUS9:122
MUS 9.130
MUS 9.131
MUS 9.132
MUS 9.133
MUS 9.134
MUS 9.135
MUS 9.150
MUS 9.151
MUS 9.152
MUS 9.350
MUS 9.351
MUS 9.352
MUS 9.280M
MUS 9.280AB

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
ELEMENTSOFARRANGINGMUSIC III
3
MUSIC WRITINGIV
3
MUSIC WRITINGV
3
MUSIC WRITINGVI
3
SIGHTSINGINGAND EARTRAININGI
2
SIGHTSINGINGAND EARTRAININGII
2
SIGHTSINGINGAND EARTRAININGIII
2
RHYTHMTRAININGI
.
2
RHYTHMTRAININGII
2
RHYTHMTRAININGIII
2
RHYTHMTRAININGIV
2
RHYTHMTRAININGV
2
RHYTHMTRAININGVI
2
KEYBOARDHARMONYI
2
KEYBOARDHARMONYII
2
KEYBOARDHARMONYIII
2
SURVEYOFTHE MUSIC INDUSTRY
1
BUSINESSFORTHEMUSICIAN
1
INCOMETAX PREPARATIONFORMUSICIANS
1
COOPERATIVEED:VOCATIONALMUSIC
12
COOPERATIVEED:VOCATIONALMUSIC SEMINAR
1

CR
3
3'
3'
3'
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3'

TITLE
STUDIORECORDINGTECHNOLOGYVI
THEBUSINESSOF RECORDPRODUCTION
GROUPPIANOI
GROUPPIANOII
GROUPPIANOIII
GROUPBRASS
GROUPWOODWINDS
GROUPPERCUSSION
GROUPVOICE
GROUPGUITAMlASS I
GROUPGUITAMlASSII
GROUPGUITAMlASSIII
SHOWBAND(LARGE)
SHOWBAND(SMALL)
IMPROVISATIONI
IMPROVISATIONII
IMPROVISATIONIII
MUSIC COMPOSITIONI
MUSIC COMPOSITIONII
MUSIC COMPOSITIONIII
APPLIEDBRASSI
APPLIEDBRASSII

'Students may take MUS 9.110, MUS 9.111 and MUS 9.112 in place of
MUS9.101
MUS 9.102 and MUS 9.103.
,
2Students may take MUS 9.113, MUS 9.114 and MUS 9.115 in
place of MUS 9.157, MUS 9.158 and MUS 9.159.

MUS 9.182
MUS 9.183
MUS 9.184
MUS 9.185
MUS 9.190

APPLIEDBRASSIII
APPLIEDBRASSIV
APPLIEDBRASSV
APPLIEDBRASSVI
APPLIEDWOODWINDI

1
1
1
1
1

1:
1
l'
l'
l'

Three credit hours in cooperative education and three credit hours of
seminar are required of second year students.

MUS 9.191
MUS 9.192
MUS 9.193
MUS 9.194
MUS 9.195
MUS 9.201
MUS 9.202
MUS 9.203
MUS 9.204
MUS 9.205
MUS 9.206
MUS 9.210
MUS9.2tl
MUS 9.212

APPLIEDWOODWINDII
APPLIEDWOODWINDIII
APPLIEDWOODWINDIV
APPLIEDWOODWINDV
APPLIEDWOODWINDVI
APPLIEDPERCUSSIONI
APPLIEDPERCUSSIONII
APPLIEDPERCUSSIONIII
APPLIEDPERCUSSIONIV
APPLIEDPERCUSSIONV
APPLIEDPERCUSSIONVI
APPLIEDVOCAL I
APPLIEDVOCALII
APPLIEDVOCALIII

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'

•
Students may s~lect from arl!0ng the foliowln~ courses t? mak~ up the
n~mber ~f credit hours requlred for !he a?~oclate of applied sclen~ degree.
It IS p~sslble to concentrate?n muse Writing, pertorma.nce or sludio
recording through. the selechon of courses. All sequential courses must be

MUS 9.213
MUS 9.214
MUS 9.215
MUS9.220
MUS 9.221
MUS 9.222
MUS 9.223
MUS 9.224
MUS 9.225
MUS 9.230
MUS 9.231

APPLIEDVOCALIV
APPLIEDVOCALV
APPLIEDVOCALVI
APPLIEDPlANOI
APPLIEDPlANOII
APPLIEDPlANOIII
APPLIEDPlANOIV
APPLIEDPIANOV
APPLIEDPlANOVI
APPLIEDBASSI
APPLIEDBASSII

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'

taken and passed In sequence.

MUS 9.232

APPLIEDBASSIII

1

l'

MUS 9.233
MUS 9.234
MUS 9.235
MUS 9.240
MUS 9.241
MUS 9.242
MUS 9.243
MUS 9.244
MUS 9.245
. •

APPLIEDBASSIV
APPLIEDBASSV
APPLIEDBASSVI
APPLIEDGUITARI
APPLIEDGUITARII
APPLIEDGUITARIII
APPLIEDGUITARIV
APPLIEDGUITARV
APPLIEDGUITARVI

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'

l'

-s

. ;~.r~.'fl
''''~''''

.

~

",,'"..

.

~~~~».
~,~~

COURSE NO TITlE
MUS 9.340 MICROPHONE TECHNIOUES
MUS 9.332
ELECTRONIC MEDIA I
MUS 9.333
ELECTRONIC MEDIA II
MUS 9.334
ELECTRONIC MEDIA III
MUS 9.326 RECORD PRODUCTION I
MUS 9.327 RECORD PRODUCTION II
MUS 9.320
STUDIORECORDINGTECHNOLOGYI
MUS 9.321
STUDIORECORDINGTECHNOLOGYII
MUS9.322
STUDIORECORDINGTECHNOLOGYIII
MUS 9.323
STUDIORECORDINGTECHNOLOGYIV
:I

l'

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
3
3
1
1

COURSE 110
MUS 9.325
MUS 9.326M
MUS 9.140M
MUS 9.140BB
MUS 9.140CC
MUS 9.141
MUS 9.142
MUS 9.143
MUS 9.144
MUS 9.145
MUS 9.146
MUS 9.147
MUS 9.166
MUS 9.167
MUS 9.177
MUS 9.178
MUS 9.179
MUS 9.154
MUS 9.155
MUS 9.156
MUS 9.180
MUS 9.181

MUS 9.324
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c"'" C,"""

and Prograrns

~

LEC
LAB
HRIWK HRIWK
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2

CR
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

'Sludents
instruments

receive individual instruction
01 the band and orchestra.

CR
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
l'
l'

i
I

I
'

in piano, organ, voice and

3

I
1II

q
3

2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2

2

Recommended General Education courses for the Vocational Music
program:
COURSE NO
WR 121
WR 122
WR 214
SP 100
PSY 101
BA 250
BA 2.101
CIS 110

LEC
LAB
rrne
HR/WK HR/WK
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
3
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
3
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
3
INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH COMMUNICATION
3
PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN RELATIONS
3
SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
3
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING
3
MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
4
2

CR
3
3
3
3
3 .
3
3
4

I'
l'
I'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
I'
I'
l'
I'
I'
I'
l'
I'
I'
I'
I'
I'
I'

One year certificale of completion - minimum of 48 credit hours of
welding courses.

•

Two year certificate of completion - minimum of 96 credit hours of
welding.

•

2
2

I'
I'
I'
l'
l'
l'

•

Consult a program advisor for help in planning General Education courses.

2
2
2

3
3
3
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'
l'

Course of Study: The PCC welding technology program provides training
in S.M.A.W. (Shielded metal arc welding), G.MAW. (Gas metal arc
welding),F.CAW. (Flux-cored arc welding), OAW. (Oxy-acetylene
welding), OAC. (Oxy-acetylene cutting), and basic fabrication. Lecture
portions of the program include blueprint reading, welding principles and
welding metallurgy.
The welding technology program offers modular and drop-in, self-paced
formats. This schedule flexibility allows a student to register for a
minimum of 10 hours per week to a full-time status of 25 hours per week.
PCC offers the following forms of recognition:

Welding
Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/131
244-6111, ext 7294
Career Description: Welding is a skill used by many trades: sheet metal
workers, ironworkers, boilermakers, carpenters, repair and maintenance
personnel, in applications ranging from the home hobbyist to heavy
fabrication of bridges, ships and many other projects. A variety of welding
processes are used to join units of metal.

Associate of Applied Science Degree -114 credit hours; includes 96
credit hours of welding and 18 credit hours of General Education.
Consult a program advisor for assistance in planning General Education
classes.
Welding Courses
The following courses (64 credits) are required for a two year certificate of
completion or an Associate of Applied Science Degree in Welding
Technology:
COURSE NO
WLD 3.101
WLD 3.102
WLD3.103
WLD 3.104
WLD 3.105
WLD 3.106
WLD 3.201
WLD 3.202
WLD 3.203
WLD 3.301AA
WLD 3.302AB
WLD 3.303AA
WLD 3.702 .
WLD 3.703
WLD 3.704

LEC
TITLE
HR/WK
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (El024 & ElOI4)
& OXY-ACETYLENE CUT
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING:
MILD STEELI (E60lO & E6011)
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING:
MILD STEEL II (E6010 & E6011)
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING:
MILD STEELlIl (E6011 & Eool0)
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING:
MILD STEEL IV (ElOla)
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING:
MILD STEELV (ElOla)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING: MILD STEEL
GAS TUNGSTENARC WELDING: ALUMINUM
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING: STAINLESS STEEL
FlUX-eORED ARC WELDING I (GAS SHIELDED)
FlUX-eORED ARC WELDING II (SELF SHIELDING)
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELDING PRINCIPLES
BLUEPRINT READING
WELDING METALLURGY I

LAB
HR/WK

CR

25

4'

25

4'

25

4'

25
25

4'

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

4'
4
4
4

a'
4'
4'
4'
4'
4'

'Applies to the one-year certificate.
Electives
Students must complete a minimum of 32 credit hours of welding electives
for a two-year certificate or an associate of applied science degree.
COURSE NO
WLD3.401
WLD3.402
WLD3.403
WLD3.405
WLD3.406
WLD3.407
WLD3.501
WLD3.502
WLD3.204

TITLE
SMAW CERTIFICATIONPRACTICE 3/a'
MILD STEEL(E6011)
SMAW CERTIFICATIONPRACTICE:
UNLIMITED THICKNESS MILD STEEL
SMAW CERTIFICATIONPRACTICE 3/a'
MILD STEEL (ElOl a)
PREPARATIONFOR PIPE CERTIFICATION I
PREPARATIONFOR PIPE CERTIFICATION II
WIRE WELDING CERTIFICATION PRACTICE
BASIC FABRICATION I
BASIC FABRICATION II
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING: PIPE I

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HR/WK

CR

25
25

4'

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

4'
4
4
4'
4
4
4
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COURSE NO
WlD 3205
WlD 3.107
WlD
WlD
WlD
WlD

3.601
3901
3260AA
3280AB

TffiE
GAS TUNGSTENARC WaDING: PIPE II
MISCELLANEOUSELECTRODES&
ADVANCED POSITIONS
OXY-ACETYLENEWELDING PROJECTS
DIESELWELDING
COOPERATIVEED: WELDING
COOPERATIVEED WELDING- SEMINAR

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK
25

CR
4

25
25
25
16

4
4
4
4'
l'

1

2Cooperalive education is a variable credit course up to a maximum of four
credit hours. The student must have departmental approval prior to
enrolling. The seminar is optional.
Individualized Course Offerings
These courses are designed to upgrade or develop specific welding skills,
based on the individual needs of the student.
These courses do not apply toward the certificates of completion or
associate of applied science degree.
COURSE NO
WlD 9050
WlD9.051
WlD9.052
WlD 9 053

TITLE
WELDING PRACTICE
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING(STICK)
WIRE WELDING
GAS TUNGSTENARC WaDING (HELIARC)
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LEC
lAB
HR/WK HR/WK
25
7
7
7

CR
16
2
2
2

Individualized Program:

Associate of General Studies Degree
The Associate of General Studies degree provides the opportunity for a
student to develop an individual major. The program is composed of
course work selected form Career, College Transfer and the Support
Courses (excluding Developmental Education and any course numbered
from 0.1xxx to 0.999). Those interested in this degree option should work
with a counselor and a department advisor from each subject area of
interest to identify educational/career goals and to plan an appropriate
sequence of courses. Employers may wish to work with PCCinstructional
staff to outline job upgrading programs for their employees.
Students wanting to transfer credits from this PCC program to another
institution are responsible for contacting that institution to verify transferability prior to enrolling in PCC courses.
Degree Requirements: Candidates for the Associate of General Studies
degree must satisfy the following requirements:
A. Complete comprehensive degree requirements. These requirements
may be found in the General Information section of this catalog under
the heading of Academic Regulations.
B. Complete WR 121 and WR 122 and/or WR 123.
C. Complete an additional 1B hours of general education chosen from
three or more of the following academic groupings: arts and
humanities; science and mathematics; physical educationlheallh;
social science and business. Twelve credit hours in anyone academic
grouping are the maximum allowed toward general education. For a
complete explanation of General Education read the Degree Requirements and general Education Courses information in the Career
Course and Programs section of this catalog.
D. Complete at least 90 quarter hours of college credit courses. Students
are encouraged to consult a counselor or a faculty advisor.
A maximum of 24 credit hours of ENNL courses may be counted toward an
Associate of General Studies degree.
Cooperative Education
The objective of Cooperative Education is to provide relevant field
experience in an "on-lhe-job" environment in business, industry or public
agencies. Students are placed in jobs related to their college courses. This
work experience allows students to apply the knowledge and skills
developed in their "on-campus" program and to explore career options.
Students also earn course credit for their work experience.
Associate of General Studies students must receive departmental approval
in order to enroll in a cooperative work experience. Contact the department
of your choice or the Cooperative Education Office at Cascade, Rock Creek
or Sylvania for more information. Due to prerequisite requirements or
shortage of job sites, departments may not be able to offer cooperative work
experiences for Associate of General Studies students.

Support Courses and Programs.
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Transfer Courses and Programs
Transfer subject areas are arranged under the following headings.
More detailed listings may be found in the index.
Transferability of Courses and Programs
Agriculture
Art
Business Transfer
Computer Science Transfer
Dance
Engineering Transfer
Foreign Language
Home Economics Transfer
Journalism
Life Sciences
Anatomy
Biology
Botany
Heallh
Zoology
Literature
Mathematics
Music Transfer
Photography Transfer
Physical Education, Dance and Athletics
Physical Science
Chemistry
Geology
General Science
PhysicS
Public Administration
Social Sciences
Anthropology
Anthropology: Cultural Resource Management Program
Economics
Geography
History
International Studies
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Speech Communication
Theater Arts
Writing Transfer

1OB
109
109
109
109
110
111
113
115
115
115

116
116
116
117
117
118

119
120

124
125
126

I

I'"

Transfer Courses
and Programs
(Liberal Arts and Sciences)
PCC offers a wide variety of transfer courses and programs for students
wishing to transfer to a four-year college or university, as well as for
students pursuing special interests or career upgrading. In addition,
transfer courses are a vital component of career programs in meeting
specific program requirements or General Education elective requirements
for Associate of Applied SCience and Associate of General Studies degrees.
Credits for transfer courses are accepted by most public and private
colleges and universities. Students are advised to consult a counselor or
department advisor concerning the degree requirements of particular
colleges or universities and the transferability of PCC courses.

Degree Requirements
(Associate of Arts and Associate of Science)
The Associate of Arts and the Associate of Science degrees are primarily
designed for students planning to transfer credits to a four-year institution.
(up to 1DB quarter hours may be transferable in the Oregon State System of
Higher Education.)
Students should consult a PCC counselor or advisor with respect to
selecting appropriate courses and meeting any additional requirements at
four-year colleges and universities.
Unless transfer programs are specifically designed by PCC departments,
program or discipline titles will not appear on Associate of Arts or
Associate of SCience diplomas. Please read the Academic Regulations
portion of the General Information section of this catalog for a detailed
explanation of degree requirements.

Transferability of Courses and Programs
PCC transfer course credit is accepted by most public and private colleges
and universities throughout the United Sates. Students are advised to
consult a counselor or advisor concerning the degree requirements of
particular colleges or universities and the transferability of PCC courses.
The Oregon State System of Higher Education (OSSHE) which consists of
eight colleges and universities, publishes a Recommended Transfer
Programs Guide which outlines the course requirements for various BA.
and B.S. programs. PCC counselors and advisors use this "Transfer
Guide," plus information from individual contacts with OSSHE institutions
(when appropriate) to help students select an appropriate sequence of PCC
courses for their selected transfer major. The OSSHE includes the following
colleges and universities:
Eastern Oregon College (EOSC)
Oregon Health Sciences University (OHSU)
Oregon Institute of Technology (OlD
Oregon State University (OSU)
Portland State University (PSU)
Southern Oregon State College (SOSC)
University of Oregon (UO)
Western Oregon State College (WOSC)
An advisor or counselor will provide assistance in obtaining program
information from the selected institution and in planning appropriate
sequence of courses to take at PCC.

OSSHEGeneral Transfer Policy
The State System's eight colleges and universities will accept up to 10B
quarter hours of transferable collegiate course work complete at an
accredited college. Some institutions limit the credit transferred from a
community college to the first 1DB quarter hours of course work completed
toward the institutions, baccalaureate degree.
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Several of the institutions will accept a limited number of Career (vocational/technical) education courses as part of the above-stated 1DBhours.
Oregon Institute ofTechnology accepts completed work leading to an
associate degree in a field of technology in which OIT offers a bachelor of
technology program.
Some college transfer work beyond the 1OB-quarter-hour limit may be
accepted through special arrangements with the individual accepting
department within the college or university. Students are cautioned that ali
arrangements for the acceptance of the credit as specified by the accepting
institution should be completed and approved, in writing, before the student
enrolls in the course. Students should check individual institutional
statements for specific policies of the institutions with respect to transfer
credit from community and other four-year colleges and regarding any
block transfer agreements between OSSHE colleges/universities and PCC.
If a problem occurs in transfer of community college courses to a college or
university, first try to resolve it with your advisor. If the problem cannot
easily be solved, call the Transfer Problem Hotline at the Oregon Department of Education, 37B-B609, and ask for Dr. Bob Clausen or Elaine
Yandle. There will be immediate follow-through with the college and a
response to your questions. You may directly contact the Oregon State
System of Higher Education through Dr. James Payne, 696-5727. This
assistance is arranged at the request of the Community Colleges of Oregon
Student Association and Commissions (CCOSAC) with agreement by State
Superintendent of Instruction, Dr. Verne A. Duncan and Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs, Dr. Larry Pierce.

Agriculture

COURSE NO
ART 203
ART 204
ART 205
ART 206
ART 207
ART 208
ART 209
ART 217
ART 217M
ART 225

The agriculture transfer program information may be found in the
Agricultural Careers program description in the Career Courses and
Programs section of this catalog.
I

nl

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

226
227
255
290
290M
291
291M
292
293

LEC
HRIWK
TinE
3
SURVEY OF VISUAL ARTS
3
HISTORY OF WESTERN ART
3
HISTORY OF WESTERN ART
HISTORY OF WESTERN ART
3
HISTORY OF ORIENTAL ART
3
HISTORY OF ORIENTAL ART
3
3
HISTORY OF ORIENTAL ART
LETTERING (CALLIGRAPHY)
ADVANCED LETTERING AND SEMINAR
MODERN ART HISTORY19TH CENTURY ART IN EUROPE
3
MODERN ART HISTORY - EARLY 20TH CENTURY ART3
MODERN ART HISTORY - ART SINCE 1945
3
CERAMICS
PAINTING
LIFE AND FIGURE COMPOSITION (PAINTING)
DRAWING
LIFE AND FIGURE COMPOSITION (DRAWING)
WATERCOLOR
SCULPTURE

LAB

3
4

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
2

6
6
6
6
6
4
6

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3

HRIWK

Business Transfer
The business transfer program may be found in the Business program
description in the Career Courses and Programs section of this catalog.

j
I

Computer
Science Transfer

1

Art
Description: The art curriculum at PCC includes instruction in the Oregon
State System of Higher Education. However, some institutions may vary in
basic design, a survey of the visual arts, art history and a variety of studio
art courses. A sequence of transfer photography courses (PHD 251,252
and 253) is offered. A description of photography offerings may be found
under Photography in the Graphic Arts program description in the Career
Courses and Programs section of this catalog.
Program Prerequisites: There are no specific Art prerequisites.
However, individual Art courses may have prerequisites. See the course
description to see if specific courses have prerequisites.
Art Courses:
LEC
LAB
COURSE NO
ART 195
ART 196
ART 197
ART 199M
ART 201
ART 202

TITLE
BASIC DESIGN
BASIC DESIGN
BASIC DESIGN
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS IN THE ARTS
SURVEY OF VISUAL ARTS
SURVEY OF VISUAL ARTS

HRlWK

HRlWK
1
1
1

1
3
3

3
3
3

CR
2
2
2
3
3
3

Cascade Campus
Jackson Hall 218
244-6111, exl. 5317, 5224
Rock Creek Campus
Building 2/238
244·6111, ext. 7227, 7294
Description: Computer science is a profession concerned with both
theoretical investigations and practical developments in computer
technology and applications. The computer scientist in the field is
concerned with the representation and storage of information; accessing,
examining and transforming information; using programming languages;
and designing and implementing hardware and software processors to
execute algorithms. The computer field has a broad base of industrial and
governmental jobs suitable for the bachelor of science graduate.
Fields of Employment: A computer science graduate would generally find
employment in the high tech or scientific areas. Students interested in
computer fields related to accounting or banking applications should
contaclthe Computer Information Systems department.
Program Prerequisites: Contact the Computer Science Department or
advising for application information and advising. Options will be
discussed with applicants who do not meet the computer science or math
course prerequisites.
Course of Study: The intent of the program is to provide many of the

Transfer Courses and Programs.
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same freshman and sophomore computer science courses that are offered
at four-year colleges and universities. Students should check the specific
requirements of the four-year institution to which they plan to transfer prior
to finalizing their course of study at PCC.

may be applied toward the degree programs fall into the following
categories

PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:
• Two year Associate of Science Degree Program: 96 credit hours. The
student must complete all required computer science courses and take
at least one computer science elective course. All required mathematics
courses must be completed. PCC's general associate degree
requirements must also be met.
Suggested Sequence for Two-Year Program

Required Computer Science Courses

LAB

LEC
COURSE

NO

TiTlE

HR/WK

CR

HR/WK

First Tenn
cs 261

COMPUTER SCIENCE PASCAL I

4

MTH 110

CALCULUS PRE PARA TION

4

4'

WR 121

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3

3

GENERAL EDUCATION

Second Term
cs 262
COMPUTER

3'

SCIENCE PASCAL II

3

3

GENERAL EDUCATION

3'

ELECTIVE

3

Third Term
cs 263

COMPUTER SCIENCE: ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE

4

MTH 201

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

HPE 298
SP 111

ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE II

CS 265

DATA STRUCTURES

2
2
2
2
2

4

2
2

4

4
4
4
4

Introductory Computer Science Electives
CIS 101

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS

CIS 102

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS

CONCEPTS

CIS 103

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS

BA 131

COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS

4

1

4

CS 150

COMPUTING FUNDAMENTALS

4

2

4

MICRO APPLICATIONS

4
PROGRAM DESIGN4

4

General Computer Science Electives
CIS 133C

APPLICATION

I (COBOL) 4

2

4

CS 140

INTRODUCTION TO UNIX

3

3

3

4

2

4

4

2

4

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

IN FORTRAN

Approved Mathematics Courses: The following mathematics courses
are also required for the degree program
LAB

LEC

CR

HR/WK

TITLE

4

MTH 200

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

4

4

4

4

MTH 201

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

4

4

HEALTH & FITNESS FOR LIFE

2

3

MTH 202

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

4

4

FUNDAMENTALS

3

3

MTH 203

CALCULUS WITH ANAL YTIC GEOMETRY

4

4

3'

MTH 231

DISCRETE MATH

4

4

OF SPEECH

2

GENERAL EDUCATION

HR/WK

STRUCTU RES

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

4'

GENERAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (COEDUCATION)

Dance

ELECTIVE

Fifth Tenn
cs 264

ASSEMBLER

MTH

CALCULUS

LANGUAGE
WITH

II

ANALYTIC

GENERAL

EDUCATION

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

GEOMETRY
4'

(COEDUCATION)

2

ELECTIVE

Sixth Term
DISCRETE MATH
GENERAL EDUCATION
PE 185

CS 264

CR

HR/WK

COURSE NO

Fourth Tenn
cs 265
DATA

MTH 231

COMPUTER SCIENCE ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE

INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING

INTRODUCTION

185

CS 263

CS 249

SP 100

PE

COMPUTER SCIENCE PASCAL II

C PROGRAMMING

4

203

COMPUTER SCIENCE PASCAL I

CS 262

CS 233U

4

PE 185

CS 261

4

CALCULUS WITH ANAL YTIC GEOMETRY

MTH 202

HR/WK

TITLE

4

MTH 200

TO SPEECH COMMUNICATION

LAB

LEC
COURSE NO

4'

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (COEDUCATION)

1

ELECTIVE

3

ELECTIVE (GENERAL COMPUTER SCIENCE)

'The mathematics requirement may be also met by completing
MTH 101

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

MTH 102

TRIGONOMETRY

4

2Thesecourses must come from the approved social sciences listing found
in the social science section of this catalog.

Description: The Performing Arts Department offers various dance
courses designed for students interested in exploring dance at the
beginning level as well as for students wishing to continue the development
of their dance skills and training. All courses emphasize correct alignment
and movement techniques, improved kinesthetic sense and awareness of
dance as a performing art. Performance opportunities for dance students
may include informal class presentations or participation in a musical
theater production in the theater arts area.
Dance classes may be transferable to four-year institutions as dance or
elective credit. Students wishing to transfer dance courses should check
transferability of specific courses with the institution to which they are
planning to transfer.
Program Prerequisites: Individual course prerequisites may be found in
the course descriptions section.
Dance Courses
LEC

LAB

'These courses must come from the approved physical science listing
found in the physical science section of this catalog.

COURSE
D

150

JAZZ DANCE I

2

1

2

Approved Computer Courses: Computer courses offered at PCC which

D

151

JAZZ DANCE II

2

1

2

D

152

JAZZ DANCE III

2

1

2

D

169

MUSICAL THEATER DANCE

2

1

2

D

192B3

BALLET!

1

2

2

D

192B4

BALLET II

1

2

2

D

292B5

BALLET III

1

2

2

NO

TITLE

HR/WK

HR/WK

CR

Contact the Physical Education Department for additional dance class
offerings.
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CR

Engineering
Sylvania Campus
Science Technology BUilding B8
244-6111, ext. 4163
Programs:
Engineering
Civil
Computer
Electrical
Mechanical
Other(e.g. Aeronautical. Chemical, Industrial) with appropariate course
work

S

CR
4
4
4
4
4

nt
t

In

CR
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Suggested Sequence- First Year
COURSE NO

LAB
LEC
HRlWK HRJWK

rrns

First Tenn
GE 110

ENGINEERING ORIENTATION -INTRODUCTION

GE 115

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS I

3

3
9

MTH 200

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

4

CH 201

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

3

3

Second Term
GE 100

SEMINAR

1

GE 111

ENGINEERING ORIENTATION - BASIC

3

3'

GE 113

ENGINEERING ORIENTATION - PASCAL

4

4'

MTH 201

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

4

4

CH 202

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

3

4

PHY 211

GENERAL PHYSICS

4

5

- FORTRAN

3

3'

GEOMETRY

4

GENERAL EDUCATION

GE

Engineering

PHY 212

GENERAL PHYSICS

4

3

cs

COMPUTER SCIENCE: PASCAL II

4

2

Students lacking the necessary prerequisites may upgrade their
skills by taking writing and mathematics courses or by completing the first year of one of PCC's two-year engineering technology programs (civil, electronic, mechanical, or software). See an
engineering program advisor for information.
The use of a programmable scientific calculator is required for
several engineering courses as indicated in the the course descriptions. A Hewlett-Packard HP 28S calculator is suggested
and GE 105 HP Programming, is a course available to students
wishing to learn to use and program the HP 28S.
Course of Study: PCC offers most of the freshman and sophomore engineering courses leading to a Bachelor of Science
degree in the various engineering majors at universities. Some
revisions of the programs listed below are expected in order to
keep pace with changing university requirements. Please contact
the PCC Engineering and Technology Department for current
information from the advising guides for Oregon Universities.
PCC offers the following fonn of recognition:

3'

GENERAL EDUCATION

2+2+2 Cooperative Honors Program
Civil
Computer
Electrical
Mechanical

Description: Engineering is the profession in which knowledge of
mathematics and natural sciences gained through study and
experience is applied for the benefit of society. The engineer
solves technical problems as a member of a project team or as
an individual specialist or consultant. Work may involve research
and development, planning, design, supervision and management. Engineering is a licensed profession in all states.
Program Prerequisites: Prospective students must submit an
application to the engineering program. Acceptance requires
placement in WR 121 English Composition, and MTH 200
Calculus with Analytic Geometry. Contact the Engineering and
Technology Department (244-6111, ext. 4163) for application
information and advising.

CR

Third Term
MTH
CH

112
202
203
262

ENGINEERING
CALCULUS

ORIENTATION
WITH

GENERAL

ANALYTIC

CHEMISTRY

3

4
3

4'
4'

GENERAL EDUCATION

'Required for some programs. Seeadvisor.
1Seeadvisor for general education requirements.

Second Year· Civil Engineering
See the advising guides for Oregon universities for your major.
These guides are available from the PCC Engineering and
Technology Department.
COURSE NO

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HRlWK

TITLE

CR

Fourth Term
GE

211

ENGINEERING

GE

226

PLANE

MTH

203

PHY 213

MECHANICS

- STATICS

SURVEYING

CALCULUS

WITH

ANALYTIC

GEOMETRY

GENERAL PHYSICS

3

4

3

4

4

4

4

3

3

2

3

3

5

GENERAL EDUCATION

Fifth Tenn
GE

212

ENGINEERING

GE

221

ELECTRICAL

MTH

221

MECHANICS
CIRCUIT

APPLIED

DIFFERENTIAL

GENERAL

EDUCATION

- DYNAMICS

ANALYSIS

I

EQUATIONS

4'

4

Sixth Term
GE

213

STRENGTH

GE

222

ELECTRICAL

GE

231

MTH

241

MATERIAL
LINEAR
GENERAL

OF MATERIALS
CIRCUIT

ANALYSIS

II

SCIENCE
ALGEBRA

3

2

4

3

3

3

2

4'
4'

4

4'

EDUCATION

'Required for some universities. Seeadvisor.
2Seeadvisor for general education requirements.

• Associate of Science Degree- 105 to 106 credit hours as listed in the
suggested sequence or by completing the freshman and sophomore
courses required for your major by Oregon State University, Portland
State University or the University of Portland.
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Second Year· Computer Engineering

Second Year· Mechanical Engineering

See the advising guides for Oregon universities for your major. These
guides are available from the PCC Engineering and Technology Department.

See the advising guides for Oregon universities for your major.
These guides are available from the PCC Engineering and
Technology Department.

NO

HR/WK

TITLE

HR/WK

4'
4'

GE 211

ENGINEERING MECHANICS

GE 262

MANUFACTURING

GE 211

ENGINEERING MECHANICS

GE 221

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS I

MTH 203

CALCULUS

3
3
3
4
4

TO LOGIC DESIGN
- STATICS

WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

GENERAL PHYSICS

3
2
3

GE 270

DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

GE 212

ENGINEERING MECHANICS

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS II

MTH 221

APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL

3
2
3

3
3
3
4

- DYNAMICS

GE 222

EQUATIONS

4'
4'

MICROPROCESSOR
ELECTRICAL

CIRCUIT

ANALYSIS

3
2

3
3
4

SYSTEMS

SCIENCE

GENERAL

III

GE 212

ENGINEERING MECHANICS

GE 221

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

- DYNAMICS

MTH 221

APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL

I

EQUATIONS

4'
4'
4'

EDUCATION

GE 213

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

GE 222

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

GE 231

MATERIAL SCIENCE

MTH 241

LINEAR ALGEBRA

II

2Seeadvisor for general education requirements.

2+2+2 Cooperative Honors Program

Second Year· Electrical Engineering
See the advising guides for Oregon universities for your major.
These guides are available from the PCC Engineering and
Technology Department.
LEC
NO

LAB
CR

HR/WK

HR/WK

TITLE

Fourth Term
GE
GE
GE

170
211
221

INTRODUCTION
ENGINEERING

TO LOGIC

DESIGN

MECHANICS

ELECTRICAL

CIRCUIT

MTH 203

CALCULUS

PHY 213

GENERAL PHYSICS

- STATICS

ANALYSIS

I

WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

4'
4'
4
4
5

3
3
3
4
4

3
2
3

3
3
3
4

3
2
3

4'
4'

3
3
4
4
4

3
2

4'
4'
4'
4'

3

GENERAL EDUCATION

Fifth Tenn
270
212
GE 222
MTH 221
GE

DIGITAL

GE

ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS

ELECTRICAL

DESIGN

MECHANICS
CIRCUIT

- DYNAMICS

ANALYSIS

APPLIED

DIFFERENTIAL

GENERAL

EDUCATION

II

EQUATIONS

Sixth Term
275
231
GE 225M
CS 262
MTH 241
GE

MICROPROCESSOR

GE

MATERIAL
ELECTRICAL
LINEAR
GENERAL

SYSTEMS

SCIENCE

COMPUTER

3
3
3
4

2
3
2

CIRCUIT
SCIENCE

ANALYSIS
PASCAL

III
II

ALGEBRA
EDUCATION

'Required for some universities. See advisor.
2Seeadvisor for general education requirements.

4'

4
4
4'
4'

Required for some universities. See advisor.

Required for some universities. See advisor.

COURSE

2
3

GENERAL EDUCATION
1

1Seeadvisor for general education requirements.

1

3
3
4

4
3'
4
5

Sixth Tenn

Sixth Tenn

GE

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
GENERAL PHYSICS

2

GENERAL EDUCATION

GENERAL EDUCATIQN

MATERIAL

MTH 203
PHY 213

3
3
4
4

Fifth Tenn

Fifth Tenn

275
231
225M

- STATICS

PROCESSES

GENERAL EDUCATION

GENERAL EDUCATION

GE

CR

HR/WK

HR/WK

COURSE

Fourth Term

INTRODUCTION

GE

NO

TITLE

CR

Fourth Tenn
GE 170

PHY 213

LAB

LEC

LAB

LEC
COURSE

Description: Engineering is the profession in which knowledge of
mathematics and natural sciences gained through study and experience is
applied for the benefit of society. The engineer solves technical problems as
a member of a project team or as an individual specialist or consultant.
Work may involve research and development, planning, design, supervision
and management. Engineering is a licensed profession in all states.
Program Prerequisites: Prospective students must submit an
application to the 2+2+2 Cooperative Honors program. Acceptance requires
placement in WR 121 English Composition, and MTH 200 Calculus with
Analytic Geometry, and a minimum high school GPA of 3.5 or at least 30
college level credits with a minimum GPA of 3.2. Contact the Engineering
and Technology Department (244-6111, ext. 4163) for application
information and advising.
Course of Study: PCC offers the first two years of a fully articulated
honors program leading to a bachelor's degree in civil, computer, electrical,
or mechanical engineering at Portland State University or at the University
of Portland and a master's degree at the Oregon Graduate Center.
As many students as possible will be placed in summer jobs in local
industries. Scholarships based on need will be awarded to the extent that
monies are available. Students will have an academic advisor and an
industrial advisor.
PCCoffers the following fonn of recognition:
• Associate of Science Degree - 105 to 106 credit hours as listed in the
suggested sequence.
Suggested Sequence - Use the sequences for the engineering programs
listed above for general guidance. See an advisor for discipline and
university specifics. Differences between the engineering and 2+2+2 Cooperative Honors Programs do exist.

I
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J

French

Foreign Language

Description: The following applies to all French courses: Students are
encouraged, as part of their learning process, to guess, deduce, take risks,
tryout new structures and discover the language. The goal in all
the courses is that French be learned. Students whose skill level
exceeds the requirements of a given course will not be admitted
to that course. Pronunciation and speaking are stressed at all
levels. All courses are conducted entirely in French.
Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for entry into the first
tenmof fi rst year French. However, the student should read the French
course descriptions for the prerequisites of individual French courses.

Programs:
English as a Non-Native Language (ENL)
French
German
Japanese
Russian
Spanish

English as a Non-Native Language (ENL)
Description: These courses are located throughout the PCC district.
Consult a class schedule or a campus or center for specific information.
English as a Non-Native Language is an intensive, multilevel language
program designed to develop the student's competency in listening,
speaking, reading and writing English at the college level.
The followi ng subjects may be offered based on the student's needs and
program capability: ENL - advanced supplementary writing, vocabulary
building and pronunciation.
ENL 9.100(English as a Non-Native Language: Special Programs) courses
are not transferable but all other courses are transferable to four-year
colleges and universities as elective and/or foreign language credit. If the
transferability of credit is a concern, the student should consult a PCC
advisor and the receiving institution prior to enrolling
Summer and evening writing, reading and speaking classes may be offered
for fewer than five lecture and five credit hours to meet program and student
needs. It may take the evening student longer to complete the equivalent
day program.
Program Prerequisites: Students enroll in two to 15 credit hours per
term on the basis of a placement test and advance to higher levels as they
demonstrate mastery of material. In addition to class work, students
practice under supervision in the ENL Tutoring Center. Students unable to
place in the ENL program may enroll in preparatory classes in English as a
Second Language. Each level of ENL is divided into writing, reading and
speaking skill areas. See the course descriptions for individual course
prerequisites.
COURSE NO
ENL 9100

:1

ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL
ENL

150AW
151AW
250AW
251CW
252AW
150AR
151AR
250AR
251AR
150AS
151AS
250AS
251AS
150AV
151AV
250AV
251CV
150AP
151AP
250AP
251AP

TITLE
ENGLISH AS A NON-NATIVE LANGUAGE
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
INTERMEDIATE WRITING
UPPER INTERMEDIATE WRITING
ADVANCED WRITING
UPPER ADVANCED WRITING
ADVANCED SUPPLEMENTARY WRITING
INTERMEDIATE READING
UPPER INTERMEDIATE READING
ADVANCED READING
UPPER ADVANCED READING
INTERMEDIATE SPEAKING
UPPER INTERMEDIATE SPEAKING
ADVANCED SPEAKING
UPPER ADVANCED SPEAKING
INTERMEDIATE VOCABULARY BUILDING
UPPER INTERMEDIATE VOCABULARY BUILDING
ADVANCED VOCABULARY BUILDING
UPPER ADVANCED VOCABULARY BUILDING
INTERMEDIATE PRONUNCIATION
UPPER INTERMEDIATE PRONUNCIATION
ADVANCED PRONUNCIATION
UPPER ADVANCED PRONUNCIATION

LEC
HR/WK

CR

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

COURSE NO
FR 101
FR 102
FR 103
FR 111
FR 112
FR 113
FR 150
FR 151
FR 201
FR 202
FR 203
FR 211
FR 212
FR 213
FR 250
FR 251
FR 255
FR 256
FR 257
FR 260
FR 261
FR 262
FR 270
FR 271
FR 272
FR 290
FR 291
FR 292

TITlE
FIRST YEAR FRENCH
FIRST YEAR FRENCH
FIRST YEAR FRENCH
FIRST YEAR FRENCH CONVERSATION
FIRST YEAR FRENCH CONVERSATION
FIRST YEAR FRENCH CONVERSATION
FIRST YEAR FRENCH
FIRST YEAR FRENCH
SECOND YEAR FRENCH
SECOND YEAR FRENCH
SECOND YEAR FRENCH
INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION
INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION
INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION
SECOND YEAR FRENCH
SECOND YEAR FRENCH
ACCELERATED FRENCH
ACCELERATED FRENCH
ACCELERATED FRENCH
FRENCH: CULTURE
FRENCH: CULTURE
FRENCH: CULTURE
FRENCH: LITERATURE
FRENCH LITERATURE
FRENCH LITERATURE
FRENCH COMPOSITION
FRENCH COMPOSITION
FRENCH: COMPOSITION

LEC
HR/WK
4
4
4
3
3
3
6
6
4
4
4
3
3
3
6
6
8
8
9i 8
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

CR
4
4
4
3
3
3
6'
6'
4
4
4
3
3
3
6'
6'
8'
8'
8'
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

'These courses provide the opportunity to complete one year of French
(either first or second year) in two terms.
2Thesecourses provide the opportunity to complete both first and second
year French in three terms.

German
Description: The following applies to all German courses: All courses are
performance oriented and conducted in German. Beginning with the first
day of class, when essential materials are presented, regular attendance and
participation are necessary for successful completion.
Students are encouraged to guess, experiment. deduce, take risks and to
discover the language through active involvement. These courses are
not test-oriented.
Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for firslterm, first
year German. Course descriptions detail any prerequisites for other
German courses. Students whose skill level in German exceeds the
requirements for the course will not be admitted. These students should
consult one of the German instructors for proper placement.

r
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Russian

LEC
COURSE NO

TITlE

HRlWK

GER 101

FIRST YEAR GERMAN

GER 102

FIRST YEAR GERMAN

GER 103

FIRST YEAR GERMAN

CR

4
4
4

4
4
4

GER 111

FIRST YEAR GERMAN CONVERSATION

3

3

GER

FIRST YEAR GERMAN

3

3

112

CONVERSATION

GER 113

FIRST YEAR GERMAN CONVERSATION

3

3

GER 150

FIRST YEAR GERMAN

6

6'

GER 151

FIRST YEAR GERMAN

6

6'

GER 201

SECOND YEAR GERMAN

GER 202

SECOND YEAR GERMAN

GER 203

SECOND YEAR GERMAN

4
4
4

4
4
4

GER 211

INTERMEDIATE

GERMAN CONVERSATION

3

3

GER 212

INTERMEDIATE

GERMAN CONVERSATION

3

3

GER 213

INTERMEDIATE

GERMAN CONVERSATION

3

3

GER 250

SECOND YEAR GERMAN

6

6'

GER 251

SECOND YEAR GERMAN

6

6'

GER 255

ACCELERATED GERMAN

GER 256

ACCELERATED GERMAN

GER 257

ACCELERATED

8
8
8

8'
8'
8'

GER 260

GERMAN

CULTURE

3

3

GER 261

GERMAN: CULTURE

3

3

GER 262

GERMAN

CULTURE

3

3

GER 270

GERMAN

LITERATURE

3

3

GER 271

GERMAN

LITERATURE

3

3

GER 272

GERMAN

LITERATURE

3

3

GER 290

GERMAN: COMPOSITION

3

GER 291

GERMAN

COMPOSITION

3

GER 292

GERMAN

COMPOSITION

3

3
3
3

GERMAN

'These courses provide the opportunity to complete one year of German
(either first or second year) in two terms.
2Thesecourses provide the opportunity to complete both first and second
year German in three terms.

Japanese
Description: The following applies to all Japanese courses: Students are
encouraged to guess, deduce, take risks and fully experience the language
and culture. Since student learning rates differ, students need to be patient
with their own and other students' progress.
These courses are performance oriented, and attendance (from the first day
of the classes) as well as active participation is necessary for successful
completion All courses are conducted in Japanese.
Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for entry into the first
term of first year Japanese. However, the student should read the Japanese
course descriptions of individual Japanese courses. Students whose skill
level in Japanese exceeds the requirements of a given course will not be
admitted. These students should talk with the instructor for proper
placement in Japanese courses.
LEC
COURSE NO

TITLE

JPN 101

FIRST YEAR JAPANESE

HRIWK

CR
4

4

JPN 102

FIRST YEAR JAPANESE

4

4

JPN 103

FIRST YEAR JAPANESE

4

4

JPN 150

FIRST YEAR JAPANESE

6

6'

JPN 151

FIRST YEAR JAPANESE

6

6'

JPN 201

SECOND YEAR JAPANESE

4

JPN 202

SECOND YEAR JAPANESE

4

JPN 203

SECOND YEAR JAPANESE

4

JPN 250

SECOND YEAR JAPANESE

6

6'

JPN 251

SECOND YEAR JAPANESE

6

6'

JPN 260

JAPANESE

CULTURE

3

JPN 261

JAPANESE

CULTURE

3

JPN 262

J~PANESE

CULTURE

3

3

'These courses provide the opportunity to complete one year of Japanese in
two terms.

Description: The following general remarks pertain to all Russian
courses: Russian courses at PCC are performance oriented and regular
attendance, beginning with the first day of class, during which essential
materials are presented, and active participation in class are required for
successful completion
Students are actively involved in discovering the Russian language (which
is used almost exclusively in class) and are expected to guess, experiment,
deduce, take risks and eventually become independent learners. The
courses in Russian are not test-oriented.
Program Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for first-term, firstyear Russian Course descriptions explain any prerequisites for other
Russian courses Any student whose skill level in Russian exceeds the requirements for the course will not be admitted. Consultation with the
instructor will provide proper placement
LEC
COURSE NO

TITLE

HRIWK

RUS 101

FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN

4

CR
4

RUS 102

FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN

4

4

RUS 103

FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN

4

4

RUS 111

FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN CONVERSATION

3

3

RUS 112

FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN CONVERSATION

3

3

RUS 113

FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN CONVERSATION

3

3

RUS 150

FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN

6

6'

RUS 151

FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN

6

6'

These courses provide the opportunity to complete one year of Russian in
two terms

1

Spanish
Description: The following appl ies to all Spanish courses: The objective
of all Spanish courses is to help the student develop communicative
competence and proficiency in understanding, pronouncing, speaking,
reading and writing the language Materials and activities are carefully
selected to involve active student participation in the language and to
stimulate personal growth in linguistic and cultural sense and awareness.
Regular attendance and a sincere desire to explore, venture and practice
Spanish are required
Program Prerequisites: There are none for entry into the first term of
first year Spanish The student should read the Spanish course descriptions for prerequisiles for other Spanish courses. Students unsure of their
placement are encouraged to consult a Spanish teacher.
LEe
COURSE NO

TITLE

SPA 101

FIRST YEAR SPANISH

SPA 102

FIRST YEAR SPANISH

SPA 103
SPA 111
SPA 112

CR

HRlWK

FIRST YEAR SPANISH

4
4
4

4
4
4

FIRST YEAR SPANISH CONVERSATION

2

2

FIRST YEAR SPANISH CONVERSATION

2

2

SPA 113

FIRST YEAR SPANISH CONVERSATION

2

2

SPA 150

FIRST YEAR SPANISH

6

6'

SPA 151

FIRST YEAR SPANISH

6

6'

SPA 199

SPECIAL STUDIES SPANISH

3

SPA 201

SECOND YEAR SPANISH

SPA 202

SECOND YEAR SPANISH

SPA 203

SECOND YEAR SPANISH

3
4
4
4

SPA 211

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH CONVERSATION

2

2

SPA 212

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH CONVERSATION

2

2

SPA 213

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH CONVERSATION

2

2

SPA 250

SECOND YEAR SPANISH

6

6'

SPA 251

SECOND YEAR SPANISH

6

6'

SPA 260

SPANISH

CULTURE

SPA 261

SPANISH

CULTURE

SPA 262

SPANISH

CULTURE

3
3
3

4
4
4

I

I

I
I

I
I
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LEC
HRJWK

COURSE NO TmE

CR

SPA 270

SPANISH:

LITERATURE

3

3

SPA 271

SPANISH:

LITERATURE

3
3

3
3

SPA 272

SPANISH:

LITERATURE

SPA 290

SPANISH:

COMPOSITION

3

3

SPA 291

SPANISH:

COMPOSITION

3

3

SPA 292

SPANISH:

COMPOSITION

3

3

These courses provide the opportunity for students to complete one year
of Spanish in two terms.
1

Home
Economics Transfer
The home economics transfer program may be found in the Home
Economics program description in the Career Courses and Programs
section of this catalog.

Life Sciences
Programs:
Anatomy
Biology
Botany
Health
Zoology
Description: Life sciences at Portland Community College comprise five
areas of study: anatomy, biology, botany, health and zoology.
Work in the sciences is an important part of many college programs.
Courses at PCC are organized to present basic principles and to provide a
coordinated overview of the sciences as they relate to modern life.
Program Prerequisites: See the course descriptions section for specific
course prerequisites.
Life Sciences Courses:
LEC
LAB
HRJWK HRIWK

COURSE NO TmE

CR

Anatomy

Journalism
Description: Journalism courses are designed to give students an
introduction to the field of journalism.
Program Prerequisites: Students must take the writing placement exam
and score at the prerequisite level for WR 121 English Composition, successfully complete WR 115 Introduction to Expository Writing or
demonstrate equivalent skills. Students must consult a departmental
advisor prior to enrol Iing.
PCC Program: This program is located at the Sylvania Campus. The
Journalism curriculum includes gathering and writing news for newspapers, copy editing, and makeup. Students may gain on-the-job experience
with the college newspaper, The Bridge.
Students may complete the lower division requirements for a BA or BS
degree in Journalism at PCC. The college or university to which transfer is
desired should be consulted with respect to appropriate course selection.

BI 231

ANATOMY

& PHYSIOLOGY

I

BI 232

ANATOMY

& PHYSIOLOGY

II

3
3

3
3

PRINCIPLES

3

2
2
2
2
2

Biology
BI 100M

INTRO TO BIOLOGICAL

BI 101

BIOLOGY

BI 102

3
BIOLOGY
3
SELECTED TOPICS IN NATURAL HISTORY - OREGON 3

BI 103
BI 107

3

BIOLOGY

BI 199

BIOLOGY FIELD TRJP

4

BI 199AC

HOME GARJDENING AND ORCHARD TECHNIQUES

3

BI 211

PRJNCIPLES OF BIOLOGY

4

BI 212

PRJNCIPLES OF BIOLOGY

4

3
3

BI 213

PRJNCIPLES OF BIOLOGY

4

3

BI 222

HUMAN GENETICS

BI 234

MICROBIOLOGY

3
3
3

BI 241

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

BI 280M

COOPERATIVE

ED: BIOLOGY

BI 280AB

COOPERATIVE

ED BIOLOGY - SEMINAR

4

4
4
4
4
4
3
5
5
5
3
4

40

3
10
2

Botany
BI 201

BOTANY
BOTANY

3
3

3

BI 202

PCC o"ers the following form of recognition:

BI 203

BOTANY

3

3

• Associate of Arts or Associate of Science Degree - Minimum of 90
credit hours. Students should contact the Visual and Performing Arts
Department for advising. Credits are transferable to four-year colleges
or universities. However, specific transfer information must be obtained
from a departmental advisor or from the institution to which the student
wishes to transfer.

Health
HE 112

FIRST AID AND EMERGENCY

HE 222

CONSUMER

HE 250

PERSONAL HEALTH

HE 251

COMMUNITY

HE 252

FIRST AID

HE 262

CHILDREN'S

HPE 298

HEALTH & FITNESS FOR LIFE

CARE

3

10

1
3
3

3
3
3

HEALTH
HEALTH
HEALTH AND FIRST AID

3

3

3

3
2

3
3

Zoofogy
BI 204

ZOOLOGY

BI 205

ZOOLOGY

BI 206

ZOOLOGY

3
3
3

3

3
3
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Literature
Description: Courses in literature teach the student how to recognize
literature as an expression of particular personal experience as well as of
common human experience and to appreciate the forms in which it is
written.
Most instructors teach with a combination of lecture, class discussion and
small group work. All instructors expect regular attendance.
Students can also expect written work, some combination of tests, quizzes
and student papers.
All PCC literature courses numbered 100 or above are transferable to most
four-year institutions and fulfill the general education requirement for an
associate degree. All literature courses except Film as Literature meet three
hours per week for three credits.
Literature courses numbered sequentially need not be taken in sequence.
Program Prerequisites: Although students don't need to fulfill any
prerequisites to take PCC literature courses, they generally find WR 121
English Composition, beneficial in completing the written work.
literature Courses:
COURSE NO
ENG 101
ENG 102
ENG 103
ENG 104
ENG 105
ENG 106
ENG 107
ENG 108
ENG 109
ENG 195
ENG 196
ENG 197
ENG 201
ENG 202
ENG 203
ENG 207
ENG 208
ENG 209
ENG 211
ENG 211M
ENG 214
ENG 240
ENG 250
ENG 253
ENG 254
ENG 255
ENG 260
ENG 261
ENG 265
ENG 275

TITlE
SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE
INTRa TO LITERATURE (FICTION)
INTRO TO LITERATURE (ORAMA)
INTRO TO LITERATURE (POETRY)
WORLD LITERATURE - WESTERN
WORLD LITERATURE - WESTERN
WORLD LITERATURE· WESTERN
FILM AS LITERATURE (FILM AS ART)
FILM AS LITERATURE (GREAT DIRECTORS)
FILM AS LITERATURE (CONTEMPORARY CINEMA)
SHAKESPEARE
SHAKESPEARE
SHAKESPEARE
WORLD LITERATURE - ASIAN
WORLD LITERATURE· ASIAN
WORLD LITERATURE - ASIAN
CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN LITERATURE
BIOGRAPHY
LITERATURE OF THE NORTHWEST
INTRO TO NATIVE AMERICAN LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION TO FOLKLORE AND MYTHOLOGY
SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE
SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE
SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE
INTRO TO WOMEN WRITERS
LITERATURE OF SCIENCE FICTION
INTERNATIONAl POLITICAl POETRY
BIBLE AS LITERATURE

LEC
HRlWK
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Mathematics
Non-transfer developmental mathematics and mathematics support courses
may be found in the Support Courses and Programs section of this catalog.
Description: Courses in mathematics are offered for students who will
transfer to four-year institutions, who are completing requirements for
career programs or who are taking courses for personal enrichment.
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Course of Study: The Mathematics Department has developed a series of
courses to fit the math needs of all PCC students. The program at Portland
Community College is designed so students may profit from mathematics
instncfion at the level of their ability. Mathematics instructors are available
to assist students in planning a program to meet individual needs.
Program Prerequisites: Many of the courses have prerequisites. Both a
student's background in mathematics plus a math placement score are used
in placing a student in the appropriate course. A math placement slip is
required for classes at Cascade and Rock Creek campuses prior to entry
into any mathematics course. A math placement slip is encouraged for
classes at Sylvania and Southeast prior to entry into any mathematics
course. This slip may be obtained by taking a placement test or from the
instructor of the course a student is enrolled. Prerequisites for individual
mathematics courses are included in the course descriptions.
Mathematics Transfer Courses
COURSE NO
MTH 100
MTH 101
MTH 102
MTH 103
MTH 104
MTH 105
MTH 110
MTH 191
MTH 192
MTH 193
MTH 200
MTH 201
MTH 202
MTH 203
MTH 204
MTH 205
MTH 206
MTH 221
MTH 231
MTH 241

TITlE
INTERMEDIATE AlGEBRA
COLLEGE AlGEBRA
TRIGONOMETRY
STATISTICS I
STATISTICS II
COLLEGE ALGEBRA FOR BUSINESS
CALCULUS PREPARATION
MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
CALCULUS
CALCULUS
CALCULUS
APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS
DISCRETE MATH
LINEAR ALGEBRA

LEC
HRlWK
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

CR
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Music Transfer
Sylvania Campus
Communications Technology Building B5e
244-6111, ext. 4264, 42n
The college transfer courses are designed to be of interest to all students
and may include two years of music theory for the student who plans to
major in music at the upper-division level. For those who have no formal
training in music but want to know something about it, general information
courses are available to direct the student's attention to the theory of the art
or toward the listening, appreciation and historical aspects of music as well
as privale instruction in applied performance. Consult the receiving
institution and/or program advisor with respect to the transferability and
application of credit.
Survey Courses for Non-Majors:
The following courses fall into the category of general interest courses and
are designed to acquaint the student with the many varieties and styles of
music which have contributed to our vast musical heritage. They are
especially recommended as humanities electives:
MUS 105 Music Appreciation
MUS 106 Opera Appreciation

I
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Music History Courses:
MUS 201, MUS 202, MUS 203 Introduction to Music and its Literature
Music Theory Courses:
The following courses are of interest to the generalist or the serious
musician. They introduce basic musical skills:
MUS 110 Fundamentals of Music (Preparation for Music Theory I)
MUS 111, MUS 112, MUS 113 Music Theory I
MUS 111M, MUS 112M, MUS 113M Music Theory I: Sight Singing and
EarTraining
MUS 211, MUS 212, MUS 213 Music Theory II
MUS 2.11oA, MUS 2.12oA, MUS 2.130A Music Theory II: Keyboard
Harmony
Music Performance Courses:
MUS 297M Chorus
MUS 297AB Chamber Choir
Individual Instruction:
MUP 100 Applied Music (Individual instruction for non-majors)
MUP 171 - MUP 192 Applied Music (Private lessons - vocal and
instrumental, first year)
MUP 271 - MUP 292 Applied Music (Private lessons - vocal and
instrumental, second year)
Program Prerequisites: Prerequisites for each course may be found in
the course descriptions section of this catalog.
Music Transfer Courses:
COURSE NO
MUP 100
MUP 171
MUP 271
MUS 105
MUS 106
MUS 110
MUS 111
MUS 112
MUS 113
MUS 111M
MUS 112M
MUS 113M
MUS 1110A
MUS 1120A
MUS 113011
MUS 134
MUS 201
MUS 202
MUS 203
MUS 205
MUS 206
MUS 207
MUS 297M
MUS 297AB
1

LEC
LAB
TITLE
HR/WK HR/WK
INDIVIDUALLESSONSFORNON·MAJORS
1
APPLIEDPlANO
APPLIEDPlANO
MUSIC APPRECIATION
3
OPERAAPPRECIATION
3
FUNDAMENTALSOF MUSIC
3
MUSIC THEORYI
3
MUSIC THEORY I
3
MUSIC THEORYI
3
MUSIC THEORYI: SIGHTSINGING & EARTRAINING 1
MUSIC THEORYI: SIGHTSINGING & EARTRAINING 1
MUSIC THEORYI: SIGHTSINGING & EARTRAINING 1
MUSIC THEORYI: KEYBOARDHARMONY
1
MUSIC THEORYI: K'EYBOARDHARMONY
1
MUSIC THEORYI: KEYBOARDHARMONY
1
GROUPVOCAL
2
INTRODUCTIONTO MUSIC & ITS LITERATURE
3
INTRODUCTIONTO MUSIC & ITS LITERATURE
3
INTRODUCTIONTO MUSIC & ITS LITERATURE
3
INTRODUCTIONTO JAZZ HISTORY
3
INTROTO THEHISTORYOF ROCKMUSIC
3
INTROTO THEHISTORYOF FOLKMUSIC
3
CHORUS
3
CHORUS:CHAMBERCHOIR
3

These courses are required in the Vocational Music program

Photography Transfer
Photography transfer courses may be found under Graphic Arts in the
Career Courses and Programs section of this catalog.

CR
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3'
3'
3'
2
2

Physical Education,
Dance and Athletics
Description: Individuals interested in physical education have
opportunities in physical education activities that are offered for
credit and meet degree requirements, professional physical
education courses for students who desire more instructional
hours than offered in the activity courses, and recreational
activities for individuals who wish to use PCC physical education
facilities. For a description of the Physical Education Activity
program, see the Support Courses and Programs section of this
catalog. Dance instructicn includes various dance technique
classes. Dance courses may be found under "Dance" in the
Transfer Courses and Programs secfion of this catalog. Athletic
opporlunllles are available to students through intramural
activities, club sports, and college athletic teams.
Special Fees: Physical education fees are listed in the PE section
ol the Schedule of Classes. These fees are non-refundable. Regardless of the number of PE classes for which they are
registered at one PCC location, students will pay one $4 service
fee per term for classes requiring showers/towels/lockers.
Anolher $4 fee is charged for each additional PCC site used. The
classes not requiring a service fee are included in the PCC
Schedule of Classes with "NC: Locks and towels must be turned
in at the end of the term. II these items are lost, students will be
charged $4 for the locks and $2.50 Ior towels. All gear left in the
lockers at the end of the term will be held for two weeks. After
the two-week period, the gear will be discarded.
Intramural Activities: Sylvania campus typically offers 8-10
events per academic term with the schedule posled on the
bulletin board by the locker rooms. Contact the Physical
Educalion Dffice at each campus for their specific intramural
activities schedule.
Recreation Sylvania Campus: The follDwing activities are
available for sludent recreational use when inslruclional classes are not in
session.

Transfer Courses and Programs.
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i,

To be eligible to use any of these facilities, you must qualify in one of the
following ways:
1. Enroll in any PCC class. If you are not enrolled in a physical education
class, you must pay $4 at the Sylvania Campus business office for a towel,
lock, and locker rental. Give the pink card you will receive from the
business office to the locker room attendant and you will be issued a towel,
lock, and locker. You will also be issued a ribbon which must be visible on
the article of clothing worn during your workout. Students enrolled in a
Sylvania PEclass must request a ribbon from the locker room attendant and
wear it during their recreational use of Sylvania PEfacilities. Students from
other campuses must also follow this process.
2. Enroll in PE 10, Physical Education Activities Program. Persons 62
years of age and over are eligible for a tuition waiver, but must pay the $4
fee for a towel, lock, and locker. (Follow the same procedure identified in #1
above.)
3. PCC staff members may request a locker and ribbon by presenting the
PCC employee card to the attendant in the locker room, HT B-Ievel hallway.
Swimming Pool
Open Swim: 6-7:30 a.m., 12-1 pm., and 5-6 pm., M-T-W-Th-F
Students must be at least 16 years old. This is lap swimming in
three groups: beginning, intermediate, and advanced, in an
instructional pool five feet deep.
Gymnasium
Basketball: 6:30-9:30 prn., M-W-F
Volleyball: 8-9:30 p.m., T-Th
RacquetballlHandball

LEC
HRIWK

LAB
HRlWK

CR

HEALTH & FITNESS FOR LIFE (LAB)

2

3'
2

,HPE298 lecture and lab must be taken concurrently. Students must
successfully complete both courses in order to receive credit.
Physical Education Activities Courses:
PE 010

PHYSICAl

EDUCATION ACTIVITY PROGRAM

2

PE 185

PHYSICAl

EDUCATION (COEDUCATION)

2
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WILDERNESS CLASSES FOR WOMEN

3

PE 195

WILDERNESS CLASSES FOR MEN

3

PE 291

ADVANCED LIFESAVING IN AQUATIC PROGRAMS

4

PE 292

SWIMMING

4

2
2
2
2

PE 299

CARE & PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES

3

3

AND WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION

Physical Science
Programs:
Chemistry
Geology
General Science
Physics
Description: Work in the physical sciences is an important part of many
college programs. Courses at pce comprise four areas of study: chemistry,
geology, general science and physics, and are organized to present basic
principles and to provide a coordinated overview of the sciences as they
relate to contemporary life.
Program Prerequisites: See the course descriptions for physical
science for the requirements of individual courses.

NO

LAB

HRlWK

TITlE

CH

100

FUNDAMENTALS

CH

101M

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

FOR CHEMISTRY

CH

102M

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

PRINCIPLES
PRINCIPLES

CR

HRlWK

3

2

4

4

3

5

4

3

5

CH 104

GENERAl CHEMISTRY

4

3

5

105
CH 106

GENERAl CHEMISTRY

4

3

GENERAl CHEMISTRY

CH 201

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

4
3

3
3

5'
5'
4'

CH 202

GENERAl CHEMISTRY

3

3

4'

CH 203

GENERAl CHEMISTRY

3

CH 204

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

4

3
3

4'
5'

CH 205

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

4

3

5'

CH 206

GENERAL CHEMISTRY

4

3

5'

CH 211

INTRODUCTION

4

3

5

CH 226

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

4

4

5

CH 227

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

3

6

5

TO BIOCHEMISTRY

'For students wishing to satisfy the general science requirements in liberal
arts programs.
2For students with prior science background. Recommended for most fouryear engineering degrees
3For students with prior science background. Recommended for chemistry
majors and pre-professional majors in medicine, dentistry and other
laboratory sciences. This sequence is also recommended for electrical
engineering majors.
LAB

LEC

Health and Physical Education:
HPE 29801

PE 194

CH

Physical Education Courses:

HEALTH & FITNESS FOR LIFE

CR

Chemistry

Course of study: PCC offers a variety of physical education,
dance, and athletic opportunities to students thoughout the
college district. Students should consult a physical education
advisor at any PCC campus for further information.
Oregon State System of Higher Education colleges and universities vary in their physical education requirements. PE 185
classes are accepted as elective transfer credit to any Oregon
public four-year school regardless of its physical education
requirement. Portland State University will accept only HPE 298,
Health and Fitness for Life, for its physical educationlhealth
degree requirement.

HPE 298

HR/WK

LEC

Track
Located northwest of the HT Building, west of parking lot.
Students may jog and walk on a rubberized track.

TiTlE

rms

Professional Courses:

COURSE

Weight Room, HT A·1b
This room has universal gyms, arm and leg machines, exercycles, and a rowing machine. The availability is posted on the
door and in each locker room.

NO

NO

Physical Science Courses:

Courts

Call 293-4945 between 8-9:30 pm for reservations for the
following day, or go to room HT-B3h to make reservations the
same day.

COURSE

lAB
COURSE

COURSE

NO

HRlWK

TITLE

HRlWK

CR

Geology
G

201

PHYSICAl

G

202

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY

GEOLOGY

G

203

HISTORICAl

G

207

INTRODUCTION

GEOLOGY
TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

3

3

G 208

VOLCANOES AND THEIR ACTIVITY

G

ELEMENTS OF ROCKS AND MINERALS

3
2

3
3
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Public Administration
Description: Public administration courses are for students interested in
career opportunities with government agencies, promotional opportunities
and career enhancement in existing employment, and for students planning
to transfer to a four year college or university. Public administration
coursework will provide background for transfer students in such areas as
urban studies, public administration, justice services and other related
fields designed for students planning careers in the public sector.
Program Prerequisites: Each student must consult a program advisor
prior to enrollment in order to affirm educational goals and plan an
appropriate curriculum. It is not necessary to meet with advisor when taking
individual classes for enhancement.
Public administration coursework provides knowledge and skills
fundamental to working in government agencies. The instructor will work
with the student to plan a two-year program that will meet their educational
goals for either an associate degree or transfer to a four year institution.
Public Administration Courses:
COURSE NO
PA 201

General Science
These courses provide a broad background in physical science for the nonscience major. Students study and demonstrate proficiency in using basic
vocabulary, identifying relationships and relating ideas in selected topics of
physical science. Each course includes those topics of physics and
chemistry which apply to the areas under study. The courses may be taken
out of sequence.
COURSE NO
GS 101M
GS 102M
GS 104
GS 105
GS 106
GS 107
GS 109
GS 207
GS 208

TmE
SURVEY OF ASTRONOMY
SURVEY OF OCEANOGRAPHY
METEOROLOGY (WEATHER AND CLIMATE)
GEOLOGY
ASTRONOMY
OCEANOGRAPHY
ENERGYAND ENVIRONMENT
GENERAL ASTRONOMY (SOLAR SYSTEM)
GENERAL ASTRONOMY (UNIVERSE)

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HR/WK
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2

CR
3'
3'
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

lGS 101M is a non-lab course offered via television that covers the same
topics as GS 106.
.
2GS 102M is a non-lab course offered via television that covers the same
topics as GS 107.
Physics
COURSE NO
PHY 101
PHY 201
PHY 202
PHY 203
PHY 211
PHY 212
PHY 213

TITLE
FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS
GENERAL PHYSICS
GENERAL PHYSICS
GENERAL PHYSICS
GENERAL PHYSICS
GENERAL PHYSICS
GENERAL PHYSICS

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HRlWK
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
4
3

PA 202
PA 203
PA 204
PA 299
PA 200M

LEC
LAB
TiTlE
HRlWK HRlWK
INTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:
PUBLIC RNANCE
3
INTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:
PUBLIC BUDGETING
3
INTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
3
PUBLIC SECTORVALUES, CAREERS
AND EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS
3
ISSUES & CHALLENGES IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION3
COOPERATIVE ED: PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
12

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3

Suggested Sequence
COURSE NO

LEC
HRIWK

TITLE

LAB
HRlWK

CR

First Term
CJA 211
EC 201
PS 201
SDP 101
WR 121

INTRO TO CIVIL LAW
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS:
INTRO, INSTITUTIONS & PHILOSOPHIES
AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
ELECTIVE

3

3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3'

3

Second Term

CR
4
4

4'
4'
5'
5'
5'

'lnlroduclory courses for pre-medical and pre-dental students and students
in biology, geology and agriculture.
2These courses are suggested for students majoring in engineering, physics
or chemistry.

CJA 21201
EC 202
PS 202
SDP 115
SDP 204
WR 122

INTRO TO CRIMINAL LAW
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MACROECONOMICS
AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS
IMPROVING WORK RELATIONS
LABOR - MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

INTRODUCTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE LAW PROCESS3
PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MICROECONOMICS 3
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
3
CORRESPONDING EFFECTIVELYAT WORK
3
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
3
ELECTIVE

3

Third Term
CJA 29911
EC 203
PS 203
SDP 111
SDP 208

3
3
3

3
3'

Fourth Term
PA 201
SDP 210
SP 100

INTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:
PUBLIC RNANCE
PUBLIC RELATIONS
INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH COMMUNICATION
ELECTIVE

3
3
3

3
3
3
8'

(Recommended elective: PA 299)
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COURSE NO

TmE

LEC
HRIWK

lAB
HRlWK

Anthropology
CR

Fifth Tenn
PA 202
PA 200M
SDP 212

INTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC BUDGETING
COOPERATIVE ED PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
WORK ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT
ELECTIVE

3
12
8'

Sixth Tenn
BA 131
PA 203
PA 200M

COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS
INTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
COOPERATIVE ED PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
ELECTIVE

3
12
8'

(Recommended elective PA 204)
'Three credit hours in each of the first, third, fourth, fifth and sixth terms
must satisfy either a General Education requirement or a restricted elective
option. The student must select a four credit hour math or science course
to take in each of the fourth, fifth and sixth terms. The student must select a
one credit hour PE activity course to take in each of the fourth, fifth and
sixth terms.

Description: Anthropology is the study of people. In this discipline,
people are considered in all biological and cultural diversities, in the
present as well as in the prehistoric past, and wherever people have existed.
Students are introduced to the interaction between people and their
environments to develop an appreciation of human adaptations past and
present.
Anthropology can be a synthesizing focus for data from many fields of
inquiry and has integral importance in preparing students to survive and
play positive roles in our emergent transcultural world.
The general anthropology and cultural anthropology sequences are offered
yearly. All other courses may be oHered less frequently. The department
suggests, but does not require, that students take cultural anthropology and
field archeology in sequential order.
Program Prerequisites: See the prerequisites at the beginning of this
section, (Social Sciences). Also see the course descriptions section of this
catalog for individual course prerequisites.
ATH 101, ATH 102, ATH 103 - The three terms of general anthropology
gives an introduction to the major subfields of anthropology and are
required for anthropology majors at most colleges and universities. They
are prerequisite for many upper division courses in anthropology.
COURSE NO
ATH 101

Social Sciences

ATH 102
ATH 103

Description: Social sciences at Portland Community College comprise
seven areas of study: anthropology and cultural resource management,
economics, geography, history, philosophy, political science, psychology
and sociology.
The demand for people with business and technical skills is rising, but
competencies other than specialized skills are also required to function in
our society No person exists in isolation Social issues are unavoidable
factors in human life. Social scientists investigate what it means to be
human and sketch ways to become human. Every moment of living is filled
with opportunities for applying the ideas of the social sciences to the
human condition. The social science curriculum may enhance students'
abilities to make the most of such opportunities. The classes oHered are
small, assuring the student of individualized instruction in the classroom.
Students will also find their instructors readily available for individual
conferences.
Students who take social science courses have diverse personal experiences, dissimilar academic backgrounds and distinct goals. Students
include those taking social science courses before transferring to a fouryear institution to complete a bachelor's degree, completing high school
graduation requirements, fulfilling the general education requirements of
the Associate of Applied Science Degree or taking courses for personal
enrichment.
Most public and private colleges and universities will accept up to 108
credit hours of lower division credit from Portland Community College.
Students are advised to consult a counselor or department advisor
concerning the degree requirements of a pahicular college or university.
Students who plan to transfer to a state college or university may major in a
specific area of study (political science, anthropology, etc.) or may pursue a
program of general studies. The transferability of credit depends upon the
institution granting a four-year degree. Please contact the receiving
institution, PCC counselor or a program advisor for specific transfer
information.
Program Prerequisites: A member of the Social Science Department or
counseling staff should be consulted for the basic skills that are desirable
for those enrolling in social science courses
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LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK
TITLE
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY PHYSICAL3
HUMAN ORIGINS & DIVERSITY
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY: ARCHEOLOGY 3
PREHISTORIC CULTURES
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURALCONTEMPORARY PEOPLES
3

CR
3
3
3

ATH 207, ATH 208 and ATH 209: A three term sequence designed for those
students who wish to explore and understand the diversity of human sociocultural behavior from the anthropological perspective. This sequence is
designed to enable students to use the methods and perspectives of cultural
anthropology to organize and explain their own observations of human
cultural behavior. Students will be encouraged to examine the potential
application of the anthropological perspective and knowledge to other fields
of interest or careers they have chosen.
COURSE NO
ATH 207
ATH 208
ATH 209
ATH 210AB
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH

211
212
213
214
215

ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH

216
230
231
232
280M
280AB
298
299
299AD

LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRlWK
TITLE
3
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURE CONCEPTS
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY:
CULTURES OF THE WORLD
3
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY:
CULTURAL GROWTH & CHANGE
3
SELECTED TOPICS IN ETHNOLOGY:
PEOPLES OF THE PACIFIC
3
INTRO TO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY: GENERAL SURVEY 3
3
INTRO TO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY: EXCAVATION
3
INTRO TO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY: ANALYSIS
MAN & HIS ENVIRONMENT: ECOLDGICAL ASPECTS 3
MAN & HIS ENVIRONMENT:
3
ENERGY CONSIDERATION
3
MAN & HIS ENVIRONMENT: PRODUCTIVITY
NATIVE AMERICANS OF OREGON
3
3
NATIVE AMERICANS OF THE NORTHWEST
3
NATIVE NORTH AMERICANS
12
COOPERATIVE ED: ANTHROPOLOGY
1
COOPERATIVE ED ANTHROPOLOGY - SEMINAR
3
INDEPENDENT STUDY: ANTHROPOLOGY
3
SPECIAL STUDIES ANTHROPOLOGY
SPECIAL STUDIES:
3
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH FILM

CR
3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3

Anthropology:
Cultural Resource Management Program

COURSE tID

Description: This program is designed to provide basic training for those
individuals who are interested in the recovery and storage of our cullural
heritage for the benefit of the general public, as well as for those students
who wish the formal training necessary to qualify for civil service archeotechnician positions.
Program Prerequisites: The prerequisites are the same as those listed at
the beginning of the Social Science portion of this catalog.
Course of Study: This program is located at the Rock Creek Campus.
Credits for the core courses in the Cultural Resource Management program
are transferable to mostcolleges and universities in Oregon either as major
credit in anthropology or as elective social science credit. The Associate of
Arts and Science degrees are designed as a broad-based transfer
curriculum which will allow students to enter a four-year college or
universilywith junior standing to continue their education in almost any
science or social science major.
PCC offers the following

•

forms of recognition:

CulluralResource Management Certificate - 25 credit hours

COURSE NO

TITLE

LAB
HR/WI<

CR

Certificate
ATH 101
ATH 102
ATH 103
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH
ATH

211
212
213
280M
280AB

GENERALANTHROPOLOGY:PHYSICALHUMAN ORIGINS& DIVERSITY
GENERALANTHROPOLOGY:ARCHEOLOGYPREHISTORICCULTURES
GENERALANTHROPOLOGY:CULTURALCONTEMPORARYPEOPLES
INTROTO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY:GENERALSURVEY
INTROTO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY:EXCAVATION
INTROTOFIELDARCHEOLOGY:ANALYSIS
COOPERATIVEED:ANTHROPOLOGY
COOPERATIVEED: ANTHROPOLOGY- SEMINAR

3

3

3

3

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
12

1

lEC
HRlWK

LAB
HRlWK

3

2

CR

Fourth Term
ATH 212
HST 201
PE 185

INTROTO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY:EXCAVATION
HISTORYOFTHE UNITED STATES:
COLONIAL PERIODTO 1840
PHYSICAL EDUCATION(COEDUCATION)
ELECTIVE

3
2
10

3'
l'
10'

Fifth Term
ATH 213
HST 202
PE 185

INTROTO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY:ANALYSIS
HISTORYOFTHE UNITEDSTATES:1840 TO 1914
PHYSICAL EDUCATION(COEDUCATION)
ELECTIVE

3
3

2
2

10

4
3'
l'
10'

Sixth Term
ATH 280M
ATH 280AB
HST 203

COOPERATIVEED:ANTHROPOLOGY
COOPERATIVEED:ANTHROPOLOGY- SEMINAR
HISTORYOFTHE UNITED STATES:1914
TO PRESENT
ELECTIVE

12

3
11

3
1
3'
11'

'Students may substitute a sequence in physical science, geology or
chemistry for the sequence in biology if they have had a recent high school
or college biology course.

• Associate of Arts Degree
• Associate of Science Degree in Cullural Resource Management- 90 to
104 credit hours
lEC
HR/WK

TITlE

3
4
4
4
3
1

2The three PE 185 courses and HE 250 fulfill the current PCC requirement,
but students who plan to transfer to PSU should substitute HPE 298 (3
credit hours).
3Students must select a humanities or foreign language elective. The
foreign language requirement for the Associate of Arts degree may be
replaced by a sequence of humanities for the Associate of Science degree.
A social science sequence in economics, geography or psychology may be
taken in place of U.S. History.
Knowledge of algebra, computer use, public administration or business
skills, studio art (l.e, drawing, photography) would be very useful.
STUDENTS ARE ADVISED TO CONSULT WITH THE PROGRAM ADVISOR
WHEN SELECTING ALTERNATE COURSES FORTHE DEGREE.

Associate of Arts or Science Degree (90 -108 credit hours)
COURSE NO

TITlE

lEC
HR/WK

CR

3

3

First Term
\VA 121
ATH 101
BI 101
PE 185

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
GENERALANTHROPOLOGY:PHYSICALHUMAN ORIGINS & DIVERSITY
BIOLOGY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION(COEDUCATION)

3
3

2
2

llimM

3
4'
l'

~

Second Term
\VA 122
ATH 102
BI 102
HE 250

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
GENERALANTHROPOLOGY:ARCHEOLOGYPREHISTORICCULTURES
BIOLOGY
PERSONALHEALTH
ELECTIVE

3
3
3
3
4

3

2

3
4'
3'
4'

Third Term
\VA 123
ATH 103
BI 103
ATH 211

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
GENERALANTHROPOLOGY:CULTURALCONTEMPORARYPEOPLES
BIOLOGY
INTROTO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY:GENERALSURVEY
ELECTIVE

3
3
3
3
4

3

2
2

3
4'
4
4'

Economics
Description: Economics is the study of humankind in the ordinary
"business of life." It examines individual and social action related to the use
of limited resources toward the production, distribution and consumption of
goods and services.
Program Prerequisites: See the prerequisites at the beginning of this
section (Social Sciences).
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lEC
LAB
HRJWK HRJWK

COURSE NO

TITlE

EC 115

OUTLINES OF ECONOMICS

CR

COURSE

3

HST 201

3

EC201, EC 202 and EC 203 should be taken in sequence.
EC 201

PRINCiPlES

OF ECONOMICS
& PHILOSOPHIES

3

EC 2a2

PRINCiPlES

OF ECONOMICS:

MACROECONOMICS

3

EC 203

PRINCiPlES

OF ECONOMICS

MICROECONOMICS

3

INTRODUCTION,

EC 216
EC

zo

INSTITUTIONS

INTRODUCTION

TO LABOR ECONOMICS

CONTEMPORARY

WORLD ECONOMIC

INTERNATIONAL

3
ISSUES

ECONOMICS

3

EC 280M

COOP£RATIVE

EDUCATION

ECONOMICS

EC 280AB

COOP£RATIVE

EDUCATION

ECONOMICS

EC 298

INDEP£NDENT

STUDY

EC 2g)

SP£CIAl

STUDIES

16

4

- SEMINAR 1

1

3

3

3

3

ECONOMICS

ECONOMICS

Geography
Description: Geography is concerned with the uniqueness of places.
What makes one place unique and different from another? What are the
factors and processes, both human and physical, that account for this
uniqueness? Geography is not concerned with memorization of place
names (capitals, rivers), lists of imports and exports or other statistical
information
Program Prerequisites: See the prerequisites at the beginning of this
section (Social Sciences). Also see the course descriptions section of this
catalog for individual course prerequisites.
lEC
LAB
HRJWK HRJWK

TITlE

GEO 105

INTRO TO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY

3

3

GEO 106

INTRO TO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY

3

3

GEO 107

INTRO TO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY

3

3

GEO 206

GEOGRAPHY OF OREGON

3

3

GEO 208

PHYSICAl

GEOGRAPHY

3

GEO 209

PHYSICAl

GEOGRAPHY: WEATHER AND CLIMATE

GEO 214

GEOGRAPHY OF MEXICO

3
3
3

GEO 221

FIELD GEOGRAPHY: THE LOCAL LANDSCAPE

GEO 280M

COOP£RATIVE

EDUCATION

GEOGRAPHY

GEO 280AB

COOP£RATIVE

EDUCATION

GEOGRAPHY - SEMINAR2

GEO 290

ENVIRONMENTAL

GEO 298

INDEP£NDENT

CR

3
3

4

16

PROBLEMS

2
3

3

3

3

History
Description: The study of history enables individuals to think historically
and to analyze cause and effect relationships in human affairs. It provides
insights on daily events as well as on the broader human condition. The
more that people understand about their past, the greater their perspective
becomes and the more likely the present is to make sense History is the
only study of people that includes the time dimension. It is, in a way, a
family's story - the story of the human race. Not all of the courses are
offered every year.

LEC
LAB
HRJWK HRJWK

TITLE

CR

ANCIENT WORLD TO 1200 AD
WESTERN CIVILIZATION

1200-1789

HST 103

WESTERN CIVILIZATION

1789 TO THE PRESENT

HST 104

HISTORY OF EASTERN CIVILIZATION

HST 105

HISTORY OF EASTERN CIVILIZATION
HISTORY OF EASTERN CIVILIZATION

HST 199M

THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION
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3

MIDDLE EAST 3

INDIA AND SUBCONTINENT
HST 106

3
FAR EAST

3

3

3

HST 203

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES
1914 TO PRESENT

3

3

HST 218

NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY

3

3

HST 220

LABOR HISTORY

3

3

HST 225

HISTORY OF WOMEN

3

3

HST 240

OREGON'S SOCiAl

3

3

HST 246

RELIGION IN THE UNITED STATES TO 1840

3

3

HST 247

RELIGION IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1840

3

3

HST 274

AFRO·AMERICAN

HISTORY

HISTORY
3

AFRICAN ORIGINS TO 1877
H5T 275

AFRO·AMERICAN

HISTORY

1877 TO 1932

3

HST 276

AFRO·AMERICAN

HISTORY

1933 TO PRESENT

3

HST 277

OREGON TRAIL

HST 280M

COOPERATIVE ED HISTORY

HST 280AB

COOPERATIVE ED HISTORY - SEMINAR

2

2

HST 298

INDEPENDENT STUDY

3

3

HST 299

SP£CIAL STUDIES

3

3

3
12

HISTORY

HISTORY

3

Description: This is for PCC students, community leaders and representatives of business and industry who are interested in current questions of
foreign policy, relations among nations, international resources and
international trade
Program Prerequisites: The prerequisites are the same as those listed at
the beginning of the Social science portion of this catalog.
Course of Study: Credits in international studies are transferable to most
colleges and universities in Oregon Prior to enrolling, the student should
consullthe receiving college or university and a program advisor
concerning the transferability of credits
PCC offers the following fonns of recognition:
•

Certificate - 18 credit hours

• Associate of Arts - 90 credit hours
• Associate of Science - 90 credit hours
Students considering a degree are strongly advised to choose the Associate
of Arts Degree Students who are unable to complete two years of a foreign
language before graduation may substitute at least nine credit hours of
humanities for the language requirement and receive the Associate of
Science Degree However, these students are still advised to complete as
many hours of a foreign language as they are able. Consult a program
advisor for assistance in program planning
NO

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK

TITLE

PS 205

INTERNATIONAL

GEO 105

INTRO TO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY

BA 203

INTRODUCTION

EC mJ

CONTEMPORARY
INTERNATIONAl

WESTERN CIVILIZATION

HST 102

3

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 1840 TO 1914

CR

Certificate (18 credit hours)

HST 101, HST 102 AND HST 103 need not be taken in sequence, but it is
recommended.
HST 101

COLONIAL PERIOD TO 1840
HST 202

COURSE

Program Prerequisites: See the prerequisites at the beginning of this
section (Social Sciences). Also see the course descriptions section of this
catalog for individual course prerequisites.
COURSE NO

CR

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES

3

3

STUDY: GEOGRAPHY

LAB
lEC
HRJWK HR/WK

TITLE

International Studies

COURSE NO

GEOMORPHOLOGY

NO

3
3

RELATIONS

TO INTERNATIONAL
WORLD ECONOMIC

BUSINESS

3

ISSUES

ECONOMICS

3

ATH 207

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

CULTURE CONCEPTS

3

PS 220

AMERJCAN FOREIGN POLICY AND WORLD ORDER

3

3
3
3

Associate of Arts or Science Degree (90 credit hours)
COURSE NO

TITlE

LEC
lAB
HRIWK HRlWK

CR

FlrstTenn
WR 121
HST 101
ATH 207
GEO 105

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
WESTERNCIVILIZATION:
ANCIENT WORLD TO 1200 A.D.
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURE CONCEPTS
INTROTO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY
ELECTIVE

3

3

3
3
3
4

3
3
3
4'

3

3

3
3
3
4

3
3
3
4'

S8condTerm
WR 122
HST 101
ATH 207
GEO 106

ENGLISH COMPOSITION
WESTERNCIVILIZATION:
ANCIENT WORLD TO 1200 A.D.
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURE CONCEPTS
INTROTO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY
ELECTIVE

GEO 107

WESTERN CIVILIZATION: 1789 TOTHE PRESENT
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY:
CULTURAL GROWTH & CHANGE
INTROTO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY
ELECTIVE

3
3
7

INTERNATIONAl RELATIONS
CONTEMPORARYWORLD ECONOMIC ISSUES:
INTERNATIONAl ECONOMICS
ELECTIVE

7'

3
3
8

8'

AMERICAN FOREIGNPOLICY AND WORLD ORDER 3
INTRODUCTIONTO INTERNATIONAl BUSINESS
3
ELECTIVE
8

3
3
8'

POLITICAl IDEOLOGY
GEOGRAPHYOF MEXICO
ELECTIVE

3
3
8'

Fifth Tenn
PS 220
BA 203

Sixth Tenn
PS 225
GEO 214

PHL 195
PHL 197
PHL 201

3
3
8

PHL 204M
PHL 205M
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL

221
222
280M
280AB

PHL 298
PHL 299

Fourth Tenn
PS zs
EC 230

PHL 193

PHL 202

Third Term
HST 103
ATH 209

COURSE NO
PHL 191

'Students seeking the Associate of Arts Degree are expected to take 24
credit hours of transferable courses in the same foreign language. Students
seeking the Associate of Science Degree may substitute at least nine credit
hours of transferable courses in other areas of the humanities for this
requirement. All students must complete a sequence of 12 credit hours of
transferable courses in either science or mathematics.
Electives may include physical education and health requirements. These
requirements vary among universities.

Philosophy
Description: Philosophers ask and attempt to answer fundamental
questions about ourselves and the world. What is real? What can be
known? How should we live our lives? What is the nature of human nature?
What distinguishes logic from illogic? Philosophy courses will look at the
answers given to such questions by major historical figures and will help
the student to learn how to think critically about issues of the sort raised by
these questions. Philosophy courses need not be taken in sequence and
any three courses constitute a sequence for purposes of graduation. All
philosophy courses are transferable to Portland State University, Oregon
State University and the University of Oregon.
Program Prerequisites: See the prerequisites at the beginning of this
section (Social Sciences). Also see the course descriptions section of this
catalog for individual course prerequisites.

LAB
LEC
TffiE
HRIWK HRIWK
CRITICAl THINKING:
LANGUAGEAND THE LAYOUT OF ARGUMENT
3
CRITICAl THINKING:
THE EVALUATION OF PRACTICAL ARGUMENT
3
CRITICAl THINKING: SCIENCE AND THE OCCULT 3
CRITICAl THINKING:
TELEVISION & THE PRESENTATIONOF REAliTY
3
INTRODUCTIONTO PHILOSOPHY:
PHILOSOPHICAl PROBLEMS
3
INTRODUCTIONTO PHILOSOPHY:
ELEMENTARYETHICS
3
3
PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
CONTEMPORARYMORAL PROBLEMS:
BIOMEDICAL ETHICS
3
SYMBOLIC LOGIC
3
ELEMENTARYAESTHETICS: PHILOSOPHY OF ART 3
COOPERATIVEEDUCATION: PHILOSOPHY
16
COOPERATIVEEDUCATION: PHILOSOPHY1
SEMINAR
INDEPENDENTSTUDY: PHILOSOPHY
3
SPECiAl STUDIES: PHILOSOPHY
3

CR

3
3
3

3
3
3
4
1

3
3

Political Science
Description: Political science focuses upon politics and political systems,
and the behavior of people within political systems. At PCC, primary
emphasis is on American government, the constitutional background of
American politics, political parties, interest groups, elections, Congress, the
Presidency, the Supreme Court, domestic and foreign policies. In addition,
PCC offers international relations, American foreign policy and political
ideology.
Program Prerequisites: See the prerequisites at the beginning of this
section (Social Sciences). Also, see the course descriptions section of this
catalog for individual course prerequisites.
COURSE NO

rrns

LEC
HR/WK

LAB
HRlWK

CR

Political science courses need not be taken in sequence.
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

100
105M
105AB
201
202
203

as
211
220
225
280M
280AB
298
29901

POLITICAl INSTITUTIONS
GREAT DECISIONS
GREAT DECISIONS: LEADERS
AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS
AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS
STATEAND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
INTERNATIONAl RELATIONS
PEACEAND CONFLICT
AMERICAN FOREIGNPOLICY AND WORLD ORDER
POLITICAl IDEOLOGY
COOPERATIVEED: POLITICAl SCIENCE
COOPERATIVEED POLITICAL SCIENCE - SEMINAR
INDEPENDENTSTUDY: POLITICAl SCIENCE
SPECiAl STUDIES POLITICAl SCIENCE

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
16
2
3
3

3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
2
3
3

Psychology
Description: Psychology is the scientific study of behavior and mental
processes. Psychologists investigate how the individual's immediate
environment, as well as how the individual's past experience and
physiological makeup, influence current thoughts and behavior.
Program Prerequisites: See the prerequisites at the beginning of this
section (Social Sciences). Also, see the course descriptions section of this
catalog for individual course prerequisites.
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COURSE NO
PSY 101
PSY 111
PSY 201
PSY 202
PSY 203
PSY 213
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY

215
220
231
232
239
240

PSY 280AB
PSY 280M
PSY 298
PSY 29901
PSY 299AC
PSY 299AD

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK
TmE
3
PSYCHOLOGY AND HUMAN RELATIONS
3
PERSONALITY & DEVELOPMENT
3
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
3
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
3
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
INTRODUCTION TO PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY:
3
BRAIN. MIND & BEHAVIOR
3
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
3
PSYCHOLOGY: APPLIED
3
HUMAN SEXUALITY
3
HUMAN SEXUALITY
3
3
INTRODUCTION TO ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
INTERPERSONAL AWARENESS &
3
GROWTH TECHNIOUES
2
COOPERATIVE ED: PSYCHOLOGY - SEMINAR
COOPERATIVE ED: PSYCHOLOGY16
WORKSITE PLACEMENT
3
INDEPENDENT STUDY: PSYCHOLOGY
3
SPECIAL STUDIES: PSYCHOLOGY
CURRENT ISSUES IN PSYCHOLOGY:
3
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
CURRENT ISSUES IN PSYCHOLOGY:
3
STRESS MANAGEMENT

CR
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
3

Sociology
Description: Sociology is the study of human social behavior. It is the
scientific study of human interaction with a focus on human group life. The
general sociology series SOC 204, SOC 205 and SOC 206 introduces the
student to basic knowledge, concepts, theory and research in sociology. It
is recommended, but not required, that the courses be taken in sequence.
The general sociology series is a prerequisite for all upper division
sociology courses.
Program Prerequisites: See the prerequisites at the beginning of this
section (Social Sciences). Also. see the course descriptions sections of this
catalog for individual course prerequisites.
COURSE NO
soc 204
SOC 205

soc

206

soc

232
SOC 232M
SOC 240
SOC 280M
soc 280AB
SOC 298
SOC 299
SOC 29901
SOC 299M
SOC 299AG

LEC
LAB
HR/WK HR/WK
TITLE
GENERAL SOCIOLOGY:
3
SOCIOLOGY IN EVERYDAY LIFE
GENERAL SOCIOLOGY:
SOCIAL CHANGE - TRENDS IN GROUP BEHAVIOR 3
GENERAL SOCIOLOGY:
SOCIAL PROBLEMS - CONFORMITY AND DEVIANCE 3
DEATH AND DYING: CULTURE AND ISSUES
3
10
INTRO TO DYING & BEREAVEMENT
3
SOCIOLOGY OF WORK & LEISURE
12
COOPERATIVE ED: SOCIOLOGY
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: SOCIOLOGY2
SEMINAR
INDEPENDENT STUDY: SOCIOLOGY
3
SPECIAL STUDIES:
3
SOCIAL ISSUES AND MOVEMENTS
3
SPECIAL STUDIES
SPECIAL STUDIES: SOCIOLOGY3
THE AMERICAN MALE
3
WOMEN IN TODAYS WORLD
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Speech Communication

CR
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

Description: Speech communication offers a wide variety of classes for
students. A full two-year transfer program for speech communication
majors is available.
Students may choose from the comprehensive selection of
courses which will fulfill the requirements for an associate of arts
degree in speech communication. These courses may also fulfill
General Education requirements for the associate of applied
science and the Associate of General Studies degrees.
Classes in interpersonal communication and public speaking can
result in personal enrichment and increased skills for students.
Class size is relatively small and class structure largely informal.
allowing maximum interaction between students and faculty.
Transitional classes, which mayor may not be transferable are
also available for those students with limited communication
skills. II the transferability of credit is a concern, check with the
receiving institution prior to enrolling. Consult a Speech Communication
Department advisor for more information.
The speech courses are in the categories listed below:

Transitional
Several classes are designed for students with limited communication skills. Classes in speaking and listening are available for
those who may need improvement. If transferability of these
courses is a concern, students should check with the institution to which
they are planning to transfer. These classes include:
SP 101 Oral Communication Skills
SP 105 Listening
SP 110 Fundamentals of Voice and Articulation

Forensics
A forensics program is open to all students who wish to
participate in intercollegiate competition. Meets are held primarily
in the Northwest. with occasional travel beyond. The Speech Communication Department has a full selection of competitive activities appropriate for
all levels. Novice and junior divisions can challenge the beginner. Senior
division is available for the experienced competitor. In addition to the
standard Lincoln-Douglas and cross-examination debates, the college
participates in oratory. extemporaneous, impromptu, expository, radio and
oral interpretation events. Students may serve as judges at various high
school and collegiate meets. Furthermore, non-competitive programs allow

I

I

I
I
I

tl

students to speak before high school or college audiences and in front of
various civic groups. The forensics course is SP 270 Projects in Public
Speaking.

Course of Study: Students may select courses from the program ,to fulfill
requirements for an Associate of Arts degree in add,itio,n.to complefinq the
transfer requirements. Classes are oriented toward individual projects as
well as group activity and are relaxed to allow a creative environment.
Introductory Courses.' Two classes are oHered as an introduction to theater.
They are designed for students who wish to explore the are:' an~ for
experienced students who wish to improve and expand their skills and
knowledge. Both courses are transfer level, but if this is a concern to
students, they should verify transferability with the institution. to which they
are planning to transfer. These courses are TA 101 Introduction to the
Theater and TA 161 Fundamentals of Technical Theater.

Interpersonal: Theory and Process
Interpersonal classes are designed to give students a more complete
understanding of the communication process in their daily lives. The
emphasis is on face-to-face communication. Personal improvement in a
variety of interpersonal skills is stressed. These classes include:
SP 100 Introduction to Speech Communication
SP 214 Interpersonal Communication: Process & Theory
SP 215 Small Group Communication: Process & Theory

Performance Classes
Performance classes include a series of public speaking courses, voice and
diction, and oral interpretation of literature. These classes are designed to
improve delivery skills and to reduce speechmaking anxiety. Organization
of ideas, critical thinking and delivery are stressed. These classes include
SP 111, SP 112, SP 113 Fundamentals of Speech
SP 130 Business & Professional Speech Communication
SP 212 Voice & Diction
SP 217 Persuasion
SP 229 Ora/Interpretation
Program Prerequisites: See the course descriptions section of this
catalog for statements on the prerequisites for individual speech courses
Speech Courses:
LEC
LAB
HRlWK HRIWK

COURSE NO

TITlE

SP

100

INTRODUCTION

SP

ORAL

SP

101
105

SP

110

FUNDAMENTALS

OF VOICE

SP

FUNDAMENTALS

SP

111
112

SP

CR
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

OF SPEECH

3

3

FUNDAMENTALS

OF SPEECH

3

3

113

FUNDAMENTALS

OF SPEECH

3

3

SP

130

BUSINESS

COMMUNICATION

3

PCC offers the following form of recognition:

SP

212
214

VOICE

3

•

COMMUNICATION

COMMUNICATION

Technical Courses' Courses are offered for students interested in backstage
work. They are designed for both technically oriented stud~nts and
.
performance students who wish to expand their understanding of the entire
theatrical experience. Classes are organized to include individualized
"hands-on" projects so that students may practice their skills by using
equipmer,t and supplies. The courses are TA 262 Scene Crafts, TA 263
Stage Lighl"ig and TA 270 Stage Make-up.
Special Projects: Transfer credit courses are offered to students who wish to
participate in school productions as well as individualized performances.
Roles are open to any students by auditioning. Three major productions
are mounted each year, and all students interested (regardless of major field
of study) are encouraged to audition and will be .given equal c~nsideration.
In order to allow flexibility, credit for special projects may be given to either
performing or non-performing students by special arrangements with a
theater arts instructor. The courses are TA 180, 280 Theater Rehearsal and
Performance and TA 190, 290 Projects in Theater.

3

SP

TO SPEECH

Performance Courses. A wide variety of performance classes is offered for
both beginning and advanced students. These courses are design~d to help
the student feel more relaxed in front of an audience, as well as to Improve
performance skills and creativity. The courses are TA 121,122 and 123
Fundamenta/s of Acting Technique, TA 124 ReadersTheater, TA 125
Improvisational Theater, TA 126 Movement for the Stage, and TA 128
Beginning Pantomime Advanced acting classes TA 221,222,223, are
oHered every other year.

SKILLS

LISTENING

& PROFESSIONAL

& ARTICULATION

SPEECH

& DICTION

INTERPERSONAL

COMMUNICATION

PROCESS & THEORY
SP 215

SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION

SP

PERSUASION

PROCESS
217

229
SP 270
SP

ORAL

& THEORY

INTERPRETATION

PROUECTS IN PUBLIC SPEAKING

3

3

3
3
6

3

Associate of Arts Degree - minimum of 90 transfer credit hours.
Students must check with the school to which they plan to transfer for
the school's thealer arts transfer requirements. Consult a program
advisor for assistance in program planning
Theater Arts Courses:

3

3

Theater Arts
Cascade Campus
Cascade Hall B37
244-6111. ext. 5250
Sylvania Campus
Communication Tech Building B4e
244-6111. ext. 4273
Description: The Theater Arts Department oHers various courses for
majors and non-majors in both performing and non-performing aspects of
theater. A two-year transfer is available for theater arts majors
Program Prerequisites: Pass a writing placement examination at a level
that permits admission to WR 121

COURSE

NO

LEC
LAB
HRIWK HRlWK
3

TITLE

TA 101

INTRODUCTION

TA 121

FUNDAMENTALS

OF ACTING TECHNIOUE

TA 122

FUNDAMENTALS

OF ACTING TECHNIOUE

TA 123

FUNDAMENTALS

OF ACTING TECHNIQUE

TA 124

READERS'THEATER

TO THE THEATER

2
2
2

2
2
2

CR
3
3
3

TA 290

PROUECTS IN THEATER

3

TA 262

SCENE CRAFTS

2

2

3
3
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

STAGE LIGHTING

2

2

3

TA 270

STAGE MAKE -UP

3

TA 280

THEATER REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE

10

3
3

3

TA 125

IMPROVISATIONAL

THEATER

3

126
TA 128

MOVEMENT

FOR THE STAGE

3

BEGINNING

PANTOMIME

TA 161

FUNDAMENTALS

TA 180

THEATER REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE

TA

TA

190

3

OF TECHNICAL

THEATER

2

PROUECTS IN THEATER

3

TA 221

INTERMEDIATE

ACTING TECHNIOUE

4

TA 222

INTERMEDIATE

ACTING TECHNIQUE

4

m

INTERMEDIATE

ACTING TECHNIQUE

4

TA

TA

263

4
10
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Writing Transfer
Non-transfer developmental writing and writing support courses may be
found in the Support Courses and Programs section of this catalog. A
description of PCC's Technical Writing program may be found in the Career
Courses and Programs section of this catalog.
Note: Paper conferences are an integral part of the instructional process in
ALL writing courses and students should anticipate at least two conferences
each quarter.
Description: Writing translercourses are offered under the subject
headings of English Composition, Business and Technical Writing, Police
Report Writing and Creative Writing.
English Composition: The English Composition program provides a range
of transfer writi ng courses designed to prepare students for the written work
of upper division and graduate education. It also meets the writing
requirements of several associate degree and certificate programs in the
college. For most transfer students, WR 121, WR 122 and WR 123 will
satisfy the writing course requirements of Oregon's four-year colleges and
universities. Students are required to take the writing placement examination to determine appropriate placement in a writing course. WR 115
Introduction to Expository Writing is designed for students needing basic
skill preparation. WR 216 Advanced Composition is designed for students
who would like to develop writing skills beyond the skills developed in the
other writing courses. After taking the placement examination, students
should check with an advisor or counselor before enrolling in a writing
course.
Students should anticipate several conferences with individual instructors
about their written work during the term. Paper conferences are an integral
part of the instructional process.
Manuscript form for composition courses will vary slightly among
instructors. However, students may be required by the middle of WR 121
and in WR 114, to submit typed manuscripts which follow the instructor's
guidelines.
Business and Technical Writing: Students majoring in technical areas or
business are either required or encouraged to take one or more of the
following courses: WR 114 Business Communications (offered through
Open Campus program only), WR 214 Business Communications and WR
227 Technical Writing I.
Police Report Writing' These classes are specifically designed for Criminal
Justice Careers students. Contact the Criminal Justice Careers Department
for further information.
Creative Writing: The PCC creative writing subject area offers the student
one of the largest selections of creative writing courses in the state There
are no prerequisites for any of the three introductory classes, and all are
offered for three transferable credit hours.
The creative writing faculty recommends that students who register for
creative writing courses be able to adhere to the standard conventions of
spelling and grammar.
Students who have taken the English composition sequence (WR 121, WR
122 and WR 123) and Introduction to Literature courses (ENG 104 Fiction,
ENG 105 Drama and ENG 106 Poetry) tend to get more out of the classes. It
is strongly recommended that the student plan on taking ENG 253, ENG
254 and ENG 255 Survey of American Literature while enrolled in the
advanced courses.
The essential goal of all the creative writing courses is to stimulate,
encourage and improve the student's own writing. Fiction and drama
writing classes usually require the standard 4000-5000 words per term, as
with any transfer writing class; the poetry classes vary in the number of
poems required. All classes require that every assignment be typed. Most
classes require that student's work be submitted anonymously.
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Because PCC creative writing classes are workshops, assignments are not
expected to be in polished, publishable form, although they should be well
beyond rough draft quality.
Each instructor has a unique approach to creative writing, but the student
can count on studying critical terminology, and spending most of the class
sessions discussing each student's creative work.
Program Prerequisites: Students are required to take the writing
placement examination to determine appropriate placement in a writing
course. After taking the placement examination, students should check with
an advisor or counselor before enrolling in a writing course. Writing
placement tests may be taken at the testing centers at Cascade, Rock Creek,
Southeast Center or Sylvania.
Writing Transfer Courses:
COURSE NO

TITLE

WR

114

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

WR
WR

115
121

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

lEC
HR/WK
3
3
3

WR

122

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

3

3

WR

123

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

WR

185

ENGLISH GRAMMAR

3
3

INTRODUCTION

TO EXPOSITORY WRITING

CR
3
3

3

WR 214

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

3

WR 216

ADVANCED

COMPOSITION

3

3
3
3
3

WR 227

TECHNICAL

WRITING I

3

3

WR 228

POLICE REPORT WRITING

WR 229

ADVANCED

3
3

WR 241

CREATIVE WRITING (FICTION)

3

WR 242

CREATIVE WAITING (pOETRY)

3

3
3
3
3

WR 243

CREATIVE WRITING (SCRIPT WRITING)

3

3

WR 244

ADVANCED

CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION

3

WR 245

ADVANCED

CREATIVE WAITING - POETRY

3

WR 246

ADVANCED

CREATIVE WAITING (EDITING & PUBLISHING)

3

3
3
3

POLICE REPORT WRITING

Course Descriptions

Course Descriptions
Organization of the Course Descriptions
Please read the program descriptions in the Support Courses and
Programs, Career Courses and Programs and Transfer Course and
Programs sections of this catalog for important information on PCC's
courses and programs.
Agricultural Careers (AG)
131
Alcohol and Drug Counselor (AD)
129
Anthropology (ATH)
135
Architectural Drafting Technology (ADD
130
Art (ARD
134
Auto Body Repair (AB)
129
Automotive Service Technology (AM)
131
Aviation Maintenance Technology (AP)
133
Biology (BI)
139
Building Constnuction Technology (BCT)
138
Business Administration (BA)
136
Business Technology (BD
140
Chemistry (CH)
147
Civil Engineering Technology (CET)
.
143
Commercial Art (CA)
142
Computer Field Service (CFS)
144
Computer Information Systems (CIS)
147
Computer Science (CS)
150
Counseling and Guidance (CG)
146
Criminal Justice Careers (CJA)
148
Dance (D)
151
Dental Assistant (DA)
151
Dental Hygiene (DH)
153
Dental Laboratory Technology (DT)
158
Developmental Education (DE)
152
Developmental Mathematics (OEM)
152
Developmental Reading (DER)
153
Developmental Writing (DEW)
153
Diesel Service Mechanics (DS)
157
Dietetic Technology (DIT)
154
Drafting Technology (DRF)
155
Drop-in Center (DIC)
154
Early Childhood Education (ECE)
159
Economics (EC)
158
Education (ED)
160
Electrical Trades (TE) (See Trade Extension)
203
Electronic Data Processing (EDP)
162
Electronic Engineering Technology (EET)
163
Electronic Service Technology (EL)
165
Emergency Dispatch Operator - 911 (EOO)
162
Emergency Medical Technician (EMD
166
English as a Non-Native Language (ENL)
167
English Literature (ENG)
166
Fire Protection Technology (FP)
168
French (FR)
170
General Engineering (GE)
171
General Science (GS)
174
Geography (GEO)
172
Geology (G)
170
German (GER)
172
Graphics Reproduction (GRA)
173
Health (HE)
174
Health and Physical Education (HPE)
176
History (HST)
1T7
Home Economics (HEC)
175
Hotel and Restaurant Management (HR)
176
Industrial Video Production (IVP)
180
Interpreter Training Program (ITP)
179
Japanese (JPN)
180
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Journalism (J)
180
Landscape Technology (LAD.....
.,
182
Legal Assistant (LA)
181
Machine Technology (MCH)
183
Management and Professional Development (SDP)
198
Mathematics (MTH)
........188
Mechanical Engineering Technology (MET) ................................184
Medical Laboratory Technology (ML D
185
Medical Office Assisting (MOA)
...186
Medical Record Technology (MRT)
187
Music (MUS)
189
Musical Performance (MUP)
189
Nursing (NUR)
191
Opticianry (OT)
191
Public Administration (PA)
192
Photography (PHO)
194
Physical Education (PE)
193
Philosophy (PHL)
193
Physics (PHY)
195
Political Science (PS)
195
Psychology (PSY)
195
Pre-College Mathematics (PCM)
193
Radiologic Technology (RAD)
196
Real Estate (RE)
197
Refrigeration (TE) (See Trade Extension) ..
203
Russian (RUS)
198
Sociology (SOC)
200
Software Engineering Technology (CSD
150
Spanish (SPA)
202
Speech Communication (SP)
201
Theater Arts (TA)
202
Trade Extension (TE)
203
Veterinary Science Technology (VS)
207
Welding (WLD)
208
Writing (WR)
210

Course Numbering System
Portland Community College uses the following numbering system for
credit courses;
1,100-1 ,499--Non-technical support courses designed to serve as
complementary parts of a career curriculum (i .e. The Resume and
Employment Interview, Introduction to Technical Writing).
2,10o-B,499--Career
Program courses designed to prepare persons for
entry-level employment in a specific occupation or cluster of closely
related occupations.
9,000-9,949--Career
Courses designed to upgrade or retrain individuals
who are already employed.
1-99--College
preparatory or Career Program Support courses.
100-299--Academic
liberal arts and science courses offeri ng content
acceptable to the first two years of instnuction at four-year colleges and
universities. Students enrolling in college transfer courses are
responsible for consulting an advisor/counselor about the
transferability and application of credit to programs at four-year
colleges and universities.
For questions about course numbers, please contact a counselor or
department advisor.

r
AB -Auto

Body Repair

AS 3.102 PARTS REPLACEMENT I, 51ec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 4
cr - Skills are developed in the procedures used in replacing and
aligning hoods, fenders and other body components
AB 3.105AA AUTO BODY WELDING, 5 lec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 4
cr - Skills are developed in the use and maintenance of MIG welders as
applied to autobody repair.
AB 3.106 METAl FINISHING, 51ec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Skills are developed in the repair of autobody metals. Small dents are
reshaped to their original contour and damage analysis is discussed.
AB 3.108 PAINT FUNDAMENTALS, 51ec hr/wk, 20 lab hrlwk, 4
cr - Students explain and demonstrate surface preparation techniques
and equipment, reduction of materials, and primer and sealer applications.
AB 3.109 PLASTIC FILLER, 51ec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 16 cr The preparation of metal surfaces, mixing plastic filler and catalysts,
applying filler and sanding procedures on various contours of auto body
panels are covered.
AB 3.111 PANEL REPLACEMENT, 51ec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/Wk, 16
cr - Covers the replacement of both new and used panels such as
rocker panels, quarter panels and rear body panels.
AB 3.112 ESTIMATING, 51ec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 8 cr Insurance coverage pertaining to collision repair, use of the Crash
Estimating Guide and figure estimates on minor and major damage is
covered.
AB 3.114 FRAME ANALYSIS & REPAIR, 51ec hr/wk, 20 lab hrl
wk, 16 cr - Structural misalignment analysis, use of measuring
systems, structural repair procedures, and wheel alignment are covered.
AB 3.119 GENERALSHOP, 5Iechr/wk,20Iabhrlwk,16crSkills are developed in general body shop repair with emphasis on quality,
flat rate and customer relations.
AB 3.126 UNIBODY COLLISION REPAIR, 51ec hr/wk, 20 lab hrl
wk, 8 cr - Covers repair of the unibody automobile, utilizing
materials, procedures and techniques which have been tested and approved
by the Inter Industry Conference on Auto Collision Repair. Prerequisites for
this course include: shop practice, parts replacement. auto body welding,
metal finishing, plastic filler, and frame analysis and repair.
AB 3.131 AUTO PAINTING I, 51ec hrlwk, 20 lab hrlwk, 16 cr Students are introduced to the care and use of all painting equipment, shop
safety and surface preparation for various materials Emphasis is on spot
repair, panel repair, color matching and blending with acrylic lacquer.
Masking application techniques will also be covered.
AB 3.132 AUTO PAINTING II, 5 lec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 16 cr Students are introduced to the safe use of enamel and urethane systems.
Emphasis is on spot repair, panel repair, color tinting and matching and
blending. Surface preparation and proper masking techniques for these
products are also covered.

AS 3.133 AUTO PAINTING III: GENERAL SHOP, 51ec hr/wk, 20
lab hr/Wk, 16 cr - Students refine painting skills acquired in Auto
Painting I and Auto Painting II by working on a variety of auto painting
projects. With departmental approval, the requirements for this course may
be met by a ten credit hour Cooperative Education experience.
Prerequisites: Successful completion of AB 3.131 and AB 3.132 or
departmental approval.
AB 3.141 SHOP PRACTICES, 51ec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 4 cr This course introduces oxy-acetylene welding, the use and care of hand
tools and shop equipment, the types and placement of currently used auto
body steels, and the types of construction and repair procedures.

AB 3.280AA COOPERATIVE ED: AUTO BODY REPAIR, 40 lab hrl
wk,10 cr
AB 3.280AB COOPERATIVE ED: AUTO BODY REPAIR· SEMINAR,
21ec hrlwk, 2 cr
AB 3.280AC COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: AUTO BODY PAINTING,
40 lab hr/wk, 10 cr - Students are placed in a departmentally
approved work setting where they receive as varied and complete an
experience as possible in an on-the-job setting. Students must work 40
hours for each credit earned. The seminar (optional) provides the
opportunity to share experiences with other students and instructors.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval.

AD - Alcohol
And Drug Counselor
AD 9.280AA PRACTICUM: ALCOHOL/DRUGCOUNSELING, 24 lab
hr/wk, 6 cr - This course enables the student to work in a setting
where the primary focus is alcohol/dnug treatment or education.
Coursework knowledge will be be applied to an on-the-job experience. The
seminar must be taken simultaneously. Students work either 12 hours per
week (3 credits) or 24 hours per week (6 credits). Practicum experiences
will be supervised by a department faculty member. Prerequisites: AD
9,401, AD 9,415, AD 9,417, AD 9,423, AD 9,426, demonstrated writing
ability and department approval. The Alcohol/Drug Counseling advisor will
schedule each student for a total of 1B credit hours of practicum placement
during the program. To complete the 1B credit hours, each student will
successfully complete two six-month practicums at two separate facil ities.
Each six-month practicum will require an average of 16-20 hours per week
at the alcohol treatment facility. Current employment may be considered for
practicum credit. A seminar will be required each term a student is
participating in practicum.
AD 9.280AB PRACTICUM: ALCOHOL/DRUGCOUNSELING·
SEMINAR, 21ec hr/Wk, 2 cr - The seminar is taken in conjunction
with a practicum experience. Seminars will address job-related concerns
such as professional ethics, confidentiality, burnout prevention, counselor
recovery, stress reduction, continuing education and CADC requirements.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
AD 9.401 ALCOHOL:USE, MISUSE AND ADDICTION, 3 lec hr/wk,
3 cr - This course presents a basic overview of addiction with the
emphasis on addiction to alcohol. A broad range of topics will be
considered - physiology, psychology, denial, intervention, treatment,
prevention, recovery, relapse, and community resources. This course is
required for students wishing to enter the program.
AD 9.404 THEORIES OF COUNSELING, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Basic
theories of counseling will be presented with emphasis on the treatment of
addiction. The developmental model of recovery will be utilized as a basis
for discussion and comparison of the various theories. Prerequisite: AD
9.401.
AD 9.408 FAMILY WORK: INTERVENTION, EDUCATION AND
COUNSELING, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course helps the student
achieve a basic understanding of the chemically dependent family system.
Attention will be given to providing appropriate methods for drawing
families into treatment. Prerequisite: AD 9,401.
AD 9.410 DRUGS: USE, MISUSE AND ADDICTION, 31ec hr/Wk, 3
cr - This course will consider current drug use and the psychological/
behavioral aspects of client misuse or addiction. Drug chemistry,
physiological effects of drug use upon the body and specific treatment
formats and techniques will be included.
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AD 9.412 WOMEN, ALCOHOL & DRUGS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr This course investigates patterns of use and abuse of alcohol and drugs by
women in our society. Models of treatment and recovery specific to the
needs of women and the relationship of substance abuse to social issues
and problems are explored.

AD 9.430 ALCOHOLAND DRUG: SPECIAL STUDIES, 3 lec hrlwk, 3
cr - This seminar will cover special topics. It may be designed for the
general public or for advanced occupational upgrading. This course is not
required and may not be substituted for any required program courses. It
may be offered for variable credit.

AD 9.415 TECHNIQUES IN ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING, 31ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - This course provides an introduction to the basic skills
required for establishing an effective professional helping relationship.
Learning will be primarily experiential in nature with an emphasis on inclass practice and feedback. Prerequisite: AD 9.401.

AD 9.431 ETHICAL AND PROFESSIONAL ISSUES, 3 lec hr/wk, 3
cr - This course will focus on ethical and legal issues relevant to the
alcohol and drug counselor. The CADC ethical standards will be included.
Prerequisite: AD 9.401.

AD 9.415AA BASIC COUNSELING SKILLS MASTERY, 11ec hr/wk,
1 cr - This course will provide the student an opportunity to
demonstrate a minimally facilative skill level in responding to client
behavior, content, feelings and meaning required for initial practicum
placement. Demonstration of mastery will take place through in-class
practice and through preparing and reviewing a videotape in class.
AD 9.417 ALCOHOLISM GROUP COUNSELING, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
- Intervention, group development, process and goals will be discussed
and role play will be used extensively. Topical areas include group
dynamics, counselor interaction, alcohol/drug agenda and managing
difficult groups. Prerequisite: AD 9.401.
AD 9.420 ADVANCED GROUP COUNSELING, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr The course is designed to provide individuals who work in the alcohol
treatment community an opportunity to focus on developing skills in
effective group counseling. Various themes and "critical issues" of
counseling alcoholics will be explored in experiential groups with the
participants working on common and difficult therapeutic problems.
Students taking this course must be involved in employment or a practicum
at a treatment facility.

AD 9.432 MULTICULTURAL COUNSELING, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr This course will focus on the diversity of populations utilizing addiction
counseling services. Emphasis will be placed on students developing
sensitivity to relevant cultural diflerences and skill in addressing them.
Prerequisite: AD 9.401.

ADT - Architectural
Drafting Technology
ADT 3.212 INTRODUCTION TO RESIDENTIAL PLANS, 1 lec hr/wk,
3 lab hr/Wk, 2 cr - Students draw existing residential plans and
study typical residential construction practices and residential plans.
Prerequisite: DRF 6.116 or department approved equivalent.
ADT 3.232 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS, 41ec hr/wk, 4
lab hr/Wk, 5 cr - Students design and draw mechanical plans for
plumbing, electrical, lighting, heating and cooling systems. Prerequisite:
DRF 6.116 or department approved equivalent.

AD 9.423 CASE MANAGEMENT AND ALCOHOLISM/DRUG
COUNSELING I, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students will study methods
for making decisions concerning goals and objectives to be reached by
clients during and after treatment. Students will write a treatment plan.
Prerequisite: AD 9.401.

ADT 3.241 BUILDING CODES/MATERIALS, 31ec hr/wk, 1 lab hrl
wk, 3 cr - Students study construction materials, land use zoning and
the Oregon Building Code. Students apply codes to the design of buildings
and to plan checking. Prerequisite: DRF 6.116 or department approved
equivalent.

AD 9.426 CASE MANAGEMENT AND ALCOHOLISM/DRUG
COUNSELINGII, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students will produce an
intake tape and an intake summary. Special emphasis will be placed on
diagnosis of addiction. Various issues concerning intakes will be
considered. Prerequisite: AD 9.401.

ADT 3.28OAA COOPERATIVE ED: ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING, 40
lab hr/Wk, 10 cr

AD 9.429 ADVANCED COUNSELING OF ALCOHOL/DRUG CLIENTS,
31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course will focus on intermediate and
advanced skills required for establishing an eflective professional helping
relationship with alcohol and drug clients. Attention will be given to
interview techniques, the facilitative dimensions, giving feedback,
maintaining empathy and rapport. confrontation, problem solving,
structuring the counseling interview, recovery and relapse, use of 12-step
recovery programs, client and counselor attitudes and values, and
counselor self-care. Learning will be primarily experiential in nature with
emphasis on in-class practice, videotapes and feedback. Prerequisites: AD
9.401, AD 9.415
AD 9.429AA ADVANCED COUNSELING SKILLS MASTERY, 11ec hrl
wk, 1 cr - This course must be taken concurrently with AD 9.429
Advanced Counseling of Alcohol/Drug Clients. The course will focus on
increasing the level of counselor functioning in the area of empathy and
communication skills. The instructors will evaluate each student to prepare
them for the counseling part of the Alcohol and Drug Counselor
Certification examination. Students will be evaluated on mastery of skills as
demonstrated by in-class practice and videotape review. The 1-credit
portion of the course will be oflered on a pass/no pass option only.

ADT 3.280AB COOPERATIVE ED: ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING·
SEMINAR, 1 lec hr/Wk, 1 c r - This is a variable credit course.
Students will work on approved job sites, where they receive as varied and
complete an experience as possible under job conditions; or students may
be assigned real or simulated jobs at PCC. The seminar supplements the
field experience through feedback sessions relating to on-the-job
experiences and the campus instructional program. Prerequisite:
Departmental approval.
ADT 3.311 SITE PLANS, 1 lec hr/Wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 2 cr Students study site development, including surveying existing grades;
locating existing and future buildings, driveways, parking and landscaping;
and drawing site plans. Prerequisite: DRF 6.116 or department approved
equivalent.
ADT 3.321 STRUCTURAL DRAFTING, 1 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2
cr - Students study and draw building sections, structural framing and
foundation plans. Prerequisite: DRF 6.116 or department approved
equivalent.
ADT 3.332 STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hr/Wk, 4
cr - Students study the sizing of wood structural members (rafters,
joists, beams, etc.), concrete foundations and structural steel framing.
Prerequisites: PCM 60 (or higher math level) and DRF 6.116 or department
approved equivalent.
ADT 3.342 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 lab hrlwk, 1
cr - Students study a variety of graphic presentation and building
design problem solving methods. Prerequisite: DRF 6.116 or department
approved equivalent.
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ADT 3.352 INTRODUCTIONTO LIGHT COMMERCIAL PLANS, 1 lec
hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Students draw existing light commercial
plans and study typical light commercial construction practices and light
commercial plans. Prerequisite: DRF 6.116 or department approved
equivalent.
ADT3.421 RESIDENTIALPLANS, 41ec hr/Wk, 121ab hr/Wk, 8 crStudents study the design of single and multi-family buildings and draw
complete sets of residential working drawings. Prerequisite:
Completion of first year or instructor's approval.
ADT 3.442 ESTIMATING AND CONTRACTS, 3 lec hr/Wk, 1 lab hrl
wk, 3 cr - Students estimate the material and labor costs of
construction and study the writing of contracts. Prerequisite: Completion of
first year or instructor's approval.
ADT 3.521 COMMERCIAL PLANS, 41ec hr/wk, 121ab hrlwk, 8 cr
- Students study the design of special and general use commercial
buildings and draw complete sets of commercial working drawings.
Prerequisite: Completion of first year or instructor's approval.
ADT 3.550 ARCHITECTlIW. HISTORY, 31ec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk,
3 cr - Students study the history of architectural design and building
construction. Prerequisite: Completion of first year or instructor's approval.
ADT 3.560 SPECIFICATIONS, 31ec hrlwk, 1 lab hrlwk, 3 cr Students write construction specifications for residential and commercial
projects. Prerequisite: Completion of first year or instructor's approval.
ADT 3.621 PROJECT PLANS, 41ec hr/wk, 121ab hrlwk, 8 cr Students will have a choice, based on career goals, of their design project.
Students will complete a set of working drawings. Prerequisite: Completion
of first year or instructor's approval.
ADT 9.200 BLUEPRINT READING, 1 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2 cr
- This course is designed to teach non-drafting students to read
architectural blueprints.
ADT 9.410 PROJECT"DRAFTINGI, 1 lec hr/wk, 41ab hrlwk, 3 cr
ADT 9.420 PROJECT DRAFTING II, 1 lec hrlwk, 41ab hrlwk, 3 cr
ADT 9.430 PROJECT DRAFTING III, 1 lec hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 3
cr - These courses are intended for special projects. The course content
will be jointly developed by the student and the instructor. Courses may be
repeated for longer projects.

AG - Agrucultural Careers
AG 9.280AA COOPERATIVEED: AGRICULTURE,40 lab hr/wk, 10 cr
- Students may work on approved job sites, where they receive as varied
and complete an experience as possible under job conditions; or students
may be assigned real or simulated jobs at PCC. This course may be taken
for variable credit. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
AG 9.807 BEEF PRODUCTIONAND MANAGEMENT, 31ec hrlwk, 2
lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Modern methods of beef production are discussed
in this course. Topics include breeds, selection, nutrition, reproduction,
artificial insemination, diseases and parasites, marketing and management.
Emphasis is placed on the development of management skills through
hands-on experience.
AG 9.808 SHEEP PRODUCTIONAND MANAGEMENT, 31ec hrlwk,
21ab hrlwk, 4 cr - This course presents a practical approach to the
fundamentals of sheep production and management. Topics include breeds,
selection, nutrition, reproduction, diseases and parasites, wool, marketing
and management. Students, through hands-on experience, will have the
opportunity to develop production and management skills.

I

AG 9.809 SWINE PRODUCTION, 3 lec hrlwk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 cr
- Fundamentals of modern swine production are presented in this
course. Discussion of topics such as breeds, selection, nutrition,
reproduction, health, marketing and management introduces the student to
the basics of the swine industry. Management skills are developed through
hands-on experience.
AG 9.810 DAIRY PRODUCTION, 31ec hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
- This course will encompass many facets of the dairy industry such
as nutrition, reproduction, health, selection and breeding, milking
machines, housing, records, as well as marketing and promotion.
Students will develop an understanding of principles and
current practices through the use of field trips, guest lecturers and
cooperation with local producers.
AG 9.811 BASIC ANIMAL SCIENCE, 21ec hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 3
cr - This is an introductory course to the livestock industry and the
various species of large animal livestock. Students become familiar with
livestock terminology, breeds, production systems, basic management
practices, and animal products and by-products. Lab sessions introduce
the student to Iivestock production systems and producers.
AG 9.812 HORSE CAREAND MANAGEMENT, 21ec hr/wk, 21ab
hr/wk, 3 cr - This is an introductory level course designed for
students interested in developing an understanding of horsemanship and
skills in horse care. Areas which will be discussed include breed selection,
nutrition, health, disease and management. Labs and field trips provide the
student an opportunity to gain hands-on experience and expose the student
to various phases of the horse industry.
AG 9.813 LIVESTOCKSELECTIONAND EVALUATION, 41ec hrlwk,
3 cr - This course will develop an understanding and appreciation of
the use of live animals and carcass evaluation procedures and production
records in a selection program for beef cattle, dairy cattle, sheep, swine,
and horses. Information obtained in the course will be applied and
practiced to develop skills in the selection and evaluation of animals of
each species.
AG 9.814 ADVANCED LIVESTOCK SELECTION, 21ec hrlwk, 2 lab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students further develop their knowledge and skills in
livestock selection and evaluation. Emphasis is placed on actual judging of
animals, production and performance records, and oral reasons. Students
will participate in intercollegiate livestock judging competition
Prerequisite: AG 9.813.
AG 9.815 FORAGEAND CROP PRODUCTION, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab
hr/wk, 4 cr - Fundamentals of crop identification and growth
characteristics, management and identification of weeds and pests,
fertilization, tillage and crop rotation, as well as harvest and storage of
agricultural commodities, are presented in this course.

AM - Automotive
Service Technology
AM 3.400 UNIT 0: AUTO PARTSCLERK, 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Students work in the school automotive parts and tool control facility and
study how to purchase, store and issue parts manuals; procure parts, tools
and supplies; and inventory and maintain records.
AM 3.401 UNIT 1: ENGINEREPAIR I, 25 lab hrlwk, 4 cr Students disassemble and reassemble an operable laboratory engine to
study its basic functions, how to clean and replace engine parts and to
determine engine wear and causes of wear. Students study the purpose and
function of an engine's lubrication and cooling systems.
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AM 3.402 UNIT 2: ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS I, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr
- This course covers electrical theory, schematic symbols and work with
batteries, starters and test equipment.
AM 3.403 UNIT 3: ENGINE PERFORMANCE I • DIAGNOSTIC, 25 lab
hr/wk, 4 cr - Introduces students to minor procedures, including
battery voltage testing, compression testing, primary and secondary
ignition circuit servicing, minor carburetor adjustment, adjustment of idle
speed and mixture, and electronic ignition theory and testing. Prerequisite:
Unit 2.
AM 3.404 UNIT 4: STEERING AND SUSPENSION SYSTEMS I, 25 lab
hr/wk, 4 cr - Students work on alignment and suspension systems
and other factors contributing to roadability. Students study alignment
angles and correction, wheel balancing, rear wheel tracking and work with
suspension components, steering gears and wheel bearings.
AM 3.405 UNIT 5: BRAKE SYSTEMS I, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr Students study machine drums and rotors; disassemble and reassemble
master cylinders and wheel cylinders; assemble backing plate components;
grease seals, and perform rear axle service.
AM 3.406 UNIT 6: HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, 25
lab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students work on both component parts of
automotive air conditioners and on approved customer automobiles. Work
includes testing air conditioning systems and repairing electrical/vacuum
circuits.
AM 3.407 UNIT 7: MANUAL DRIVE TRAIN AND AXLES, 25 lab hr/
wk, 4 cr - Students use laboratory equipment to disassemble,
assemble, diagnose, service and repair the following: clutches, manual
drive train, final drive, drive line assemblies and rear axle assemblies.
AM 3.408 UNIT 8: INTRO TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS I, 25 lab hr/
wk, 4 cr - Students gain basic skills in tool usage, technical English,
precision measurement and textbook usage as they overview the engine,
cooling and lubrication systems. This course is recommended for nonnative speakers of English, those entering automotive as a non-traditional
career, or other interested students.
AM 3.409 UNIT 9: FUEL SYSTEMS I, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr Students work with fuel pumps, carburetors, air filters and diagnostic
meters; perform tests, diagnose, service and perform repairs on fuel
systems.
AM 3.411 UNIT 11: ENGINE REPAIR II, 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Students work on live laboratory engines and study the repair of cylinder
head assemblies and all internal components. Also, students study the
theory, repair and maintenance of engines. Prerequisite: Unit 1.
AM 3.412 UNIT 12: ELECTRICAL II, 25 lab hrlwk, 4 cr Students read schematics and work on charging systems and accessories,
including alternators, regulators, instruments and lighting circuits.
Prerequisite: Unit2.
AM 3.413 UNIT 13: EMISSION CONTROLSYSTEMS, 25 lab hr/Wk,
4 cr - Students work on emission controls and on approved customer
automobiles. Students test, diagnose, service and repair crankcase
systems, exhaust systems and fuel vaporization systems. Prerequisites:
Units 1, 2, 3 and 9.
AM 3.414 UNIT 14: STEERING AND SUSPENSION SYSTEMS II, 25
lab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students work on approved customer automobiles
to diagnose steering and suspension problems; properly align front and
rear ends; check frame alignments; repair and/or replace faulty steering
system parts; balance wheels; and diagnose tire wear, stability and
suspension problems. Prerequisite: Unit 4.
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AM 3.415 UNIT 15: BRAKE SYSTEMS II, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr Students do brake system service on approved customer cars. They will do
comprehensive brake systems inspections, analyze customer complaints
and, with the instructor's help, make a diagnosis. Decisions are made about
brake system procedures according to state and federal laws. Prerequisite:
Unit 5.
AM 3.417 UNIT 17: AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION/TRANSAXLE I, 25
lab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students work on automatic transmissionltransaxle
and study how to trace the power flow, diagnose problems, disassemble,
inspect and evaluate, make parts and cost analysis, clean and layout
components, reassemble and adjust transmission, and test transmissions.
AM 3.418 UNIT 18: INTRO TO AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS II, 25 lab
hr/wk, 4 cr - Students gain basic knowledge of the brake system, the
electrical system and the fuel system. Students study basic repair
procedures and usage of test equipment.
AM 3.419 UNIT 19: FUEL SYSTEMS II, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr Students work on approved customer automobiles to diagnose and service
carburetors and fuel injector systems. In addition, students develop skills in
component replacement such as fuel pumps and fuel tanks. Prerequisite:
Unit 9.
AM 3.422 UNIT 22: ELECTRICAL III, 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Students work on approved customer automobiles and study how to
diagnose customers' complaints; read schematics; use test equipment;
perform satisfactory wire connections; replace electrical components; test,
repair and/or replace electrical units. Prerequisites: Units 2,12.
AM 3.423 UNIT 23: ENGINE PERFORMANCE II • DIAGNOSTIC AND
REPAIR, 25 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Students work on approved customer
automobiles to determine the causes of malfunctions, and correct
malfunctions and return vehicles to manufacturer's specifications.
Prerequisites: Units 1, 2, 3, 9,13,19.
AM 3.424 UNIT 24: STEERING AND SUSPENSION SYSTEMS III, 25
lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Students work on approved customer automobiles
to diagnose steering and suspension problems; properly align front and
rear ends; check frame alignments; repair and/or replace faulty steering
system parts; balance wheels; and diagnose tire wear; stability and
suspension problems. Prerequisite: UnitS.
AM 3.425 UNIT 25: BRAKE SYSTEMS III, 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Students work on approved customer automobiles to diagnose customer's
complaints, analyze costs, repair and/or replace faulty brakes or related
parts, and utilize safety check sheets. Prerequisite: UnitS.
AM 3.427 UNIT 27: AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONITRANSAXLE II,
25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students work on approved customer
automobiles diagnosing and servicing components of the automatic
transmission/transaxle. Prerequisite: Unit17.
AM 3.433 UNIT 33: ENGINE PERFORMANCE III· DIAGNOSTIC AND
REPAIR, 25 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - This unit is a continuation of Unit 23.
Prerequisites: Units 1, 2, 3, 9,13,23.
AM 3.441 UNIT 41: DIAGNOSIS AND REPAIR I, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr
AM 3.442 UNIT 42: DIAGNOSIS AND REPAIR II, 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
AM 3.443 UNIT 43: DIAGNOSIS AND REPAIR III, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4
cr - Students work on approved customer automobiles to diagnose
customer's complaints; estimate costs; make electrical, chassis, drive train
and/or comfort system repairs: read and properly use schematics and
manuals; and make repairs to manufacturer's specifications. Prerequisites:
All other units except Unit O.

AP -Aviation
Maintenance Technology

AP 3.217 ENGINE THEORY, 30 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students study
aircraft reciprocating engine theory and how to use manufacturers'
publications. An introduction to the engine shop and procedures used
during engine overhaul are included.

AP 3.101AA INTRO TO A & P, 30 lab hr/wk 4 cr - The course
contains entry testing in mathematics, reading and interpretation skills and
manipulative skills, major safety lectures and check-outs on most
equipme.nt.use~ throughout the program, legal definitions and vocabulary
of the aviation Industry. As shop projects, many "tools of the trade" are
produced by the student while developing shop skills.

AP 3.218 ENGINE INSTALLATION& INSPECTION, 30 lab hr/wk, 4
cr - Students study how to properly install an aircraft reciprocating
engine and to inspect the powerplant installation in its entirety including
exhaust systems, engine instnumentation, lubrication systems and control
systems.

AP 3.202 BASIC ELECTRICITY, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Students
study measurement of capacitance and inductance; calculate and measure
electrical power: measure v?ltage..current, resistance, continuity and
leakage; determine the relationship of voltage, current and resistance in
elec~ricalcirc~its; read and interpret electrical circuit diagrams; inspect and
service baneries.
A~ 3.204 F.A.R. & RElATED SUBJECTS, 30 lab hr/wk, 4 cr T~ls class prese.ntsFederal Aviation Regulations as they pertain to the
Alrc~a~ Mechanic as.well as some "action" learning having to do with the
servIcing and operation of the aircraft on the ground.

AP 3.220 PROPELLERS,30 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students study
propeller theory and repair within limitations imposed by FAA Regulation
Part 65, propeller control and auxiliary systems such as anti-ice and
synchronizing.
AP 3.221AA TURBINE ENGINE THEORY AND OVERHAUL, 30 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - The student studies general theory pertinent to all turbine
engines, but does not become expert in anyone design. Overhaul is limited
to minor disassembly because of the complex nature and extreme cost of
the turbine engine.
AP 3.223 IGNITION SYSTEMS, 30 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students
study magneto theory and overhaul practices as well as the relationships of
the complete ignition system to the powerplant and its operation.

AP 3.205 A & P APPUED MATH, 30 lab hrlwk 4 cr - The
introduction class (AP 3.101AA) includes testing and'recommendations to
the student about math requirements prior to entry in this and some other
cl~ses. This is not a traditional math class but one where existing math
skills are used to perform certain operations in aircraft maintenance and
record keeping. Some basic principles in physics are also discussed.

AP 3.224 FUEL METERING SYSTEMS, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr Students study the many methods used in the aviation industry to move air
and fuel into and through an engine in a ratio that will produce safe and
efficient engine operation under widely varying conditions

AP 3.206 MATERIAL & PROCESSES, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr Students study many general procedures used in the manufacture and
maintsnance of aircraft. These procedures are equally applicable to both the
Airframe and Powerplant Mechanics ratings and should be learned prior to
entry into either the Airframe or Powerplant areas.

AP 3.303 A & P ELECTRICITY, 30 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students
study engine electrical system components; install, check and service
airframe/engine electrical wiring, controls, switches, indicators and
protective devices; inspect, check, troubleshoot, service and repair
alternating current and direct current electrical systems.

AP 3.208 WELDING, SOLDERING & BRAZING, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr
- Students.study processes and methods used in manufacture and repair
~f weld.ablealrcraft stnuctures and components. Limited skill development
IS required In oxy-acetylene welding of tubular steel structures and
soldering of various components.

AP 3.307 AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - This class
is an airframe class offered with prerequisite requirements in electricity,
math and physics Those students not having completed AP 3.101AA, AP
3202, AP 3303 and AP 3205 should contact the instnuctor prior to
signing up for this class. Students use many of the math, physics and
electrical skills developed earlier to study systems used on board actual
aircraft.

AP 3.209 ASSEMBLY & RIGGING, 30 lab hrJwk, 4 cr - Students
study methods of assembly and rigging commonly used in preparation of
both fixed and rotary wing aircraft for a safe test flight. analyze test flight
reports and recommended rigging corrections necessary to produce a safe
and efficient aircraft. A good knowledge of aircraft weight. balance and
aerodynamic relationships is recommended but not mandatory
AP 3.210 AIRCRAFT FINISHES, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Students
study methods of removing finishes, performing corrosion proofing
operations and painting aircraft and aircraft components Inspection and
recovering operations for fabric aircraft are also studied
AP 3.211 BONDEDAIRCRAFT STRUCTURES, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr
- Students study how to inspect and perform limited repairs to wood
air~raft stnuctures. Modern technology bonded structures, such as the
various honeycomb and laminated structures, are also covered
AP 3.212 SHEET METAL, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr -Students study
methods used to perform sheet metal repairs to aircraft and methods of
forming repair parts for damaged aircraft.
AP 3.215 AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES & INSPECTION, 30 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - Students study the numerous structural designs in use in the
aviation industry and how to inspect the aircraft to assure continued
operation in the "as engineered" configuration. This course contains the
majority of the lecture information for the sheet metal and other airframe
stnucture classes and is a strongly recommended prerequisite

AP 3.313 HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS & LANDING GEAR, 30 lab hrlwk
4 cr - Students study inspection and repair of landing gear and
'
hydraulic system components used on aircraft.
AP 3.314 INSTRUMENT, COMMUNICATIONS & NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Students study basic information
about the function and internal workings of instrument. communication
navigation and autopilot systems used on modern aircraft. This class is'
used to develop skills necessary to maintain complex aircraft of current
times.
AP 3.319 ENGINE OVERHAUL& LUBE, 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr Students study how to disassemble, clean, inspect and reassemble a
runable aircraft engine Oil system analysis and some component repair
procedures are also studied.
AP 3.322AA TOP OVERHAUL-ENGINEMACHINE SHOP, 30 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Students study machine and overhaul processes which
pertain to the top overhaul of the engine.
AP 3.416 AIRFRAME: FAA EXAM PREPARATION, 30 lab hr/wk 4
cr - St~dents review all general and airframe classes during this module
In preparatlon.f0r .the complex testing procedures that are required during
the FAA Certification process for Aviation Mechanics
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AP 3.425 POWER PLANT: FAA EXAM PREPARATION, 30 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - Students review all general and powerplant classes during this
module in preparation for the complex testing procedures that are required
during the FAA Certification process for Aviation Mechanics.
AP 3.526 A & P SElF STUDYITUTORIAL, 30 lab hr/wk, 4 cr -A
three week or longer period for a student to self-study certain titled classes
during times when the class is not being offered, or to work with a tutor
specialist or instructor on specific problem areas. This class is optional and
is not required for program completion. Permission is required from the
departmental representative prior to registration in this course.
AP 3.527 A & P MAKEUP,. 30 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - A three week or
longer period for the student to make up time missed during the titled
classes. (FAR. Pt. 147 requires the school to offer a means of making up
missed time.) This class is also used to make up incomplete grades. This
class is optional and is not required for program completion Permission is
required from the departmental representative prior to registration in this
course.
AP 3.528 A & P SHOP PRACTICE, 30 lab hr/wk, 4 cr -A three
week or longer period for students in FAA approved program to work on
projects of their choice to gain experience where they wish to be better
qualified upon job entry. This class period also offers the opportunity for
persons outside the FAA approved program to develop skills in specific
problem areas prior to FAA testing. Those persons should have experience
requirements certified by the FAA prior to entry. Permission is required
from the departmental representative prior to registration in this course.
AP 3.529 ROTARY WING MAINTENANCE, 30 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr This course is offered in three week modules and is designed to provide
basic knowledge about helicopters and hands-on experience. Students
should have either an A&P license or equivalent experience before entering.
A&P program students may register during one of the last phases of their
program. This course is not required for completion of the FAA approved
certificate program.

ART -Art
ART 195 BASIC DESIGN, 11ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 2 cr
ART 196 BASIC DESIGN, 1 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 2 cr
ART 197 BASIC DESIGN, 11ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 2 cr These beginning courses in art emphasize elements of design (line, shape,
space, value, texture) and principles of organization. In ART 195, students
solve a series of two-dimensional design problems. In ART 196, students
study color theory and work with problems related to understanding the use
of color. In ART 197, students solve a series of three-dimensional design
problems.
ART 198 GALLERY DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT, 21ec hr/wk, 2
lab hrlwk, 3 cr - This course is designed to provide students with
contact and experience in the practical aspects of working in an art gallery.
Students are responsible for installing and taking down exhibits,
developing communications and publicity for gallery events, and
maintainirg equipment and supplies.
ART 199AA INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS IN THE
ARTS, 1 lec hr/wk, 41ab h rlwk, 3 cr - Computer graphics is a
course that explores the graphics capabilities of the computer. Students
will use Amiga computers with over 4,000 colors. They will become
familiar with a paint program and create pictures that will be printed on an
ink jet, thermal or dot matrix printer. This course is for anyone interested in
learning to use the computer as a tool for making art. No computer
experience is necessary.
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ART 201 SURVEY OF VISUAL ARTS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
ART 202 SURVEY OF VISUAL ARTS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
ART 203 SURVEY OF VISUAL ARTS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - The
primary purpose of these courses is to increase understanding and
enjoyment of the visual arts. The student will be i~volved in seeing, talkin,9
and reading about various visual art forms and Will become acquainted With
the visual elements and organizational principles used by the artist in
drawing, painting, sculpture, ceramics, fabrics, printing, graphics, film,
television, architecture and other visual media.
ART 204 HISTORY OF WESTERN ART, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
ART 205 HISTORY OF WESTERN ART, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
ART 206 HISTORY OF WESTERN ART, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Using western art as a reflection of man's interaction with his environment,
students view, analyze and compare many art forms in a historical context.
In ART 204, students study Prehistoric, Egyptian, Mesopotamian and
Aegean/Greek art. ART 205 covers late AntiQuitylRoman, Early Christian
and Medieval art. In ART 206, students study Renaissance and Baroque art.
ART 207 HISTORY OF ORIENTAL ART, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
ART 208 HISTORY OF ORIENTAL ART, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
ART 209 HISTORY OF ORIENTAL ART, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students explore the cultures and art of the Far East from earliest times to
the dawn of the modern age. ART 207 focuses on early Asiatic cultures. In
ART 208, students study the rise of Buddhist art in India and its influence
throughout Asia. ART 209 covers Chinese and Japanese national styles.
ART 217 LETTERING (CALLIGRAPHY), 3 lab hr/wk, 1 cr Students study and demonstrate lettering principles, techniques and
functions, and discuss the traditions and historical development of letters.
During fall term students study the Roman alphabet. lower and upper case.
Winter term the focus is on the italic alphabet, lower and upper case.
Spring term the carolingian and uncial alphabet styles are studied. The
practical and creative uses of calligraphy will be covered each term in
connection with class projects and assignments.
ART 217AA ADVANCED LETTERING AND SEMINAR, 41ab hr/Wk,
2 cr - Students study the lettering techniques and shop practices
necessary for actual production of calligraphic and drawn letters on a
commercial basis. Work involves problem solvi ng activities the
professional calligrapher is apt to encounter on the job. Prerequisite: Two
terms of ART 217 or instructor's permission.
ART 225 MODERN ART HISTORY· 19TH CENTURY ART IN
EUROPE, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr
ART 226 MODERN ART HISTORY· EARLY 20TH CENTURY ART, 3
lec hr/Wk, 3 cr
ART 227 MODERN ART HISTORY· ART SINCE 1945, 31ec hrlwk,
3 cr - These courses are designed to acquaint students visually and
conceptually with various aspects of visual art from the French ReVOlution
in 1789 to the present.
ART 255 CERAMICS, 61ab hr/wk, 3 cr - This course exposes
students to all aspects of introductory clay processes: care and preparation
of clay; development of ideas, skills and understandings related to
explori ng the possibilities of worki ng with clay on and off the potter's
wheel; glaze design, development and application; and kiln firing using
electric oxidation, gas reduction, raku and woodfiring kilns.
Accommodation is provided in a second year section of ART 255 for the
continued growth of students who have completed three or more terms of
ceramics. Students may begin ceramics any term. Most Oregon State
System colleges and universities accept nine transfer credits of ART 255.
ART 290 PAINTING, 61ab hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students study and
demonstrate various processes of painting in Oils and Acrylics and examine
the nature of painting materials, the application of basic color theory and
the concepts that apply to personal growth as a painter. Most Oregon State
System colleges and universities accept nine transfer credits of ART 290.

ART 290AA UFE AND FIGURE COMPOSITION (PAINTING), 6 lab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study and paint the human form from
professional models in order to acquire knowledge of the human figure as
expressed in art. Emphasis is on growth and development of individual
concepts in painting. Prerequisites: Six hours of painting (grade C or
better) and instructor's permission. Most Oregon State System colleges and
universities accept nine transfer credits of ART 290M.
ART 291 DRAWING, 61ab hr/Wk, 3 er - Students explore different
ways of seeing and drawing and examine basic drawing techniques and
materials. Emphasis is on growth and development of individual concepts
in drawing. Most Oregon State System colleges and universities accept
nine transfer credits of ART 291.
ART 291AA UFE AND FIGURE COMPOSITION (DRAWING), 61ab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study and draw the human form from
professional models. Applying various drawing techniques, students study
the structure, fomn and proportions of the human figure. Emphasis is upon
personal growth as an artist with attention to composition. Most Oregon
State System colleges and universities accept nine transfer credits of ART
291M.
ART 292 WATERCOLOR, 41ab hr/wk, 2 cr - Students study and
demonstrate techniques and processes in watercolor with special attention
to its varied characteristics as a painting medium. Subject matter may
include the human figure, still life and landscape. Most Oregon State
System colleges and universities accept six transfer credits of ART 292.
ART 293 SCULPTURE, 61ab hr/Wk, 3 cr - This course provides
an introduction to creating sculptural forms from models and imagination
using clay, plaster, wood and metal. Students study sculptural processes
such as modeling, molding, casting, carving and welding Most Oregon
State System colleges and universities accept nine transfer credits of ART
293.

ATH - Anthropology
ATH 101 GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY: PHYSICAL· HUMAN ORIGINS
& DIVERSITY, 31ec hrlw k, 3 er - Physical anthropology and the
study of human biological evolution is presented within the context of
modern genetics and primate behavior studies. An understanding of the
human fossil record is achieved as well as an appreciation of the diversity
and commonality of present and past races of humankind. The origins of
the human cultural adaptation are contrasted with human biological
adaptations.
ATH 102 GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY: ARCHEOLOGY·
PREHISTORIC CULTURES, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr -Introduces the
student to the methods and techniques utilized by archeologists to locate
and analyze the evidence for the development of human culture. The course
provides a survey of world prehistory with emphasis on the development of
social complexity and prehistoric origins of agriculture that precede both
new and old world state developments.
ATH 103 GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURAL·
CONTEMPORARY PEOPLES, 3 lae hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students study
and discuss modern human cultures and the elements that operate within
the organization of any society. Students analyze a variety of ethnographic
examples from various world cultures to understand the diverse aspects of
language, technology, economy, social structure, governance, religion,
world views and expressive aspects of life.
ATH 207 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURE CONCEPTS, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students will examine the divisions of anthropology, the
concept of culture, the importance of culture in human adaptive strategies
and the use of the comparative approach to explain cultural similarities and
differences in our constantly evolving world system.

ATH 208 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURES OF THE WORLD,
31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - Introduces the student to ethnographic
descriptions of a representative sample of the cultural variations present
among contemporary peoples. Cross-cultural and contextual comparision
of various subsistence systems (hunting and gathering, horticulture,
pastoralism. agriculture and industrialism) and levels of sociopolitical
integration (band, tribe. chiefdom, state and peasant communities) will be
explored.
ATH 209 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: CULTURAL GROWTH &
CHANGE, 3 lae hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students examine the processes of
cultural growth and change. the development of contemporary
anthropological theory and the rapidly growing fields within applied
anthropology. Ethnographic techniques are presented so students may
util ize them to examine the changing culture of our complex society.
ATH 21048 SELECTED TOPICS IN ETHNOLOGY: PEOPLES OF THE
PACIFIC, 3 lae hr/Wk, 3 er - This course introduces the peoples of
the Pacific area, their life styles and interaction with their environments.
Students will explore ethnographic data on the diversity of Pacific cultures
to broaden their understanding and appreciation of the varied human
adaptations in this part of the world.
ATH 2111NTRO TO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY: GENERAL SURVEY, 31ec
hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4 er
ATH 2121NTRO TO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY: EXCAVATION, 31ec hrl
wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 er
ATH 2131NTRO TO FIELD ARCHEOLOGY: ANALYSIS, 31ec hr/Wk,
2 lab hr/Wk, 4 er - This three term sequence introduces students to
the "hands-on" process of "doing" archeology and presents the range of
archeological concerns ATH 211 includes a general survey of the
approaches and goals of archeological research. Special emphasis will be
placed on site location, survey techniques and pre-excavation preparation.
ATH 212 focuses on the techniques of excavation and processes common
to the excavation of prehistoric and historic sites in North America.
Students will have the opportunity to develop and test a research design by
participating in the field excavation process. ATH 213 is designed to
provide students with actual experience in processing and analyzing
archeological field data from cleaning and accessing artifacts to report
preparation. Prerequisite: Departmental approval or ATH 102.
ATH 214 MAN & HIS ENVIRONMENT: ECOLOGICALASPECTS, 3
lee hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students will examine the ecological relationships
between human societies and their natural environments. The course
clarifies the human's biological relatedness to the world's natural
ecosystems and then presents a look at the ensuing disruptions in nature
and in human cultures.
ATH 215 MAN & HIS ENVIRONMENT: ENERGY CONSIDERATION, 3
lee hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students explore the issue of energy, both in
ecological terms and in terms of human utilization of energy The course
presents the ramifications of the energy crisis from the perspective of the
individual energy user, consumer and transformer. Worldwide
consequences of energy consumption and use are explored.
ATH 216 MAN & HIS ENVIRONMENT: PRODUCTIVITY, 31ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Students examine human productivity and its environmental
effects in industrial societies and compare this with more traditional
societies. A critical analysis of energy consumption and use in our society
is presented.
ATH 230 NATIVE AMERICANS OF OREGON, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
ATH 231 NATIVE AMERICANS OF THE NORTHWEST, 31ec hr/Wk,
3 cr
ATH 232 NATIVE NORTH AMERICANS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
sequence is designed to serve as an introduction to and an appreciation of
the diversity of native North Americans. The student will survey
ethnographic, linguistic and archeological data to better understand the
origin and adaptive development of this rich cultural heritage in the past as
well as continued contribution to modern American life.
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ATH 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: ANTHROPOLOGY, 12 lab hr/wk, 3
cr
ATH 280AB COOPERATIVE ED: ANTHROPOLOGY· SEMINAR, 1 lec
hr/wk, 1 cr - These courses enable students to extend their
knowledge of anthropology through work in settings which provide learning
experiences that are not available in the classroom but which supplement
classroom learning. The seminar provides a basis for the instructor to
supervise the student's learning in the work setting and to coordinate it with
what the student has learned or is learni ng in other on-campus
anthropology courses. Seminars may be individual or small group sessions
with the instructor.
ATH 298 INDEPENDENT STUDY: ANTHROPOLOGY, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - The course offers students individualized study at an advanced
level in areas of anthropology not considered in other courses to meet
special interests or program requirements. Students complete a term
project and readings approved by the instructor. Prior study of
anthropology is recommended and consent of the instructor is required.

controlling as well as factors contributing to change in present management
approaches. Prerequisite: BA 101 or consent of instructor.
BA 209 ACCOUNTING APPLICATIONS: MICROCOMPUTERS, 3 lec
hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 3 cr - Microcomputer applications in
accounting, using both integrated accounting packages and spreadsheet
software. Includes general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable,
payroll and depreciation. Prerequisite: BA 2.101, BA 211 or consent of
instructor.
BA 211 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr The study of financial accounting theory, to include the accounting cycle,
the analysis and recording of transactions, and the reporting of financial
information in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Prerequisites: PCM 30 or PCM 60; qualify for WR 121.
BA 212 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING II, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - A
continuation of financial accounting (BA 211), with an emphasis on theory
and practice. Prerequisite: BA 211.

ATH 299 SPECIAL STUDIES: ANTHROPOLOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- Special topics, activities, or projects in an area of anthropology not
usually covered in depth in other anthroplogy courses. Prior study in
anthropology is recommended. Instructor approval may be required.

BA 213 PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING III, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr The study of cosVvolume/profit relationships, manufacturing costs, relevant
costs, managerial planning, budgeting, and responsibility accounting.
Prerequisite: BA 212 and peM 60.

ATH 29910 SPECIAL STUDIES: CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
THROUGH FILM, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Provides a cross-cultural
survey of the human experience through the medium of ethnographic film.
The anthropological perspective is introduced and students are given an
opportunity to apply it to a wide variety of human beliefs and behaviors.

BA 215 BASIC COST ACCOUNTING, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Cost
accounting concepts and techniques employed in the accumulation and
reporting of manufacturing cost data. It includes process cost, joint and byproduct costing, standard cost (material, labor, overhead), and analysis of
variances. Prerequisite: BA 212.

BA -

Business Administration

BA 101 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr Topics such as business environment, management, organization,
marketing, finance, accounting and data processing are discussed in an
introductory manner.
BA 113 CREDIT PROCEDURES, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students
study the primary objectives of credit management: how to minimize bad
debt losses and maximize sales volume. The course stresses the need for
investigating credit applicants, establishing credit limits and following
orderly collection procedures used in business today. Prerequisite: PCM
30.
BA 131 COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS, 41ec hrlwk, 1 lab hrlwk, 4
cr - Students are introduced to general computer principles and
information processing concepts with emphasis on various business
applications. Prerequisite: BA 101, BA 2.101 or an accounting course.
BA 160 PURCHASING I, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students study the
fundamentals of purchasing, including the processing function, purchasing
policies, procedures and systems, legal aspects of purchasing, public
relations and purchasing ethics, source selection and evaluation, and
inventory management.
BA 161 PURCHASING II, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study
quantity determination and control, pricing considerations in purchasing,
traffic and transportation, surplus, salvage and scrap disposal, and public
purchasing. Prerequisite: BA 160 or instructor's consent.
BA 203 INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, 3 lec hrl
wk, 3 cr - The course is a survey of the institutions, environments,
forces and problems that are involved when businesses operate in foreign
economies. The primary emphasis will be in international marketing.
BA 206 MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr This course provides an introduction to business management theory,
including the basic functions of planning, organizing, directing and
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BA 218 PERSONALFINANCE, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr - This course
studies the role of the consumer in our economy, problems of financing
family and individual needs, including budgeting, banking relationships,
charge accounts, installment buying, insurance, wills, real estate investing
and personal taxes.
BA 222 FINANCE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This course presents the
major areas of finance: Short-term and long-term moneys, cash flows,
securities, working capital management, financial planning, managing
funds and evaluation of financial alternatives. See Accounting program for
guide to accounting sequence. Prerequisites: BA 212 and PCM 60.
BA 223 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course provides a general knowledge of marketing with emphasis on buyer
behavior, marketing research, marketing mix, distribution, personal selling,
advertising and pricing. The course also touches on national and
international market analysis and future trends in a consumer-oriented
society. Prerequisite: BA 101.
BA 224 PERSONNELMANAGEMENT, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course discusses the principles of employee welfare and working
conditions. Includes the recruitment, selection and placement of
employees, personnel functions and supervisory functions of the human
resource director.
BA 226 BUSINESS LAW, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr -In this course,
students evaluate facts and circumstances involving business law and
matters governing and affecting the law of contracts. Students also study
how to apply basic principles of business law (including the Uniform
Commercial Code) to the governing of business activities.
BA 227 BUSINESS LAW II, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This course is a
continuation of Business Law. It will allow students to pursue further
advanced legal topics in business law. Topics to be covered include
Agency, Property Law, Sales Transactions, Business Organization, and
Government Regulations. Prerequisite: BA 226.
BA 238 SALES, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course offers a blend of
practicality and theory relating to industrial, commercial and retail sales.
Students demonstrate and practice basic sales techniques, explore
communication and motivation as they relate to selling, and examine the
function of sales relative to the total marketing program.

BA 239 ADVERTISING, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study the
basics of planning, creating, using and placing advertising in the business
world. This course reviews the entire field of advertising as a basis for
students who select advertising as a career or as an integral part of a
marketing program.
BA 242 INTRODUCTION TO INVESTMENTS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr This course involves the study of securities, investment concepts and
economic trends for the private investor. The course will also cover
investment objectives, portfolios, corporate securities and securities
markets.
BA 244 INTRODUCTION TO RECORDS MANAGEMENT, 3 lec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Students study the life cycle of records. All media are
examined from creation through processing, maintenance, retention,
retrieval and protection to disposition. Responsibilities of the records
manager are considered as they relate to each subsystem of the total
records management program and to the needs of all types of
organizations.
BA 249 RETAIUNG, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This course presents an
overview of retailing and its function in the total marketing concept.
Students study target markets, retailing marketing mix and techniques used
in modern retailing.
BA 250 SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr This course is designed for students and prospective small business
owners and managers. It emphasizes the general functions, procedures and
specific subject areas related to initiating, organizing and operating a
successful small business. Small Business Management is designed to
supply background for the student interested in owning and/or operating
his or her own small business. Prerequisite: BA 101, BA 211, or instructor
approval.
BA 251 OFFICE MANAGEMENT, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
introductory course offers a study of the organizing, planning, leading and
controlling functions of an office and the resulting role and responsibilities
of the olfice manager. Prerequisite: BA 101.
BA 256 INCOME TAX, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students study how to
prepare federal individual returns and are introduced to partnership and
corporate taxation.
BA 271 ANALYZING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Students use basic principles and methods of analysis to interpret
financial and operating reports of businesses as the basis for appraising the
operational efficiency, investment value and credit rating of particular firms.
SeeAccounting program for guide to accounting sequence Prerequisite:
BA 212.
BA 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: MERCHANDISING, 121ab hrlwk, 3
cr
BA 280AB COOPERATIVE ED: MERCHANDISING· SEMINAR, 11ec
hr/wk, 1 cr
BA 280AC COOPERATIVE ED: ACCOUNTING, 121ab hr/wk, 3 cr
BA 280AD COOPERATIVE ED: ACCOUNTING· SEMINAR, 11ec hrl
wk, 1 cr
BA 280AG COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: MANAGEMENT, 121ab hrl
wk, 3 cr
BA 280AH COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: MANAGEMENT·
SEMINAR, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr - Cooperative Education provides
relevant field experience in an on-the-job environment in business,
industry, or public agencies. Students work in jobs related to their college
programs. This field experience allows students to apply the knowledge and
skills developed in their on-eampus program and to explore career options.
In the seminar s'~~ents prepare resumes, job descriptions, and plans for
training objectives with employer's and teacher-eoordinator's approval. The
seminar supplements the field experience portion of the course through
feedback sessions, instruction in job-related areas, and linkages to the
student's on-eampus pronrem. Prerequisite: Students must have their job
site approved by the instructor prior to registration.

BA 285 BUSINESS RELATIONS, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students
develop a better understanding of the human side of organizations:
Motivation, communications, the nature of prejudice, policies and
procedures, and keys to promotion and future di rection.
BA 299 SPECIAL STUDIES: ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS, 3 lec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Topics include working capital accounts, internal control
and statements from incomplete records. Emphasis is on problem solving
techniques. SeeAccounting program for guide to Accounting sequence.
Prerequisite: BA 212 or instructor's consent.
BA 2.101 INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr This course presents double entry bookkeeping as related to service
businesses. Material includes general ledger, worksheets, financial
statements, payroll, petty cash and bank reconciliations. This course will
not substitute for BA 211. See Accounting associate degree program for
guide to accounting sequence.
BA 2.215 INTRODUCTION TO BUYING, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course will cover buying procedures, sources of supply, buying plans,
budgeting, stock and inventory control, and sound merchandising
management. During the term the student will develop a model stock plan
for a retail specialty store.
BA 2.265 INTRODUCTION TO ESCROW, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course offers a basic knowledge of escrow proceedings for persons
interested in pursuing a career in the escrow field. Particular attention is
given to the legal and ethical responsibilities of persons engaged in escrow
work. The material covered should be of value to all those involved either
directly or indirectly in escrow, real estate or lending activities.
BA 2.266 ESCROW PROCEDURES, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course outlines the day-to-day operation of the escrow office. Emphasis is
on real estate escrows, and some personal property and bulk sales are also
covered. Subordinations, sales escrow, lease-hold escrow, loan escrow,
exchange escrow and various legal documents are covered.
BA 2.267 ESCROW PROBLEMS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course
treats the closing of more complex transactions such as exchanges,
apartments, mobile homes, condominiums, business sales, sub-divisions
and lot releases. Emphasis is on customer relations and on title problems
such as tax liens, judgments, assessments, mechanic's liens and second
mortgages. Prerequisites: BA 2.265 and BA 2.266 or one year's experience
in closing
BA 2.317 VISUAL MERCHANDISING, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr -In this
course, students study how to apply principles of line and design to
merchandise display and how to treat problems of space utilization,
improvisation, seasonal display, lighting and organization of merchandise
on display.
BA 2.318 FASHION MERCHANDISING, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - The
class will cover the whole story of how the fashion business works in
sequential order from conception to consumer: Buying supplies, creating
and developing a new product and marketing that product. The process
involves three levels: Raw materials, manufacturing and retailing. The
history of fashion is also addressed.
BA 2.327 ADVANCED SALES, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students study
and practice specific methods for improving sales ability. The role of the
sales manager is also studied. Emphasis is on the commercial and
industrial sales field. Prerequisite: BA 238.
BA 2.999 PROJECTS IN BUSINESS, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr Workshops, seminars, educational tours, and nontraditional courses in
business.
BA 9.235 ADVANCED CREDIT ANALYSIS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr This course provides a comprehensive overview of financial analytical
techniques and methods used in credit analysis, use of standard forms of
security to limit risk, and the basic methods and tools utilized in managing
a receivables pornolio Prerequisite: BA 113 or consent of instructor.
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BA 9.236 CREDIT MANAGEMENT CASE STUDIES, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3
cr - Through the use of case studies, this course reviews the methods
used by the credit administrator in the daily performance of hislher work,
including: Financial analysis, sales analysis, security devices and decision
making techniques. Prerequisite: BA 113 and experience with financial
statement analysis.
BA 9.703 INCOME TAX PREPARATION: BASIC, 71ec hr/Wk, 7 cr
- This course is designed to assist potential income tax return preparers
to become more proficient in preparing personal income tax returns. The
class meets statutory educational requirements for income tax preparers
BA 9.706 INCOME TAX PREPARATION: ADVANCED, 31ec hr/Wk,
3 er - This course is designed to upgrade licensed income tax
preparers and consultants and to assist them to prepare personal income
tax returns more proficiently. The material presented is of an advanced
nature with an in-depth study of new laws and regulations.

BCT - Building
Construction Technology
BCT 3.102INTRO TO ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS, 81ec hr/wk, 20
lab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students study manufacturing methods, structures
and processes used to make basic construction materials. The development
of skills in construction detail drawing is emphasized.
BCT 3.103 RESIDENTIAL DRAFTING, 81ec hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 4
cr - Emphasis is on preparation of drawings for residential construction
and on freehand sketching of orthographic and isometric details.
BCT 3.104 UGHT COMMERCIAL DRAFTING, 81ec hr/wk, 20 lab
hr/wk, 4 cr - This course covers the preparation of architectural
drawings for light commercial construction. Students also study freehand
sketching of existing construction and one-point perspectives.
BCT 3.105INTRO TO CONSTRUCTION, 81ec hr/wk, 20 lab hr/Wk,
4 cr - The entire concept of a construction job is introduced. Proper
sequence of operations, uses of materials, labor and methods are
developed. The use of tools and equipment common to the building
construction industry is covered.
BCT 3.106AA SITE LAYOUT, 81ec hr/wk, 20 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr Students will use surveying instruments, take elevations, produce contour
maps, locate buildings on given sites and develop plot plans for building
sites suitable for acquiring building permits.
BCT 3.107AA FLOOR FRAMING, 81ec hr/wk, 20 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr
- Several common systems are demonstrated and evaluated. Students are
required to conduct full-scale construction exercises under typical job
conditions.

BCT3.111 INTERIORFINISH, Slec hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/Wk, 8 cr ---{;overs
finish techniques involving drywall, paneling, doors, windows,
floor covering, stair finishing, plastic laminate and insulation.
BCT 3.112 CONCRETECONSTRUCTION, Slec hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/wk,
8 cr - Covers foundation work which includes layout, grading and
finishing steps; form systems and labor methods; and the handling and
curing alternatives for concrete mixtures.
BCT 3.113AA REMODWNG, 81ec hr/wk, 20 lab hr/Wk, 16 er Several projects will be assigned to a class each term. Projects will involve
sketching plans, estimating, procedures used to apply for building permits,
writing contracts and specifications, utilizing Uniform Building Code
requirements, accounting procedures, individual construction skills
required by each project and making appropriate recommendations after
analyzing client's needs. This course may be taken for variable credit.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval prior to enrollment.
BCT 3.118 CABINETRY, Slec hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 16 cr Covers the measuring, layout, machining, assembly, cost estimating and
installation of cabinet work. This course may be taken for variable credit.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval prior to registration.
BCT 3.120 CONSTRUCTION CODES AND ESTIMATING, 10 lec hr/
wk, 151ab hrlwk, 4 cr - Covers the practices required by local,
state and federal construction codes. Estimating the amount, cost and labor
cost of materials required in various types of construction are also covered.
BCT 3.121 CONTRACTS, SPECIFICATIONS AND CONSTRUCTION
BOOKKEEPING, 10 lec hr/Wk, 1SIab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students
study common practices in the preparation of contracts and specifications,
and accounti ng systems that apply to the construction industry and legal
aspects of the industry such as lien laws, binding procedures, contracts,
licensing laws and permits
BCT 3.280 WORK EXPERIENCE, 40 lab hr/Wk, 16 cr - Students
may work on approved job sites, where they receive as varied and complete
an experience as possible under job conditions; or students may be
assigned real or simulated jobs at PCC. This course may be taken for
variable credit. Prerequisite: Departmental approval prior to enrollment.
BCT 9.100 INTRO TO UNIFORM BUILDING CODES, 41ec hr/wk, 4
cr - Acquaints the student with the development and application of the
Uniform Building Code (UBC) Covers the organization and application of
modern building techniques.
BCT 9.104 PLAN EXAMINING (COMMERCIAL), 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- Covers the fire and live safety requirements for all commercial
construction Topics will include the role of the commercial plan examiner,
occupancy requirements, construction requirements, existing requirements
and the requirements for fi re alarm systems. Prerequisite: BCT 9.100 or
instructor's approval.

BCT 3.108 WALL FRAMING, 81ec hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Wall framing systems are analyzed and methods of labor and materials are
studied. Students layout, cut and erect partitions and exterior wood frame
walls; cover walls with sheathing; and layout unfinished stairways.

BeT 9.106 FIELD INSPECTION (COMMERCIAL), 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Covers the structural, fire and safety requirements for commercial and
other miscellaneous construction. Emphasis is on inspecting a commercial
construction site for UBC compliance of fire resistive construction, exiting
and fire suppression systems. Prerequisite: BCT 9.100 or instructor's
approval

BCT 3.109AA ROOF FRAMING I, Slec hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr
- Covers the use of a framing square, rafter tables, rafter framing
formulas and appropriate terminology. In addition, students layout. cut and
assemble Gable, Shed and Hip roofs.

BCT 9.107 BASIC ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- Covers basic engineering principles as they relate to building
construction inspection techniques with the emphasis on the application to
wood frame and light steel construction.

BCT 3.1098B ROOF FRAMING II, Slec hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
- Covers the layout, cutting and assembly of the following types of roofs:
Hip with Ridge, Gambrel, Mansard, Dormers and Folded Plates.

BCT 9.109 INTRODUCTION TO COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION, 3
lac hr/wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Attitudes and safety will be
emphasized in addition to materials and construction accessories, rigging
and signaling, arc welding and oxy-acetylene cutting, layout, and the basics
of commercial carpentry, commercial concrete, reinforced steel and
masonry. This class is for individuals who are currently employed in
commercial construction.

BCT 3.110 EXTERIOR FINISH, Slec hr/wk, 20 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr This course includes installation of exterior windows; and the layout,
cutting and installation of soffits, siding and trim ready for painting.
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BCU.111 MILLWORK, 41ab hr/wk, 2 cr - Covers milling and
machining, uses of jigs and templates, tool care and special uses of shop
equipment. Students will also study wood identification and uses, selection
of wood and lay up, and selected ways of bending wood.

BI -

Biology

BI 100 UFE SCIENCE PRINCIPLES FOR VETERINARY
TECHNOLOGY, 41ec hr/Wk, 4 cr - This course is a survey of
general biology which considers topics in the chemical, cellular, organ and
systems level of organization. Specific topics deal with biochemistry, cell
production, genetics, developmental biology and gross anatomy.
BI 100AA INTRO TO BIOLOGICALPRINCIPLES, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab
hr/wk, 4 cr - This non-majors course is for the individual who has
avoided science. It is a concept based course that is designed to explore the
mysteries of biology preparing you for other non-majors biology courses.
The laboratory is highly recommended for hands on experience.
BI 101 BIOLOGY, 31ec hr/Wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 cr
BI 102 BIOLOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 cr
BI 103 BIOLOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 4 cr - Introductory
courses for liberal arts students. Science majors should enroll in B1211, BI
212 and B1213. Students study basic principles of living organisms.
Emphasis is on the functioning organism. Students also study cellular
biology, genetics, physiology and ecology. Laboratory activities contribute
to the understanding of these areas. Students may take biology in the
traditionallecturellab formal, or in the audio-tutorial format which presents
lecture and lab via cassette and instructor. Audio-tutorial course content is:
Bl101 presents an introduction to life, the cell and basic chemical
processes in living organisms; Bl1 02 presents the genetic aspects of life
with an evolutionary theme; Bl1 03 surveys the five kingdoms. Ecological
and evolutionary principles are emphasized.
BI 101 SELECTEDTOPICS IN NATURALHISTORY· OREGON, 31ec
hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4 cr - A brief survey of the major geology,
plant and animal communities of Oregon, their ecology and their behavior.
Students study identification in lab.
BI 199 BIOLOGYFIELD TRIP, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr - The field trip
experience is designed to introduce students to the relationships among
plants, animals and the general geologic formation of various life zones for
the particular geographical area that is visited. This is a variable credit
course with students receiving one credit for every ten hours of instruction
(based on successful completion of course requirements).
BI 199AC HOME GARDENINGAND ORCHARDTECHNIQUES, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - This class is designed to introduce students to
biological principles and apply them to plant cultivars and their culture.
Each student will develop a garden and landscape design plan
incorporating the edible landscape concept.
BI 201 BOTANY, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4 cr
BI 202 BOTANY, 31ec hr/Wk, 31ab hrlwk, 4 cr
BI 203 BOTANY, 31ec hrlwk, 31ab hrlwk, 4 cr - These are
introductory courses that are science electives. Botany courses need not be
taken in sequence. These courses are recommended for students interested
in agriculture, forestry, marine science, horticulture and plants in general.
BI201 emphasizes the fundamentals of botany, the plant cell,
photosynthesis, cellular respiration, basic plant chemistry, genetics and
evolution. BI202 is a survey of life including virus, bacteria, fungi, algae,
mosses, ferns, gymnosperms and angiosperms. Their evolutionary
relationships among each other and uses are emphasized. Bl 203
emphasizes plant structure, function, development and ecology. Students
will carry out an independent investigation according to their botanical
interest.

BI 204 ZOOLOGY, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
BI205Z00LOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 31ab hrlwk, 4cr
BI 206 ZOOLOGY, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Zoology is a
science elective recommended for students interested in premedical fields
or animal science related studies. Course prerequisites include a reading
comprehension at or above the 12th grade level and a good command of
the English language in both written and verbal form. Biology 204
emphasizes basic animal cell chemistries and physiology, with an
introduction to the lower animal phyla using a systems approach. Biology
205 continues the animal phyla survey to the development of mammals.
Biology 206 is mammalian anatomy and physiology with major emphasis
on human systems. Classes are to be taken in sequence. Any exceptions
must receive the consent of the instructor.
BI 211 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY, 41ec hr/wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 5 cr
BI 212 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY, 41ec hr/wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 5 cr
BI 213 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY, 41ec hr/wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 5 cr
- This is an introductory course for students majoring in Biology, PreMed or Dentistry, Chiropractic, Pharmacy, and other biological and
medically related fields. Students are introduced to molecular and cellular
biology, genetics, evolution, ecology, plant and animal anatomy and
physiology. Students who have completed college algebra and chemistry
can expect the best success in this class. One class per week is spent in
recitation session where a variety of teaching techniques may be used.
These classes are intended to be taken in sequence and any exceptions
must receive the consent of the instructor.
BI 222 HUMAN GENETICS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study the
basic principles of human genetics. Topics include: The physical basis of
inheritance; the mechanics of inheritance and probability; sex chromosome
and autosomal anomalies; gene structure and function; behavioral genetics;
twinning; the genetic effects of nuclear energy; radiation; environmental
agents and carcinogens: and contemporary issues in human genetics.
BI 231 ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGYI, 31ec hrlwk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4
cr
BI 232 ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGYII, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hrlwk, 4
cr - This is a two term course in which the student will survey the
systems of the human body, becoming familiar with both macroscopic and
microscopic anatomical structures and their associated physiological
functions. Laboratory exercises are scheduled to complement lecture
materials and include the dissection and/or observation of preserved
specimens, including the human cadaver and cats. Bl101 and Bl102 are
recommended but not required as prerequisites for this course.
BI 234 MICROBIOLOGY, 41ec hrlwk, 3 lab hr/wk, 5 cr Students study microbial interactions including environmental parameters,
relationships with health and disease, bacteria and industry, water and
sewage treatment, soil micro-organisms and microbiology of foods. Health
and disease related topics include genetic recombination of bacteria, the
immune system of humans, specific bacteria and disease, viruses and
parasites. Laboratory experiences stress aseptic technique, microbial
identification and physiology using a variety of media, culturing techniques,
stains and staining techniques. Bl101 or its equivalent is required; Bl102
is recommended as a prerequisite for this course.
BI 241 PATHOPHYSIOLOGY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This isa one
term lecture course in which students study the following selected disease
processes: genetic disorders; disorders of the immune, nervous,
circulatory, and endocrine systems; neoplasms; alterations in body fluids,
acids, bases, and electrolytes. Prerequisites: satisfactory completion of Bl
231, BI 232 and B1234 or instructor's permission.
BI 280AA COOPERATIVEED: BIOLOGY, 40 lab hr/wk, 10 cr
BI 2804B COOPERATIVEED: BIOLOGY· SEMINAR, 21ec hrlwk, 2
cr - These courses are designed to provide field learning experiences
for students majoring in biology. Students utilize a training plan developed
in conjunction with the Biology Department and the work site to structure
their learning experiences. One credit hour may be earned for every four
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hours worked over a 12 week term. A seminar is offered on an optional
basis for two credits which involves instruction in job survival to include
stress management, interpersonal relations, etc. In addition, students share
experiences and receive feedback from other students and instructors.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
BI 5.500 HUMAN BIOLOGYI, 210c hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 3 cr
BI 5.501 HUMAN BIOLOGYII, 2 loc hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 3 cr In these courses students study the microscopic and macroscopic
structures of the systems of the human body as they relate to physiological
functions. Laboratory experiences are designed to include both anatomy
and physiology.
BI 5.504 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGYFOR MASSAGE
TECHNICIANS, 3 loc hr/wk, 3 cr
BI 5.505 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGYFOR MASSAGE
TECHNICIANS, 3 loc hr/wk, 3 cr - Non-transfer Anatomy and
Physiology I & II For Massage Technicians. This is a two term course in
whi~~ the.student w~1Isurvey.the systems of the human body, becoming
familiar with both microscopic and macroscopic anatomical structures and
their associated physiological functions. This series is designed to meet
the 60 hour licensing requirements of the Oregon State Board of Massage.
BI 5.506 KINESIOLOGY, 310c hrlwk, 3 cr -In this course the
student will study the musculo-skeletal system; including basic functional
movements in human performance, and muscular palpation. This course is
designed to fulfill the 30 hour licensing requirements of the Oregon State
Board of Massage.
BI 5.508 PATHOLOGY, 3 loc hr/wk, 3 cr - A course for students
w.hoseprimary interest is in the field of massage. Students study the
diseases of the body with emphasis on diseases of the skin, muscular,
skeletal and nervous systems, with indications and contraindications for
massage.

BT -

Business Technology

business reports. Integrated tasks provide students with an opportunity to
apply production typewriting competencies in a structured job setting.
Some hands-on training on a word processor is included. Prerequisite:
Typing speed of 45 accurate words per minute on a three minute timing.
BT 123 TYPING III, 5 lab hr/wk, 3 cr - Students develop skills
and abilities to compose, edit, revise and type correspondence and to
complete business reports and statistical data from rough materials. In
addition, students have an opportunity to develop decision making skills by
determining the priority of tasks as well as specific action to be taken on inbasket material. Some hands-on training on a word processor is scheduled.
Prerequisites An A or B grade in BT 122 and in BT 2.580.
BT 124 TYPING IV (SKILLBUILDING), 51ab hr/wk, 3 cr Students gain experience, control, confidence and endurance necessary for
accurate typing while they increase their speed. Prerequisite: Basic
knowledge of keyboard by tOUCh.
BT 131 LEGALPROCEDURESI, 310c hrlwk, 21ab hr/wk, 3 cr
- Through legal office simulation exercises, field trips to law offices, and
a panel of legal secretaries, students learn the responsibilities of a legal
secretary and the professional skills required for entry into the legal
secretarial field. They develop skill in legal terminology and general
procedures. Prequisites: Ability to take shorthand at 80 wpm, an A or B
grade in BT 122, and instructor's permission.
BT 132 LEGALPROCEDURESII, 3 loc hr/wk, 1 lab hrlwk, 3 cr
- Students develop skill in legal terminology, transcription of legal
documents, and procedures in criminal litigation, bankruptcy, workers'
compensation, and real estate. Students familiarize themselves with the law
library and do basic research. Prerequisites: BT 131 and BT 2.601.
BT 201 WORD PROCESSINGPROCEDURESI, 1 loc hr/wk, 41ab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study how to operate a word processor in a
wide variety of applications. This course is designed for students who are
seeking employment in a word processing environment. Prerequisites: 55
words per minute typing and an 80 percent (or higher) score on Business
Department's Language Skills Survey.

BT 111 STENOGRAPHYI, 310c hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 3 cr Students study basic principles of Gregg Series 90 Shorthand and develop
an ability to read shorthand outlines rapidly, to write previewed shorthand
at 50 to 70 words per minute and to transcribe with 95 percent accuracy.

BT 202 WORD PROCESSINGPROCEDURESII, 2 loc hrlwk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Depending upon equipment and software available,
students will select projects from advanced editing procedures, document
sort and column edit, dual column using two documents, basic glossary
preparation, simple decision processing, financial papers and math support
(calculator). Prerequisite: BT 201.

BT 112 STENOGRAPHYII, 310c hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3 cr Students develop the ability to take unpreviewed dictation in Gregg Series
90 Shorthand for three minutes at 60 to 80 words per minute and to
transcribe with 95 percent accuracy. Prerequisite: BT 111 or instructor's
consent.

BT 211 APPLIED STENOGRAPHYI, 310c hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3
cr - Students develop skill in writing shorthand at 80 to 100 words per
minute, transcribing with minimum error and rapidly producing mailable
copy with correct letter form and word usage. Prerequisite: BT 113.

BT 113 STENOGRAPHYIII, 310c hrlwk, 2 lab hrlwk, 3 cr Students develop the ability to take unpreviewed dictation for three minutes
at70 to 90 words per minute, to transcribe with 95 percent accuracy and to
generate mailable letters within a time limit. Prerequisite: BT 112.

BT 212 APPLIED STENOGRAPHYII, 310c hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 3
cr - Students develop shorthand speed at 90 to 110 words per minute
from unpreviewed dictation and gain skill in transcribing with minimum
error. Rapid production of mailable letters using advanced vocabulary is
stressed. Prerequisite: BT 211. (Legal option is available.)

BT 116 OFFICE PROCEDURES, 310c hrlwk, 11ab hrlwk, 3 cr Designed so students may assess personal strengths and preferences in
relation to job opportunities, improve typing skills for higher productivity,
develop good telephone techniques, follow both oral and written directions
and become aware of technological advan~s in the office. Prerequisite: BT
122 or instructor's consent.

BT 213 APPLIED STENOGRAPHYIII, 310c hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 3
cr - Students develop increased shorthand skill at 100 to 120 words per
minute from unpreviewed dictation and gain skill in transcribing with
minimum error. Rapid transcription of office dictation with advanced
vocabulary is stressed. Prerequisite: BT 212. (Legal option is available.)

BT 121 TYPING I, 51ab hr/wk, 3 cr - Students are instructed to
typ~ usi~g the touch system and demonstrate proficiency by setting up and
tyPing simple tables, letters and manuscripts. This is a self-paced course.
Dvorak keyboard option is available.

BT 214 SHORTHANDSKIUBUILDING, 310c hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 3
cr - Students review shorthand theory, improve ability to read shorthand
outlines rapidly, increase shorthand writing speeds and improve
transcription skills.

BT .122 TYPING II, 51ab hrlwk, 3 cr - Students develop skill and
ability to produce business correspondence to mailable and production
standards. Work includes typing of letters, memos, tabulations and

BT 220 BUSINESSMACHINES· CALCULATORS, 5 lab hrlwk, 3 cr
- Students solve problems involving current practices in business
mathematics on electronic calculators. Prerequisite: peM 30 or instructor's
permission.
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BT 225 MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION, 21ec hr/Wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 3
cr - Students study how to transcribe letters from transcribing machines
with emphasis on punctuation, spelling and grammar. Various uses of
reference manuals for stenographers and typists are also emphasized.
Prerequisites: An A or B grade in BT 122 and in BT 2.580.
BT 240 FILING, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - Skills are developed for
indexing, coding, cross referencing and filing. Study includes requisitions
~n.dcharge-outs as well as some mention of records transfer, supplies and
fr ling systems.
BT 280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: SECRETARIAL, 12 lab hr/
wk, 3 cr
BT 280AB COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: SECRETARIAL· SEMINAR,
1 lec hr/Wk, 1 cr
BT 280AC COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: WORD PROCESSING, 20
lab hr/Wk, 5 cr
BT 2BOAD COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: WORD PROCESSING·
SEMINAR, 1 lec hr/Wk, 1 cr
BT 2BOAE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: SECRETARIAL (ADMIN), 20
lab hr/Wk, 5 cr - Before enrolling in Cooperative Education, the
student must have the job site approved by the Business Technology
Department. Students prepare resumes, job descriptions and plans for
train.ing objectives, with employer's and teacher/coordinator's approval. The
seminar supplements the field experience portion of the course through
feedback sessions, instruction in job-related areas and linkages to the
student's on-eampus program. Prerequisite: Satisfactory progress through
four terms in the specific program area.

BT 2.175 PRESENTATION GRAPHICS, 81ec hr/Wk, 41ab hr/wk,
1 cr
BT 2.175M PRESENTATION GRAPHICS, 81ec hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk,
1 cr - This course describes presentation graphics. The student will
gain the knowledge of using software to turn ordinary text and/or numbers
into a quality printed display.
BT 2.176 10·KEY INSTRUCTION ON MICROCOMPUTERS, 51ab hr/
wk, 1 cr - This hands-on course provides the student with the
information and opportunity to properly master the 1O-key pad by touch.
Students study addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division using the
calculator function of the microcomputer.
BT 2.177 BEGINNING SPREADSHEET, 51ab hr/Wk, 1 cr
BT 2.177M SPREADSHEETS ON MICROS: BEGINNING, Blec hr/
wk, 41ab hr/Wk, 1 cr - This is a hands-on opportunity for students
to learn the basic concepts of using a spreadsheet program. Topics include
moving around the spreadsheet; entering labels, numbers and formulas;
formatting globally and by range; and printing. Students gain a working
knowledge of spreadsheet vocabulary.
BT 2.178 SPREADSHEETS (BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE), 5 lab
hr/wk, 3 cr
BT 2.178M SPREADSHEETS ON MICROS: BEGINNING TO
INTERMEDIATE, 21ec hr/wk, 21 ab hr/Wk, 3 cr - This is a
hands-on course in which students will learn intermediate to advanced
spreadsheet concepts including graphs, windows, database, statistical
functions, and macros.

BT 2.170 INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS: DOS, 51ab hr/
wk, 1 cr
BT 2.170M INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: BASICS, 8 lec hr/Wk, 4
lab hr/Wk, 1 cr - This course provides an overview of microcomputer
technology as related to practical business and office administration
applications. Students become aware of what can be done with a personal
computer; apply the basic concepts and terminology of computers; and
acquire hands-on skills for operating a a personal computer.

BT 2.180 DATA BASE AND FILE MANAGEMENT ON
MICROCOMPUTERS, 51ab hr/Wk, 1 cr
BT 2.180M DATA BASE ON MICROS: BEGINNING, 81ec hr/Wk, 4
lab hr/wk, 1 cr - This course provides an introduction to the basic
components of a data base management program. Students will identify the
design structure of the program; design a record: make, save and use a
prototype record; and have a working knowledge of the data base
managment system vocabulary.

BT 2.171 KEYBOARDING ON MICROCOMPUTERS, 5 lab hr/wk, 1
cr This course provides the information and opportunity for students
to properly master the alphabetic portion of the keyboard by touch, to
achieve a touch system on a portion of the auxil iary keyboard and to
develop and refine basic keyboarding techniques at increased speed and
accuracy.

BT 2.181 DATABASE MANAGEMENT ON MICROCOMPUTERS
(BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE), 5 lab hr/wk, 3 cr
BT 2.181M DATA BASE ON MICROS: BEGINNING TO
INTERMEDIATE, 2 lec hr/wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 3 cr - This course
provides an introduction through intermediate level of "hands-on" use of a
data base management program. Students will become aware of and apply
basic and intermediate concepts of data base management programs to
business applications Students will acquire skill in creating, manipulating,
reporting and storing information through the data base management
program.

BT 2.172 BEGINNING MICRO WORD PROCESSING, 5 lab hr/Wk, 1
cr
BT 2.172M WORD PROCESSING ON MICROS: BEGINNING, Blec
hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 1 cr - Students develop introductory skill and
study basic concepts in using a word processing program on a
microcomputer. This is designed for students in any discipline to study
how to to create, edit and print simple documents such as letters and
manuscripts. Prerequisite: 25 wpm typing
BT 2.173 MICRO WORD PROCESSING: BEGINNING TO
INTERMEDIATE, 5 lab hr/Wk, 3 cr
BT 2.173M WORD PROCESSING ON MICROS: BEGINNING TO
INTERMEDIATE, 21ec hr/Wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 3 cr -Students
study how to perform the basic operations in a variety of business
applications and study the procedures and concepts of a word processing
program. This course is for personal use and/or for the vocational student
needing an in-depth introductory course. Students create, edit and print
simple to increasingly complex letters, memos, tables, and manuscripts.
Prerequisite: 25 wpm typing.
BT 2.174 INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: HARD DISK, Blec hr/Wk, 4
lab hr/Wk, 1 cr
BT 2.174M INTRODUCTION TO MICROS: HARD DISK, Blec hr/wk,
41ab hr/Wk, 1 cr - This course presents the concept of the effective
use of the microcomputer's operating system to set up and maintain a hard
disk based microcomputer system.

BT 2.182 DESKTOP PUBLISHING ON MICROCOMPUTERS, 51ab
hr/wk, 1 cr
BT 2.182M DESKTOP PUBLISHING ON MICROS, 81ec hr/Wk, 4
lab hr/Wk, 1 cr - Students will become aware of the various design
features of written communications for business, apply the basic concepts
of the desktop publishing software, and acquire skill in using the software
with the microcomputer and the printer.
BT 2.183 PROJECT MANAGEMENT ON MICROCOMPUTERS, 5 lab
hr/wk, 1 cr
BT 2.183M PROJECT MANAGEMENT ON MICROS, 81ec hr/wk, 4
lab hr/Wk, 1 cr - This course provides a "hands-on" introduction to
project management on microcomputers. Students will become aware of
and apply the basic concepts of project management software and acquire
skill in using the software to simulate business projects.
BT 2.52110·KEY BUSINESS MACHINES, 51ab hr/Wk, 1 cr Students study a touch 1Q-key skill. The various functions of the calculator
are emphasized. Skill is developed in adding. subtracting, multiplying and
dividing
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BT 2.580 PRE·TRANSCRIPTION SKIUS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students develop skills which will help them to succeed as transcriptionists
of business correspondence. Emphasis is on punctuation, spelling,
grammar, word usage and proofreading, with some typing from dictation.
Prerequisites: Qualify for WR 121 atter placement test, and completion of
BT121.
BT 2.590 BUSINESS EDITING SKILLS· PROOFREADING, 21ec hrl
Students develop proofreading techniques for standard
business documents. Practice in reading business letters, memoranda and
statistical documents is emphasized. Numbers, spelling and word division
rules will be reviewed.

wk, 1 cr -

BT 2.591 BUSINESS EDITING SKILLS: PUNCTUATION, 21ec hr/wk,
1 cr - Students will review punctuation rules and improve their skill in
using an office reference manual. Emphasis will be on punctuation used in
business documents.
BT 2.601 LEGAL TRANSCRIPTION AND TERMINOLOGY, 31ec hrl
wk, 2 lab hrlwk, 3 cr - Students develop skill in legal terminology,
transcription of legal documents, and procedures for specific areas of law;
namely corporations, probate, domestic relations, and litigation. Accuracy
and proofreading are stressed. Prerequisites: BT 201 and an A or B grade in
BT 225.
BT 2.999 PROJECTS IN BUSINESS, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr Workshops, seminars and nontraditional courses in Business Technology
BT 9.240 SURVEY OF TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY, 31ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Topics will include basic telephony; basic data
communications; networking; FAX,TWX and Telex; video systems; tariffs,
regulations and deregulations; vendors; the market and implementing
telecommunication systems.
BT 9.242 TELECOMMUNICATION ADMINISTRATION, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr - The purpose of this course is to define the responsibilities of a
telecommunication manager and to develop an understanding of the
methods and practices used in administering and planning corporate
telecommunication systems Prerequisite: BT 9.240 or equivalent
knowledge
BT 9.243 BASIC DATA COMMUNICATION, 310c hrlwk, 3 cr The purpose of this course is to give the telecommunication professional a
basic understanding of the methods by which a computer, personal
computer, terminal, etc. communicates over the telecommunication
networks. In addition, this course will prepare the telecommunication
professional to represent the data processing function with communication
vendors in designing and ordering a data communication service
Prerequisite: BT 9240 or equivalent knowledpe.
BT 9.244 LOCAL AREA NETWORKING (LAN) AND OFFICE SYSTEM
INTEGRATION, 3 lec hr/w k, 3 cr - The purpose of this course is to
develop a basic understanding of office automation, its applications in
today's businesses and how office automation relates to the
telecommunication industry. Prerequisite: BT 9240 or equivalent
knowledge
BT 9.245 BUSINESS TELEPHONE SYSTEMS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr This course covers business telephone systems, their evolution,
architecture and role as an office information system. Additional emphasis
will be placed on analytical skills necessary for system selection and
implementation. Prerequisite: BT 9.240 or equivalent knowledge.
BT 9.246 TRAFFIC ANALYSIS AND NETWORK DESIGN, 31ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - This course covers the basics and capabilities of traffic
engineering Topics discussed will be terminology, costing, tariff
interpretation, design development, traffic table interpretation,
implementation and management Prerequisite: BT 9240 or equivalent
knowledge
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BT 9.247 REGULATION OF THE TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRY,
3 loc hrlwk, 3 cr - The course covers the regulation of the
telecommunication industry Topics include the economic basis of
regulation, price regulation, jurisdictions for regulation, historical
perspective of regulation, regulation and the telecommunications manager
and unresolved regulation issues Prerequisite: BT 9240 or equivalent
knowledge.
BT 9.248 VENDOR'S SERVICES, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course
covers the telecommunication vendor's services that are available and how
to utilize these services. Topics will include terminology, needs
assessments, system bid process and system implementation process.
Prerequisite BT 9240 or equivalent knowledge.
BT 9.249 TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM: PLANNING, DESIGN,
INSTALLATION & MAINT, 3 I ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course covers
the proper environment for telecommunication equipment; modern
construction methods and their influence on telephone system installations;
benefits and problems of the open office environment; cabling for flexibility
and growth; and additions/expansions within existing building structures.
Prerequisite BT 9240 or equivalent knowledge
BT 9.701 OFFICE SKILLS UPDATE, 20 lab hr/Wlc,10 cr Students update office skills and may explore a variety of topics or
concentrate on a given area such as typewriting or office machines. The
material is presented in an individualized, self-paced format.
BT 9.777 BRIEFHAND, 3 lec hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 3 cr -The
student will study basic principles of briefhand and will develop the ability
to read notes back quickly as well as write briefhand from dictation and
transcribe with minimal errors The skill is useful for limited vocational
application as well as personal use

CA -

Commercial Art

CA 3.315 ADVERTISING LETTERING I, 41ab hrlwk, 2 cr - A
studio course introducing the historical background of type, study of basic
structural alphabets, letter forms and spacing. Type indication and
specification techniques are taught
CA 3.316 ADVERTISING LETTERING II, 41ab hrlwk, 2 cr - This
course offers an overview of the printing process and type composition.
Assignments stress the designer's use of type styles and their effect on
communication Measurement and copy fitting are introduced.
Prerequisite Advertising Lettering 1, or instructor permission.
CA 3.317 ADVERTISING LETTERING III, 41ab hrlwk, 2 cr This course explores the communication of complex meaning using visual
images with type and integral design element Prerequisite: Advertising
Lettering 1.
CA 3.318AA GRAPHIC DESIGN I, 41ab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course
introduces students to basic concepts of graphic design with special
emphasis on techniques used in developing an idea from a thumbnail
sketch to a comprehensive design.
CA 3.319AA GRAPHIC DESIGN II, 41ab hrlwk, 2 cr Techniques used to develop camera-ready art from an approved
comprehensive are explored Prerequisite: Graphic Design 1, or instructor
permission.
CA 3.320AA GRAPHIC DESIGN III, 41ab hrlwk, 2 cr - Design
composition, principles and sources are emphasized. Prerequisite: Graphic
Design 1 and 2, or instructor permission

CA 3.325AA GRAPHIC DESIGN IV, 41ab hrlwk, 2 er
CA 3.326AA GRAPHIC DESIGN V, 4 lab hrlwk, 2 er
CA 3.327AA GRAPHIC DESIGN VI, 41ab hrlwk, 2 er Application of skills and knowledge from first year courses toward
advanced design problems that will expose students to various aspects of
graphic communication means. Each assignment project is designed to be
used in student's portfolio. By the end of the third term, a portfolio will
contain examples of the student's work which will be essential for their
occupational goals or funther education. Prerequisite: Courses to be taken
sequentially, or by instructor permission.
CA 3.328 ADVANCED STUDIO, 8 lab hrlwk, 4 er - Students
refine individual skills to produce portfolio pieces, a portfolio and resume
in preparation for seeking employment. Prerequisite: This course must be
taken during the student's final school term.
CA 3.330 VISUAl COMPOSITION, 41ab hrlwk, 2 er - A studio
class which explores visual composition by solving sequential image
problems. Prerequisites: Drawing 291, Basic Design 195. 196,197, and
Water Color 292, or instructor permission.
CA 3.332 COMMERCIAl ILLUSTRATION I, 41ab hr/wk, 2 er A studio course designed to instruct the student in skills and knowledge of
line black and white illustration required of the commercial artist. The
focus is on reproducible, camera ready art for the purpose of commercial
graphic communication. Prerequisites: Student is required to have
completed college courses in drawing, basic design and water color, or
instructor permission.
CA 3.334 COMMERCIAL ILLUSTRATION II, 41ab hrlwk, 2 er Course continues the exploration of specific techniques of black and white
illustration. Problems relate to reproduction of line and continuous tone
are. Prerequisites: Commercial Illustration 1, or instructor permission.
CA 3.336 COMMERCIAL ILLUSTRATION III, 41ab hr/wk, 2 er A studio course designed to instruct the commercial art student in use of
various color media. The focus of instruction is to introduce the student to
the various possibilities and technical applications of each medium toward
specific application within the realm of graphic arts communication.
Prerequisites: Commercial Illustration 1 and 2, or instructor permission.
CA 3.337 FASHION ILLUSTRATION, 41ab hr/wk, 2 er - This
studio course introduces students to the field of fashion illustration.
Projects include designing magazine and newspaper fashion
advertisements and studying fashion rendering techniques. Prerequisite:
Second year standing or instructor permission.
CA 3.341 STORY ILLUSTRATION, 41ab hr/wk, 2 cr - This studio
course introduces students to story illustration through projects in color
and black and white magazine illustration, book jackets and children's
books. Emphasis is placed on the emotive power of the illustration and on
involving the viewer in the story. Prerequisite: Second year standing or
instructor permission.
CA 3.350 AIRBRUSH ILLUSTRATION I, 41ab hr/wk, 2 er - This
studio course introduces the fundamentals of the use and care of the dualaction airbrush. Frisket application and the use of hand held masks are
taught to develop skills required to produce illustrations and to retouch
photog raphs.
CA 3.351 AIRBRUSH ILLUSTRATION II, 4 lab hr/wk, 2 er -A
studio course for the student who wants to increase skills with an emphasis
on color and its application to color photographs and art work.
Prerequisites: Airbrush Illustration 1, or instructor permission.

CET - Civil
Engineering Technology
CET 6.1010C STATICS, 21ee hrlwk, Blab hrlwk, 4 er Fundamental concepts of mechanics relating to forces acting on rigid
bodies are presented. Problems related to actions and reactions on
structures and machines, friction and hydrostatics are included.
Prerequisite: PCM 60 or department approved equivalent.
CET 6.1020C ENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGYORIENTATION, 1 lee hrl
wk, 7 lab hr/wk, 3 e r - A rigorous, practical approach to
techniques and problems encountered in the field of engineering
technology. This course offers the student abundant opportunity to solve
engineering problems. Prerequisite: CET 6.1010C taken concurrently or
department approved equivalent.
CET 6.1030C SPATIAL GEOMETRY, 21ee hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 3
er - Students will develop a working knowledge of program writing on
an HP 28S calculator computer and be introduced to geometric
relationships in two and three dimensions, including vector polygons.
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in CET 6.1010C and CET 6.1020C or
department approved equivalents. Students must provide their own
calculators.
CET 6.1 O4OCTECHNICAL ALGEBRA/TRIGONOMETRY, 4 lee hr/wk,
61ab hr/wk, 5 er - Topics include the skills of algebra and
trigonometry with emphasis on manipulating and solving quadratic and
other equations used in CET6.1010C and CET 6.1020C. Prerequisite:
PCM 60 or department approved equivalent.
CET 6.150 ENVIRONMENTAl TECHNOLOGYII: HYDROLOGYAND
HAZARDOUSWASTES, 31ee hr /wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 er - Topics
include hydrology and pollution of surface and subsurface waters via liquid
and solid contamination. Case studies of ground water pollution and
transport are presented via literature and guest lecturers. Physical,
chemical and biological testing of water are emphasized. Prerequisite: CET
6.401 or department approved equivalent with WR 227 recommended.
CET 6.151 SOIL MECHANICS, 31ee hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 er Information relating to soil origin. characteristics, index properties and
classification is presented. Soil/water relationships, strength concepts and
settlement are investigated. Design procedures for footings and retaining
walls are introduced. Use of soil as a construction material is covered.
Prerequisite: CET 6.301 or department approved equivalent with WR 227
recommended.
CET 6.152 BOUNDARYSURVEYING, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4
er - A study of federal and state statutory and common law relating to
description, identification and location of boundaries and land conveyance.
Emphasis on U.S. Public Land Survey and Oregon State Plane Coordinate
Systems. The writing of deed descriptions and researching public record
systems are included. Prerequisite: GE 226 or department approved
equivalent with WR 227 recommended.
CET 6.153 COMPUTER AIDED DRAWING I, 1 lee hrlwk, 6 lab hrl
wk, 3 er - An introduction to computer aided drawing with material
specifically related to engineering technology such as piping layouts,
structural systems, and three dimensional coordinate geometry.
Prerequisite: GE 115 or department approved equivalent.
CET 6.160 ENVIRONMENTAl TECHNOLOGYIII: WATER AND AIR
TREATMENT, 31ee hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 er - Topics include
design of water supply, treatment and distribution facilities; wastewater
collection, treatment and disposal systems; and air control equipment.
Prerequisite: CET 6.150 or department approved equivalent with WR 227
recommended.
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CET 6.161 ROUTE SURVEYING, 31ec hr/Wk, 31ab hr/Wk, 4 cr Techniques necessary for preliminary, location, and construction surveys
related to roads and pipelines are presented. Elements of horizontal and
vertical location, including circular, spiral and parabolic curves, are
included. Plans, profiles and cross sections are drawn. Theodolite and
electronic distance measuring instrument operations are taught.
Prerequisite: GE 226 or department approved equivalent with WR 227
recommended.
CET 6.162 PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Skills
necessary for administration of engineering and construction projects are
presented. Topics include scheduling (CPM and time-scaled arrow
diagrams), estimating, engineering economics, contracts and law, and
specifications. Prerequisite: CET 6.204 or department approved equivalent
with WR 121 recommended.
CET 6.163 COMPUTER AIDED DRAWING II, 1 lee hr/Wk, 61ab hrl
wk, 3 cr - Advanced t6pics in two and three dimensional computer
aided drawing with emphasis on process piping, reinforced concrete
structures, and route design. Prerequisite: CET 6.153 or department
approved equivalent.
CET 6.201 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, 21ec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk,
3 er - The relationship between stress and strain in deformable solids is
studied. Analysis is applied to circular shafts, beams, columns and
pressure vessels. Combined stresses, statically indeterminate systems and
properties of structural materials are included topics. Prerequisites: CET
6.101OCand CET 6.1020C or department approved equivalents.
CET 6.202 TECHNICAL ENGINEERING PHYSICS, 1lee hrlwk, 91ab
hr/wk, 3 cr - An introduction to the basic physical properties of mailer
and energy with an introduction to strength of materials, leading to the
design of beams as structural members. Prerequisites: CET 6.201 taken
concurrently or department approved equivalent.
CET 6.203 INTRODUCTION TO THERMODYNAMICS, 3 lab hrlwk, 1
cr - An introduction to the forms of energy, concept of heat, work and
basic thermodynamics, including ideal gas laws and the steady flow energy
equation. Prerequisites: CET 6.202 taken concurrently or department
approved equivalent.
CET 6.204 TECHNICAL ALGEBRA WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, 4
lee hr/Wk, 61ab hr/Wk, 5 cr - Topics include algebra and
geometry of special interest to engineering and technicians including how
to solve higher order equations, determinants, matrix operations,
logarithms and trigonometric identities. Plane analytical geometry is
introduced in preparation for calculus, and emphasis is placed on
developing the skill and confidence required to solve advanced precalculus type problems. Prerequisite: CET 6.1030C and CET 6.1040C or
department approved equivalents.
CET 6.205 TECHNICAL CHEMISTRY, 21ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 3
cr - An introduction to basic chemistry with emphasis on solution and
metallurgic chemistry used in Engineering Technology Prerequisite: CET
6.1040C or department approved equivalent.
CET 6.206 ENGINEERING SEMINAR, 1 lee hr/Wk, 1 cr Acquaints the student with current practices in the engineering field. The
student will be introduced to various engineering practices by weekly
lectures delivered by field experts. Prerequisite: Placement in WR 115 or
department approved equivalent.
CET 6.280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: CIVIL ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, Blab hr/Wk, 2 cr - Students have the opportunity
to develop civil engineeriny technology knowledge and skills in a
department-approved work setting. Work experiences are closely aligned
with the student's on-campus educational program. This is an elective
course and does not replace required courses from the program listing.
Prerequisites: Sixth term standing in Civil Engineering Technology and
departmental approval.
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CET 6.3010C APPLIED CALCULUS, Blec hr/Wk, 7 lab hrlwk, 10
er - An intuitive, nonrigorous introduction to applied differential and
integral calculus. Prerequisites: GET6.201, GET6.202, and GET6.204 or
department approved equivalents
CET 6.302 SURVEYING FUNDAMENTALS, 31ab hr/Wk, 1 cr -An
introduction to surveying fundamentals in a one week field experience with
emphasis on instrument technique. Prerequisite: CET 6.1040C or
department approved equivalent.
CET 6.303 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS, 1 lee hr/Wk, 31ab hrl wk, 2 er -An
introduction to DOS, spreadsheets, and word processing is included along
with software used in statics, strength of materials, and coordinate
geometry. Prerequisites CET 6.1030C and CET 6.201 or department
approved equivalents.
CET 6.401 ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY I: WATER QUALITY, 3
lee hr/Wk, 31ab hrlwk, 4 er - Physical, chemical and biological
parameters relating to the quality of water are introduced. Sampling
systems, data analysis techniques and computational methods, including
mathematical models, are presented Prerequisite: CET 6.301OCand GET
6.205 or department approved equivalent with WR 122 recommended.
CET 6.402 FLUID MECHANICS, 3 lee hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk, 4 er Topics include the fundamental properties of fluids, pressure, closed
conduit flow, pump hydraulics, open channel flow, and the design of water
conveyance systems including hydraulic and flow measuring structures.
Prerequisite GET6301 DC or department approved equivalent with WR 122
recommended.
CET 6.403 REINFORCED CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY, 31ec hriwk, 3
lab hr/Wk, 4 er - Design, production and use of Portland cement
concrete Analysis and design of reinforced concrete structures including
beams, floors, columns, walls and footings. Prerequisite: CET 63010C or
department approved equivalent with WR 122 recommended.

CFS -

Computer Field Service

CFS 6.121 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 3 lee hrlwk,
3 lab hr/wk, 4 er - A study of the basic organization and operation of
a digital computer system. Topics include: Computer logic, hardware and
operating systems software, movement of data within a computer,
comparison of hardware and software systems, identifications of major
hardware components and concepts of programming. Prerequisite:
Department permission
CFS 6.127 SOLID STATE CIRCUITS, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4
cr - The purpose of this course is to develop in each student a working
knowledge of semiconductors. We will also develop the skills required to
construct and test semiconductor circuits as well as integrated circuit
applications
CFS 6.221 APPLICATION AND SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING, 3 lee
hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 er - Develops further problem solving
techniques and structured design methods used in writing application
programs and command files. Students develop elementary PASCAL
programs and BCL command files. Topics include: Algorithms in problem
solving, data names and types, design tools, data structures and PASCAL
syntax, command file organization, and the use of systems commands and
utilities. Prerequisites: Fourth term CFS standing and completion of CFS
6.121.

CFS 6.241AA COMPUTER PERIPHERALS II, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - A study of the architecture and functions operation of
peripherals. Peripherals studied are: Printing and CRT terminals. This
course also includes the study of linear and switching power supply
systems. The lectures and laboratory exercises will strongly emphasize
switching power supplies, safety precautions and interpretations of
measurements. Prerequisite: CFS 6.251AA.
CFS 6.242 COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - The study of the design and organization of the computer and the
CPU, with emphasis on 16 and 32 bit minicomputers. Topics include: The
ALU, timing and control, memory elements and I/O operations and control.
Prerequisites: Fourth term CFS standing and successful completion of CFS
6.121.
CFS 6.251AA COMPUTER PERIPHERALS I, 3 lec hrlwk, 31ab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Study of the architecture and functional operation of mass
storage and DMA devices such as the magnetic drum, disc and tape units.
The function of I/O programming and control is emphasized. Prerequisite:
Fourth Term CFS standing.
CFS 6.252 OPERATING SYSTEMS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4 cr
- A study of the interrelationships of hardware and software at the
systems level, and the functional operation and utilization of compilers,
operating systems and user-type programs. Emphasis is placed on the
ability to discern between system and applications software to debug
hardware faults ir. the system. Prerequisite: CFS 6.242.
CFS 6.253 COMPUTER MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOTINGI, 3
lec hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Emphasis is on the distinction
between hardware and software failures in a computing system. This
determination is made in a lab setting using equipment with simulated or
actual failures. Concentration is on the use of factory supplied and
technician written diagnostic programs to identify and isolate a faulty device
or subsystem. Prerequisites: Concurrent registration in CFS 6.241AA and
CFS 6.252.
CFS 6.261 NETWORK AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS, 31ec hr/Wk,
3 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - A course of study in data communication and bus
operation. Topics include: Telephone network, modems, network protocol,
line conditioning, modulation methods and network troubleshooting.
Prerequisite: CFS 6.252.
CFS 6.263 COMPUTER MAINTENANCE & TROUBLESHOOTINGII, 3
lec hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - A continuation of CFS 6.253
Computer Maintenance & Troubleshooting I with emphasis on systems
troubleshooting at the signal level. Prerequisite: CFS 6.253.
CFS 6.265 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS AND CUSTOMER
RELATIONS, 31ec hrlwk, 31ab hrl wk, 4 cr - Special topics
selected and approved for student investigation from state of the art
computer related topics such as robotics and CAD/CAM/CAE are studied.
Reports are made and discussions held on the selected topics. A second
phase of this course will deal with aspects of customer satisfaction in a
volatile environment. Practicing technicians and AV aids are used in the
instructional methodology. Prerequisite: Sixth term CFS standing
CFS 6.28OAA COOPERATIVE ED: COMPUTER FIELD SERVICE
TECHNOLOGY, 20 lab hr/wk, 5 cr - Students have the opportunity
to develop CFS knowledge and skills in a department-approved setting
Work experiences are closely aligned with the student's on-eampus
educational program. Prerequisite: Departmental permission.

CFS 6.280AB COOPERATIVE ED: COMPUTER FIELD SERVICE
TECHNOLOGY· SEMINAR, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - Students have the
opportunity to develop CFS knowledge and skills in a department-approved
work setting. Work experiences are closely aligned with the students' oncampus educational program. In the seminar, students receive instruction
in job-related skills and linkages related to their cooperative education
including analysis of employment opportunities, preparation of resumes,
development of interviewing skills and preparation of training objectives
and goals. Prerequisite: Departmental approval is required for the field
experiences and the seminar.
CFS 6.710 ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS I, 41ec hrlwk, 3 lab hrl
wk, 5 cr - First course of a two-eourse sequence covering the theory
and application of AC and DC fundamentals. Topics include safety, math of
electronics, series-parallel circuits, Ohm's and Kirchhoff's Laws, network
theorems, capacitive reactance, RC time constants and power.
Prerequisites; Meet Program Entry Requirements for Computer Field
Service Techology program; or consent of instructor.
CFS 6.711 ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS II, 41ec hr/wk, 31ab hrl
wk, 5 cr - Second course of a two-course sequence covering the
theory and application of AC and DC fundamentals. Topics include math of
electronics, reactive circuits, resonant and non resonant filters, LR time
constants, dB applications and graphing techniques. Prerequisites: CFS
6.710 Electrical Fundamentals I or consent of instructor.
CFS 6.722 DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS I, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - First course of a two-eourse sequence covering theory and
applications of digital electronics. Topics include numbering systems,
Boolean algebra, combinational logic circuits, specialized test equipment,
flip-flops, monostable and astable multivibrators. Lab experiences include
the proper use of test equipment and troubleshooting techniques.
Prerequisites: CFS 6.711 Electrical Fundamentals II or consent of
instructor.
CFS 6.723 DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS II, 31ec hrlwk, 31ab hr/Wk,
4 cr - Second course of a two-course sequence covering theory and
applications of digital electronics. Topics include counters, registers,
ROMS, RAMS, interfacing, analog to digital conversion and an introduction
to microprocessors. Lab experiences include the construction of
combinational logic circuits, the proper use of test equipment and
troubleshooting techniques. Prerequisites: CFS 6.722 Digital
Fundamentals I or consent of instructor.
CFS 6.730 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS I, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - First course of a two-eourse sequence in microcomputer
systems. Topics include symptom recognition, program diagnostics,
troubleshooting, repairing and maintenance of desktop computer systems
and peripherals such as keyboards, graphics monitors, floppy and hard
disk drives Lab includes hands-on experiences with PC-AT (286) class
systems Prerequisites: CFS 6.723 Digital Fundamentals II or consent of
instructor.
CFS 6.731 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS II, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Second course of a two-course sequence in
microcomputer systems. Topics include symptom recognition, program
diagnostics, troubleshooting repairing and maintenance of desktop
computer systems and peripherals such as keyboards, graphics monitors,
floppy and hard disk drives within a local area network environment. Lab
includes hands-on experiences with PC-AT (286) class systems.
Pierequisites: CFS 6.730 Microcomputer Systems I or consent of
instructor.
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CG -

Counseling & Guidance

CG 100 COUEGE SURVIVALAND SUCCESS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr This course is for the new college student who needs to identify necessary
skills, adjustments, resources, terminology and information fundamental to
succeed in an academic setting. Information will be presented about college
resources and procedures. This class may be offered for one, two or three
credits.
CG 111 COUEGE LEARNING& STUDY SKILLS, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- This course will provide students with information and skills that will
help them become more etlicientln time management, processing written
information, listening and notetaking, and preparation for taking
examinations. Also covered are basic principles in the psychology of
learning and forgetting as they relate to college students. Prerequisite:
College-level reading and/or writing skills defined by placement in WR 115
or DER 115 by the English placement test, or proof of previous collegelevel writing coursework. This course may be offered for one, two or three
credits.
CG 140 CAREERDEVELOPMENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course will provide students with the tools needed to make an informed
career decision. These tools include self-assessment, occupational
information and job-finding techniques. Students will assess their
individual skills, values, interests, attitudes and approaches to decision
making. Students will also gain a knowledge of current labor market trends.
This class may be offered for one, two or three credits.
CG 142011NTRO TO ASSERTIVENESS, llec hr/wk, 1 cr Verbal and nonverbal communication will be studied in relation to assertive
behavior, enabling students to state their position in a positive manner to
obtain desired results in career, social and/or personal relations.
CG 14202 STRESSMANAGEMENT, llec hr/wk, 1 cr - Students
will explore and identify specific personal stressors. Students will be shown
ways to develop skills that will enable them to deal effectively with stress.
CG 14203 VALUE CLARIFICATION, llec hr/wk, 1 cr - This
course will assist the student in examining beliefs, attitudes and values
behind decisions and actions. The student will examine whether behavior
matches stated beliefs, evaluate the consequences of choices and develop a
process that will enable the development of personalized values.
CG 14204 DECISION MAKING, llec hrlwk, 1 cr - Covers
awareness and practice of decision making styles and effective decision
making processes in personal, social and work settings.
CG 143 PERSONALDEVELOPMENTFOR THE DISABLED, 31ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - This course will provide the disabled student with practical
behavioral and interpersonal skills to assist her/him in dealing more
effectively with the challenges of disablement. Information and techniques
will be presented regarding assertiveness, stress reduction, time
management, self-esteem building and motivation. This class may be
offered for one, two or three credits.
CG 209 JOB FINDING SKILLS, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - This course
will provide the student with a broad range of job search techniques,
including building a job network, compiling appropriate information for job
applications, targeting cover letters and resumes, typical interviewing
questions and techniques.
CG 209DR JOB FINDING SKILLS" DRAFTING, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr
- This course is designed to introduce drafting/illustration students to
where the jobs are and how to get them. Topics to be covered include:
networking in the industry, resume writing, how to write a cover letter and
why you need to, employer expectations, how to prepare for an interview,
what to do after the interview, how to prepare a portfolio, and the value of a
co-operative education experience. Prerequisite: Fourth term standing or
instructor approval.
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CG 280AA COOPERATIVEED: CAREEREXPLORATION,121ab hrl
wk, 3 cr
CG 280AB COOPERATIVEED: CAREEREXPLORATION" SEMINAR,
1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - This course offers work experience correlated to
the students' career goals. The students may test their interests and
suitability for selected occupations while being exposed to a wide range of
methods and equipment. This course will be offered for two to four credits
per term with a limit of two terms or a total of eight credits. Co-op
education specialist or counselor approval required.
CG 0.613 "I CAN'T DO MATH" WORKSHOP, llec hrlwk, 1 cr This course deals directly with the student's "blocks' or feelings of
inadequacy or fear about math. It introduces math concepts in a
commonsense way and allows the student to feel comfortable with math
concepts. This is NOT a math review class.
CG 0.695 STOPPINGTEST ANXIETY, llec hr/wk, 1 cr Techniques for coping with excessive test-taking anxiety and improving
overall test performance are covered.
CG 0.69501 POSITIVE FAMILY RELATIONS, llec hrlwk, 1 cr This course will explore ways of building positive family relations while
preserving and enhancing an individual's self-image.
CG 0.69502 OVERCOMINGSHYNESS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course will help students to understand the nature and causes of their
shyness. It includes strategies to develop and implement toward making
progress in overcoming problems stemming from shyness. This class may
be offered for one, two or three credits.
CG 0.69503 CONFIDENCEBUILDING, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr - This
course assists students in exploring the concept of self-confidence: How it
is learned, how it can be developed and how it is sabotaged. Ideas, tools
and techniques will be introduced that will assist students in their
development of a stronger self-image.
CG 0.69504 COPINGWITH ALCOHOLISM, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr This course is designed to provide students with information that will
enable them to recognize the symptoms of the disease of alcoholism and to
acquaint them with the resources and strategies that facilitate successful
coping at an individual, family and work level.
CG 0.69506 SINGLEAGAIN, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - Students study
the skills needed to cope with being single again after ending a relationship
by divorce, death or separation. This course provides training in adjusting
to the social, emotional and economic changes of being once again single.
CG 0.69508 WOMEN IN THEIR MIDDLE YEARS, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr
- This course examines the changing social, psychological, physical and
economic demands that face women in their middle years. These demands
often involve forced role changes and a new career direction differing
greatly from expectations of prior generations. This course will assist the
student in the redefinition of lifestyle and career change by providing a
forum for examining issues, identifying feelings and fears, gelling current
information and exploring individual values. This class may be offered for
one, two or three credits.
CG 0.768 BASIC LEARNINGSKILLS, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course is designed for developmental education students who need help
understanding college policies, procedures and resources. Information on
study skills and time management will also be presented.
CG 1.100 PARAPROFESSIONALCOUNSELING, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
- This course will develop skills and understanding of the paraprofessional counseling process. The student will be able to assist people
and be able to make appropriate referrals. Prerequisite: Departmental
approval.

CH -

Chemistry

CH 1111FUNDAMENTALS FOR CHEMISTRY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 4 er - This one-term course is designed for students who have
no chemical background and/or who have minimal problem solving skills.
The course covers selected basic chemical principles and typical
computational problems found in first-year, 100-level chemistry courses.
Students enrolling in CH 100 should have completed Algebra I and II, or its
equivalent. Those students who have completed or who are concurrently
enrolled in MTH 100 (or its equivalent) should consider enrolling in CH
104 General Chemistry.
CH 101AA INORGANIC CHEMISTRY PRINCIPLES, 4 lee hr/wk, 3
lab hrlwk, 5 er - This course, designed for Allied Health students, is
a survey of inorganic chemistry with an emphasis on solution chemistry.
CH 102AA ORGANICCHEMISTRY PRINCIPLES, 41ee hrlwk, 3
lab hr/wk, 5 cr - This course, designed for Allied Health students,
covers basic organic and bio-ehemistry.
CH 104 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 41ee hrlwk, 31ab hrlwk, 5 er
CH 105 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 41ee hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 5 er
CH 106 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 41ee hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 5 er
- This three-temn sequence provides an introduction to chemistry for
students whose interests are biologically or medically-oriented, or for
students wishing to satisfy the general science requirements in liberal arts
programs. This course is not suitable for science, engineering, pre-medical
or pre-dental majors. However, CH 104 may be used in preparation for
200-level general chemistry sequences. It is recommended that the student
be concurrently enrolled in, or have completed MTH 100 or its equivalent.
CH 201 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 31ee hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4 er
CH 202 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 31ee hrlwk, 31ab hr/Wk, 4 er
CH 203 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 3 lee hr/wk, 31ab hr/Wk, 4 er
- This course is designed for students who have had some prior science
background and it is the sequence recommended for most four-year
engineering degrees. The topics covered include the basic concepts of
atomic theory and bonding, periodic law, kinetic-molecular theory,
stoichiometry, solutions, colloids, acid-base theories, redox reactions,
organic, energy kinetics and equilibrium, nuclear, metal and non-metal and
other descriptive chemistry topics as time may allow. This course is
intended and designed to be taken in sequence. Prerequisites: High school
chemistry and MTH 100 or their equivalent.
CH 204 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 41ee hr/Wk, 31ab hrlwk, 5 er
CH 205 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 41ee hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk, 5 er
CH 206 GENERALCHEMISTRY, 41ee hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk, 5 er
- This course sequence is designed for students with some prior science
background and is recommended for chemistry majors and preprofessional majors in medicine, dentistry, some engineering and
laboratory sciences. Students study basic concepts of atoms, chemical
nomenclature, chemical stoichiometry, kinetic theory of matter, acid and
base solutions, oxidation-reduction reactions, energy kinetics and
equilibrium, and other related chemistry topics. Prerequisites: High school
Chemistry and MTH 100 or their equivalent.
CH 211 INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY, 41ec hr/wk, 31ab
hr/wk, 5 cr - The course provides an introduction to the chemistry of
biological systems. The principle topics covered are: the structure and
function of biological molecules, the chemistry of heredity, metabolism,
and biological energy. Prerequisite: CH 106 or 200-level organic
chemistry.
CH 226 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 41ee hr/wk, 41ab hrlwk, 5 er
CH 227 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 41ee hr/wk, 41ab hrlwk, 5 er
- This is an introductory course sequence in organic chemistry covering
aliphatic and aromatic compounds and the specialized chemistry of
functional groups such as halogen compounds and oxygen compounds amines, amides and proteins. Prerequisite: CH 106 or CH 206 for CH 226;
and CH 226 for CH 227.

CIS - Computer
Information Systems
CIS 101 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: CONCEPTS, 41ee hr/
wk, 21ab hrlwk, 4 er - Surveys the development of the computer
and introduces students to the concepts and temninology of data
processing. Topics include the components of a computer system, data
storage and retrieval, data processing applications and careers. The student
will complete assignments designed to facilitate use of microcomputers and
terminals and gain knowledge of elementary operating system commands.
Prerequisites: None.
CIS 102 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: MICRO APPLICATIONS,
41ee hr/Wk, 21ab hr/ wk, 4 er - This course will introduce the
student to the use and terminology of microcomputers; current applications
of microcomputers in home, business and educational environments; and
temninology associated with microcomputer software and hardware.
Prerequisites: none.
CIS 103 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS: PROGRAM DESIGN, 4
lec hr/Wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - This course is an introduction to
program design with emphasis on the Warnier/Orr methodology. Students
develop elementary programs in a contemporary programming language.
Prerequisites: CIS 101, WR 115 (or equivalent) and PCM 60 (or
equivalent).
CIS 109 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS-LAB, 1 lee hr/wk, 2 lab
hr/wk, 1 er - This class is intended to provide a hands-on lab
experience for students concurrently registered in CIS 101. Students are
introduced to the computing facilities at PCC. The student will complete
assignments designed to facilitate use of microcomputers and terminals
and gain knowledge of elementary operating system commands.
Prerequisites: none.
CIS 1220 DATA BASE MANAGEMENT FOR MICROCOMPUTERS, 4
lee hr/wk, 21ab hrlwk, 4 er - The student will discover the
versatility and application of database management systems. Specific topic
areas will include types and uses of database management systems,
operation of database management systems, design of forms and records,
selecting meaningful reports and information structuring. Prerequisite:
CIS 102 or instructor permission.
CIS 122S ELECTRONICSPREADSHEETSFOR MICROCOMPUTERS,
41ee hr/Wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 er - The student will discover the
versatility and application of electronic spreadsheets in a variety of
examples and projects. Specific topic areas will include spreadsheet
design, use of spreadsheet, editing and movement on spreadsheet,
replication, recalculation, modes, formatting, functions, command
structures, producing a printout. limitations, varieties of spreadsheets,
applications for spreadsheets and a discussion of future probabilities.
Prerequisite: CIS 102 or instructor permission.
CIS 133C APPLICATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT I (COBOL), 4
lee hr/Wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 er - This course provides an
introduction to the programming language COBOL, with emphasis on
program design, language syntax and coding conventions, which involve
arithmetic calculations, editing and single level control breaks.
Prerequisites: CIS 103 and MTH 100.
CIS 140 MICROCOMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS, 41ee hrlwk,
21ab hr/wk, 4 er - Students study computer software in disk
operating environments, learn hardware/software relations, operation of
supervisors, programming language translators, utility programs, set-up
and run procedures and interpretation and handling of error conditions.
Prerequisites CIS 101 and CIS 102 or equivalent.
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CIS 145 MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE EVALUATION, 41sc hrl
wk, 2 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Systematizes the process of evaluation and
purchase of microcomputer software. Topics will include basics in
microcomputer hardware, operating systems and programming languages
Specific application software evaluated may include word processing,
electronic spreadsheet, database management systems, graphics,
communications and integrated software packages. Prerequisite: CIS 102 or
equivalent.
CIS 210AA MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS II, 41sc hrlwk, 2
lab hrlwk, 4 cr - This course covers the MS-DOS operating system
and advanced training on microcomputer application programs for personal
and business use. The student will become familiar with a variety of hard
disk management tools offered by MS-DOS and will use some of the
advanced features and utilities offered by electronic spreadsheet, graphics,
database, windowing and file management functions for environment
integration. Prerequisite: CIS 102 or equivalent.
CIS 212AA MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS III, 21sc hrlwk, 1
lab hrlwk, 2 cr - This course will provide a comprehensive
introduction in Macro programming and Data Communication in a
microcomputer environment. The students will develop macros in
electronic spreadsheet, word processing, graphics, database and data
communication environments. The students will acquire hands-on
experience in data communication on how to exchange information in the
following environments: PC-PC, PC-mainframe, LAN, bulletin board or
information services. Prerequisites: CIS 210M or equivalent.

CIS 254ASSEMBLERLANGUAGE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT(BAL), 4
lac hrlwk, 21ab hr/w k, 4 cr -Students will be provided with knowledge
and skills in the subject area of assembler languages. Students'
understanding of higher level languages will be enhanced. Included will be
internal computer processes, designing, coding and debugging assembler
programs involving inpuVoutput operations, data manipulation and decimal
arithmetic in IBM 360/370 BAL. Prerequisite: CIS 133C.
CIS 275 DATA BASE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, 41sc hr/wk, 2
lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Introduces the student to the data base environment.
Included in the course are discussion and application of data structures, file
organizations, data base models, program/query development in a data
base environment and data base administration. Emphasis is on
understanding the use of a data base system. Prerequisites: CIS 233C and
CIS 245.
CIS 278 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 41sc hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk,
4 cr - This course introduces the student to business data
communications which is the dynamic technology of transmitting,
accessing and controlling data over distances from its source.
Prerequisites: CIS 233C, CIS 245 and WR 227 (or WR 123).
CIS 280AA COOPERATIVE WORK EXPERIENCE, 16 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
- Students work in industry, performing work directly related to the
coursework taken in the CIS program. Prerequisites: Completion of all
recommended first, second and third term courses and departmental
approval.

CIS 233B ADVANCED PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT (BASIC), 41sc
hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students will study advanced
programming techniques in the programming language BASIC. Subjects
covered will include array processing, file manipulation and extensive
subroutine processing with highly structured design techniques Students
will use both microcomputers and mainframes for entering and executing
programs Prerequisites: CIS 102, CIS 131 and MTH 105 (or equivalent).

CIS 299 SPECIAL STUDIES: 4TH GENERATION LANGUAGES, 41sc
hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students develop an understanding of
the evolving need for a higher level of automation in developing data
processing applications and have an opportunity to recognize the rich
diversity of non-procedural techniques and languages that are emerging in
information systems. Prerequisites: CIS 244, CIS 275 and MTH 105 (or
equivalent).

CIS 233C APPLICATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT II (COBOL), 4
lac hrlwk, 2 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Students continue the study of
COBOL and develop programs which involve multilevel control breaks, use
of one and two dimensional tables, sequential and binary table searches
and sequential file updates. Prerequisites: CIS 133C, MTH 105 (or
equivalent) and WR 214 or WR 122.

CJA - Criminal
Justi ce Careers

CIS 234 APPLICATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT III (COBOL), 4
Isc hrlwk, 2 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Students develop the ability to
design and implement COBOL programs and systems of programs that
utilize advanced features of the language; gain an understanding of
common business-oriented applications and capabilities of the language in
both batch and interactive processing environments; develop an
understanding of, and ability to apply, structured program design,
programming and implementation; and develop motivation for applying
proper software development techniques Prerequisites: CIS 233C and WR
227 or WR 123.
CIS 245 OPERATING SYSTEMS, 41sc hr/wk, 21ab hrlwk, 4 cr
- Introduces students to the concepts and facilities of operating systems.
Topics include the evolution and structure of operating systems and the
development and maintenance of job control codes in a production
environment. Using a standard industry editor to prepare their jobs,
students run lab exercises in both an interactive and batch environment.
Prerequisites: CIS 133C and MTH 105 (or equivalent).
CIS 246 STRUCTURED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN, 41sc
hr/wk, 4 cr - A study of the system development life cycle with
emphasis on system design through the use of structured tools and
techniques Design and documentation of process flows, data flows, data
structures, file design, input and output designs, and procedural
specifications will be developed. Information gathering, reporting activities,
design project presentation and project management will be discussed and
performed. Prerequisite: CIS 244.
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CJA 111 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM·
POLICE, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study American and foreign
criminal justice agencies and analyze the criminal justice process from
detection and arrest through prosecution, adjudication, sentencing and
imprisonment or probation and parole. Major theories of crime causation
and the role of police in society are also covered.
CJA 112 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM·
COURTS, 3 lae hrlwk, 3 cr - Students study the court systems and
their procedures; laws as they affect the court system; kinds and degrees of
evidence; rules governing admissibility of evidence in court; and the
structure and function of American local, state and federal court systems.
CJA 113 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM·
CORRECTIONS, 3 lae hrlwk, 3 cr - Theories and current practices
in correctional treatment, crime prevention, contemporary criminal justice
services and treatment modalities are discussed, as are professional career
opportunities.
CJA 210 ARREST, SEARCH & SEIZURE, 31sc hrlwk, 3 cr -The
student will gain a working knowledge of the Constitution and Oregon
Statutory requirements in the areas of arrest, search and seizure. The
student will be involved in document preparation, service and courtroom
presentation.

CJA 2111NTRO TO CIVIL LAW, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students
examine the philosophy and history of common law and statutory law as
they relate to the court system and law office operations in the state of
Oregon, with a focus on civil law and procedure,

CJA 223 INTRO TO CORRECTIONALPROCESS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Students study the historical and contemporary background of the adult
offender with emphasis on current prevention, control and rehabilitative
programs.

CJA 21201INTRO TO CRIMINAL LAW, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study the origin, structure and definitions of common law and
statutory crimes, the Oregon Criminal Code and criminal court procedures.

CJA 2241NTRO TO CORRECTIONSADMINISTRATION, 3 lec hr/wk,
3 cr - Students study public and corrections administrative structure
and practices and analyze administrative leadership, effectiveness and staff
roles.

CJA 2131NTRO TO EVIDENCE, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students
_studythe nature and types of criminal evidence and rules governing
admissibility, competency and relevancy. Presentation and suppression of
evidence, hearsay rules and exceptions are introduced.
CJA 2141NTRO TO CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- Students are introduced to modern investigative methods, including the
collection and preservation of physical evidence, scientific aids, sources of
information, interviews, follow-up and case presentation. Techniques of
interview and interrogation and the use of the polygraph and investigative
hypnosis are discussed.
CJA 215 FORENSICSCIENCE & CRIMINALlSTlCS, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - Students study the theoretical and technical skills necessary for
complex criminal investigation. The course provides an understanding of
how scientific principles assist in crime detection and solution.
Prerequisite: CJA 213 or instructor's permission.
CJA 216 ADVANCED CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - An exploration and analysis of the techniques of criminal
investigation. This course is designed for in-service police and/or fire
personnel that are assigned to functions that involve criminal investigation
on a daily basis. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
CJA 217 INTERVIEWING & INTERROGATION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
- The student will develop knowledge and working skill in the art of
interviewing and interrogation. The course is designed for both in-service
and pre-service law enforcement students.
CJA 218 CRIMINAL JUSTICE PERSPECTIVES OF VIOLENCE &
AGGRESSION, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students explore and analyze
violence and aggression as viewed from biological, psychological,
psychiatric and sociological perspectives. Special emphasis is placed on
episodically violent individuals, their detection, and methods of treatment
and violence prevention in the area of crisis intervention. The student will
be exposed to the tools and techniques of crisis intervention through
discussion and demonstrations. Simulation and role playing are also
included.
CJA 219 INTRODUCTION TO POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS &
CRIME PREVENTION, 3 lec h r/wk, 3 cr - Students discuss
causes and types of prejudice and how cultural and racial differences relate
to the criminal justice system. Also, the role that an individual officer
should play in maintaining public support as well as methods of individual,
community and organizational response to prevent crime and victimization
in local neighborhoods and communities are discussed.
CJA 220AA INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAURETAIL SECURITY, 3
lec hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students discuss physical and procedural controls
of business and criminal law as they apply to the retail industry, citizen's
arrest and special law-related problems of modern business.
CJA 221INTRO TO PROBATION & PAROLE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study the basic principles and techniques involved in the
correctional programs of probation and parole, together with a critical
analysis of their individual roles in the administration of criminal justice
CJA 222 INTRO TO JUVENILE CORRECTIONS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Students study the historical and contemporary aspects of the juvenile
offender, inclUding examination of juvenile court structure and function,
juvenile law and legal process

CJA 226 INTRODUCTIONTO DYNAMICS OF JUVENILE BEHAVIOR,
3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study the basic issues related to
problems of juveniles, with an emphasis on juvenile delinquency and
deviant behavior. The course reviews the major theories of juvenile
delinquency and the treatment strategies for these childhood and
adolescent problems. Students will also study the historical and
contemporary aspects of the juvenile offender, including examination of
juvenile court structure and function, juvenile law and legal process.
CJA 229 COMMUNITY BASED CORRECTIONS, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- The purpose of this course is to examine the multitude of communitybased correctional services and treatment options available. The focus of
this course will be on the historical development and the present utilization
of community-based corrections.
CJA 243 NARCOTICS& DANGEROUSDRUGS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Students study the history and causes of narcotic and drug problems
today, how to identify drug addicts and drug abusers, how to define and
classify various types of narcotics and dangerous drugs, and discuss laws
and other controls and rehabilitation programs.
CJA 250 INTRODUCTIONTO THE CRIMINAL MIND, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3
cr - This course prepares students majoring in criminal justice,
corrections or social science to explore the current literature in criminal
psychopathology with particular focus on the biological, nutritional and
psychological aspects of the condition. The course provides an introduction
to the basic terms, concepts and methodology by which the criminal
personality is identified and understood.
CJA 279 CRIMINAL JUSTICE SEMINAR, 4lIIec hr/wk, 4 cr This course is designed for criminal justice agencies that offer specialized
topic seminars to meet the special information and training needs of local
criminal justice agencies.
CJA 280AA COOPERATIVEED: CRIMINAL JUSTICE, 121ab hr/Wk,
3 cr - Students participate with various public sector criminal justice
agencies (eg. Circuit Court, Juvenile Court, Probation and Parole, local
police departments, etc.) in order to gain knowledge about the structure and
function of public service agencies. The field placement must be programrelated Prerequisites: CJA 111, CJA 112, CJA 113, CJA 211, CJA 21201
and CJA 213. The number of credit hours will depend upon the amount and
degree of agency participation by the student.
CJA 29901 SEARCHAND SEIZURE SEMINAR, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
- This detailed study of the constitutional and statutory legal provisions
regulating searches and seizures by Oregon law enforcement officers
includes a thorough review of legal requirements for issuing warrants and
obtai ning valid consent.
CJA 29906 CRISIS INTERVENTION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course focuses on the needs of local police, dispatchers and other inservice practitioners or pre-service students in crisis intervention. Some
tools and techniques of crisis intervention are discussed and demonstrated
through simulation and role playing.
CJA 5.221 SURVEY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROBLEMS II
(SECURITY), 61ab hrJwk, 3 cr - Students will be assigned to the
pec Department of Security and Public Safety to work with a regular
security officer in issuing parking citations, asset protection, public
information and public relations Students may design a work schedule
compatible to their regular coursework
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CJA 5.293 CURRENT SECURITY PROBLEMS I (INTERNAL), 31sc
hr/wk 3 cr - Students undertake an in-depth study of the current
proble~s facing retail security and the techniques and devices available to
solve them, plus a review of business security problems.
CJA 5.294 CURRENT SECURITY PROBLEMS II (EXTERNAL), 3 Isc
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students analyze and pursue an in-depth study of
external threats to business, and study techniques and methods used to
counter those threats and reduce losses.
CJA 5.295 INTRODUCTION TO SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, 3 Isc
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study the security functions in business and
industry from the administrative position.

CS -

Computer Science

CS 140 INTRODUCTION TO UNIX, 31sc hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 3 cr
- This course provides the students with the working knowledge of UNIX
commands, InpuVOutput routines to include filter and pipe, UNIX file
system/management, file security, and mail handling facilities for a single
host and a network configuration. After the completion of this course, the
student will develop a series of UNIX Shell scripts. Prerequisite: None.
CS 150 COMPUTING FUNDAMENTALS, 41sc hrlwk, 2 lab hrlwk,
4 cr - This course will introduce the student to the use and historical
development of computers, how computers work, algorithms, structured
program design and fundamental programming concepts. An introduction
to computer applications and the design and construction of computer
programs using BASIC are a significant part of the course. Prerequisite:
MTH 100 or consent of instructor.
CS 233U C PROGRAMMING, 41sc hrlwk, 2 lab hr/wk, 4 cr This course is designed for students who have completed the required
computer science courses or have similar computer programming
experience. This course will enable the student to understand the design
and construction of computer programs using the C language. It will also
cover aspects of program control, program processing, data types and
structures, functions, recursion, sorting techniques and systematic program
design. Emphasis will be placed on all aspects of the programming and
problem-solving process Topics include linear data structures: linked
lists; stacks; queues; trees; recursive procedures; and merging, sorting and
searching data structures. Prerequisite: CS 262 or consent of instructor
CS 249 INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING IN FORTRAN, 4 lee
hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4 cr - This course will provide the student with
knowledge and skills in the design and construction of computer programs
using FORTRANIV (Level 77). The student will solve problems over a
wide range of applications involving numerical computations using a digital
computer Emphasis will be placed on structured program design and
application of the scientific method. Prerequisite: CS 150, MTH 101 or
consent of instructor.
CS 261 COMPUTER SCIENCE: PASCAL I, 41sc hrlwk, 2 lab hr/
wk, 4 cr - This course will introduce the student to computer
programming. It will enable the student to understand the design and
construction of computer programs using the PASCAL language. It will
also cover aspects of program control, program processing, data types and
structures, functions and procedures and programming standards.
Emphasis will be placed on structured program designs Prerequisites:
MTH 101, MTH 105, or equivalent.
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CS 262 COMPUTER SCIENCE: PASCAL II, 41sc hr/wk, 2 lab hr/
wk 4 cr - This course introduces the student to the use of a wide
vari~ty of data structures, recursion, sorting techniques and systematic
program design. Emphasis will ~e placed on all ~sp~ts of th~
programming and problem-solving process. Toplcs.lnclude linear data
structures; linked lists; stacks; queues; trees; recursive procedures; and
merging, sorting and searching data structures. A team project u~i~g the
PASCAL language is a significant portion of the course. Prerequisite: CS
261 or equivalent.
CS 263 COMPUTER SCIENCE: ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE, 41sc hr/
wk 21ab hrlwk 4 cr - This course provides the student with
kno~ledge and skilis in the subject area ~f assembler languages and wi!l.
enhance the student's understanding of higher level languages. Topics Will
include number representation, instruction execution, ~sembly language
programming and the assembly process. The student.Will demonstrate an
understanding of the organization and internal operation of a computer and
will be required to design, code and debug assembler programs.
Prerequisite: CS 261 or equivalent.
CS 264 ASSEMBLER LANGUAGEII, 41sc hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 4
cr - This course is a continuation of topics introduced in CS 263 and
includes topics in table processing, disk organization, disk inpuVoulput,
printer drivers, macros, linking, loaders and interrupt processing.
Prerequisite: CS 171 or consent of instructor.
CS 265 DATA STRUCTURES, 41sc hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 4 cr lntroduction to the abstract data structures used to store, access, and
manipulate information in computer programming. Top.ics include:.stacks,
recursion, queues and lists, trees, networks, graphs, string processing,
sorting and searching Prerequisite: CS 162 or consent of instructor.

CST - Software
Engineering Technology
CST 2.110 PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES· PASCAL, 41sc hr/
wk 21ab hr/wk 4 cr - The study of the fundamental concepts and
skilis required by a'programmer Topics include basic problem solving
skills, algorithm development and diagramming techniques, pr.oper
.
software documentation, and the Pascal language. Students Will use NassiSchneiderman and Warnier-Orr design methodologies to solve elementary
problems and then implement them in Pascal. Prerequisite: Placement in
MTH 101 and WR 121 or departmental permission.
CST 2.210 DATA ABSTRACTIONS AND STRUCTURES· PAS«;AL, 4
lac hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4 cr - The study of advanced algon~.ms.
and data structures using the data abstraction approach for the specification
and creation of separately compiled modules. Topics include stacks,
queues, tables, sequences, static and dynamic lists, binary search trees,.
files, sets, searching and sorting techniques. and recursion. Students will
practice designing and implementing the various abstractions a.nd
structures in Pascal. Prerequisites: CST 2.110 and enrollment In MTH 231
or departmental permission.
CST 2.310 TEAM PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES· MODULA·2, 4
lac hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4 cr - The study of the formation,
functioning, and tools of team programming in the solut!on of larg~-scale
software problems. The Modula-2 language wi.1Ibe studied a~ a ~U1table
vehicle for modular development in a team environment, Topics Include
structured walkthroughs, HIPO charts, levels of software testing,.compu~er
modeling and simulation, and computer en:ulation. Students wlI.1work In
teams to complete larger software projects In Modula-2. Prerequisita CST
2.210 or departmental permission.

CST 2.312 INTRODUCTION TO UNIX· SYSTEM V, 41se hr/wk, 2
lab hrlwk, 4 er - The study of the form and functioning of the Unix
System V operating system with emphasis on the use of Unix utilities and
shell script programming to implement user requests. Topics include the
Unix file system and its utilities, the documentation utilities, the database
primitives, the awk language, the communications utilities, the Bourne and
C shells, system management, and an overview of the C language and its
influence on Unix. Students will complete a variety of elementary projects
using these tools. Prerequisite: Departmental permission.
CST 2.41 0 WAND DATACOMMUNICA TIONS· MODlI.A·2, 41se hrl
wk, 2 lab hrlwk, 4 er - The study of inpuVoutput control
systems and data communications software. Topics include Jackson
Structured Programming and Design, recognition problems, structure
clashes, file structures, concurrency, coroutines, multithreading, and data
communications networks. Students will complete a variety of projects
using JSD and JSP and then implement them in Modula-2. Prerequisites:
CST 2.310 and CST 2.312, or departmental permission.
CST 2.412 LANGUAGEPROCESSORDESIGN· MODULA·2, 41se hrl

wk, 21ab hrlwk, 4 er - The study of the design, structure, and

D -

Dance

D 150 JAZZ DANCE I, 21ee hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 er - This
course will introduce students to the fundamentals of jazz dance technique.
Classwork will emphasize and develop body alignment, coordination,
strength, flexibility and rhythm. Various jazz dance styles may be explored
in simple dance combinations.
D 151 JAZZ DANCE II, 21ee hrlwk, 1 lab hrlwk, 2 er - This
course continues to develop technique and style in jazz dance at the
beginning/intermediate level. Classwork and dance combinations are
designed to increase students' stamina, vocabulary of steps, dance
technique and style. Prerequisite: Jazz Dance I or equivalent.
D 152 JAZZ DANCE III, 2 lee hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 er - This
course continues to develop jazz dance technique and style at the
intermediate level. Classwork emphasizes greater speed, control, efficiency
of movement, longer and more complex combinations, as well as dynamics
and expression. Prerequisite: Jazz Dance II or equivalent.

functioning of compilers and interpreters. Topics include manual and
automated methods of language processor generation, lexical analysis,
syntax analysis, semantic analysis, and code generation. Students will
work in teams of two to design, document, implement, and test a compiler
for a simple block-structured language using the Modula-2Ianguage.
Prerequisite: CST 2.410 or departmental permission.

D 169 MUSICAL THEATER DANCE, 21ee hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr
- This course introduces students to dance forms and styles as used in
the musical theater. Students will learn basic dance steps and terminology,
improve and broaden their dance skills, and learn dance excerpts from
musical theater shows. Prerequisite: Two terms of dance technique courses
or instructor permission.

CST 2.510 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, TOOLS, AND C, 4 lac hr/wk,
21ab hrlwk, 4 er - The advanced study of the C language and its use
in software engineering and the creation of software tools. Topics include
fundamental data types, statements, expressions, arrays, functions,
pointers. structures, unions, enumerations, data abstraction and structures,
concurrency, library module creation and use, programmer support utilities,
and interaction with operating system libraries of both Unix System Vand
the PC/DOS environments. Students will complete a variety of individual
projects in C under both operating system environments. Prerequisites:
CST 2.310, CST 2.312, and CST 2.410 or departmental permission.

D 192B3 BALLETI, 11ee hrlwk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 er - This
course offers knowledge and skill development in the basics of classical
ballet technique. Classwork emphasizes correct alignment, basic barre
work, simple center floor work, and ballet vocabulary.

CST 2.512 LOW LEVEL LANGUAGES· 8086, 41ee hr/wk, 21ab hrl
wk, 4 er - The study of advanced assembly language programming.
(The student is expected to be familiar with the 8086 instruction set.)
Topics include integer and floating point representations, parameter
passing, reentrancy, recursion, modularity, software engineering
techniques, data structure design and implementation, library module
creation and use, mixed language programming, and the use of source
code debuggers. Prerequisites: EET241 and CST 2.310 or departmental
permission.
CST 2.610 PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 41ee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4
er - The study of the techniques and responsibilities of project
management in the completion of software projects. Topics include the
phased software development approach, management responsibil ities at
various levels within an organization, techniques for managing technical
people and projects, problem analysis techniques to determine and
document user needs, feedback loops and phase reviews, formal software
testing, and interpersonal relationships. Students will participate as
members of a single team in the analysis and design of a large software
development project for some department at the college. Prerequisites:
CST 2.412 and CST 2.510 or departmental permission.
CST 2.612 OPERATING SYSTEMS DESIGNS· C/8086, 41ee hrlwk,
21ab hr/wk, 4 er - The study of operating systems software and the
underlying concepts and techniques with emphasis on design trade-olls.
Topics include operating system models, process management, low-level
concurrency implementations, process scheduling, resource management
to avoid deadlock or starvation, device drivers, memory management, and
file system management. Prerequisites: CST 2.51 0 and CST 2.512 or
departmental permission.

D 192B4 BALLET II, 1 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr - This
course continues the student's development of classical ballet technique at
the beginning/intermediate level. Coursework is designed to improve
control, strength, correct application of movement principles, and ballet
vocabulary. Prerequisite: Ballet I or equivalent.
D 292B5 BALLETIII, 1 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr - This
course continues skill development and knowledge of classical ballet
technique at the intermediate level. Classwork will incorporate longer and
more complex combinations of steps designed to increase speed, control,
use of upper body and line, and musical phrasing. Prerequisite: Ballet II or
equivalent.

DA -

Dental Assisting

DA 5.501 INTEGRATEDBASIC SCIENCE I, 3 lee hrlwk, 3 er
DA 5.502 INTEGRATED BASIC SCIENCE II, 21ec hrlwk, 2 er These courses include fundamental principles of dental anatomy and
histology, general anatomy and physiology, microbiology, general
pathology and asepsis.
DA 5.503 DENTALHEALTH EDUCATION, 1 lee hr/wk, 1 er Students practice teaching patients ellective techniques of oral and dental
care.
DA 5.504 THE DENTALPATIENT, 1 lee hr/wk, 1 er - Study of
the attitudes, philosophies and behavior of dental patients along with
related patient management concepts.
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DA 5.506 CLINICAL PROCEDURESLAB I, 61ab hr/Wk, 2 cr
DA 5.507 CLINICAL PROCEDURESLAB II, 10 lab hr/Wk, 3 cr
DA 5.508 CLINICAL PROCEDURESLAB III, 15 lab hr/wk, 5 cr Students work with the dentist in setting up the necessary instruments and
using them in chairside procedures. In the second term, the student spends
one full day each week at the Oregon Health Sciences University Dental
School; and in the final term, the qualified student works in a local dentist's
office for three days each week. Principles of instrument sterilization and
personal and clinic cleanliness are stressed.

DE 0.76110 BASIC PENMANSHIP, 21ec hrlwk, 2 cr - Exercises
and practice enable students to communicate more effectively through
legible handwriting and to take pride in the appearance of their written work.

DA 5.515 DENTALPHARMACOLOGY, 11ec hrlwk, 1 cr Students become familiar with the medications and drugs used by the
dentist in treating patients.

DE 0.767 GRAMMAR REVIEW, 51ec hrlwk, 2 cr - This course is
available as a 1O-hour or a 2D-hour course and is an overview of some
fundamental principles of American English Grammar. Included in the 10hour course are examples and use of parts of speech, sentence types,
sentence analysis, simple compound/complex sentences, and a brief
overview of punctuation. The 20-hour course includes material in the
shorter course in addition to more practice with compound and complex
sentences as well as presentations on subject-verb agreement, pronoun
usage, and selected homonyms.

DA 5.518 EXPANDED DUTIES I, 11ec hr/wk, 1 cr
DA 5.519 EXPANDED DUTIES II, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr - Students are
instructed in rubber dam application, how to provide patient education and
preventive advice, amalgam polishing, fluoride application and cement
removal.

DE 0.768 BASIC LEARNINGSKILLS, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr Techniques for more effective study, listening, notetaking and college
reading skills are covered. Includes an orientation to college procedures
and resources. Recommended for students whose basic skills are below the
college level.

DA 5.520 DENTALRADIOLOGYI, 1 lec hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk, 3 cr
DA 5.522 DENTALRADIOLOGYII, 1 lec hrlwk, 41ab hrlwk, 3 cr
DA 5.524 DENTALRADIOLOGYIII, 61ab hrlwk, 2 cr - Basic
knowledge concerning the discovery, history, development, physical
properties and hazards of radiation. The students practice taking and
processing dental films. Emphasis is on monitoring the amount of radiation
exposure that the patient receives.
DA 5.530 DENTAL MATERIALS I, 1 lec hr/wk, 6 lab hr/wk, 3 cr
DA 5.532 DENTALMATERIALS II, 1 lec hrlwk, 4 lab hrlwk, 3 cr
DA 5.534 DENTAL MATERIALS III (LAB), 61ab hrlwk, 2 cr Introduces knowledge of physical and chemical properties of dental
materials and their manipulation. The student uses various impression
materials to make models in plaster and dental stone, becoming familiar
with the use of amalgams in dental restorations, and the use of gold and
waxes in the preparation of crowns and inlays.
DA 5.537 CLINICAL PROCEDURESI, 2 lec hr/wk, 2 cr
DA 5.538 CLINICAL PROCEDURESII, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr
DA 5.539 CLINICAL PROCEDURESIII, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr Provides instruction in the procedures that the dental assistant performs in
the dental office. The students make practical application of this knowledge
in the dental clinics at PCC, at the Oregon Health Sciences University
Dental School and at the offices of private practitioners.
DA 5.551 DENTALOFFICE PROCEDURESI, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr
DA 5.552 DENTALOFFICE PROCEDURESII, 21ec hr/wk, 31ab hrl
wk, 3 cr - These courses provide instruction in office management,
how to maintain an appointment book, to identify needed office records, to
maintain an office inventory and to set up a preventive dentistry recall
system. Written and oral communications are included, as well as basic
computer skills.
DA 5.560 ETHICS AND JURISPRUDENCE, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr Covers ethical standards established by professional dental organizations
through their code of ethics. The legal responsibilities and obligations of
the dental assistant and the dentist are also taught.

DE Developmental Education
DE 0.527 BASIC VOCABlI.ARY BUILDING, 5 lec hrlwk, 3 cr Helps students to overcome the handicap of a limited vocabulary through
instruction in parts of speech, word parts, word relationships and use of the
dictionary. This course may include from three to five lecture hours per
week.
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OEM Developmental Mathematics
OEM 10 FUNDAMENTALSOF ARITHMETIC, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr The course is designed to improve the basic arithmetic skills of those who
are lacking skills for entry into DEM 20 Basic Math (Arithmetic) or certain
vocational programs. This course is especially useful for those who have
forgotten skills or who lack functional speed in the whole number tables.
The material and drill work is presented in a lab-teaching setting. Much of
the work allows students to progress at their own speed and to work at
skills most needed.
OEM 20 BASIC MATH (ARITHMETIC), 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr - This
course is a fast review of whole numbers, fractions, decimals, ratio and
proportion, percents and applied (story) problems that prepare students for
either PCM 60 or PCM 30. Prerequisite: An appropriate score on the math
placement test.
OEM 21 PERCENTAGES, 51ec hr/wk, 1 cr - This course covers
writing ratios, solving proportions, changing percents, decimals and
fractions, solving percent problems and solving ratio/percent word
problems. Prerequisite: DEM 20 or demonstrated knowledge of fractions
and decimals.
OEM 22 METRIC SCIENTIFIC NOTATION, 51ec hrlwk, 1 cr This course covers the English measurement system, metric system,
temperature in both scales, conversions between systems and scientific
notation (calculator permitted). Prerequisite: DEM 20 or demonstrated
knowledge of fractions and decimals.
OEM 23 INTRODUCTIONTO GEOMETRY, 5 lec hrlwk, 1 cr This course covers geometric shapes, relationships and formulas for
perimeter, area and volume (calculator required). Prerequisite: DEM 20 or
demonstrated knowledge of fractions and decimals.
OEM 24 PRE·ALGEBRA, 5 lec hrlwk, 1 cr - This course covers
integers and arithmetic operations, absolute value, combining like terms,
evaluating expressions, one-step equations and a few two-step equations.
Prerequisite: DEM 20 or demonstrated knowledge of fractions and
decimals.
OEM 25 FRACTIONS, 5 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - This course will cover
fractions and their operations as well as prime factorization, least common
multiples (denominators), averages, improper fractions, mixed numbers,
reciprocals, and equivalent fractions. Prerequisite: DEM 10 or demonstrated
knowledge of whole numbers and their operations.

DEM 26 DECIMALS, 51ec hr/wk, 1 cr - This course covers place
value, computations, rounding, averages, inequalities, powers of ten,
equivalents, scientific notation and decimal word problems. Prerequisite:
OEM 10 or demonstrated knowledge of whole numbers and their
operations.
DEM XI ARITHMETIC WORD PROBLEMS, 5 lec hr/wk, 1 cr This course will cover converting English sentences to math sentences,
determining which operation to use, solving word problems using addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, percents, ratios, proportions and any
combination. Prerequisite: OEM 20 or demonstrated knowledge of whole
numbers.

DER -

Developmental Reading

DEA 115 SPEED READING AND VOCABULARY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- A transfer course for students who wish to increase reading rate and
improve comprehension. Instruction includes formation of efficient reading
habits, vocabulary development, inferential and critical reading, and
adapting reading rate to different reading tasks.
DER 116 COLLEGEVOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - A transfer course to improve students' reading and writing skills
through concentrated attention on words: Their origins, derivations, forms
and meanings. Instruction includes a wide variety of methods for making
vocabulary growth an ongoing process.
DEA 117 ADVANCED SPEED READING AND VOCABULARY, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - Further exploration of topics covered in DER115.
Prerequisite: DER 115 or consent of instructor.
DER 0.531 READING FOR ENJOYMENT (CONTEMPORARY
LITERATURE), 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
DEA 0.534 READING FOR ENJOYMENT (APPRECIATION OF
LITERATURE), 3 lec hr/wk, 3 c r - Designed to help students
develop their abilities to read, understand and enjoy literature. Students
read selections from writers, poets and dramatists as expressions of human
experience. Courses need not be taken in sequence.
DEA 0.76520 BASIC READING SKILLS II, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk,
3 cr
DER 0.76530 BASIC READING SKILLS III, 51ec hr/wk, 3 cr Beginning at the student's present reading level, instruction seeks to
improve reading ability through work on phonics, word analysis,
vocabulary development, comprehension, reading rate and other aspects of
the reading process. Recommended for students whose test scores indicate
they will encounter difficulty with college-level reading. These courses may
include from three to five lecture hours per week.
DER 0.772 COMPREHENSIVE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT I, 91ec
hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk, 9 cr -Intensive work on all aspects of language
use: reading, writing, spelling, listening and speaking. Students build skills
through class, small group and individualized instruction. This course may
include from five to fifteen lecture hours per week and three to nine credits.
DER 0.77203 COMPREHENSIVE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT FOR
THE DEAF, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This is a course designed for
hearing impaired students wishing to further develop their skills in writing,
reading and vocabulary. In addition to receiving specialized instruction, the
students are provided with the opportunity to utilize Computer Courseware
to practice and reinforce learned skills. Interested students must contact the
Handicapped Student Services Office in order to arrange for the necessary
placement tesling. This course may be offered for three or six credits

DEW -

Developmental Writing

DEW 0.76610 SPELLING I, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
DEW 0.76620 SPELLING II, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr -The fundamental
rules of English spelling and their frequent exceptions. Instruction includes
work on spelling for students who have completed Spelling I.

DEW 0.76710 BASIC WRITING SKILLS I, 31ec hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk,
3 cr
DEW 0.76720 BASIC WRITING SKILLS II, 31ec hr/Wk, 21ab hrl
wk, 3 cr
DEW 0.76730 BASIC WRITING SKILLS III, 51ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Students improve their ability to express themselves in writing and to
accomplish common writing tasks. Grammar, usage, spelling, punctuation,
sentence structure and paragraph development are stressed. Recommended
for students whose test scores indicate a need for pre-college level writing
instruction. These courses may include from three to five lecture hours per
week.

DH -

Dental Hygiene

DH 101 DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY I, 41ec hr/Wk, 4 cr
DH 102 DENTALHYGIENE THEORY II, 21ec hr/Wk, 2 cr
DH 103 DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY III, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr
DH 104 DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY IV, 21ec hr/Wk, 2 cr
DH 105 DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY V, 21ec hr/Wk, 2 cr
DH 106 DENTAL HYGIENE THEORY VI, 4 lec hr/wk, 4 cr - The
study of dental hygiene techniques, theory and philosophy as applied to
direct patient service.
DH 101AO DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE I, 91ab hr/wk, 3 cr Students will apply dental hygiene theory and techniques in a laboratory
setting on dental manikins. Work with patients will begin when specified
skill levels are reached.
DH 102A0 DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE II, 91ab hr/Wk, 3 cr
DH 103AO DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE III, 9 lab hr/wk, 3 cr Students apply dental hygiene preventive and therapeutic principles while
providing patient care in a clinical environment. Patient care includes oral
prophylaxis and oral hygiene instruction.
DH 104AO DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE IV, 121ab hr/Wk, 4 cr
DH 105AO DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE V, 15 lab hr/wk, 5 cr
DH 106AO DENTAL HYGIENE PRACTICE VI, 181ab hr/Wk, 6 cr Students apply theoretical knowledge to the practice of dental hygiene on
patients, As skills increase, students are required to perform more difficult
tasks and complete their requirements in a shorter period of time.
Instructors monilor and aid the student. Skills practiced include prophylaxis
(cleaning), scaling, root planing, soft tissue curettage, administration of
local anesthesia, teaching preventive oral care and related procedures.
DH 108 COMMUNITY DENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION, 11ec hr/wk,
1 cr - This course provides knowledge and skills necessary to function
as an oral health educator for groups of varied populations. Prerequisites:
DH 120M and SOC 204.
DH 109 DENTAL RADIOLOGY I, 21ec hr/Wk, 31ab hr/Wk, 3 cr Instruction covers basic knowledge concerning dental radiation. Students
practice intra-oral techniques on a manikin with emphasis on normal and
abnormal conditions as they appear on the radiograph. Students expose
and process both intra-oral radiographs and extra-oral films Emphasis is
placed upon monitoring the amount of radiation exposure that the patient
receives and upon other potential radiation hazards.
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DH 113 DENTAL ANATOMY, 21ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3 cr Students identify the anatomical characteristics of all permanent and
deciduous teeth.
DH 120AA DENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION STRATEGIES, 21ec hrl
wk, 2 cr - This course seeks to familiarize the student with selected
teaching techniques and organized teaching programs having direct
application to dental health education concepts. Prerequisite: PSY 101.
OH 12B ORAL HISTOLOGY, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr - The study of
microscopic anatomy of the oral tissues. This course serves as an
introduction to OH 129 Oral Pathology.
OH 129 ORAL PATHOLOGY,. 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - The study of oral
diseases and recognition of conditions that may require consultation and
treatment by a dentist prior to or concurrent with dental hygiene
procedures. Prerequisite: OH 128.
DH 130 DENTAL MATERIALS, 1 lec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr Students identify and perform procedures with commonly used dental
materials.

DIC -

Drop-in Center

DlC 0.593 LEARNING SKIUS LABORATORY, 351ec hr/wk, 5 cr The ALC provides self-paced, individualized instruction in developmental
reading, writing, spelling, grammar, punctuation, mathematics, and related
skills. Student learning styles are accomodated through a variety of
instructional modes: computers, video-tapes, slide tapes, cassettes,
worksheets, tutoring, and instructor conferences.

OIT -

Dietetic Technology

DlT 225 NUTRITION, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - Students recognize
factors that affect food and nutrient intake and contribute to nutrient
retention in food during processing, the role of digestion and absorption,
and components of an adequate diet. Students apply these factors in
evaluating intake in relation to individual nutrient needs.

OH 211AA DENTAL RADIOLOGY II: DENTAL RADIOGRAPHIC
INTERPRETATION, 1 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - The course
is desi~ned to provide the student with knowledge of, and experience in, the
analysis and recording of dental radiographic images. Clinical experience
begun in OH 109 continues.

DIT 280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: HOME ECONOMICS, 40 lab
hr/wk, 10 cr - Students gain hands-on skill in planned, supervised
and regularly evaluated experiences at appropiate work sites. Each
cooperative education placement site is planned to meet the student's
individual and specific skill needs.

DH 231 ORAL ANATOMY/PAIN CONTROL, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Students study the structures in and around the oral cavity,
and the theory and practice of local anesthesia for patient comfort during
dental procedures.

DIT 280AB COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: HOME ECONOMICS·
SEMINAR, 21ec hr/Wk, 2 cr - Students review field site
experiences, explore solutions to possible job problems and discuss
professionalism as related to the job.

OH 232 NITROUS OXIDE SEDATION, 21ec hr/wk, 11ab hr/wk, 2
cr - Covers the theory and clinical application of nitrous oxide sedation
for dental patients as prescribed by the State Dental Practice Acts of
Oregon, Washington and California.

DIT 7.315 ORIENTATION FOR DIETETIC TECHNICIANS, 11ec hrl
wk, 6 lab hr/wk, 3 c r - Students explore dietetics careers, health
care systems, report facility site observations and participate in workshops
and meetings of prolessional organizations.

DH 236 ETHICS & JURISPRUDENCE, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr Students study the legal restrictions and ethical responsibilities associated
with the practice of dental hygiene and dentistry.

DIT 7.316 SCIENCE OF FOOD MANAGEMENT, 21ec hr/wk, 41ab
hr/wk, 4 cr - Through lectures, labs and field trips food science
principles are applied to the preparation, marketing and service of quality
nutritious lood.

OH 246 PHARMACOLOGY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - An introduction to
various drugs used in the practice of dentistry. Students study
nomenclature, classification, dosage and effects 01different pharmacologic
compounds. Prerequisite: CH 102AA.
DH 250 PUBLIC HEALTH, 21ec hr/wk' 2 cr - An introduction to
public health criteria, epidemiological studies and basic statistics in
preparation for the courses in community dentistry. Prerequisite OH 108.
OH 252 COMMUNITY DENTISTRY I, 1 lec hr/wk, 31ab hr/Wk, 2
cr - Students become familiar with and involved in current community
projects which provide dental services, research and education, and
develop a dental health education program. Prerequisite: OH 108.
OH 253 COMMUNITY DENTISTRY II, 1 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2
cr - Students become familiar with community projects by direct
participation with local facilities, and implement and evaluate a dental
health education program. Prerequisites: OH 120M, OH 252 and SP 111.
DH 260 PERIODONTOLOGYI, 2 lec hr/wk, 2 cr
DH 261 PERIODONTOLOGYII, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr -Instruction
in
the characteristics of normal and abnormal periodontium with classilication
of periodontal disease. Charting conditions of the mouth and the study of
current methods of periodontal therapy emphasize the role played by the
dental hygienist.
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DlT 7.320 CATERING MANAGEMENT, 21ec hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk, 5
cr - Students explore foodways of other cultures incorporating
information into menu development, preparation, service and evaluation of
luncheons served to public.
DIT 7.324 DIET OFFICE PROCEDURES, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course includes practical inlormation about the most commonly used
modified diets. Laboratory experience in menu planning and diet
modilication is provided.
DIT 7.325 FOODSYSTEMS FIELD EXPERIENCE, 11ec hr/wk, Blab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Menu systems, materials handling and production
control techniques utilized in institutional/commercial food services are
presented Projects and discussions are coordinated with assigned field
work experience.
DIT 7.326 HEALTH CARE FIELD EXPERIENCE, 11ec hr/wk, Blab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Licensing agency regulations are integrated into
classroom problem solving activities the professional food service manager
encounters. Projects and discussions are coordinated with assigned field
work experience.
DIT 7.327 NUTRITION CARE FIELD EXPERIENCE I, 1 lec hr/wk, 12
lab hr/wk, 5 cr - A systems approach to nutrition care in a health care
setting; application of interviewing, counseling and teaching techniques to
normal and therapeutic nutrition; dietary analysis; charting; dietary
modilication for diabetes mellitus and hypertension. Prerequisites: 81
5500, OIT7.324, OIT7.326.

DIT 7.328 NUTRITION CARE FIELD EXPERIENCE II, 1 lee hr/wk, 12
lab hr/Wk, 5 er - Application of interviewing, counseling and teaching
techniques; dietary modification for texture, fat, cholesterol and fiber;
charting. Prerequisites: DIT 7.327.

DRF 6.127 TECHNICAL ART ILLUSTRATION I, 4 lab hr/wk, 2 er
- This is an introductory course designed to provide a fundamental
understanding of the technical drawing methods most commonly used by
professional technical illustrators.

DIT 7.329 NUTRITION CARE FIELD EXPERIENCE III, 1 lee hr/wk,
12 lab hr/wk, 5 er - Application of interviewing, counseling and
teaching techniques; dietary modification for renal disease and cancer;
drug/nutrient interaction. Prerequisites: DIT 7.328.

DRF 6.130 INDUSTRIAL IUUSTRATION III, 41ee hr/wk, 121ab hrl
wk, 8 er - Topics include procedures for projecting pictorials in 1point perspective, 2-point perspective, both combined and 1-point, 2-point
and 3-point grid perspectives. Emphasis is on illustration flexibility in size
and angle of projection, stationing of viewer in perspective and positioning
of vanishing points. Prerequisite: DRF 6.316AA or department approved
equivalent.

DIT 7.330 THERAPEUTIC NUTRITION, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er Students perform such tasks as taking diet histories, modifying menus
according to diet prescriptions and charting menu changes and remarks of
patients. Further study of diseases requiring therapeutic diets is
emphasized.
DIT 7.333 FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er Management styles, organizational theories and personnel management
techniques are presented through lectures, films, and role playing. Student
projects are coordinated with field experience assignments or personal
employment.
DIT 7.334 PURCHASING AND COST CONTROL, 3 loe hr/wk, 3 er
- This course provides students with infomnation on purchasing
procedures and methods, and on establishing quality and cost control for
health care facilities. Ethical practices and concerns for consumer
protection are emphasized.
DIT 7.335 FACILITIES DESIGN, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - Principles of
work simplication and materials flow are applied to structural planning and
equipment selection and placement. Advantages of utilizing good design
principles as they relate to cost effectiveness, productivity, safety and
quality of food service delivery are discussed.
DIT 7.337 SANITATION AND SAFETY, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er Presentation of basic principles of food service sanitation and safety;
techniques for maintenance of a clean and hazardless physical
environment. Development and implementation of a sanitation and safety
program.
DIT 7.339 DIETETIC SEMINAR, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - Presentation
of concepts in health care delivery; JCAH, a regulatory body; rules,
regulations and licensing of health care facilities. Discussion of the dietetic
field and opportunities for the dietetic technician. Prerequisites: DIT 7.328.
DIT 7.340 FOOD AND THE CONSUMER, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er Course includes lectures. projects and field trips highlighting consumer
food issues. economics of food supply and government food regulations.

DRF -

Drafting Technology

DRF 6.112 TECHNICAL FREEHAND SKETCHING, 1 lee hr/wk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 2 er - An lotrooucfion to the skills needed to produce
orthographic and pictorial freehand sketches with emphasis on one-view,
two-view. three-view and isometric drawing, including blueprint reading. 3
DRF 6.114 TECHNICAL LETTERING, 2 lee hr/wk, 2 er - Sansserif lettering as it applies to engineering drawings and the preparation of
lettering plates.
DRF 6.116 INTRODUCTION TO DRAFTING, 41ee hr/wk, 121ab hrl
wk, 8 er - This is a basic course designed to give students a
fundamental understanding of drawing techniques and applications.
Emphasis is placed on the use of drafting instruments, leltering, geometric
constructions. orthographic projection. auxiliary view drawing, section and
conventions, pictorial drawing and basic dimensioning.

DRF 6.134 INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE MANUFACTURING, 31ee
hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 er - An introduction to basic machines and
practices used in most machine shops. Topics include shop safety
practices, tool crib and shop procedures, care and use of precision tools
and the use 01 the sensitive drill press, engine lathe, milling machine and
band saw. Prerequisites: DRF 6.112, DRF 6.114 and DRF 6.116 or
department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.140 ELECTRICAL & SHEETMETAL DRAFTING, 1 lee hr/wk,
3 lab hr/wk, 2 er - An introduction to basic electrical and sheetmetal
drafting as it applies to industry. Prerequisites: DRF 6.112 and DRF 6.114
or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.146 PIPING AND STRUCTURAL DRAFTING, 1 lee hrlwk, 3
lab hrlwk, 2 er - An introduction to the basic drawing techniques
used in piping and structural drafting. Prerequisites: DRF 6.112 and DRF
6.114 or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.1521NTRO TO ELECTRONIC SCHEMATIC DRAFTING, 1 lee
hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2 er - An introduction to the layout techniques
used for simple schematics, commonly used electronic components and
the codes for component identification. Includes block diagrams, logic
diagrams and P.C.B.layout. Prerequisites: DRF 6.112 and DRF 6.114 or
department approved equivalent
DRF 6.1588A INTRODUCTION TO AUTO CAD, 11ee hrlwk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 2 er - An introduction to AUTOCAD software as a drafting tool
Includes system configuration, menu structure, entity generation,
orthographic drawing, sectioning, dimensioning and plotting. Prerequisite:
DRF 6.116 or GE 115 or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.158CA INTRODUCTION TO CADKEY 3-D, 1 lee hr/wk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 2 er - An introduclion to CADKEY 3-D software as a drafting
tool. Includes system configuration, menu structure, entity generation,
orthographic drawing, sectioning, dimensioning and plotting. Prerequisite:
DRF 6.116 or GE 115 or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.1608A INTERMEDIATE AUTOCAD, 21ee hrlwk, 21ab hrl
wk, 3 er - Intermediate Autocad is a more in-depth study of computer
aided drafting. This course will emphasize spline creation, surface shading,
macro generation and tablet overlay design. Prerequisites: General working
knowledge of Autocad, lamil iarization with a text editor.
DRF 6.16OCA INTERMEDIATE CADKEY· 3D, 21ee hrlwk, 2 lab
hr/wk, 3 er - Intermediate Cadkey-3D is a more in-depth study of
computer aided drafting. This course will emphasize spline creation,
surface shading, macro generation and tablet overlay design. Prerequisites:
General working knowledge of Cadkey, familiarization with a text editor.
DRF 6.1618A ADVANCED AUTOCAD, 2 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3
er - This is an advanced design language course with emphasis on
program generation, data manipulation and customized software.
Prerequisites: Working knowledge of programming, working knowledge of
Autocad, and familiarization with a text editor.
DRF 6.161CA ADVANCED CADKEY - 3D, 21ee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk,
3 cr - This is an advanced design language course with emphasis on
program generation, data manipulation and customized software
application. Prerequisites: Working knowledge of programming, working
knowledge of Cadkey, and familiarization with a text editor.
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DRF 6.202 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING II, 41ec hr/Wk, 12 lab hr/Wk,
8 cr - An intermediate course that covers documentation methods for
detail and assembly drawings. Topics include American National Standard
Fits, tolerances and allowances, in addition to methods of controlling
surface roughness and quality, weldment drawings and AWS symbols, and
fasteners. Prerequisites: DRF 6.116, DRF 6.112 and DRF 6.114 or
department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.210 MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, 31ab
hr/wk, 3 cr - An introduction to the basic fabricating characteristics of
metals as used in modern manufacturing processes, such as machining,
casting, forging, forming and welding. Information on how hot and cold
forming processes relate to the layout and preparation of production
industrial drawings is included.
DRF 6.213 PRACTICAL DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, llec hr/wk, 3
lab hr/Wk, 2 cr - An introduction to auxiliary views as they apply to
lines and planes in space, and to the graphical solution of force vectors.
Prerequisite: DRF 6.112 or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.216 INDUSTRYORIENTATION, 1 lec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2
cr - Topics include presentations from local industry representatives
regarding their involvement in drafting/illustration. A portfolio is also
required. Prerequisite: Fourth term standing or department approved
equivalent.
DRF 6.218 GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONING & TOLERANCING, 31ec hr/
wk, 3 cr - A special study in the definition and use of a technical
language based on ANSI Y14.5M-1982, an international system designed
to define the functional parameters of any set of related mechanical parts.
This system is used by engineers, designers, drafters, machinists, tool and
die!]ig; and other related manufacturers. Prerequisite: DRF 6202,
employment in the field or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.220 DRAFTING MATH AND PROBLEM SOLUTION, 41ec hr/
wk, 61ab hr/Wk, 5 cr - Topics include arithmetic, algebra and
trigonometry as used by drafters. The math is applied to the study of forces
and obtaining loads and reactions on various members and structures.
Prerequisite: PCM 60 or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.221 DRAFTING DESIGN AND PROBLEM SOLUTION, 41ec hr/
wk, 61ab hr/Wk, 5 c r - Topics include dynamics, strength of
materials and elementary physics as applied to bodies in motion, forces
causing motion, shaft design, beam stress, various states of matter (gas,
liquid, solid), heat and other problems. Prerequisite: DRF 6.220 or
department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.240 CASTING AND MOLDING DRAFTING, 1 lec hr/wk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 2 cr - An advanced drafting course that covers components
formed by the casting (metals) and molding (plastics) processes.
Prerequisites: Second year standing or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.241 ADVANCED STRUCTURAL DRAFTING, 1 lec hr/wk, 3
lab hr/Wk, 2 cr - An advanced drafting course that covers structure
fabrication detailing. Topics include steel fabrication, concrete, reinforced
concrete and prestressed concrete detailing. Prerequisites: Third term
standing or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.250 FLUID POWER DRAFTING, 1 lec hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk, 2
cr - An advanced drafting course that covers hydraulics as a form of
power that transfers energy from one lecatlan to another. Topics include
basic fluid power units as hydraulic cylinders, reservoirs, pumps, filters,
controls, plumbing and valves - individual or manifolded. Prerequisites:
Second year standing or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.251 KINEMATICS DRAFTING, 1 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 2
cr - An advanced drafting course that covers mechanics dealing with
motion. Topics include design concepts of linkages, levers, cams, gears
and belts. Prerquisites: Second year standing or department approved
equivalent.
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DRF 6.252 LOGIC SCHEMATIC DRAFTING, llec hr/wk, 31ab hr/
wk, 2 cr - An advanced drafting course that covers circuits that can
control moving parts. Topics include systems using hydraulic, pneumatic
or electrical power. Prerequisites: Second year standing or department
approved equivalent.
DRF 6.253 ELECTRONIC MACHINE DRAFTING, 1 lec hrlwk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 2 cr - An advanced drafting course that covers intermediate
printed circuit boards and their immediate mechanical environment. Topics
include design concepts of the schematic, electronic properties, hardware,
component attachment, physical placement and protection. Prerequisites:
Second year standing or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.260 TOOLAND FIXTURE DRAFTING, 1 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hr/
wk, 2 cr - An advanced drafting course that covers manufacturing aids
used in repetitive manufacturing. The student will require a knowledge of
materials, shop practices, mechanical ingenuity and skill in drafting. Topics
include design concepts of drill/milling, grinding and welding fixtures.
Included also are types of jigs and mechanics such as clamps, centering
devices, etc. Prerequisites: Second year standing or department approved
equivalent.
DRF 6.261 PACKAGING DRAFTING, 1 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2
cr - An advanced drafting course thaI covers packaging or containing
electronic and scientific systems. Topics include design concepts of
mechanical and electrical protection, ergonomic design for the user,
manufacturabil ity, costs, materials and processes, dimensioning and
tolerancing Prerequisites: Second year standing or department approved
equivalent.
DRF 6.262 MACHINE DESIGN DRAFTING, 1 lec hrlwk, 5 lab hr/
wk, 3 cr - An advanced drafting course that covers design
considerations to make up a working machine. Manufacturing
considerations will be scaled toward large to mass production.
Prerequisites: Second year standing or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.2BDAA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: DRAFTING, 40 lab hr/
wk, 10 cr
DRF 6.2BDAB COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: DRAFTING· SEMINAR,
1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - This is a variable credit course. Students have the
opportunity to develop drafting knowledge and skills in a departmentapproved work setting. The work experiences are designed to be closely
aligned with the students' on-campus educational program. The seminar
supplements the field experience through feedback sessions relating to onthe-job experiences and the campus instructional program. This course is
generally not a substitute for required program courses. Prerequisite:
Departmental approval for students having completed the first year of the
program.
DRF 6.299 TECHNICAL PUBLICATION PRODUCTION, 41ec hr/wk,
121ab hr/wk, B cr - A survey of the various disciplines involved in
technical publication production through lectures, industry visits and
applied lab work. These disciplines include technical writing, format
design, illustration, process photography, typesetting specification,
mechanical production and printing specification. Prerequisite: Sixth term
standing.
DRF 6.315 INDUSTRIAL ILLUSTRATION I, 41ec hrlwk, 121ab hr/
wk, 8 cr - The elements of isometric and dimetric drawing and
preparation of pictorial assembly and exploded drawings, with instruction
in the use of the isometric protractor, isometric templates and inking pens
are included. Prerequisite: DRF 6.112 or department approved equivalent.
DRF 6.316AA INDUSTRIAL ILLUSTRATION II WITH CAD, 41ec hr/
wk, 121ab hr/wk, 8 cr - More sophisticated skills in isometric
projection including pictorial sections and gear projection, work with the
trimetric method of illustration used in slide art projection, and some color
and shading techniques are presented. Computer aided drafting is included
in this course. Prerequisite: DRF 6.315 or department approved equivalent.

DRF 6.317 SHADING & RENDERING TECHNIQUES, 1 lac hr/Wk, 2
lab hr/Wk, 2 cr - Skills needed to produce pencil and ink renderings,
shaded to show depth and roundness as needed for display drawings are
presented. A survey of various color rendering techniques is also covered.
DRF 9.620 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER AIDED GRAPHICS, 1 lac
hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course is an introduction to the use
of the computer as an aid in the development of graphics. Topics to be
covered will include the development, coloring and editing of graphs and
drawings including different views.
DRF 9.649 TECHNICAL SKETCHING, 21ac hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk, 3
cr - Topics included are geometric constructions, orthographic
projection, auxiliary views, section views, pictorial views, dimensioning and
weld drawings. Prerequisite: Basic reading skills.
DRF 9.853 BLUEPRINT READING & SKETCHING, 41ab hr/Wk, 2 cr
- Students study basic machine blueprint concepts, including formats,
view projection and symbols of lines. Skills of freehand sketching will give
the reader of prints ability to supplement visual information for improved
understanding. Prerequisite: Basic reading and writing skills.

os -

Diesel
Service Mechanics
OS 3.100 DIESEL ENGINE REBUILD, 51ac hr/wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 8
cr - This course is designed to provide the basic knowledge and skills
required to service diesel engines and fuel systems. Students demonstrate
understanding and proficiency in the theories, principles and operating
procedures of hand tools and precision measuring, and test instruments
necessary to properly service diesel engines and supporting systems.
OS 3.101 FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY, 51ae hr/wk, 20 lab
hr/wk, 8 cr - This course includes an introduction to the technical
fundamentals of electricity and magnetism, giving students a background
and working knowledge of the electrical circuitry and its components.
OS 3.102 DIESEL STARTING & CHARGING SYSTEMS, 51ae hrJwk,
20 lab hr/wk, 8 cr - This advanced diesel electrical course is
designed to provide students with the knowledge and ability to overhaul
system components as well as to troubleshoot and repair both mechanical
and sol id-state heavy duty electrical systems.
OS 3.200 TRUCK POWER TRAIN, 51ac hr/wk, 20 lab hrlwk, 8 er
- Students are introduced to gear transmissions, differentials and
clutches involved in the application of diesel-powered vehicles.
OS 3.201 HEAVY DUTY POWER TRAIN, 5 lac hrJwk, 20 lab hr/wk,
8 cr - This course gives students advanced theory and application on
automatic and power shift transmissions as used in the heavy equipment
industry.
OS 3.202 BRAKES, SUSPENSION & STEERING, 5 lac hr/wk, 20 lab
hr/wk, 8 cr - This course is designed to acquaint students with air
brake systems as used on heavy duty trucks. Students disassemble and
explain the function of common air valves, various types of suspension
systems and steering systems. The adjustments of these systems are
performed and/or explained with emphasis on troubleshooting.
OS 3.280AA COOPERATIVE ED: DIESEL SERVICE MECHANICS, 40
lab hr/Wk, 10 cr
OS 3.280AB COOPERATIVE ED: DIESEL SERVICE MECHANICS·
SEMINAR, 21ac hr/Wk, 2 cr - Students receive as varied and
complete an experience as possible in an on-the-job work experience
related to the individual's education and career goals Prior to enrollment,
the Diesel Department will determine how credits will be applied to the
student's certificate or degree program. The seminar provides the

opportunity for the student to share and receive feedback on experiences
from other students and/or instructors. In addition, job survival skills are
discussed. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
OS 3.300AA FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS, 5 lac hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/
wk, 8 er - This course presents theory of rebuild and calibration
procedures for all major fuel injection devices and supply pumps. Students
are introduced to an understanding of the operations of these devices and
how they affect engine pertormance.
OS 3.301 ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC TUNE-UP, 5 lac hr/wk, 20 lab hr/
wk, 8 cr - Students analyze and diagnose each supporting system of
the diesel engine so that they can properly tune the engine for peak
performance. Students develop an understanding of how each of these
systems relates to one another.
OS 3.302AA FUEL INJECTION PUMPS, 5 lac hr/wk, 20 lab hr/Wk,
Students study advanced diesel fuel systems, theory and
demonstrate the skill necessary to accurately disassemble, measure,
reassemble and calibrate all major fuel systems.

8 er -

OS 3.400 FUNDAMENTALS OF HYDRAULICS, 5 lac hr/wk, 20 lab
hr/wk, 8 er - Fundamentals of hydraulics are covered both in theory
and shop practice to provide a solid background in the many applications
of hydraulics in the trucking and heavy equipment industry.
OS 3.401AA MOBILE & HYDROSTATIC HYDRAII.ICS, 51ac hr/Wk,
20 lab hr/wk, 8 er - Application of advanced hydraulics and
hydrostatic: used on heavy equipment, farm machinery, marine equipment,
hydraulic cranes, backhoes and other equipment is covered with emphasis
on troubleshooting.
OS 3.502 SHOP PRACTICE, 51ae hr/Wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 8 cr Students work at developing a high degree of skill in the use of hand tools,
pullers, taps, dies, drill press, grinder, sander, commonly used measuring
instruments and the engine lathe. Emphasis is placed on safe and efficient
operation of hand and power equipment. Prerequisite: Departmental
approval.
OS 3.503 SMALL MARINE DIESEL (PLEASURE CRAFT) ENGINE
REBUILD. 5 lee hr/wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 8 er - This course provides
the theories, principles and operating procedures of hand tools and
precision measuring and test instruments necessary to properly service
small marine diesel engines and supporting systems. Prerequisite:
Departmental approval.
OS 3.504 SMALL MARINE DIESEL (PLEASURE CRAFT) ENGINE
TUNE·UP, 51ee hr/wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 8 er - Students analyze and
diagnose each supporting system of the small diesel engine so that they
can properly tune the engine for maximum performance. Prerequisite:
Departmental approval.
OS 3.600 LIVE EQUIPMENT & LAB, 51ec hrJwk, 20 lab hr/Wk, 16
er - Students are assigned jobs pertaining to the repair of customerowned (live) equipment just as if they were employed in a shop. Students
are given a minimum of supervision while being encouraged to develop
confidence and speed as mechanics. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
OS 3.701 AUTOMOBILE DIESEL ENGINE REBUILD, 5 lec hr/wk, 20
lab hr/wk, 8 cr - This course provides the theories, principles and
operating procedures of hand tools and precision measuring and test
instruments necessary to properly service automobile diesel engines and
supporting systems. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
OS 3.702 AUTOMOBILE DIESEL ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC TUNE·UP, 5
lec hrlwk, 20 lab hr/w k, 8 cr - Students analyze and diagnose
each supporting system of the automobile diesel engine so that they can
properly tune the engine for peak performance. Prerequisite: Departmental
approval.
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DT -

Dental Technology

DT 5.506 ORAL ANATOMY, 3 lec hr!wk, 3 cr - The anatomy of
the oral cavity as it relates to dental prosthetics and head and neck anatomy
relevant to dental technology are studied.
DT 5.630 DENTALTECHNOLOGY, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr -Students
use and study how to care for all specialized equipment, hand instruments
and tools commonly used in the dental laboratory.
DT 5.650 DENTAL MATERIALS I, 21ec hrlwk, 2 cr - Study of
the properties, use and manipulation of all materials used in the laboratory
for making dental appliances ..
DT 5.660 DENTURETECHNIQUES I, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr
DT 5.662 DENTURE TECHNIQUES II, 21ec hrlwk, 2 cr - Study
of techniques of denture fabrication including waxing of dentures, balanced
occlusion, curing, finishing and polishing; also, techniques of making
custom trays, bite blocks, repairs and immediate dentures are studied. In all
procedures, function and esthetics are considered.

DT 5.808 DENTALTECHNOLOGYLAB V, 11ec hr/wk, 191ab hr/
wk, 6 cr - The characteristics of porcelain, porcelain glaze and stains;
trimming the die, adapting the matrix, applying the porcelain and
condensing it in preparation for drying and baking.
DT 5.810 DENTALTECHNOLOGYLAB VI, 11ec hrlwk, 19 lab hr/
wk, 6 cr - Study of methods of pouring casts; surveying for the path of
insertion; duplication of the master mold; adaptation of the c1asp-wroughtwire; and waxing, casting and finishing chrome-cobalt alloy. Study of the
construction of different orthodontic appliances; selection of teeth and the
final assembly of partial dentures.
DT 5.845 DENTALSPECIALTIES, 21ec hrlwk, 2 cr - The
procedures and techniques for orthodontic appliances, precision
attachments and crown and bridge; removable partials, implants, cleft
palate oblurators. bite openers, over-denture and metal base dentures.
DT 5.850 DENTAL SEMINAR, 2 lec hrlwk, 2 cr - A complete
review of all laboratory procedures and techniques used in the dental
laboratory to develop methods of solving technique problems that might
occur in a work situation.

DT 5.680 PROFESSIONALETHICS, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr - The
history of the dental profession and its auxiliary organizations and the
principles of ethics and jurisprudence as they apply to the dental laboratory
technician.

DT 5.945 SCIENCE OF DENTAL MATERIALS I, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- Students are introduced to basic sciences including math, physics and
chemistry as they relate to the physical properties of those dental materials
used to fabricate removable prosthetic devices.

DT 5.700 INLAY CASTING, CROWN & BRIDGE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Study of the techniques of making and waxing dies for the casting of
inlays and how to construct crowns and fixed bridges using different types
of facings.

DT 5.946 SCIENCE OF DENTAL MATERIALS II, 21ec hrlwk, 2 cr
- Students study the physical properties of those materials used during
fabrication of crown and bridge restorations.

DT 5.710 PARTIALS, CLASP & BAR, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr -Study
of design and construction of partials, techniques of waxing, investing,
processing, polishing and finishing these units.
DT 5.720 DENTAL CERAMICS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Study of the
composition and physical properties of dental porcelain, techniques of
making dies, matrix adaptation, firing, grinding and glazing relevant to
porcelain restorations.

DT 5.947 SCIENCE OF DENTAL MATERIALS III, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr
- Students study the physical properties of those dental materials used to
fabricate dental ceramic restorations.

EC -

Economics

DT 5.750 DENTAL LABORATORY MANAGEMENT, 21ec hr/Wk, 2
lab hrlwk, 3 cr - This course is designed to introduce the student to
management skills and responsibilities as well as the problems associated
with dental laboratory ownership

EC 115 OUnlNES OF ECONOMICS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Surveys
the principles of economics, government economic policies and institutions
and international issues. The course emphasizes topics of particular
interest to each class EC 201 may be substituted for EC 115.

DT 5.800 DENTAL TECHNOLOGYLAB I, 11ec hr/wk, 191ab hr/wk,
Use and care of equipment common to all dental laboratories;
terminology and nomenclature used by the profession; techniques
of carving wax blocks; adaptation of casting wax to the correct
form of model teeth; and pouring molds of gypsum materials

EC 201 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: INTRO, INSTITUTIONS &
PHILOSOPHIES, 3 lec hr/ wk, 3 cr - A study of the concepts
involving scarcity and choice; the evolution of economic thought; the
development of the industrializ8d market system; the present U.S economic
structure, and alternative economic systems.

DT 5.802 DENTAL TECHNOLOGYLAB II, 11ec hr/wk, 191ab hr/
wk, 6 cr - Techniques of boxing, pouring and stabilizing waxed-up
models; arranging teeth; f1askingand elimination of wax; techniques of post
dam and palatal relief; methods of packing, remounting and milling of full
dentures.

EC 202 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MACROECONOMICS, 3 lec
hr/wk, 3 cr - A study of the overall economy, including the basic
reasons for and problems of recession, inflation and stagflation; the use of
monetary, fiscal and income policies and other economic management
tools.

DT 5.804 DENTAL TECHNOLOGYLAB III, 1 lec hr/wk, 19 lab hr/
wk, 6 cr - Mounting of casts on adjustable articulators, arranging
teeth, relining of full dentures using the flask and cold cure methods, and
construction of immediate dentures and surgical trays

EC 203 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS: MICROECONOMICS, 3 lec
hr/wk, 3 cr - A study of individual units in the economy, the basics of
the price system, production, distribution, market concentration and
international trade.

DT 5.806 DENTAL TECHNOLOGYLAB IV, 1 lec hr/wk, 191ab hr/
wk, 6 cr - Methods of pouring individual dies and casts with tapered
metal dowel pins; waxing preparations in dies; f1asking, processing the
separation and elimination of wax; packing shade acrylic with blended
incisals: curing, finishing and polishing the finished product; waxing full
crowns to opposing occlusion; fixed bridgework models; and the selection
of pontics and facings

EC 216 INTRODUCTION TO LABOR ECONOMICS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
- A study of the theory and policy of manpower economics,
unemployment and employment, wage determination, unions and collective
bargaining, including negotiations, grievance procedures and other
methods of dispute resolution. This course is intended to provide a general
framework in labor economics and labor relations that will prove useful in
both private and public sectors.

6 cr -
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EC 230 CONTEMPORARY WORLD ECONOMIC ISSUES:
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS, 31ee hrl wk, 3 er - The study of
selected issues and problems related to international economics and
international economic institutions. Topics will include trade, balance of
payments, monetary relations, economic development, cartels and
multinational corporations.
EC 280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: ECONOMICS, 16 lab hr/wk,
4 er
EC 280AB COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: ECONOMICS· SEMINAR, 1
lee hr/wk, 1 er - These courses enable students to extend their
knowledge of economics through work in settings which provide learning
experiences that are not available in the classroom but which supplement
classroom learning. The seminar provides a basis for the instructor to
supervise the student's learning in the work setting and to coordinate it with
what the student has learned or is learning in other on-eampus economics
courses. Seminars may be individual or small group sessions with the
instructor.
EC 298 INDEPENDENT STUDY: ECONOMICS, 3 lee hrlwk, 3 er The course offers students individualized study at an advanced level in
areas of economics not considered in other courses to meet special
interests or program requirements. Students complete a term project and
readings approved by the instructor. Prior study of economics is
recommended and consent of the instructor is requi red.
EC 299 SPECIAL STUDIES: ECONOMICS, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er Special topics, activities, or projects in an area of economics not usually
covered in depth in other economics courses. Prior study in economics is
recommended. Instructor approval may be required.

ECE - Early
Childhood Education
ECE 224 INFANCY, 3 lee hrlwk, 3 er - Students recognize and
understand the normal development of infants and very young children
from birth to three years. All aspects of providing for their care are explored.
ECE 226 CHILD DEVELOPMENT, 31ee hrlwk, 3 er - A study of
the basic theories, research and principles of physical cognitive, social and
emotional development of children from the prenatal period through
adolescence. Application is learned through observation and classroom
processes.
ECE 260 LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN KINDERGARTEN, 3 lee hr/
wk, 3 er - The student will develop knowledge and understanding of
the normal developmental attributes of the kindergarten age child and the
teacher's role in fostering and facilitating this development. Theory and
practice will be interrelated. Existing teaching techniques will be evaluated
in terms of their applicability to the developmental levels of the typical
kindergarten child.
ECE 280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: HOME ECONOMICS, .w
lab hr/wk, 10 er - Students gain hands-on skill in planned,
supervised and regularly evaluated experiences at appropiate work sites.
Each cooperative education placement site is planned to meet the student's
individual and specific skill needs.
ECE 280AB COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: HOME ECONOMICS.
SEMINAR, 21ee hr/wk, 2 er - Students review field site
experiences, explore solutions to possible job problems and discuss
professionalism as related to the job.
ECE 7.280 PARENT AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS, 31ee hrlwk, 3
er - Offers tools for establishing and maintaining relationships among
the preschool, the parents and the community and involvement using
community resources, conferences and meetings.

ECE 7.4D2INTRO TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, 31ee hr/wk,
31ab hr/wk, 4 er - In this introductory course to the profession,
students study through seminar and observation the history and practice of
Early Childhood Education. They become familiar with professional
terminology and explore the roles of the teacher, the use of different kinds
of materials to implement curriculum and the ways in which children
respond to the program.
ECE 7.410 OBSERVING AND GUIDING I, 21ee hr/wk, 81ab hr/wk,
5 er
ECE 7.411 OBSERVING AND GUIDING II, 21ee hr/wk, 81ab hr/wk,
5 er - Students observe and record the behavior of young children
through the use of objective techniques. Interpretations are based on
general principles of growth and development. This theory is applied in a
supervised laboratory experience in one of the college's child development
centers.
ECE 7.415 TEACHING MATERIALS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - Students become acquainted with
the basic skills necessary to prepare materials for a preschool environment
in this workshop class. Materials such as games, manipulative toys, props
for dramatic play and storytelling, science materials and outdoor equipment
are constructed under staff direction.
ECE 7.419 ECE CURRICULUM I, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er
ECE 7.420 ECE CURRICULUM II, 3 lee hrlwk, 3 er
ECE 7.421 ECE CURRICULUM III, 3 lee hrlwk, 3 er - Students
examine and experiment with a wide variety of materials that can be used to
achieve educational goals for young children and plan, supervise and
evaluate learning activities using these materials. Students also set
curriculum objectives based on individual children's needs.
ECE 7.431 EXCEPTIONAL CHILD IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - This course provides an overview
of the characteristics and needs of various handicapping conditions in
young mainstreamed children. Working with the total child, the family and
adapting the preschool environment are also covered.
ECE 7.44D DIRECTED PARTICIPATION I, 21ee hr/wk, 91ab hr/wk,
5 er
ECE 7.441 DIRECTED PARTICIPATION II, 21ee hrlwk, 121ab hr/
wk, 6 er
ECE 7.442 DIRECTED PARTICIPATION III, 21ee hr/wk, 20 lab hr/
wk, 9 er - Students assist in planning the daily schedule and room
arrangement, help in daily recordkeeping and use the information to make
both short-range and long-range plans for children. Students also
supervise children in routines, free play and group time in selected child
care centers.
ECE 7.451 LANGUAGEAND LITERATURE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This course covers the
development of language in the preschool child and the teacher's role in
fostering and facilitating this development. A survey of children's literature
with criteria for judging, reading, telling and writing stories for the
preschool child.
ECE 7.452 SCIENCE FOR PRESCHOOL, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er Students identify and maintain a class environment conducive to the
development of an interest in science by preschool children and develop
skills in making observations, classifying, measuring, hypothesiZing,
inferring, forming conclusions. predicting and evaluating one's own
learning.
ECE 7.453 MUSIC IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION, 31ee hr/wk,
3 er - Introduces practical strategies for guiding preschool music
experiences Sound sources, songs, opportunities for moving to music and
other techniques are also taught.
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ECE 7.455 CREATIVE MOVEMENT FOR YOUNG CHILDREN, 31ec
hr/wk 3 cr - This course is an exploration of creative movement
experi~nces and their value for the young child. Emphasis is on using
movement as both a learni ng tool and a creative expression for the
individual child.
ECE 7.456 lANGUAGE AND LEARNING DISABILITIES OF THE
TODDLER AND YOUNG CHILD, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This course
provides a general look at preschool children with hearing and visual
disabilities. A specific focus is on how to identify language problems and
develop some techniques and materials to deal with them.
ECE 7.458INFANT/TODDLER CARE, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students
plan, implement and evaluate environments that are safe, healthy and
developmentally appropriate for children from birth through age two years,
six months. Regulations, staffing, curriculum activities, room arrangement
and guidance are covered in addition to an overview of the child's
development.
ECE 7.460 SPECIAL PROJECTS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION,
9 lab hrlwk, 3 cr - This course is individually and cooperatively
designed by a student and an instrur.tor to provide optimum learning in a
specific subject mailer area.
ECE 7.461 EXPLORING THE CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE, 2
lec hrlwk 21ab hrlwk, 3 cr - Students will explore the Child
Oevelopme'ntAssociate Credential System. Students will also evaluate their
current competencies and training needs in relation to COA standards, and
develop a portfolio to document this evaluation. Prerequisites: Student
must have one year experience (part-time or full-time) working in a center
with preschool children.
ECE 7.480 ADMINISTRATION OF CHILD CARE CENTER, 31ec hr/
wk, 3 cr - This course is designed for those already administering a
child care center or those planning to operate one. Students study program
planning, organizational structure, budgeting, personnel interviewing,
operational codes, licensing and problems involved in the operation of
various types of care centers.
ECE 7.481 CHILD, FAMILY, COMMUNITY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Study of family values, patterns, life styles and local cultures, including
students' own. In addition the special needs child; and the influence of
family development, community, ecology and public policy on the child and
family behavior. Students learn about community resources and develop a
list of resources and referrals to be used in their work with children and
families.
ECE 7.482 THE PROFESSIONAL IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION,
3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students learn the history, current programs and
practices and future issues of early childhood education. Topics include
professionalism, historic and current issues, types of programs for young
children, parent interaction, job opportunities, ethical/legal issues and
community resources. Students develop a professional philosophy.
ECE 7.483 GUIDANCE OF YOUNG CHILDREN, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr Students will learn age appropriate guidance techniques for individual
children and groups of childrens six weeks to six years.
ECE 7.484 EARLY CHILDHOOD MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES, 21ec
hr/wk, 2 cr
ECE 7.485INFANT/TODDLER MATERIALS AND ACTIVITIES, 21ec
hr/wk, 2 cr - These courses are designed for anyone working with 3-6
year old childrenlinfants/toddlers in a home or center. Topics include: the
needs of the child; components of the physical and social environment;
assessing, choosing, setting up and evaluating developmentally appropriate
materials. There are no prerequisites.
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ECE 7.486 EARLY CHILDHOOD ENVIRONMENTS, 21ec hr/Wk, 2 cr
ECE 7.487 INFANT/TODDLER ENVIRONMENTS, 21ec hrlwk, 2 cr
- These courses are designed for anyone working with 3-6 year old
children/infants/toddlers in a home or center. Topics include: the needs of
the child; components of the physical and social environment;. assessing,
choosing, presenting and evaluating developmentally appropriate
environments. There are no prerequisites.
ECE 7.488 EARLY CHILDHOOD PRACTICUM I, 1 lec hr/wk, 36 lab
hr/wk, 12 cr
ECE 7.489INFANT/TODDLER PRACTICUM I, llec hr/Wk, 36 lab
hr/wk 12 cr - Students develop skills in supervision of children in a
group ;elling in the PCC Child .Care Center. .Exitcom~~encies inclu~~
using developmentally appropriate methods m recognlzmg and providinq a
safe and sanitary environment; using positive guidance techniques;
supporting language development; supporting and planning schedule and
curriculum. There are no prerequisites.
ECE 7.490 OBSERVING YOUNG CHILDREN, 21ec hrlwk, 2 cr
ECE 7.491 OBSERVING INFANTS AND TODDLERS, 21ec hrlwk, 2
cr - Students will examine the importance of record keeping and will
learn techniques of observing and recording children's be~avior~.
Observing the caregiver's role in promoting developme~t.(mcludmg selfobservation) will also be covered. There are no prerequisiles,
ECE 9.423 APPLIED CHILD DEVELOPMENT, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr This course focuses on children as they develop from one stage to another.
Students view 1V programs at home and allend periodic discussion groups
on campus. The content is practical and applies to daily work with children.

ED - Education
ED 110 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING, 3 lec hr/wk,
3 cr - This course covers general psychology as applied to the learning
process, and develops an awareness of the basic concepts, principles and
theories currently in use within the discipline of psychology.
ED 111 CONTEMPORARY EDUCATION (SEMINAR), 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - In a seminar setting, students examine their daily experience in the
schools by discussing personal reactions to s~hool si~ations, s.tude~ts,
personnel, the roles of public schools in American socle~ and financial,
legal and administrative implications for instnuctional assistants.
ED 125 TECHNIQUES FOR TUTORING ADULTS, llec hr/Wk, 6 lab
hr/wk 3 cr - Individualized instnuction in teaching required skills, as
well as'opportunities to practice these skills in order to become an effective
tutor of adult learners. Topics include reading, writing, spelling,
mathematics and English as a second language.
ED 133 MEDIA AND MATERIALS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course provides students with the basic skills and knowledg~ of ~sing
instructional media in a school classroom. Students use audio-visual
equipment. design and make displays and bulletin boards, and evaluate and
use media such as transparencies, handouts and commercially made
materials.
ED 136 COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr Students will explore basic computer use, including word processing, data
base and spreadsheet.
ED 199 SPECIAL PROJECTS IN EDUCATION, 15 lab hr/wk, 5 cr
- This is a course designed to allow students to pursue in-depth study of
some aspect of education. Students are required to develop their own
contract with an assigned instructor. Studies may be involved in a wide
range of topics such as current issues in education, special programs or
curriculum development projects.

ED 205 TUTORING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES, 5 lec hr/Wk, 5
cr - Students are prepared to assist teachers in developing the following
skills in children: reading, math, spelling, handwriting, social studies,
language arts and reading comprehension. Students study learning and
motivational theories which they apply to instructional situations by
creating and studying activities for specific learning problems.
ED 207AC SEMINAR: ADAPTIVE SIGN FOR SPECIAL
POPUTIONS,
31ec hr/wk, 3 cr -In this course students will
study survival signs and alternative communication modes as well as
studying techniques to teach these signs. This will include shaping,
adapting signs and breaking signs down into component parts.
ED 209 PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE), 121ab hr/wk, 3 cr
ED 210 PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE), 121ab hr/wk, 3 cr
ED 211 PRACTICUM (FIELD EXPERIENCE), 121ab hr/wk, 3 cr After an orientation period, students spend twelve hours per week in a
supervised field experience. Cooperating public school personnel and the
PCC education staff evaluate on-the-job performance of instructional
assistants in training by completing evaluation forms and holding periodic
conferences.
ED 212 PRACTICUM: SPECIAL EDUCATION, 21ec hr/Wk, 40 lab
hr/wk, 12 cr - This is classroom experience for students teaching
children of specialized populations. Seminars on classroom experiences,
problem solving and special teaching techniques will be included.
Prequisits; ED 211.
ED 251 OVERVIEW OF HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS, 3 lec hr/wk,
3 cr - An introduction to a variety of handicapping conditions of
students in public schools and institutions. Identification and definition of
severely emotionally disturbed, mentally retarded, learning disabled,
speech and language disabled, vision and hearing impaired, physically
handicapped and health impaired.
ED 252 BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students
will study behavior terminology, and specific techniques will be
demonstrated, such as: reinforcing, modeling, shaping, chaining, gathering
data, monitoring data and graphing data.
ED 258 MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Covers philosophy, techniques, activities and materials used in bicultural
education programs and how to incorporate education in the bicultural
classroom.
ED 2671NTRO LEGISLATION, HISTORY & CERTIFICATION PROC OF
SPECIAL ED, 3 lec h r/wk, 3 cr - First of three courses. Covers
legislation, history, certification for special education, services available
and current rules and regulations affecting handicapped persons.
Prerequisite: ED 251 or consent of instructor.
ED 268 INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL RETARDATION, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr - This course provides background information on teaching
techniques, expected achievement levels, goals and objectives for working
with educable, trainable and severely retarded children. Physical and
mental development from birth and familiarity with the known causes,
classifications and terminology of mental retardation will be emphasized.
ED 269 INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING THE LEARNING DISABLED
STUDENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This course will define terms
associated with learning disabilities and behavior disorders. Diagnostic
procedures, remedial programs, and approaches and resources will be
discussed.
ED 281 PHILOSOPHY AND TECHNIQUES OF TEACHING AT A
COMMUNITY COL1EGEJH.S., 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr -The purpose of
this course is to develop the capacity of individuals to effectively utilize and
manage instructional resources in achieving the learning objectives of
vocational programs.

ED 292 CURRICULUM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT, 3 lec hr/wk,
3 cr - Students will explore the philosophy and commitments of
vocational education at the community college or public high school level.
They will study the strategy of developing effective instruction based on
measurable objectives.
ED 295 LEISURE FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- This course is designed to provide students with information on
programming and teaching recreational activities that meet the needs of the
exceptional individual.
ED 6.101 AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT II, 1 lec hr/Wk, 31ab hrl
wk, 2 cr - Students make minor repairs and do preventative
maintenance on audio-visual equipment used in public schools. This
course consists of seven learning modules.
ED 6.102 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION I, 31ec hr/wk, 6
lab hr/wk, 5 cr
ED 6.103AA EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION II· COMPUTERS,
3 lec hr/wk, 6 lab hr Iwk, 5 cr
ED 6.104 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION III· PHOTOGRAPHY,
3 lec hr/wk, 6 lab h r/wk, 5 cr - Students prepare instructional
media by completing the following modules: hot press, lettering,
instructional boards, handmade overheads, mounti ng overheads,
thermofax, diazo, spirit duplicator, multimedia kit, notebook, computer
operation, word processing, spreadsheet. data base, software evaluation,
basic photography, black & white sequence, slide show, slide-tape show,
computer software lettering and graphics
ED 6.105 TELEVISION PRODUCTION I, 21ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk,
3 cr - Students operate video tape recorders and complete the following
modules: videotape recorders, operation of videotape recorders, program
productions and studio settings, sets and backgrounds.
ED 6.110 LIBRARY PROCEDURES, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr -Students
become acquainted with acquisition, cataloging, processing and circulation
skills as procedures for operating libraries and demonstrate proficiency by
performing the appropriate tasks in a model situation.
ED 6.111 SELECTION OF LIBRARY MATERIALS, 2 lec hr/Wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 3 cr - Students become acquainted with criteria for
selection of print and nonprint materials and explore some of the problems
in selection. Students identify and use basic reference materials and
become acquainted with materials for teaching library skills and promoting
interest in literature.
ED 6.112 INTRO TO JUVENILE LITERATURE, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr Students become acquainted with some of the best known authors and
illustrators of books for children and young people through use of a
textbook and the reading of books for juveniles. Students study some of the
components of a literary work (theme, characterization, setting, unity) and
are introduced to classic and current works in the field and to related
sources of audio-visual materials.
ED 6.114 REFERENCE MATERIALS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students identify and use general reference works and selected special
reference materials in various subject areas.
ED 6.115 STORYTElliNG, 2 lec hr/wk, 2 cr - Students become
involved in the demonstration of sources and methods of oral presentation
of literature for children, young adults and adults.
ED 6.116 LITERATURE FOR ADOLESCENTS & YOUNG ADlI.TS, 3
lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students become acquainted with contemporary
literature being read by young people of high school age, literature-related
audio-visuals, and various specialized reading lists and bibliographies.
Controversial areas in young adult literature are covered.
ED 6.117 LITERATURE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Students become acquainted with classic works, well-known
contemporary authors and illustrators, easy-to-read books, stories for
reading aloud and various audio-visuals related to literature for young
children.
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ED 6.125 MATHEMATICS WORKSHOP, 3lechr/Wk, 3crStudents construct and learn mathematical games and study what
mathematics objectives they fit. Students develop activities and present
them to the class.
ED 6.127 BASIC D1STAR I, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr - This course
provides a basic orientation to the Distar programs. Students develop the
basic skills required to use Distar Reading I and apply these skills to other
instructional areas.
ED 6.128 BASIC DISTAR II, 21ec hr/Wk, 2 cr - This course
conti nues the study of Distar programs with an overview of Reading II and
III, Arithmetic I and Language I.
ED 6.151 BRAILLE I, 11ec hr/Wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 2 cr -This
course emphasizes the development of skills in the reading and writing of
braille. In addition, a positive attitude toward braille as a medium of
communication is developed.
ED 6.152 BRAILLE II, 1 lec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr -Students
work on the further development of reading and writing braille skills
acquired in ED 6.151 Braille I.

EDO 5.111 PUBLIC SAFETY EMERGENCY TELECOMMUNICATIONS
III, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - The student will be further introduced to the
field of 9-1-1 Emergency Dispatching: skills development, local, state and
national crime information systems and telephone complainVreport
processing procedures.
EDO 5.280AC COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: 9-1-1, 81ab hr/wk, 2 cr
EDO 5.28040 COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: g-1-1 • SEMINAR, 11ec
hr/wk, 1 cr - Students participate with various 9-1-1 and policelfirel
emergency medical agencies in order to gain knowledge of the operations
of 9-1-1 centers as service agencies and police/fire/emergency medical
agencies as users of the 9-1-1 Emergency Dispatch services.

EDP - Electronic
Data Processing

ED 6.171 COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION II, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Students will study how to evaluate software, the use of "Print Shop", and
computer assisted instruction.

EDP 2.105 BASIC OPERATING SYSTEMS, 41ec hr/Wk, 21ab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Introduces students to basic computer software required for
tape and disk operating systems Topics include the relationship between
hardware and software, utility programs, programming language
translators, run procedures and error handling. Prerequisite: EDP 2.111.

EDO - Emergency
Dispatch Operator· 911

EDP 2.111 COMPUTER OPERATIONS I, 31ec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/Wk,
4 cr - Students study the structure and operations procedures of a
digital computer system, the use and care of peripheral devices and how to
follow typical machine room run procedures. Students acquire experience
as a lead operator, assistant operator and data control clerk. Prerequisite:
CIS 101.

EDO 5.101 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM POLICE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study American and foreign
criminal justice agencies and analyze the criminal justice process from
detection and arrest through prosecution, adjudication, sentencing and
imprisonment or probation and parole. Major theories of crime causation
and the role of police in society are also covered

EDP 2.112 COMPUTER OPERATIONS II, 31ec hr/Wk, 31ab hr/Wk,
4 cr - Students acquire experience in supervising a computer center
with minimum outside supervision; use utility programs and error recovery
procedures; study interdepartmental relations; relate the operation of
several other computer systems; and are introduced to the pri nciples and
differences of COS, TOS, DOS and OS Prerequisite EDP 2.111.

EDO 5.103 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL LAW, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Students study the origin, structure and definitions of common law and
statutory crimes, the Oregon Criminal Code and criminal court procedures

EDP 2.113 ADVANCED COMPUTER OPERATIONS I, 31ec hr/Wk, 3
lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students apply the concepts of real time, dynamic
storage, spooling and system scheduling by operating a large-scale
computer system in the batch and time-sharing modes. Prerequisites: EDP
2.112 and EDP 2.105.

EDO 5.105 CRISIS INTERVENTION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course focuses on the needs of local police, dispatchers and other inservice practitioners or pre-service students in crisis intervention. Some
tools and techniques of crisis intervention are discussed and demonstrated
through simulation and role playing.
EDO 5.107 MANAGEMENT OF STRESS IN CRISIS INTERVENTION
ENVIRONMENTS, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr - This course is a practical
"how to do it" application of the management and monitoring of stress/
tension levels in every day life situations and is ideally suited for persons
working in high explosive, tension producing situations. Its goal is to
provide useful coping mechanisms that reduce body/mind stress, motivate
change of destructive behavior patterns and generally promote a high
degree of self-control, self-esteem and self-reliance.
EDO 5.109 PUBLIC SAFETY EMERGENCY TELECOMMUNICATIONS
I, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - The student will be introduced to the field of
Emergency Dispatch Operator: history, role of dispatcher, user agencies,
(police, fire, emergency medical), stressors and working environment.
EDO 5.110 PUBLIC SAFETY EMERGENCY TELECOMMUNICATIONS
II, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - The student will be further introduced to the
field of 9-1-1 Emergency Dispatching: modern emergency dispatching
equipment, radio code signals, personal and vehicle descriptions,
emergency dispatch record systems, radio broadcast and telephone
techniques.
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EDP 2.114 ADVANCED COMPUTER OPERATIONS II, 31ec hr/Wk, 3
lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students study library management and
maintenance; data base management and functions; file management and
maintenance; systems security; and systems resource management.
Prerequisites EDP 2.112 and EDP 2,105.
EDP 2.134 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Students study methods of personnel and computer
systems management including data and equipment security, purchasing
and cost control of computer operations, lab scheduling, user requirements
and relationships, system recovery procedures and operations personnel
management. Prerequisite EDP 2.114.
EDP 2.280AA COOPERATIVE ED: ADVANCED COMPUTER
OPERATIONS, 24 lab hr/Wk, 6 cr - Students receive on-the-job
experience as an operations trainee at a selected computer installation. This
is a variable credit course in which students may receive one credit for 40
hours of work. Prerequisites: Recommendation by the PCC data processing
work experience coordinator and acceptance by the participating firm.

EET - Electronic
Engineering Technology
EET 110 PROGRAMMING FOR ELECTRONICS, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- An introduction to the use of the personal computer as a problemsolving tool in the field of electronics. Major topics will include computer
operation, the MS-DOS operating system, the use of applications software
such as word processing, and BASIC language programming. Prerequisite:
MTH 100 and WR 115 or departmental equivalents and acceptance into the
program via department application procedure.
EEl 111 B.ECTRONIC CIRCUITS AND DEVICES I, 31ec hr/Wk, 3
lab hrJwk, 4 cr •• An introducticn to electrical ci rcuit components and
basic circuit analysis techniques. Major topics include Ohm's Law,
Kirchhoff's Laws and network reduction theorems applied to DC circuits.
Time domain AC signals will be introduced. Laboratory exercises will
emphasize measurement techniques and the interpretation of results.
Prerequisites: WR 115 and MTH 100 or departmental approved equivalent
and acceptance into the program via department application procedure.
EET 112 DIGITAl SYSTEMS I, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 cr A course in combinational logic devices and their applications to electronic
systems. Topics include basic logic gates and their operating
characteristics, Boolean algebra, Karnaugh maps, circuit implementation
techniques, SSI and MSI combinational logic devices. Laboratory
exercises emphasize use of test equipment and circuit prototyping,
analysis, and troubleshooting. Prerequisites: Consent of the instructor or
acceptance into Software Engineering Technology or Electronic Engineering
Technology program.
EET 121 ELECTRONICCIRCUITS AND DEVICES II, 31ec hr/Wk, 3
lab hrlwk, 4 cr - A study of active devices and their equivalent
circuits. Diode and low frequency bipolar transistor circuits will be analyzed
using techniques studied in EEl 111. Emphasis will be placed upon biasing
bipolar transistors and small signal analysis. Laboratory work will include
the measurement of semiconductor characteristic curves. Prerequisite: EEl
111 or department approved equivalent.
EEl 122 DIGITAl SYSTEMS II, 31ec hrlwk, 31ab hr/Wk, 4 cr A course on the characteristics and applications of sequential logic devices
in electronic systems. Topics include flip-flops, counters, shift registers,
digital signal sources, phase-locked loops, digital interfacing, and D/A
converters. Lab exercises emphasize the use of test equipment, including a
logic analyzer, and the prolotyping and troubleshooting of large digital
systems. Prerequisite: EEl 122 or department approved equivalent.
EET 131 ELECTRONICCIRCUITS AND DEVICES III, 31ec hr/wk, 3
lab'brJwk, 4 cr - An examination of frequency effects in electronic
circuits. Phasor analysis will be applied to semiconductor models at low
and high frequencies. Bandwidth/risetime relationships in multistage
amplifiers containing bipolar and field effect transistors will be explored.
Laboratory exercises will include gain and bandwidth measurements.
Prerequisites: EEl 121 and MTH 102 or department approved equivalent.
EEl 132 DIGITAl SYSTEMS III, 3 lec br/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 cr
- A system level digital course. A major part of the course involves
using computer based tools to implement combinational and state machine
circuits in PALs. Other major topics include NO and D/A converter
systems, memory systems, and an introduction to the hardware and bus
timing of an 8086 based microcomputer system. Laboratory exercises
emphasize the use of computer based tools and logic analyzers.
Prerequisite: EEl 122 or department approved equivalent.
EET 133 CAlCUlUS FOR ELECTRONICS, 51ec hr/wk, 4 cr This course presents basic concepts of calculus and includes the
fundamental concepts of functions, rates and limits, derivatives, maximal
minima, integrals and definite integrals, with application to electronics.
Prerequisites: MTH 101 and MTH 102 or department approved equivalent.

EEl 241 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS I, 3 lec brlwk, 3 lab hr/
wk, 4 cr - The main emphasis of this course is the use of structured
programming techniques to write assembly language programs for an Intel
8086 family microprocessor. Programs are developed and debugged on an
Intel microcomputer development system with an emulator, or on an IBM
PC type microcomputer. Also covered in the course is the use of logic
analyzers and other test equipment to analyze and troubleshoot simple
microcomputer system hardware. Prerequisite: EEl 132 or consent of
instructor.
EET 242 LINEARSYSTEMS I, 3 lec br/Wk, 31ab br/Wk, 4 cr This course develops the concept of negative feedback as applied to
operational ampl ifiers. The effect of negative feedback on non-ideal op amp
characteristics including inpuVoutput impedance, distortion, and bandwidth
will be considered. Internal op amp circuitry, such as the differential pair
and current mirror, will be analyzed. This course also covers Class-A and
B amplifiers. Prerequisite: EEl 131 or department approved equivalent.
EEl 243 RF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, 3 lec br/wk, 31ab hr/
wk, 4 cr - A study of RF filters, amplifiers, oscillators and mixers.
Topics also include AM, FM, Phase, SSB modulation and demodulation,
and antennas and transmission lines. Prerequisite: EEl 131 or department
approved equivalent.
EET 244 SEMINAR I, 1 lec hr/Wk, 1 cr - This seminar will
provide students with an opportunity to expand their view of the electronics
industry through speakers and a research projecVoral presentation. In
addition, activities designed to prepare the student for seeking employment
will be included. Prerequisite: Fourth term standing or department approved
equivalent.
EET 246AA ELECTRONICDESIGNAUTOMATION I, 3 lec brlwk, 3
lab hrlwk, 4 cr - This is the first term in a three temnsequence on the
use of computer based tools for the design, simulation, implementation and
testing of electronic circuits. Topics in this course include an introduction
to the Apollo operating systems, schematic capture, simulation of
combinational and sequential logic circuits, and design for test techniques.
Lab exercises involve drawing and simulating an entire digital instrument.
Prerequisite: EEl 132 or consent of the instructor.
EET 251 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS II, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 lab br/
wk, 4 cr - This course emphasizes microprocessor interlacing and the
use of programmable peripheral devices. The course includes the
applications, system connections and initialization procedures for parallel
port devices, priority interrupt controllers, timers, and other LSI interface
devices. Also discussed is the interfacing of microprocessors to a wide
variety of devices such as keyboards, displays, relays, NO converters, D/A
converters, etc. Industrial control applications of microcomputers are also
discussed. Prerequisite: EEl 241 or consent of instructor.
EEl 252 LINEARSYSTEMS II, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab br/wk, 4 cr The stability, compensation and bandwidth of amplifiers are considered.
Application of the operational amplifier to produce oscillators, integrators,
ditferentiators, instrumentation ampl ifiers, comparators and precision
diodes is presented. The active filter and the phase locked loop are
investigated. Prerequisite: EEl 242 or department approved equivalent.
EEl 253 ADVANCEDCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, 31ec br/wk,
31ab hrlwk, 4 cr - Topics may include pulse position and pulse code
modulation and demodulation, frequency and time division multiplexing,
cable, optical and microwave communications links, video systems and
monitors. Prerequisite: EEl 243 or department approved equivalent.
EEl 254 SEMINAR II, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - This seminar will be a
conti nuation of the topics of EEl 244 Seminar I. Prerequisite: Fifth term
standing or department approved equivalent.
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EET 255 INDUSTRIAL CONTROL/ROBOTICS I, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 4 cr - An introductory course in robotic technology. Topics
include an overview of robotic technology, mechanical considerations,
drive methods, sensors for robots, controls and control methods.
Prerequisites: EET110, EET241 and EET242 or department approved
equivalent.
EEl 256 ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION II, 31ec hr/wk, 3
lab hr/wk, 4 cr - This is the second term in a three term sequence on
the use of computer based tools for the design, simulation, implementation
and testing of electronic circuits. Topics in this course include design and
simulation of a microcomputer system, analog simulation, and mixed mode
simulation. As an introduction to ASICs, the course also includes extensive
work with the implementation of combinational and sequential circuits with
PAls. Lab exercises emphasize simulation, documentation, and the use of
computer based tools to develop the fusemaps for PAls. Prerequisite: EET
246M or consent of instnuctor.
EET 257 OPTICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY, 31ec hr/wk, 3
lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Review of geometric optics, ray tracing both parallel
and exact. Effective focal length, front and back principal planes, aperture
and field stops, entrance and exit pupils and windows for lens systems.
Both thin and thick lenses, mirrors and prisms including optical coatings
and beamsplilters are covered. Chromatic and spherical aberrations are
studied. Radiometry and optical sources and detectors are also covered.
Prerequisites: MTH 101 and MTH 102 with PHY 201, PHY 202 and PHY
203 strongly recommended.
EET 261 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS III, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/

wk, 4 cr - This is a system level course. Topics include
coprocessors; multiple microprocessor systems; interfacing of printers,
disk drives, and CRTs; serial data communication; and Local Area
Networks. Also included are extensive discussions of virtual memory
management, the 80286 microprocessor and the 80386 microprocessor.
Lab exercises emphasize the use of BIOS and operating systems
procedures to interface programs with printers, disks and CRTs.
Prerequisite: EET251 or consent of instructor.
EET 262 POWER ELECTRONICS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
- The characteristics and design of linear and switched mode power
supplies. Topics addressed include transformer/rectifier/filter
combinations, discrete regulators, I.C. regulators, current limiting, crowbar
circuits and heat sinking. Line voltage interfacing for power control to loads
will be investigated. Prerequisite: EET252 or department approved
equivalent.
EET 266 ELECTRONIC DESIGN AUTOMATION III, 31ec hr/wk, 3
lab hrlwk, 4 cr - This is the third term in a three term sequence on
the use of computer based tools for the design, simulation, implementation
and testing of electronic circuits. The major topics in this class are the
tools and techniques used to design custom ASICs, including
programmable gate arrays, masked gate arrays, standard cells, compiled
cells, and full custom devices. Also included are discussions of the the
tools and techniques used to test ASICs. The course concludes with an
introduction to PC board layout tools and techniques. Lab exercises
emphasize the use of ASIC tools to implement circuits designed and
simulated in preceding courses. Prerequisite: EET256 or consent of the
instnuctor.
EET 271 FIELD EFFECT DEVICES, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - JFET and
MOSFET devices and circuits will be studied. Device characteristic curves
and A.C. models will be covered. A review of semiconductor materials and
conduction mechanism is included. Integrated circuits both analog and
digital are also covered. These include BiFET, BiMOS, NMOS, PMOS and
CMOS circuits. The course concludes with a study of switched capacitor
fillers using MOSFET switches. Prerequisite: EET242 or department
approved equivalent.
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EEl 272 NETWORK ANALYSIS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This course
is designed to give the student a strong background in traditional
techniques of analog-circuit analysis. Topics include mesh and nodal
analysis of circuits containing reactive components and dependent sources,
transfer function development of circuits and simple control systems, timedomain vs. frequency domain relationships, and Fourier series concepts.
Significant use will be made of circuit-simulation software. This course is a
prerequisite for entry with junior status into the Oregon Institute of
Technology Bachelor of Science, EETprogram. Prerequisite: EET242 or
department approved equivalent.
EEl 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, 40 lab hr/wk, 10 cr - Students have the opportunity
to develop electronic engineering technology knowledge and skills in a
department approved work setting. Work experiences are closely aligned
with the student's on-campus educational program. This is an elective
course and does not replace any of the required program courses.
Prerequisites: Fourth tenmstanding in Electronic Engineering Technology
and departmental approval.
EET 9.600 INSIGHTS INTO LOGIC DESIGN USING PROGRAMMABLE
LOGIC DEVICES, 20 lec hr /wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 3 cr - This course
provides an introduction to programmable logic devices (PLDs) and the use
of special languages to create PLD-based circuits. This is a three-credit
hour course that meets for 40 hours per week for one week.
EET 9.620 BASIC AC/DC I, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr This course is a fundamental course in basic circuit theory, test instnument
usage, and circuit prototyping. Topics include Ohm's law, Kirchhoffs laws,
series and parallel circuits, measurement of voltage and resistance, and
prototypi ng techniques
EEl 9.622 BASIC AC/DC II, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr This course is a continuation of EET9.620. The course introduces the
concepts of AC, the characteristics and capacitive and inductive circuits,
and the use of the dual-trace oscilloscope.
EEl 9.624 DIGITAL LOGIC FUNDAMENTALS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - This course covers both combinational and sequential logic
circuits. Topics include number systems, Boolean algebra, analyzing
combinational logic circuits, flip-flops and their applications, and
measurement techniques using dual-trace oscilloscopes.
EEl 9.626 SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hrlwk,
4 cr - This is an introductory course in semiconductor devices. Topics
include device construction and operating characteristics, applications,
prototyping, and circuit troubleshooting. Devices covered include diodes,
transistors, and operational amplifiers.
EEl 9.642 DIGITAL CIRCUITS WORKSHOP, 20 lec hr/wk, 20 lab hrl
wk, 3 cr - This course covers combinational and sequential logic
fundamentals. Topics include number systems, Boolean algebra, fixed logic
and programmable logic implementations of logic circuits, and
measurement techniques using dual-trace oscilloscopes and logic
analyzers. This is a three-eredit hour course that meets for 40 hours per
week for one week.
EEl 9.643 MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOP 1,20 lec hrlwk, 20 lab
hr/wk, 3 cr - This is an introductory course into microcomputer
technology. Topics will include basic system architecture, the instnuction
set, basic programming methods, and system prototyping. This is a threecredit hour course that meets for 40 hours per week for one week.
EET 9.644 MICROCOMPUTER WORKSHOP II, 20 lec hr/wlc, 20 lab
hr/wk, 3 cr - This course is a continuation of EET9.643. The
emphasis of this course is on microcomputer interfacing. Topics will
include programmable interface devices, programmable communications
devices, interrupts, and other interfacing topics. This is a three-credit hour
course that meets for 40 hours per week for one week.

EL- Electronic
Service Technology
EL 6.280AD COOPERATIVEED: ELECTRONICSSERVICE
TECHNOLOGY, 81ab hr/Wk, 2 cr - Students have the opportunity to
develop electronics knowledge and skills ina division approved work
setting. Work experiences are closely aligned with the student's on-campus
educational program. A student may receive one credit for every 40 hours of
work. Prerequisites: Division approval and completion of first three terms
of Electronics Service Technology coursework.
EL 6.280AE COOPERATIVE ED: ELECTRONICSSERVICE
TECHNOLOGY· SEMINAR, 1 lec hr/ wk, 1 cr - Students
participate in large group discussion of work-related topics including
resume, job application, job interview, supervisor-worker relationships,
peer relationships and safe work practices. Industry guests will be invited to
discuss relevant subjects. Prerequisites: Concurrent enrollment in EL
6.280AD Cooperative Ed: Electronics Service Technology or consent of
instructor.
EL 6.427 AUDIO SYSTEMS I, 21ec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3 cr First course of a two-course sequence in audio covering theory of
operation, analysis, repair, maintenance and calibration of mechanical and
electromechanical systems. Topics include the utilization of service
information, mechanical breakouts, schematics, disc and lape drives, AC
and DC motors, control systems and actuators, soldering and desoldering
techniques and the science of sound. Prerequisites: EL 6.721 Solid State
III or consent of instructor.
EL 6.437 AUDIO SYSTEMS II, 2 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3 cr Second course of a two-course sequence in audio covering theory of
operation, analysis, repair, maintenance and calibration of electronic and
electromechanical systems. Topics include the utilization of service
information, schematics, disc and tape system electronics, record and
playback equalization, noise reduction, audio power amplifiers, dB
measurement and analysis, frequency response and evaluation techniques,
system alignment and calibration. Prerequisites: EL 6.427 Audio Systems
I or consent of instructor.
EL 6.443 ADVANCED LAB I, 6 lab hr/wk, 2 cr
EL 6.453 ADVANCED LAB II, 61ab hr/wk, 2 cr
EL 6.463 ADVANCED LAB III, 61ab hr/wk, 2 cr - Practical
experience for students in troubleshooting and repairing equipment.
Prerequisites: Division approval and second year standing

EL 6.447 VIDEO SYSTEMS I, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr First course of a two-course sequence covering video theory and servicing
television receivers. Topics include theory of monochromatic and color
transmission and reception concentrating on the troubleshooting and repair
of television receivers as an example of a fundamenlal video system.
Prerequisites: EL 6.464 RF Communications II or consent of instructor.

EL 6.452 RF COMMUNICATIONS I, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 cr
- First course in a three-course sequence in communications covering
basic AM and FM receiver systems. Topics include frequency domain
analysis, noise, AM and FM modulation-demodulation, narrow band
amplifiers, frequency converters as, phase locked loops, AM and FM an
testing and alignment. and frequency division multiplexing Lab facil ities
include microprocessor controlled frequency synthesized AM/FM receivers,
sweep frequency generators and dual timebase oscilloscopes
Prerequisites: Meet second year entry requirements for Electronics Service
Technology program; or consent of instructor.
EL 6.457 VIDEO SYSTEMS II, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Second course of a two-course sequence continues EL 6.447 and includes
the study of more advanced video systems including video players/
recorders (VCRs), video cameras, cable TV systems and satellite TV
Prerequisites: EL 6.447 Video Systems I or consent of instructor

EL 6.462 FCC LICENSEREVIEW, 21ec hr/Wk, 2 cr - A course
preparing students with previous course work in RF Communications for
the FCC General Radiotelephone License examination. Class consists of
discussion and answer sessions on examination related topics.
Prerequisites: EL 6.464 RF Communications II or consent of instructor.
EL 6.464 RF COMMUNICATIONS II, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk, 4
cr - Second course in a three-course sequence in communications
covering AM, FM and single sideband multiconversion receivers,
transceivers and transmitters. Topics include phase locked loops, single
sideband, frequency synthesis and synthesizers, multiconversion,
transmission lines, antennas, and system evaluation and alignment. Lab
facilities include microprocessor controlled HF and VHF single sideband,
AM and FM receivers and transceivers, and specialized communications
test equipment including a spectrum analysis tracking generator system.
Prerequisites: EL 6.452 RF Communications I or consent of instructor.
EL 6.465 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 4 cr - A course in the theory of operation, maintenance,
calibration and repair of analog and digital instrumentation systems.
Topics include oscilloscopes, digital multimeters, analog multimeters,
signal generators, frequency counters, bridge measurement devices, IEEE488A interface bus, analog/digital and digital/analog conversion,
transducers, signal conditioners and microcomputer interfacing.
Prerequisites: EL 6.464 RF Communications II and EL 6.731
Microcomputer Systems II or consent of instructor.
EL 6.501 SURVEY OF ELECTRONICS, 5 lec hr/wk, 2 lab hrlwk, 5
cr - Survey of the theory and practices of electronics.
EL 6.710 ELECTRICALFUNDAMENTALSI, 41ec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/
wk, 5 cr - First course of a two-course sequence covering theory and
applications of AC and DC fundamentals. Topics include safety, math of
electronics, series-parallel circuits, Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws, network
theorems and power. Lab experiences include the proper use of standard
test equipment. circuit evaluation and troubleshooting techniques.
Prerequisites Meet program entry requirements for Electronics Service
Technology Program or consent of instructor.
EL 6.711 ELECTRICALFUNDAMENTALSII, 41ec hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/
wk, 5 cr - Second course of a two-course sequence covering theory
and applications of AC and DC fundamentals. Topics include math of
electronics, reactive circuits, resonant and non-resonant filters, RC and LR
transient circuits, dB applications and graphing techniques. Lab
experiences include the proper use of standard test equipment, circuit
evaluation and troubleshooting techniques. Prerequisites: EL 6.710
Electrical Fundamentals I or consent of instructor.
EL 6.712 SOLID STATE I, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/Wk, 4 cr -First
course of a three-course sequence covering theory and applications of solid
state circuitry Topics include semiconductor theory, diodes, power
supplies and elementary filters, clippers, clampers zener regulators, peak
detectors and an introduction 10 transistors. Lab experiences include the
proper use of standard test equipment, circuit evaluation and
troubleshooting techniques Prerequisites: EL 6.710 Electrical
Fundamentals I and concurrent registration in EL 6.711 Electrical
Fundamentals II or consent of instructor.
EL 6.713 INTRODUCTIONTO ELECTRONICS, 1 lec hr/Wk, 21ab
hr/wk, 1 cr - This course introduces the student to the skills and
terminology of the electronics industry Topics include safety, electronic
components, electronics test equipment, construction and repair
techniques, and an introduction to computer operation Prerequisites:
Concurrent registration in EL 6710 Electrical Fundamentals I or consent of
instructor.
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EL 6.720 SOUD STATE II, 31ec hrlwk, 31ab hrlwk, 4 cr Second course of a three-eourse sequence covering theory and applications
of solid state circuitry. Topics include transistor biasing, small and large
signal amplifiers, switches and cascading. Lab experiences include the
proper use of standard test equipment, circuit evaluation and
troubleshooting techniques. Prerequisites: EL 6.711 Electrical
Fundamentals II and EL 6.712 Solid State I or consent of instructor.
EL 6.721 SOUD STATE III, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 cr Third course of a three-eourse sequence covering theory and applications
of solid state circuitry. Topics include FETs,analog switches, cascade and
cascode amplifiers, negative feedback amplifiers, linear and non-linear
operational amplifier applications, thyristors, oscillators and voltage
regulators. Lab experiences include the proper use of standard test
equipment, circuit evaluation and troubleshooting techniques.
Prerequisites: EL 6.720 Solid State II or consent of instructor.
EL 6.722 DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS I, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4
cr - First course of a two-eourse sequence covering theory and
applications of digital electronics. Topics include numbering systems,
Boolean algebra, combinational logic circuits, specialized test equipment,
flip-flops. monostable and astable multivibrators. Lab experiences include
the proper use of test equipment and troubleshooting techniques.
Prerequisites: EL 6.711 Electrical Fundamentals II or consent of instructor.
EL 6.723 DIGITAL FUNDAMENTALS II, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - Second course of a two-course sequence covering theory and
applications of digital electronics. Topics include counters, registers,
ROMS, RAMS, interfacing, analog to digital conversion and an introduction
to microprocessors. Lab experiences include the construction of
combinational logic circuits. the proper use of test equipment and
troubleshooting techniques. Prerequisites: EL 6.722 Digital Fundamentals I
or consent of instructor.

EL 6.730 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS I, 31ec hr/Wk, 31ab hr/
wk, 4 cr - First course of a two-course sequence in microcomputer
systems. Topics include architecture of advanced class systems,
communicating with the system, interfacing the system with the real world,
and analyzing system operations involving memory, inpuVoutput
information transfer, and display monitors. Lab includes hands-on
experience with AT class microcomputer systems in a network environment.
Prerequisites: EL 6.723 Digital Fundamentals II or consent of instructor.
EL 6.731 MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS II, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/
wk, 4 cr - Second course of a two-course sequence in microcomputer
systems. Topics include fault diagnostics and troubleshooting of advanced
class systems, theory and repair of specified peripheral devices, and theory
and operation of local area networks with emphasis on Ethernet. Lab
includes hands-on ezperience with AT class microcomputers in a network
environment. Prerequisites: EL 6.730 Microcomputer Systems I or
consent of instructor.
EL 6.760 DATA COMMUNICATIONS, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4
cr - Third course of a three-course sequence in communications
covering analog and digital data communications. Topics include PCM,
data formats, UARTS, USARTS, modems, RS-232 interfacing, multiplexinq,
fiber optics and local area networks. Prerequisites: EL 6.464 RF
Communications II and EL 6.731 Microcomputer Systems II or consent of
instructor.

EMT - Emergency
Medical Technology
EMT 9.401 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN I, 41ec hrlwk, 4
lab hr/wk, 8 cr - The purpose is to provide basic life support skills
and knowledge. Topics include assessment, CPR, circulatory injuries,
trauma, extrication, medical emergencies, hazardous materials and treating
the insect sting.
EMT 9.401AA EMT I REFRESHER/RECERTIFICATION, 31ec hrlwk,
3 cr - This course is designed to refresh knowledge and skills in EMT I
and is structured to meet the objectives of EMT I recertification.
EMT 9.402 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN II, 41ec hr/wk, 6
lab hr/Wk 6 cr - The purpose is to provide EMT I students with the
knowledge 'and skill of pre-hospital care. Includes anatomy and physiology,
patient assessment, fluids, I.V. therapy, shock management, pharmacology
and drug administration. Prerequisite: EMT 9.401.
EMT 9.403 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN III, 11 lec hr/wk,
81ab hr/wk, 15 cr •• The purpose is to provide EMT II students with
the knowledge and skill of pre-hospital care. Includes more advanced
training in patient assessment, shock and fluid therapy, and medical
emergencies. Prerequisite: EMT 9.402.
EMT 9.404 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN IV, 81ec hrlwk, 6
lab hr/wk, 15 cr - The purpose is to provide EMT III students with the
knowledge and skill of pre-hospital care to advance to the paramedic level.
Includes further cardiovascular systems with advanced and pre-hospital
trauma life support skills, practicum ACLS/ATLS. Also included are medical
emergencies, rescue techniques, telemetry and communications. Emphasis
is on clinical instruction in both in-hospital and pre-hospital environments.
Prerequisite: EMT 9.403.
EMT 9.408 EMT II D • DEFIBRILLATION, 41ec hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk,
1 cr - The purpose is to provide the students with practical cardiac
pathophysiology and rhythm identification and practical defibrillation skills.
EMT 9.420 EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE: FIRST RESPONDER,
3 lec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk 3 cr - The class is designed specifically
for first responders who are usually the first persons at the scene of a
vehicle accident or other medical emergency Knowledge and skills are
developed in the various procedures for providing basic care to accident
victims, including removing them from the vehicle if necessary.
I

ENG- English Literature
ENG 101 SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
ENG 102 SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENG 103 SURVEY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
- An introduction to the literature of the British Isles from Anglo- Saxon
beginnings through Shakespearefall term; John Donne and the
Metaphysical poets through the beginnings of Romanticism winter term;
and Wordsworth and Coleridge through Virginia Wolfe/contemporary works
spring term. The course will emphasize major English writers, works, and
themes. Courses need not be taken in sequence.
ENG 1041NTRO TO LITERATURE (FICTION), 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
ENG 1051NTRO TO LITERATURE (DRAMA), 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr
ENG 1061NTRO TO LITERATURE (POETRY), 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr A three term sequence which introduces students to, and increases their
awareness of, three kinds of literature: short stories and novels, plays, and
poems Courses need not be taken in sequence.
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ENG 107 WORLD UTERATURE· WESTERN, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENG 108 WORLD UTERATURE· WESTERN, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENG 109 WORLD UTERATURE· WESTERN, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr A chronological introduction to European literature in translation. Students
read representative plays, poems, stories, novels, and essays that reflect
individual views of reality and reveal cultural attitudes outside their own
time and place. Courses need not be taken in sequence.
ENG 195 FILM AS LITERATURE (FILM AS ART), 41ec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENG 196 FILM AS LITERATURE (GREAT DIRECTORS), 41ec hr/wk,
3 cr
ENG 197 FILM AS LITERATURE (CONTEMPORARY CINEMA), 41ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - A three term introduction to the study of film as an
expressive medium. Students explore language of the moving image,
analyze great works, and consider film as a reflection of social issues and
values. Weekly film screenings, lectures/discussion, and readings.
Courses need not be taken in sequence.
ENG 201 SHAKESPEARE, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENG 202 SHAKESPEARE, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENG 203 SHAKESPEARE, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This group of
courses introduces students to Shakespeare's plays and poetry. Each term
the class investigates five plays, drawn from comedies, relevant cultural,
historical, and philosophical background to the Renaissance. Courses
need not be taken in sequence.
ENG 207 WORLD UTERATURE· ASIAN, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr
ENG 208 WORLD LITERATURE· ASIAN, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENG 209 WORLD LITERATURE· ASIAN, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr These courses introduce students to Asian literature, emphasizing Chinese
and Japanese literature from ancient times to the present. Students read
translations of fiction, poetry, and drama, and study the historical, cultural,
and philosophical backgrounds of the literature. Courses need not be taken
in sequence.
ENG 211 CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - Contemporary African Literature introduces students to a cross
section of the literature of Africa from 1960 to the present. Students will
read works of African authors who help readers understand the historical,
geographical, and cultural tapestry that make up the African continent.
ENG 211AA BIOGRAPHY, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - A study of
biography and autobiography from ancient times to the present. The works
of both men and women writers will be examined.
ENG 214 UTERATURE OF THE NORTHWEST, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr A study of fictional and non-fictional works by Northwest writers from the
time of early exploration of the territory to the present. The influence of the
Northwest selling on their work is emphasized.
ENG 240 INTRO TO NATIVE AMERICAN UTERATURE, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr - An exploration of both traditional and contemporary American
Indian literature, from creation myths and tales of trickster heroes to more
recent poetry and fiction recounting the contemporary Indian experience.
Native literature from Oregon and the Pacific Northwest is included.
ENG 250 INTRODUCTION TO FOLKLOREAND MYTHOLOGY, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - Acquaints students with the origins, nature and content
of western myth and folklore. The course also increases the students'
ability to recognize and appreciate myths from any culture. Through
selected readings, students become aware of universal questions about life
as expressed in myths.

ENG 260 INTRO TO WOMEN WRITERS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - An
examination of writing by women. Students sample poetry, fiction, plays,
and diary and journal entries of writers from the beginning to the present.
ENG 261 LITERATURE OF SCIENCE FICTION, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- An introduction to speculative fiction as myth, satire and apocalyptic
literature. Students investigate themes and backgrounds of science fiction,
including the interaction of science and art in the genre.
ENG 265 INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL POETRY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- A course to acquaint students with the ways poets of the last two
centuries have dealt with such issues as war, oppression, discrimination,
and economic inequality, and how they have served as prophets,
dissidents, and recorders of history. Students are introduced to the work of
poets from more than twenty countries.
ENG 275 BIBLE AS LITERATURE, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr - An
introduction to the literary qualities of the Bible-as illuminated by
historical, cultural, and interpretive contexts in which it was created and
through which it has continued to influence literary imagination.

ENL- English as a
Non-Native Language
ENL 150AP INTERMEDIATE PRONUNCIATION, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENL 151AP UPPER INTERMEDIATE PRONUNCIATION, 31ec hrlwk,
3 cr
ENL 250AP ADVANCED PRONUNCIATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
ENL 251AP UPPER ADVANCED PRONUNCIATION, 31ec hrlwk, 3
cr - These courses give non-native speakers the opportunity to correct
pronunciation problems that interfere with communication. Exercises in
phonetics, stress, rhythm, juncture, intonation and special problems are
emphasized at all levels to help students analyze their own mistakes and
correct them. Prerequisite: ENL placement exam or instructor's
recommendation.
ENL 150AR INTERMEDIATE READING, 51ec hr/wk, 5 cr
ENL 151AR UPPER INTERMEDIATE READING, 51ec hrlwk, 5 cr
ENL 250AR ADVANCED READING, 51ec hrlwk, 5 cr
ENL 251AR UPPER ADVANCED READING, 51ec hr/wk, 5 cr This skill area concentrates on expanding comprehension of written and
spoken material produced by someone other than the student. Recognizing
and understanding grammatical structures and vocabulary in the context of
written and spoken material are stressed at all levels. Prerequisite: ENL
placement exam.
ENL 150AS INTERMEDIATE SPEAKING, 51ec hrlwk, 5 cr
ENL 151AS UPPER INTERMEDIATE SPEAKING, 51ec hr/wk, 5 cr
ENL 250AS ADVANCED SPEAKING, 51ec hr/wk, 5 cr
ENL 251AS UPPER ADVANCED SPEAKING, 51ec hrlwk, 5 cr Emphasizing verbal and aural skills needed for communication and
comprehension of English, this skill area initially focuses on drill in highly
structured forms and expands to the organization of ideas and spontaneous
communication. Verbal manipulation of grammatical forms, expanding
active vocabulary, intonation, stress and pronunciation are stressed at all
levels. Prerequisite: ENL placement exam.

ENG 253 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
ENG 254 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
ENG 255 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- A three term sequence which studies the literature of North America
from the beginning of European contact to the present. Students will read
major American writers and study important themes in American thought.
Courses need not be taken in sequence
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ENL 150AV INTERMEDIATE VOCABULARY BUILDING, 31ec hr/wk,
3 er
ENL 151AV UPPER INTERMEDIATE VOCABULARY BUILDING, 3
lec hrlwk, 3 cr
ENL250AV ADVANCEDVOCABULARYBUILDING, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr

FP 207 FIRE INVESTIGATION (CAUSE DETERMINATION), 31ec hrl
wk, 31ab hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study burning characteristics of
combustibles; interpret clues and burn patterns leading to point of origin;
identify incendiary indications, sources of ignition and materials ignited
and how to preserve the fire scene evidence.

ENL251 CV UPPERADVANCEDVOCABULARY BUILDING, 31ec hr/Wk, 3
cr - These courses are designed to work specifically with the problems
non-native students have with English vocabulary. Exercises in English
sounds and spellings, synonyms and antonyms, analyzing word
structure, multiple meanings and word families are stressed at all levels.
Prerequisite: ENL placement exam or instructor's recommendation.

FP 208 FIRE CODES & RELATED ORDINANCES, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- Students study fire, building, exit, flammable liquid and other fire
prevention codes. Students go on supervised building inspection field trips.
Primarily for fire department inspectors.

ENL 150AW INTERMEDIATE WRITING, 51ec hr/wk, 5 cr
ENL 151AW UPPER INTERMEDIATE WRITING, 51ec hrlwk, 5 cr
ENL 250AW ADVANCED WRITING, 5 lec hrlwk, 5 cr
ENL 251CW UPPER ADVANCED WRITING, 51ec hr/wk, 5 cr Initially focusing on sentence patterns and guided writing, the curriculum
shifts to paragraph development and presentation of principles that allow
students to develop conscious control of the correct means of written
expression in original writing. Understanding and correctly using the
structural patterns of English are stressed at all levels. Prerequisite: ENL
placement exam.
ENL 252AW ADVANCED SUPPLEMENTARY WRITING, 51ec hr/wk,
5 cr - In this class, students who need a high level of writing
competence are prepared for specific offerings in other subject areas at
PCC. Emphasis is on refinement and development of conscious control of
English structure and correction of persistent personal errors in writing.
This class may be offered on a reading and conference basis. Prerequisites:
Completion of ENL 251WO and instructor's recommendation.
ENL 9.100 ENGLISH AS A NON·NATIVE LANGUAGE:SPECIAL
PROGRAMS, 5 lec hr/wk, 5 cr - These classes are tailored to the
English language needs for local businesses and community organizations.
Classes may be offered on site. Verbal aural, and written skills are stressed
and attention is given to vocabulary, pronunciation, and special problems
specific to businesses and community groups. Prerequisite: ENL placement
exam.

FP - Fire
Protection Technology
FP 1011NTRO TO FIRE PROTECTION, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr Students study the history and development of fire service as well as safety
and security movements. Also, identifying general fire hazards and their
causes and how to apply fire protection principles are studied.
FP 203 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TECHNICIAN I, 3 lec hr/wk, 3
cr - Students review basic chemistry; study the identity of hazardous
materials by color, symbol and marking; study recommended practices for
storage and handling of solids, liquids and gases, and study fire control
methods for these materials.
FP 204 FLAMMABLE, EXPLOSIVE, AND TOXIC MATERIALS, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study electrical exotic metal fires and space
age fuel fires; how to handle radioactive materials involved in fire, the use
of monitoring equipment and personnel safety practices.
FP 206 FIXED SYSTEMS AND EXTINGUISHERS, 3 lae hr/wk, 3 cr
- Students study portable extinguisher equipment, fire alarm and
detection systems, sprinkler systems and standpipes, protection systems
for special hazards, explosion release, ventilation systems, inert
atmospheres and static bonding.
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FP 209 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION/BLUEPRINT READING, 3 lec hrl
wk, 3 cr - The student will develop knowledge and skills in the
various construction features of buildings. This course includes structural
features affecting fire spread and building collapse, the effect of fire on
materials, fire slops and ratings. The use of blueprints and plans to
understand building features and pre-fire planning is emphasized.
FP 5.100 FIRE SCIENCE ORIENTATION, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr This course is an orientation for fire science students entering the PCC
program. It explains employment expectations, opportunities and survival,
how to be a successful student, note taking, studying, preparation for and
improving examination scores.
FP 5.101 FIRE EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP, 21ec hr/wk, 2 er This course is designed for fire science students to develop the skills
needed to successfully complete civil service and other public sector
employment examinations. It includes an analysis of the student for
interview techniques, resume preparation, and rehearsals for testing.
FP 5.102 LAWS AFFECTING FIRE FIGHTING, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr
- This course covers the various federal, state and local statutes, codes
and ordinances that have a bearing on firefighters. Personal and
organizational responsibilities will be covered. Equal employmenl
opportunity, operation of emergency vehicles and fire codes are included.
FP 5.200 FIRE SERVICE INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES I, 2 lec hrl
wk, 2 cr - The student will examine purposes of fire service drills and
training programs and develop an understanding of how adults learn. The
student will study the stages of instruction, lesson preparation and
presentation techniques.
FP 5.250 FIREFIGHTING SKILLS I, 3 lec hrlwk, 51ab hrlwk, 5 cr
- Students study the use of small tools and minor equipment; practice
forcible entry; the use of masks; and salvage, overhaul and safety practices.
FP 5.251 FIREFIGHTING SKILLS II, 3 lec hr/wk, 5 lab hr/wk, 5
cr - Students practice team skills used in fireground operation
including the use of hose and ladder evolutions as well as salvage,
overhaul, rescue, fire attack and other activities requiring team effort.
FP 5.257 FIRE SERVICE HYDRAULICS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course covers the various fire apparatus used in the fire service, the
construction of fire pumps, and the utilization of this equipment. Fireground
hydraulics and other calculations are studied.
FP 5.262 FUNDAMENTALS OF FIRE PREVENTION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3
cr - Students study fundamentals of fire inspection standards and
techniques of evaluation, identification of hazards and making practical
recommendations. Students write reports and conduct on-site inspections
of buildings to locate hazards and recommend improvements.
Prerequisites: FP 209 Building Construction/Blueprint Reading.
FP 5.268 FIRE SERVICE RESCUE PRACTICES, 3 lee hrlwk, 2 lab
hr/wk, 3 cr - This is a course for fire company personnel involved in
lifesaving and rescue work. Students study the development and
organization of a rescue company, rescue service practices and procedures,
and the use of rescue equipment. Students use a mechanical device and
manual skills for artificial respiration.

FP 5.274AA INTRODUCTION TO FIREFIGHTING TACTICS &
STRATEGY, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - A study of fireground tactics and
strategy, responses and size-up, protection of exposures, containment,
extinguishment. the command post. combined operations, analysis and
post-mortem evaluation, pre-fire surveys and planning.
FP 5.275 FIRE SCIENCE I PHYSICS, 3 lec hrlwk, 2 lab hr/Wk, 3
cr - The class offers practical physics for skilled fire workers. Students
study matter measurements, mechanics and machines, and perform
demonstrations and experiments in the laboratory to clarify principles and
procedures studied in class.
FP 5.277 FIRE SCIENCE II CHEMISTRY, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk,
3 cr - Students study physical and chemical properties of substances,
chemical changes, elements, compounds, gases, chemical combinations,
weights and measurements, as well as theories of metals, acids, bases,
salts, solvents, solutions and emulsions. Prerequisites: OEM 20 and PCM
60.
FP 5.280AA COOPERATIVE ED: FIRE SCIENCE, 121ab hr/wk, 3 cr
- Seccnd year students may develop a field placement in a municipal fire
department as a fire intern, volunteer firefighter or cadeVexplorer. Students
are evaluated by a PCC field representative from Cooperative Education.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
FP 5.289 LEGALASPECTS OF FIRE PROTECTION, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3
cr - Students study the history and background of laws relating to fire
service, tort liability of municipalities and fire services and their employees,
civil service laws and requirements, pensions and mutual aid, and fire
prevention codes.
FP 5.290 FIRE OFFICERS' MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES, 3
lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students study the responsibilities of the various
supervisory levels of the fire bureau and study methods to accomplish the
objectives of effective supervision.
FP 5.294 ARSON INVESTIGATION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students
study advanced investigation: Procedures, preservation of evidence, laws of
search and seizure and laws of and motive for arson.
FP 5.295 PUBLIC RELATIONS FOR FIRE SERVICE, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - Students study the fundamentals of public relations as they pertain
to fire service, including emergency operations; general public
appearances; writing news releases, articles and speeches and general
media contact.
FP 5.296 PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVISION FOR FIREFIGHTERS, 3
lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students study fireline supervision. Future fire
supervisors concentrate on the responsibilities of and opportunities for
supervision, develop an understanding of human relations and study how
to stimulate personal development of supervisory skills.
FP 5.297 AERIAL LADDER OPERATIONS FOR FIREFIGHTERS, 3
lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course is required for certification. Students
study the concepts of aerial ladder operation and become familiar with
equipment used in construction, operation and maintenance Situations
involving field use, deployment and operation of equipment are explored
FP 5.298 AIRCRAFT CRASH RESCUE PRACTICES, 3 lec hr/wk, 3
cr - Students study current techniques of aircraft firefighting and
rescue, the principles associated with aircraft design and mock situations
involving varieties of aircraft disasters.
FP 5.321 FIRE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr This course outlines basic management skills for the mid-level manager.
Included are organizational structure, communicating, financial
management and controlling resources.
FP 5.322 FIRE DEPARTMENT BUDGETS, 1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr This course will outline the budget process as required by Oregon laws to
include types of budgets, the process of preparing the budget and
classifying expenditures.

FP 5.323 PLANNINGFIRE PROTECTION, 11ec hrlwk, 1 cr -This
course covers the elements that are considered when planning
for fire protection needs of a community. The techniques of risk analysis
and problem solving are utilized
FP 5.324 MANAGING FIRE PERSONNEL, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr This course covers the appointmenVpromotional process to include
desirable traits of personnel. It discusses motivation and counseling as well
as the legal responsibilities of management and utilization of employees.
FP 5.325 PUBLIC RELATIONS INFORMATION AND EDUCATION, 1
lec hr/wk, 1 cr - This course covers company officer responsibilities
for a basic understanding of public relations, information and fire
education. It is designed to give a brief overview of these topics.
FP 5.326 MAJOR EMERGENCY STRATEGY AND TACTICS, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study response and size-up, fi re-ground tactics
and analysis, post-mortem, pre-fire survey and planning, combined
operations, mutual aid, disaster planning and problems in unusual fire
operations.
FP 5.391 NATURAL COVER/FOREST FIREFIGHTING, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr - The student will study tools and equipment used in natural cover
fire fighting as well as the tactics and procedures of federal, state and local
organizations.
FP 9.299AA ADV SEMINAR· FIRE SCI: INDUSTRIAL FIRE
PROTECTION, 40 lec hr/wk, 4 cr - Students study the principles of
fire protection related to an industrial setting. Specialized alerting systems,
protection systems and fire brigade organizations are some of the topics
covered by this course.
FP 9.304 TOXICOLOGYOF HAZARDOUSMATERIALS, 31ec hrlwk,
3 cr - Students study the identity of hazardous materials and develop an
understanding of the toxicology of exposure to hazardous materials.
Students develop an understanding of physiology and its relation to
exposure of hazardous materials.
FP 9.305 HAZARDOUSMATERIALS INCIDENT ANALYSIS, 31ec hr/
wk, 3 cr - This course is designed to enable the student to better
assess the hazardous materials emergency threat to people, properly and
systems, through an analytical study of general hazardous materials
emergency behavior.
FP 9.306 CHEMISTRY OF HAZARDOUSMATERIALS, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr - Students develop an understanding of the various principles
involved in the chemistry of hazardous materials. This course has been
designed for fire, police and emergency management personnel and those
seeking entry in those occupations in hazardous materials and methods of
dealing with problems they create. Chemistry of Hazardous Materials is
designed to provide first responders with an advanced knowledge of
hazardous materials classifications, the reaction of chemicals and some
basic tactics of what must be done in hazardous materials incidents that
involve public safety concerns.
FP 9.307 RADIOLOGY, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students will develop
an understanding of radiation ionization and the constituents of matter. The
experiences will be in radiation, electromagnetic radiation, as well as
specific and total ionization. The student will develop an understanding of
biological effects, shielding and monitoring, medical evaluation and care,
and the permissible levels of exposure.
FP 9.308 HAZARDOUSMATERIALS/TACTICS & STRATEGY, 61ec
hr/wk, 6 cr - Students develop basic knowledge and skills to enable
them to respond correctly and safely to a variety of hazardous materials
incidents at three levels 01 severity. Major emphasis will be placed on
practical hands-on training and the exercise of acquired skills through the
medium of simulations, practice drills, and the critique and after-action
reports of actual responses
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FP 9.321 FIRE SERVICE INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUESII, 21ec
hr/wk, 2 cr - This course covers lesson plan preparation, selection
and use of audiolvisual aids, the teaching process, test development and
practice teaching by the student.
FP 9.392 FIRE FIGHTING SAFETY & SURVIVAL FOR COMPANY
OFFICERS, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr - This course covers safety on the
fireground, equipment, the officer's role in modifying behavior and
identifying hazardous situations. It identifies state safety rules.
FP 9.393 INCIDENT COMMAND, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr - This course
covers current incident command systems and how to improve fireground
operational techniques through a structured process.

FR- French
FR 101 FIRST YEAR FRENCH, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr
FR 102 FIRST YEAR FRENCH, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr
FR 103 FIRST YEAR FRENCH, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - These courses
provide the same content as FR 150 and FR 151 in a three term sequence.
See the course descriptions for FR 150 and FR 151.
FR 111 FIRST YEAR FRENCH CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
FR 112 FIRST YEAR FRENCH CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
FR 113 FIRST YEAR FRENCH CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- The structures and vocabulary of FR 150 and FR 151 are actively
practiced in a conversational format making use of small and large group
work. In FR 111, some new situational vocabulary is introduced, but
emphasis is on active use of structural vocabulary. FR 112 and FR 113
emphasize more abstract thinking and spontaneous responses to topics
presented and may include interviews with native speakers May not be
offered every year. Prerequisite: Completion of first year college French or
two years of high school French where oral skills were stressed or the
equivalent.
FR 150 FIRST YEAR FRENCH, 61ec hr/wk, 6 cr - The verb
system in the present, future and past tenses is practiced. Most of the
structural vocabulary of the language is introduced and used orally and in
writing by the students. No prerequisites
FR 151 FIRST YEAR FRENCH, 61ec hr/wk, 6 cr - Students
continue to work on and to expand first term skills and come in contact with
the subjunctive and conditional moods. Direct and indirect object pronouns
are more extensively practiced. Active use of a limited vocabulary is
stressed. Prerequisite: FR 150 or two years of high school French where
oral skills were stressed or the equivalent.
FR 201 SECONDYEAR FRENCH, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr
FR 202 SECONDYEAR FRENCH, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr
FR 203 SECONDYEAR FRENCH, 41ec hr/Wk, 4 cr - These
courses provide the same content as FR 250 and FR 251 in a three term
sequence. See the course descriptions. for FR 250 and FR 251.
FR 211 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr
FR 212 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr
FR 213 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - Stresses conversational skills at the intermediate level. In large and
small group situations, students discuss topics 01 their interest. Use of
textbook may be required outside of class, but class conversation
encourages spontaneity. May not be oltered every year. Prerequisite:
Completion of FR 201, 250, 256 or equivalent or simultaneous enrollment
in FR 201 or 250 or instructor permission.
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FR 250 SECONDYEAR FRENCH, 6 lec hr/wk, 6 cr - Continues
to develop the skills stressed in first year French (see FR 150 and FR 151).
The selection, order and presentation of materials depends on the skills and
needs of the students as determined by the instructor, but narration in the
past will be practiced Grammatically correct speech is practiced, and
reading, writing and vocabulary building are increasingly emphasized.
Prerequisite Completion of firsl year college French or three or four years
of high school French where oral skills were stressed or the equivalent.
FR 251 SECONDYEAR FRENCH, 6 lec hr/wk, 6 cr - Further skill
building as in FR 250. Students practice conditional and subjunctive, read
unedited texts, are able to converse about more abstract subjects and
become more independent learners. Prerequisite: FR 250 or four or five
years of high school French where oral skills were stressed or the
equivalent.
FR 255 ACCELERATEDFRENCH, alec hrlwk, a cr
FR 256 ACCELERATEDFRENCH, alec hrlwk, a cr
FR 257 ACCELERATEDFRENCH, alec hr/wk, a cr - These
courses provide the same content as FR 150, FR 151, FR 250, and FR 251
in an accelerated three term sequence. See the course descriptions for FR
150, FR 151, FR 250, FR 251. There is no prerequisite for entry into FR
255, but it is recommended lor the highly motivated student.
FR 260 FRENCH: CULTURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
FR 261 FRENCH: CULTURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
FR 262 FRENCH: CULTURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - These courses
deal with contemporary thought and life of the French speaking world. A
variety of materials may be used to stimulate discussions. May be taken for
less credit as independent study. May not be offered every year.
Prerequisite One term of second year college French or instructor's
permission
FR 270 FRENCH: LITERATURE, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
FR 271 FRENCH: LITERATURE, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
FR 272 FRENCH: LITERATURE, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students
read and discuss in French literary works of French prose and poetry. May
be taken for less credit as independent study. May not be offered every
year Prerequisite Completion of second year college French or
instructor's permission
FR 290 FRENCH: COMPOSITION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
FR 291 FRENCH: COMPOSITION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
FR 292 FRENCH: COMPOSITION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - These
courses are designed to provide advanced students or native speakers of
French with practice in developing composition skills. May be taken for
less credit as independent study. May not be offered every year.
Prerequisite Completion of second year college French with a grade of A or
B or native or near native ability in French. Instructor's permission is
required for all students.

G-

Geology

G 201 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
G 202 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
G 203 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY, 31ec hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4 cr These are introductory courses in the study of materials, processes,
structure and history of the earth. The courses may be taken out of
sequence and there are no prerequisites. G 201 topics include mineralsigneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks: volcanoes and internal
structure of the earth G 202 topics include erosion and deposition by
streams, glaciers mass movement and structural geology. G 203 deals with
historical geology with an emphasis on the North American continent.
These courses may include 2 or 31ab hours per week.

G 207 INTRODUCTION TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE PACIFIC
NORTHWEST, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - The course provides an
introduction to the regional geology of the Pacific Northwest with emphasis
on Oregon geology. Topics include basic geologic principles, earth
materials and geology of Pacific Northwest provinces.

GE 211 ENGINEERING MECHANICS· STATICS, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab

G 208 VOLCANOES AND THEIR ACTIVITY, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr -This
introductory course covers the origin, activity, products, classification and
hazards of volcanoes.

GE 212 ENGINEERING MECHANICS· DYNAMICS, 31ec hrlwk, 2

G 291 ELEMENTS OF ROCKS AND MINERALS, 21ec hrlwk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 3 cr - This course provides an introduction 10 the study of
rocks and minerals that includes their classification, origin and
identification. It is recommended for persons interested in rock and mineral
collecting, mining and prospecting. This course may be offered for two or
three lab hours per week.

GE-

General Engineering

GE 100 SEMINAR, llec hrlwk, 1 cr - An introduction to
engineering as a profession with weekly presentations by practicing
engineers.

GE 105 HP PROGRAMMING, 21ab hr/Wk, 1 cr - Use of and
programming on the Hewlett Packard HP 2BS scientific calculator.
Prerequisite: Placement in WR 121 and MTH 200 or department approved
equivalent. Students must provide their own calculators.

GE 110 ENGINEERING ORIENTATION . INTRODUCTION, 3 lec hr/
wk, 3 cr - A survey of engineering curriculum topics with emphasis
on problem solving techniques. Prerequisites: Placement in WR 121 and
MTH 200 or department approved equivalent and a programmable
calculator.

GE 111 ENGINEERING ORIENTATION· BASIC, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- An introduction to BASIC with application to engineering problems.
Prerequisite: Placement in WR 121 and MTH 200 or department approved
equivalent with GE 110 highly recommended.

GE 112 ENGINEERING ORIENTATION· FORTRAN, 31ec hr/Wk, 3
cr - An introduction to FORTRANwith application to engineering
problems. Prerequisite: Placement in WR 121 and MTH 200 or department
approved equivalent with GE 110 highly recommended.

GE 113 ENGINEERING ORIENTATION· PASCAL, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr
- An inlroduction to structured programming using PASCAL with
application to engineering problems. Prerequisite: Placement in WR 121
and MTH 200 or department approved equivalent with GE 110 highly
recommended.
GE 114 ENGINEERING ORIENTATION· C, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr - An
introduction to structured programming using C with application to
engineering problems. Prerequisite: GE 113 or department approved
equivalent.

GE 115 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS I, 91ab hrlwk, 3 cr - Students
are familiarized with the media of graphic communication. Quality drawings
done in accordance with current drafting standards and reflecting
engineering applications are stressed. Prerequisites: Placement in WR 115
and MTH 100 or CET 6.204/MET 6.204 or department approved equivalent.
GE 170 INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC DESIGN, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hr/
wk, 4 cr - An introduction to the analysis and design of combinational
logic circuits. Topics include: Number systems, Boolean algebra and logic
gates, minimization techniques and combinational circuit design using
MSI/LSI devices. Prerequisites: Placement in WR 121 and MTH 200 or
department approved equivalent with GE 110 and GE 221 concurrently
highly recommended.

hr/wk, 4 cr - The principles and techniques of statics are used in the
analysis of forces acting on structures and machines considered as rigid
bodies. Prerequisites: MTH 201 or department approved equivalent and a
programmable calculator with GE 110 and PHY 221 highly recommended.
lab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Motion and forces producing motion of rigid bodies
are analyzed using Newton's laws, work-energy and impulse-momentum
relationships. Methods are applied to engineering problems. Prerequisite:
GE 211 or department approved equivalent and a programmable calculator.

GE 213 SmENGTH OF MATERIALS, 31ec hrlwk, 2 lab hrlwk, 4
cr - Relationships between stress and strain in deformable solids are
studied. Analysis is applied to axially-loaded members, circular shafts,
beams and columns. Combined stresses, statically indeterminate systems
and properties of structural materials are included topics. Prerequisite: GE
211 or department approved equivalent and a programmable calculator.

GE 221 ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS I, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hr/
wk, 4 cr - Voltage and current relationships are developed for resistive
circuits with DC sources using loop and nodal analysis, Thevenin's and
Norton's theorems, superposition and computer analysis of circuits. Both
dependent and independent sources are covered. Inductors and capacitors
are also covered, leading to the analysis of circuits using elementary first
and second order differential equations. Prerequisites: MTH 201 and GE
110 or PHY 222 or department approved equivalent with MTH 202 highly
recommended.

GE 222 ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS II, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/
wk, 4 cr - Steady state sinusoidal circuit analysis using phasors is
emphasized. Real and reactive power are covered, and balanced three phase
systems are studied. In addition, transformers, resonance and operational
amplifiers are introduced. Prerequisite: GE 221 or department approved
equivalent with MTH 203 highly recommended.

GE 225M ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANALYSIS III, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr
- Major topics are Laplace transform methods, Fourier series and Fourier
transforms. Additional topics include Bode analysis, convolution integrals
and two-port network theory. Prerequisites: GE 222 with MTH 221
concurrently or department approved equivalent.
GE 226 PLANE SURVEYING, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Basic concepts of plane surveying are introduced. Topics include use of
tape, level and transit; note keeping; horizontal and vertical control
networks including calculations and adjustments; angles and bearings; and
topographic surveying and mapping. Prerequisite: Placement in WR 121
and MTH 200 or department approved equivalent and a programmable
calculator with GE 110 highly recommended.

GE 231 MATERIAL SCIENCE, 31ec hrlwk, 2 lab hrlwk, 4 cr The structure and properties of metals, ceramics and polymers are
considered, starting with fundamental atomic arrangements. Microstructural
control through thermal and mechanical processing is studied together with
the effects of service environment on the behavior of materials. Principles
used in the selection of materials for modern engineering applications are
introduced. Prerequisites: MTH 201 and CH 201 or department approved
equivalent.
GE 262 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - The
interaction of design with industrial materials and processes is considered
in connection with technical and economic feasibility, trade-offs and
automation. Prerequisite: Placement in WR 121 and MTH 200 or
department approved equivalent with GE 110 highly recommended.

GE 270 DIGITAL SYSTEMS DESIGN, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4
cr - An introduction to the design and analysis of sequential machines.
Topics include the concept of machine "slate." its application and the
designing of state machines using MSI/LSI devices. Decoders,
multiplexers, ROMs. PROMs and FPLAs will be used in the design of
sequential multi-input state machines. Prerequisite: GE 170 or department
approved equivalent.
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GE 275 MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS, 3 lac hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk,
4 cr - A beginning course on microprocessor architecture, assembly
language programming and basic microcomputer system design. Students
will use specialized software development tools to write applications
programs and testfdebug programs in prototype systems. Prerequisite: GE
270 concurrently or department approved equivalent.
GE 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: ENGINEERING, 20 lab hr/Wk, 5 cr
- Students have the opportunity to develop engineering knowledge and
skills in a department approved work setting. Work experiences are closely
aligned with students' on-campus educational program goals. This is an
elective course and does not substitute for any required program courses.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval for students having completed the first
year of the program.

GED -

GEO 290 ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr Provides the student with an opportunity to carry out geographic research
related to the resource, urban and environmental problems examined in
GEO 105, GEO 106, GEO 107, GEO208, GEO 209 or GEO235 and may be
taken in conjunction with or after completing these courses.
GEO 298 INDEPENDENT STUDY: GEOGRAPHY, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- The course oHers students individualized study at an advanced level in
areas of geography not considered in other courses to meet special
interests or program requirements. Students complete a term project and
readings approved by the instructor. Prior study of geography is
recommended and consent of the instructor is required.
GEO 299 SPECIAL STUDIES: GEOGRAPHY, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Special topics, activities, or projects in an area of geography not usually
covered in depth in other geography courses. Prior study in geography is
recommended. Instructor approval may be required.

Geography

GEO 1051NTRO TO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY, 31ac hr/Wk,
3 cr
GEO 1061NTRO TO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY, 31ac hr/Wk,
3 cr
GEO 1071NTRO TO HUMAN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY, 31ec hr/Wk,
3 cr - The three term sequence will include many of the following topics
and themes: a concern for critical resource and developmental issues of the
developing and developed world, a global sampling of man-land
relationships, a spatial examination of cities and cultural landscapes, and a
discussion of the uniqueness of various regions of the world.
GEO 206 GEOGRAPHY OF OREGON, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr - An
examination of various historical, social, economic and geographic factors
that have made the Oregon landscape unique. Slides, films, overhead
transparencies and guest speakers are utilized.
GEO 208 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY: GEOMORPHOLOGY, 31ac hrl
wk, 3 cr - Students examine the processes of landform evolution and
their expression on the surface of the earth. Humankind's modification of
physical processes and resulting environmental impact are studied.
GEO 209 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY: WEATHER AND CLIMATE, 31ac
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students examine the processes of the atmosphere, the
distribution and character of climate types, climate change and humankind
as a modifier of climate.
GEO 214 GEOGRAPHY OF MEXICO, 31ac hr/wk, 3 cr - Students
examine the various historical, social, economic and geographic factors
that make the Mexican landscape unique. The course reviews Mexico's
changing patterns of settlement, the pattern and variety of populations,
urbanization and economic development, the natural environment and
regional variations. Much of the information will be presented through
detailed case studies.
GEO 221 FIELD GEOGRAPHY: THE LOCAL LANDSCAPE, 3 lac hrl
wk, 3 cr - Includes utilization of field research methods, preparation of
field base maps and cartographic presentation of results of field studies in
the local area.
GEO 280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATIQN: GEOGRAPHY, 161ab hrl
wk, 4 cr
GEO 280AB COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: GEOGRAPHY· SEMINAR,
21ac hr/Wk, 2 cr - These courses enable students to extend their
knowledge of geography through work in settings which provide learning
experiences that are not available in the classroom but which supplement
classroom learning. The seminar provides a basis for the instructor to
supervise the student's learning in the work setting and to coordinate it with
what the student has learned or is learning in other on-campus geography
courses. Seminars may be individual or small group sessions with the
instructor.
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GER -

German

GER 101 FIRST YEAR GERMAN, 41ac hr/Wk, 4 cr
GER 102 FIRST YEAR GERMAN, 41ac hr/Wk, 4 cr
GER 1D3 FIRST YEAR GERMAN, 41ac hr/Wk, 4 cr - These
courses provide the same content as GER 150 and GER 151 in a three term
sequence. See the course descriptions for GER 150 and GER 151.
GER 111 FIRST YEAR GERMAN CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr
GER 112 FIRST YEAR GERMAN CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr
GER 113 FIRST YEAR GERMAN CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - The structures and vocabulary of First-year German 151 are actively
reviewed and practiced in a conversational format, making use of both
small and large group projects. Some new situational vocabulary is
introduced, but emphasis is on active use of already acquired structural
vocabulary. This course may be oHered in conjunction with GER 101, 102,
103 as an adjunct conversation-tutorial in which case all first-year students
are encouraged to register for it. If not, then the prerequisite is: GER151 or
GER 103, or the equivalent as determined by the instructor. May not be
offered every year.
GER 150 FIRSTYEAR GERMAN, 61ec hr/Wk, 6 cr - Students are
familiarized with the sounds of German. Pronunciation and speaking are
stressed, basic reading and writing skills are introduced and practiced,
followed by written projects based on these structures. The entire case
system is introduced and verbs in the present tense are practiced.
GER 151 FIRST YEAR GERMAN, 61ac hr/Wk, 6 cr - Students
continue to work on pronunciation, speaking, listening, reading, writing and
vocabulary building skills. More complex structures are introduced leading
to more sophisticated written projects. By the end of this course, all
essential structures of the language will have been presented. Prerequisite:
GER 150 or the equivalent as determined by the instructor.
GER 201 SECOND YEAR GERMAN, 41ac hr/Wk, 4 cr
GER 202 SECOND YEAR GERMAN, 41ac hr/Wk, 4 cr
GER 203 SECOND YEAR GERMAN, 41ac hr/Wk, 4 cr - These
courses provide the same content as GER250 and GER251 in a three term
sequence. See the course descriptions for GER250 and GER251.

GER 211 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr
GER 212 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk,
3 er
GER 213 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr - These courses stress conversational skills at the intermediate
level. Students deal with topics of their interest and spontaneity is
encouraged. These courses may be repeated each term for a total of nine
credit hours. It is not necessary to take these courses in sequence. These
courses are recommended to all second-year German students.
Prerequisite: GER 151 or GER 103 or the equivalent as determined by the
instructor. May not be offered every year.
GER 250 SECONDYEAR GERMAN, 6 lee hr/wk, 6 cr - Students
continue to develop and expand the language skills stressed in first-year
German. The selection, order and presentation of materials depends on the
needs of the students as determined by the instructor. Emphasis on
reading, writing and vocabulary building is gradually increased.
Prerequisite: GER151 or GER 103, or the equivalent as determined by the
instructor.
GER 251 SECONDYEAR GERMAN, 61ec hr/wk, 6 cr - Further
skill building as in GER250. Reading and writing skills are expanded and
students converse about more abstract subjects. Students become more
confident and more adventurous in dealing with the language, more
independent as learners. By the end of this sequential course, students will
have had extensive practice with all essential structures of German.
Prerequisite: GER250, or the equivalent as determined by the instructor.
GER 255 ACCELERATEDGERMAN, 81ec hr/wk, 8 cr
GER 256 ACCELERATEDGERMAN, 8 lee hr/wk, 8 cr
GER 257 ACCELERATEDGERMAN, 81ec hr/wk, 8 cr - These
courses provide the same content as GER 150, GER 151, GER250 and GER
251 in an accelerated three term sequence. See the course descriptions for
GER 150, GER 151, GER250, GER251. There is no prerequisite for entry
into GER255, but it is recommended for the highly motivated student.
GER 260 GERMAN: CULTURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
GER 261 GERMAN: CULTURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
GER 262 GERMAN: CULTURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - These courses
deal with contemporary thought, life-styles and problems in the European
German-speaking community. They are usually offered during spring term
and are designed for advanced students who have completed GER251 or
the equivalent as determined by the instructor. These courses may be taken
for less credit as independent study. May not be offered every year.
GER 270 GERMAN: LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
GER 271 GERMAN: LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
GER 272 GERMAN: LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students
read and discuss German literary works, both in prose and in poetry. It is
not necessary to take these courses in sequence. Prerequisite: Successful
completion of GER251, or simultaneous enrollment in GER251, GER257,
or with instructor permission. May not be offered every year.
GER 290 GERMAN: COMPOSITION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr
GER 291 GERMAN: COMPOSITION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr
GER 292 GERMAN: COMPOSITION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr - These
courses are designed to provide advanced students or native speakers of
German with practice in developing compositional skills. May be taken for
less credit as independent study. May not be offered every year.
Prerequisite: Completion of second-year German with a grade of A or B, or
the equivalent (in the case of native speakers of German) as determined by
the instructor. Instructor permission is required for all students.

GRA -

Graphic Reproduction

GRA 4.280AA COOPERATIVEED: GRAPHICS, 24 lab hr/wk, 6 cr
GRA 4.280AB COOPERATIVEED: GRAPHICS· SEMINAR, 1 lee hrl
wk, 1 cr - Students are placed in a work environment to obtain
experience while under the guidance and supervision of a graphics
professional. Students use the skills, techniques and knowledge acquired in
their graphics courses in an actual production situation. Instructor
permission required.
GRA 4.300 INTRO TO GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION, 2 lee hr/wk, 2 cr
- Introduces students to graphic reproduction history and terminology.
The various printing processes are surveyed and the specific production
steps in the photo-offset lithographic process are explored.
GRA 4.305AA PRODUCTIONSTANDARDS, 2 lee hr/wk, 2 cr The purpose of this course is to provide the student with the managerial
principles necessary for the efficient production of printed material.
Prerequisites: second-year standing and completion of GRA 4.308 and GRA
4.314 or instructor permission.
GRA 4.306AA ESTIMATING, 21ec hr/wk' 2 cr - The purpose of
the course is to allow students to compare the pricing methods used in the
industry. Students will utilize current estimating methods and production
techniques. Prerequisite GRA 4.305AA Production Standards.
GRA 4.308 LITHO PRESS 1, 2 lee hr/wk' 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr Students are introduced to the principles and terminology of photo-offset
lithography in order to understand and operate lithographic offset presses.
GRA 4.310 LITHO PRESS2, 61ec hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk, 6 cr Students are introduced to specific principles of operation of feed,
registration, cylinder, ink, and water units of offset lithographic presses.
Students demonstrate skills in reproduction on various papers utilizing
single ink colors. Prerequisite: GRA 4.308 Litho Press 1, or instructor
permission.
GRA 4.312 LITHO PRESS 3, 61ec hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk, 6 cr Students are introduced to basic maintenance procedures of offset
lithographic presses. Students demonstrate skill in reproduction on
various paper types utilizing multiple ink colors. Prerequisite: GRA 4.310
Litho Press 2, or instructor permission.
GRA 4.314 CAMERA/PREP 1, 21ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk' 2 cr Introduces students to the process/copy camera, the handling and
processing of Iine negatives, basic techniques of film assembly and the
mechanics of lithographic proofing and platemaking.
GRA 4.316 CAMERA/PREP 2, 61ec hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk' 6 cr Basic densitometry and halftone procedures are introduced and projects are
expanded to include the basic film assembly impositions and register
techniques. Prerequisite: GRA 4.314 Camera/Prep 1, or instructor
permission.
GRA 4.318 CAMERA/PREP 3, 61ec hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk, 6 cr Multicolor techniques including posterizations, duotones and use of tint
screens are emphasized Complementary flat assembly, color proofing, and
basic step-and-repeat procedures are introduced. Prerequisite: GRA 4.316
Camera/Prep 2, or instructor permission.
GRA 4.320 TYPESETTING I, 21ec hr/wk' 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr Computerized composition and laser printing instruction combined with
history and appreciation of the craft with emphasis on anatomy and
terminology of the basic letter forms. Prerequisite: Keyboarding skills at
the BT Typing 1 level (30 wpm), or equivalent.
GRA 4.320AB TYPESETTING, 21ec hr/wk' 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr Computerized composition and laser printing instruction combined with
history and appreciation of the craft with emphasis on anatomy and
terminology of the basic letter forms Prerequisite: Keyboarding skills at
the BT Typing 1 level (30 wpm). or equivalent
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GRA 4.335AA GRAPHIC LAYOUT, 21ec hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 3 cr
- Basic production techniques for working with type, art, and
photography. Prepare camera-ready copy for graphic reproduction from the
rough-layout to the finished mechanical.
GRA 4.350 CAMERA/PREP 4, 61ec hrlwk, 6 lab hrlwk, 6 cr Complex imposition for larger presses, both sheet and web fed are
explored. Advanced camera and platemaking techniques are developed.
Prerequisite: GRA 4.318 Camera!Prep 3, or instructor permission.
GRA 4.352 CAMERA/PREP 5, 61ec hrlwk, 61ab hrlwk, 6 cr Multicolor preparation and film assembly are advanced through 3/4- color
projects with an emphasis on close register techniques. Prerequisite: GRA
4.350 Camera/Prep 4, or instructor permission.
GRA 4.354 CAMERA/PREP 6, 61ec hrlwk, 61ab hrlwk, 6 cr Job entry skills are emphasized and include group film assembly projects,
process color and advanced color proofing and platemaking techniques.
Prerequisite: GRA 4.352 Camera!Prep 5 or instructor permission.
GRA 4.360 UTHO PRESS4, 6 lec hrlwk, 61ab hrlwk, 6 cr Students are introduced to advanced paper and ink terminology. Students
will demonstrate press operation skills on single and and two-color
lithographic offset presses. Prerequisite: GRA 4.312 Litho Press 3, or
instructor permission.

GS 106ASmONOMY, 3lechrlwk, 2labhrlwk, 4cr -GS106
is a survey of astronomy that includes historical development, earth as a
planet, earth's moon, major and minor planets, the sun, stars and galaxies.
GS 101AA is a non-lab course offered via television that covers the same
topics. No prerequisites.
GS 107 OCEANOGRAPHY, 31ec hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 4 cr Topics in GS 107 include the chemical, biological, physical and geological
nature of the oceans. GS l02AA is a non-lab course offered via television
that covers the same topics. No prerequisites.
GS 109 ENERGYAND ENVIRONMENT, 31ec hrlwk, 2 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - Students study the nature of energy production, including the use
of fossil fuels and nuclear energy as well as the various alternative sources
of energy being developed and used. No prerequisites.
GS 207 GENERALASTRONOMY (SOLARSYSTEM), 3 lec hr/wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 4 cr - This is an in-depth study of our solar system
including the earth and its moon, the planets, comets, meteors, and our sun
and the origin of our solar system. No prerequisite.
GS 208 GENERALASTRONOMY (UNIVERSE), 3 lec hrlwk, 21ab
hr/wk, 4 cr - This is the study of astronomy beyond our solar system
- stars, variable and multiple stars, clusters, galaxies, stellar evolution and
cosmology. No prerequisite

GRA 4.362 UTHO PRESS5, 6 lec hrlwk, 6 lab hr/Wk, 6 cr Students are introduced to bearer-type offset lithographic press operation
with emphasis on registration, exact ink density matching, and press
maintenance skills. Prerequisite: GRA 4.360 Litho Press 4, or instructor
permission.

GS 5.503 BASIC SCIENCE PRINCIPLES, 31ec hrlwk, 2 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - Students study basic concepts, theories and principles in physics
and chemistry that are applicable to nursing theory and practice. Laboratory
experience reinforces lecture topics and provides an opportunity for handson manipulation of the basic scientific equipment.

GRA 4.364 UTHO PRESS6, 61ec hr/wk, 6 lab hrlwk, 6 cr Students demonstrate offset lithographic skills and knowledge on all
classroom equipment by participating in a competitive market role-playing
system. Prerequisite: GRA 4.362 Litho Press 5, or instructor permission.

HE -

GRA 4.370 SCREENPRINTING I, 21ec hr/wk, 21ab hrlwk, 2 cr
- This course offers a survey of screen printing methods and techniques.
Students build screens, cut stencils and print on various surfaces.
GRA 4.372 SCREENPRINTING II, 6 lec hrlwk, 6 lab hr/wk, 6 cr
- This course advances screen printing techniques through photographic
screen stencil application Students demonstrate four methods of
photoscreen application and study halftones, etches, cylindrical and
multicolor printing Prerequisite: GRA 4370 Screen Printing I, or instructor
permission.

GS-

General Science

GS 101AA SURVEY OF ASmONOMY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - GS
101AA is a non-lab course covering the same topics as GS 106 and offered
via television. There are no prerequisites
GS lOW SURVEY OF OCEANOGRAPHY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr GS l02AA is a non-lab course covering the same topics as GS 107 and
offered via television. There are no prerequisites.
GS 104 METEOROLOGY(WEATHER AND CLIMATE), 31ec hr/Wk,
2 lab hrlwk, 4 cr •• Students study characteristics of our atmosphere,
air pressure and winds, atmospheric moisture, large air masses, violent
storms, the effect of oceans on weather, and climates. No prerequisites.
GS 105 GEOlOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 4 cr - Students
study minerals, rocks, volcanism, eartt,quakes, plate tectonics, movement
of the earth's crust, erosion and deposition by wind, streams, glaciers and
weathering.
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Health

HE 112 FIRST AID AND EMERGENCY CARE, 10 lec hrlwk, 1 cr This course will provide training in the following areas: Respiratory
emergencies, treating wounds, bandaging techniques, application of splints
and carrying techniques This course will be conducted in one session.
Check with the Education Department for scheduling details.
HE 222 CONSUMERHEALTH, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students
evaluate advertising, labeling and health products and develop guidelines
for the selection of health services and other facets of consumer health.
HE 250 PERSONALHEALTH, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students
become acquainted with current health care concerns including wellness,
mental health and stress, physical fitness, nutrition, human sexuality,
communicable and degenerative diseases and drugs. This course satisfies
the health education requirement at most colleges and universities in
Oregon. Also meets general education requirement in some programs at
PCC. Consult an advisor for specific transfer information.
HE 251 COMMUNITY HEALTH, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - Through
guided practical experience and cognitive information, students explore
current health issues and local community health resources. Prerequisite:
Consent of instructor.
HE 252 FIRST AID, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students study first aid
and safety procedures for a wide variety of injuries or illnesses. Successful
completion of this course meets certification requirements of the American
Red Cross, and students also have an opportunity to obtain certification in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).
HE 262 CHILDREN'S HEALTH AND FIRST AID, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- The areas 01 wellness, physical exams, common childhood illnesses
and ailments will be covered with emphasis given to the day care
environment. The course also includes and American Red Cross standard
first aid course with added first aid information geared for the child patient.
Infant & Child CPRwill also be included.

HEC -

Home Economics

HEC 109 FOOD, NUTRITION AND YOU, 41ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course incorporates menu planning and food preparation techniques to
attain adequate nutrition intake. Students become acquainted with basic
nutrition concepts, the relationship between nutrition and health, and foods
as sources of nutrients. Students plan menus to fit their lifestyle, and
investigate how to purchase and store foods to get maximum nutritional
value for the dollar.
HEC 111 BEGINNING CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION, 1 lec hrlwk, 4
lab hrlwk, 3 cr - This class is designed for individuals with little or
no sewing experience. Students use the sewing machine and apply the
basic techniques of dressmaking in the construction of simple garments.
HEC 191 CAREERS IN FASHIONS, TEXTILES, AND INTERIOR
DESIGN, 21ec hr/wk, 1 cr - Students explore career opportunities
in the field of fashion, textiles and interior design, the knowledge and skills
required for entry-level positions and advancement. The course is designed
to provide guidance for student self-analysis in career planning.
HEC 210 CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION, 11ec hrlwk, 41ab hr/wk, 3
cr - Students study and demonstrate the principles, methods and
techniques of clothing construction, pattern alteration and fitting. Students
construct simply styled garments with emphasis on choices of patterns,
fabrics, findings, construction practice and techniques.

HEC 260 LEARNING EXPERIENCE IN KINDERGARTEN, 3 lec hr/wk,
3 cr - Knowledge and understandi ng of the normal,devel~pmenta!
attributes of the kindergarten age child and the teachers role In fostenng
and facilitating this development. Existing teaching techniques are
evaluated in relation to applicability to the developmental levels of the
kindergarten child.
HEC 270 NORMAL AND APPLIED CLINICAL NUTRITION, 41ec hrl
wk, 4 cr - The study of the relationship of foods to h~lth, the factors
which affect food and/or nutrition intake, the role of digestion and
absorption and the role of food processing in nutrient availability. Primary
emphasis is on the nutritional status of the y~ung adu,lt. Secon,dary
emphasis is on the nutritional status and clinical feeding pracllces of the
institutionalized patient.
HEC 271 FUNDAMENTALS OF FASHION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study how to recognize and forecast fashion trends and
,
understand fashion movement and dissemination. Past and present fashion
cycles, the influence of environment on fashion and fashion trade
publications are covered.
HEC 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: HOME ECONOMICS, 40 lab hrlwk,
10 cr - Students gain hands-on skill in planned, ~upervised and ,
regularly evaluated experiences at appropriate work slte . ~ac,h,cooperative
7
education placement site is planned to meet the student s individual and
specific skill needs.

HEC 211 CLOTHING AND CULTURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students consider the origins and functions of dress, visual aspects of
clothing and consumer aspects of clothing as they relate to clothing
selection.

HEC 280AB COOPERATIVE ED: HOME ECONOMICS· SEMINAR, 2
lec hr/wk 2 cr - Students review field site experiences, explore
solutions t~ possible job problems and discuss professionalism as related
to the job

HEC 222 MARRIAGE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students study
development and maintenance of constructive relationships. Students
explore self-concept, values, roles and sexuality as well as skills in
constructive handling of communication and conflict.

HEC 290 PERSPECTIVES ON EFFECTIVE PARENTING, 3 lec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Study of a theoretical framework for ~nderstanding the
dynamics of communication between parents and ch.lldren. Students also
learn to recognize the influences that parents and children have on each
other.

HEC 224 INFANCY, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students recognize and
understand the normal development of infants and very young children
from birth to three years. All aspects of providing for their care are explored
HEC 225 NUTRITION, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - Students recognize
factors that affect food and nutrient intake and contribute to nutrient
retention in food during processing, the role of digestion and absorption,
and components of an adequate diet. Students apply these factors in
evaluating intake in relation to individual nutrient needs.
HEC 226 CHILD DEVELOPMENT, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - Students
observe children's behavior, taking into consideration principles of
development, inclUding hereditary, biological and environmental influences
on mental, physical, social and emotional development.
HEC 244 PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR INTERIORS, 31ec hrl
wk 3 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - Development of graphic communication
skilis for producing sketches of interiors. Students develop ski,lI in
,
freehand sketching to show perspective, texture and color. Various media
are used.
HEC 249 DECISION MAKING AND THE CONSUMER, 3 lec hrlwk, 3
cr - Students are introduced to home management concepts such as
values, goals, standards, processes, resources, environment and problem
situations. Emphasis is on processes of decision making and management
and rights and responsibilities of the consumer.
HEC 250 TEXTILES, 3 lec hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students
study various aspects of textiles, including construction. structure,
properties, care and uses of fibers, yarns and fabrics.

HEC 299 SPECIAL TOPICS IN HOME ECONOMICS, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3
cr - This course focuses in depth on selected topics in home
economics.
HEC 7.457 PARENTING SKILLS, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This seminar
class is designed for parents or prospective parents to examine the current
issues affecting the role of parents in today's society. Students will study
the stages of child development, the influences parents have on their child's
development and how those influences can shape their child's development
over time.
HEC 9.420 LIVING AND LEARNING WITH YOUR BABY, 11ec hr/wk,
1 lab hr/wk, 1 cr - This course is a participation class for parents of
infants from birth to beginning walkers. Parents bring child to class, where
they participate in supervised age appropriate activities and a parent study
group.
HEC 9.421 LIVING AND LEARNING WITH YOUR TODDLER, 1 lec hrl
wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 1 cr - A course designed for parents and their
children between the walking stage and two and one-half years of age. The
parents observe and partic.i~atewith thei~~hildr~n in developm~ntally
designed activities. In addition, they participate In a parent seminar
focusing on parenting topics and needs.
HEC 9.422 LIVING AND LEARNING WITH YOUR TWO YEAR OLD, 2
lec hr/Wk, 21ab hrlwk, 2 cr - Parents participate with their child
in a class designed to meet the developmental needs of the two-year-old.
Parents also participate in supervised activities with their child and a parent
study group.
HEC 9.423 APPLIED CHILD DEVELOPMENT, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr This course focuses on children as they develop from one stage to another.
Students view TV programs at home and attend periodic discussion groups
on campus The content is practical and applies to daily work with children.

"
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HEC 9.424 EFFECTIVE PARENTING OF TEENS, 1 lec hr/Wk, 1 cr
- Designed to give parents of teens effective communication skills,
mutual problem-solving skills and knowledge of teen development and
behavior. This course also emphasizes ways to facilitate and improve the
teen/parent relationship.
HEC 9.425 LEARNINGWITH YOUR THREE YEAR OLD: A
COOPERATIVE PRESCHOOL, 21ab hr/ wk, 1 cr - A parent-ehild
cooperative experience that helps parents of three year old childr.en develop
awareness of factors affecting their child's physical, social, emotional and
intellectual development. Parents are required to participate in the
preschool classroom and attend evening seminars on a regular basis.
HEC 9.904 TAILORING WOMENS WEAR, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - Students are prepared to offer tailoring services at home or to
work for a retail operation. All aspects of working with ~i1ored .g?rments .are
covered including alterations, speed and custom techniques, flltlng, fabrics
and equipment.
HEC 9.905 TAILORING MENS WEAR, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4
cr - Students gain skill in tailoring using traditional fabrics and
methods. Fit of tailored garments and alterations are also included.
Precision work is stressed.
HEC 9.919 DRAPING I, 21ec hr/Wk, 31ab hr/Wk, 3 cr Introduction to fashion design using draping procedures. Basic silhouettes
are draped in muslin on a dress form. Emphasis is on developing skill in
principles of draping and the relationships of fabric, design and form.
HEC 9.923 FLAT PATTERN MAKING I, 21ec hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk, 3
cr - This course gives students the basic skills needed to design
palterns using the flat pattern method. Students study how to use a sloper
to design women's skirts, dresses and blouses.
HEC 9.924 FLAT PATTERN MAKING II, 21ec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk,
3 cr - This course builds on the basic skills needed to design patterns
which students studied in Flat Pattern Making I. Students use a sloper to
design more complex women's skirts, dresses and blouses as well as
jackets and pants.
HEC 9.925 BASIC FITTING AND ALTERATIONS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 lab
hr/wk 4 cr - This course is for the student who wants to increase skill
in fitti~g and alterations in order to operate a custom sewing businesses out
of the home or to provide sewing services such as alterations to a retail
store or dry cleaner. Custom sewing techniques, new fabrics and notions,
wholesale resources, pricing, customer relations and operation of
professional equipment are also covered. Emphasis is on women's wear.
HEC 9.926 PROFESSIONALPRACTICES IN FITTING AND
ALTERATIONS, 31ec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Skills needed in
fitting and altering ready-to-wear are further refined. Additional skill~ in
custom techniques, equipment operation and managing a small business
out of the home are developed.
HEC 9.927 FITTING AND ALTERATIONS PROBLEMS, 3 lec hr/wk,
31ab hr/Wk, 4 cr •• This course concentrates on the special,
professional skills needed for fitting and altering menswear. Pricing,
recordkeeping for the home sewing businessperson, wholesale resources
for menswear materials and pressing techniques are also covered.
HEC 9.929 DRAPING II, 21ec hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3 cr -This
course builds on skills developed in HEC 9'.919 Draping I. Advanced
fashion-design problems such as tailored collars and soft silhouettes are
included. Students drape original designs, cut and sew them.
HEC 9.930 DIETARY MANAGER I, 3 lec hr/Wk, 5 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr
- Students develop an understanding of the relationship of the food
service department to the whole facility and study how to establish
standards for interdepartmental and intradepartmental relationships. The
intent is for students to develop an awareness of the importance of skillful
supervision and specific techniques of motivating employees.
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HEC 9.931 DIETARY MANAGER II, 3 lec hr/Wk, Slab hr/Wk, 4 cr
- An awareness of nutritional needs and practices along with overall
sanitation and safety requirements will be developed.
HEC 9.932 DIETARY MANAGER III, 3 lec hr/wk, Slab hr/wk! 4 cr
- Techniques in food purchasing, cost acco~nting and ~enu planning
along with principles of quantity food preparation are studied.
HEC 9.942 INSTITUTIONAL HOUSEKEEPINGTECHNIQUES, 3 lec hr/
wk 3 cr - Students identify surfaces to be cleaned, select the
app'ropriate cleaning procedure to be used for a given surface and design
standard cleaning procedures.
HEC 9.947 PROFESSIONALPRACTICES IN INTERIORS, 3 lec hr/
wk 3 cr - Practical skills and techniques for preparation of interiors
project presentations, including business procedures specific to interior
planning and merchandising. Customer relations and wholesale resources
are also covered.
HEC 9.949 SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERIORS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr An update on current trends in interiors. This course is designed to meet
specific needs of employers and employees.

HPE - Health and
Physical Education
HPE 298 HEALTH & FITNESS FOR LIFE, 2 lec hrlwk, 2 lab hr/Wk,
3 cr - This is the only course Portland State University will accept in
meeting their Physical EducationlHealth Baccalaureate degree requirement,
Students altend two lecture hours and two activity hours per week, with
emphasis on well ness, fitness, cardia-vascular health, nutrition and stress.

HR - Hotel!
Restauramt Management
HR 3.110 ORIENTATIONTO HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY, 31ec hrlwk,
3 cr - A survey of the hospitality industry. The scope, opportunities,
trends in food and lodging, as well as requirements for entry level, midmanagement and management employment will be presented.
HR 3.112 FOODPURCHASING PRINCIPLES, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study the methods and procedures ~orpurchasing and
.
determining the specifications for food .supplies, a~ well. ~s h~rb and spice
identification, soup and sauce preparation and the idantiiicalion of tools
and equipment used in a commercial food service operation. A menu
planning, recipe development, food production and inventory system
project will be developed.
HR 3.113 FOODPRODUCTION PRINCIPLES, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr The principles 01food production and preparation will be studied as well as
the methods of preparing and cooking meat, fish, poultry, beverages, cold
foods short order and cold food items, bakery products, fruits and
veget~bles and pasta products.
HR 3.120 HOTEL OPERATIONS, 31ec hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
- The human and public relations responsibilities of the front office will
be presented with the hotel accounting and auditing functions. A project
will include the use of a front desk posting machine.
HR 3.122 SECURITY AND CASH CONTROLSYSTEMS, 3 lec hr!Wk,
3 cr - The planning and implementing of money and product seCUrity
programs. Included will be both service and lodg~ng appli~tions for the
control of loss due to thievery, fraud, robbery or fire and disaster.

HR 3.124 FOOD & BEVERAGE· MANAGEMENT & SERVICE, 3 loc
hr/wk, 3 cr - The identification, purchasing, merchandising, service
and control of wine, beer and distilled spirits in the hospitality industry.
HR 3.126 HOSPITAUTY MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP, 10 lab hrl
wk, 4cr
HR 3.12601 HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP SEMINAR,
310c hrlwk, 3 cr - Students are involved in work situations. Students
register for four (4) credits of lab each of three terms. Prerequisite:
Depamnentalapproval.
HR 3.12S HOSPITAUTY MARKETING, 3 loc hr/Wk, 3 cr - The
principles of marketing and promotion of different types of hospitality
operations will be studied. Topics covered include marketing research,
analysis, strategies, demographics, segmentation, pricing, competition and
advertising. A hotel or food service marketing project will be developed.

HR 3.129 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION AND
MANAGEMENT, 310c hr/Wk, 3 cr - The organization and
management of the various hospitality operations including the current
theories of management and the development of personal management
styles are covered.
HR 3.130 HOSPITALITY COST CONTROL, 3 loc hr/wk, 3 cr The basic principles of mathematics, cost accounting, sales and financial
analysis as they relate to measuring and controlling costs and profits of a
food service or hotel operation will be studied.

HR 3.131 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, 310c hr/Wk, 3 cr Students will study the responsibilities of the hospitality industry
supervisor in the recruiting, hiring, training, appraising, disciplining and
supervision of employees.
HR 3.132 PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, 310c hr/Wk, 3 cr - The
principles involved in the selection, acquisition and management of hotel or
food service property and busi ness by purchase or lease are covered. A
hotel or food service property management and business plan will be
developed.
HR 3.133 MICROCOMPUTER & HOSPITALITY APPLICATIONS, 3
loc hr/Wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students study the basic nature,
functions and components of a microcomputer system. Students use
applications software in the areas of: Marketing, production, forecasting,
accounting, finance and management, as those functions relate to the
hospitality industry. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
HR 3.201 INDEPENDENT STUDY, 10 lab hr/wk, 5 cr - Two to five
hours of independent study may be arranged through the student's program
advisor. One credit hour is given for each two hours of weekly independent
study.
HR 3.202 CULINARY SKILL DEVELOPMENT, 121ec hr/wk, 41ab
hr/wk, 7 cr - The student learns fundamental concepts, skills and
techniques of basic restaurant cookery. Lecture-demonstrations cover
vegetable, starch, meat. fish and poultry. Emphasis is put on techniques of
sauteing, roasting, poaching, braising and frying. International recipes are
used. Some hands-on cooki ng is done.
HR 3.203 MEAT IDENTIFICATION AND FABRICATION, 151ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Through lecture and demonstrations students learn the
methods of fabrication, processing and primal cuts of beef, lamb, pork and
veal into portion size cuts that are used in the food service industry. The
students also learn meat grading, identification. specifications and
appropriate cooking methods.

HR 3.204 STOCKS, BASES, SOUPS AND SAUCES, 1510c hr/wk, 3
cr - Through lecture-demonstration sessions the student learns how to
produce quality stocks, soups and sauces. Special attention is given to
methods of seasonings, thickening, reductions and production of basic
soups, international soups, basic sauces and grand sauces.

HR 3.205 FISH AND SHEUFISH PREPARATION, Sioc hr/Wk, 10
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Students learn fundamental skills and techniques of
fish and shellfish preparation. Lecture-demonstrations cover methods of
sanitation, storage, filleting of fish, shucking of clams and oysters. Meat
removal from crabs and lobsters is also demonstrated. Fundamental
cooking concepts using international recipes are demonstrated. Some
hands-on cooking is done.
HR 3.206 POULTRY PREPARATION, Sioc hr/Wk, 10 lab hr/wk, 2
cr - Students learn fundamental skills and techniques of poultry
preparation. Lecture-demonstrations cover methods of sanitation, boning
and trussing of poultry and some wild birds. Fundamental cooking
concepts are shown using international recipes. Some hands-on cooking
is done.
HR 3.245 EQUIPMENT LAYOUT AND DESIGN, 310c hr/wk, 3 cr
- A study of the facilities and equipment requirements for food service or
lodging units. Topics included are the conceptual planning, specifications,
layout, selection and arrangement of commercial equipment.
HR 3.280AA COOPERATIVE ED: HOSPITALITY SERVICES, 40 lab
hr/wk, 10 cr
HR 3.280AB COOPERATIVE ED: HOSPITAUTY SERVICES·
SEMINAR, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr - Cooperative education experiences
are designed to give the student on-the-job experiences which allow for the
application and development of knowledge and skills acquired in the oncampus program. Work experiences are offered for variable credit up to a
maximum of ten credits. Students may receive one credit for every 40 hours
of successful work experience. The seminar provides students with the
opportunity to share experiences with other students and the on-eampus
instructor in order to develop strategies for successful cooperative work
experiences and future employment. Prerequisite: Departmental approval is
required for all cooperative education work experiences and seminars.
HR 9.110 MAINTENANCE AND ENGINEERING, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- Students will study the organization of the maintenance or engineering
functions in the hospitality industry. Technical information on heating,
refrigeration, plumbing, electricity and energy conservation will be
presented for use in establishing an effective preventive maintenance
program.

HST -

History

HST 101 WESTERN CIVILIZATION: ANCIENT WORLD TO 1200 A.D.,
3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - A study of the ancient civilizations of Egypt,
Mesopotamia, Greeceand Rome, the development of Christianity and
Medieval Europe
HST 102 WESTERN CIVILIZATION: 1200-1789, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
- A study of early Modern Europe including the Renaissance, the
Reformation. the Scientific Revolution and the French Revolution.
HST 103 WESTERN CIVILIZATION: 1789 TO THE PRESENT, 310c
hr/wk, 3 cr - A study of the history of the 19th and 20th centuries,
including the Industrial Revolution, nationalism, imperialism, socialism,
world wars, the Russian Revolution and Naziism.
HST 104 HISTORY OF EASTERN CIVILIZATION: MIDDLE EAST, 3
lec hr/wk, 3 cr
HST 105 HISTORY OF EASTERN CIVILIZATION: INDIA AND
SUBCONTINENT, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
HST 106 HISTORY OF EASTERN CIVILIZATION: FAR EAST, 310c
hr/wk, 3 cr - A survey of the Middle East, Central and Far East
regions of Asia Topics include the political, economic, social, religious
and diplomatic events from their beginnings to modern times. Students
need not take courses in sequence.
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HST 199AA THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - A study of the many aspects of the Lewis and Clark expedition:
Objectives of the expedition and how the expedition has been interpreted.
HST 201 HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES:COLONIALPERIOD TO
1840, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
HST 202 HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: 1840 TO 1914, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr
HST 203 HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES:1914 TO PRESENT, 3
lec hrlwk, 3 cr - These courses provide a basic knowledge of U.S.
history. Emphasis is on cause and effect and significant trends and
movements with attention to the mainstream of political, social and
economic ideas and events. Students develop the ability to evaluate society
from the historical perspective'. Courses need not be taken in sequence, but
it is recommended
HST 218 NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - This
course explores examples of Indian culture, the general history of Indian lile
during the white occupation 01 North America and the nature and effects 01
Indian-white confrontation and relationships.
HST 220 LABORHISTORY, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Surveys the
American labor movement beginning with Colonial times. Primary
emphasis is on the development 01 labor organizations and their
effectiveness in improving the life of the American worker. This course also
explores the changing roles of economic forces, technology and politics
HST 225 HISTORY OF WOMEN, SEX, AND THE FAMILY, 31ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Students will examine the roles of women, sex and the
family in the social development 01 Europe and America from ancient time
to the present.
HST 240 OREGON'SSOCIAL HISTORY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study how people lived throughout different periods 01 Oregon
history, focusing on the various social factors and institutions that influence
the lives of the people in Oregon
HST 246 RELIGION IN THE UNITED STATES TO 1840, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr
HST 247 RELIGION IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1840, 31ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Covers the basic features of native American religions, the
European backgrounds of Christianity, the development 01 the different
religious groups in the United States and their impact on American lile
HST 274 AffiO·AMERICAN HISTORY: AFRICAN ORIGINS TO 1877,
3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
HST 275 AffiO·AMERICAN HISTORY: 1877 TO 1932, 31ec hr/Wk,
3 cr
HST 276 AffiO·AMERICAN HISTORY: 1933 TO PRESENT, 31ec hrl
wk, 3 cr - Provides students with a factuallramework and conceptual
foundation to analyze the history of black people in the new world.
HST 277 OREGONTRAIL, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - This course will
cover the predecessors of the route, the motivations of the people who used
the route, the trail and its variations, life along the trail, and the impact of
the migration.
HST 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: HISTORY, 121ab hr/wk, 3 cr
HST 280AB COOPERATIVEED: HISTORY· SEMINAR, 21ec hr/wk,
2 cr - These courses enable students to extend their knowledge of
history through work in a setting which provides learning experiences that
are not available in the classroom but which supplement classroom
learning. The seminar provides a basis for the instructor to supervise the
student's learning in the work setting and to coordinate it with what the
student has learned or is learning in other on-campus history courses.
Seminars may be individual or small group sessions with the instructor.
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HST 298 INDEPENDENT STUDY: HISTORY, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr The course offers students individualized study at an advanced level in
areas of history not considered in other courses to meet special interests or
program requirements. Students complete a term project and readings
approved by the instructor. Prior study of history is recommended and
consent of the instructor is required.
HST 299 SPECIALSTUDIES: HISTORY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Special topics, activities, or projects in an area of history not usually
covered in depth in other history courses. Prior study in history is
recommended Instructor approval may be required.

ITP -Interpreter
Training Program
ITP 101 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEI, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - This
course is designed lor non-majors and includes visual readiness skills,
basic American Sign Language vocabulary, grammar features and nonmanual behaviors The course concentrates on receptive language skills.
ITP 102 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEII, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr This course is designed for non-majors and is a continuation of ITP 101
concentrating on additional American Sign Language skills. Conversational
skills are stressed Prerequisite ITP 101 American Sign Language I or
equivalent skills
ITP 103 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEIII, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 er This course is designed lor non-majors and is a continuation of ITP 102
concentrating on additional American Sign Language skills. Conversational
skills, the manual alphabet and inlormation concerning deaf culture are
stressed Prerequisite ITP 102 American Sign Language II or equivalent
skills
ITP 111 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEI, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab hrlwk,
4 er - This course is designed to expose students to visual readiness
and basic vocabulary, grammar features and non-manual behaviors all
focusing on receptive language skill development.
ITP 112 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEII, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk,
4 cr - This course is a continuation ollTP 111 designed to expose
students to additional vocabulary, grammar features and non-manual
behaviors all focusing on conversational skills. Prerequisite: ITP 111
American Sign Language I or equivalent skills.
ITP 113 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEIII, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab hrl
wk, 4 cr - This course is a continuation of ITP 112 and covers
additional vocabulary, grammar leatures and non-manual behaviors all
locusing on conversational skills Prerequisite ITP 112 American Sign
Language II, or its equivalent.
ITP 201 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEIV, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr This course is designed lor non-majors and is a continuation of ITP 103
concentrating on intermediate conversational and discourse skills using
American Sign Language. This course is conducted entirely using American
Sign Language. Prerequisite: ITP 103 American Sign Language III or
equivalent skills
ITP 202 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGEV, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr This course is designed for non-majors and is a continuation of ITP 201
concentrating on intermediate conversational and discourse skills using
American Sign Language. Prerequisite ITP 201 American Sign Language
IV or equivalent skills.

ITP 203 MANUAL CODED ENGLISH SYSTEMS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
- This course is designed for non-majors and introduces the student to
the various Manual Coded English systems in terms of theory. Basic
conversational usage of the Manual Coded English system most frequently
used in the Portland area will be emphasized. Prerequisite: ASL 102
American Sign Language II or equivalent skills.
ITP 211 AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE IV, 31ec hrlwk, 21ab hrl
wk, 4 cr - This course is a continuation of ITP 113 and covers
additional vocabulary, grammar features and non-manual behaviors all
focusing on advanced conversational and discourse skills. Prerequisite: ITP
113 American Sign Language III.
ITP 212 AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE V, 31ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk,
4 cr - This course is a continuation of ITP 211 and covers advanced
conversational and discourse skills. Prerequisite: ITP 211 American Sign
Language IV.
ITP 213 INTERPRETING THEORY I, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course introduces the basic theories, principles and practices of
interpreting: Physical factors, techniques, compensation and certification
processes. Prerequisites: ITP 6.230 Introduction to Interpreting: Ethics and
Role and third term standing in the ITP.
ITP 214 INTERPRETING THEORY II, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - This
course will reinforce basic theories and techniques as related to mainstream
educational settings: K-12 and community college. Prerequisite: ITP 213
Interpreting Theory I.
ITP 215 INTERPRETING THEORY III, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course will reinforce basic theories and techniques in relation to specialized
interpreting settings and consumer needs, including the following: Oral,
Deaf/Blind, Minimal Language Competency, Telephone, Religious,
Performing Arts, Social Service, Medical, Mental Health and Legal.
Prerequisite: ITP 214 Interpreting Theory II.
ITP 216 MANUAL CODED ENGLISH SYSTEMS, 31ec hr/Wk, 21ab
hr/wk, 4 cr - This course provides exposure to Manual Coded English
sign systems theory, conversational theory and adaptation to an interpreting
setting. Manual Coded English systems which are most frequently used will
be emphasized.
ITP 6.160 PRE·INTERPRETING: DUAL TASK, 2 lab hr/Wk, 1 cr This course focuses on the development of function with two modal ities/
languages simultaneously presented.
ITP 6.210 CURRENT ISSUES IN DEAFNESS, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr This course introduces the following topics from two points of view to
develop an awareness of current perspectives of deafness: Education,
services, employment, signaling devices, attitudes towards language and
hearing competencies, various communication systems, legislation,
terminology, signers vs. interpreters and the realities of hearing losses.
This course will be a prerequisite for entrance into the Interpreter Training
Program beginning fall term, 1990.
ITP 6.230 INTRODUCTION TO INTERPRETING: ETHICS AND ROLE,
3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course introduces the profession of
interpreting, the role and function of an interpreter, the National Registry of
Interpreters for the Deaf Code of Ethics and professionalism
ITP 6.240 AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE: LINGUISTICS I, 2 lec hrl

wk, 2 cr - This course will focus on the historical, cultural,
psychological and social influences of language on its users and the effects
of American Sign language and English on the deaf community.
ITP 6.250 DEAF HISTORY AND CULTURE, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr This course studies the history of deaf education, the deaf community and
attitudinal changes toward languages as they affect deaf culture.
Prerequisite: ITP 6.210 Current Issues in Deafness.

ITP 6.260 AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE: LINGUISTICS II, 21ec hrl
wk, 2 cr - This course introduces current research in the field of
structural and neurological linguistics related to a comparative study of
English and American Sign Language. Prerequisites: ITP 6.240 American
Sign Language: Linguistics I and ITP 6.250 Deaf History and Culture.
ITP 6.310 INTERPRETING PROCESS I: TEXT ANALYSIS, 11ec hrl
wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course studies text analysis for
context, content, register, style and effect ranging from casual to technical
discourse.
ITP 6.320 INTERPRETING PROCESS II, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr - This
course sludles the development of consecutive interpreting skills which are
prerequisite to simultaneous interpreting. The texts will range in difficulty
from casual 10 technical discourse. Prerequisite: ITP 6.310 Interpreting
Process I: Text Analysis.
ITP 6.330 INTERPRETING PROCESS III, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course will combine auditory memory, text analysis and dual task in the
development of simultaneous transliterating skills. Texts will range in
difficulty from casual to formal discourse. Prerequisite: ITP 6.320
Interpreting Process II.
ITP 6.340 INTERPRETING PROCESS IV, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course will focus on the ability to simultaneously interpret. Texts will range
in difficulty from formal to informal discourse. Prerequisite: ITP 6.330
Interpreting Process III.
ITP 6.350 SPECIALIZED DISCOURSE I, 1 lec hr/Wk, 2 lab hr/wk,
This course will introduce skills related to sign research and
development. These skills, as well as specialized vocabulary, will be
incorporated into interpreting academic discourse.

2 cr -

ITP 6.360 SPECIALIZED DISCOURSE II, 1 lec hr/wk, 21ab hr/Wk,
This course is a continuation of ITP 6.350 focusing on
interpreting specialized discourse in technical settings. Transliterating will
be introduced into this discourse study. Prerequisite: ITP 6.350 Specialized
Discourse I.
2 cr -

ITP 6.400 FIELD EXPERIENCE, 3 lab hr/Wk, 1 cr - This course
provides practical experience through observation of professional
interpreters, attendance at professional workshops and social/cultural
events for and with deaf people, and weekly recitations with instructors.
Students keep weekly journals. Prerequisite: ITP 6.230 Introduction to
Interpreting: Ethics and Role.
ITP 6.410 MOCK INTERPRETING I (QUALIFYING EXAM I), 3 lab hrl
wk, 1 cr - This course provides mock interpreting settings allowing
students to apply interpreting skills in structured settings without impacting
actual consumers. Students will apply text and discourse analysis and
research actual or anticipated jargon. Prerequisite: ITP 6.320 Interpreting
Process II. Students will take the qualifying exam at the end of this course
to establish readiness to enroll in ITP 6.430 Interpreting Internship.
ITP 6.420 MOCK INTERPRETING II (QUALIFYING EXAM II), 61ab
hr/wk, 2 cr - This course is designed for students who do not meet
prerequisites for ITP 6.430. Students will interpret in an actual selling
without consumers. Readiness to enroll in ITP 6.430 will be evaluated upon
conclusion of this course. Prerequisite: ITP 6.410 Mock Interpreting I
(Qualifying Exam I).
ITP 6.430 INTERPRETING INTERNSHIP, 9 lab hrlwk, 3 cr - This
course allows students to gain practical experience assuming the role of a
professional interpreter in a structured selling with on-going feedback from
a professional interpreter. Prerequisite: Minimum passing scores on the
qualifying exam.
ITP 6.440 SPECIAL PROJECTS IN INTERPRETING, 61ab hrlwk, 2
cr - In this course students will develop an individualized course of
study under mutual agreement with an instructor in order to research areas
of interest and to develop additional interpreting skills. Prerequisite: ITP
6.430 Interpreting Internship
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ITP 6.441 IMPROVISATION FOR INTERPRETERS, 21ec hr/wk, 2
lab hrlwk, 3 cr - This course trains Interpreter students to use
improvisation as an adjunct to signing for the purposes of expression and
communication. Activities include theatrical exercises and impromptu
situations.
ITP 9.600 INTERPRETER TRAINING: PROFESSIONALUPGRADING,
3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course is offered to professional interpreters
for the purpose of upgrading interpreting skills. The focus is on individual
skill development. Curriculum will be custom designed to fit individual
and/or group needs. Contact and credit hours may also be adjusted to fit
specific needs.

IVP - Industrial
Video Production
IVP 9.601 INDUSTRIAL VIDEO PRODUCTION:TECHNICAL
ASSISTANT (GRIP), 25 lab hr/wk, 9 cr -Set up and operate studio
and portable cameras; set up and operate video recorders which include
audio; set up lighting for studio and field production; set up and operate
sound equipment; operate the character generator; perform routine postproduction editing; perform routine maintenance on equipment; schedule
equipment and facilities as required; provide assistance with productions.as
required; provide input on and assistance in set desiqn/consuucfionrnakeup and costuming; perform other duties as required.
IVP 9.602 INDUSTRIAL VIDEO PRODUCTION:PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT, 25 lab hr/wk, 9 cr -Supervise the mechanical
operations of the production as required by the producer; assist in
storyboards and script writing; be responsible for detail and continuity in
the various production segments; direct sub-scenes of the video
production; perform off-line editing in roughing out a video production; and
perform post-production tasks as required by the producer.
IVP 9.602 INDUSTRIAL VIDEO PRODUCTION:PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT, 25 lab hr/wk, 9 cr -Supervise the mechanical
operations of the production as required by the producer; assist in
storyboards and script writing; be responsible for detail and continuity in
the various production segments; direct sub-scenes of the video
production; perform off-line editing in roughing out a video production; anc
perform post-production tasks as required by the producer.

J - Journalism
J 216 REPORTINGI, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Covers the fundamentals
of reporting, including how to gather and write news for newspapers.
Emphasis is on accuracy, objectivity, clarity of writing and standards
required by newspapers. Prerequisites: Satisfactory completion of the
English placement exam and competency in typing, or permission of the
instructor.
J 217 REPORTING II, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - An expansion of J 216,
emphasizing advanced reporting and writing skills. Prerequisite: J 216
Reporting I.
J 218 COPY EDITING & MAKEUP, llec hr/wk, 41ab hrlwk, 3 cr
- This course is an introduction to editing. Students will study copy
editing including accuracy, completeness, fairness, libel, appropriate use of
gr~f!lmar and Associated Press style. Also, page makeup including headline
Writing, the use of art and principles of page design will be covered.
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J 280AA COOPERATIVEED: JOURNALISM, 121ab hr/wk, 3 cr Students have the opportunity to extend their knowledge of journalism
through work in a setting which provides learning experiences that are not
available in the classroom but which supplement classroom learning. This
is a variable credit course that is available for one to three credits. The
students may receive one credit hour for the successful completion of 40
hours of cooperative education

JPN - Japanese
JPN 101 FIRST YEAR JAPANESE, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr
JPN 102 FIRST YEAR JAPANESE, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr
JPN 103 FIRST YEAR JAPANESE, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - These
courses provide the same content as JPN 150 and JPN 151 in a three term
sequence. See the course descriptions for JPN 150 and JPN 151.
JPN 150 FIRST YEAR JAPANESE, 61ec hr/wk, 6 cr - The verb
patterns of imperfect and perfect tenses are practiced. The basic particles
are introduced Katakanasyllabaries are practiced in reading and writing.
No prerequisite.
JPN 151 FIRST YEAR JAPANESE, 6 lec hr/wk, 6 cr - The
adjective inflection of imperfect and perfect tenses are practiced. Additional
particles are introduced and used orally and in writing by the students.
Hiragana syllabaries and Kanji characters are practiced. Prerequisite: JPN
150 or two years of high school Japanese where oral skills were stressed or
the equivalent.
JPN 201 SECONDYEAR JAPANESE, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr
JPN 202 SECONDYEAR JAPANESE, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr
JPN 203 SECONDYEAR JAPANESE, 41ec hrlwk, 4 cr - These
courses provide the same content as JPN 250 and JPN 251 in a three term
sequence See the courses descriptions for JPN 250 and JPN 251.
JPN 250 SECONDYEAR JAPANESE, 6 lec hrlwk, 6 cr Students will continue to develop the skills introduced in first year
Japanese. The plain perfect (dictionary) form of verb is practiced. The
subjunctive modes are introduced Writing and reading of Kanji characters
is expanded. May not be offered every year. Prerequisite: Completion of
first year college Japanese or three or four years of high school Japanese
where oral skills were stressed or the equivalent.
JPN 251 SECONDYEAR JAPANESE, 61ec hrlwk, 6 cr - The
alternative expressions for the superlatives and comparatives are practiced.
Students will practice polite speech and humble speech, and will read
unedited texts. Reading and writing of the Kanji characters are further
studied. May not be offered every year. Prerequisite: JPN 150 or four years
of high school Japanesewhere oral skills were stressed or the equivalent.
JPN 260 JAPANESE:CULTURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
JPN 261 JAPANESE:CULTURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
JPN 262 JAPANESE:CULTURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - These
courses deal with contemporary thought and life of the Japanese speaking
world. A variety of materials may be used to stimulate discussion. May be
taken for less credit as independent study. May not be offered every year.
Prerequisite: One term of second year college Japanese or teacher's
permission.

LA - Legal Assisting
LA 100 INTRO TO LAW AND LAW ETHICS, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Students study the structure of the court system, the operation of a law
office, law ethics and an overview of various substantive law fields.
LA 1011NTRO TO LEGAL TERMINOLOGY, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Students study the identity, pronunciation and spelling of commonly used
legal terms and apply this information to legal situations and transactions.
LA 104 INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUES FOR LEGAL ASSISTANTS, 3
lec hrlwk, 3 cr - Students study fundamentals of investigation,
theory and history from crime scene to courtroom with emphasis on
techniques appropriate to specific cases involving legal assistants.
LA l05INTRO TO LITIGATION I, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students
study the litigation process and the differences between civil and criminal
litigation with emphasis on civil litigation. Included is a study of the
principles of the law of torts, which requires the preparation and use of
pleadings and other documents involved in trial and appeal of civil action.
LA 107 TECHNIQUES OF INTERVIEW, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Students study how to interview clients to obtain information needed to
accomplish a specific job. Simulated interviews in a legal setting are
conducted by the students.
LA 1091NTRO TO ESTATE PLANNING, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study legal assisting with respect to wills, trusts, estates,
accounting, administration, devises, bequests, lapses, afterborn children,
will execution, life insurance and estate planning.
LA l11INTRO TO PROBATE PRACTICE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study how to prepare and file necessary papers in order to
administer an estate under Oregon state law.
LA 1131NTRO TO INCOME TAX LAW, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study how to assist the attorney in preparation of income tax
returns for estates, trusts and individuals and study Oregon and federal
income tax law.
LA 1161NTRO TO REAL PROPERTY LAW I, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study and utilize the forms and procedures in real estate
transactions and conveyances such as deeds, contracts, leases, liens,
planning, zoning, agreements, assessments, searches and foreclosures,
and utilize forms and procedures for personal property.
LA 1241NTRO TO LAW OFFICE MANAGEMENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- Students study law office organization, specialized bookkeeping and
accounting, scheduling, filing, management of personnel and other aspects
of law office management
LA 1281NTRO TO LEGAL CORRESPONDENCE AND FORMS, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students recognize and study the purposes and various
basic forms of legal writing generally required of a legal assistant in a
general law practice. The student will study how to utilize writing
techniques and tools common to internal law office communications as well
as communicating techniques between the lawyer and the client
Prerequisites: WR 121, WR 122, LA 100 and LA 101
LA .203 INTRO TO LEGAL RESEARCH AND LIBRARY USE, 3 lec hr/
wk, 3 cr - Students study the function of the law library and develop
research skills through the use of digests, encyclopedias, reporter systems
and practice manuals. Prerequisites: LA 100 and LA 101
LA 2061NTRO TO LITIGATION II, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - A
continuation of LA 105. Students study and work in detail with the forms
and documents prepared by legal assistants in the litigation process
LA 2081NTRO TO FAMILY LAW, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - The
preparation of initial documents, pleadings, findings of fact, conclusions of
law and orders for judgment as they relate to divorce, separation, custody,
legitimacy, adoption. change of name. guardianship, support and
separation agreements

LA 210 ADVANCED ESTATE PLANNING, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Students study the stages of estate planning including estate building,
retirement planning and the interrelationship of the complexities of
acquiring, using, protecting and passing the estate.
LA 214 FIDUCIARY TAX & ACCOUNTING, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr Students study basic skills necessary to understand federal and Oregon
income taxation of estates and trusts and to prepare required documents.
The basic form of fiduciary accounting for filing of accounts with the court
is also covered. Prerequisite: LA 113.
LA 215 INTRO TO EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAMS, 3 lec hr/wk,
3 cr - Students study the essentials of drafting, reviewing and
amending tax-qualified retirement plans; test plans for discrimination;
integrate plans with Social Security; draft summary plan descriptions;
compare tax implications of IRAs, KEOGHsand Corporate Plans; prepare
applications for letters of determination, annual IRS and DOL forms;
determine and allocate contributions, forfeitures and investment growth;
monitor compliance with rules of fiduciary responsibility; complete PBGC
forms and procedures required for termination; prepare, analyze and
admi nister welfare plans.
LA 217 INTRO TO REAL PROPERTY LAW II, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr A continuation of LA 116. Students study key real property concepts such
as earnest money agreements, land sale contracts, mortgages, trust deeds,
liens and the ability to read title reports.
LA 2191NTRO TO CONSUMER LAW, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Students study current consumer law, examine the legal assistant's role in
consumer law and explore the need for improvement in existing laws and
possible ways to implement these improvements.
LA 220 WORKER'S COMPENSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study how to assist the attorney in the preparation of a case from
initial interview to hearing Through readings, lectures, guest speakers and
class projects students study about a claim and how to prepare a record for
a hearing. Further training opportunities in this area are also discussed.
LA 221 INTRO TO BANKRUPTCY LAW, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr Students study the Bankruptcy Act, the jurisdiction of bankruptcy court, the
duties and powers of the trustee in bankruptcy, and the discharge in
bankruptcy. They also study how to assist the attorney in preparing
bankruptcy forms.
LA 2221NTRO TO CORPORATE LAW PRACTICE, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- Students study the most significant state corporation laws, how to
assist in preparation and filing of documents necessary to form a
corporation, how to draft resolutions for corporate shareholders and
directors' meetings, and how to pay dividends to shareholders or to
terminate the business and distribute the property.
LA 225 ADVANCED LAW OFFICE MANAGEMENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - Students study practical solutions to law office management
problems as discussed in LA 124 in order to provide more efficient and
economical service to the public
LA 2261NTRO TO CRIMINAL LAW FOR LEGAL ASSISTANTS, 31ec
hl/wk, 3 cr - Students study general criminal law and procedure to
gain a basic understanding of the criminal justice system as well as the
legal assistant's role in the criminal justice system. Prerequisite: CJA 112.
LA 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: LEGALASSISTANT, 121ab hr/wk, 3
cr - Students work at approved job sites where they receive as varied
and complete a job experience as possible under job conditions Each
cooperative work experience is designed to meet the needs of the individual
student and the conditions of the work site Prerequisites: Complete core
courses or at least 15 credit hours in the Legal Assistant program or
approval of the lead instructor.
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LAT-

Landscape Technology

LAT 8.101 PLANT MATERIALS· DECIDUOUS, 31ee hr/Wk, 41ab
hr/wk, 5 er
LAT 8.102 PLANT MATERIALS· EVERGREENS, 31ee hr/Wk, 41ab
hr/wk, 5 er
LAT 8.103 PLANT MATERIALS· FLOWERING TREES AND SHRUBS,
31ee hrlwk, 41ab hrl wk, 5 er - These are the basic courses for all
people in the landscape industry. Major emphasis is on field identification
of ornamental landscape plants and basic taxonomic information. The
courses include the proper method of installing plant materials and the
cultural requirements of plants.
LAT8.104 PESTICIDES, 2 lee hr/Wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 3 er -Covers
laws, safety, pesticide application equipment, types of pesticides and
alternatives to pesticides.
LAT 8.105 INTRODUCTION TO LANDSCAPE DESIGN, 21ee hr/Wk,
3 lab hrlwk, 3 er •• This course familiarizes students with the basic
elements of landscape design and with the implementation of landscape
drawings in the field to complete a landscape project.
LAT 8.106 BASIC HORTICULTURE, 31ee hr/wk, 21ab hr/Wk, 4 er
- This course familiarizes students with the way in which a plant grows
within its environment and the effects of soil and water management upon
plant growth.
LAT 8.107 SOILS AND PLANT NUTRITION, 21ee hr/wk, 2 lab hrl
wk, 3 er - Course covers how soils and plants interrelate, how soil is
manipulated to provide an optimum environment for plants and other
factors relating to soils and plant nutrition.
LAT 8.108 LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION I, 21ee hr/Wk, 21ab hr/wk,
3 er - The study of design, construction and maintenance of irrigation
systems for residential work is introduced.
LAT 8.109 PLANT PROPAGATION, 21ee hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 3 er
- Introduces students to plant reproduction including ornamental
landscape plants. The propagation of plants is practiced by the students
through laboratory exercises.
LAT 8.110 GROUNDS MAINTENANCE, 3 lee hr/wk, 41ab hr/Wk, 5
er - This course familiarizes students with the type of maintenance
operations and equipment used in the industry. Emphasis is placed on
scheduling a seasonal, yearly approach to maintenance operations and on
hands-on practical class experience.
LAT 8.111 LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES, 21ee hr/wk,
3 lab hr/Wk, 3 er •• The basic methods of landscape structure with
emphasis on identifying materials used in landscape construction using
wood, concrete and stone.
LAT8.112 LANDSCAPE SEMINAR, 1 lee hr/wk, 1 er - The
landscape seminar is used to introduce the student to educational and
business opportunities outside the college. The student does research and
is encouraged to join professional organizations, visit gardens, etc.
LAT 8.214 PLANT COMPOSITION I, 21ee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3 er
- Students are instructed in the various aspects of plant arrangement in a
landscape design. Major emphasis is on the colors, textures, form and size
of plants and how these factors influence plant arrangement in the
landscape project.
LAT 8.215 LANDSCAPE DESIGN PROCESS. 21ee hr/wk, 3 lab hrl
wk, 3 er - Students are instructed in the basic design procedure
needed to layout landscape designs. Major emphasis is placed on
establishing specific design criteria and goals and on the creation of final
design solutions that embody those criteria.

LAT 8.217 LANDSCAPE DRAnlNG, 21ee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3 er
- The landscape drafting course is designed to teach the basic drafting
skills and layout needed to produce quality designs. Basics will include
equipment, linework, lettering and drafting shortcuts.
LAT 8.218 LANDSCAPE DESIGN: SMALL PROPERTIES, 21ee hr/wk,
3 lab hr/wk, 3 er - Students begin to solve design problems
associated with small properties such as the single family residence, small
apartment areas, commercial sites and small public areas such as
neighborhood parks.
LAT 8.219 LANDSCAPE ILLUSTRATION, 21ee hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk,
3 er - Instruction in the basic principles of graphic presentations as
they relate to landscape drawings. Students produce perspective elevation
and drawings and plan illustrations.
LAT 8.220 LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS, 21ee hrlwk, 3
lab hr/wk. 3 er - Students begin to develop working drawings of
various parts of a landscape design and to draw detail sheets of wood
decks, concrete walks, concrete patios, retaining walls, etc.
LAT 8.221 LANDSCAPE DESIGN PROBLEMS, 21ee hrlwk, 3 lab
hr/wk, 3 er - Major emphasis in this course is focused on dealing
with actual design clients. Information on portfolios, resumes, and sales
techniques to obtain clients is also presented.
LAT 8.222 LANDSCAPE SITE GRADING, 21ee hr/Wk, 3 lab hrlwk,
3 er - Students layout and draw contour maps and grading plans.
Emphasis is on site drainage and drainage systems. Cut and fill
computations for soil are studied.
LAT 8.223 SITE SURVEYING AND ANALYSIS, 21ee hr/Wk, 3 lab
hr/wk. 3 er - Students study and apply basic surveying techniques to
landscape sites and study techniques for interpreting measuring and
recording site information thaI will affect landscape operations.
LAT 8.232 LANDSCAPE IRRIGATION II, 31ee hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk,
4 er - Students apply basic irrigation design and installation
information to the design and operation of large-scale irrigation problems.
Programming of systems and controllers for individual irrigation problems
are also studied.
LAT 8.233 TURFGRASS IDENTIFICATION. 21ee hrlwk, 21ab hrl
wk, 3 er - Introduces characteristics of soils and environmental
adaptation, propagation, specific uses and management of grasses.
LAT 8.235 TREE CARE AND MAINTENANCE: FALL, 21ee hr/wk, 3
lab hr/wk. 3 er - The principles and practices of arboritulture used in
the care of trees and shrubs during the fall are studied.
LAT 8.240 TREE CARE AND MAINTENANCE: WINTER, 21ee hrlwk,
3 lab hr/wk. 3 er - The principles and practices of arboriculture used
in the care of trees and shrubs during winter are studied.
LAT 8.241 TURFGRASS CULTURAL PRACTICES, 21ee hrlwk, 3
lab hr/wk. 3 cr - The selection and proper use of soils and fertilizers
for specific types of turf are studied. Special attentionCis given to
characteristics and application of fertilizers. Consideration is given to
management systems, budgeting, recordkeeping, labor supervision,
equipment and pesticides.
LAT 8.242 PLANT MATERIALS • INDOOR, 21ee hrlwk, 21ab hrl
wk, 3 er - Students are introduced to the field of tropical foliage plants
and their culture. Approximately 150 plants are studied and physiological
and non-physiological diseases as well as common pests are discussed.
LAT 8.243 LANDSCAPE BUSINESS OPERATIONS, 41ee hr/wk, 4 er
- The requirements for beginning and successfully operating a small
business in the horticultural industry are presented. Representatives from
local industry lecture on specific problems related to horticultural business
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LAT 8.244 LANDSCAPE EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE, 2 lee hrlwk,
3 lab hr/Wk, 3 cr - The identification and maintenance of equipment
commonly used in landscape work and the sequential steps that must be
taken when troubleshooting equipment failure are covered.
LAT 8.250 PLANT DISEASES, INSECTS AND WEED
IDENTIFICATION, 21sc hrlwk, 21ab hr/wk, 3 cr - Specific
diseases, insects and weeds affecting the normal development of
horticultural plants are identified. Students determine the proper pesticides
to be used for control.

LAT 9.280AC COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: AGRICULTURAL
MECHANICS, 40 lab hr/wk, 10 cr
LAT 9.280AD COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: AGRICULTURAL
MECHANICS - SEMINAR, 2 lee hr/w k, 2 cr - Students work on
approved job sites where they receive as varied and complete an experience
as possible under job conditions; or students may be assigned real or
simulated jobs at PCC. This course may be taken for variable credit. The
seminar supplements the field experience portion of this course through
feedback sessions.

LAT 8.251 LANDSCAPE EQUIPMENT, 2 Isc hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3
er - Familiarizes students with selection, operation and adjustment of
lawn maintenance and landscaping equipment, and the operating principles
of two and four cycle engines.

MCH -

LAT 8.254 PLANT MATERIALS - ANNUALS AND PERENNIALS, 21sc
hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3 cr - Emphasis is on the identification of those
flowering herbaceous annual and perennial plants used most frequently in
the landscape. Approximately 200 plant varieties and species are discussed
and information is given concerning care and culture, including treatment
of pests and diseases.
LAT 8.262 NATIVE PLANTS OF OREGON, 21sc hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk,
3 er - This course familiarizes students with the common native plants
and the plant communities of Oregon and gives students a better
understanding of plant composition and landscape design. Field trips
around the state are required to augment classroom slides and instruction.
LAT 8.263 BONSAI-SAIKEI, 21sc hr/wk, 21ab hrlwk, 3 cr Develops beginring knowledge and skills in the planting, maintenance and
aesthetic use of Bonsai-Saikei plants.
LAT 8.264 LANDSCAPE ESTIMATING AND BIDDING, 21sc hr/wk,
31ab hrlwk, 3 cr - - The basic techniques of estimating and calculating
materials and time requirements for landscape operations are presented.
Techniques for bidding and recordkeeping are then applied to those
requirements.
LAT 8.265 ADVANCED PLANT MATERIALS, 21sc hriwk, 21ab hrl
wk, 3 cr - This course is designed to be an intense course that will
develop competence in the identification of new ornamental landscape
plants. Emphasis will be placed on the cultural requirements and use of
plants in the landscape. Prerequisites: LAT 8.101, LAT 8.102 and LAT
8.103 must be taken prior to this course or the student must document
equivalent knowledge.
LAT 8.266 PLANT COMPOSITION II, 21sc hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 3
er - Plant composition II will apply the knowledge of plant forms,
textures and colors gained in Plant Composition I to different types of
landscape plantings such as "Japanese gardens", "water qardens", Formal
gardens·, etc. Plant composition I is prerequisite to this course.
LAT 8.28OAA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: LANDSCAPE, 40 lab hrl
wk, 10 cr
LAT 8.28OAB COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: LANDSCAPE· SEMINAR,
21sc hrlwk, 2 cr - Students may work on approved job sites where
they have as varied and complete an experience as possible under job
conditions; or students may be assigned real or simulated jobs at PCC.
This is a variable credit course with students receiving 1 credit for every 10
hours of work experience per week for 12 weeks. The seminar (optional)
provides the opportunity to share work experiences and receive feedback
from students and instnuctors. With departmental approval, credits may be
substituted for other course requirements. Prerequisite: Departmental
approval.
LAT 9.28OAA COOPERATIVE ED: AGRICULTURE, 40 lab hr/wk, 10
cr - Students may work on approved job sites, where they receive as
varied and complete an experience as possible under job conditions; or
students may be assigned real or simulated jobs at PCC. This course may
be taken for variable credit. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.

J

Machine Technology

MCH 3.210 BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGY I, 51sc hr/wk, 20 lab
hr/wk, 15 cr - Students become familiar with safety practices, shop
procedures, tools, materials and project prints. In the shop students are
introduced to hand tools and bench practices and to the use of the drill
press, lathe and milling machine. In the classroom students review basic
blueprint reading, mathematical processes and applications of math to the
lathe.
MCH 3.220 BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGY II, 51sc hrlwk, 20 lab
hr/wk, 15 cr - Students study CUlling fluids, standard milling machine
practices, cutter types, layout tools and procedures, tooling and operation
of the radial drill press. Lathe practices will be included. Class lectures will
include mathematics of thread and taper problems, milling machine feeds
and speeds for cutters, and advanced blueprint reading problems.
MCH 3.230 BASIC MACHINE TECHNOLOGY III, 5 lee hrlwk, 20 lab
hr/wk, 15 cr - Students study metallurgy, carbide cutting tools,
surface grinding setups and techniques, contour band sawing, blade
welding procedures and the application of indexing head to milling, as well
as the introduction to jig and fixture application and types. Also included
are milling machine mathematics, basic trigonometry, indexing problems
and advanced blueprint reading.
MCH 3.234 PROJECT MACHINE TECHNOLOGY, 20 lab hrlwk, 10 er
- This course is for special projects set up by students and instnuctor.
MCH 3.240 ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGY IV, 51sc hrlwk,
20 lab hr/wk, 15 cr - Students study advanced materials, indexing
head problems, cutting spur, helical and rack gears, carbide milling
conditions and setups, tool and cutter grinding setups, tracer lathe work,
job setups, the machinability of basic metals, basic turret lathe practices,
external and internal thread forming, and cutting practices. Students
improve skills on the engine lathe, milling machine and surface grinder. In
classroom work students study mathematical calculations of gears, the
speed ratios of pulleys and gears, and solutions for shop trigonometry.
MCH 3.250AA ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGY V-NJC·C.N.C., 5
lee hr/wk, 20 lab hr/wk , 15 cr - Students become acquainted with
the processes, procedures and operations of a vertical computer-numerical
controlled milling machine; review the history, program methods, tape
specifications, tape punching codes and coordinate point dimensioning
methods of the machine; practice word address programming procedures,
straight cut milling, point-to-point drilling and two-axis contouring.
Students are required to perform all steps in the machine operation process
from tape preparation to inspection. Prerequisites: MCH 3.210, MCH 3.220
and MCH 3.230 or working knowledge of milling practice and basic
trigonometry.
MCH 3.26044 ADVANCED MACHINE TECHNOLOGY VI C.A.M., 5
lee hr/wk, 20 lab hr/wk, 1 5 cr - Students become acquainted with
the processes, procedures and operations of programmable computers as
they apply to Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM.). There will be
hands-on training using the computer in designing the parts to be
manufactured and the conversion of the data to a usable language that the
particular machine tool requires to make the completed part. Prerequisites:
MCH 3250AA or CNC experience required.
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MET - Mechanical
Engineering Technology
MET 6.1010M SlJlTICS, 21sc hr/Wk, Slab hr/Wk, 4 cr Fundamental concepts of mechanics relating to forces acting on rigid
bodies are presented. Problems related to actions and reactions on
structures and machines, friction and hydrostatics are included.
Prerequisite: PCM 60 or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.1020M ENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGYORIENTATION, llsc
hr/wk, 7 lab hr/wk, 3 cr - A rigorous, practical approach to
techniques and problems encountered in the field of engineering
technology. This course offers the student abundant opportunity to solve
engineering problems. Prerequisite: MET 6.1010M taken concurrently or
department approved equivalent.
MET 6.1030M SPATIAL GEOMETRY, 21sc hr/Wk, 41ab hr/wk, 3
cr - Students will develop a working knowledge of program writing on
an HP 28S calculator computer and be introduced to geometric
relationships in two and three dimensions. including vector polygons.
Prerequisite: Concurrent enrollment in MET 6.101OM and MET 6.1020M or
department approved equivalents. Students must provide their own
calculators.
MET 6.1040M TECHNICAL ALGEBRA/TRIGONOMETRY, 41sc hr/
wk, 61ab hr/Wk, 5 cr •• Topics include the skills of algebra and
trigonometry with emphasis on manipulating and solving quadratic and
other equations used in MET 6.101 OM and MET 6.1020M. Prerequisite:
PCM 60 or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.150 MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY, 310c hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk,
4 cr - The structure and properties of metals, ceramics and polymers
are considered. Microstructural control through thermal and mechanical
processing is studied together with the effects of service environment on
the behavior of materials. Principles used in the selection of materials for
modern engineering applications are introduced. Prerequisite: MET 6301
or department approved equivalent with WR 227 recommended.
MET 6.151 THERMODYNAMICS: HVAC, 210c hr/wk, 41ab hr/Wk,
3 cr - Application of the laws and principles of thermodynamics to
analysis, design and control of mechanically controlled environments for
human comfort and process control. Teaches computation of heating and
cooling loads, humidity control, heating and refrigeration. Prerequisite:
MET 6.402 or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.152 DYNAMICS, 410c hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk, 6 cr -Basic
principles relating to the motion of rigid bodies are introduced. Force,
mass, acceleration and velocity relationships are examined Linear and
curvilinear motion problems are solved. Prerequisites: MET 6301 and
MET 6.403 or department approved equivalents.
MET 6.153 COMPUTER AIDED DRAWING I, llsc hr/wk, 61ab hr/
wk, 3 cr - An introduction to computer aided drawing with material
specifically related to engineering technology such as piping layouts,
structural systems, and three dimensional coordinate geometry.
Prerequisite: GE 115 or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.160 TECHNICAL ENGINEERING PHYSICS II, 2 loc hr/wk, 3
lab hr/Wk, 3 cr •• General principles of electrical and electronic
circuits and equipment related to engineering applications. Emphasis is
placed on electrical power generation, distribution and usage. Also covers
an introduction to the basic equations of optics and acoustics. Prerequisite:
MET 6.301 or department approved equivalent.
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MET 6.161 MACHINE DESIGN, 41sc hr/wk, 6 lab hr/wk, 5 cr Fundamentals of machine design, friction and lubrication, shaft design,
fastener design, belting, chain and rope drives, brakes, clutches, power
screws, gears, cams, spring design and flywheels. Emphasis is on
understanding failure theory applied to selecting proper design factors of
safety. Prerequisites: MET 6.301 and MET 6.403 or department approved
equivalents.
MET 6.162 PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 310c hr/Wk, 3 cr -Skills
necessary for administration of engineering and construction projects are
presented. Topics include scheduling (CPM and time scaled arrow
diagrams), estimating, engineering economics, contracts and law, and
specifications. Prerequisite: MET 6.204 or department approved equivalent
with WR 121 recommended.
MET 6.163 COMPUTER AIDED DRAWING II, 11sc hr/wk, 6 lab hr/
wk, 3 cr - Advanced topics in two and three dimensional computer
drawing with emphasis on process piping, HVAC systems, and machine
design Prerequisite: MET 6.153 or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.164 PROJECT DESIGN, Slab hr/wk, 2 cr -A sixth term
course which gives students an opportunity to use the skills acquired thus
far. Student projects are assigned or approved by the faculty. Eachstudent
must perform independent research and feasibility studies, and do a written
and oral report. Contact with the faculty advisor is maintained on a weekly
basis. Prerequisites: MET 6.161 taken concurrently or department approved
equivalent with WR 227 recommended.
MET 6.201 STRENGTHOF MATERIALS, 210c hr/Wk, 3 lab hr/Wk,
3 cr - The relationship between stress and strain in deformable sofids is
studied. Analysis is applied to circular shafts, beams, columns and
pressure vessels. Combined stresses, statically indeterminate systems and
properties of structural materials are included topics. Prerequisites: MET
6.101OM and MET 6.1020M or department approved equivalents.
MET 6.202 TECHNICAL ENGINEERING PHYSICS, 1 Isc hr/Wk, 9
lab hr/wk, 3 cr - An introduction to the basic physical properties of
matter and energy with an introduction to strength of materials, leading to
the design of beams as structural members. Prerequisites: MET 6.201 taken
concurrently or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.203 INTRODUCTION TO THERMODYNAMICS, 3 lab hr/wk,
1 cr - An introduction to the forms of energy, concept of heat, work and
basic thermodynamics, including ideal gas laws and the steady flow energy
equation Prerequisites: MET 6.202 taken concurrently or department
approved equivalent.
MET 6.204 TECHNICAL ALGEBRAWITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, 4
loc hr/wk, 61ab hr/wk, 5 cr - Topics include algebra and geometry
of special interest to engineering and technicians including how to solve
higher order equations, determinants, matrix operations, logarithms and
trigonometric identities Plane analytical geometry is introduced in
preparation for calculus, and emphasis is placed on developing the skill
and confidence required to solve advanced pre-ealculus type problems.
Prerequisite: CET6.1030C and MET 6.1040M or department approved
equivalents.
MET 6.205 TECHNICAL CHEMISTRY, 21sc hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3
cr - An introduction to basic chemistry with emphasis on solution and
metallurgic chemistry used in Engineering Technology. Prerequisite: MET
6.1040M or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.206 ENGINEERINGSEMINAR, 1 Isc hr/Wk, 1 cr Acquaints the student with current practices in the engineering field. The
student will be introduced to various engineering practices by weekly
lectures delivered by field experts. Prerequisite: Placement in WR 115 or
department approved equivalent.

MET 6.280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: MECHANICAL
ENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGY, 81ab hr/wk, 2 er - Students have
the opportunity to develop mechanical engineering technology knowledge
and skills in a department approved work setting. Work experiences are
closely aligned with the student's on-campus educational program. This is
an elective course and does not replace any of the required program
courses. Prerequisites: Sixth term standing in Mechanical Engineering
Technology and departmental approval.

MLT 5.412 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGYII, 310e hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk,
4 er - Students receive an lnnocucnon to clinical chemistry including
quality control, laboratory mathematics and the use of appropriate statistical
tools. Students study basic hematology including coagulation. The
principles of various methodologies and basic skills needed to perform
tests in the subject areas are covered in this course. Prerequisite: MLT
5.411.

MET 6.301 APPLIED CALCULUS, 810e hr/wk, 71ab hr/wk, 10 er
- An intuitive, non-rigorous introduction to applied differential and
integral calculus. Prerequisites: MET 6.201, MET 6.202, and MET 6.204. or
department approved equivalents.

MLT 5.421 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY I, 31ee hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 3
er - The course reviews the concepts, methodologies and skills of
previous courses and provides an introduction to the chemistry of proteins,
including electrophoresis, liver function, pancreatic function, and
malabsorption.

MET 6.302 SURVEYING FUNDAMENTALS, 3 lab hr/wk, 1 er An introduction to surveying fundamentals in a one week field experience
with emphasis on instrument technique. Prerequisite: MET 6.1040M or
department approved equivalent.

MLT 5.422 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY II, 3 loe hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3
er - This is a continuation of ML15.421 with a focus on enzymology,
acid-base balance, electrolytes and toxicology.

MET 6.303 ENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGYCOMPUTER
APPLICATIONS, 110e hr/wk, 31ab hrl wk, 2 er -An
introduction to DOS. spreadsheets, and word processing is included along
with software used in statics, strength of materials, and coordinate
geometry. Prerequisites: MET 6.1030M and MET 6.201 or department
approved equivalents.
MET 6.401 FUNDAMENTALS OF THERMODYNAMICS, 31ee hr/wk,
41ab hrlwk, 4 er - This course covers the basic principles of
classical thermodynamics, develops understanding of energy, heat, work,
efficiency, ideal and real thermodynamic cycles and teaches first and
second laws of thermodynamics, perfect gas law and the general equation
Prerequisites: MET 6.203 and MET 6.301 or department approved
equivalents.
MET 6.402 THERMODYNAMICS: HEAT ENGINES, 21ee hr/wk, 4
lab hr/wk, 3 er - Application of laws and principles of
thermodynamics to heat engines and heat pumps. Teaches analysis of
performance and design of internal and external combustion engines, steam
generators, compressors, heat exchange and refrigeration machinery. Also
covers combustion equation analysis and applications. Prerequisite: MET
6.401 taken concurrently or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.403 ENGINEERINGBASIC, 1 loe hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2 er
- Advanced Basic computer programming emphasizing applications in
thermodynamics, dynamics, fluid mechanics, and machine design
Prerequisite: MET 6.303 or department approved equivalent.
MET 6.404 FLUID MECHANICS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 er
- Covers fluid properties, laws of fluid statics and fluid dynamics,
measurement of flow, viscous flow, laminar and turbulent flow,
incompressible flow in ducts and fluid machinery. Prerequisite MET 6.301
or department approved equivalent with WR 122 recommended

MLT - Medical
Laboratory Technology
MLT 5.411 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGYI, 310e hr/wk, 31ab hr/wk, 4
er - Students are introduced to the field of clinical laboratory science.
The course includes an introduction to the use and care of laboratory
glassware, supplies and equipment: basic cell morphology: renal
physiology; basic urinalysis; and ABO and Rh blood grouping

MLT 5.423 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY III, 31ee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3
er - A continuation of MLT 5.422, the course focuses on hormones,
lipids, renal function and automated chemistry and provides an introduction
to radioimmunoassay and enzyme immunoassay.
MLT 5.430 ROUTINE ANALYSIS, 210e hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 er
- This course includes a review of the basic principles and procedures of
urinalysis and a study of the principles, procedures and terminology
associated with other body fluids and their correlation with disease.
MLT 5.450 HEMATOLOGY, 31ee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3 er Students review the basic principles, techniques and terminology needed in
a clinical laboratory hematology department which were covered in first
year courses Focus is on the study of anemias, leukemias, lymphomas and
miscellaneous methodologies and procedures.
MLT 5.460 BACTERIOLOGYI, 31ee hr/wk. 21ab hr/wk, 3 er This course incorporates the basic practices and principles of bacteriology
with clinical bacteriological practices, focusing on staphylococci,
streptococci, neisseria and corynebacteria as they relate to clinical
materials.
MLT 5.461 BACTERIOLOGYII, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 3 er This course incorporates the basic practices and pri nciples of bacteriology
with clinical bacteriological practices, focusing on the enterobacteriaceae,
non-fermentative gram negative rods, bacteroidaceae, brucellaceae, aerobic
and anaerobic spore-formers, mycobacteria and some miscellaneous
groups such as viruses.
MLT 5.462 MEDICAL PARASITOLOGY, 210e hrlwk, 2 lab hr/wk,
3 cr - Students study the life cycles, modes of transmission,
geographic distribution and disease entities associated with each parasite
and identify characteristics of each organism studied.
MLT 5.463 MEDICAL MYCOLOGY, 210e hr/wk. 1 lab hr/wk, 2 er
- Students study medically important fungi and procedures for the
collection, handling, preparation and use of media; methods of inoculation
of media: and diagnostic procedures for the cultivation and identification of
organisms
MLT 5.465 IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY I, 31ee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3
cr - The course focuses on reviewing basic principles and procedures
relating to immunology, antigen structure, antibody structure and
classification as well as the terminology, principles and procedures related
to the study of hemorrhage and hemostasis.
MLT 5.466 IMMUNOHEMATOLOGY II, 31ee hrlwk. 21ab hrlwk, 3
cr - An extension of MLT 5.465, the course focuses on the study of
blood banking, antibody screening techniques, identification procedures,
liualions. cross-matching techniques used for transfusions and the use of
blood components Students also study serological principles, procedures
and terminology and their correlation with normal and abnormal
physiology.
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MLT 5.469 CLINICAL SEMINAR, 410c hr/wk, 4 cr - This seminar
focuses on a correlation of clinical laboratory findings with normal and
abnormal physiology. Students study new concepts in the clinical
laboratory and review practices and procedures already covered to gain
practice and proficiency. Students who develop special projects or conduct
independent studies and/or research receive four credits.
MLT 5.470 CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE I, 20 lab hr/wk, 3
cr
MLT 5.471 CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE 11,20 lab hrlwk, 3
cr
MLT 5.472 CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE III, 20 lab hr/wk, 3
cr
MLT 5.473 CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE IV, 36 lab hr/wk, 8
cr - Students are assigned to various clinical laboratories to become
familiar with their organization and operation, to gain insight into how the
clinical laboratory practitioner relates to the whole medical team and to the
community, to gain experience in dealing with patients and in performing
procedures required of a laboratory technician. Students work under the
direct supervision of qualified medical technologists and/or pathologists at
all times.
MLT 5.476AA MEDICAL OFFICE LAB ORIENTATION, 210c hr/wk,
3 lab hrlwk, 3 cr •• Students develop proficiency in laboratory
procedures commonly performed in a physician's office, including the
collection and preparation of specimens for urinalysis, simple hematology
and some smears and biopsies. The preparation of specimens for
transportation to other laboratories is covered.
MLT 5.801 VET TECH APPLIED CLINICAL LAB PROCEDURES I·
HEMATOLOGY URINALYSIS, 5110c hr/wk, 11 lab hr/wk, 5 cr
MLT 5.802 VET TECH APPLIED CLINICAL LAB PROCEDURES IICHEM.SERO.MICRO., 1110c h r/wk, 29 lab hr/wk, 10 cr -The
clinical laboratory procedures performed by a veterinary technician
including the use of selected equipment and the collection and handling of
specimens related to hematology, urinalysis, clinical chemistries,
bacteriology, mycology, and virology are introduced.

MOA - Medical
Office Assisting
MOA 5.609 TRANSCRIPTION OFFICE PROCEDURES, 2 lab hr/wk,
1 cr - Includes study of various word processing systems and
evaluation of techniques utilized in word processing, the use of reference
materials and the use and care of equipment. A review of English usage and
medical terminology is included.
MOA 5.610 HEALTH RECORD TRANSCRIPTION LAB, 81ab hr/wk,
Provides opportunities to practice the transcription of medical
reports and to demonstrate proficiency through frequent testing. A
proficiency certificate is awarded to students who meet criteria by
demonstrating satisfactory transcription speed, accuracy and quantity of
work.

2 cr -

MOA 5.611 MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY, 410c hr/wk, 4 cr Prefixes, suffixes, root words, abbreviations, conditions, symptoms and
procedure terms are studied by body systems.
MOA 5.670 MEDICAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES, 5
loc hr/Wk, 5 cr - The study of reception room techniques, including
appointment scheduling, telephone techniques, mail handling, financial
records, accounting, accounts receivable and payable, insurance, office
care and management and medical records management.
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MOA 5.672 MEDICAL OFFICE CLINICAL PROCEDURES, 310c hrl
wk, 3 cr - Examination room techniques, assisting the physician with
examinations, treatment and minor surgery, methods of asepsis and
sterilization, the proper care of equipment and supplies and preparation for
electromedicaltherapy are the topics covered in this course.
MOA 5.674AA MEDICAL LEGAL ASPECTS I, 1 loc hr/wk, 1 cr
MOA 5.675 MEDICAL LEGALASPECTS II, 1 loc hr/Wk, 1 cr Introduces the legal basis for medical practice, confidentiality, voluntary
and involuntary release of medical information, professional liability,
consents for treatment, other procedures and a discussion of medical-moral
issues.
MOA 5.676 MEDICAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES
LAB, 41ab hr/wk, 2 cr - Students practice and demonstrate
proficiency in the procedures listed under MOA 5.670.
MOA 5.677 MEDICAL OFFICE CLINICAL PROCEDURES LAB, 61ab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students practice and demonstrate proficiency in the
procedures listed under MOA 5.672.
MOA 5.685 ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTED PRACTICE, 81ab hr/Wk,
Students are assigned for two four-week rotations in physicians'
offices to develop proficiency in admitting procedures, receptionist's duties,
secretarial duties and other office management tasks that can be done by a
student.

2 cr -

MOA 5.686 CLINICAL DIRECTED PRACTICE, 8 lab hr/Wk, 2 cr Students are assigned for two four-week rotations in physicians' offices to
develop proficiency in identification and care of equipment, sterile
technique and asepsis, diagnostic and examination procedures, therapy,
surgery, medication (pharmacology and administration) and handling of
medical emergencies
MOA 5.687 SPECIALTY DIRECTED PRACTICE, 35 lab hr/wk, 2 cr
- In the two weeks following the close of Spring term, students are
assigned to an ambulatory medical facility for two four-day rotations. Each
week they will also attend a three hour seminar at the College, and will have
the choice of practice in Administrative, Clinical, or a combination of the
two specialties
MOA 5.690 MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT SEMINAR I, 2 lab hr/wk,
1 cr
MOA 5.691 MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT SEMINAR II, 21ab hrl
wk, 1 cr
MOA 5.692 MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT SEMINAR III, 2 lab hrl
wk, 1 cr - These sessions provide a forum for instruction in
psychology and oflice management, including interpersonal
communications; preparation review for the national credential examination;
study of health care delivery systems; and coordination of externship.
MOA 5.696 MEDICATIONS: MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANTS, 210c
hr/wk, 2 cr - A discussion of appropriate drug uses, effects, dangers
and precautions; routes of administration; dilutions and calculations,
management and control. Also included is a review of common prescription
abbreviations, forms of medications and basic drug categories.
MOA 5.697 INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL SCIENCE, 3 loc hr/Wk, 3
cr - This course is designed to acquaint the student with the basic
concepts of disease processes as they relate to the normal physiology of
the major body systems.

MRT - Medical
Records Technology

MRT 5.771 MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE II, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr Covers medical staff organization, the medical record profession, quality
assurance and topics related to the health care delivery system.

MRT 201 GENERAL MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY, 3 lec hr/Wk, 3 cr
- Prepares students to analyze the structure of medical words and apply
this to basic anatomy, physiology and disease processes of the human
body. Spelling and pronunciation are stressed.

MRT 5.772 MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE III, 51ec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/
wk, 5 cr - Introduces basic principles of supervision and management
of a medical record department; numbering, filing and retention systems;
survey procedures of accrediting agencies; and a variety of nomenclature,
classification and indexing systems.

MRT 5.601 MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
MRT 5.602 MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY II, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr Study of suffixes, prefixes and medical terms referable to bodily systems
and associated diseases.
MRT 5.603 HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURES I, 41ec hrlwk,
4 cr - Study of the health care delivery system and procedures in
admitting, filing and scheduling of appointments. The legal aspects of
health records and interpersonal communications related to the health-care
field are examined.
MRT 5.604 HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURES II, 21ec hr/wk,
2 cr - Develops a knowledge of the content of a medical record,
ancillary services of a hospital, medication, laboratory tests and
transcription of physician's orders.
MRT 5.605 HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURES III, 21ec hr/wk,
2 cr - The required content, analysis and completion of medical records
in various health care settings.
MRT 5.606 HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURES LAB I, 41ab hr/
wk, 2 cr
MRT 5.607 HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURES LAB II, 21ab hr/
wk, 1 cr
MRT 5.608 HEALTH INFORMATION PROCEDURES LAB III, 21ab hr/
wk, 1 cr - These courses are designed to develop students'
proficiencies in the procedures included in MRT 5.603, MRT 5.604 AND
MRT 5.605.
MRT 5.609 HEALTH RECORD CLERK DIRECTED PRACTICE, 81ab
hr/wk, 2 cr - Students are assigned to at least one hospital for
orientation and practical experience.
MRT 5.610 HEALTH RECORD CLERK SEMINAR I, 21ab hr/wk, 1 cr
MRT 5.611 HEALTH RECORD CLERK SEMINAR II, 21ab hr/Wk, 1
cr - These courses are designed for the discussion of laboratory and
clinical experiences, study skill techniques and related topics. Guest
speakers cover a variety of topics.
MRT 5.6121NTRO TO MEDICAL SCIENCE, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr Introduces basic concepts of terminology, etiology and the characteristics
of pathological processes. Diseases are classified according to causative
agent and the body system to which they relate.
MRT 5.613 TRANSCRIPTION OFFICE PROCEDURES, 21ab hr/wk,
Includes study of various word processing systems and
evaluation of techniques utilized in word processing, the use of reference
materials and the use and care of equipment. A review of English usage and
medical terminology is included.
1 cr -

MRT 5.614 HEALTH RECORD TRANSCRIPTION LAB, 81ab hrlwk,

2 cr ~ Provides opportunities to practice the transcription ot medical
reports and to demonstrate proficiency through frequent testing. A
proficiency certificate is awarded to students who meet criteria by
demonstrating satisfactory transcription speed, accuracy and quantity of
work.
MRT 5.770 MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE I, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr Introduces use of the International Classification of Diseases and the
requirements for establishing, operating and maintaining a hospital tumor
registry.

MRT 5.775 MEDICAL RECORD LAB I, 2 lab hr/wk, 1 cr
MRT 5.776 MEDICAL RECORD LABII, 41ab hrlwk, 2 cr
MRT 5.777 MEDICAL RECORD LABIII, 41ab hr/wk, 2 cr - The
labs provide opportunities to develop entry-level practical skills to enable
students to understand both theory and how to perform efficiently in their
student clinical work and on the job.
MRT 5.780 HEALTH DATA PRESENTATION, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr Study of the collection, retrieval, reporting and uses of health care facility
statistical data; hospital discharge data systems in manual and automated
formats.
MRT 5.782 HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr
- Explains influences on the delivery of health care - past, current and
future. Health care organizations and organizations influencing health care
will be covered
MRT 5.785 MEDICAL LEGALASPECTS, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr Introduces the legal basis for medical practice, confidentiality, voluntary
and involuntary release of medical information, professional liability,
consents for treatment, other procedures and a discussion of medical-moral
issues.
MRT 5.792 MRT DIRECTED PRACTICE I, 41ab hr/wk, 1 cr
MRT 5.793 MRT DIRECTED PRACTICE II, 161ab hr/wk, 4 cr
MRT 5.794 MRT DIRECTED PRACTICE III, 161ab hrlwk, 4 cr Students are assigned to local health care facilities to work under the
supervision of facility personnel. Students obtain exposure to actual
working conditions and gain experience in various aspects of health
records.
MRT 5.795 MEDICAL RECORD SEMINAR I, 2 lab hrlwk, 1 cr
MRT 5.796 MEDICAL RECORD SEMINAR II, 21ab hr/wk, 1 cr
MRT 5.797 MEDICAL RECORD SEMINAR III, 21ab hrlwk, 1 cr These sessions provide for review of major professional subject areas
(Medical Terminology, Anatomy and Physiology, Medical Record Science),
speakers on topics of interest to the class and discussion of directed
practice experiences. Students also complete clinical research papers.
MRT 5.798 DATA MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH INFORMATION, 21ec
hr/wk, 2 cr - Using a health record data base for statistical and
reporting purposes is covered. Topics include inputting data, preparing
reports and problem solving.
MRT 9.406 MEDICAL RECORD INDEPENDENT STUDY, 31ec hr/wk,
3 cr - Allows the student to do advanced study to update knowledge
and skills.
MRT 9.407 MEDICAL RECORD SEMINAR OR WORKSHOP, 51ec hr/
wk, 5 cr - Provides a forum for discussion of problems confronting
practitioners and the presentation of new material in the field. Can include:
coding, management, statistics, legal aspects and quality assurance. This
course may be taken for fewer credits.
MRT 9.4111NTRO TO MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY I, 21ec hrlwk, 2
cr - Acquaints the student with medical word parts, abbreviations and
basic terms along with a basic knowledge of word construction.
MRT 9.4121NTRO TO MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY II, 21ec hrlwk, 2
cr - This course provides a related medical vocabulary to currently
employed health professionals and students who have a working knowledge
at the human body, its structure and function.
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MTH -

Mathematics

MTH 100 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr Students study radicals and the four arithmetic operations involving
radicals, solutions and graphs of linear and quadratic equations and
inequalities, radical equations, rational exponents, variation, graphing
relations and functions (linear and quadratic only), inverse functions and/or
relations, exponential and logarithmic functions, and other topics as time
permits. Prerequisite: PCM 65, PCM 70 or consent of department

MTH 101 COLLEGEALGEBRA, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr - Students
study the relations and functions of one and two variables with emphasis on
polynomial, rational, exponential and logarithmic functions; conic sections;
complex numbers and matrices. Prerequisite: MTH 100 or consent of
department.
MTH 102 TRIGONOMETRY, 41sc hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students study
circular, trigonometric and inverse trigonometric functions and their
graphs; trigonometric and circular equations; trigonometric identities;
solutions of right and oblique triangles and introduction to polar
coordinates. Emphasis is on analysis. Prerequisite: MTH 101 or consent of
department.
MTH 103 STATISTICS I, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr - Students study
concepts of elementary probability; frequency and probability distributions,
including the binomial, hypergeometric, Poisson and normal distributions;
descriptive statistics involving the mean, median, mode, range, variance
and standard deviation; confidence interval estimation; and hypothesis
testing of means and proportions. Prerequisite: MTH 100 or consent of
department.
MTH 104 STATISTICS II, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr -

Students study
inferential statistics using chi-square analysis; one-way analysis of
variance; regression and correlation analysis; nonparametric analysis; time
series and index numbers; and decision theory with certainty and
noncertainty using Bayesian analysis Prerequisite MTH 103

MTH 105 COLLEGEALGEBRAFOR BUSINESS, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr
- Students study relations, functions, equations and inequalities and
their graphs; linear programming; matrices and exponential functions and
their business applications Prerequisite: MTH 100 or consent of
department.

MTH 106 ELEMENTARY CALCULUS, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr -

MTH 192 MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARYTEACHERS, 31sc hr/
wk, 3 cr - Students study the basic operations on the set of positive
rational numbers (fractions, decimals and percents) and their algorithms.
Topics of geometry from an inductive point of view are snidied. Also, the
study of integers, irrational and real numbers is included. Prerequisite:
MTH 191 or consent of instructor.

MTH 193 MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARYTEACHERS, 31sc hr/
wk, 3 cr - Students study transformational geometry. measurement of
geometric figures, the metric system and simple probability and statistics.
Prerequisite MTH 192 or consent of instructor.

MTH 200 CALCULUSWITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, 41sc hr/Wk, 4
cr - Students review the concept of functions and study the basic
concepts of limit and continuity; differentiation of non-transcendental and
trigonometric functions and their maxima and minima; curve sketching and
related topics Prerequisites: MTH 101 and MTH 102. MTH 110 or consent
of department

MTH 201 CALCULUSWITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, 4 lae hr/Wk, 4
cr - Students study the definite integral and indefinite integral and their
applications including area and volumes; differentiation and integration of
logarithmic and exponential functions with applications. Prerequisite: MTH
200

MTH 202 CALCULUSWITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, 41sc hr/Wk, 4
cr - Students study additional techniques of integration with
applications, indeterminate forms and improper integrals. sequences. series
and polar coordinates, and topics in analytical geometry. Prerequisite: MTH
201

MTH 203 CALCULUSWITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, 41sc hr/Wk, 4
cr - Students study the calculus of functions in several variables.
vectors in two and three dimensions. vector valued functions. partial
differentiation, multiple integrals and selected topics of vector calculus.
Prerequisite MTH 202.

MTH 204 CALCULUS, 4 lec hr/wk, 4 cr -

Students review concept
of functions and study the basic concepts of limit and continuity;
differentiation of non-transcendental and trigonometric functions and their
maxima and minima, curve sketching and related topics. This is a
traditional Calculus 200 course, expanded and augmented by the use of a
specified graphing calculator. Prerequisites: MTH 101 and MTH 102. MTH
110 or consent of department

Students study the basic concepts of calculus and their application to the
biological and social sciences and business. The course is recommended
for majors in biological and social sciences and business. Prerequisite:
MTH 101, MTH 105 or consent of department.

MTH 205 CALCULUS, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - Students begin the
traditional Calculus 201,202 and 203 in a two term sequence augmented
by the use of a specified graphing calculator. Prerequisite: MTH 204 or
MTH 200 plus some knowledge of a specified graphing calculator.

MTH 110 CALCULUSPREPARATION, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr -

MTH 206 CALCULUS, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr -

Students review selected advanced topics from college algebra,
trigonometry and analytic geometry. Emphasis is on rational expressions
and equations; quadratic, trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic
functions and their graphs; complex numbers; and polynomial equations.
Prerequisites: MTH 101 and MTH 102 or consent of the department.

MTH 191 MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS, 31ec hr/

wk, 3 cr -

Students study the basic ideas of numbers and operations
on numbers (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division). Work
begins with a study of the basis for theseoperations and continues through
numeration systems and algorithms for these operations on the set of whole
numbers. Elementary set theory, number theory and modular arithmetic
topics are also studied. Prerequisites: two years of high school algebra and
one year of geometry; MTH 100 70; geometry recommended or
departmental consent.
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Students continue the
traditional Calculus 201. 202 and 203 in a two term sequence augmented
by the use of a specified graphing calculator. Prerequisite: MTH 205.

MTH 221 APPLIED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, 41sc hr/Wk, 4 cr
- Students study first and second order differential equations and their
solutions. Emphasis is on applied differential equations used in the field of
engineering. Prerequisites: MTH 203 or consent of department.

MTH 231 DISCRETE MATH, 41ec hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students study
the basic concepts of discrete mathematics. including algorithms. number
bases, logic, networks, math induction, Boolean Algebra and some
applications. Prerequisite: MTH 101.
MTH 241 LINEARALGEBRA, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - Students study
the theory and application of linear algebra. Topics include matrices.
determinants, linear equations, vector space. eigenvalues. eigenvectors.
diagonalization and applications Prerequisite: MTH 203 or consent of
department

MUP -

Musical Performance

MUP 100 INDIVIDUAL LESSONSFOR NON-MAJORS, 1 lee hr/wk,
1 er - Students receive individual instruction in piano, organ, voice and
instruments of the band and orchestra.

MUP 171 APPUED PIANO, 1 lab hrlwk, 1 er -Applied music
students receive individual instruction in piano, organ, voice and
instruments of the band and orchestra. These numbers represent the first
year of the music major's private musical study.
MUP 271 APPUED PIANO, 1 lab hrlwk, 1 er -Applied

music is

the second year sequence for music majors and minors and is a
continuation of MUP 171 through MUP 192. Prerequisite: MUP 171 -192.

MUS 201 INTRODUCTIONTO MUSIC & ITS LITERATURE, 31ee hrl
wk, 3 er
MUS 202 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC & ITS UTERATURE, 3 lee hrl
wk, 3 er
MUS 203 INTRODUCTIONTO MUSIC & ITS LITERATURE, 3 lee hrl
wk, 3 er - These courses develop greater understanding and
enjoyment of music through the sludy of its elements, forms and styles.
Students will encounter music from medieval times to the present and study
how to recognize music of various styles and historical periods.

MUS 205 INTRODUCTION TO JAU HISTORY, 3 lee hrlwk, 3 er
- This course instills an understanding and appreciation of the 90-year
history of jazz, a truly American art form. Styles and artists are analyzed in
depth.
MUS 206 INTRO TO THE HISTORY OF ROCK MUSIC, 3 lee hr/wk,
3 er - This course examines, musically and biographically, rock's

MUS-

greatest Stars. Rock's eHect on American culture and the reverse are
explored. Special emphasis is given to the advances in studio technology
and their effect on the development of rock.

Music

MUS 105 MUSIC APPRECIATION, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This
course provides an introduction to music terms, forms and styles. Students
listen to music of our culture, other cultures and from medieval times to the
present.
MUS 106 OPERAAPPRECIATION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - This
course helps bring about, through a musical and dramatic analysis of its
various facets, an appreciation and understanding of opera. Students read
about and listen to operas dati ng from 1600 to the present.
MUS 110 FUNDAMENTALSOF MUSIC, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er class is for preparation of Music Theory I and deals with
sound, music notation, rhythm, meter, intervals, modes,
sight singing and ear training. It provides an introduction
terminology of music theory and begins development of
preparation for entering MUS 111.

This
basic concepts of
scales, triads,
to the basic
musical skills as

MUS 111 MUSIC THEORY I, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er
MUS 112 MUSIC THEORY I, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er
MUS 113 MUSIC THEORY I, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - Students in
Music Theory I study the basic structure of music (tonality, modality,
melody, harmony rhythm, modulation and phase structure) as it is exhibited
through diatonic harmony. Prerequisites: MUS 110 or its equivalent.

MUS 1110A MUSIC THEORY I: KEYBOARDHARMONY, llee hrl
wk, 1 er
MUS 1120A MUSIC THEORY I: KEYBOARDHARMONY, 1 lee hrl
wk, 1 er
MUS 1130A MUSIC THEORY I: KEYBOARDHARMONY, llee hrl
wk, 1 er - These courses provide an introduction to the piano
keyboard performance of simple keyboard skills (scales, cadences, melody
harmonization, simple accompaniment patterns and transposition) as they
apply to principles studied in Music Theory I. Must be taken concurrently
with MUS 111, MUS 112 and MUS 113.

MUS 111AA MUSIC THEORY I: SIGHT SINGING & EARTRAINING,
1 lee hrlwk, 1 er
MUS 112AA MUSIC THEORY I: SIGHT SINGING & EARTRAINING,
1 lee hrlwk, 1 er
MUS 11-3AAMUSIC THEORY I: SIGHT SINGING & EARTRAINING,
1 lee hrlwk, 1 er - These courses develop musical skills
Recognition by sight and sound of melodic and rhythmic patterns, and
musical intervals are emphasized The student demonstrates musical
recognition by singing and/or tapping the musical symbols presented for
performance. Must be taken concurrently with MUS 111. MUS 112 and
MUS 113.

MUS 134 CROUP VOCAL, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 er - This class is
designed to acquaint beginning students with the basic technical skills
necessary to develop individual ability in solo or ensemble performance

MUS 207 INTRO TO THE HISTORY OF FOLKMUSIC, 3 lee hrlwk,
3 er - Train songs, blue grass, work songs and folk ballads are
analyzed. Non-American styles are also studied insofar as they have
influenced American folk or mainstream forms. The "folk revival" of the
early sixties is covered. The course suggests relationships between folk
music and jaZZ/rock

MUS 297 C~ORUS, 3 lee hr/wk, 2 er - Directed rehearsal and
performance of various types of choral music. There is a vast amount of
literature available for the chorus; consequently, we subdivide MUS 297
into several segments with each one devoting attention to a diHerenttype or
style of choral music. The purpose remains the same for all subdivisions,
and that is to develop as high a level of artistic choral singing as is possible
within the capability of the group.
MUS 297AA CHORUS, 3 lab hr/wk, 2 er - Directed rehearsal and
performance of music for the larger general chorus of mixed voicessoprano alto, tenor. bass This chorus is open to all students who desire
to sing No audition is required. Music selected will be keyed to the ability
of the group The purpose is to develop as high a level of artistic choral
singing as is possible within the capability of the group.
MUS 297AB CHORUS:CHAMBER CHOIR, 3 lab hrlwk, 2 er Directed rehearsal and performance of music for the smaller choir of mixed
voices-soprano,
alto. tenor, bass. An audition is required for this group
and selection will be based on voice quality and ability to read music. The
purpose is to develop as high a level of artistic choral singing as is
possible within the capability of the group.

MUS 9.101 COMMERCIAL MUSIC THEORY I, 31ec hrlwk, 3 er This course involves study of chord types and scales and their proper
spellings Dictation practice is given and music copying is demonstrated,
assigned and requi red by the end of the term

MUS 9.102 COMMERCIAL MUSIC THEORY II, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er
- Special emphasis is placed on functional harmony and altered chords,
especially dominants. Chord progressions are presented aurally and
analyzed in reference to popular tunes. Scalular techniques are expanded to
include melody writing with emphasis on jazz, rock and other commercial
rhythms Basic tune forms are analyzed
MUS 9.103 COMMERCIAL MUSIC THEORY III, 3 lee hrlwk, 3 er
- Preliminary score layout is the goal of this term. Harmonizing and
blocking melodies and transposition are introduced before the final
assignment. a "professional" presentation for a program performance
group Craft and execulion are slressed Dictation continues with the added
elements of melodic and harmonic transcription Upon successful
completion 01 this course. the student is ready for commercial arranging.
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MUS 9.110 MUSIC WRITING I, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This course
deals with the process of placi ng the notes on the page clearly and
consistently. Copy-ready uniformity for both score and part writing is also
emphasized. Ranges of all instruments are discussed with particular
attention to special problems and capabilities of each instrument or section.
MUS 9.111 MUSIC WmTlNG II, 31ee hrlwk, 3 er - This course
deals with melodic, rhythmic and harmonic designs. Writing skills are
emphasized as well as analysis of styles of music, including jazz, rock and
country. This course enables the student to create or arrange music for
various stylistic and musical effects.
MUS 9.112 MUSIC WRITIN~ III, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This course
aims at an in-depth knowledge of harmony and harmonic rhythm, altered
chords, passing chords and their voicings. These voicings will be examined
so that the student understands the compositional and orchestral
techniques necessary to create a wide range of chordal effects.
MUS 9.113 MUSIC WRITING IV, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - During this
course, short projects are assigned for analysis and structural redesign.
MUS 9.114 MUSIC WRITING V, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - During this
course, the student follows a formula to fulfill stylistic requirements.
MUS 9.115 MUSIC WRITING VI, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - During this
course, the student produces perfect copy, score and parts and becomes
aware of the legal processes involved in commissions, contracts and
copyright law. The publishing business is discussed, including procedures
for marketing and distributing materials.
MUS 9.120 SIGHT SINGING AND EAR TRAINING I, 21ab hr/wk, 1
er
MUS 9.121 SIGHT SINGING AND EAR TRAINING II, 2 lab hr/wk, 1
er
MUS 9.122 SIGHT SINGING AND EAR TRAINING III, 21ab hr/wk, 1
er - In this sequence, the student develops the ability to use the ear
accurately to discern the quality of intervals, rhythms, harmonies and
melodies, and to intone rhythms. Musical samples are transcribed by ear to
include melody, rhythm, harmony and isolated counterpoint.
MUS 9.130 RHYTHM TRAINING I, 21ab hr/wk, 1 er
MUS 9.131 RHYTHM TRAINING II, 21ab hr/wk, 1 er
MUS 9.132 RHYTHM TRAINING III, 21ab hr/wk, 1 er
MUS 9.133 RHYTHM TRAINING IV, 21ab hr/wk, 1 er
MUS 9.134 RHYTHM TRAINING V, 21ab hr/wk, 1 er
MUS 9.135 RHYTHM TRAINING VI, 21ab hr/wk, 1 er - This
sequence presents the materials of rhythm so that students develop basic
skills of rhythmic sight reading
MUS 9.14OAA GROUP PIANO I, llee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 er
MUS 9.14088 GROUP PIANO II, llee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 er
MUS 9.14OCC GROUP PIANO III, 1 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 er
- This sequence teaches the student to read simple keyboard music for
two hands with correct observance of pitch, clef, meter, phrasing and
interpretation in a contemporary style.
MUS 9.141 GROUP BRASS, 1 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 er This course instructs the student in basic techniques of performance on
brass instruments.
MUS 9.142 GROUP WOODWINDS, 1 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 er
- This course instructs the student in basic techniques of performance on
woodwind instruments.
MUS 9.143 GROUP PERCUSSION, llee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 er
- Utilizing rhythms from rock, jazz, R & B, funk and Latin music, students
learn basic techniques of performance on percussion instruments.
MUS 9.144 GROUP VOICE, 1 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 er This course instructs the student in basic techniques of performance with
the voice.
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MUS 9.150 KEYBOARD HARMONY I, 21ab hrlwk, 1 er
MUS 9.151 KEYBOARD HARMONY II, 21ab hr/wk, 1 er
MUS 9.152 KEYBOARD HARMONY III, 21ab hrlwk, 1 er - These
courses provide an introduction to the piano keyboard performance of
simple keyboard skills (scales, cadences, melody harmonization, simple
accompaniment patterns and transposition) as they apply to principles
studied in Music Theory I. Must be taken concurrently with MUS 111, MUS
112 and MUS 113.
MUS 9.154 MUSIC COMPOSITION I, 31ee hrlwk, 3 er - This
course encourages the student to write originally and responsibly.
MUS 9.155 MUSIC COMPOSITION II, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er -During
this course the student writes a composition for small or large instrumental
or vocal ensemble. By the end of the course, the student is required to
complete a clear pencil score and to defend compositional decisions.
MUS 9.156 MUSIC COMPOSITION III, 31ee hrlwk, 3 er - During
this course the student is required to complete a clear score and complete
parts of the composition begun in MUS 9.155. This project is performed
and recorded, the copyright is registered with the Library of Congress and
the work is examined in conference with the music faculty. All student
compositions are performed in recital at the end of the term.
MUS 9.157 ELEMENTS OF ARRANGING MUSIC I, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er
MUS 9.158 ELEMENTS OF ARRANGING MUSIC II, 31ee hrlwk, 3
er
MUS 9.159 ELEMENTS OF ARRANGING MUSIC III, 31ee hrlwk, 3
er - These courses develop skills in the tonal placement of sound
required for orchestration and arrangement for various styles of music and
sizes of musical groups. The student will focus on individual instruments
and the scoring of each section in the jazz idiom. Instrumental and vocal
transposition, ranges, harmony, voicing, form, counterpoint, styles,
introductions, modulations, interludes, endings, harmonic progression and
experimental materials will be studied.
MUS 9.177 IMPROVISATION I, llee hrlwk, 21ab hrlwk, 2 er
MUS 9.178 IMPROVISATION II, 1 lee hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 er
MUS 9.179 IMPROVISATION III, 1 lee hr/wk, 2 lab hrlwk, 2 er
- This sequence of courses includes both vocal and instrumental
improvisation and covers how scales and chords are constructed and used,
including melodic construction, phrasing, motifs, riffs, substitution chords,
voice leading, paraphrase and melodic ramps. The harmonic construction
of all styles of jazz is studied. Ear training takes place By the end of the
sequence, students match solo against song form.
MUS 9.280AA COOPERATIVE ED: VOCATIONAL MUSIC, 121ab hr/
wk, 3 er - Students are placed in a department approved work setting
that assists them in the development of individual music performance,
writing or recording skills
MUS 9.280AB COOPERATIVE ED: VOCATIONAL MUSIC· SEMINAR,
1 lee hr/wk, 1 er - This weekly seminar provides students with an
opportunity to discuss and compare training experience under the guidance
of a program instructor. Must be taken concurrently with MUS 9.2BOAA.
MUS 9.320 STUDIO RECORDING TECHNOLOGY I, 2 lee hr/wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 3 er
MUS 9.321 STUDIO RECORDING TECHNOLOGY II, 21ee hrlwk, 2
lab hr/wk, 3 er MUS 9.322 STUDIO RECORDING TECHNOLOGY III, 21ee hrlwk, 2
lab hr/wk, 3 er MUS 9.323 STUDIO RECORDING TECHNOLOGY IV, 21ee hrlwk, 2
lab hr/wk, 3 er MUS 9.324 STUDIO RECORDING TECHNOLOGY V, 21ee hrlwk, 2
lab hr/wk, 3 er
MUS 9.325 STUDIO RECORDING TECHNOLOGY VI, 2 lee hrlwk, 2
lab hr/wk, 3 er - This sequence of courses covers fundamental skills
in audio engineering A mixture of theory and practical application of
current recording technology. Topics covered include fundamental
acoustics, microphone placement, editing, multitrack recording, mixdown,

signal processing, Midi, and time code synchronization. Student lecture/
lab time will be with projects ranging from from commercials and music
recording to soundtracks for visual media.
MUS 9.326AA THE BUSINESS OF RECORD PRODUCTION, 2 lee hr/
wk, 2 er - This class outlines the business of creating and selling your
own recordings. Topics include manufacturing, packaging, marketing and
distribution of compact discs, cassette tapes and LPs.
MUS 9.326 RECORD PRODUCTION I, 2 lee hr/wk, 2 er
MUS 9.327 RECORD PRODUCTION II, 21ee hr/wk, 2 er Students are given specific recording assignments and assume total
production responsibilities.
MUS 9.332 ELECTRONIC MEDIA I, 1 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 er
MUS 9.333 ELECTRONIC MEDIA II, 1 lee hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 er
MUS 9.334 ELECTRONIC MEDIA III, 1 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2
er - Primarily aimed at the composer/arranger, this class introduces
students to the power of computer based recording, synthesis and notation.
Topics include fundamentals in Midi, sequencing, sampling, basic signal
processing, and practical production skills using current digital technology.
Students are assigned lab times where projects are carried out at individual
lab stations. Students are encouraged to write their own material for weekly
projects.
MUS 9.340 MICROPHONE TECHNIQUES, 3 lee hr/wk, 2 er Theory and practical application of microphones in the recording studio.
Topics include equalization, basic room acoustics and the physics of
musical instruments.
MUS 9.350 SURVEY OF THE MUSIC INDUSTRY, 1 lee hr/wk, 1 er
- This course allows the student to gain an insight into the career options
in the music industry and to make a reasonable and informed choice as to a
career in music.
MUS 9.351 BUSINESS FOR THE MUSICIAN, llee hr/wk, 1 er This class is designed to instruct prospective music-related business
owners how to initiate, organize and operate a successful small business.
MUS 9.352 INCOME TAX PREPARATION FOR MUSICIANS, 1 lee
hr/wk, 1 er - Students study how to prepare federal and state
individual returns and are introduced to partnership and corporate taxation.

NUH -

Nursing

NUR 106 FOUNDATIONS FOR NURSING, 81ee hr/wk, 20 lab hr/wk,
8 er - An integrated approach to beginning nursing theory and practice
is based on a self-eare model in which self-care deficits are identified in
relationship to human needs. The students begin to assess their own needs
in relationship to learning, nursing and health care. The nursing process
and skills are applied in selected clinical settings. The scope of practice,
perspectives and legal aspects of nursing are discussed in relation to the
topics of this course. Concepts and principles from prerequisite courses are
applied.
NUH 107 FOUNDATIONS FOR SELF·CARE THROUGH THE LIFE
CYCLE, 8 lee hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 8 er - The self-care model is
conlimedtrom NUR 106 and is expanded to reflect human development
and self-care deficits through the life cycle with an emphasis on maternal,
child and geriatric clients. Mechanisms of stress and adaptation are
explored. Students participate in nursing care of clients at various stages of
their life in selected clinical settings. Issues related to the scope of practice,
perspectives and legal aspects of nursing are focused on the topics
discussed in this course. Concepts and principles from support courses are
applied.

NUR 108 CLIENT INTERVENTIONS FOR SELF·CARE DEFICITS •
STABLE CONDITIONS, 81ee hrlwk, 20 lab hr/wk, 8 er - Content
from previous coursework forms the basis for planning interventions for
clients with stable self-care deficits Health deviations associated with
safety, mobility and comfort, and chronic alterations in metabolism,
aeration and circulation are discussed. Students provide nursing care based
on a client's identified self-care deficits within the hospital setting.
Discussion of the scope of practice, perspectives and legal aspects of
nursing is integrated within the nursing theory.
NUR 206 CLIENT INTERVENTIONS FOR SELF·CARE DEFICITS •
COMPLEX CONDITIONS, 8 lee hr/wk, 24 lab hr/wk, 8 er - This
course builds upon previous nursing, science and psychosocial courses.
Students plan interventions for clients with complex self-eare deficits.
Health deviations associated with dependency, coping, loss, and alteration
in body image are discussed. Clinical aspects of this course focus on the
mental as well as the physical care of the client with an emphasis on client
teaching. Issues related to scope of practice, perspectives and legal
aspects of nursing are integrated.
NUR 207AC CLIENT INTERVENTIONS FOR SELF·CARE DEFICITS·
UNSTABLE CONDITIONS, 8 lee hr/wk, 24 lab hrlwk, 8 er -In
this course, the student explores unstable self-eare deficits related to the
following health deviations: acute alterations in aeration, setting, clinical
practice focuses on decision making and establishing priorities for care.
All previous content from nursing and support courses continues to be
integrated into this course. Discussions related to scope of practice,
perspectives and legal aspects of nursing are based on the above content.
NUR 208 CLIENT INTERVENTIONS IN A VARIETY OF HEALTH CARE
DELIVERY SYSTEMS, 8 lee hr/Wk, 24 lab hr/wk, 8 er - During
this course the student consolidates knowledge from all previous
coursework in order to plan care for clients with self-eare deficits arising
from health deviations related to body systems failure. Management skills
are developed for use in a variety of health care settings. This course
prepares the student for role transition to the graduate nurse. Clinical
practice reflects the focus on role transition and management of client care.
Issues related to the scope of practice, perspectives and legal aspects
prepare the student for the role of Registered Nurse.
NUR 9.400AN SELECTED TOPICS I (NUR 10641, 51ab hr/wk
NUR 9.400BN SELECTED TOPICS II (NUR1068), 5 lab hr/wk
NUR 9.400CN SELECTED TOPICS III (NUR l06C), 51ab hr/wk
NUR 9.400DN SELECTED TOPICS IV (NUR 1060), 51ab hr/wk
NUR 9.400EN SELECTED TOPICS V (NUR 1014), 51ab hrlwk
NUR 9.400FN SELECTED TOPICS VI (NUH 107B), 5 lab hr/wk
NUR 9.400GN SELECTED TOPICS VII (NUR 108A), 5 lab hrlwk
NUR 9.400HN SELECTED TOPICS VIII (NUR 108B), 51ab hr/wk
NUR 9.40OJN SELECTED TOPICS IX (NUR 109), 51ab hr/wk These self-paced modules provide the necessary knowledge base in
selected aspects of the curriculum to facilitate the integration of transfer and
re-entry students into the Nursing program.

01 -

Opticianry

OT 6.280AA COOPERATIVE ED: OPTICIANRY, 81ab hrlwk, 2 er
- Students work in approved work experiences closely aligned with the
student's educational program
OT 6.280AB COOPERATIVE ED: OPTICIANRY· SEMINAR, 1 lee hr/
wk, 1 cr - The seminar provides the opportunity for students to share
experiences and receive feedback from other students and from the
instructor. Prerequisite: Departmental permission.
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OT 6.350 OPTICAL MATH I, 1 lee hr/wk, 1 er
OT 6.351 OPTICAL MATH II, 1 lee hrlwk, 1 er
OT 6.352 OPTICAL MATH III, 1 lee hrlwk, 1 er - How to apply
conventional arithmetic, algebra, geometry and trigonometry to optical
prescription work and study special formulas common in the optical
prescription field; and how to calculate required curves, thicknesses,
prisms, bifocal powers and other optical variables based upon different
refractive indices. Courses must be taken in sequence. Prerequisite: PCM
60.
OT 6.353 GEOMETRIC OPTICS I, 1 lee hrJwk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 er
OT 6.354 GEOMETRIC OPTICS II, 1 lee hr/wk, 2 lab hrlwk, 2 er
- Introduction to the basic concepts and laws by which light travels from
a source and the properties that govern the action of light on optical
mirrors, prisms and lenses. Students learn to calculate focal length, object
and image position and characteristics by experimentation and by using
fomnulas common to the optical industry.
OT 6.355AA INTRODUCTION TO CONTACT LENSES, 11ee hr/wk, 2
lab hrlwk, 2 er
OT 6.356 SURFACING I, 1 lee hr/wk, 41ab hrJwk, 3 er
OT 6.357 SURFACING II, 1 lee hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 3 er Covers how to transform optical prescription content into surfacing
information, select blanks, calculate curves, mark up, grind, fine, polish and
inspect surfaced lenses. Includes spheres, tories, bifocals, glass and resin
lenses. Students calculate decentrations, grind and polish prisms, calculate
lens thicknesses, base and power curves. Courses must be taken in
sequence. Prerequisites: PCM 60 and optical math series taken
concurrently.
OT 6.359 FINISHING I, 1 lee hr/wk, 5 lab hr/wk, 3 er
OT 6.360 FINISHING II, 1 lee hrlwk, 5 lab hr/wk, 3 er
OT 6.361 FINISHING III, 1 lee hr/wk, 41ab hrlwk, 3 er Students lay out lenses for edging; cut and edge lenses by machine and by
hand; insert lenses into plastic and metal frames; inspect finished work by
instrument and by eye to verify the match to the prescription. Students
harden and test lenses, learn frame repair, work with glass and resin lenses
and do detail work involved in finishing eyeglasses. Courses must be taken
in sequence. Prerequisite: Surfacing sequence taken concurrently.
OT 6.362 SURVEY OF OPTICIANRY, 11ee hr/wk, 1 er Students will study the past. present and future of the optical industry in
general: Including general and specific governing bodies, laws and
standards and the various roles an optician may fullill in the vision
industry.
OT 6.363 ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGYOF THE EYE, 11ee hr/wk, 1
er - The study of the anatomical details of the human eye and its bodily
surroundings; the physical functions of the various parts and processes of
the eye and the mechanisms by which the body lIuids and processes
nourish the eye; the various optical problems which cause vision defects;
the general characteristics of common eye diseases and injuries and their
effects on vision. Prerequisite: Second term standing.
OT 6.364 INTRODUCTION TO DISPENSING, 1 lee hrJwk, 2 lab hrl
wk, 2 er - Students will study and practice the practical and
mechanical procedures needed for proper frame selection and subsequent
operations dealing with optical measurements, lens selection, ordering and
dispensing of the finished prescription. Prerequisite: Third term standing.
OT 6.370 ADVANCED FABRICATION' I, 1 lee hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk,
3 er
OT 6.371 ADVANCED FABRICATION II, 11ee hr/wk, 4 lab hr/wk,
3 er
OT 6.372 ADVANCED FABRICATION III, 1 lee hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk,
3 er - Students, using first year skills in surfacing and finishing,
concentrate on complete fabrication of complex prescription eyewear.
Students will calculate and design the lenses, select, modify or hand make
required frames and properly mount the lenses in the frames. Prerequisite:
Fourth term standing. Courses must be taken in sequence.
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OT 6.365 CONTACTLENSESII, 1 lee hrlwk, 2 lab hrlwk, 2 er These courses include a history of contact lenses, a study of materials,
styles, fitting philosophies, national standards and verification of optical
parameters, products related to contact lens use and vocabulary as related
to contact lenses.
OT 6.376AA CONTACT LENSES III, 1 lee hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 3 er
OT 6.377AA CONTACTLENSES IV, 1 lee hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 3 er
OT 6.378AA CONTACT LENSESV, 1 lee hrlwk, 41ab hrlwk, 3 er
- Students will design, make and modify prescription lathe-eut contact
lenses; study litting systems by use of the keratometer, slit lamp and
ultraviolet radiuscope lamp; study the pharmaceuticals which are required
for ocular use of contact lenses. Courses must be taken in sequence.
OT 6.382 CONTACT LENS INSTRUMENTATION: OPHTHALMIC
OPTICS I, 1 lee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 2 er - Students will study
and practice the mechanical procedures used for the design, filting and
evaluation of contacllenses. Instruments include the biomicroscope,
ophthalmometer and radiuscope. Prerequisite: Fourth term standing.
OT 6.383 PERCEPTION, SPECIALTY LENSES & LOW VISION:
OPHTHALMIC OPTICS II, 1 lee hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 er - This
is a two part term with one half of the term dedicated to the study of how the
world visually informs mankind of itself and one half of the term dedicated
to the study of the problems of and solutions to non-ordinary prescriptions.
Prerequisite Fifth term standing.
OT 6.384 REVIEW FOR NATIONAL & STATE EXAMS: DISPENSING,
1 lee hr/wk, 1 lab hr Iwk, 1 er - This is a comprehensive review of
opticianry, concentrating on dispensing in preparation for state and national
competency and licensing examinations.
OT 6.385 REVIEW FOR NATIONAL AND STATE EXAMS: CONTACT
LENSES, 1 lee hr/wk, 1 er - This is a comprehensive review of
opticianry, concentrating on contact lenses in preparation for competency
and licensing examinations.

PA -

Public Administration

PA 201 INTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: PUBLIC FINANCE, 3
lee hr/wk, 3 er - This course explores public goods and how
decisions are made in the public sector; public sector revenues and types of
taxations; public sector budget trends and management tools, techniques
and issues; and the aggregate economic performance and relationship to
politics in the public sector.
PA 2021NTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: PUBLIC BUDGETING,
3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - This course offers an overview of techniques of
budget preparation, modification and implementation in the public sector,
including the history of public budgeting, actors and their roles in the
public budget process, different systems of budgeting, relationship to
politics, and budget implementation.
PA 2031NTRO TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION:
INTERGOVERNMENTALRELATIONS, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This
course is an exploration of the fiscal, social and political aspects of
governmental units in their relationships with each other, recent changes in
the role of the various governmental units due to changing politics, with
primary focus on those that exist in the Portland metropolitan area.
PA 204 PUBLIC SECTORVALUES, CAREERSAND EMPLOYMENT
STANDARDS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr - This course examines some of the
ethical dilemmas and challenges that confront administrators and
employees in the work force; public sector values and employment
standards will be analyzed by comparison to the individuals personal
values and beliefs; demonstrating the correlation between the ethics of a
society and ethics in the workplace.

PA 2BOAACOOPERATIVE ED: PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, 121ab
hr/wk, 3 cr - Students are placed in on-the-job work settings where
they receive as varied and complete an experience as possible. The
students' experience is closely aligned with their on-campus program.
Prerequisite: Departmental approval.

PCM 76 GEOMETRY OVERVIEW, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - This course
is designed to rapidly expose pre-calculus and pre-engineering students
who did NOT have geometry in high school. It will be a lecture/discussion
type class, meeting one hour per week. It will include the vocabulary, facts
and methods of geometry. Prerequisite: MTH 100.

PA 299 ISSUES & CHAllENGES IN PUBliC ADMINISTRATION, 3
lec hr/Wk, 3 cr - This course introduces the dynamics of citizen
participation and community involvement; demonstrating the affects of
participation on social and political issues; providing information to
illustrate citizen participation transcends politics, education, and
economics; discussing community based to national level programs that
incorporate citizen involvement into their fabric of existence and
effectiveness.

PCM 0.613 ARITHMETIC CAN BE FUN, 51ee hr/Wk, 1 cr - This
course is designed to help the student increase speed and accuracy when
performing operations on numbers, to reduce anxiety, to appreciate the
relationship of numbers and to apply number concepts in everyday life.
Prerequisite: A basic understanding of number arithmetic or consent of
instructor.

PCMPre-College Mathematics
PCM 3D BUSINESS MATHEMATICS, 41ec hr/Wk, 4 cr Students study the applications of arithmetic to a variety of problems found
in the business field, including simple and compound interest, discounts,
markup, payroll, promissory notes, depreciation, and home ownership.
Prerequisite: OEM 20 or consent of department.
PCM 35 MATHEMATICS APPRECIATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr This course is designed to increase the students' curiosity and interest in
mathematics, make mathematics less threatening to students, and improve
their communications skills. Students will investigate a variety of ways that
mathematics affects their everyday lives.

PCM 9.690 TEACHERS' CERTIFICATION EXAM: MATH REVIEW, 3
lee hr/wk, 6 lab hr/wk, 1 er - This course provides review and
practice for math portion of the standards test required for initial
certification to teach in the State of Oregon. Prerequisite: Some knowledge
of basic mathematics and algebra or consent of instnuctor.

PE -

Physical Education

PE 185 PHYSICAL EDUCATION(COEDUCATION), 2 lab hr/wk, 1 cr
- The following activity courses are designed with an emphasis on
instruction and recreation: Aerobic Fitness, Adult Fitness, Aquatic Exercise,
Ballet, Basketball, Bowling, Golf, Jazz Dance, Jogging, Karate, Modern
Dance, Racquet Sports (Badminton, Pickleball, Racquetball), Road
Running, Sailing, Self Defense, Skiing, Soccer, Softball, Swimming,
Tennis, Volleyball, Walking, Weight Training, Yoga and Corrective Physical
Education for disabled students.

PCM 60 ALGEBRA I, 4 lee hr/wk, 4 er - The course includes
basic laws of algebra, integer arithmetic, solving simple equations and
formulas, polynomial arithmetic, applied (story) problems and factoring
polynomials. Prerequisite: OEM 20 or consent of department.

PE 194 WILDERNESS CLASSESFOR WOMEN, 31ab hr/wk, 2 cr
PE 195 WILDERNESS CLASSESFOR MEN, 3 lab hr/wk, 2 er The following outdoor activity courses are designed to provide basic
instruction and a personal field experience: Backpacking, Flyfishing, River
Running, Shooting Sports and Steelhead Fishing.

PCM 65 ALGEBRA II, 41ee hr/wk, 4 er - The course includes
simplification of rational expressions; addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division of rational expressions; solving fractional equations; graphing
linear equations; solving linear systems in two variables; solving quadratic
equations and operations with radicals. Prerequisite: PCM 60.

PE 291 ADVANCED LIFESAVING IN AQUATIC PROGRAMS, 41ab
hr/wk, 2 cr - Successful completion leads to the American Red Cross
Senior Lifesaving Certificate. Prerequisite: A swim ability test is
administered the first week of class.

PCM 69 COMBINED ALGEBRA I AND II, Blee hr/wk, B er PCM 69 combines PCM 60 and PCM 65 into one quarter's work and is an
accelerated course for technical or liberal arts students. Prerequisite: OEM
20 or consent of department.
PCM 70 ALGEBRA I & II REVIEW, 41ee hr/wk, 4 er - Students
review elementary algebra, including arithmetic of integers and rational
numbers, solving linear equations and inequalities in one variable,
factoring, operations on rational expressions and verbal problems. Students
study the arithmetic of radicals (square and cube roots), the quadratic
fomnula, equations with radicals, linear equations in two variables and their
graphs and solutions of simultaneous equations. Students with a stronger
math background who have been out of school for some years might use
this as a refresher course. Prerequisite: PCM 65 or consent of department.
PCM 75 EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY, 41ee hr/wk, 4 er - This
course is designed to expose students to the vocabulary, facts and methods
of Euclidean Geometry. It will include methods of proof, geometric figures
complete with their properties, similarities, congruencies, circles, parallel
and perpendicular lines, triangles and constructions. Prerequisites: PCM
65, PCM 70, or two years of high school algebra. (May be taken
concurrently with MTH 100.)

PE 292 SWIMMING AND WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION, 41ab hr/
wk, 2 er - How to teach swimming and lifesaving, and further develop
personal skills in these areas. Successful completion leads to the American
Red Cross Water Safety Instructor's Certificate. Prerequisites: Students
must be at least 17 years old, possess a current Red Cross Advanced
Lifesaving card and swimmer-level skills.

PHL -

Philosophy

PHL 191 CRITICAL THINKING: LANGUAGEAND THE LAYOUTOF
ARGUMENT, 3 lee hl/wk, 3 er - This course is about how to
analyze argument, how to recognize arguments when they occur, how to
discern simple logical patterns of argument, how to extract arguments from
the contexts in which they occur, how to restate them in clear and concise
terms and how to clear away needless language in formulating arguments.
PHL 193 CRITICAL THINKING: THE EVALUATION OF PRACTICAL
ARGUMENT, 31ee hl/wk, 3 er - Various techniques useful in
evaluating arguments are introduced. The student will constnuct counterarguments and recognize common kinds of fallacious arguments.
PHL 195 CRITICAL THINKING: SCIENCE AND THE OCCULT, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - This course is an introduction to scientific method, the
criteria by which scientific observations and explanations are assessed and
the difference between genuine and bogus science.
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PHL 197 CroTICAL THINKING: TELEVISION & THE PRESENTATION
OF RWITY, 3 lee hrl wk, 3 er - This course provides a thoughtful
and critical look at television programming. Topics include news,
entertainment programming and commercials. The goal is to get students to
think, talk and write about what they see on TV and to reflect on how
television influences their images of themselves and their reality.

PHL 299 SPECIAL STUDIES: PHILOSOPHY, 31ec hrlwk, 3 er Special topics, activities, or projects in an area of philosophy not usually
covered in depth in other philosophy courses. Prior study in philosophy is
recommended. Inslructor approval may be required.

PHL 201 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY: PHILOSOPHICAL
PROBlEMS, 31ee hrlwk, 3 er - Major issues in metaphysics and
the theory of knowledge are introduced via the works of important figures
in the history of philosophy. Prerequisites: College level reading and
writing ability.

PHD -

PHL 202 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY: ELEMENTARY ETHICS,
31ee hrlwk, 3 er - Ethics is the study of attempts by philosophers to
account for the difference between right and wrong, for the notion of moral
obligation and to answer the question: How should we lead our lives?
Prerequisites: College level reading and writing ability.
PHL 204AA PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er Topics such as the existence and attributes of God, faith, reason and
mysticism, religion and science, religion and morality, religious language
and disembodied existence will be examined from the perspective of the
philosopher. Prerequisites: College level reading and writing ability.
PHL 20SAA CONTEMPORARY MORAL PROBLEMS: BIOMEDICAL
ETHICS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - A course in philosophical ethics
designed primarily for students of nursing and other health care
professions. Students will study major ethical theories that constitute the
basis for moral decision making. Much of the focus of the course will be
applying ethical concepts to the situations and dilemmas nurses and other
health care workers confront in their professional roles. Classroom
activities will include lectures and round-table discussions of case studies.
Students will be expected to develop the knowledge and skills necessary for
thinking carefully about complex moral issues and to develop the ability to
express their own ideas clearly both orally and in writing.
PHL 221 SYMBOLIC LOGIC, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - The course has
two sections. The first section includes the study of propositional notation
and truth value analysis of simple and compound statements. The second
section includes quantificational notation and deductive techniques for
determining consistency and validity. Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
PHL 222 ELEMENTARY AESTHETICS: PHILOSOPHY OF ART, 31ec
hr/wk, 3 cr - What makes something a work of art? What is beauty?
What is taste? What are aesthetic qualities? What is the role of the critic?
What distinguishes aesthetic experience from other sorts of experience?
These and other general questions about art are approached through the
writings of important philosophers. Prerequisites: College level reading and
writing ability.
PHL 280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: PHILOSOPHY, 161ec hrl
wk, 4 cr
PHL 2804B COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: PHILOSOPHY· SEMINAR,
1 lec hrlwk, 1 cr - These courses enable students to extend their
knowledge of philosophy through work in settings which provide learning
experiences that are not available in the classroom but which supplement
classroom learning. The seminar provides a basis for the instructor to
supervise the student's learning in the work setting and to coordinate it with
what the student has learned or is learning in other on-campus philosophy
courses. Seminars may be individual or small group sessions with the
instructor.
PHL 298 INDEPENDENT STUDY: PHILOSOPHY, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
- The course oHers students individualized study at an advanced level in
areas of philosophy not considered in other courses to meet special
interests or program requirements. Students complete a term project and
readings approved by the instructor. Prior study of philosophy is
recommended and consent of the instructor is required.
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Photography

PHO 251 INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOGRAPHY (NON· DARKROOM), 3
lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Course covers camera operation and film types as
well as accessories such as, flash, lenses, and filters. It is not required for
the Photography Certificate, nor is it a prerequisite for Basic Photography
252. Students will shoot 35mm color slides and have them processed
commercially.
PHD 252 BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY (DARKROOM), 2 lec hrlwk, 6 lab
hr/wk, 4 cr - This course covers camera operation and film types, as
well as accessories such as flash, lenses, and filters. It also covers film
development and photo enlargements.
PHD 253 ZONE SYSTEM PHOTOGRAPHY, 2 lee hrlwk, 6 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Students study the zone system approach to the exposure
and development 01 black and white printing and presentation. The purpose
of the zone system is to apply a methodical approach to achieving
repeatable success with the materials of photography. Prerequisites: PHO
252 or consent of instructor.
PHD 3.102 PHOTOGRAPHY: COMMERCIAL, 21ec hr/wk, Slab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Commercial photography is used in business, advertising
and promotion Siudents control picture tones through exposure and
negative development, synchro-sun flash and lighting for texture. Filters
and dyes are used 10 control colors and eliminate glare and reflections.
Students develop job entry skills to work as assistants in a commercial
studio shooting area or processing lab. Prerequisite: PHO 252 or consent
of instructor Offered winter term.
PHD 3.104 PHOTOGRAPHY: PORTRAIT, 21ec hrlwk, 61ab hrlwk,
4 cr - Students study perspective, lighting and posing of live models.
The course begins with basic lightings and builds up to complete lighting
setups involving four or five floodlights and spotlights. Upon successful
completion of the course, employment is possible in a portrait studio as an
assistant in the processing lab and on assignments. Prerequisite: PHO 252
or consent of instructor. Offered spring term.
PHD 3.105 PHOTOJOURNALISM, 2 lec hr/Wk, 6 lab hrlwk, 4 er
- This course provides students with the knowledge and skills needed to
produce many types of news and publicity photographs, to shoot for
layouts and to secure and shoot publicity assignments. Offered fall term.
Prerequisite PHO 252 or consent of instructor.
PHD 3.106 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY: TRANSPARENCIES, 21ec hrl
wk, 6 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Technical information on shooting,
processing, printing, viewing and storing of color transparencies is
integrated with field and studio projects. Students assemble a porftolio of
color transparencies produced during the course under various lighting and
environmental conditions. Prerequisites: PHD 3.102, PHD 3.104, PHD 253,
and consent of instructor Offered winter term.
PHD 3.107 COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY: NEGATIVES, 21ec hrlwk, 6
lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students develop competence in the shooting,
processing, printing, viewing and storing of color negatives. The course is
designed for serious amateur photographers and for those persons who are
interested in making color photography a career or in using it as a medium
within their career Prerequisites: PHD 3.102, PHD 3.104, PHO 253, and
consent of instructor. Offered spring term.

PHY -

Physics

PHY 101 FUNDAMENTALS OF PHYSICS, 31ee hr/Wk, 21ab hr/
wk, 4 cr - This course is a one term introduction to physics. Topics
include mechanics, vectors, energy, simple machines and the structure of
matter.
PHY 201 GENERALPHYSICS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 er
PHY 202 GENERALPHYSICS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 er
PHY 203 GENERALPHYSICS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 4 er These courses include the study of mechanics, heat, light, sound,
electricity, magnetism and modern physics. They offer introductory physics
for premedical, predental, prechiropractic and prephysical therapy students
and students working toward degrees in biology, architecture, geology,
agriculture. etc. The courses are for students who are required to take
precalculus physics. Prerequisites: MTH 101 previously or concurrently
with PHY 201; PHY 201 for PHY 202; and PHY 202 for PHY 203 or consent
of the department.
PHY 211 GENERALPHYSICS, 41ee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 5 er
PHY 212 GENERALPHYSICS, 41ee hr/wk, 3 lab hr/wk, 5 er
PHY 213 GENERALPHYSICS, 41ee hriwk, 31ab hr/wk, 5 er These calculus based courses are suggested for students majoring in many
scientific and engineering fields. PHY 211 covers the concepts in
Mechanics together with their relationship to practical applications. PHY
212 covers the concepts in Electromagnetism together with their
relationship to practical applications. PHY 213 covers the concepts in
Fluid Mechanics, Waves, and Thermodynamics. Prerequisites: MTH 200
and MTH 201. Courses must be taken in sequence.
PHY 6.510 APPLIED PHYSICS I, 3 lee hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4 er
PHY 6.520 APPLIED PHYSICS II, 31ee hr/Wk, 21ab hr/wk, 4 er
PHY 6.530 APPLIED PHYSICS III, 3 lee hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 4 er
- These courses are designed for the technology student. PHY 6.510
topics include fundamentals of measurement. vectors, motion momentum,
work, machines and angular vectors. PHY 6.520 topics include heat. optics
and sound. Prerequisite: PHY 6.510. PHY 6.530 topics include electricity
and magnetism. Prerequisite: PHY 6.520.

PS -

Political Science

PS 100 POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - Students
study how American political institutions affect the citizen. Contemporary
problems are discussed in relation to the political institutions covered in
the class.
PS 105AA GREAT DECISIONS, 3 lee hr/wk, 2 er - Faculty
supervised. student led discussions of international problems. Enrollment
limited to 20 people to ensure good discussions. Course requires
consistent attendance and grades are based on participation in discussions.
Films and speakers supplement readings. Grading is on a PassINo Pass
basis or letter grade by arrangement.
PS 105AB GREAT DECISIONS: LEADERS, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er Lead Great Decisions groups under faculty advisement; keep attendance
records; arrange film showings and guest speakers. Leadership skills are
developed by leading discussions of international issues. Letter grades are
given. Prerequisite: Successful completion of one or more of the following
courses is recommended: PS 201, PS 202, PS 203, PS 205, PS 220.
Permission of instructor is requi red.
PS 201 AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er
PS 202 AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er
PS 203 STATE AND LOCALGOVERNMENT, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er Students study the background, structure, function, processes and
interrelationships of American government at national, state and local
levels. In PS 201 and PS 202 students study American national

government, stressing constitutional development, distribution and source
of power, political and economic institutional structure and processes of
American politics. PS 203 focuses on state and local governments,
emphasizing federal-state relations, state politics, state-local government
relationships and processes of state-local governmental functions at each
stage Oregon state and local politics are used to illustrate general political
processes.
PS 205 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 31ee hr/Wk, 3 er Students study the nature of relations among states, motivating factors such
as nationalism and imperialism, economic rivalries and the quest for
security, questions of national sovereignty and international cooperation,
war and peace, global issues, and the future. Special emphasis on Third
World issues.
PS 211 PEACEAND CONFLICT, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - This course
explores the causes and manifestations of violence in actions involving
oneself, society, one's nation, and the global community, while considering
alternatives to oppressive behavior, undemocratic institutions, and to the
violent resolution of conflict. Prerequisite: completion of, or registration in
WR 121, or equivalent.
PS 220 AMERICAN FOREIGNPOLICY AND WORLD ORDER, 3 lee
hr/wk, 3 er - The course covers a historical analytical treatment of
select foreign policy themes since World War I. Emphasis is on the United
States' attempt to create world order through use of economic, military and
diplomatic power, and on consideration of the role of domestic institutions
and decision making elites in creating foreign policy. The interdependent
basis of the contemporary international system is examined.
PS 225 POLITICAL IDEOLOGY, 31ee hr/Wk, 3 er - Students
examine the major ideologies of the twentieth century and develop an
understanding of their connection to current issues in international
relations. This course will develop the student's ability to understand the
sources, strengths and weaknesses of contemporary ideologies and the
conditions which lead to conflict or to cooperation between them.
PS 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: POLITICAL SCIENCE, 161ab hr/wk,
4 cr
PS 280AB COOPERATIVEED: POLITICAL SCIENCE· SEMINAR, 2
lee hr/wk, 2 er - These courses enable students to extend their
knowledge of political science through work in settings which provide
learning experiences that are not available in the classroom but which
supplement classroom learning. The seminar provides a basis for the
instructor to supervise the student's learning in the work setting and to
coordinate it with what the student has learned or is learning in other oncampus political science courses. Seminars may be individual or small
group sessions with the instructor.
PS 298 INDEPENDENTSTUDY: POLITICAL SCIENCE, 3 lee hr/Wk,
3 er - The course offers students individualized study at an advanced
level in areas of political science not considered in other courses to meet
special interests or program requirements. Students complete a term
project and readings approved by the instructor. Prior study of political
science is recommended and consent of the instructor is required.
PS 29901 SPECIAL STUDIES: POLITICAL SCIENCE, 3 lee hr/wk, 3
er - Special topics, activities, or projects in an area of political science
not usually covered in depth in other political science courses. Prior study
in political science is recommended. Instructor approval may be required.

PSY -

Psychology

PSY 101 PSYCHOLOGYAND HUMAN RELATIONS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3
er - Students will locus on the practical and personal applications of
psychological principles It is explicitly designed to encourage applications
of psychological principles to daily living and human interactions such as
work, leisure, school and relationships
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PSY 111 PERSONALITY & DEVELOPMENT, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr This course is designed to help students become more aware and
introspective about the origins and directions of their personality as aids in
personal growth. Personality and development emphasizes general
adjustment processes. Some of the topics typically covered include the
self-concept, self control, the social self, dealing with anxiety, the analysis
of inner talk, and patterns of interpersonal communication. The major
personality theories will be presented and there will be an emphasis on how
to utilize these personality and adjustment topics on an individual level.

behavior in daily life. Emphasis is placed on translating awareness into
useful life skills. Although this course is an intensive group experience for
personal and interpersonal growth, it is not a substitute for psychotherapy
nor is it intended to provide group therapy. It is suggested, but not
required, that students meet with the instructor prior to enrollment.
PSY 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: PSYCHOLOGY· WORKSITE
PLACEMENT, 161ab hr/wk, 4 cr
PSY 280A8 COOPERATIVE ED: PSYCHOLOGY· SEMINAR, 21sc
hr/wk, 2 cr - ill adults, teen parents, hospice care, handicapped
children, substance abusers, runaway youth, adolescent sex education, and
crisis intervention, to name a few. These provide learning

PSY 201 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
PSY 202 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
PSY 203 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - These
courses form a one-year survey of the major topics of psychology. It is
strongly recommended that these courses be taken in proper sequence. The
division of topics within these courses may be changed at the beginning of
the academic year. PSY 201 covers human development, the brain and
nervous system, history and methodology of psychology, sensation and
perception, and states of consciousness. PSY 202 covers gender issues,
learning and memory, motivation, intelligence, language and thinking. PSY
203 covers personality theory, psychological disorders, therapy and social
psychology.

PSY 298 INDEPENDENT STUDY: PSYCHOLOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- The course oilers students individualized study at an advanced level in
areas of psychology not considered in other courses to meet special
interests or program requirements. Students complete a term project and
readings approved by the instructor. Prior study of psychology is
recommended and consent of the instructor is required.

PSY 213 INTRODUCTION TO PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY:
BRAIN, MIND & BEHAVIOR, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - The course
presents an overview of the brain's role in behavior. The emphasis is upon
the neurophysiological properties relevant to psychological functions:
sensation, perception, motivation, learning, emotion, activation, and motor
responses. Includes extensive coverage of the anatomical and
physiological aspects of the human nervous system. Prerequisite:
Psychology 201 or one year of biology.

PSY 299AC CURRENT ISSUES IN PSYCHOLOGY: ASSERTIVENESS
TRAINING, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr - This course teaches students how to
communicate more effectively in a wide variety of personal and professional
situations. Emphasis is placed on identifying passive and/or aggressive
verbal and nonverbal behavior that limits effective communication and
learning more assertive skills to use in place of these.

PSY 215 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - The
course provides an introduction to developmental patterns occurring
prenatally, in infancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood and old age.
Areas studied include physical, mental, verbal, emotional, motivational,
social and personality development. Students may be asked to observe or
interview people at various ages and reflect on their own experience of
development.
PSY 220 PSYCHOLOGY: APPLIED, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course is designed to provide the student with the opportunity to apply the
principles, concepts and methods of psychology to everyday life. The
instructor will orient the course to meet the individual needs of the students
or the program the students are majoring in, such as law enforcement.
PSY 231 HUMAN SEXUALITY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
PSY 232 HUMAN SEXUALITY, 31sc hr/wk, 3 cr - This is a twoterm course designed to present a spectrum of sexual issues from both an
academic and a humanistic perspective. Emphasis will be placed on
bringing factual material to a level of personal relevance and awareness.
Psychological, cultural, cross-cultural and physiological aspects of human
sexuality will be explored. PSY 231 topics include sex research, female and
male sexual anatomy and physiology, gender issues, sexual response,
sexual communication, sexual behavior patterns and homosexuality. PSY
232 topics include sexuality through the life cycle (infancy through aging),
sexual problems, increasing sexual satisfaction, contraception, conception,
sexually transmitted diseases, sexual victimization and sex and the law. It is
suggested, but not required, that the two terms be taken in sequence.

PSY 29901 SPECIAL STUDIES: PSYCHOLOGY, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr
- Special topics, activities, or projects in an area of psychology not
usually covered in depth in other psychology courses. Prior study in
psychology is recommended. Instructor approval may be required.

PSY 299AD CURRENT ISSUES IN PSYCHOLOGY: STRESS
MANAGEMENT, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr - This course combines class
lectures with group activities and experiences in exploring what stress is,
various sou rces of stress, how it atects people physically and emotionally,
and how to develop a lifestyle approach to comprehensive stress
management. Students will have the opportunity to become familiar with a
wide range of cognitive and physical stress management techniques.

RAD -

Radiologic Technology

RAD 100 INTRO TO RADIOLOGY, 21ec hr/wk, 1 cr -Introduces
students to the health team and various aspects of radiologic technology.
Topics include medical ethics, medica Illegal considerations, basic radiation
protection, technical considerations, history of radiography, hospital
organization and medical specialties.
RAD 101 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING I, 2 lec hr/wk, 2 lab hrl
wk, 3 er - Introduces students to basic positioning techniques
employed in radiography of the respiratory system, digestive system, biliary
tract and urinary system.
RAD 102 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING II, 2 lec hrlwk, 2 lab hrl
wk, 3 er - A study of the basic positioning techniques employed in
radiography of the upper and lower extremities. Radiographs are produced
with the use of skeletal phantoms. Prerequisite: RAD 101.

PSY 239 INTRODUCTION TO ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY, 3 lec hr/
wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 3 cr - Students will survey the history, theories,
diagnosis, etiology, and treatment of the major adult mental disorders.
Prerequisite: Anyone quarter of the three quarter General Psychology
sequence.

RAD 103 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING III, 2 lec hr/wk, 2 lab hrl
wk, 3 er - A study of the basic positioning techniques employed in
radiography of the spinal column, pelvis, hip, sacroiliac joints and skull.
Radiog raphs are produced with the use of skeletal phantoms. Prerequisites:
RAD 101 and RAD 102.

PSY 240 INTERPERSONAL AWARENESS & GROWTH TECHNIQUES,
3 lae hrlwk, 3 cr - This course is designed for students who wish to
increase their understanding and awareness of themselves, their
relationship with others, and the values and attitudes that underlie their

RAD 105 METHODS OF PATIENT CARE, 21ec hrlwk, 2 lab hr/wk,
3 cr - A study of nursing procedures used in the general care of
patients in the radiology department. Emphasis is on the role of the
radiographer in nursing situations such as cardiac arrest, assisting accident
victims, aseptic techniques and drug reactions.
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RAD 107 RADIOLOGIC PHYSICS II, 21sc hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3 cr
RAD 108 RADIOLOGIC PHYSICS III, 21sc hrlwk, 21ab hr/wk, 3
cr - The elements of the physics of electricity and radiation as they
apply to medical radiography are introduced.
RAD 115 PRINCIPLES OF EXPOSURE I, 21sc hrlwk, 21ab hr/Wk,
3 cr - Introduces students to the production and control of scattered
radiation, anode heel effect, stereo radiography, automated exposure,
principles of grid conversion and use, and principles of contrast and
density. Prerequisites: RAD 106 and RAD 107.
RAD 110 RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC I, 161ab hrlwk, 2 er
RAD 120 RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC II, 161ab hr/wk, 2 cr
RAD 130 RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC III, 161ab hr/wk, 2 cr
RAD 140 RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC IV, 40 lab hrlwk, 5 cr
RAD 210 RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC V, 24 lab hr/wk, 3 cr
RAD 220 RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC VI, 24 lab hr/wk, 3 er
RAD 230 RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC VII, 40 lab hr/wk, 5 cr
RAD 240 RADIOGRAPHIC CLINIC VIII, 40 lab hr/wk, 5 er Radiographic Clinic I through Radiographic Clinic VIII provide clinical
education experience in an affiliated hospital radiology department under
the supervision of radiologists and registered radiographers. Students are
instructed in the operation of equipment and in patent care.
RAD 201 ADVANCED RADIOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES, 2 lee hr/Wk,
2 cr - A study of the various radiographic procedures employing
contrast media and/or specialized equipment. Prerequisites: Completion of
temns1 and 2.
RAD 202 RADIATION PROTECTION· BIOLOGY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 er
- A study of the biological effects of ionizing radiation and application of
that knowledge to radiation protection principles necessary to minimize the
risks of man-made radiation. Prerequisites: RAD 106 and RAD 107.

RAD 281M BASIC PRINCIPLE OF COMPUTER TOMOGRAPHYI
MAGNETIC RESONANCEIMAGING, 2 Isc hr/wk, 2 cr Introduces the student to the basic principles of computerized tomography
and magnetic resonance imaging with regard to the physical principles and
clinical application of these modalities.

RE -

Real Estate

RE 110 REAL ESTATEPRACTICES, 31sc hrlwk, 3 cr Introduces students to the major areas involved in the purchase and sale of
real property. Law, legal descriptions, rights, contracts, trusts, taxes and
assessments, title transfer, recording and closing costs, and escrow are a
few of the subjects surveyed. Required prior to taking the Oregon Real
EstateSalesperson's exam.
RE 112 REAL ESTATE LAW I, 3 lee hrlwk, 3 cr - Concentrates
on application of Oregon real estate law to ownership, use and
transferability of real property. Sources of law, basic title law, transfer of
title, land sales contracts, liens, tax assessments, land use control,
insurance, escrow, land development and landlord-tenant relationships are
studied. Required prior to taking the Oregon Real EstateSalesperson s
exam.
RE 116 REAL ESTATE FINANCE I, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - Methods
for financing the acquisition and transfer of real propenty. Emphasi~ is on
the mortgage market, lending instruments, foreclosures and rer:ned.les,
governmental loan programs, private loan programs, loan applications,
appraisals and closings Required prior to taking the Oregon Real Estate
Salesperson's exam.

RAD 204 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING IV, 2 lee hr/wk, 2 lab hr/
wk, 3 cr - Students produce radiographs with the use of skeletal
phantoms to demonstrate advanced positioning techniques of the upper
and lower extremities, thoracic cage, pectoral girdle, pelvic girdle and
spinal column. Prerequisites: Completion of terms 1-4.

RE 118 REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL I, 31ee hrlwk, 3 er Students analyze, discuss and study basic principles, methods and
techniques of determining the value of real estate in connection with
transfer of ownership, financing and credit, just compensation in
condemnation and as a basis for taxes. This course meets state
requirements for Brokers Appraisal.

RAD 205 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING V, 21ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/
wk, 3 cr - Students produce radiographs with the use of skeletal
phantoms which demonstrate advanced positioning of the skull, paranasal
sinuses, facial bones, temporal bone and mastoids. Prerequisites:
Completion of terms 1-5.

RE 150 REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS I, 31sc hrlwk, 3 cr Includes various aspects of personal real estate investments. The central
theme is based on the concept of pyramiding rental housing. Methods of
personal income lax, tax shelters and current real estate market trends are
studied.

RAD 208 VASCULAR IMAGING, 2 lec hr/wk, 2 er - The theory
and various practical aspects of cardiovascular and neuroradiologic
examinations and specialized equipment are included. Prerequisites:
Completion of terms 1-5.

RE 151 REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS II, 31sc hr/wk, 3 cr Personal real estate investments are studied in greater depth. Methods for
expanding one rental into a number of rentals are emphasized. Prerequisite:
RE150

RAD 212 FILM AND PROCESSING, 21ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 3 cr
- Introduction to theory and practical application of film care and use,
composition, luminescent screen composition, sensitometry, latent image
formation and development, manual and automatic film processing and
Quality control. Prerequisite: RAD 115.

RE 226 REAL ESTATE FINANCE II, 3 lec hrlwk, 3 cr - The
functions of credit instruments, managerial finance, banking intermediaries
and government institutions are analyzed and students trace the financing
process from prelisting to closing. Real estate salespersons, loan
companies and employees, and individuals applying for a real estate loan
will find this course very helpful and interesting Prerequisite: RE 116.

RAD 215 PRINCIPLES OF EXPOSURE II, 21ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk,
3 cr - Introduction to theory and application of inverse square law,
magnification, distortion, radiographic quality, technique conversion
factors, formulation of technique charts, subtraction, duplication and quality
control. Prerequisites: RAD 115 and RAD 212.
RAD 217 ALTERNATE IMAGING MODALITIES, 21sc hr/wk, 2 cr
- An introduction to the specialized fields of nuclear medicine, radiation
therapy, sonography, magnetic resonance and computer tomography. The
basic principles, modalities and the diagnostic applications are studied
Prerequisites: Completion of temns 1-5.
RAD 260 RADIOGRAPHIC PATHOLOGY, 21sc hr/wk, 2 er Students are introduced to pathology as it relates to the various systems or
body parts identified by radiographic imaging. Normal and anomalous
findings are discussed. Prerequisites: Completion of terms 1-5

RE 228 REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL II, 31sc hr/wk, 3 cr - Real
estate appraisal is presented in greater depth, with an emphasis on income
and market data approaches to establishing real property value.
Prerequisite RE 118
RE 230 REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL III, 31se hrlwk, 3 cr Elements of neighborhood site analysis and evaluation, study of building
construction and util ines, commercial and industrial functions utility,
building materials and depreciation are presented. Students also study the
cost approach to real property value through detailed consideration of
income and markel data approaches Prerequisite: RE228.
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RE 241 REAL ESTATE OFFICE MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISIONOF
SALESPERSONNEL, 3 loc hr /Wk, 3 cr - A course designed to
provide management theory, characteristics and functions of successful
management organizational formats such as corporate, partnerships and
proprietorships, management related problems and license types and
requirements. Required prior to taking the Oregon Real EstateBroker's
exam.
RE 252 PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, 310c hr/Wk, 3 cr - The
course emphasizes the functions and responsibilities of managers of real
property It includes applications of contract and agency law and statutory
materials concerning Landlord and Tenant, Anti-Discrimination, and Fair
Credit Reporting. It is designed to assist students in preparing for the
examination for the Oregon State real estate property manager license

RUS- Russian
RUS 101 FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN, 410c hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students are
familiarized with the sounds of Russian and the Cyrillic Alphabet.
Pronunciation and speaking are stressed with addilional practice in basic
reading and writing skills. The basic sinqular and plural forms of nouns in
the nominative, accusative and prepositional cases are introduced. The
present and simple past forms of imperfective verbs are practiced
extensively.
RUS 102 FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - Students
continue to develop skills in pronunciation, speaking, listening, reading,
writing and vocabulary building. The dative and genitive cases are
introduced. The concept of aspect in Russian verbs is stressed extensively
RUS 103 FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - Speaking
skills are emphasized with more complex and sophisticated structures
being introduced and practiced carefully. Written projects coincide with
these structures. The instrumental case is introduced. Perfective and
imperfective verbs pairs are practiced extensively. By the end of this
course, all basic and essential structures of Russian will have been
presented
RUS 111 FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN CONVERSATION, 310c hr/wk, 3
cr
RUS 112 FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr
RUS 113 FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN CONVERSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3
cr - The structures and vocabulary of first-year Russian are actively
reviewed and practiced in a conversational-tutorial format. Some new
situational vocabulary may be introduced, but emphasis is on active use of
already acquired structural vocabulary. This course may be offered in
conjunction with RUS 101, 102, 103 in which case all first-year students
are encouraged to register for it. It may not be offered every year
Prerequisites: RUS 111 simultaneous enrollment in RUS 101: RUS 112
successful completion of RUS 101: RUS 113 successful completion of RUS
102.
RUS 150 FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN, 61ec hr/wk, 6 cr
RUS 151 FIRST YEAR RUSSIAN, 61ec hr/wk, 6 cr - These
courses provide the same content as RUS 101,102, 103 in a two-term
sequence See those course descriptions for details

SOP - Management and
Professional Development
SOP 101 PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION, 310c hr/
wk, 3 cr - This course provides a sound foundation of general
managemenVsupervisory concepts for those individuals possessing limited
background Areas examined include the development of management,
communication, planning, feedback, management-employee relations,
training, creativity, problem solving and job satisfaction.
SOP 105 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION, 310c hr/Wk, 3 cr
- Emphasis of this course focuses on job-related issues such as realizing
your communication style, encoding and decoding, nonverbal
communication, listening, breakdowns, resolving interpersonal conflicts
and the importance of good interpersonal communication techniques in the
employment setting.
SOP 106 EFFECTIVE MEETING MANAGEMENT, 310c hr/wk, 3 cr
- Major topics include types of meetings, modes of participation,
meeting presentation skills, leading meetings, meeting conflicts and
overcoming resistance to change.
SOP 107 ORGANIZATIONS& PEOPLE, 310c hr/Wk, 3 cr Participants investigate organizational characteristics, concepts and
applications by emphasizing job-related issues. Major topics include the
concept of organizations, individuals and organizations, group and
interpersonal interaction, organizational structure, organizational leadership
and the total organization
SOP 109 POWERREADING & THINKING, 3 loc hr/Wk, 3 cr This course focuses on increasing reading speed, comprehension,
vocabulary and recall It assists participants in more effectively using what
they read for problem solving It is highly recommended for all individuals
at various reading levels as a means to improve skills.
SOP 111 CORRESPONDINGEFFECTIVELY AT WORK, 3 loc hr/Wk,
3 cr - Relying heavily on Job-related situations, topics include the
examination of necessary communication tools and using them in a variety
of ways such as writing letters, memos, personal reviews, reports and
brochures This course is required for all certificate and degree candidates.
Prior to enrolling, it is highly recommended that the student take the writing
competency exam at any of the college campuses/centers.
SOP 115 IMPROVING WORK RELATIONS, 3 loc hr/Wk, 3 cr This course provides the student with an introductory exposure to the
concepts and applications of job satisfaction and organizational morale.
Major topics include art of negotiation and communication, change
management, job slress and burnout, conflict resolution, improving team
performance and improving productivity.
SOP 117 CUSTOMER RELATIONS, 310c hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course seeks to acquaint individuals with a comprehensive exposure to the
principles and practice of customer relations. Major topics include history
of consumerism, customer relations departments, identifying and
responding to customer needs, developing skills in giving information,
dealing with dilficult customers and developing a positive customer
relations climate.
SOP 121 LEADERSHIPSKILL DEVELOPMENT, 3 loc hr/wk, 3 cr
- This course will focus on various theories and practical aspects of
motivation and leadership Topics include job motivation, self-motivation,
managemenlleadership, lactors creating leadership, authority and
leadership, and applying motivation and leadership to employment
situations
SOP 130 CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr Provides the student with significant exposure to an important managerial
activity Key topics include creative problem solving and thinking, steps in
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the creative problem solving process, right and left brain thinking,
ambiguity and imagination, overcoming barriers to creative thinking,
synthesis and applying creative problem solving to the organization.
SOP 199 MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS, 31sc hr/wk, 3 cr This course offers an advanced, expanded coverage of courses already
established within the ManagemenVSupervisory Development curriculum.
A maximum of 6 credit hours may be applied toward the degree
requirements.
SOP 200 ORGANIZATIONS AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, 31sc
hr/wIc, 3 cr - Major topics include managerial/supervisory attitudes,
relationship between business and government, the work environment and
human investment, current environmental issues such as pollution and
energy, and evaluating social policies.
SOP 201 PRODUCTIVITY MANAGEMENT, 3 Isc hr/wk, 3 cr Topics include productivity and management, planning lor productivity,
organizing, leadership, controlling, budgeting and production and
operations. Prerequisite: SOP 101 Principles of ManagemenVSupervision
or supervisory work experience.
SOP 202 TRAINING THE EMPLOYEE, 3 Isc hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course develops a practical perspective of training as an organizational
resource. Topics include the ways people learn, identifying employee
training development requirements, developing objectives, designing
lesson plans, evaluation criteria, developing strategy, alternatives to
training and practicum.
SOP 204 LABOR· MANAGEMENT RELATIONS, 3 Isc hr/wk, 3 cr
- This course provides participants with a perspective on labor
management interactions and insight into current labor relations events.
Topics include the history and development of the labor movement,
managemenVsupervisory responsibilities for labor relations. labor unions'
current status and organizational make-up, labor legislation such as the
National Labor Relations Act, Public Employees Relations Act and the TaftHartley Act, grievance and disciplinary action, arbitration, mediation and
contracts.
SOP 206 THE TROUBLED EMPLOYEE, 3 Isc hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course examines the various factors contributi ng to the development of the
troubled employee. It will enable managers to view personal problems
among employees as natural and treatable conditions. Topics include
absenteeism, tardiness, potential causes for decreasing work performance,
identifying potential troubled employee work habits and altitudes, and
possible community and organizational assistance agencies.
SOP 210 PUBLIC RELATIONS, 31sc hr/wk, 3 cr - Topics such as
influencing opinion through acceptable performance and two-way
communications, current public relations techniques, professional codes of
ethics and program planning are studied.
SOP 212 WORK ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT, 31sc hr/wk, 3
cr - This course assists individuals in developing a better perspective
for work simplification and practical tools for improvement. Topics include
objectives of work analysis, human relations and work analysis, using
charts and graphs, developing a questioning attitude, principles of motion
economy, time management, procedure writing and employee training.
SOP 214 SAFETY AND SECURITY MANAGEMENT, 31sc hr/wk, 3
cr - This course examines the concepts of safety and security
management, OSHNNIOSH, supervisor's role in safety and security
management, compensation laws and practices, and profitability of quality
safety and security management.
SOP 216 BUDGETING FOR MANAGERS, 31sc hr/wk, 3 cr Topics covered include budgeting vocabulary, finance, record keeping,
cash management, cash budgeting and capital budgeting. Work-related
budgeting experience is recommended.

SOP 2181NTRO TO MANUFACTURING CONTROL, 31sc hr/Wk, 3
cr - This course provides a basic exposure to various aspects of
manufacturing control. Topics include perspective, forecasting, priority
planning, capacity planning, order release planning, lead time and
implementation.
SOP 222 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: PERSONNEL, 3 Isc
hr/wk, 3 cr - Topics covered include personnel operations, human
resource planning, job design and job analysis, recruitment and equal
employment opportunity, and job selection and placement.
SOP 223 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: PERFORMANCE AND
COMPENSATION, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Topics covered include
performance appraisal, indirect compensation programs, improving
productivity and quality of work life, employee rights and collective
bargaining.
SOP 240 STRATEGIC PLANNING, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Major
lopics include determining company strategy, defining major policy, tactical
planning and action, policy implementation and follow-up procedures.
SOP 260 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS/OATA
ANALYSIS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Major topics in this course include
implementing an MIS, MIS and data analysis, methods of data collection,
analyzing the data, developing reports and MIS and record keeping.
SOP 265 FUNDAMENTALS OF PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr - This course is designed to
introduce students to the multiple facets of production and inventory
management. Students should possess math skills.
SOP 267 MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING, 31ec hr/Wk, 3
cr - Assists individuals in acquiring a basic overview of important
terms, concepts and techniques associated with material requirements
planning (MRP). Recommended prerequisite: SOP 265 Fundamentals of
Production and Inventory Management or business related experience.
SOP 269 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT, 31sc hr/Wk, 3 cr Exposes participants to inventory management concepts. Recommended
prerequisite SOP 265 Fundamentals of Production and Inventory
Management or business related experience.
SOP 271 MASTER PLANNING, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Provides an
in-depth investigation of the various elements of forecasting and planning.
Recommended prerequisite: SOP 265 Fundamentals of Production and
Inventory Management or business related experience.
SOP 273 CAPACITY MANAGEMENT/PRODUCTION ACTIVITY
CONTROL, 3 Isc hr/wk, 3 cr •• Exposes participants to the various
aspects of capacity management by investigating such topics as capacity
determination, capacity factors, long-range capacity planning and control
techniques, medium-range techniques and short-range capacity planning.
Recommended prerequisite: SOP 265 Fundamentals of Production and
Inventory Management or related business academic experience.
SOP 277 JUST IN TIME, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Provides the student
with a practical, job related introduction to various aspects of Just In Time
production.
SOP 279 PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Provides
students with an introduction to the essentials of project management and
the development of a project plan.
SOP 280AA COOPERATIVE ED: MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISORY
DEVELOPMENT, 121ab hr/wk, 3 cr
SOP 280AB COOPERATIVE ED: MANAGEMENT/sUPERVISORY
DEVELOPMENT· SEMINAR, 1 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - Co-operative
Education is designed to allow a student the opportunity to acquire college
credit for on-the-Job learning The student must attend a one credit seminar
designed to assist in focusing on the new experience and articulating the
results
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SOP 281 NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er This course investigates various aspects and functions associated with new
products. Recommended prerequisite: Some work experiencelknowledge
regarding new product development.
SOP 283 BILLS OF MATERIAL, 3 lee hr/Wk, 3 er - The emphasis
focuses on the use, need and creation of Bills of Material (BaM) within a
manufacturing environment. Key topics include BaM in the manufacturing
environments, types of data bases, link data base and BOMs and BaM
types.
SOP 285 FUNDAMENTALS OF QUALITY MANAGEMENT, 41ee hr/
wk, 4 er - This introductory course explores such topics as the role of
quality in an organization, quality in purchasing, engineering and
manufacturing, quality tools and techniques, quality in government and
non-profit organizations, and changes in technology.
SOP 287 DATA ANALYSIS FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT, 31ee hr/
wk, 3 er - This job-related course seeks to expose students to basic
concepts in collecting and analyzing data for the purpose of improving
quality. Major topics include how to collect data, histograms, cause and
effect diagrams, sampling and sampling inspection. Prerequisite: PCM 60
Algebra I or consent of the instructor.
SOP 289 FUNDAMENTALS FOR TRANSFORMING INDUSTRY, 31ee
hr/wk, 3 er - This course introduces the need for and the steps to
improve quality production. This course is designed for business
representatives from the board room to the loading dock.
SOP 298 TRENDS IN MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISION, 61ee hr/wk,
6 er - This course is designed to examine specific topics of current
interest not necessarily covered in other Management/Supervisory
Development classes but related to the changi ng management field. As a
result, each offering investigates a different topic and may vary between 2-6
credits depending on the subject matter. In the past, classes examined such
subjects as Theory Z and Japanese Management. Assertiveness Training
and Creative Problem Solving. A maximum of six credit hours can be
applied toward a certificate or degree program.
SOP 299 MANAGEMENT WORKSHOPS, 10 lee hr/wk, 1 er Primarily offered as one-day weekend workshops, these classes are
designed to investigate specific topics of concern to today's supervisor. In
the past. workshops have included Non-verbal Communication, Improving
Reading Effectiveness, Project Management, Performance Appraisal,
Strategic Decision Making, Conflict Management and Time Management. A
maximum of nine workshops may be taken for degree students

SOP 9.250 INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE &
TRANSPORTATION, 41ee hr/wk, 4 er - This course is designed to
introduce individuals to the multiple facets of international trade and
transportation. Key topics include: Oregon'~ interna~ionaltrade,
.
international sales and marketing, steamship operations and chartefln~,
stevedoring and port operations, air cargo, banking and letters of credit,
marine insurance, foreign freight forwarding, U.S. and foreign government
regulations of international trade, and job opportunities in trade and
transportation.
SOP 9.252 INTRODUCTION TO EXPORTING, 41ee hr/wk, 4 er Examines the basic concepts related to exporting. Key topics include:
reaching markets, export distribution, exp~rt pricing, shipping a~d
documentation, international law, U.S. dulles and taxes, and business travel
overseas.
SOP 9.254 BASIC IMPORTING, 3 lee hr/Wk, 3 er - Covers
various factors comprising importing. Major topics include: introduction to
importing, purchasing foreign merchandise, documentation and shipping,
customs clearance, introduction to the tariff schedules, customs clearance
documentation, warehouse and drawback entries, and customs regulations.
SOP 9.258 SURVEY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW, 31ee hrlwk,
3 er - This course is designed to introduce the student to the basic laws
of international trade pertaining to the United States, the European
Economic Community, Canada and Japan. Key topics include factors in
international trade, appraisement law, tariff law survey, other tariff controls,
non-tariff barriers, country of origin, duty drawback and other duty
avoidance prog rams
SOP 9.260 INTERNATIONAL TRADE & BANKING, 41ee hr/wk, 4 er
- This course is designed to introduce individuals to the multiple facets
of trade and banking. Key topics include: Introduction to international
banking, the changing financial world, political morality of lending to
friendly and nonfriendly nations, foreign banking growth in the U.S.,
overseas financing and credits, establishment of free trade zones and
international banking centers, international banking and the foreign trade,
methods of assisting the client, and the local market and international
banking
SOP 9.296 TRENDS IN TRADE & TRANSPORTATION, 41ee hr/wk,
4 er - This is an 'umbrella' course which introduces students to various
timely and relevant subjects. Each course will then be specially des.igned10
meet this purpose. Consult the term schedule of classes or the Institute for
Management and Professional development for infomnation on the topics
that will be covered during a given term.

SOP 9.204 INTRODUCTION TO TRANSPORTATION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3
er - Emphasis will be given to providing the student with a broad
exposure to the various aspects of transportation. Key topics include
transportation modes, economic regulations, contract of carriage, freight
rates and tariffs, carrier liability and claims, and career opportunities.

soc -

SOP 9.210 BASIC MOTOR RATES AND TARIFFS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er
- This course is designed to upgrade individuals in the motor rate
making and forwarding industry. Topics covered in this course will include
the history of transportation and regulation, national motor rate
classifications and Rocky Mountain Motor Bureau Tariff No. 329.

SOC 204 GENERAL SOCIOLOGY: SOCIOLOGY IN EVERYDAY LIFE, 3
lee hr/wk 3 er - Students utilize the sociological frame of reference
as they exa~ine such concepts as social structure, culture, socialization,
sex roles, statuses, roles, groups, organizations, social stratification and
minority relations.

SOP 9.211 INTERMEDIATE MOTOR RATES AND TARIFFS, 31ee hr/
wk, 3 er - This course is designed to'upgrade individuals in the motor
transportation industry. Topics covered will include: shipping concepts,
rates concepts, detailed application of Rocky Mountain Motor Bureau Tariff
No. 329 and methods of applying motor rates.

SOC 205 GENERAL SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL CHANGE· TRENDS IN
GROUP BEHAVIOR 3 lee hr/ wk, 3 er - A study of changes and
trends in human social behavior and culture. The student studies such
topics as social change, social movements, collective behavior, .the family,
religion, education, economics, politics, population and urban life.

SOP 9.212 ADVANCED MOTOR RATES & TARIFFS, 31ee hr/wk, 3
er - This course is designed to upgrade individuals in the motor
transportation industry. The contenl will include a more advanced
discussion of the topics covered in SDP 9.210 and SDP 9.211.

SOC 206 GENERAL SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL PROBLEMS·
CONFORMITY AND DEVIANCE, 3 lee hr /wk, 3 er - Students
apply the sociological frame of reference to the stud¥ of su.ch~o~ial .
problems as health care, alcohol and drug abuse, Crime, discriminatien.
poverty, inequality, alienation, violence, environment and energy.
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Sociology

SOC 232 DEATH AND DYING: ClUURE AND ISSUES, 31ec hr/Wk,
3 cr - A study of death and dying in contemporary America. The
student will study such topics as grief and bereavement, funeral and
disposition practices, demographics of death, health care systems, lifethreatening illness, medical ethics, legal factors in death, life after life
studies, widowhood, widowerhood, suicide and euthanasia.
SOC 232AA INTRO TO DYING & BEREAVEMENT, 10 lec hr/wk, 1
er - This workshop introduces participants to social structures, social
relationships and cultural patterns related to dying and bereavement.
SOC 24t1 SOCIOLOGYOF WORK & LEISURE, 3 lee hr/Wk, 3 er Explores potentials and problems in work and leisure. Examines such
topics as meaningful career choices, factors associated with work
satisfaction, the life course and problems with leisure and affirmative
decision making in work and leisure.

SP 105 LISTENING, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - An analysis of listening
behavior with an emphasis on developing an understanding and
appreciation of listening as a vital element in the communication process.
The course will include both theory and individual skill development.
SP 110 FUNDAMENTALSOF VOICE AND ARTICULATION, 31ee hrl
wk, 3 er - Principles of voice production and articulation of speech
sounds with attention to elementary speech physiology and phonetics.
Study and practice in the perception and production of the elements of
American speech; especially designed for the foreign student and the
American student who wishes greater competency using standard English.
SP 111 FUNDAMENTALSOF SPEECH, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er Designed to help students prepare and present original speeches with
emphasis on organization and outlining. Students are expected to present
informative, persuasive and other types of speeches.

SOC 28DAA COOPERATIVE ED: SOCIOLOGY, 12 lab hr/wk, 3 er
SOC 28DAB COOPERATIVE EDUCATION:SOCIOLOGY· SEMINAR,
21ee hr/wk, 2 er - These courses enable students to extend their
knowledge of sociology through work in settings which provide learning
experiences that are not available in the classroom but which supplement
classroom learning. The seminar provides a basis for the instructor to
supervise the student's learning in the work setting and to coordinate itwith
what the student has learned or is learning in other on-campus sociology
courses. Seminars may be individual or small group sessions with the
instructor.

SP 113 FUNDAMENTALSOF SPEECH, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This
course provides further practice in persuasive techniques, as well as
various forms of public discussion and debate. Prerequisite: SP 111 or
departmental approval.

SOC 298 INDEPENDENT STUDY: SOCIOLOGY, 31ec hr/wk, 3 er
- The course offers students individualized study at an advanced level in
areas of sociology not considered in other courses to meet special interests
or program requirements. Students complete a term project and readings
approved by the instructor. Prior study of sociology is recommended and
consent of the instructor is requi red.

SP 130 BUSINESS & PROFESSIONALSPEECH COMMUNICATION,
3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr - Emphasis is on the theory of communication as it
relates particularly to business and professional settings. Readings and
discussions focus on the climate and settings, philosophies and practices
of orqanizatlonal communication and use of visual aids in briefings and/or
presentalions

SOC 299 SPECIAL STUDIES: SOCIAL ISSUES AND MOVEMENTS, 3
lee hr/Wk, 3 cr - This course is a contemporary survey of social
movements. Emphasis is placed on conflict theory and the individual's
rationale for participation.

SP 212 VOICE & DICTION, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This course is
designed for the study and practice of voice production and articulation of
speech sound, with attention to elementary speech physiology and
phonetics Intended for students who desire to develop more effective
speech and for meeting the needs of teachers, radio and television
speakers, publ ic speakers and others who require special competence in
speaking

SOC 29901 SPECIAL STUDIES, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 cr - Special
topics, activities, or projects in an area of sociology not usually covered in
depth in other sociology courses. Prior study in sociology is
recommended. Instructor approval may be required
SOC 299AA SPECIAL STUDIES: SOCIOLOGY· THE AMERICAN
MALE, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - This course uses the sociological
perspective to study the masculine role in contemporary America.
Introduces the student to the male socialization process and the effects on
his relationship with work, women, children and other men
SOC 299AG WOMEN IN TODAYS WORLD, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - A
survey of current issues of concern to women as well as an overview of the
discipline of women's studies.

SP -

Speech Communication

SP 100 INTRODUCTION TO SPEECti COMMUNICATION, 31ee hrl
wk, 3 er - This course is an introduction to the complexities of the
communication process including insights into the causes and effects of
general communication behaviors; involvement in active exploration of
basic communication theories and/or concepts; and opportunities to
develop communication strengths.

SP 112 FUNDAMENTALSOF SPEECH, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er Intended to familiarize students with the area of reasoning as related to oral
discourses and to introduce students to problem solving discussion.
Course emphasis is on analysis, reasoning and evidence in the applied
sense Prerequisite: SP 111 or departmental approval.

SP 214 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION: PROCESS& THEORY,
3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - This course is for students who wish to continue
their basic study of interpersonal communication beyond the introductory
communication class. Students may improve their personal communication
effectiveness through structured experiences and theory analysis.
Prerequisite SP 100 or departmental approval.
SP 215 SMALL GROUPCOMMUNICATION: PROCESS& THEORY, 3
lee hr/wk, 3 er - An in-depth concentration upon the problem
solving aspects of small group activities; process and task; leadership;
verbal and nonverbal messages in the small group; norms and roles;
conllict reduction; and decision making. Includes both theory and practice.
Prerequisite SP 100 or departmental approval.
SP 217 PERSUASION, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - A study of the crucial
factors involved in lhe process of persuasion. Examination of audience
psychology and communication strategies that enhance speaker
effectiveness Individual projects apply to principles studied.
SP 229 ORAL INTERPRETATION, 31ee hr/Wk, 3 er - The oral
interpretation of literature from the areas of prose. poetry and drama.
Students analyze specific literary works and communicate that
understanding through performance

SP 101 ORAL COMMUNICATION SKIUS, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr This course is designed to improve listening and speaking skills, with
instruction in oral reports, conference procedures and everyday
conversation. Designed for the non-transfer student.
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SP 270 PROJECTSIN PUBLIC SPEAKING, Glsc hr/wk, 3 cr This course may be taken for 1-3 credits any term and may be repealed to a
maximum of 12 credits. Students study, practice for and participate in
intercollegiate forensic activities: Debate, oratory, interpretative reading,
expository, impromptu and extemporaneous speaking. Other speech
projects designed for noncompetitive students. Prerequisite: SP 111 or
departmental approval.

SPA -

Spanish

SPA 101 FIRST YEAR SPANISH, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr
SPA 102 FIRST YEAR SPANISH, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr
SPA 103 FIRST YEAR SPANISH, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr - These
courses present the same content as SPA 150 and SPA 151 in a three term
sequence beginning fall and continuing winter and spring terms to give the
students more flexibility for placement and an extended time to learn and
practice basic Spanish. Prerequisites: For SPA 102; either SPA 101 or SPA
150; for SPA 103; SPA 102 or SPA 151
SPA 111 FIRST YEAR SPANISH CONVERSATION, 21sc hr/wk. 2
cr
SPA 112 FIRST YEAR SPANISH CONVERSATION, 21sc hr/wk, 2
cr
SPA 113 FIRST YEAR SPANISH CONVERSATION, 21sc hr/wk, 2
cr - The students reinforce and practice all the basic skills learned in
first year Spanish. The conversational formal presents a variety of
situations and opportunities to help the student gain confidence in
dialoging personal needs and opinions in Spanish Usually offered winter
and/or spring terms Prerequisite: SPA 151 or instructor approval.
SPA 150 FIRST YEAR SPANISH, Gisc hr/wk, G cr - Students
learn to pronounce, understand, speak, read and write simple Spanish
sentences in order 10 communicate basic needs. They practice basic
structures and limited vocabulary and they develop personal strategies to
begin to communicate in Spanish with confidence No prerequisites
SPA 151 FIRST YEAR SPANISH, Gisc hr/wk, G cr - Students
continue to increase first term vocabulary acquisition and skills and they
gain proficiency in the present, past and future tenses as well as the
command forms of verbs. They are encouraged to engage and initiate
Spanish dialog Prerequisite: SPA 150 or successful completion of at least
two years of recent high school Spanish.
SPA 199 SPECIAL STUDIES: SPANISH, 31sc hr/wk, 3 cr - May
be offered (usually spring term) from 1 to 3 credits, one to three hours per
week to help the student review, reinforce and practice the basic skills of
First Year Spanish. Prerequisites: SPA 103 or SPA 151, or successful
completion of two years of recent high school Spanish
SPA 201 SECONDYEAR SPANISH, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr
SPA 202 SECONDYEAR SPANISH, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr
SPA 203 SECONDYEAR SPANISH, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr - These
courses present the same content as SPA 250 and SPA 251 in a three term
sequence beginning fall and continuing winter and spring terms to give the
student more flexibility for placement and an extended time to learn and
practice Spanish Prerequisites: For SPA 201; either SPA 151, SPA 103,
three or more years of recent high school Spanish or instructor approval
For SPA 202; SPA 201, SPA 250 or instructor approval. For SPA 203; SPA
202, SPA 250 or instructor approval.
SPA 211 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH CONVERSATION 21sc hr/wk
2 cr
"
SPA 212 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH CONVERSATION, 21sc hr/wk,
2cr
SPA 213 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH CONVERSATION, 21sc hr/wk,
2 cr - In small group situations, students discuss in Spanish a variety
of topics of interest. They are encouraged to explore the cultural
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dimensions of Spanish by engaging in personal contacts with Hispanics in
the community and spontaneous sharing of their experiences with their
classmates Prerequisite: Completion of first year college Spanish or three
or more years of recent high school Spanish or instructor approval.
SPA 250 SECONDYEAR SPANISH, Glec hr/Wk, G cr - The
students continue to develop and practice Spanish language competence
and proficiency by reinforcing all basic structures and expanding
vocabulary of first year Spanish. Emphasis is on the four skills of
understanding, speaking, reading and writing Spanish. The students focus
on their personal needs in order to gain personal confidence and comfort in
Spanish. Prerequisite: Completion of first year college Spanish or three or
more years of recent high school Spanish, or instructor approval.
SPA 251 SECONDYEAR SPANISH, G lec hr/Wk, G cr - The
students further develop and practice Spanish communicative competence
and proficiency Emphasis is on the proper use of the subjunctive in order
to understand and express personal feelings and thoughts. Materials focus
on various cultural dimensions of Hispanic culture. Prerequisite: SPA 250
or four or more years of recent high school Spanish or instructor approval.
SPA 260 SPANISH:CULTURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
SPA 261 SPANISH:CULTURE, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
SPA 262 SPANISH:CULTURE, 3 lec hr/wk' 3 cr - These courses
introduce the students to contemporary life and customs of various Spanish
speaking peoples with an emphasis on cultural similarities and differences.
May be taken for less credit with instructor approval as independent study.
Prerequisite One term of second year college Spanish or instructor
approval.
SPA 270 SPANISH:lITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
SPA 271 SPANISH:LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
SPA 272 SPANISH:LITERATURE, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - The
students read and discuss in Spanish, contemporary short stories, dramas,
and poetry Each term that the course is offered, focus is on a particular
genre and Hispanic region which are subtitled in the schedule. The
students should be able to read and discuss unedited Spanish works. May
be taken for less credit as independent study Prerequisite: Completion of
second year college Spanish or instructor approval.
SPA 290 SPANISH:COMPOSITION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
SPA 291 SPANISH:COMPOSITION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr
SPA 292 SPANISH:COMPOSITION, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - These
courses are designed for advanced students who wish to review and
improve writing skills in Spanish A weekly composition with a thematic
and stylistic locus is assigned to meet individual student needs. May be
taken lor less credit as independent study. Prerequisite: Completion of
second year Spanish or instructor approval.
SPA 299 SPECIALSTUDIES: SPANISH, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course which can be taken for three or less credits and which can be
repeated lor a maximum of nine elective credits, provides the student an
opponunuy 10 do serious independent advanced study in the language.
Prerequisile Instructor approval

TA -

Th eater Arts

TA 101 INTRODUCTIONTO THE THEATER, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr An introductory course that can broaden the student's insight whether for
reading plays, viewing dramatic art in a theater or participation in the
production of theatrical works. The student will discover how and why the
theatrical event takes place from the viewpoint of actor, director, plaYNright,
designer and audience. This is a non-performance course designed to
introduce studenls 10 the world of the theater.

TA 121 FUNDAMENTALS OF ACTING TECHNIQUE, 21ec hr/Wk, 2
lab hr/Wk, 3 cr - This course introduces the technique and theories
of acting. It is organized with two hours of group activity and two hours of
lab time. Students will explore the actor's resources to develop physical and
vocal expressiveness. Experiences in the class will provide insight as to the
process of dramatic characterization and "believability" in a role.
TA 122 FUNDAMENTALS OF ACTING TECHNIQUE, 21ec hr/wk, 2
lab hr/Wk, 3 cr - Designed to help students acquire concentration
and relaxation in approaching a role. Improvisation, theater games and
guest speakers as well as individualized projects are used to improve skills
in performance. This is a continuation of TA 121 with more in-depth study.

TA 221 INTERMEDIATE ACTING TECHNIQUE, 41ec hr/wk, 3 cr
TA 222 INTERMEDIATE ACTING TECHNIQUE, 41ec hr/wk, 3 cr
TA 2231NTERMEOIATE ACTING TECHNIQUE, 41ec hr/wk, 3 cr
- More advanced classes for second year acting students. Included will
be dialect work and stylized performances.
TA 262 SCENE CRAFTS, 2 lec hrlwk, 2 lab hr/wk, 3 cr -This
course is designed to familiarize the beginning theater student with
elements of technicallheater including practice, stage set, construction set
design and stage rigging. Instruction is divided between lecture and
laboratory work to provide students with time for individualized projects.

TA 123 FUNDAMENTALS OF ACTING TECHNIQUE, 21ec hrlwk, 2
lab hr/Wk, 3 cr - A continuation of the practice skills acquired in TA
121 and TA 122. Further inquiry and utilization of knowledge and skills in
performance will be stressed.

TA 263 STAGE LIGHTING, 21ec hrlwk, 21ab hr/Wk, 3 cr -All
basic aspects of theater and studio lighting are explored in this course.
Elements of electricity, optics, stage lighting design, color in light, stage
lighting instruments and intensity controls will be discussed in depth.
Students will participate in stage laboratory activities.

TA 124 READERS THEATER, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr - Oral
interpretation techniques as applied to group reading, involving the
organization and preparation of scripts for readers theater productions
stressed in creative oral reciting, are studied. Emphasis is on verbal
interpretation of literature as opposed to the external elements of
performance (costuming, lights, sets, etc.).

TA 270 STAGE MAKE-UP, 31ec hrlwk, 3 cr - This course is
designed to introduce students to the techniques of applying stage makeup, the use 01the tools and make-up, and the procedure of analyzing the
character and theater in order to create the best make-up for each actor in
various roles on any given stage. Class time will be divided into lecture and
student make-up projects.

TA 125 IMPROVISATIONAL THEATER, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - This
course uses improvisation to allow students to become more in touch with
the body and senses as well as to express and communicate with others.
Class time includes exercise, theater games and impromptu scenes to tap
the creative potential of the human imagination.

TA 280 THEATER REHEARSALAND PERFORMANCE, 10 lab hr/Wk,
3 cr - A credit course offered to students performing in school
productions Selection is by audition only. All students in any major are
encouraged to audition and will be given equal consideration. Number of
credit hours and rehearsal hours per week will depend on the size of the
student's role. Three major productions are mounted each school year to
allow as many students to participate as possible.

TA 126 MOVEMENT FOR THE STAGE, 31ec hr/Wk, 3 cr - This
course will develop awareness and skills in movement as related to acting
and communication. In exercises and improvisations, students will explore
a variety of movement techniques to develop body awareness, relaxation
and energy levels, to create physical images and character, and to
communicate through body language. The course is offered for any
students wishing to explore expression through movement.
TA 128 BEGINNING PANTOMIME, 31ec hr/wk, 2 cr - This
course explores the art of mime in the classic, white face tradition, using
methods of improvement of muscle tone, posture, balance, and flexibility to
introduce techniques of playwriting and storytelling.
TA 161 FUNDAMENTALS OF TECHNICAL THEATER, 21ec hr/wk,
41ab hr/Wk, 4 cr •• This course is designed to familiarize the
beginning theater students with basic principles and techniques of stage
design, lighting, properties and stage management. The role of the
technician in the theater organization will also be explored. Instruction time
will be divided between lecture and laboratory to allow flexibility in student
scheduling.
TA 180 THEATER REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE, 10 lab hr/Wk,
3 cr - A credit course offered for performance in school productions.
Students must audition to be selected, and one to three credit hours will be
given depending on the role. Students will gain first-hand experience in
regard to discipline and commitment in a performance. Credit may be given
up to nine hours for three terms of performance.
TA 190 PROJECTS IN THEATER, 31ec hr/wk, 3 cr
TA 290 PROJECTS IN THEATER, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr - Students
may elect to contract with a theater arts instructor for a special project
outside the classroom. Projects might include a student directed, performed
project, performance in a community theater outside the education
environment, etc. The courses are offered in order to encourage students to
venture into an individualized project and allow maximum studentinstructor contact. One to three credits will be given depending on the
student's project.

TE -
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TE 9.052 ELECTRICAL PLANT MAINTENANCE I, 21ec hrlwk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Course will concentrate on safety, power
distribution, fusing, transformers, relays, generators and motors. Topics
include: Review of Ohm's Law, power formulas, AC power, RMS values,
peak voltage, single-phase and power frequency. Content will also cover:
Single-phase, two-phase, three-phase power, power distribution diagrams,
fundamentals of circuit protection, safety with heavy power loads, magnetic
devices, direct current generators and motors, alternating current
generators and motors, and other basic power converters.
TE 9.052AA ELECTRICAL PLANT MAINTENANCE II, 3 lec hrlwk,
This course is an extensive analysis of typical industrial
equipment (both control and power circuits) with emphasis on principles of
operation and troubleshooting. Specific subjects are transformers,
generators, AC and DC motors, safety hazards, control circuits, mag
starters and power factor correction. Prerequisite: TE 9.052 Electrical Plant
Maintenance I.

2 cr -

TE 9.058 LOW ENERGY ELECTRICAL, 10 lec hr/wk, 1 cr - The
purpose of this course is to provide the student with the definitions of code
as they pertain to low voltage systems. Content will also cover branch
circuits, feeder calculations and safety. This is a preparation class for taking
the state exam for low energy electrical license.
TE 9.061 NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE, 31ec hr/Wk, 2 cr The purpose of this course is to familiarize licensed electricians and to
fulfill state requirements for conlinuing education for license renewal. This
course also prepares candidates for the state electrical license exam as
prescribed by the Oregon State Building Codes Division.
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TE 9.061AB NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE CHANGES, 10 lec hr/wk,
This course is designed to provide Oregon State licensed
electricians with the current National Electric Code requirements as
prescribed by the Oregon State Building Codes Department of Commerce,
Electrical section.
1 cr -

TE 9.069 NEC BLUEPRINT READING, 3 lec hr/wk, 2 cr - This
class is designed to provide fundamental knowledge of electrical blueprints.
The course will include single and multi-family dwellings, and commercial
and industrial application of blueprint reading. Emphasis is on how to
determine loads, grounding and component applications.
TE 9.074 INDUSTRIAL HAZARDOUSCHEMICAL SAFETY, 10 lec hrl
wk, 1 cr - The purpose of this course is to provide the industrial
maintenance mechanics with the knowledge of chemical hazards, controls,
resources and references needed to work safely with chemicals. This is a
one day class.
TE 9.083 NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE, ADVANCED, 31ec hr/wk, 2
cr - Designed to prepare electrical journeymen for their initial electrical
supervisor's license as prescribed by the Oregon State Building Codes
Department of Commerce, Electrical section.
TE 9.090 ELECTRICAL ESTIMATING I, 3 lec hr/wk, 2 cr Provides journeymen electricians fundamental skill and knowledge on how
to properly estimate electrical installation. The course will cover terms,
participants, estimator, price, estimate, competition and the bid award.
TE 9.090AA ELECTRICAL FIELD JOB MANAGEMENT, 31ec hr/Wk,
2 cr - Provides the student with advanced skill and knowledge on how
to properly estimate electrical installation. It will include job management
techniques for the electrical contractor with emphasis on field operation.
TE 9.091 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING, 21ec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/Wk,
2 cr - The purpose of this course is to provide to Journeyman
Electricians and other interested persons, the basic essential ingredients of
electrical contracting. Particular emphasis will be on start-up of small
commercial and residential electrical firms.
TE 9.107 SOLID STATE DEVICES, 31ec hr/wk, 2 cr - The
various types of solid state devices and some practical application of these
devices are covered. Includes a review of semi-eonductor theory,
transistors, thyristor family and opto-electronic devices. Emphasis on
maintenance of electrical circuits will be included for working electricians.
Prerequisites: OEM 20, TE 9.610, TE 9.611, TE 9.612 and TE 9.613.
TE 9.114 TRANSPORT REFRIGERATION I (THERMO-KING), llec
br/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr - Covers the refrigeration cycle for
Thermo-King refrigeration units. Emphasis will be on theory, component
descriptions, control circuits, refrigerants and refrigerant oils, application
principles, and troubleshooting. Prerequisite: TE 9.242.

TE 9.115 TRANSPORT REFRIGERATION II (THERMO·KING), llec
hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This is an advanced course that will
cover the electrical components and their application principles of how they
relate to the refrigeration cycle of Thermo-King refrigeration units, and
troubleshooting. Prerequisite: TE 9.114.
TE 9.121 BASIC PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS, 21ec hr/wk, 1
lab hrlwk, 2 cr - The course will develop the student's basic
understanding of the complete operatiop of a variety of programmable
controllers. The applications, operations and programming of P.C.s are the
three main areas of study with the main emphasis on programming.
TE 9.121AA ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE CONTROUERS, 21ec
hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course is the second course in a
series of two classes covering programmable controllers. This course
continues to build the serviceman's basics for various manufacturers
proprietary system design and application of programmable controllers.
Prerequisite: TE 9.121.
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TE 9.122AA ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION I, 21ec hriwk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This is the first course in a series of four courses
dealing with Electrical Power Generation. This course will cover
introduction, safety, fundamentals of electricity, DC generators, DC motors,
AC generators and AC motors. These courses are designed for electrical
power generation service mechanics and other personnel who work in this
field.
TE 9.123 ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION II, 21ec hrlwk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This is the second course in a series of four courses
dealing with Electrical Power Generation. This course will cover repair
procedures, tools and test equipment, soldering, inspection and
troubleshooting, disassembly and reassembly, insulating windings and
commutators collection rings. Prerequisite: TE 9.122AA.
TE 9.124 ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION III, 21ec hrlwk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This is the third course in a series of four courses
dealing with Electrical Power Generation. This course will cover
troubleshooting procedures, computing loads, selecting appropriate
generators, balancing loads, cable size applications and paralleling
generator sets. Prerequisite: TE 9.123.
TE 9.125 ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION IV, 21ec hrlwk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 er - This is the fourth and final course in the series of
four courses dealing with Electrical Power Generation. This course will
cover diagnostic procedures and repair, electrical circuit diagrams, DC
generators, DC motors, AC generators, AC induction motors, AC wound
rotor motors, AC synchronous, AC repulsion induction, AC split phase
capacitor start transformer capacitor motors and DC and AC controllers.
Prerequisite TE 9.124.
TE 9.133 BLUEPRINT READING FOR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
PART I, 3 lee hr/wk, 2 cr - The purpose of this course is to provide
the student with fundamental skills and knowledge to read, understand and
interpret drawings and specifications for general construction, both
residential and commercial.
TE 9.133AA BLUEPRINT READING FOR GENERALCONSTRUCTION
PART II, 3 lee hr/wk, 2 cr - The purpose of this course is to
provide students with reading and estimating from blueprints of general
construction projects. Prerequisite: TE 9.133.
TE 9.139AA RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL BUILDING
MAINTENANCE, 1 lee hr/wk, 2 lab hr Iwk, 2 cr - The purpose of
this course is to acquaint entry level maintenance personnel with skills and
tools required to perform general maintenance, and to broaden the scope of
knowledge of experienced maintenance personnel.
TE 9.143AA ELECTRICAL MOTOR DRIVE SYSTEM, 21ec hr/wk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course will develop the students basic
understanding 01a variety of electrical motor drive mechanisms. Included
are single and three phase motors, variable speed, controlled speed, and
constant speed drive mechanisms.

TE 9.145 ELECTRICAL MOTOR CONTROLS, 2 lec hrlwk, 1 lab hrl
wk, 2 er - This course will provide the knowledge and skills needed to
service electric molars. Focus will be on the operation and installation of
control systems, specifically motor starters and controllers.
TE 9.151 PNEUMATIC CONTROLS, 2 lec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr
- The purpose 01this course is to provide HVAC service technicians with
the proper methods of diagnosing malfunctions in Honeywell, Johnson and
Robert Shaw control systems. It will include elements of pneumatic
systems, valve assemblies, dampers, controllers, thermostats, sensors,
relays and air supply equipment. Prerequisites: TE 9.244, TE 9.246M.
TE 9.152 INTRODUCTION TO MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR, 1 lec
hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - The purpose of this course is to provide
the student with the characteristics of common household appliances. The
course will cover operation and basic repair of the following: Ranges,
dishwashers, garbage disposals, range hoods, refrigerators, washers and
dryers, and water heaters.

TE 1.152AA MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR: WASHERS AND DRYERS,
1 lie hr/Wk, 21ab hr/ wk, 2 er - The purpose of this course is to
provide the student with skills in the repair and troubleshooting of washers
and dryers. This course will cover the basic operation, troubleshooting,
assembly and safety of washers and dryers.
TE 9.152AB MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR: ELECTRICALRANGES, 1
lie hr/Wk, 2 lab hrlw k, 2 cr - The purpose of this course is to
provide the student with skills in the repair and troubleshooting of electrical
ranges. This course will cover the basic operation, troubleshooting,
assembly and safety of electrical ranges.
TE 9.152AC MAJOR APPLIANCE REPAIR: REFRIGERATORSAND
FREUERS, 1 18C hrlwk, 2 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - The purpose of this
course is to provide the student with skills in the repair and troubleshooting
of refrigerators/freezers. This course will cover the basic operation,
troubleshooting, assembly and safety of refrigerators/freezers.
TE 9.153 REFRIGERATION AMMONIA SYSTEMS, 218C hr/wk, 1
lab hr/Wk, 2 cr - This course is an introduction to ammonia
refrigeration. The course includes components, cycle of operation,
principles of service and maintenance. Topics discussed are: Safety,
principles of ammonia vs. freon, cycle of operation, component operation,
preventive maintenance, and troubleshooting techniques.
TE 9.153AA REFRIGERATION AMMONIA SYSTEMS II, 218c hr/wk,
1 lab hrlwk, 2 cr - This course continues the application of
refrigeration principles applied to commercial ammonia systems. Topics
discussed are: Review of safety, lubrication - oil problems, cooling units,
condensers and receivers and purging of ammonia refrigeration systems.
Prerequisite: TE 9.153.
TE 9.155 BASIC LOCK SERVICE AND REPAIR, 21ec hr/wk, 11ab
hr/wk, 2 cr - Basic Lock Service and Repair is a class designed for
introducing building maintenance personnel to the area of locks and related
hardware. Due to the short length of the course, we will not be able to get
into much detail on anyone subject. However, if there are areas that are of
specific interest to all students, we can alter the class accordingly. This
course will give the student basic knowledge of servicing locks but will
NOT cover the sensitive area of picking locks
IE 9.156AA COMMERCIAL LOCK SERVICE AND REPAIR, 21ec hr/
wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This is the second course in a sequence of
lock service and repair classes and designed for building maintenance
personnel who maintain commercial locks and related hardware. The
course will concentrate on four areas of locksmithing: Basic operating
principles of cylinders, types of locking mechanisms, desk type locks, and
master key systems. Prerequisite: TE 9.155.
TE 9.159 FIRST AID FOR INDUSTRY, 81ec hr/wk, 1 cr - This
course provides Red Cross multi-media first aid procedures. It is
recommended for all commercial and industrial people.
TE 9.160 CPR FOR INDUSTRY, 810c hr/wk, 1 cr Cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedures and techniques of artificial
respiration and manual artificial circulation that are recommended for use in
cases of cardiac arrest are covered.
TE 9.161AA INTRODUCTION TO BOILERS, 210c hr/wk, 1 lab hr/
wk, 2 cr - Covers boiler propulsion, process heating and comfort
heating, types of boilers and limitations, principles of combustion, boiler
water treatment and fire side equipment. Principles of maintenance and
diagnostic procedures will also be included. This course will also cover the
properties of steam systems, hot water and process systems, steam traps,
condensate returns, distribution, characteristics of water and control valves,
safety systems and assorted components for equipment operation.
Diagnostic procedures and maintenance principles will be included.

TE 9.163 BOILERS: ELECTRICAL CONTROLSYSTEMS, 2 18e hr/
wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Covers operation of boilers and burner
control systems, and will include limit controls, fuel flow control valves,
primary controls and programming controls. Service mechanics will be able
to use control system schematic diagrams and troubleshoot control
systems. The controls discussed will be those directly connected to the
boiler and burner. Prerequisites: TE 9.161AA.
TE 9.233 ADVANCED OIL BURNERS, 218C hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2
cr - This course is the second course on oil furnace service and will
cover oil flame combustion testing, chimney lining, inducers and
regulators. Electricity, meter use, wiring connections, controls, stats,
motors, fan couplings, pumps, nozzles, tank connections, pipe flaring,
service procedures and troubleshooting techniques are also included. Lab
will be hands-on experiences. Prerequisite: TE 9.234.
IE 9.234 OIL FURNACE SERVICE, 210c hrlwk, 1 lab hrlwk, 2 cr
- Covers oil burner service and installation procedures, fuel oil
principles, motors, fan couplings, nozzles, transformers, burner
construction, pumps, controls and troubleshooting procedures.
Prerequisite TE 9610
TE 9.237 REFRIGERATION ELECTRICAL I, 218C hr/wk, 1 lab hr/
wk, 2 cr - This course covers basic electrical theory, wiring, symbols
and schematics for circuits, meters, AC current, single and three-phase
motors Power distribution systems, motor protection and troubleshooting
procedures are included. Prerequisite: Algebra or the ability to solve
mathematical problems using formulas.
TE 9.238 REFRIGERATION ELECTRICAL II, 2 loc hrlwk, 1 lab hr/
wk, 2 cr - This course builds on knowledge and skills developed in
Refrigeration Electrical I, focusing on contactors. relays, overloads, electric
control devices and the procedure for troubleshooting these systems. Solid
state controls and systems are introduced. Prerequisite: TE 9.237.
TE 9.239 REFRIGERATION ELECTRICAL III, 218C hr/wk, 1lab hr/
wk, 2 cr - This is an advanced course that applies the theory and
skills learned in Refrigeration Electrical I and II for the electrical system in
heating and cooling Eflective troubleshooting of these systems is stressed
to prepare students to effectively use their time in servicing and maintaining
heating/cooling equipment. Introduction of solid state components is
included in this course Prerequisite: TE 9.238.
TE 9.240 REFRIGERATION ELECTRICAL IV, 31ab hr/wk, 2 cr This is the fourth course in a series of four Refrigeration Electrical classes.
This advanced course will cover electrical schematics, electrical symbols
and legends, system components and application, test instruments, use and
care and applications Also included are manufacturer's schematics and
troubleshooting solulions Prerequisite: TE 9.239.
IE 9.242 REFRIGERATION I, 210c hrlwk, 1 lab hrlwk, 2 cr Course will cover refrigeration principles and different basic cycles which
include heat, heat transfer, temperature, basic physics laws and gas laws.
Temperature-pressure relationships are emphasized. Lab projects will
include tools, instruments and equipment utilized in piping, such as flaring,
bending, silver brazing, etc.
IE 9.243 REFRIGERATION II, 210c hrlwk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr This course will cover refrigeration principles of heat transfer and basic
physics laws and gas laws as they relate to the refrigeration and airconditioning industry Lab projects will include principles of charging and
evacuation Prerequisite: TE 9.242.
TE 9.244 REFRIGERATION III, 210c hr/wk, 1 lab hrlwk, 2 cr This course will cover and analyze the operation of refrigeration system
components, which will include compressors, condensers, evaporators,
piping and controls Lab projects will cover demonstration of system
components and compressor tesling methods, which includes charging and
evacuation methods Prerequisite: TE 9.243.
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TE 9.245 REFRIGERATION IV, 11ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr This course will cover the characteristics of refrigerants and Mollier
diagrams. Refrigerant system applications, such as high, medium and low
temperature systems are covered as are lubrication systems, types of oils,
leak testing and basic troubleshooting procedures. Prerequisite: TE 9.244.
TE 9.246 REFRIGERATION V, 11ec hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr This is an advanced course that appl ies the theory and skills learned in
Refrigeration I through IV to the study of heat gainlheatloss, calculations
for proper equipment capacities for heating as well as cooling equipment
sizes. How to determine balance point for heat pump applications is
included. Prerequisite: TE 9.245.
TE 9.246A8 SHOp· COMMERCIAL/REFRIGERATlON, 11ec hr/wk,
21ab hr/wk, 2 cr - The purpose of this course is to provide the
student with advanced skills and knowledge in the area of refrigeration
installation, servicing and troubleshooting. The course will cover
evacuating, dehydrating, determining initial charge, inspection and
recording proper operation of the system. Super heat and expansion valve
operation will be covered. This is a practical lab class on HVAC systems.
Prerequisite: TE 9.246AA.
TE 9.246AC SHOP • INDUSTRIAL REFRIGERATION, 11ec hr/wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - The purpose of this course is to provide the student
with advanced knowledge in industrial heating ventilation and airconditioning as it relates to an industrial setting. The subjects covered are:
Air balance, hydronics, variable volume and constant volume systems
Prerequisite: TE 9.246AB.
TE 9.246AD SHOp· COMMERCIAL/lNDUSTRIAL AIR·
CONDITIONING AND HEATING, 11ec hr /Wk, 21ab hr/wk, 2 cr The purpose of this course is to advance skills and knowledge for the
refrigeration/HVAC service person to service and repair industrial airconditioning systems. To include: Ducts, air flow, noise, heat load and
calculations. Prerequisite: TE 9.246AC.
TE 9.246AE SHOp· RESIDENTIAL/REFRIGERATION, 2 lec hr/wk,
1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This is an advanced course that applies the theory
and skills learned in Refrigeration I through V. The student will service
refrigerators, freezersand window air-conditioners in a lab setting.
Prerequisite: TE 9.246.
TE 9.247AA REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR OPERATION &
SERVICE, 2 lec hr/wk, 1 lab h r/wk, 2 cr - This is a new course
to inform refrigeration service personnel of changes in the HVAC/R
industry. The course will cover compressor types and applications,
compressor selection and sizing, advanced compressor designs, preventive
maintenance, auxiliary system components, thermal expansion valves,
system troubleshooting evacuation and dehydration, cleaning new
installation and burnouts, safety and cycles.
TE 9.250 HEAT PUMPS, 21ec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr -The
purpose of this course is to familiarize the HVAC service technician with the
operation and service requirements of heat pumps. The course will
demonstrate the application and understanding of the test equipment
required to service the heat pumps. The ability to understand the function
of the control system required for operation of the heat pump system will
also be included. Prerequisite: TE 9.244
TE 9.250AA HEAT PUMPS II, 21ec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr This course will cover applications, installations and electrical controls of
heat pumps. Troubleshooting techniques will also be covered.
Prerequisite: TE 9.246, TE 9.250
TE 9.253 NATURAL GAS EQUIPMENT I, 21ec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk,
2 cr - Covers natural gas and its properties, pressures, piping and
essential components of gas fired equipment and their functions. The
course will aid maintenance mechanics in diagnosing problems and
appropriate service techniques.
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TE 9.253AA NATURALGAS EQUIPMENT II, 21ec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/
wk, 2 cr - This course will provide background information to help the
service mechanic diagnose problems and become more competenl. Itwill
cover natural gas burners, heat exchangers, controls, and essential
components of gas fired equipment and their functions. Prerequisite: TE
9.253
TE 9.610 ELECTRICALI: 1ST YEAR, 1ST TERM, 21ec hrlwk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr •• Basic math for electrical applications, electron
theory, Ohm's law, series circuits, parallel circuits and series parallel
circuits are the topics of this course. When dealing with the above circuits,
the values of voltage, amperage, resistance and power will be computed.
Also covers electrical energy, electrical power, electrical conductor and wire
size, and voltage across conductors.
TE 9.611 ELECTRICALII: 1ST YEAR, 2ND TERM, 21ec hr/wk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course will cover the theory of magnets and
magnetic fields and electro magnetism. Also, the generation of electro
motor force, AC and DC, AC and DC motor principles, basic transformer
theory and connection. Part of the term will be allotted to lab time which
will cover the operation and use of electrical metering and testing devices
used to analyze and troubleshoot the above subject matter. Prerequisite: TE
9610
TE 9.612 ELECTRICAL III: 1ST YEAR, 3RD TERM, 21ec hr/wk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course will cover lighting fundamentals which
include high intensity discharge, fluorescent type and incandescent
systems Also, blueprint reading fuses and over-eurrent protection devices.
Batteries will also be covered. Introduction to NEC and basic related
subject matter will be included. Prerequisite: TE 9.611.
TE 9.613 ELECTRICALIV: 2ND YEAR, 1ST TERM, 21ec hr/wk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Subjects covered include: Use of AC measure
instruments. transformer theory, review of Ohm's law, AC motor theory and
motor controls and general installation requirements to meet code
specifications Prerequisite: TE 9612.
TE 9.614 ELECTRICALV: 2ND YEAR, 2ND TERM, 11ec hr/wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 2 cr .• Subjects covered include: Appliances. branch
circuits. calculations, services, DC motor control circuits and calculations.
Code requirements are covered in detail. Prerequisite: TE 9.613.
TE 9.615 ELECTRICALVI: 2ND YEAR, 3RD TERM, 1 lec hr/wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Subjects covered include: Residential and
commercial Iighting and fixtures. Cranes and hoists, emergency systems
and power circuiting in various locations. This term is basically a code
class covering the NEC requirements of the above subjects. Prerequisite:
TE 9614
TE 9.616 ELECTRICALVII: 3RD YEAR, 1ST TERM, 21ec hr/wk, 1
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Covers the theory of alternating current and power.
Topics included will be Alternating current, resistance in AC circuits,
inductance and inductive reactance, capacitance and capacitive reactance,
power tacior correction, power in AC circuits, vector analysis and three
phase connections and calculations Prerequisite: TE 9.615.
TE 9.617 ELECTRICALVIII: 3RD YEAR, 2ND TERM, 1 lec hr/Wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Course will cover the principles of installation and
equipment design Topics will include: Introduction to hazardous locations,
Class I, II, III installations, commercial garages-repair and storage, aircraft
hangars, gasoline dispensing and service stations, bulk storage plants,
finishing processes and health care facilities. Prerequisite: TE 9.616
Electrical VII.
TE 9.618 ELECTRICALIX: 3RD YEAR, 3RD TERM, 1 lec hr/wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - Course will cover motor and machine controls.
Topics include Fundamentals of motor control, control of motor starting,
control components, programmable controllers, pilot devices, control
circuit diagrams solid state logic and diagrams, development of control
circuits, troubleshooting electrical controls, meter calculations and material
estimates. Prerequisite: TE 9617.

TE 9.619 ElECTRICAL X: 4TH YEAR, 1ST TERM, 21ac hr/wk, 1
lab hr/Wk. 2 cr •• Course will include a review of important code
sections, transformer applications and hookup, SCR control circuit design
and layout, troubleshooting, voltage drop calculations. feeder-circuit
breaker and load calculations in industry. Topics include: Cable trays,
nonmetallic extensions, underplaster extensions. surface metal raceways,
multi-outlet assembly, underfloor raceways, cellular metal floor raceways.
cellular concrete floor raceways, flat conductor cable and manufactured
wiring systems. Prerequisite: TE 9.618. year, 3rd term.
TE 9.620 ELECTRICALXI: 4TH YEAR, 2ND TERM, 1 lac hr/wk, 2
lab hr/Wk. 2 cr - Course will cover the second part of reviewing
important code sections, transformers, SCR controls, troubleshooting.
calculations on voltage drop, feeder-circuit breakers and loads. Topics
include: Busways, cablebus, switches, switchboards and panelboarcs, high
voltage equipment and installation and the electrical systems used in
theaters and assembly halls. Prerequisite: TE 9.619.
TE 9.650 RSES: REFRIGERATIONI, 31ac hr/wk, 6 cr Introduction to refrigeration and air-conditioning principles. Includes basic
physics, heat transfer, refrigerants and compression cycles. Also covers
refrigerant oils and components. Prerequisite: RSES Membership.
TE 9.651 RSES:REFRIGERATIONII, 31ac hr/wk, 6 cr - This
course covers application of pressure and enthalpy diagrams, estimating
heat loads, compressor application and cooling characteristics. Refrigerant
components and electric motor capacitors and protectors, defrosting
methods and system piping are also included. Prerequisite: RSES
membership.

emphasis on maintenance, heat distribution, pumps, piping design and
sizing; hydronic systems with emphasis on service, maintenance on
balancing devices, flow meters, components, automatic reset devices,
valves and flow switches; energy conservation with emphasis on skill in
safety and codes Prerequisite: RSESmembership.
TE 9.658 RSES:HEATINGIII, 21ac hr/Wk, 1 lab hr/Wk. 6 cr This course covers the third phase of heating systems. Topics will include:
Oil burners, gas burners, electric heating systems and hydronic systems.
There will be an emphasis on techniques to service and repair oil, gas,
electric and hydronic burner controls Prerequisite: RSESmembership.
TE 9.659 RSES: SHOP, 1 lac hr/wk, 21ab hr/wk, 6 cr -The
assembly of a complete refrigeration system is covered. Topics will include:
Tools, techniques of soldering, utilizing appropriate test equipment,
installation and assembly procedures. Prerequisite: RSESmembership.
TE 9.660 RSES:CONTROLSI, 1 lac hr/wk, 2 lab hr/wk. 6 cr
TE 9.660AA RSES:CONTROLSII, 1 lac hr/Wk. 2 lab hr/Wk. 6 cr
- This course covers pneumatic control fundamentals, components,
applications, installation and service. Students will be acquainted with
pneumatic control terminology; the different pneumatic control systems and
components; the function of various types of controllers; the operation of
various pneumatic components; and the application and function of various
control systems Prerequisite RSESmembership.
TE 9.661 RSES:HEAT PUMPS, 3 lec hr/wk, 6 cr - This course
covers heat pump fundamentals, including heat loss gain, principles and
applications, flow controls. wiring diagrams, schematics, component
operation characteristics and service and repair procedures. Prerequisite:
RSESmembership

TE 9.652 RSES: REFRIGERATIONIII, 3 lac hr/wk, 6 cr -This
course covers air conditioning systems, basic heat pump theory,
introduction to controls, properties of air psychrometries, air distribution,
heat transfer coils, computer room environmental controls, economizer
systems, compressor replacement and system evacuation, and
troubleshooting principles. Prerequisite: RSES Membership

TE 9.683 BASIC RIGGING, 3 lec hr/wk, 2 cr - The purpose of
this course IS to provide the industrial maintenance person with basic
rigging safely skills, utilizing wire rope, fiber rope, chain, shackles,
comealonos, hooks, glomers and plate clamps, and cranes and booms.

TE 9.653 RSES: ELECTRICITY', 31ac hr/wk, 6 cr Fundamentals in concepts of electricity, including circuits, resistors,
instrument test equipment operation, wiring characteristics, symbols and
interpretation of wiring diagrams are covered. Prerequisite: RSES
membership.

TE 9.688 ElECTRICAL/CALCULATIONSAND PLANNING(DESIGN)I.
21ec hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course is designed to
provide journeymen or supervising electricians with the skills necessary to
calculale and plan electrical installations to the satisfaction of the national
electric code. appropriate to the users needs and cost effectively.

TE 9.654 RSES: ELECTRICITY II, 3 lac hr/wk, 6 cr - This course
covers introduction to AC electricity, including schematics, wiring circuits,
single-phase motors, inductance and capacitance. Protective devices,
transformers, testing and repair procedures, and troubleshooting
procedures on the refrigeration system are also covered. Prerequisite: RSES
membership.
TE 9.655 RSES: ElECTRICITY III, 31ac hr/wk, 6 cr - The
purpose of this course is to provide the student with principles of basic
electronics, solid state components and circuits. It will include lube oil
protection, AC circuits and wiring methods, cooling controls, electric code,
comfort systems and troubleshooting methods. Prerequisite RSES
membership.
TE 9.656 RSES: HEATING I, 2 lac hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 6 cr This course covers the foundation principles of heating systems Topics
will include: Heat flow, heat loss, principles of gas. oil, resistance heating
hydronic and radiant systems. Emphasis will be on components and
operation characteristics in regard to their appropriate systems.
Prerequisites: RSESmembership.
TE 9.657 RSES: HEATING II, 2 lac hr/wk, 1 lab hr/wk, 6 cr This course covers the second phase of heating systems. Topics will
include: Calculations of heat loads for oil, gas, electric, and hydronic
heating systems. Emphasis will be on oil burners, gas burners, electric
systems. Heating controls with emphasis on oil, gas, and electric/
resistance heating systems; boiler installation (steam and hot water) with

VS - Veterinary Science
Technology and Animal
Husbandry
VS 8.100AA INTRO TO VETERINARYTECHNOLOGY. 21ac hr/Wk. 2
cr - This is an introductory course designed to teach the first term
student about the job of the veterinary technician. This will illustrate that the
course work is both practical and necessary. Prerequisite: First year
standing in the Veterinary Technology Program.
VS 8.101AA ANIMAL NURSINGAND RESTRAINT, 21ac hr/Wk, 2
lab hr/wk, 2 cr - This course is designed to teach nursing techniques
and principles of restraint of dogs, cats, horses, cattle, sheep, birds and
laboratory animals Emphasis will be given to techniques to maximize the
safety aspect of restraint to both the handler and to the animal patient.
Prerequisites First year standing in the Veterinary Technology Program
and VS 8.1OOAA
VS 8.102AA VETERINARY MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY, 21ac hr/Wk.
2 cr - Acquaints the student with medical word parts, abbreviations and
basic terms along with a basic knowledge of word construction.
Prerequisites First year standing in the Veterinary Technology Program or
instructor's permission
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VS 8.105 COMPARATIVE VETERINARY ANATOMY AND
PHYSIOLOGY I, 310e hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 4 er
VS 8.106 COMPARATIVE VETERINARY ANATOMY AND
PHYSIOLOGY II, 3 loc hr/wk, 41ab hr/wk, 4 cr - Through
lectures and laboratory exercises, the form and function of animal bodies
and their anatomical and physiological differences between selected
species are studied. In the laboratory, study skeletons and cadaver
specimens are dissected. Prerequisites: First year standing in the
Veterinary Technology Program. For VS B.1OS,prerequisites are AG 9.B11,
BI100and CH 104. ForVS B106, the prerequisite isVS 8.105.
VS 8.115 ANIMAL HEALTH RECORDS SYSTEM, 210c hr/wk, 2 cr
- An introduction to the basic types of veterinary medical records,
admitting procedures, history taking, record maintenance for both in/out
patient and kennel records; follow-up and discharge procedures on filing
and record retention. Basic computer usage in veterinary medicine will also
be covered.
VS 8.116 VETERINARY PARASITOLOGY, 310e hr/wk, 21ab hr/
wk, 3 cr - The lecture portion of this course is an introduction to the
life cycles, modes of transmission, geographical distribution and diseases
associated with each parasite. In the laboratory, identification is made
using prepared slides and collected specimens. Prerequisites: First year
standing in the Veterinary Technology Program and BI1 00
VS 8.117 RADIATION SAFETY, 210c hr/Wk, 2 er -An
introduction to x-radiation and the safety principles involved with the usage
of x-ray machines are taught. Prerequisites: First year standing in the
Veterinary Technology program or current employment in a veterinary
hospital or clinic doing x-ray work.
VS 8.119 PHARMACEUTICAL MATHEMATICS, 1 loe hr/wk, 1 er
- This is an introductory course in mathematics as applied to
pharmacology. Unit conversions, solutions and percentage calculations,
and drug dosage calculations are taught.
VS 8.201 ANESTHESIOLOGY, SURGICAL AND MEDICAL NURSING I,
210c hr/wk, 41ab h r/wk, 4 cr - An introduction to basic
anesthetic agents, the use and operation of allied machines, monitoring and
care of the anesthetized animal patient, and the preoperative considerations
and duties of the veterinary technician for both surgery and anesthesia.
Prerequisites: Second year standing in the Veterinary Technology program,
VS B.105, VS B.106, MLT 5.B01 and MLT 5.B02.
VS 8.202 ANESTHESIOLOGY, SURGICAL AND MEDICAL NURSING
II, 2 loc hrlwk, 41ab hr/wk, 4 cr - A continuation of basic
anesthetic agents, the use and operation of allied machines, surgical
monitoring, surgical assistance, preoperative and post-operative animal
care, instrument identification and the veterinary technician's role in special
surgical procedures. This course also covers laboratory animal diseases
and procedures. Prerequisite: VS B.201.
VS 8.203 VETERINARY PROCEDURES SEMINAR, 210c hr/wk, 4
lab hrlwk, 4 cr - This seminar allows students to individually discuss
topics of special interest. This course also covers the special skills areas of
technician training, such as electrocardiography, bandaging, diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures. Prerequisite: VS B202.
VS 8.207 PUBLIC HEALTH AND SANITATION, 21ec hr/wk, 2 cr
- This course will cover the principles of public health and sanitation as
they apply to veterinary medicine and the veterinary technician. Emphasis
will be given to epidemiology, public health principles and regulations,
zoonoses, and meat and food hygiene. Prerequisites: MLT 5.B01 and MLT
5.B02. This course is also open to graduate veterinary technicians as a
continuing education course.
VS 8.208AA SMALL ANIMAL DISEASES, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 cr This course teaches the students about the important diseases and disease
processes which occur in small animals. The cause, pathogenesis, clinical
signs, treatment and prevention of each disease will be covered.
Prerequisites: VS B.105, VS B.106, VS B209AA, MLT 5.B01 and MLT
5.802.
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VS 8.209AA VETERINARY PHARMACOLOGY, 41ec hr/wk, 4 cr
- This class introduces the student to general pharmacological
principles, drugs, and classification of agents used in veterinary medicine.
Pharmaceutical mathematics and dosage procedures are also taught.
Prerequisites: VS B.105, VS B.106, VS B.116, VS 8.119, CH 104, CH 105,
CH 106, MLT 5.B01 and MLT 5.B02.
VS 8.210 ANIMAL NUTRITION, 2 lec hrlwk, 2 cr - This class
introduces the student to the basic principles of nutrition as applied to
animals, the preparation of various feeds and their uses, and their economic
importance Care and handling of orphaned animals and special
prescription diets will also be covered. Prerequisites: CH 104, CH 105, CH
106, VS B105, VS B.106, AG 9.B11.
VS 8.211 APPLIED RADIOGRAPHY, 21ec hrlwk, 3 lab hrlwk, 3
cr - This course teaches the practical application of radiography in the
veterinary profession, such as the operation and uses of x-ray machines,
the care and development of films, and radiographic positioning of animals.
Prerequisites: Second year standing in the Veterinary Technology Program
and VS B105, VS B.106 and VS B.115.
VS 8.213 LARGE ANIMAL DISEASES, 3 lec hr/wk, 3 lab hrlwk, 4
er - This course teaches the students about the important diseases and
disease processes, and obstetrics, as they occur in large animals. The
cause, pathogenesis, clinical signs, treatment and prevention of each
disease will be covered. Large animal treatment procedures will also be
included in the laboratory portion of the course. Prerequisites: VS 8.105,
VS B106, VS B209AA, MLT 5.B01 and MLT 5.B02.
VS 8.280AA COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: CLINIC I, 161ab hrlwk, 4
er
VS 8.280AC COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: CLINIC II, 161ab hr/wk,
4 er
VS 8.280AE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: CLINIC III, 161ab hrlwk,
4 er
VS 8.280AG COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: CLINIC IV, 161ab hrlwk,
4 er - This is an opportunity for the students to put into actual practice,
in a veterinary clinical situation, the skills and techniques they have learned
in the classroom and laboratory. It is an introduction to all phases of
veterinary medicine and veterinary clinical practice. Students are assigned
to various veterinary clinics in the local area and around the state, provided
the clinic is part of the Cooperative Education program. Emphasis is given
in the clinics to areas in which the student has had prior course work. Each
student is given a "Task Accomplishment Sheet" each term listing the tasks
he/she is expected to accomplish during the clinical rotation. Students are
enrolled in this class during three of the seven terms in the program.
Specific experiences are in small animal clinics or mixed (small and large)
animal clinics (two of the three terms must be at the aforementioned types
of clinics), and a special clinic, which could include a rotation at the Zoo,
Oregon Health Sciences University, USDA Veterinary Services Division, a
veterinary clinical laboratory, a large animal practice, or an equine practice.
Prerequisites: Completion of all courses in the first year of the Veterinary
Technology Program curriculum.

WLO -

Welding

WLD 3.101 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (E7024 & E7014) &
OXY·ACETYLENE CUT, 25 lab hrlwk, 4 cr - This course covers
uses, safety, nomenclature, equipment operation, and set-up and shutdown
procedures for S.M.AW. and OAA.
WLD 3.102 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING: MILD STEal (E6010
& EGOll), 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr
WLD 3.103 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING: MILD STEall
IEG010 & E601l I, 25 lab hr/w k, 4 cr
WLD 3.104 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING: MILD STEalll
(EGOll & EG010), 25 lab hrl wk, 4 cr - These modules are

designed to develop knowledge and manipulative skills in the use of '601 0
& E6011 mild steel electrodes when performing various welds in the
following positions: Flat and horizontal (WLD 3.102) vertical (WLD 3.103),
and overhead (WLD 3.104).
WlD 3.105 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING: MILD STEEL IV
(E7018), 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr
WlD 3.106 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING: MILD STEEL V
(E7018), 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr - These modules are designed to
develop knowledge and manipulative skills in the use of E7018 mild steel
electrodes when performing various welds in the following positions: Flat,
horizontal and vertical (WLD 3.105) and vertical and overhead (WLD
3.106).
WlD 3.107 MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRODES & ADVANCED
POSITIONS, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr - This module is designed to
develop knowledge and manipulative skills in the use of a variety of
electrodes when welding complex joint experience in welding positions.
WlD 3.201 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING: MILD STEEL, 25 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - This module is designed to develop knowledge and
manipulative skills while welding common joints in all positions in mild
steel with the G.TAW. process.
WlD 3.202 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING: ALUMINUM. 25 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - This module is designed to develop knowledge and
manipulative skills while welding common joints in all positions on
aluminum with the G.TAW. process.
WlD 3.203 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING: STAINLESS STEEL, 25
lab hr/Wk, 4 er - This module is designed to develop knowledge and
manipulative skills while welding common joints in all positions on
stainless steel with the G.TAW. process.
WlD 3.204 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING: PIPE I, 25 lab hr/wk. 4
cr - This module is designed to develop knowledge and manipulative
skills required to weld mild steel pipe in all positions using the G.TAW.
process.
WLD 3.205 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING: PIPE II, 25 lab hr/wk,
4 cr - This module is designed to develop knowledge and manipulative
skills while welding a variety of diameters mild steel pipe in the 6G, (fixed
45 angle) using the G.TAW. process
WLD 3.280AA COOPERATIVE ED: WELDING, 161ab hr/wk, 4 cr
WLD 3.280AB COOPERATIVE ED: WELDING· SEMINAR. 1 lee hrl
wk, 1 cr - Cooperative education experiences are designed to give the
student on-the-job experiences which allow for the application and
development of knowledge and skills acquired in the on-campus program.
Work experiences are oHered for variable credit up to a maximum 01four
credits. The seminar provides students with the opportunity to share
experiences with other students and the oil-campus instructor ill order to
develop strategies for successful cooperative work experiences and future
employment. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
WLD 3.301AA FLUX·CORED ARC WELDING I (GAS SHIELDED). 25
lab hr/Wk, 8 cr - Students develop knowledge and manipulative skills
in the shielded flux-cored arc welding process in the flal, vertical, horizontal
and overhead positions.
WLD 3.302AB FLUX'CORED ARC WELDING II (SELF SHIELDING), 25
lab hr/Wk, 4 cr - Students develop knowledge and manipulative skills
in the self-shielding arc welding process in the flat, vertical, horizontal and
overhead positions.
WLD 3.303AA GAS METAL ARC WELDING, 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Designed to help the student develop knowledge and manipulative skills
welding with solid wire on ferrous and non-ferrous materials using short
arc in all four positions and spray arc in the flat and horizontal positions

WLD 3.401 SMAW CERTIFICATION PRACTICE 3/B' MILD STEEL
(E6011), 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - This module provides students with
the opportunity to practice for the American Welding Society Mild Steel
Welding Certilication tests using SMAW mild steel electrodes in the
horizontal, vertical and overhead positions.
WLD 3.402 SMAW CERTIFICATION PRACTICE: UNLIMITED
THICKNESS MILD STEEL, 25 lab hr /Wk, 4 cr - Students have an
opportunity to prepare for Shielded Metal Arc Welding Certification on
unlimited plate thickness.
WLD 3.403 SMAW CERTIFICATION PRACTICE 3/B' MILD STEEL
(E7018), 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - Students have an opportunity to
practice for the American Welding Society Mild Steel Welding Certification
tests using SMAW low hydrogen electrodes in the vertical, horizontal and
overhead positions.
WLD 3.405 PREPARATION FOR PIPE CERTIFICATION I, 25 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr
WLD 3.406 PREPARATION FOR PIPE CERTIFICATION II, 25 lab hrl
wk, 4 cr - Students have an opportunity to practice for pipe
certilication using the SMAW process to weld pipes in all positions.
WLD 3.407 WIRE WELDING CERTIFICATION PRACTICE, 25 lab hrl
wk. 4 cr - This course presents methods and skills to improve and
upgrade welding techniques to a qualification level to become certified in
the gas metal arc and flux-cored arc welding processes. Prerequisites: WLD
3301AA, WLD 3302AB and WLD 3.303AA, or equivalent skills.
WLD 3.501 BASIC FABRICATION I, 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr Designed to help students develop fabrication knowledge and skills in
cutting and assembling a fabrication project from given specifications. Prior
to starting on the project the development of knowledge and skills in the
selection and use of layout tools and equipment is expected.
WLD 3.502 BASIC FABRICATION II, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4 cr Designed to help students develop knowledge and skills in the proper
selection and use 01 hand tools and machinery while working on specific
labrication projects
WLD 3.601 OXV·ACETYLENE WELDING PROJECTS, 25 lab hr/Wk, 4
cr - Students practice hand coordination and controlling heat while
welding steel with oxy-acetylene equipment using all positions.
WLD 3.702 WELDING PRINCIPLES. 41sc hr/Wk, 4 cr - Covers
welding processes, safety, equipment, and essential variables of operation.
WLD 3.703 BLUEPRINT READING, 41sc hr/wk, 4 cr - Covers the
language of blueprints including lines, views, dimensioning, print
organization welding symbols and structural shapes.
WLD 3.704 WELDING METALLURGY I, 41sc hr/Wk, 4 cr Covers basic concepts of metallurgy as related to welding. Topics include
properties of metals, materials testing, constitution of alloys, the iron
carbon diagram, heat treatments of steels, carbon and alloy steels and the
weldabilily of metals
WLD 3.901 DIESEL WELDING, 25 lab hr/wk, 4 cr - This course is
designed to develop knowledge and skills in welding required of a diesel
mechanic Training is focused on maintenance and repair applications
using SMA W. OAW. and OAC. processes.
WLD 9.050 WELDING PRACTICE. 25 lab hr/wk, 16 cr
WLD 9.051 SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING (STICK). 71ab hr/Wk,
2 cr
WLD 9.052 WIRE WELDING, 7 lab hr/Wk, 2 cr
WLD 9.053 GAS TUNGSTENARC WELDING (HELIARC), 7 lab hr/wk,
2 cr - These courses will cover personal safety, shop safety and
learl';11908jec:ives agreed upon by the instructor and the student. These
courses are desgned to upgrade/develop welding skills as needed by the
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WR -

Writing

WR 115 INTRODUCTION TO EXPOSITORY WRITING, 310e hr/wk,
3 er - Writi ng 115 emphasizes the review and development of those
reading and writing skills necessary for entry into WR 121. Students will
practice basic skills in sentence structure, paragraph development, standard
usage, grammatical analysis, diction and punctuation as components of the
expository essay. Prerequisite: Appropriate score on the English placement
examination or instructor permission.
WR 121 ENGLISH COMPOSITION, 310e hr/wk, 3 er - This is the
first course in the transfer English Composition sequence. It also meets the
writing requirements of several Associate Degree and Certificate programs.
The course emphasizes the development of expository writing skills, often
through the study and discussion of prose models typical of the rhetorical
structures found in the essay. Students will compose essays which
demonstrate these structures and college level writing skills. Prerequisite:
Score of 27 on the English placement exam (CGP), a grade of C or better in
WR 115, or instructor's permission Challenge: This course may be
challenged only by a student who scores 35 or above on the placement
exam.
WR 122 ENGLISH COMPOSITION, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This
course extends the writing studies covered in WR 121 into the strategies of
argument and style. The analysis of expository argument, style, and
documentation will be addressed. Students will read essays and, in some
cases, other literary selections and will write a variety of argumentative and
analytical essays. Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in WR 121. Challenge:
None.
WR 123 ENGLISH COMPOSITION, 310e hr/wk, 3 er - This
course extends skills gained in WR 121 and WR 122 into critical analysis
and argument by documentation Students will be required to combine their
response to subjects raised in the text with the reactions of other writers
and to document the works of those writers according to standard formats
The course includes paraphrase, summary, and quotation as well as
documentation Students will be asked to use library resources in their
work Prerequisite: Grade of C or better in WR 122 or WR 214 Challenge
None.
WR 185 ENGLISH GRAMMAR, 31ee hr/wk, 3 er - This is a three
hour course providing a general imroducfion to the nature of language and
language study and an informal infrocucfion to the English language and its
proto-IndoEuropean language family. Specifically WR 185 is a formal
introduction to the structures of English. The course will emphasize the
grammatical analysis of written English, the mastery of a linguistic
vocabulary, and the application of grammatical understanding to the art of
composition. Student performance on the structural elements of the
language will be measured in several compositions. Prerequisite:
Completion of or placement in WR 115 or above.
WR 214 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS, 3 lee hr/wk, 3 er This course develops business communication skills with an emphasis on
writing, focusing on styles and formats of business correspondence:
memos, letters, resumes, and business report writing. Prerequisite:
Satisfactory completion of WR 121.
WR 216 ADVANCED COMPOSITION, 3 lac hr/wk, 3 cr - This is
a course in advanced expository writing The course covers such
composition areas as writing for publication, journalistic essay, special
projects in research and documentation, and the essay as literature.
Writing will be evaluated in a peer workshop format. Prerequisites:
Satisfactory completion of WR 121, 122, 123 and/or instructor's
permission. Students may be admitted upon the recommendation of the
WR 122 instructor or upon submission of a manuscript to the WR 216
instructor.
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WR 227 TECHNICAL WRITING I, 3 loe hr/Wk, 3 er - This course
provides instruction in business and technical writing. It focuses on
developing and organizing technical material in various oral and written
report formats This is the first course in the Technical Writing Certificate
Program. Prerequisite: Satisfactory completion of WR 122 or WR 214.
WR 228 POLICE REPORT WRITING, 3 loe hr/Wk, 3 er - Course
emphasizes writing skills and techniques, particularly narrative structures
necessary for operational police reports. Students are expected to read a
textbook, to write several preliminary investigation reports on a '/ariety of
criminal activities and to write a proposal. Prerequisite: WR 122 or WR 214.
WR 229 ADVANCED POLICE REPORT WRITING, 310e hr/Wk, 3 cr
- A continuation of WR 228 for those who write police reports for a
living Specific topics include determining if available information and
evidence is legally admissible in court, interviewing witnesses to a crime,
discussing the relationship between physical evidence and personal
analysis of a crime with law enforcement personnel, and preparing an entire
case for prosecution. Prerequisite: WR 228 or consent of instructor.
WR 241 CREATIVE WRITING (FICTION), 310e hr/wk, 3 er Students are required to write and submit fiction for class discussion and
analysis Established writers are studied for writing techniques, structures,
and styles Students should expect a variety of teaching techniques:
lecture, small group activities, and/or conferences. Students are
encouraged to submit manuscripts to the PCC student publications
"Alchemy", "Mercury", "The Pointed Circle", and "Printers Devil Press
Publications"
WR 242 CREATIVE WRITING (POETRY), 310e hr/wk, 3 er - The
emphasis in this class is on the craft of poetry. Students are required to
write and submit poems for class discussion and analysis. The student
should expect to produce approximately one complete poem per week.
Established writers are studied for writing techniques, forms, structures,
and styles Students should expect a variety of teaching techniques:
lecture, small group activities, and/or conferences. Students are
encouraged to submit manuscripts to the PCC student publications
"Alchemy" "Mercury". "The Pointed Circle", and "Printers Devil Press
Publicatiolls"
WR 243 CREATIVE WRITING (SCRIPT WRITING), 310e hr/wk, 3
cr - The emphasis in this class is on the craft of writing modern
dramatic forms (ie scripts for stage, cinema, television and radio).
Students are required to write and submit scripts for class discussion and
analysis Established writers are studied for script writing techniques,
structures, and forms Students are encouraged to submit original OneAct
plays for possible production in the Theater Arts department. Students
should expect a variety of teaching techniques: lecture, small group
activities, and/or conferences
WR 244 ADVANCED CREATIVE WRITING· FICTION, 310e hr/wk,
3 er - The emphasis in this class is on improving the student's abilities
to write liction The various forms for fiction (i.e. short-short story, short
story novella and novel) will be studied in detail for techniques and
structures. as well as studying how to apply current critical terminology.
The student is also expected to produce manuscripts for critical analysis in
class. The student will gain experience in preparation of manuscripts for inhouse, extramural and independent publications: "Alchemy·, "Mercury',
'The Pointed Circle", and "Printers Devil Press Publications'. Students
should expect a variety of teaching techniques: lecture, small group
activities. and/or conferences. Prerequisite: Any introductory creative
writing class or the instructor's permission.

WR 245 ADVANCED CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY, 31ee hr!wk,
3 er - The emphasis in this class is on improving the student's ability to
write poetry. The various forms for poetry, from the traditional to the
contemporary, will be studied in detail for techniques and structures, as
well as studying how to apply current critical terminology. The student is
expected to produce manuscripts for critical analysis in class. The student
will also gain experience in preparation of manuscripts lor in-house,
extramural and independent publication: "Alchemy", "Mercury", "The
Pointed Circle", and "Printers Devil Press Publications". Students should
expect a variety of teaching techniques: lecture, small group activities, and!
or conferences. Prerequisite: Any introductory creative writing class or the
instructor's permission.
WR 246 ADVANCED CREATIVE WRITING (EDITING & PUBLISHING),
3 lee hr/wk, 3 er - Emphasis is to continue to improve the student's
abilities to write within a chosen discipline, be it fiction, poetry and/or
script writing, while becoming familiar with the process of editing and
publishing. The student will evaluate manuscripts, become aware of critical
terminology, and be involved in the process of how to formulate the yearly
student literary magazine Alchemy, as well as occasional chapbooks,
supplements, Mercury, assemblages and folios. Students will also be
exposed to the process of production in publications: Typesetting, layout,
graphics, proofreading, printing and marketing. This course may be
repeatedtwice to enable the student to accumulate nine hours of
transferable credit. Prerequisites: One introductory and one advanced
creative writing class or instructor's permission.
WR 1.110 THE RESUME AND EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEW, 1 lee hr!
wk, 1 er - Classroom and individual instruction introduces students to
evaluating personal employment goals, researching potential employers,
writing a resume and application letter, and the employment interview.
WR 1.1271NTRO TO TECHNICAL WRITING, 3 lee hr!wk, 3 er This is a writing course for students in career programs which will focus on
the writing needs of their specific careers (e.g., lab reports, work reports,
progress reports, proposals, letters, memoranda). Prerequisite: Satisfactory
completion of WR 115 or WR 121 placement.
WR 9.28OAA COOPERATIVE ED: TECHNICAL WRITING, 20 lab hr!
wk, 5 er
WR 9.2804B COOPERATIVE ED: TECHNICAL WRITING· SEMINAR,
1 lee hr/wk, 1 er - The seminar allows students to share experiences
with other students and the on-eampus instructor in order to develop
strategies for successful cooperative education experiences and future
employment. Prerequisite: Departmental approval.
WR 9.600 TECHNICAL WRITING II, 3 lee hr!wk, 3 er - This
course extends the principles of WR 227 in more advanced and
sophisticated writing projects. It is concerned with the research,
organization, development, and final presentation of oral and written
technical material. It is designed for students who wish to become technical
writers or who wish to improve their writing skills to meet requirements of
their job description. This is the second course in the Technical Writing
Certificate Program. Prerequisites: satisfactory completion of WR 227 and
instructor's permission.
WR 9.601 GRAPHICS FOR TECHNICAL WRITERS, 3 lee hrlwk, 3
cr - This course relates graphic arts and computer graphics to technical
writing. It is designed to increase student awareness of graphic options
within the publication process and to enhance student writing. Please see
Technical Writing Certificate Program. Prerequisite Satisfactory completion
of WR 227. (This course also known as GRA 9601)
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B.Ed, Education, Washington State University, 1950

Dana Anderson
Norma Jean Germond
Monica M. Little
Bill R. Long
Karen McKinney
Dan Saltzman
Keith D, Skelton

President and
President1s Staff
President:
Daniel F. Moriarty, Ed. D.
Vice President of Admi nistrative Services:
William E. Becker, Ph. D
Vice President of Educational Services:
James A. VanDyke, M.S.
Vice President of Planning and Development:
Alice Jacobson, Ed. D.
Executive Dean, Cascade Campus:
Donald W. Mcinnis, Ed. D.
Executive Dean, Open Campus:
Pamela J. Transue, Ph. D
Executive Dean, Rock Creek:
James A. VanDyke, M.S.
Executive Dean, Sylvania Campus:
E. Paul Williams. Ph. D
Affirmative Action Director:
Jorge E. Espinosa, M.S.
Community Relations Director:
Carole Anderson, M.A ..

_

Adair, Kenneth R.
Counselor
MS, Counseling, University of Oregon, 1972
B.S, Sociology, University of Oregon, 1970
Adams, Edmund l.
Faculty: Automotive Services Technology
AA, Liberal Arts, Grahm Junior College, 1971
Five years of industry experience
Adams, Hollis J.
Faculty: Mathematics
MA, Mathematics, Ohio University, 1975
BS, Mathematics, Virginia Polytechnic InstiMe, 1972
Adler, Ellis H.
Faculty: Chemistry
PhD, Chemistry, University of Oregon, 1971
BS, Chemistry, University of Washington, 1966
Ady, Jean D.
Faculty English and English as a Non-Native Language
MA , English, Portland State Uni~rsity, 1979
BA, English, Washington State University, 1964
Anderson, Carole
Director Community Relations
MA, Journalism, University of Arizona, 1984
BA, Sociology, Southern Illinois University, 1971
Anderson, Clarice G.
Financial Aid Specialist
BS, ElementaryEducation, Oregon College of Education, 1964
Anderson, James A.
Faculty Chemistry
M S, Organic Chemistry, Michigan State University, 1966
BS, Chemistry, Portland State University, 1964
Anderson, Shirley R.
Associate Dean: Science and Health
MS, Nursing Administration, Andrews University, 1983
BS, Nursing, Walla Walla College, 1979
Antoch, Zdenek V.
Faculty: Electronic Engineering Technology
BS, SCience,Portland State University, 1971
Archibald, Robert H.
Director Admissions, Orientation, Advising
M S ,Special Education, Portland State University, 1974
BA, Psychology, Pacific UniverSity, 1973
Arnold, Carol H.
Evening Operations, Advisor Specialist
M S , Personnel Counseling, University 01 Miami, 1980
BA, History, University of Oregon, 1961
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Bach, Rodney C.
Faculty: Education Department
MS. Educational Media, Oregon College of Education, 1972
BS., Elementary Education. Oregon College of Education. 1969
Bach, Susan K.
Director: Institutional Research
MPA, Public Administration, Lewis & Clark College, 1986
BA, English, Willamette University, 1968
Bader, Marilyn J.
Associate Director: Financial Aid
MS., Public Administration, University of Oregon, 1987
B.S, Community ServicelPublic Affairs, University of Oregon, 1979
A.S. Accounting, Lane Community College, 1975
Bain, Allison Y.
Faculty: Visual Arts
MJA, Art, University of Oregon, 1971
BA, Education and Human Services, University of Calgary, 1962
Banle, Yvonne M.
Faculty: Dietetic Technology and Nutrition
MS., Dietetics, Loma Linda University, 1961
BS., Home Economics, Walla Walla College, 1959
Banks, Russell C.
Director: Publications
B.J. Journalism, University of Texas, 1974
Barman, Farshad
Faculty: Electronic Engineering Technology
PhO., Electrical Engineering, University of California Santa Barbara, 1979
M.S., Electrical Engineering, University of California Santa Barbara, 1976
BSH. Electrical Engineering, Ohio University, 1973

_

Bennani, Nancy G.
Faculty Developmental Education, English; Staff Development
EdO, Education, Oregon State University, 1982
MA, Linguistics. American University, 1962
BA, English, Lewis & Clark College, 1961
Berger, David H.
Faculty: Mechanical Engineering
ME., Environmental Engineer, Manhattan College, 1974
B.S., Mechanical Engineering, Fairleigh Dickinson University, 1970
Bergmann, Harold W.
Director: Small Business Development Center
B.S., Aeronautical Engineering, Uniwrsity of Kansas, 1961
Berland, Denali C.
Faculty: Dental Assistant
.
EJOA. Dental Assistant, Oregon Board of Dentistry, 1986
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1979
COA, Dental Assistant, University of Oregon Dental School. 1965
Bernstein, Gertrude
Vocational Education Specialist
BS, English, Lewis & Clark College, 1979
Bernunzio, Katherine A.
Faculty: Developmental Education, Mathematics
M.Ed, Handicapped Services Education, Lewis & Clark College, 1976
B.S, Mathematics, Portland State University, 1975
Berry, Ann M.
Faculty: Developmental Education, English
MA, English, University of Oregon, 1969
BA, English, University of Oregon, 1968
Bershadsky, Mark A.
Faculty: Business Administration
.
..,
B.B.A., Business Administration. Uniwrslty of Cincnnati, 1957

Barnes, Timothy C.
Faculty: English
MA, Literature, Portland State University, 1976
BA. Literature, San Jose State College, 1970

Bishop, Camilla L.
Coordinator: Student Affairs
MA, Education, Washington State University, 1973
BA , Foreign Languages, Washington State University, 1971

Barnett, Wiley G. (Nick)
Admissions Coordinator, Director Minority Recruitment
MSW., Social Work, Fresno State College, 1971
BA, Philosophy, Fresno State College, 1969

Blackburn, James E.
Faculty: Automotive Services Technology
AAS, Automotive Technology. Portland Community College, 1973
14 years of industry experience

Bartley, Myra E.
Faculty Developmental Education, English
MAT., Language Arts, Lewis & Clark College, 1977
BS, Education, University of Oregon, 1961

Blakely, Randall G.
Supervisor: Central Storeroom
. .
BA, Speech Communication, Portland State UniVerSity, 1987
Certificate, Management Supervision, Clark Community College, 1982

Bechler, Donna M.
Operations Manager, Rock Creek
BSW, Social Work, South Connecticut State College, 1979

Blixt, Paul H.
Faculty Photography
.
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1975
19 years of industry experience

Becker, William E.
Vice-President: Administrative Services
PhD, General Educational Administration, University 01Michigan, 1972
MA, Educational Administration, Central Michigan University, 1967
BA, English and Social Science, Uaiversity of Michigan, 1965
Bell, Craig M.
Associate Dean Student Development, Sylvania
MPA, Public Administration, Portland State University, 1987
BA, Psychology, Washington State University, 1971
Beltrami Jr., Daniel F.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance Technology
BS, Education and Human Services, Oregon State University, 1969
Four years of industry experience
Bender, Byron B.
Employment Specialist
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1980
BS, Psychology, University of Oregon, 1976
Bender, Paul B.
Cooperative Education Specialist
MId, Education, University of Portland, 1974
BS, Psychology, University 01 Oregon, 1948
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Boatman, Terry G.
Faculty Physical Education
M.S, Outdoor Education, Southern Oregon State College, 1972
M.P.E., Physical Education, Idaho State University, 1973
BS, Education, Southern Oregon State College, 1963
Boone, Carol L.
Curriculum Supervisor
BA, Art History, Portland State University, 1968
Boozer, James C.
Coordinator: Personnel Services
BA, History, University of Portland, 1961
Bradach, Kathleen M.
Academic Advisor Specialist
BS, Elementary Education, Oregon State University, 1979
Brehm, Dorothy P.
Supervisor: Volunteer Tutor Program
.
Certificate, Management Supervision, Portland Community College, 1978
Brewer, Claudia D.
Faculty: Nursing
..
.
MN., Nursing, University Oregon Health SCiences University, 1983
BSN, Nursing, Loma Linda Uniwrsity, 1975

Brock, Hugh C.
Faculty: Diesel Mechanics
B.S., Industrial Occupations, Oregon State University, 1970
15 years of industry experience

Brokaw, Lynn H.
Faculty: Psychology
Ed.S., Counseling Psychology, Colorado State College, 1967
MA, Vocational Rehabilitation Counseling, Colorado State College, 1967
BA, Social Science, Colorado State College, 1965

Bronzan, Sharon S.
Faculty: Visual Arts
M.S., Art, University of Oregon, 1972
B.S., Art, University of Oregon, 1965

Brown, Leslie A.
Media Relations Specialist
BA, Political Science, University of Oregon, 1951

Brown, Shannon R.
Faculty: Electronics Service Technology
A.A.E., Electronics Service Technology, Portland Community College, 1982

Brunken, Robert D.
Faculty: Automotive Services Technology
Diploma, Automotive Technology, Multnomah College, 1967
Seven years of industry experience

Brunkow, Elizabeth

L.

Faculty Adult Basic Education, English as a Second Language
BA, English, Stanford University, 1957

Bruno, Richard J.
Faculty: History
MA, History, Ohb University, 1968
B.S.Ed., Education and Human Services, State College at Boston, 1966

Buchholz, Lloyd D.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance Technology
License, Airframe and Power Mechanics, Northrop Technical Institute, 1954
34 years of industry experience

Buckiewicz, Diane R.
Faculty: Physical Education
D.Ed., Physical Education, University of Oregon, 1974
M.S., Physical Education, Pennsylvania State University, 1956
B.S.Ed., Physical Education, Oregon State University, 1953

Budd, Jeanne A.
Employment Specialist
M.S., Recreation, San Francisco State University, 1977
B.S., Recreation, Fresno State College, 1969

Burchell, Richard T.
Faculty: Electronic Service Technology
B.S., Occupational Education, Southern Illinois University, 1977

c

_

Cadwell, Harold B.
Faculty: Graphics Reproduction
BS. Art, Lewis & Clark College, 1954

Cain, DiBdre C.
Faculty English as a Second Language
BA, International Studies, University of the Pacific, 1978
Certificate, TESL, Portland State University, 1978

Campbell, Oren E.
General Manager: College Newspaper
BS, Journalism, Kansas State University, 1955

Candella, Robert C.
Faculty: English and English as a Non-Native Language
MA, English, University of Portland, 1965
BA, English, University of Portland, 1963

Cannucc l, John V.
Faculty: Sociology
M S, Sociology, Portland State University, 1971
BS, Sociology, Portland State University. 1968

Carey, Charles T.
Counselor
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1972
BS., English, Lewis & Clark College, 1964

Carey, Stephen S.
FaCUlty: Philosophy
PhD., Philosophy, University of Oregon, 1984
MA, Philosophy, University of Oregon, 1972
as, Philosophy, Lewis & Clark College, 1966

Carman, Hal D.
Faculty: Auto Body Repair
BS, Industrial Education, Oregon State University, 1978
BS, Community ServicelPublic Affairs, Eastern Oregon State College, 1974

Carson, Marjorie E.
Associate Dean Business and Industry, Rock Creek
EdD, Curriculum Development and Supervision, Utah State University, 1980
MEd, Business Education, Oregon State University, 1966
B.S, Business Administration, Oregon State University, 1961

Carter, Margaret

L.

Counselor
MEd, Education, Oregon State University, 1974
BS., Education, Portland State University, 1973

Chadwick, Colleen
College Data and Reports Specialist
BS., Education, University of lilah, 1959
A.S, Computer Programming, Portland Community College, 1975

Burger, Dale R.

Chally, Nancy F.

FacuIty: Chemistry
A.M., Chemistry, University of South Dakota, 1970
M.S., General Science, Oregon State University, 1965
A.B., Education, Cascade College, 1960

FaCUlty:Technical Learning Skills
BA, Humanities, University of the Pacific, 1972

Burnam, Rollins
Faculty: Geology
M.S., Geology, Oregon State University, 1970
B.S., Geology, Oregon State University, 1955

Bums, Robert B.
Faculty: Computer Field Service
M.B.A., Business Administration, University of Southern Mississippi, 1976
B.S., Business, University of Southern Mississippi, 1975
AAS., Telecommunications Technology, Community College of Air Force, 1975
AAS., Computer Technology, Community College of Air Force, 1975

Button, Gerald E.
Faculty: Biology
M.S., Biology, University of Oregon, 1974
BS., Natural Science, Lewis & Clark College, 1969

Chamberlain, Owen B.
Department Chair: Visual and Performing Arts
M.F.A, Graphics Reproduction, University of Oregon, 1967
BS., Architecture, University 01Oregon, 1963

Charlston, Peter F.
Faculty: English
MA, English, University of Oregon, 1965
BA, English, SI Olaf College, 1958

Charlston, Vicky L.
Faculty: Office Administration, Business Administration
M.ST., Business, Portland State University, 1976
BA, Business, Eastern Washington University, 1!l6S

Christopher, Connie S.
Faculty Welding
Certificate, Welding, Ambit Welding, 1978
Six years of industry experience
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Christopher, Susanne M.
Faculty Personal Health
EdM, Heaijh, Oregon State University, 1976
BS, Health, Oregon State Universrty, 1974

Day, Harry S.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance Technology
Certificate, Aviation Maintenance Technology, Portland Community College, 1966
Nine years of industry experience

Chute, Dian L.
Faculty English
MA, English Literature, Portland State University, 1979
BA, Arts and LetterslEnglish, Portland State Universrty, 1976

Deller, Donald J.
Faculty: Biology
MA, Biology, Universrty of North Colorado, 1963
BS, Zoology, Colorado State Universrty, 1959

Clark, Dick J.
Faculty: Mathematics
MS, Education Math, Brigham Young Universrty, 1968
BA, Physics, Brigham Young University, 1966

Deimling, Nancy A.
Faculty: Dental Assistant
EFDA, Dental Assistant, Portland Communrty College, 1986
AAS., Dental Assistant, Portland Community College, 1977
CD.A., Dental Programs, Universrty of Oregon, 1965

Cleghorn, Michael R.
Faculty Medical Lab Technology
BS, Science, Physics Certificate, Portland State University, 1983
AAS, Medical Lab Technology, Portland Community College, 1975

Dembrow, Michael E.
Faculty English
AM, Comparative Literature, Indiana University, 1975
BA, English, Universrty of Connecticut, 1973

Clock, Patrick L.
Faculty: Mathematics
MS., Mathematics, Portland State University, 1971
BS, Physics, Lewis & Clark College, 1962

Deming, James B.
Faculty Dental Hygiene
DMD, Dentist, University of Oregon Dental School, 1965
BA, Chemistry, University of Oregon, 1961

Coates, Sharon A.
Faculty: Mathematics
MST, Elementary Education, Portland State University, 1973
B5., Elementary Education, Portland State Universrty, 1969

De Stefano Jr., Peter J.
Faculty: Automotive Services Technology
Certificate, Automotive Technology, National Auto Technology Certification Board,
1975
Certificate, Automotive Technology, NationallnstiMe Auto Service, 1974
AAS, Automotive Technology, Portland Communrty College, 1970
Nine years of industry experience

Cochran, Phillip E.
Faculty Veterinary Technology
DV.M, Veterinarian, Colorado State University, 1976
MS., Genetics, Oregon State Universrty, 1973
BS, Zoology, Oregon State Universrty, 1969

De Witt, Fred D.
Faculty Diesel Mechanics
BA, Business, Colorado State University, 1966
23 years of industry experience

Connor, John F.
Faculty English and English as a Non-Native Language
ABO., English, State Universrty of New York, 1979
BA, English, Crty College of New York, 1966

Dixon, Robert F.
Department Chair: Engineering Technology, Sylvania
MS, General Science, Oregon State Universrty, 1959
BS, Education, Central Missouri State University, 1954
B.S, Chemistry, Central Missouri State University, 1953

Crooks, Robert L.
Faculty: Psychology
PhD, Psychology, Texas Tech Universrty, 1972
MS, Psychology, Washington State University, 1965
BS, Psychology, Portland State College, 1963

Dobson, William T.
Coordinator of Admissions
MA, Theater, Portland State Universrty, 1972
BF A, Theater, University of Montana, 1970

Crowder, Thomas F.
Director Computer Services
B5, Mathematics, Universrty of Oregon, 1964

Donath, Julia G.
Faculty: English as a Non-Native Language and Foreign Language
MA, German, Portland State University, 1978
BA, Foreign Languages, Portland State University, 1975

Crymes, John J.
Faculty: Mechanical Engineering
BS., Mathematics, Universrty of Portland, 1976
AAS, Mechanical Engineering, Portland Community College, 1976

D
Dahya, Pramilla L.
Faculty Nursing
MS, Nursing, Universrty of Washington, 1970
B5., Nursing, Universrty of Madras, 1959
Dale, Nancy M.
Coordinator: Dislocated Workers Project
BA, Social Science, Marylhurst College, 1979
Daly, Joan A.
Faculty: Radiologic Technology
BS., Education and Human Services, University of Texas, 1979
Davidson, RonaId G.
Faculty Electronics Service Technology
M.S, Physics, California State University, 1972
B.S., Electrical Engineering, Universrty of California, 1958
Davies, Grant W.
Faculty: Physical Education
MS., Physical Education, Brigham Young University, 1965
BS, PhYSical Education, Brigham Young University, 1964
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_

DOlono, Robert R.
FacuIty Visua I Arts
MFA, Art, Pratt Instrtute, 1971
BS., Drawing and Painting, University of Oregon, 1969
Draper, Douglas C.
Faculty: Electronic Engineering Technology
MEng, General Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, 1970
B.S., Electrical Engineering, University of Arizona, 1961
Drew, Jean
Faculty: Small Business Management
BA, Political Science, 1971
Dutcher, Dale R.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance Technology
Certificate, Aviation Maintenance Technology, U S Air Force, 1968
11 years of industry experience

E
Eden, James W.
Faculty: Economics
M.S., Economics, Portland State Universrty, 1985
BS., Economics, University of Hull, 1972

_

Eden, Linda J.
Director: Food Services
B.S., Institutional Management and Dietetics, Oregon State University, 1978
Edge, Barbara J.
Development SpecialisVGrant Coordinator
MA, Education, Stanford University, 1959
BA, French, State University of New York, 1956
Edmonds, Dale W.
Department Chair: English and Foreign Language, Sylvania
MA, English Literalure, San Francisco State University, 1971
BA, English, San Jose City College, 1969
AA, Liberal Arts, San Jose City College, 1967
Ehrenhaus, Channagne D.
Director: Lintner Center
MA, Speech Communication, University of Minnesota, 1974
BA, Speech Communication, University of Minnesota, 1972
Eichelberger, Earl J,
Faculty: Diesel Mechanics
Seven years of industry experience
Eick, Mary H.
Faculty: Physical Education, Corrective Physical Education
M.Ed., Education, University of Portland, 1976
Certificate, Physical Therapy, Ohio Universrty, 1967
BA, English, University of Cincinnati, 1963
Ekstrom, Jerry L.
Electronic Specialist
AAS, Electronic Engineering Technology, Portland Community College, 1970
Elliott, Molly E.
Faculty: Medical Lab Technology
BA, Science, Portland State University, 1973
Ells, Christopher J.
Supervisor: Grounds Maintenance
A.S., Parks Management, West Valley College, 1974
Emmons, Terry L.
FaCUlty:Medical Lab Technology
B.S., Medical Lab Technology, Oregon Technological Institute, 1969
Endicott, Gwendolyn K.
Faculty: English
MA, American Studies, University of Minnesota, 1959
BA, English, University of Oregon, 1956
Eng, Russell B.
Faculty: Mechanical Engineering
MS., Mechanical Engineering, University of Portland, 1987
BS., Mechanical Engineering, Portland State University, 1973
Enger, Richard E.
Reference Librarian
MS, Educational Media, Western Oregon State College, 1977
ML.S, Library Science, Universrty of Portland, 1971
BS., Economics, Portland State University, 1966
Enyart, Carol A.
Faculty: Medical Lab Technology
BS., Medical Lab Technology, Oregon State Universrty, 1973
B.S, Microbiology, Oregon State University, 1972
Epp, Allen D.
Faculty: History
MA, History, Colorado State University, 1951
BA, Humanities, Iowa Stale Teachers College, 1949
Epps, Donna J.
Program TrainerlSpecialisl: New Directions
MA, Religion, 1986
BS, Curriculum and Instruction, University 01 Oregon, 1979
Espinosa, Jorge E.
Director: Affirmative Action
MS., Interdisciplinary Studies in Intercultural Communications, Oregon State
University, 1982
BA, Music, Lewis & Clark College, 1979

Evans, Katharine S.
Faculty: English
DA, English, University of Oregon, 1973
MA, English, University of Oregon, 1967
BA, Anthropology, University of Washington, 1965
Ewing, Robert R.
FaCUlty: Physical Science
MS, Education, Oregon College of Education, 1973
BS., General Science, Oregon State University, 1971

F
Farahmand·Nia,
Siroos
Faculty: Computer Science
M.S., Electrical Engineering, Universrty of Portland, 1984
BS, Electrical Engineering, University of Washington, 1981
Feldman, Harry T.
Faculty Welding
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1977
AAS, Welding, Portland Community College, 1976
19 years of industry experience
Finnell, Bobby E.
Faculty Developmental Education, Mathematics
MS, Secondary Ed: Math, Eastern Oregon State College, 1964
BS, Education: Math, Portland State Universrty, 1960
Fiser, Donald M.
Associate Vice President: Enrollment Services
MAl, History, Reed College, 1966
BA, History, University of Washington, 1963
Fitterer, Wanda J.
Faculty: Nursing
RN, Nursing, University Oregon Medical School. 1951
Flaman, Michael J.
Faculty· Machine Technology
AAS., Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1985
AAS, Business, Management, Portland Community College, 1979
A A S, Machine Technology, Portland Community College, 1978
13 years of industry experience
Frank, Gregory J.
Faculty: Real Estate
JD, Law, University 01 Pugel Sound, 1975
BS. Economics, Portland State University, 1973
Franks, Wayne C.
Faculty Office Administration
MS., Business Education, Montana State University, 1981
BS, Business Administration, University 01 North Dakota, 1970
Freed, Annel H.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance and Technology
16 years of industry experience
Fritz, James M.
Faculty Business Administration
MBA, Business, Portland State University, 1971
BA, Business, University of Oregon, 1960
Fung, Brenda K.
Faculty: Business Administration
MSCJ, Police Law Enlorcement, University of Portland, 1979
MBA, Business, Universrty of Washington, 1974
BA, Social Welfare, University of Washington, 1972

G

_

Gaither, Mark R.
Faculty Graphics Reproduction
B S, Science, Portland State University, 1987
Gano, Susan J.
FinanCial Aid Specialist
BS, Liberal Arts, Oregon State Universrty, 1983
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Garber, Susan M.
Faculty Alcohol and Drug Counseling Program
MEd, Counseling, Lewis & Clark College, 1978
BA, Psychology, Portland State University, 1974
Gasper, Pamalee M.
Academic Advisor Specialist
MA, Counseling Psychology, Lewis & Clark College, 1986
BS., Psychology, Portland State University, 1984
Geis, M. Lynn
Cooperative Education Specialist, Staff Development
BA, Education, University of Oregon, 1966
George, Alma M.
Faculty: Office Administration
MAT., Education and Human Services, Lewis & Clark College, 1964
BS., Business, Lewis & Clark College, 1954
Getchell, SIeve E.
Faculty: Welding
Member, Boilermakers Union #72
25 years of industry experience
Gieber, Jon S.
Faculty: Alcohol and Drug Counseling Program
M.S, Counseling, University of Oregon, 1987
BS, Psychology, University of Oregon, 1981
Gillespie, H. Thomas
Faculty: Architectural Drafting and Illustration
B.Arch., Architecture, University of Oregon, 1971
BS, Art and Education, Western Oregon State College, 1966
Gilpin, Bernadine L.
Counselor
MS., Counseling, Portland State University, 1976
B.S., Education, Oregon State University, 1972
Gogol, Sara L.
Faculty English
MA, TESL, Portland State University, 1982
MA, English, Portland State Uni~rsity, 1981
AB, Teaching: English, University of Illinois, 1971
Goldsby, Sharla A.
Director: Microcomputer Programs
Ten years industry experience
Goldy, Daniel R.
Faculty: Computer Information Systems
MS., Science Education, American University, 1978
BA, Psychology, George Washington University, 1969
Gottfried, Corbett S.
Director: Financial Aid
MS, Student Services, Oregon State University, 1978
BA, History, Southern Oregon State College, 1973
Gou lard, Frank
Faculty Mathematics
MS, Education, Oregon State University, 1981
Certificate, Physical Education, Purdue University, 1978
BS, Statistics, Colorado State University, 1974
Graves, Michael D.
Faculty Business Administration
MBA, Business, University of Washington, 1966
BS, Geology, University of Washington, 1959
Gray, Mimi
Coordinator Child Care
MA, Education, Ohio State Uni~rsity, 1973
BA, Education, Ohio State University, 1967
Greco-Booth, Lucia M.
FaCUlty Biology
MId, Counseling and Guidance, University of Portland, 1964
M S , Zoology, Oregon State UniverSity, 1966
BS, General Science, University of Portland, 1961
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Grina, Michaele E.
Counselor
PhD, Counseling, Oregon State University, 1987
MST., Social Science, Portland State University, 1970
BA, Sociology, University of Oregon, 1967
Guinazzo, Leonora
Faculty Foreign language
AM, Romance Languages, University of Michigan, 1957
BA, Foreign Language, Marylhurst College, 1950
Diploma, Spanish, University of Salamanca, 1968

H
Hadley, William D.
Faculty Hospitality Service
M.SW, Social Work, Portland State University, 1974
BA, Philosophy, University of Portland, 1964
Hale, Hazel L.
Faculty: Nursing
MS, Nursing, University of Washington, 1969
BSN., Nursing, University of Oregon, 1968
BS, Education, Utah State University, 1961
Hall, Douglas V.
Faculty Electronic Engineering Technology
BS, Physics, State University of New York, 1964
Hallinan, Thomas J.
Faculty Business Administration
MBA, Business, Indiana University, 1957
BS, Accounting, La Salle College, 1952
Hamilton, Thomas A.
Operations Manager, Sylvania
BS, History, Portland State University, 1971
Hammel, Barbara K.
Faculty Office Administration
BS, Business Education, Linfield College, 1970
Handy, Carolina A.
Faculty Chemistry
MS, Chemistry, University of Oregon, 1986
MS, Chemistry, California State University at Long Beach, 1973
BA, Chemistry, Whittier College, 1971
Haney, Marlin D.
Faculty Economics
PhD, Urban Studies, Portland State University, 1979
MPA, Public Administration, Portland State University, 1977
MA, Economics, Sacramento State College, 1969
BA, Economics, Sacramento State College, 1968
Hankins, Richard T.
Manager: Computer Operation Services
AA, Data Processing, Portland Community College, 1972
Hanna, Taylor D.
Faculty: Computer SCience
BS, Zoology, University of Washington, 1973
AAS, Data Processing, Portland Community College, 1978
Hanson, Dale M.
Plant Service Supervisor, Cascade
Harberlson, Lynn W.
Faculty: Physical Education
MS, Physical Education, Brigham Young University, 1968
BS, Physical Education, Brigham Young University, 1967
Hardiman, Diane S.
Faculty Dental Hygiene
AAS, Education and Human Services, Portland Community College, 1975
RDH, Dental Hygiene, University of Oregon Dental School, 1964
Harp, Dennis C.
Plant Service Supervisor, Rock Creek
BS, Management, Marylhurst College, 1981

_

Harris, Raymond R.
Plant Service Supervisor, Ross Island and Southeast
Hart, Harold C.
Faculty: Criminal Justice
l.l.B., Law, Northwestern School of Law, 1956
B.S., Business Administration, University of Oregon, 1954
Hastings, Winfred E. (Gene)
Faculty: Business Administration
M.B.A., Business, Portland State University, 1978
B.S., Business, University of Oregon, 1959
B.S., Secondary Education, University of Oregon, 1959
Hata, David M.
Faculty: Electronic Engineering Technology
M.S, Electrical Engineering, University of Washington, 1971
BS., Electrical Engineering, Washington State University, 1969
Hausotter, Steven C.
Faculty: Fire Sciertee
AA, Fire Science, Santa Ana College, 1977
15 years industry experience
Hawks, Gerald A.
Faculty: Industrial Drafting and Illustration
Certificate, Solid State Circurts, Instrtute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
1967
Eight years of industry experience
Hayden, Forrest E.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance Technology
AAS., Aviation Maintenance Technology, Portland Community College, 1981
Hayden, Ruth W.
Faculty: Dietetic Technology and Nutrrtion
M.S., Nutrition, University of Washington, 1966
BS., Home Economics, University of Washington, 1964
Hayes, Harold L.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance Technology
Certificate, Aviation Maintenance Technology, Portland Community College, 1960
17 years of industry experience
Hayward, Joan F.
Program Director: Health Records
B.S., Medical Record Administration, Seattle University, 1969
Hecht, Gary W.
Faculty Electronic Engineering Technology
B.S., Electrical Engineering, University of Texas Arlington, 1971
Heckman, Dennis R.
Faculty: Computer Science
MA, Computer Science, University of Oregon, 1970
BA, Mathematics, University of Oregon, 1968
Heider, Erika S.
Faculty: Business Administration
M.B.A., Business Administration, San Jose State College, 1980
B.S, Business Administration, Syracuse University, 1966
AAS., Secretarial Science, Auburn Community College, 1963
Helzer, Richard H.
Faculty: Visual Arts
MS.T., Art, Portland State Universrty, 1971
B.S., Art, Portland State University, 1966
Hempe, Jeffrey A.
Coordinator: Accounting Services
Certified Public Accountant, 1978
MM., Music, University of Oregon, 1968
BA, Music, University of Portland, 1963
Hendrix, Odessa M.
Financial Aid Specialist
MEd, Counseling and Guidance, Oregon State University, 1973
BS., Elementary Education, Oregon State University, 1972
Hennanson, Marie E.
Volunteer Tutor Supervisor
M.Ed., Adult Education, Oregon State Universrty, 1986
BA, Social Science, University of California Santa Barbara, 1974

Hext, Kenneth G.
Faculty Welding
Six years of industry experience
Hilderbrand, William R.
Faculty Auto Body Repair
AAS, Education and Human Services, Portland Community College, 1973
19 years 01industry experience
Hilger, Robert J.
Coordinator: Professional Skills Program
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1976
BA, Business, University of Portland, 1957
Hochstetler, Clark A.
Rehabilrtation Guidance Counselor
MSEd, Deaf Education, Oregon College of Education, 1977
BA, Speech, Pacific University, 1974
Hollenbeck, Richard L.
Faculty: Landscape Technology
BS, Landscape Architecture, University of Oregon, 1974
AA, Liberal Arts, Central Oregon Community College, 1966
Holley, James W.
Department Chair: Health Professions
CLS., Medical Lab Technology, American Society Clinical Pathologists, 1978
M.T., Medical Lab Technology, National Certification Agency, 1957
B.S, Biochemistry, Birmingham Southern College, 1954
Holm, lucille D.
Faculty: Technical Learning Skills
MSEd, Education and Human Services, Portland State University, 1983
BA, English, Lewis & Clark College, 1963
Hooten, Beverly R.
Director: Employee Relations
BA, Religion, William Penn College, 1952
Houston, Herman L.
Faculty: Small Business Management
Certificate, IRS Training Center, 1974
BS, Business Administration, Portland State University, 1973
Howard, Catherine A.
High School Completion Specialist
Certificate. Counseling, Portland State University, 1981
BS, Elementary Education, Oregon College of Education, 1970
Howell, Charles M.
Department Chair: Auto Service and Machine Technology
MA, Industrial Education, Northern Arizona Universrty, 1970
B.S., Education: Trades and Industry, Northern Arizona University, 1968
Howell, James S.
Faculty: Psychology
MA. Psychology, University of Texas Arlington, 1972
BA, Psychology, California State Fullerton, 1970
AA, Liberal Arts, Mt San Antonio College, 1968
Hudson, Stephen E.
Faculty: English
MA, English, University of Oregon, 1967
BA, English, Washington State University, 1963
Huff, EScott
Faculty Civil Engineering
MS, Civil Engineering, Oregon State University, 1975
BS, Civil Engineering, University of Maine, 1972
Huff, L Gaylon
Department Chair: Business and Industry
MEd., Education, Universrty of Oregon, 1962
BS, Education, Oregon College of Education, 1955
Hughitt, Robert A.
Faculty Visual Arts
M.S,lnterdisciplinary Studies, University of Oregon, 1963
BA, Art. Professional Crafts, Portland State University, 1958
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Hummel, Ervin M.
Faculty: Sociology
MA, Sociology, Pacific University, 1968
BDiv., Religion, Pacific School of Religion, 1960
BTh, Religion, Yankton College, 1958
Humphrey, Mary Ann M.
Faculty Physical Education
EdD., Education, University of North Colorado, 1983
MEd, Counseling, Oregon State University, 1970
MA, Physical Education, University of Denver, 1969
BS, Physical Education, Oregon College of Education, 1968
Hunt, Tim A.
Faculty: Construction Technology
AAS, Education and Human Services, Portland Community College, 1975
Eight years of industry experierx:e
Hunter, Donald G.
Supervisor: College Farm
BS., Animal Industry, Pennsylvania State University, 1972
Huseby, Barbara J.
Faculty: Computer Science
MS, Mathematics, Oregon State University, 1969
BS, Mathematics, Oregon State University, 1968

J
Jackson, James E.
Faculty: Computer Science
MS, Science Education, Oregon State University, 1984
BS, Mathematics Statistics, Sonoma State University, 1975
AA, Mathematics, Santa Rosa Junior College, 1972
Jacobs, Robin L.
Rehabilrtation Guidance Counselor
MS, Special Education, Lewis & Clark College, 1976
BA, English, California State Northridge, 1975
Jacobson, Alice
Vice President: Planning and Development
Ed.D, Higher Ed Administration, Columbia University Teacher's College, 1985
MA, Adu~ Education, Columbia University Teacher's College, 1970
A B., English, Western College, 1967
James, Larry K.
Assistant to Executive Dean, Cascade
BS, Meteorology, San Jose State University, 1973
James, Roger L.
Head Plant Services Supervisor
Jeffery, James D.
Faculty: Auto Body Repair
AAS, Auto Body Repair, Portland Community COllege, 1974
Nine years of industry experience
Jenks, Gregory M.
Procurement Specialist GCAP
BS, Polrtical Scierce, Lewis & Clark COllege, 1979
Jennings.Jackson, Anne J.
Faculty: Dental Hygiene
B.S., Science, Portland State University, 1976
RD.H, Dental Hygiene, University of Oregon Dental School, 1970
Johnson, Donald M.
Associate Vice President: Vocational Technology Education
EdD., Business Education, Arizona State Universrty, 1979
M.Ed., Business Education, Oregon State UniVllrsity, 1965
B.S, Business Education, Mankato State University, 1961
Johnson, Eva M.
Admissions Specialist
Johnson, Laurin R.
Faculty: English
MAT., Arts and Leiters, Reed COllege, 1966
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BA, English, University of Chicago, 1960
Johnston, Robert F.
Faculty: Automotive Service Technology
.
AAS, Automotive Technology, Portland Community College, 1978
Five years of industry experierx:e
Jolly, Karen J.
.,.
.
Faculty: Office Administration, BUSiness Administration
MST., Business, Portland State University, 1974
BA, Business, Pacific Lutheran University, 1968
Jones, Anetta
Faculty Office Administration
. .
MST Business Education, Portland State University, 1980
BS, B'usiness, Portland State Universrty, 1979
Jordan, Lynn C.
Coordinator Administrative Computer User Support
Joy, Juanita M.
Faculty Nursing
MS, Nursing, University California San Francisco, 1981
BS, Nursing, California State University, 1976

K
Kam, Sherry L.
Faculty: Developmental Education, Adult Basic Education
MA, Education, Western Washington State College, 1975
BA, Education, Western Washington State College, 1969
Kamali, Diane B.
FaCUlty:English as a Non-Native Language
Certificate, TESL, Portland State University, 1983
MA, Education, san Diego State University, 1975
BA, Education, San Diego State University, 1974
Katagiri, Valerie C.
..
.
Coordinator: Marketing and Curriculum Development, InstlMe for ContinUing
Education for Hea~h Care Professionals (ICEHCPl
M.PH., Public Health, University of Hawaii, 1979
AB, Psychology, Stanford University, 1972
Katz, Vera
Director: Development Office
BA, Social Anthropology, Brooklyn College, 1955
Kay, Betty A.
Director Plant Services
MBA, Business, Portland State University, 1973
BS., Instrtution Management, Iowa State University, 1965
Kelley, Denney H.
Faculty: Diesel Mechanics
AA, Education, Lower Columbia College, 1958
AAA, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1984
Kendall, Elizabeth M.
Facu~: Automotive Services Technology
AAS, Automotive Services Technology, Portland Community COllege, 1977
Certificate, Transmission Repair, Portland Community College, 1977
Cer1ificate, Engine Tune-up, Portland Community College, 1976
Three years of industry experience
Kern, lorna A.
Facu~: Technical Learning Skills
MS., Psychology, University of Wisconsin, 1971
B.S, Social Scierce, Portland State University, 1969
Keyser, Robert C.
Marketing Specialist
B.S., Business Administration, Oregon State Universrty, 1972
Killorin, Paul J.
Facu~: English
MA, English, Universrty of Portland, 1963
MId., Education and Human Services, University of Portland, 1956
BA, English, University of Portland, 1952

_

King, larry l.

larson, Marjorie E.

Faculty Geography and Psychology
Ph.D., Geography, University of Oregon, 1982
M.S., Teaching, University of Oregon, 1968
B.S., Social Science, University of Oregon, 1964

Faculty: Heanh Records Programs
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1982
C.MA, Medical Office Asst, Multnomah County Association of Medical Assistants,
1974

Kistler, Susan A.

lasselle, Jerome T.

Graduate Placement Specialist
BA, Education, University of Oregon, 1965

Faculty: Business Administration
JD., Law, Northwestern School of Law, 1982
M.BA, Business, Univers~y of Portland, 1976
B.S, Accounting, Claremont College, 1970

Knapp, Kenneth W.
Faculty: Landscape Technology
B.LA, Landscape Arch~ecture, University of Oregon, 1974

lawrence, Michael D.
Faculty: Business Administration
M.BA, Business, Univers~y of Oregon, 1976
BS, Finance, University of Oregon, 1975
AA, Business, Clark Community College, 1972

Knox, George D.
Cooperative Education, Placement Specialist
BA, Psychology, Oregon State University, 1987

Koroloff, John M.

lawshe, Ted F.

Faculty: Biology
PhD., Educational Policy and Management, University of Oregon, 1989
MPA., Public Administration, Portland State University, 1978
MA, Biology, California State University, 1969
BA, Biology, California State Univers~y, 1965

Supervisor: Professional Skills Program
MS., Education, llniversity of Oregon, 1969
BS, Psychology, Univers~y of Oregon, 1965

le Clerc, Judith M.
Faculty Child Development, Early Child Education
MS, Child Development and Early Childhood Education, Wheelock College, 1988
BS, Sociology, McPherson College, 1974

Kozlowski, Camille K.
Coordinator: Career Placement, Cooperative Education
B.S, Sociology, University of Wisconsin, 1969

lee, Harold

Kraft, Charles E.

Faculty: Vocational Music
B.S, Arts and Leiters, Portland State University, 1978
lee, John t
Faculty: Physical Education
MId., Education and Human Services, Linfield College, 1984
BS, Physical Education, Linfield College, 1967

Faculty History
MA, History, University of Oregon, 1961
BA, Economics, Lewis & Clark College, 1957

Krause, Melvin A.
Department Chair: Physical Education, Sylvania
MS., Physical Education, University of Oregon, 1959
BS., Physical Education, University of Oregon, 1951

lee, Maurice M.
Faculty: Nursing
MA, Nursing, University of Washington, 1973
BS, Nursing, Florida A and M University, 1969

Kroll, Richard J.
Faculty: Mechanical Engineering
Certificate, Tool and Machine Design, Porter School of Engineering, 1959
22 years of industry experience

leeman, Reva A.
Faculty English
MA, English, Portland State University, 1978
BA, History, University of Washington, 1965

Kruse, Dean H.
FaCUlty:Biology
M.S, Biology, San Diego State University, 1975
BS., Languages, Iowa State University, 1969

leibham, Kenneth
Faculty: Business Administration
M.BA, Business Administration, Portland State University, 1981
BS, Business Administration, Portland State University, 1972

Kuehn, Udo H.
Faculty Machine Technology
Certificate, Machine Technology, Portland Commun~y College, 1981
Diploma, Machine Technology, Dessau-Bauhaus, 1956
17 years of industry experience

leistra, Ronald M.
Faculty: History
MA, History, University of Washington, 1965
BA, Education, BA, History, Western Washington College of Education, 1958

Kuhn, lauren l.
Faculty: Psychology
MS., Social Work, San Diego State University, 1977
BA, Anthropology, Univers~y of California San Diego, 1974

lemieux, Darcie Y.
Faculty: Interpreter Training
MEd, Special Ed Hearing Impaired, Lewis & Clark College, 1986
BA, Sociology, Gallaudet University, 1982

Kurowski, Joan A.
Coordinator Career Patt'M'ays
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1979
BS, Speech Pathology, University of Oregon, 1971

lesniak, Gary R.
Faculty Psychology
MS, Psychology, Western Washington State College, 1970
BS, Psychology, Washington State University, 1966

Kurzet, Reuel
Faculty: English as a Second Language
MA, English, Univers~y of Minnesota, 1978
BA, English, Washington Univers~y SI Louis, 1975

L

liedtke, James D.

_

Faculty Chemistry
PhD, Chemistry, Washington State University, 1964
BS, Chemistry, University of Portland, 1959

lile, Herbert E.

Lamb, Jane l.
Faculty: Biology
M.S., Biology, Portland State University, 1970
B.S., Science, Portland Stale Univers~y, 1964

lindgren, Mary l.
Director College Bookstore

Larpen1eur, Susan C.

line, William D.

Faculty: Education Department
M.S., Special Education, Portland State UOIversity, 1975
B.S, Elementary Education, Portland State University, 1972

Director: Business services

Instructional Support Specialist
MS, Speech and Drama, University of Oregon, 1970
BA, Theater, University of Idaho, 1962
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Lippert, Flora R.
ReferenceLibrarian
M.LS., Library Science, Universrty of Oregon, 1969
BA, German, Portland State Universrty, 1969

Mattila, Allen A.
Faculty Industrial Drafilng and Illustration
MEd, Education, University of Oregon, 1964
BS, Education, Oregon State University, 1961

Lofton-Hendrix, Jeanine L.
Assistant Registrar

Mayer, AI J.
Faculty Psychology
M.S, Psychology, University of Texas, 1971
BS, Psychology, North Texas State University, 1969

Lolcama, Richard C.
Faculty: Visual Arts
MFA, Architectural Engineer, Universrty of Oregon, 1964
B.S, Art, University of Oregon, 1962

Mayer, Lynn
Faculty English
MA, Liberal Arts, Reed College, 1974
MA, German, Johns Hopkins University, 1959
BA, Lrterature, Reed College, 1958

Love, William F.
Counselor
MS, Psychology, Eastern Washington University, 1965
BA, Psychology, Eastern Washington Universrty, 1964

McBeth-Sherry, Lynn
Academic Advisor Specialist
A B, English, Westmont College, 1967

Lo Verso, Diana E.
Faculty Physical Education, Theater Ar1s
MFA, Dance, Universrty of Cincinnati, 1973
BF A, Dance, University of Cincinnati, 1971

McCathem, Patricia A.
Faculty NurSing
BA, Liberal Arts, Linfield College, 1976
AA, Nursing, Portland Community College, 1968

Lowry, Kathleen L.
AdvisorlProgram Specialist
B.S, Home Economics, University of Minnesota, 1964

M
Macaulay, Leslie A.
Faculty: Automotive Services Technology
AAS, Automotive Technology, Portland Community College, 1985
BS, Speech, Oregon State University, 1977
AS., Radio, Blue Mountain Communrty College, 1974
One year of industry experience
MacDonald, Russell R.
Faculty: Chemistry
MS, Chemistry, University Oregon Medical School, 1961
BS, Chemistry, Portland State Universrty, 1959
MacDonald, William J.
Executive Director: Business and Government Relations
MS, Health, Physical Education and Recreation, Universrty of Oregon, 1965
BA, Commerce, Mt Allison University, 1961
Macready, Thomas J.
Faculty: Industrial Drafiing and Illustration
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1984
A. Engr, Mechanical Engineering, Oregon Technology Institute, 1969
Macy, Cheryl L.
Coordinator of Admissions
B.S, Sociology, University of Oregon, 1982
Magee, Harold H.
Faculty Electronic Engineering Technology
Certificate, Electronics, U S Navy, 1952
BA, Languages, George Fox College, 1951
Mahon-Decker, Marie T.
Academic Advisor Specialist
BA, SOCialWork, University of Montana, 1985
Marcel, Alice J.
Coordinator Staff Employment
AA, BusinessIManagement, Portland Communrty College, 1978
BA, English Literature, Eastern Michigan University, 1967
AA , Liber~1Arts, Georgetown Visitation Junior College, 1964
Marshall, Marilyn F.
Faculty Alternative Learning Center
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1982
BS, Psychology, Willamette University, 1973
Martinez, Sylvia
Faculty Technical Learning Skills
BA , Spanish, Adams State College, 1972
Marvin, Marcia L.
Faculty Foreign Language
MA, Languages, University of Oregon, 1966
BA , French, University of Oregon, 1965
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McCluskey, Jack W.
Faculty History and Psychology
MA, History, Portland State University, 1971
BA, History, Portland Stale University, 1967
McCluskey, Sharon L.
Faculty Home Economics and Early Childhood Education
MS, Child Development, Oregon College of Education, 1979
BS, Home Economics, Oregon State University, 1970
McCollum, M. Donald
Faculty BUSinessAdministration
MBA, BUSinessAdministration, Indiana University, 1954
BS, Business, Miami UniverSity, 1952
McCord, Carolyn L.
Faculty. Office Administration
MS, Business Education, Southern Oregon State College, 1977
BS, Business Education, Eastern Oregon State College, 1973
McCord, Charles B.
Department Chair Business and Office Administration, Computer Information
Systems and Real Estate,Sylvania
MBA, Business, UniverSity 01 Puget Sound, 1974
J D, Law, University of Washington, 1967
B S, Chemistry, Abilene Christian University, 1960
McCubbin, Gerald E.
Counselor
Ph D , Counseling Psychology, University of Oregon. 1970
MS, General Studies, University of Oregon, 1959
BS, General Science, UniverSity of Oregon, 1957
McDowell, Michael J.
Faculty English
MA, English, University of Virginia, 1975
AB, English, Stanford UniverSity, 1973
McDowell, Sonya L.
Department Chair Home Economics, Hospitality, Sylvania
EdD, Vocational Education, Oregon State University, 1978
MA, Home Economics, Oregon State University, 1963
BS, Home Economics, Oregon State University, 1962
Mcinnis, Donald W.
Executive Dean, Cascade
EdD, Education, Washington State University, 1971
MEd, Education, Central Washington State College, 1964
BA, Education, Central Washington State College, 1962
Mclaren, Robert J.
Faculty Sociology
MS, Sociology, Brigham Young University, 1966
BS, History, Universrty of Utah, 1960
Mclaughlin, Grace
Faculty English
MA, English literature, UniverSity of Michigan, 1965
BA, English, llniversily of Miami, 1963

McNeill, Judith Y.
Faculty: Developmental Education, English
MA, Curriculum and Instruction, Universijy of Oregon, 1976
AB., French, Indiana University, 1973
McNeill, Mary A.
Faculty: English
MA, Education, Portland State University, 1974
BA, English, Portland State Universijy, 1969
Meagher, Mary M.
Job Developer, Placement Specialist
A.S., Business, Boise College, 1943
Medici, Harold J.
Faculty: Mathematics
MA, Mathematics, Reed College, 1962
BA, Psychology, University of Portland, 1955
Meltebeke, Renetle
Cooperative Education Specialist
MA, Counseling, Lewis & Clark College, 1985
BS., Sociology, Portland State University, 1970

Mills, Teri A.
Faculty: Nursing
M.S, Nursing, University of Portland, 1980
BS, Nursing, California State University, 1976
AA, Nursing, College of San Mateo, 1973
Monnier, Milton H.
Faculty: Microelectronic Technology
M.S, Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota, 1962
8S., Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota, 1960
Moore, Judy C.
Cooperative Education, Placement Specialist
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1972
BA, German, Nebraska Wesleyan, 1965

Menashe, Rosalyn J.
Coordinator: Seminars and Conferences
BA, Sociology, University of Washington, 1965

Moore, Sherrill S.
Faculty: Nursing
MS., Education, Portland State University, 1978
BSN., Nursing, Lewis & Clark College, 1959
Moran, Morley S.
Faculty: Geography
M.S, Geography, Oregon State University, 1967
BS., Geography, Oregon State University, 1966
A.A., Agriculture, Pierce School of Agriculture, 1954

Merrell, Melvin C.
Faculty: Opticianry Program
AAS., Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1987
AAS, Optical Technology, Portland Community College, 1978
License, Optical Technology

Moriarty, Daniel F.
President
EdD, Higher Education, George Washington University, 1974
M.A., English Literature, Catholic University of America, 1967
B.A., Philosophy, Catholic University of America, 1959

Merritt, Cathy S.
Academ ic Advisor Specialist
M.S., Counseling, Western Oregon State College, 1982
B.S., Recreation, Southern Illinois University, 1974
Messer, Takaka Y.
Faculty: Foreign Language
M.S., Education for the Mutti-handicapped, Oregon College of Education, 1983
B.S., Elementary Education, Oregon College of Education, 1978

Morton, Ann R.
Department Chair: Developmental Education, Sylvania
PhD, English, University of Oregon, 1972
MA, English, University of Portland, 1964
B.S., Journalism, University of Oregon, 1951

Metcalf, Elizabeth A,
Faculty: Archijectural Drafting
MArch., Architecture, University of Idaho, 1988
BArch.JB.S., Architectural Studies, Washington State University, 1981
Meyer, David D.
Faculty: Developmental Education, Adutt Basic Education
ReID., Counseling and Religion, School of Theology Claremont, 1970
BA, Psychology, California Western University, 1965
Meyer, James R.
Faculty: Landscape Technology
Seven years of industry experience

Moshiri, Ebrahim
Faculty: Computer Science
PhD, Environmental Studies, Portland State University, 1984
BS, Chemistry, National University of Iran, 1977
Mulligan, Diane L.
On-Site Coordinator: Tektronix Programs
M.S., Curriculum Development, University of Oregon, 1979
B.S., Curriculum and Instruction, University of Oregon, 1974
Mullin, Terry M.
Faculty Speech
M.A., Speech and Drama, San Jose State College, 1968
MBA, BusinessIManagemenl, San Jose State College, 1967
BA, Speech, University of Washington, 1953
Mullins, Richard T.
FaCUlty:Speech, Theater Arts
M.A., Speech Communication, San Diego State University, 1975
AB, Speech Communication, San Diego State University, 1972
AA, Speech, Mesa Community College, 1970

Meyers, Christian W.
Coordinator: Institute for Employee Development
MS., Counseling, Portland State University, 1973
BS., Business, University of Pittsburg, 1952
Miller, Darthula W.
Faculty: Nursing
M.ST, Education, Portland State Universijy, 1979
BA, Nursing, University of Oregon Medical School, 1969
Miller, Michael R.
Faculty: Computer Information Systems
11 years of industry experience

Murray, Martha M.
Faculty: Computer Information Systems
MBA, Business Administration, Oregon State University, 1977
BS, Mathematics, Ohio University, 1967

Miller, Timothy L.
Faculty: Nursing
MPA. Public Administration. City University, 1985
B.S, Nursing, Pacific Lutheran University, 1972
AA, Nursing, Highline Community College, 1970

MUZDS,Janet R.
Faculty: Mathematics
MST, Mathematics, Portland State University, 1983
MA, Education, Chapman College. 1971
B S. Education Math, University of illinois, 1967

Murphy, Barbara J.
Associate Vice President General Education and Transfer
MA, English, Universijy of Oregon, 1957
BA, Liberal Arts, Reed College, 1954

Myers, Alice A.
Faculty: Nursing
MS, Nursing, University of Arizona, 1977
BS N, Nursing, University of San Francisco, 1967
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Naigus, Neal B.
Business Development Specialist
MS, Education, Hunter College, 1968
BA, Psychology, New York University, 1966

Owen, Berniece M.
Coordinator: Library Technology Services
MS., Library Science, University of Southern California, 1964
BA, Library Science, Universrty of South Dakota, 1963

Neidert, Clea M.
Faculty: Biology
MS, Science, Portland State University, 1966
BS., Science, Portland State University, 1964

Owen, Terry C.
Faculty: Electronic Engineering Technology
MS, Electrical Engineering, San Jose State College, 1976
MS, Physics, University of Oregon, 1968
BA, Physics, San Jose State College, 1966

Neill, William A.
Faculty: Computer Field Service
17 years of industry experience
Nelson, Eugene P.
Faculty: Industrial Drafting and Illustration
AAS., Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1988
AAS, Industrial Illustration, Portland Community College, 1983
AAS, Industrial Drafting, Portland Community College, 1982
Two years of industry experience

Owens, Sanford D.
Faculty: Physical Education
MS., Physical Education, University of Oregon, 1958
BS, Physical Education, University of Oregon, 1953
Owings, Cheryl A.
Faculty Office Administration
MS., Business Education, Oregon State University, 1973
BS, Business Technology, Oregon State University, 1970

Nelson, Gary D.
Faculty: Automotive Services Technology
AAS., Automotive Technology, Portland Community College, 1971
Two years of industry experience

p----------------

Nesllen, John T.
Faculty: Developmental Education, Adult Basic Education
B.S., Social Science, Portland State University, 1962

Pace, Gayle
Faculty: Office Administration
MA, Business, Western Washington State College, 1970
BA, Education, Pacific lutheran University, 1965

Newborne, William A.
Counselor
25 years counseling experience

Palk, Frances S.
Faculty: Developmental Education
MA, Education, University of Oregon, 1967
B.S., Education, Oregon State University, 1961

Nilson, Paul A.
Faculty: Computer Science
MA, Mathematics, San Jose State College, 1973
BA, Mathematics, San Jose State College, 1970
AA, Business Administration, College of San Mateo, 1966

Palmer, Betty L.
Program Director: Radiologic Technology
Certificate, Radiologic Technology, University Oregon Medical School, 1960
25 years of industry experience

Njoku, Scholastica I.
Reference Librarian
PhD, Education, University of Oregon, 1969
MS., Education, Universrty of Oregon, 1967
MA, Library Science, University of Oregon, 1965
BA, English, Wiley College, 1963

Palmer, Robert V.
Dean of Student Development
MEd., Education, Universrty of Oregon, 1960
BA, History, lewis & Clark College, 1956

Novak, David L.
Coordinator: Instructional Materials Production
BS., Art, Oregon State University, 1970

0

Oslake, Martha F.
Faculty Hospitality Service
M.S, Counseling, Portland State University, 1986
M.S, Education, Portland State University, 1984
BA, History, Portland State University, 1967

_

Parker, Carl E.
Vocational Counselor
Ph.D, Counseling, Oregon State Universrty, 1978
M.S., Counseling, Portland State University, 1972
BA, Psychology, Oakwood College, 1971

O'Brien, James M.
Associate Dean: College Centers/Open Campus
M.S, Counseling, Portland State University, 1972
B.S, History, lewis & Clark College, 1958

Parkins, Roy L.
Faculty: Computer Information Systems
M.BA, Business Administration, University of Portland, 1974
B.S., Industrial Technology, San Jose State College, 1961

O'Keefe, Edward G.
Coordinator: Veterans Affairs
AA, General Studies, Portland Community College, 1983
Commander (Ret), U.SC.G.
30 years of industry experience

Parks-Hilden, Susan M.
Faculty: Theater Arts
MAT., language Arts, lewis & Clark College, 1975
BA, English, University of Oregon, 1967

O'Rielly, Susan C.
Faculty: Developmental Education, Mathematics
MS., Mathematics, Fredonia State University, 1976
B.S., Mathematics, Fredonia State University, 1~71
Osborn, Merrily A.
Coordinator: Job Training Partnership
BBA, Business Administration, University of Oregon, 1964
O'Shaughnessy, Kathleen K.
Faculty: English
MJA, Creative Wrrting, University of North Carolina, 1986
MA, English, University of New Hampshire, 1974
BA, English, Tufts University, 1973
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Paxman, John S.
Faculty: Personal Health
M.S., Health, Brigham Young University, 1968
B.S., Health, Brigham Young Uni~rsity, 1967
Payne, Robert L.
Faculty: Economics
M.S., Economics, Brigham Young University, 1964
B.S., Economics, Brigham Young University, 1962
Peg none , Jori L.
Supervisor: Payroll Services

Pelly Sr., Vincent C.
Faculty: Machinists
AA.S., Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1972
AA., History, lower Columbia College, 1971
18 years industry experience

Rathman, Stephen R.
Associate Dean Arts and SCiences,Rock Creek
MA., Philosophy, Southern Illinois College, 1971
BA, Philosophy, University of Oregon, 1964
Ral, Barbara L.
Faculty: Computer Information Systems
BA., Mathematics, lewis & Clark College, 1964

Peot, Ma ry L.
Faculty Technical learning Skills
B.S., Biology, Marylhurst College, 1967

Reedy, Gary E.
Faculty: Industrial Drafting and Illustration
AAS, Mechanical Engineering, Portland Community College, 1972

Perrine, Michael R.
Faculty Personal Health
M.Ed., Education/Guidance, Oregon State University, 1970
M.Ed., Hea~h Education, Oregon State University, 1968
B.S., Social Science, Oregon State University, 1967

Rendar, Byron M.
UNIXlSystems Computer Specialist
MS, Computer Science, University of Wisconsin, 1969
AB, Mathematics, Cornell Universny, 1967

Perry, Thom
Faculty: Graphics Reproduction
M.S., Vocational Education, Kansas State College, 1973
BA., English, University of Iowa, 1969

Renwick, Allison L.
Faculty Visual Arts
MA, Art History, University of Oregon, 1966
BA, Art History, University of Oregon, 1964

Peterson, Angela D.
Faculty Mathematics
MS.T., Mathematics, Portland State University, 1982
B.S., Business, University of Florida, 1975
AA., Foreign language, Universny of Maryland, 1973

Rexford, Sha ron E,
Faculty: Office Occupations
EdM., Business Education, Oregon State University, 1962
BS, Business Education, Oregon State University, 1957

Petke, John F.
Faculty English
MA., English, University of California, 1963
BA., English, Linfield College, 1960

Reynar, Gwendolyn F.
Coordinator Student Records and Graduation
AA, Accounting, los Angeles City College, 1944
Reynolds, Judith M.
Faculty Psychology
MA., Psychology, Fairleigh Dickinson University, 1964
BA, Psychology, Hunter College, 1950

Pickert, lisa A.
Program TrainerlSpecialist: New Directions
M.Ed., Student Services, Bowling Green State University, 1983
BA., Speech and Drama, University of Kansas, 1980

Richards, Mary E.
Faculty: Chemistry
MA, Chemistry, Hampton University, 1972
BA, Chemistry, Viterbo College, 1965

Pirkl, Raymond E.
Director: Instructional SupportJEducational Services
M.S., Education, Oregon College of Education, 1968
B.S., Education, Oregon College of Education, 1964

Ridgley, Raymond E.
Faculty Dental Technology
AAS, Dental Technology, Portland Community College, 1981

Poole, Robert A.
Counselor
Ph.D., Counseling Psychology, University of Washington, 1983
MA., Psychology, University of Portland, 1971
BA., Psychology, University California los Angeles, 1970
AA., General Studies, Glendale Community College, 1968

Ridgway, Ruth B.
Faculty Office Administration
MST, Business Education, Portland State University, 1974
BS, Business Education, Universily of Utah, 1961

Pope, Betty L.
Faculty Anthropology
MS., Anthropology, Portland State University, 1968
BA., Biology, Reed College, 1951
Portlock, Melinda J.
Cooperative Education Specialist
BA, English, language Arts, Communication, San Francisco State University, 1968
Putnam, Scott H.
Faculty: Automotive Services Technology
Nine years of industry experience

Quast, Sue A.
Coordinator: Television Production
BA, Art and Advertising, Boise State University, 1984

Rahsaan, A. Halim
Academic Advisor Specialist
Certificate, Rehabilnation, Southern Illinois University, 1974
B.S., Sociology, University of Oregon, 1967
AA, Liberal Arts, Mu~nomah College, 1965
Ramsey, Karen W.
Coordinator: Marketing and Curriculum Development, Institute for Continunq
Education Hea~h Care Professionals (ICEHCP)
M.N., Nursing, University California los Angeles, 1982
BS., Nursing, University of Minnesota, 1959

Robertson, Lanore C.
Department Chair Dental Programs
DDS, Dentistry, Universny olthe Paclic Dental School, 1976
MS, Hea~h Education, San Francisco State University, 1971
AA, Dental Hygiene, Diablo Valley College, 1965
Robinson, Barbara J.
Faculty: Psychology
M S, Psychobiology, University 01California Irvine, 1973
BA, Psychology, Reed College, 1970

Q_-------------

R

Ringen, John H.
Faculty Welding
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1973
AAS, Welding Technology, Portland Community College, 1971

_

Robinson, Rebecca R.
Faculty: Interpreter Training
BS, Special Ed Hearing Impaired, lewis & Clark College, 1972
Robinson, Sherry A.
Associate Dean: Student Development, Rock Creek
MA, Education, San Jose Stale College, 1965
MA, Speech and General Elementary Education, San Jose State College, 1960
A B, KindergartenIPrimary Education, San Jose State College, 1960
Rodgers, Laura S.
Faculty Nursing
MS, Nursing, Oregon Health SCiences University, 1987
BS. Nursing, University of Portland, 1984
BS, Biology, Texas Women's University, 1972
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Rodier, Stanley
Coordinator of Admissions
AAS, Dental Programs, Portland Community College, 1974
Rodriguez, Russell G.
Employment Specialist
MS., Special Education, Portland State University, 1982
BA, Education Speech Therapy, Pacific University, 1980
Rogers, James V.
Faculty: Mathematics
M.S., Mathematics, Oregon State University, 1964
BA, Mathematics, Reed College, 1951

Schultze, Gwen M.
Faculty: Speech
MS., Speech and Drama, Portland Stale Universrty, 1972
BS., Liberal Arls, Portland State Universrty, 1971
Scott, George L.
Faculty: Machine Technology
AAS., Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1972
15 years of industry experience
Seaberry, Belva I.
Faculty: Developmental Education, Language Arts
M.S, Education, Portland State University, 1984
BS, Medical Lab Technology, Los Angeles State College, 1959

Rolig, Daniel P.
Plant Service Supervisor, Sylvania'

Semper!, Daniel E.
Director Instrtute Employee Development
MS, Curriculum and Instruction, University of Oregon, 1977
BS, Speech, University of Oregon, 1976

Roos, Jeraldine R. (Gee Gee)
AdvisorlProgram Specialist
MS, Counseling, University of Oregon, 1975
BS, Psychology, Universrty of Oregon, 1974

Semura, Patricia M.
Faculty: Speech, English as a Non-Native Language
MA, Speech, University of Hawaii, 1966
BEd. Speech, University of Hawaii. 1964

Roper, Nancy L.
Faculty: Developmental Education
B.S, Mathematics, Oregon College of Education, 1972
Rose, William M.
Faculty: Sociology
MA, Sociology, University of Utah, 1963
BA, Sociology, University of Utah, 1958
Ross, IIga A.
Faculty: Mathematics
MA, Math Curriculum and Instruction, University of North Colorado, 1972
BA, Mathematics, Colorado State COllege, 1967

Shahan, Vernon D.
Faculty: Small Farm Business Development
MBA, Management, Fort Hays State University, 1988
BB.A., Finance, Fort Hays State University, 1986
Sharp, Roy J.
Faculty Hospitality Service
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1975
AA, Food ServiceJ1-!ospitality,Culinary Institute of America, 1956

Ruff, Elizabeth A.
Department Chair: Nursing Programs
MS, Nursing, Universrty of Portland, 1983
BS, Nursing, University of Wisconsin, 1975

Sheridan, Ardis L.
Faculty Office Administration
MEd, Education, University of Oregon, 1964
BS, Business Education, Northern State College. 1957

s

_

Saben, Timothy J.
Faculty: English
OEd, Education, University 01Oregon, 1972
MA, Education, University of Oregon, 1967
BS, Journalism, University of Oregon, 1965
Sager, Susan K.
Faculty Home Economics and Early Childhood Education
MS, Home Economics, Montana State University, 1983
BS, Home Economics, Montana State Universny, 1972
Sammons, John D.
Faculty: Electronics Service Technology
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community COllege, 1977
AAS, Electronic Engineering Technology, Portland Community COllege, 1970
Santos, Marina
Education Specialist
BS, Management, Marylhurst College, 1986
Scearce, Frances A.
FaCUlty:Office Administration
MA, Education, Oregon State University, 1969
BA, Business, Texas Tech Universuy, 1955
Schmeer, Carolee J.
FaCUlty Learning Disabilrties Specialist
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1974
BS, Elementary Education, Portland State University, 1973
AA, General StOOles,Clackamas Community College, 1972
Schmidt, Stanley E.
Faculty Speech
MEd, Administration, UniverSity of Oregon, 1958
MA, Speech, Washington State UniverSity, 1975
BS, Education, University of Idaho, 1956
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Siechen, Philip R.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance Technology
Certificate, Aviation Maintenance Technology, Portland Community College, 1972
Five years of Industry experience
Sills, Catherine L.
Counselor
MS, Counseling, University of Oregon, 1970
BA, Psychology, UniverSity of San Francisco, 1968
Simon, Andrew H.
Faculty Philosophy
MA, Philosophy, Pittsburg University, 1968
BA, Philosophy, City College of New York, 1967
Simonds, Stephen P,
Faculty Mathematics
MS, Mathematics, Portland State University, 1985
BS, Education Math, Michigan State University, 1982
Sims, John A.
Associate Dean: Business and Industry, Cascade
MS, Vocational Education, Chicago State University, 1975
BS, Industrial Occupations, Chicago State University, 1973
AAS, Electronic Service Technology, Olive-Harvey College, 1972
Siverly, William E.
Faculty English
MA, English, San Francisco State University, 1968
BA, English, San Francisco State University, 1967
Skolnick, Mark J.
Assistant Director of Development
MS, Social Work, Portland State University, 1981
BA, English, University 01Connecticut, 1975
Smith, Gary C.
Faculty Dental Technology
AAS, Dental Programs, Orange Coast College, 1975

Smith, Judith R.
Faculty: O1ficeAdministration
Ed.M., Business Education, Oregon Slate University, 1980
BS., Business, Oregon State University, 1975

Story, Petrie S.
Faculty: Opticianry Program
Certificate, Optical Technology, American Board of Optometry, 1980
AAS, Optical Technology, Portland Community College, 1978

Smith, Sandra T.
Coordinator: Payroll Services
BA, Sociology, Central Washington Slate College, 1969
AA, Education, Grays Harbor Junior College, 1967

Strazer, Carol A.
Project Coordinator: New Directions Program
MA, Counseling Psychology, Lewis & Clark College, 1982
BS, Speech Education, Northwestern University, 1962

Smith, Sharon L.
Reference Librarian
MA, Sociology, Univers~y of Kentucky, 1986
MA, Library Science, University of Kentucky, 1979
BA, Sociology, California State Univers~y, 1975

Sullivan, Cornelia A.
Faculty Adu~ Basic Education, General Education Development
MS, Special Education, Portland State University, 1976
as, History, Portland Slate University, 1963

Smith, William D.
Faculty: Business Administration
M.BA., Business Administration, Harvard Univers~y, 1974
B.S., Business, California State University, 1971
AA, Science, Glendale Community College, 1969

Sullivan-Morris, Joan J.
Faculty Physical Education
MA, Physical Education, Oregon State University, 1963
BA, History, University 01Oregon, 1952

Snyder, John J.
Faculty: Automotive Services Technology
19 years of industry experience

Swanson, Barbara J.
Director Libraries
PhD, Education, University of Nebraska, 1979
MA, Library Science, University of Denver, 1970
BA, English, Rockford College, 1962

Somers, John R.
Faculty: Economics
MA, Economics, San Francisco State Univers~y, 1970
BA, Economics, Chico State College, 1969

Swensen, Ted L.
Faculty Biology
MS, Biology, Ohio University, 1966
BS, Biology, Oregon College of Education, 1961

Sonnleitner, Michael W.
Faculty: Political Science
Ph.D., Political Science, Univers~y of Minnesota, 1979
MA, Political Science, Univers~y of Minnesota, 1975
AB., Pol~ical Science, Whitman College, 1971

T

Soulatha, Sithanonsay
Coordinator: Refugee English as a Second Language Program
B.FA, Fine Arts, University of Hawaii, 1977
Spielman, Robert H.
Faculty: Aviation Maintenance Technology
AAS., Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1974
13 years of industry experience
Spring, Richard R.
Coordinator: Fire Science
AAS, Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1982
AAS., Managemenl/Supervisory Development, Portland Community College, 1979
AAS., Fire Protection Technology, Portland Community College, 1978
Staley, George
Faculty: English
MA, English, Ohio University, 1976
BA, English, South Connecticut State College, 1974
Stephens, Clifford N.
Faculty: History and Economics
MA, History, University of Oregon, 1965
B.S., History, Portland Slate University, 1960
Stevens, Mary Lane
Faculty: Developmental Education
M.S., Education, Boston University, 1977
BA, English, Wellesley College, 1972
St. John, Michael C.
Faculty: Adu~ Basic Education, General Education Development
MS., Education, Portland Slate University, 1975
BA, History, Portland Slate University, 1966
Stokes, JuIius F.
Faculty: History and Pol~ical Science
M.S.T., History, Portland Slate University, 1970
B.S., History, Alabama Slate University, 1959
Storey, Gary N.
Associate Dean: Arts and Sciences, Cascade
MA, Education, Eastern Oregon State College, 1970
BS., English, University of Idaho, 1964

_

Talbert, Michael W.
Faculty: Computer Information Systems
BA, Education, Arizona State Univers~y, 1969
Seven years of industry experience
Tardaewether, Virginia K.
Faculty Developmental Education
BS., General Science, Oregon Slate University, 1977
Tate, Lucinda L.
AdvisorlProgram Specialist
Certificate, Management, Portland Slate University, 1977
B.S, Elementary Education, Eastern Montana College, 1968
Thomas, Durwood
Faculty Criminal Justice
MS, Education Disadvantaged, Oregon College of Education, 1973
BS, General Studies, Oregon College of Education, 1970
AAS, Law Enforcement, Clark Community College, 1967
Thomas, Wallace W.
Faculty: Machine Technology
AAS., Vocational Teacher Education, Portland Community College, 1986
AAS, BusinessIManagement. Portland Community College, 1976
12 years 0: industry experience
Timmins, James F.
Faculty: Political Science
MA, Political Science, San Diego State University, 1967
BS, General S1udieslHumanities, Portland State University, 1961
Tobin, Arthur S.
Faculty Electronic Engineering Technology
BS, Electrical Engineering, University of Colorado, 1977
BS, Electronic Engineering Technology, Metro State College, 1975
BS, Psychology, Ohio University, 1968
Trainer, Ranee Y.
Counselor
MS, Education, Portland Slate University, 1970
BS., Bacteriology, University of Washington. 1939
Transue, Pamela J.
Executive Dean: Open Campus
PhD, English, Ohio State University, 1981
MA, English, Ohio State University, 1974
BA, English, University of Washington, 1972
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Traweek, David E.
Swim Pool Manager, Intramural Supervisor
Ph D, Interdisciplinary Studies, Ohio University, 1977
MS, Outdoor Recreation, Utah State University, 1976
BS, Forestry, University of Idaho, 1968
True, William R.
Department Chair: Industrial Occupations
BS, Trade and Industry, Oregon State Universrty, 1969
Truesdell, Joanne
Job Developer, Placement Specialist
BS, General Studies, Portland State University, 1985
AA, Business Administration, Clackamas Community College, 1983
Tsongas, Dawn P.
Counselor
MA, Psychology, University 01 Wisconsin, 19B1
BA, Ps~hology, St Olaf College, 1977

Voth, Judith M.
Faculty: Adun Basic Education, General Education Development
BA, Sociology, Willamelte Universrty, 1973

w
Waide, Karen S.
Faculty Dental Assistant
E.FDA, Dental Assistant, Oregon Board of Dentistry, 1986
AAS, Dental Assistant, Portland Community College, 1977
CDA, Dental Assistant, University 01 Oregon Dental School, 1962
Wails, Clifford W.
Faculty: Vocational Music
Certificate, Music, Naval School 01 Music, 1964
12 years of industry experience
Wald, Roberta G.
Faculty Biology
MS, Biology, Portland State University, 1974
BS, Biology, Portland State Universrty, 1971

Turville, Dolores J.
Faculty Oflice Administration
MEd, Business Education, Oregon State University, 1954
BS, Business Education, Oregon State University, 1950

u

_

Uppendahl, Donald L.
Associate Dean: Business and Industry, Sylvania
MAT, History, Reed College, 1961
BA, Polrtical Science, University of Colorado, 1955

v
VanAmerongen, Barbara J.
Faculty: Computer Information Systems
MA, Computer Science, Ball State University, 1975
BS, Chemistry, State University 01 NeN York, 1972
AS, Science, Gull Coast Junior College, 1969
VanAmerongen, Richard J.
Faculty Mathematics
MA, Mathematics, Ball State University, 1974
BS, Mathematics, State University 01 New York, 1967
AAS, Science, Hudson Valley Community College,. 1965
Van Dyke, James A.
Vice President for Educational Services
MS, Mathematics, Oregon State University, 1964
BS, Chemistry, Pacific University, 1957
Van Waardenburg, Ingrid T.
Faculty English as a Non-Native Language
MA, Anthropology, Portland State University, 1974
BA, English, Portland State University, 1972
Vatemick, George P.
Faculty: History and Psychology
MA, History, Colorado State University, 1963
BA, Biology, Adams State College, 1961
Vershum, Eugene A.
Faculty: Computer Information Systems
MA, Mathematics, University of Illinois, 1971
AB, Mathematics, University California Berkeley, 1970
Vitums, Valdis P.
Faculty Physical Education
MS., Physical Education, Arizona State Universrty, 1964
BA, Education, Arizona State University, 19&1
Vogel, Therese C.
Faculty: Nursing
MS, Nursing, Pittsburg Universrty, 1976
B.SN, Nursing, University of Virginia, 1974
Von Tagen, Karl E.
Faculty Physical Education
MEd, Physical Education, University of Idaho, 1970
BSEd, Physical Education, Universrty of Idaho, 1966
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_

Waldvogel, Joan C.
Faculty Developmental Education, Mathematics
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1978
BEd, Secondary Education: English, University 01 Toledo, 1968
Warner, Ruth M.
Faculty: English
MA, English Literature, San Francisco State University, 1968
BA, English and History, Universrty 01 Washington, 1964
Warwick, Linda D.
Faculty English
MA, English, University 01 Utah, 1965
BA, English, University of Lnah, 1961
Waver, Doreen J.
Supervisor: Registration Processing
Webb, Hugh H.
Faculty: Visual Arts, Director North View Gallery
MFA, Painting, University of Oregon, 1969
B.FA, Art. University 01 Utah, 1967
Webb, Mary L.
Department Chair Institute for Management and Prolessional Development
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1973
BS, Social Science, Portland State University, 1969
Weeks, Kenneth R.
Faculty Visual Arts
MA, Art History, University of Oregon, 1970
BA, Literature, University of Oregon, 1965
Weeks, Virginia W.
Faculty Mathematics
MAT, Mathematics, Reed College, 1965
BS, Mathematics, Portland State University, 1957
Welch, Hilda
Faculty: Home Economics and Early Childhood Education
MS., Human Development, Pacific Oaks COllege, 1975
BA, Psychology, University of California Berkeley, 1960
Westfall, Donald L.
Cooperative Education Specialist, 9-1-1 Program
M.S., Parks and Recreation Management, University of Oregon, 1971
BS., Sociology, Southern Oregon State College, 1969
Whicher, Franklin S.
Reference Librarian
M.S., Library Science, University of Illinois, 1961
BA, History, Universrty of Illinois, 1955
White, Mary Ellen E.
Faculty: Mathematics
BA, Mathematics, Portland State University, 1972
White, Steven M.
Faculty: Auto Body Repair
AA.S., Auto Body Repair, Portland Community College, 1976
Seven years of industry experience

_

Whitney, Eugene P.
Faculty: English
MJA, Creative Wrrting, University of Oregon, 1969
BA, English, University of Oregon, 1961

Whitney, Patricia M.
Faculty: English and Foreign Language
MA, French, University of Oregon, 1963
BA, French, Willamette University, 1960
Diploma, French, University of Paris, 1959

Wilcox, William F.
Faculty: Music
MM, MusiclDrama, University of Kansas, 1955
B.ME, Music, University of Kansas, 1950

Wilkinson, Kilty M.
Faculty: Psychology
M.S., Psychology, Portland State Universrty, 1976
B.S., Psychology, Portland State University, 1974

Williams, Clara B.

Wood, Sally J.
Registrar

Woodall, Jerry D.
Faculty: Civil Engineering
BS, Civil Engineering, Louisiana Tech University, 1964

Wright, Joseph B.
Faculty: Management!Supervisory Development
MA, History, Portland State University, 1973
BA, History, University of Portland, 1968

Wyckoff·Byers, Ju lie K.
Project Manager: Washington CounlylPlC Consortium
BA, French, Lewis & Clark College, 1970
Diploma, French, Universite d'Aix-Marseille, 1970

Wysong, Richa rd L.
Faculty: Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Engineering~lectronics, Oregon State University, 1950

Faculty: Nursing
BS, Nursing, Universrty of Oregon, 1957

y --------------Yaeger, Paula W.

Williams, E. Paul

Faculty English as a Non-Native Language and Foreign Language
MA, TeachingEnglish, University of Oregon, 1973
BA, Humanities Education, Oregon State University, 1970

Executive Dean, Sylvania
Ph.D., Administration, University of California Berkeley, 1977
MA, South Asian Studies, University of Wisconsin, 1967
BA, Anthropology, University of Arizona, 1965

Williams, Myrna Y.
Reference Librarian
MLS, Library Science, University of Oregon, 1974
BA, English, University of Portland, 1968

Williams, Susan L.
Faculty Hea~h Records Programs
Certificate, Medical Record Administration, Seattle University, 1975
BS, PhYSicalTherapy, Universrty of Montana, 1974

Williamson, Sharon R,
Academic Advisor Specialist

Wills, Penelope H.
Associate Dean: Student Development and Education Cascade
Ph.D, Higher Ed Administration, Michigan State Uni~ersity, 1983
M.S., Personnel Counseling, Miami Universrty, 1975
BS, Elementary Education, University of Cincinnati, 1974

Yap, Norman
Counselor
MS, Education, Portland State University, 1977
AB, Education, University of Portland, 1953

Yates·Taylor, Jody M.
Faculty: Dietetic Technology and Nutrrtion
MS., Home Economics, University of Idaho, 1978
BS., Home Economics, University of Idaho, 1974

Young, Gail N.
Employment Specialist
MS, Education, Portland Stale University, 1978
B S , Elementary Education, Oregon State University, 1976

Young, Richard L.
Director Community Education
MEd, Education, Pacific University, 1964
BS, Physical Education, Pacific University, 1953

Wilson, Dean E.
Faculty Physical Science
MA, Physics, State College of Iowa, 1966
BS, Agronomy, Utah Slate University, 1957

Wilson, Gregory K.
Faculty: Developmental Education, English
MA, Education, Portland State University, 1982
BA, Sociology, University of Oregon, 1969

Wimmer, Robert O.
Faculty: Foreign Language
MA, Foreign Language, Brigham Young University, 1963
BA, German, Brigham Young University, 1962

Wolever, Robert C.
FaCUlty:Construction Technology
35 years of industry experience

Wolle, James L.
Faculty Mathematics
MA, Mathematics, Stanford University, 1958
MEd., Mathematics, Lewis & Clark College. 1955
BA, Mathematics, Lewis & Clark College, 1953

Wood, Clifton B.
Supervisor: Professional Skills Program
BA, Physical Education, Pacific University, 1973
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Child Care Center 21
Child Care Resource Referral 21
CIVil Engineering Technology 54
Civi: Engineering Technology (CET) Course Descriptions
College Level Entrance Examination Program (CLEP) 10
Commercial Art 77
Commercial Art (CA) Course Descriptions 142
Community Education 19
Computer Field Service 55
Computer Information Systems 56
Computer Information Systems (CIS) Course Descriptions
Computer Inlormation Systems, Data Processing/Computer
Computer Information Systems, Programmer IAnalyst 56
Computer Science (CS) Course Descriptions 150
Computer Science Transfer 109
Computer Software Technology (See Software Engineering
Conlldentiality of Student Records 18
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) 16
Cooperative Education (Co-Op) 37
Correctional Administration 60
Counseling Services 21, 26
Counseling Services (CG) Course Descriptions 146
Course Challenge 10
Course Descriptions 128
Course Numbering System 128
Creative Writing 126
Criminal Justice Careers 58
Criminal Justice (CJA) Course Descriptions 148
Culinary Arts Courses 81
Cultural Resource Management (Anthropology) 121

Index
A

...__---=--------------

Academic Regulations 15
Accounting 44
Accounting Clerk Certificate 7
Accreditation 2
Adding or Dropping a Class 12
Administration 213
Administrative Secretary 49
Administrative Secretary, InformationM'ord Processing 50
Administrative Secretary, Office Management 50
Adm issions 9
Adult Basic Education (ABE) 26
Advising 9
Agency-Paid Iution 11
Agricultural Careers 37
Agricultural Careers Course Descriptions (AG) 131
Agriculture Transfer 38
Air Force ROTC Scholarships 14
Airframe Certificate 42
Alcohol and Drug Counselor 39
Alcohol and Drug Counselor (AD) Course Descriptions 126
Alternative Learning Centers 27
Anatomy 115
Anthropology 120
Anthropology (ATH) Course Descriptions 135
Apprenticeship 40
Archrtectural Drafting Technology 64
Architectural Drafting Technology (ADT) Course Descriptions 130
Art 109
Art (ART) Course Descriptions 134
Associate Degree Requirements 15
Associate of General Studies Degree 16, 105
Associated Students of Portland Community College (ASPCC) 23
Ath letics

117

Balancing Work and Family 79
Biology 115
Biology (B) Course Descriptions 139
Board of Directors 213
Bookstore 21
Botany 115
Brake Specialist 42
Bridge, The 23
Building Construction Technology 43
Building Construction Technology (BCT) Course Descriptions
BUSiness 44
Business Administration 44
BUSiness Administration (BA) Course Descriptions 136
BUSiness and Technical Wrrting 126
Business Office 21
Business Technology 49
BUSiness Technology (BT) Course Descriptions 141
BUSiness Transfer 46

c
Calendar of InstructIOn 2
Cancelled Classes 12
Career Courses and Programs (Vocational) 33
Career Subject Areas by Location 34
Certlfrcates 16
Chemistry 118
Chemistry (CH) Course Descriptions 147
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147

Operator 57

Technology)

0

Auto Body Painting 41
Auto Body Repair 40
Auto Body Repair (AB) Course Descriptions 129
Al1omotive Service Technology 41
Automotive Service Technology (AM) Course Descriptions 131
Aviation Maintenance Technology 42
Aviation Maintenance Technology (AP) Course Descriptions 133

B

143

_

138

_

_

Dance 110
Dance (D) Course Descriptions 151
Data Processing 56
Day Care 21
Deferred Notes 11
Degree Requirements 15
Dental Assisting 60
Dental Assisting (DA) Course Descriptions 151
Dental Hygiene 61
Dental Hygiene (DH) Course Oescrbtiors 153
Dental Laboratory Technology 62
Dental Laboratory Technology (DT) Course Descriptions 158
Developmental Education 27
Developmental Education (DE) Course Descriptions 152
Developmental Mathematics 27
Developmental Mathematics (OEM) Course Descriptions 152
Developmental Reading 27
Developmental Reading (DER) Course Descriptions 153
Developmental Writing 27
Developmental Writing (DEW) Course Descriptions 153
Diesel Service Mechanics 63
Diesel Service Mechanics (OS) Course Descriptions 157
Dietary Manager 63
Dietetic Technician 64
Dietetic Technology (DIT) Course Descriptions 154
Dislocated Workers Project 19
Disabilities Studies 27
Drafting 64
Drafting (DRF) Course Descriptions 155
Dropping or Adding a Class 12
Drop-In Centers 27
Drop-In Center (DIC) Course Descriptions 154

E
Early Childhood Education 67
Early Childhood Education (ECE) Course Descriptions
Economics 121
Economics (EC) Course Descriptions 158
Education 68
Education (ED) Course Descriptions 160
Electrical Trades 71
Electrical Trades (TE) Course Descriptions 203

99

159

Electronic Data Processing (EDP) Course Descriptions 162
Electronic Engineering Technology 71
Electronic Engineering Technology (EET) Course Descriptions 163
Electronic Service Technology 73
Electronic Service Technology (EL) Course Descriptions 165
Elementary Education Transfer 70
Emergency Dispatch Operator - 911 74
Emergency Dispatch Operator - 911 (EDO) Course Descriptions 162
Emergency Medical Technology 75
Emergency Medical Technology (EMT) Course Descriptions 166
Engine Performance Specialist 41
Engineering Transfer 111
English (See Lrterature) 116
English as a Non-Native Language (ENL) 113
English as a Non-Native Language (ENL) Course Descriptions 167
English as a Second Language (ESL) 28
English Lrterature (ENG) Course Descriptions 166
Enrolling at PCC 9
Escrow Services 47

I

F

_

J

Faculty 213
Fashion Design and Construction 80
Fees 11
Financial Aid 13
Fire Protection Technology 76
Fire Protection Technology (FP) Course Descriptions 168
Food Service Supervisor (Dietary Manager) 63
Food Services 21
Foreign Language 113
Foreign Student Admission 9
Forensics 23.124
Foundation, PCC 8
French 113
French (FR) Course Descriptions 170

G

Japanese 114
Japanese (JPN) Course Descriptions 180
Job Placement 22
Journalism 115
Journalism (J) Course Descriptions 180

L

_

General Education (GED) Preparation 28
General Engineering (GE) Course Descriptions 171
Generallnformation 5
General Office Clerk 52
GeneralScience 119
GeneralScience (GS) Course Descriptions 174
GeneralSecretary 52
GeneralSecretary, InformationM'ord Processing 53
Geography 122
Geography (GEO) Course Descriptions 172
Geology 118
Geology (G) Course Descriptions 170
German 113
German (GER) Course Descriptions 172
Grading Systems 17
Graphic Arts 77
Graphic Reproduction 78
Graphic Reproduction (GRA) Course Descriptions 173
Grievance Procedure for Students 18

H
Handicapped Students (See Disabilities) 22, 27
Hazardous Materials for Emergency Responders 76
Health 115
Health (HE) Course Descriptions 174
Health and Physical Education (HPE) Course Description 176
Health Services 21
Heating, Venting, Air Conditioning (HVAC) 98
High School Completion 29
History 122
History (HSn Course Descriptions 177
Home Economics 79
Home Economics (HEC) Course Descriptions 175
Home Economics Transfer 79
Honors 18
Hotel and Restaurant Management 81
Holel and Restaurant Management (HR) Course Descriptions 176
Housing 22

I.D. Card 22
Income Tax 47
Industrial Drafting 66
Industrialillustralion 67
Industrial Retail Securrty 60
Industrial Video Production Internship 82
Industrial Video Production Internship (IVP) Course Descriptions 170
Institute for Continuing Education of Health Care Professionals 19
Institute for Employee Development 19
Institute lor Management and Professional Development 19, 82
Instructional Assistant, Special Education 70
Insurance for Students 22
Interior Design 80
International Education 29
International Stooent Admission 9
International Stooies 122
Interpreter Training Program (Sign Language) 83
Interpreter Training Program (ITP) Course Descriptions 179
Intramurals 23

Landscape and Agriculture Technology (LAn Course Descriptions 182
Landscape Technology 85
Late Registration 12
Legal Assistant 87
Legal Assistant (LA) Course Descriptions 181
Legal Secretary 51
Library and Media Centers 22
Library/Media Assistant 68
Lile Sciences 115
Lintner Center for Advanced Education 20
Literature 116

M

_

_

Machine Technology 88
Machine Technology (MCH) Course Descriptions 183
Management 45
Management and Professional Development 19
Management and Professional Development (SOP) Course Descriptions 198
Managemen!lSupervisory Development 82
MasterCard, payment by 11
Mathematics (MTH) Course Descriptions 188
Mathematics Support Courses 30
Mathematics Transfer 116
Mathematics, Developmental 27
Mechanical Engineering Technology 89
Mechanical Engineering Technology (MEn Course Descriptions 184
Media Centers 22
Medical Laboratory Technology 90
Medical Laboratory Technology (MLn Course Descriptions 185
Medical Office Assisting 91
Medical Office Assisting (MOA) Course Descriptions 186
Medical Records Technology 91
Medical Records Technology (MRn Course Descriptions 187
Membership Card 22
Merchandising 45
Merchandising Certificate 47
Microcomputer Information Systems 93
Microcomputer Training Program 20
Microelectronic Technology 93
Military Service Credit 10
MISSion and Long-Range Goals 6
MUSIC(MUS) Course Descriptions 189
MUSICPerformance (MUP) Course Descriptions 189
MUSICTransfer 116
MUSIC,Vocational 100

Index • 231

N
Non-Credit Classes (Community Education) 19
Non-Traditional Credit 10
Nursing 94
Nursing (NUR) Course Descriptions 191

0

_

OHice of Students with Disabilities 22
Open Campus 19
Opticianry 95
Opticianry (OT) Course Descriptions 191
Oregon State System of Higher Education Transfer Policy 108
Orientation 9

p---------------Parent Education 80
Parking 22
Payment Methods 11
Phi Theta Kappa 18
Philosophy 123
Philosophy (PHL) Course Descriptions 193
Photography 79
Photography (PHO) Course Descriptions 194
Physical Education Activity Program (PE 10) 30
Physical Education, Dance and Athletics 117
Physical Education (PE) Course Descriptions 193
Physical Science 118
Physics 119
Physics (pHY) Course Deseriptions 195
Physics Support Courses 30
PlacementAssessment 9
Police Report Writing 126
Pol~ical Science 123
Pol~ical Science (PS) 195
Powerplant Certificate 42
Pre-College Mathematics (PCM) 193
Productiv~y and Operations Management B3
Professional Skills Training 20,96
Progress Standards 18
Psychology 123
Psychology (PSY) Course Descriptions 195
Public Administration 119
Public Administration (PA) 192
Purchasing 48

R

T
Technical Learning Skills 27
Technical Writing (Evening Certificate Program) 100
Telecommunications Administration 53
Teleconferencing 20
Telecourses 20
Testing 22
Theater 23
Theater Arts 125
Theater Arts (TA) Course Descriptions 202
Trade Extension (TE) Course Descriptions 203
Transcripts 18
Transfer Courses and Programs 107
Transferability from PCC 107
Transferring to PCC 9
TransmissionlDrivetrain Specialist (AU1omotive) 41
Tuition 11
TU10ring 22,31
2+2+2 Cooperative Honors Program in Electronic and CompU1erEngineering 112

v

_

Radiologic Technology 97
Radiologic Technology (RAD) Course Descriptions 196
Reading, Developmental 27
Real Estate 98
Real Estate (RE) Course Descriptions 197
Reciproc~ Agreement 11
Refrigeration/HVAC 98
Refrigeration (RSES) (TE) Course Descriptions 203
Refunds 12
Registration 11
Regulations, Academic 15
Repeating a Course 17
Residency 11
RestaurantManagement 81
Rights and Besoonsibilfies of Students 18
Russian 114
Russian (RUS) Course Descriptions 198

s
Scholarships 13
Senior Citizens 11
Sign Language (Interpreter Training Program) B4
Sign Language Studies 31
Small Business 48
Small Busiress Development Center 20
Small Busiress International Trade Program 20
Social Sciences 120
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Sociology 124
Sociology (SOC) Course Descriptions 200
Software Engineering Technology 99
Software Engineering Technology (CST) Course Descriptions 150
Spanish 114
Spanish (SPA) Course Descriptions 202
Special Programs and Services 19
Speech Communication 124
Speech Communication (SP) Course Descriptions 201
Sports 23
StaH, Instructional, Administrative and Professional Support 213
Steering and Suspension Specialist 41
Student Activities 23
Student Government 23
Student Newspaper 23
Student Rights and Responsibil~ies 18
Student Services 21
Support Courses and Programs 25

_

Veterans Educational Benefits 13
Veterinary Technology 100
Veterinary Science Technology and Animal Husbandry (VS) Course Descriptions
207
VISA, payment by 11
Vocational Music 101
Vocational Programs (Career Courses and Programs) 33
Vocational Teacher Education 70

w

_

Welding 103
Welding (WLD) Course Descriptions 208
W~hdrawing from College 12
World Trade and Transportation B3
Writing 126
Writing (WA) Course Descriptions 210
Writing Support Courses 30
Writing, Business and Technical
Writing, Developmental 27
Writing, Technical (Evening Certificate Program)100
Writing Transfer 126

z
_

Zoology 115

_
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